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Abstract 
Following an introductory chapter on the geographical 
framework and h i s t o r i c a l o u t l i n e of the region, problems and the d e t a i l s 
of sampling and geographical analysis are contained i n Chapters 2 and 3 
respectively. 
Chapter 4 comprises a detailed review of dermal nomenclatures 
to supplement recommendations f o r methodological consistency given i n 
Dyn 1977 4, 1-60. Necessary ruli n g s have been amended, especially 
fo r the mainlines, to improve i n t e r r a t e r accuracy i n the scoring of 
a t t r i b u t e s . Chapter 5 concerns d e t a i l s of data management s p e c i f i c 
to the survey. 
Chapter 6 deals w i t h the genetics of d i g i t a l and palmar 
dermatoglyphics. 
I n Chapters 7 and 8 i n t e r r e l a t i o n s h i p s between 152 dermal 
variables are investigated using b i v a r i a t e and m u l t i v a r i a t e procedures. 
Other matters considered are measurement l e v e l s , frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
and transformations, b i l a t e r a l asymmetry and sex differences. Observ-
ations are made on the behaviour of d i f f e r e n t c o r r e l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s . 
In Chapter 8, f a c t o r i n g of the u n i l a t e r a l d i g i t a l and u n i l a t e r a l maximal 
d i g i t a l ridge counts has been effected and preliminary r e s u l t s reported 
for the palmar variables. M u l t i p l e regression analysis has been carried 
out on the palmar ridge counts and on the palmar mainlines, i n the l a t t e r 
case, i n an attempt to demonstrate the possible redundancy of those 
a t t r i b u t e s . 
Results of the s p a t i a l study are contained i n Chapters 9 and 10. 
In Chapter 9, the m u l t i p l i c i t y of ways f o r presenting u n i v a r i a t e r e s u l t s 
has been disclosed, the importance of mapping procedures emphasized and a 
choropleth design described to locate class i n t e r v a l s f o r a l i m i t e d number 
of regions. 
I n Chapter 10 d i f f e r e n t distance c o e f f i c i e n t s , v a r i a b l e 
subsets and display procedures have been used to disclose population 
relationships and order i n rectangular migration matrices. M u l t i p l e 
regression analyses have been effected between the i n t e r r e g i o n a l 
b i o l o g i c a l distances and various pr e d i c t o r s , and a method described 
to reveal the e f f e c t s of sampling error. Concluding matters are dealt 
with i n Chapter 11. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1. Research Objectives 
Research into dermatoglyphic v a r i a t i o n has been an area of 
s c i e n t i f i c investigation for more than a century ( c f . , Chapter 4 ) . 
Indeed, much of the e a r l i e r development of techniques was due to B r i t i s h 
workers, e s p e c i a l l y to Galton (1892, 1895) and Henry (1900). Nevertheless, 
even with the more intensive studies of the l a s t two decades, surprisingly 
l i t t l e progress has been made i n the dermal f i e l d of physical anthropology. 
At the present time no single consistent methodology i s av a i l a b l e for 
reading p r i n t s and thus for c o l l a t i n g l o c a l or world-wide data. Nor 
by any means can researchers be certa i n of i n t e r - r a t e r p r e c i s i o n even 
when adhesion to one system has been maintained; for instance, notation 
for the mainlines i s notoriously bad. 
genetics of dermal features, published summaries of dermal v a r i a t i o n for 
B r i t a i n are limited to but a few attributes (mostly d i g i t a l ) for a 
r e s t r i c t e d number of point samples (Berry and Muir 1975; Cummins and 
Midlo 1943; Fang 1950a,b; Holt 1968). The only regional study for the 
B r i t i s h I s l e s i s that for parts of Oxfordshire and Berkshire by Coope 
(Coope 1966, 1973; Roberts and Coope 1972) and i s confined to d i g i t a l 
v ariables. Almost for the enti r e map and the majority of dermal 
att r i b u t e s , we have no knowledge of the dimensions of ei t h e r l o c a l or 
regional v a r i a t i o n . As a r e s u l t a l l the important methodological issues 
for regional studies have never been discussed. Moreover, not only are 
h e r i t a b i l i t y estimates for most varia b l e s suspect and t h e i r genetic b a s i s 
unavailable ( c f . , Chapter 6 ) , but i n no one study has there been a complete 
investigation of i n t e r v a r i a b l e associations. I n t h i s respect the most 
After the many years of c o l l e c t i n g data and studies of the 
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detailed survey, that of Loesch (1971, 1974) for Poland, does not include 
the majority of quantitative variables ( c f . , Chapter 7). 
I n recent years there has been a growing emphasis on the 
examination of dermal v a r i a t i o n i n medical disorder groups, with the 
ultimate design of e a r l y diagnosis and aetiology (David 1971; A l t e r 1967; 
Penrose 1969; Schaumann and A l t e r 1976), Yet i n large part these studies 
r e l y on techniques and findings that contain many confusing as well as 
subjective features, and have no bank of data on the general population to 
which they can r e a d i l y and i n t u i t i v e l y r e f e r . 
The wide ranging d e f i c i e n c i e s noted above compel a s e r i e s of 
objectives for the present survey. Foremost among these i s the 
establishment of a consistent methodology for reading p r i n t s , to be 
implemented i n i t i a l l y on the B r i t i s h scene. In t h i s respect the paucity 
of previous r e s u l t s i s fortunate i n as much as few of these w i l l be made 
redundant. Much of the present day research i n the s o c i a l sciences i s 
greatly f a c i l i t a t e d by the a v a i l a b i l i t y of computers and an obvious 
extension to the amended directions for dermatoglyphic nomenclature are 
programming and computing instructions for processing the data v i a 
readily accessible package programmes. Such procedures allow the rapid 
but f l e x i b l e management of the data, w h i l s t maintaining consistency i n the 
treatment of f i l e s and v a r i a b l e s . I n t h i s way c o l l a t i o n of regional and 
other studies i s enhanced. 
The primary objective of the present survey i s a methodological 
study of l o c a l regional v a r i a t i o n for dermal v a r i a b l e s . As such i t 
concerns a m u l t i p l i c i t y of i s s u e s . Among these are problems of sampling, 
methods for geographical v a r i a t i o n analysis i n the context of the sampling 
frame and the spectrum of procedures, including a wide range of univariate 
and multivariate analyses used to examine the b a s i c data matrices. The 
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complementary use of univariate and m u l t i v a r i a t e techniques needs to be 
stressed i n as much as they are frequently and wrongly regarded as 
competing strategies and to the extent that they emphasize d i f f e r e n t 
aspects of s p a t i a l v a r i a t i o n , namely f o r variables and between regions or 
populations respectively. Associated w i t h single variable studies 
several dermal a t t r i b u t e s , f o r instance the finger patterns, can be 
measured i n d i f f e r e n t ways and these are compared. Also, as a biproduct 
of the univariate section some consideration i s given to the problems of 
choropleth design f o r a l i m i t e d number of regions. M u l t i v a r i a t e analysis 
incorporates several outstanding matters. Among these are the selection 
of distance c o e f f i c i e n t s and the methods required to give adequate displays 
of elements i n the distance matrices. Further and obviously important 
questions include the treatment of p o t e n t i a l p r edictors, especially the 
examination of migration matrices, and the comparison of b i o l o g i c a l and 
predictor distances. 
No regional survey can be successfully carried out without a 
f u l l examination of i n t e r v a r i a b l e associations. As i t i s variance-
covariance matrices are fundamental to m u l t i v a r i a t e analyses and the 
demand f o r an assessment of i n t e r v a r i a b l e dependencies has been a long one. 
Herein the opportunity of the large regional samples has been taken f o r 
applying a range of b i v a r i a t e measures to the variates . The d i f f e r e n t 
scales and levels of measurement of dermal features permit a useful 
comparison of various association c o e f f i c i e n t s . Linkages i n the 
cor r e l a t i o n matrices have been sought v i s u a l l y and by structure-seeking 
techniques of component and fac t o r analysis. These re s u l t s are regarded 
as basic to genetic investigations of d i g i t a l and palmar dermatoglyphics. 
Though the i n t e n t i o n of the present survey i s not d i r e c t l y that 
of a regional study, but of methodological aspects associated w i t h 
regional studies, the r e s u l t s can hardly f a i l to have some regional 
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s i g n i f i c a n c e . I n the present state of our knowledge the most 
important finding would r e l a t e to the dimensions of l o c a l v a r i a t i o n 
within the survey region and by tenuous projection the expected degree 
of l o c a l d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n over mainland B r i t a i n . To the extent that t h i s 
may be considerable, obvious d i f f i c u l t i e s are presented for lower 
resolution studies and for medical research. Conversely, absence of 
l o c a l v a r i a t i o n suggests that subsequent studies concentrate on larger 
s p a t i a l e n t i t i e s which include known ethnic boundaries. 
To f a c i l i t a t e the survey the region chosen, the North Pennine 
Dales, i s one l i k e l y to portray considerable i n t e r n a l v a r i a t i o n . The 
topography of each dale places both obstacles to movement and population 
growth. As such i t i s a p a r t i a l l y closed system and a natural population 
unit. Such conditions i n a h i s t o r i c a l context promote both d r i f t and 
inbreeding. S i m i l a r l y , the b a r r i e r s separating each dale are of a 
magnitude l i k e l y to induce a rapid f a l l o f f i n any kind of exchange and 
from t h i s regional associations are expected to r e f l e c t neighbourhood 
contacts. Conversely, the dale mouths function as e s s e n t i a l input-output 
funnels with no obvious r e s t r i c t i o n s to movement. Nevertheless, the 
different aspect of each dale and the distances separating each dale 
mouth are again factors that suggest the development of systematic 
geographical contacts and by projection genetic associations. What 
remains unknown even from the his t o r y of the region i s the extent to which 
movement from and to the dales e s p e c i a l l y i n recent times has eliminated 
any s p e c i a l features of the expanded founder groups, and whether or not 
the contrasting aspects of the dales and i n some cases the distances 
separating them have led to genetic subsets i n the survey space that s t i l l 
p e r s i s t . As a r e s u l t , the region presents an i n t e r e s t i n g c o n f l i c t of 
potential d r i f t and migrational features. 
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I t i s necessary to indicate at the outset that the present 
survey i s e n t i r e l y that of a time-bound study, an examination and comparison 
of data d i r e c t l y a v a i l a b l e from individuals l i v i n g within the North Pennine 
Dales survey region during the period of sample capture. No pretensions 
are made to a h i s t o r i c a l approach. Of course t h i s does not mean that the 
history of the region i s not relevant. On the contrary i t i s the very 
history of the North Pennine Dales that one hopes w i l l be portrayed by 
the dermatoglyphic va r i a b l e s . However, often very l i t t l e of the 
e s s e n t i a l d e t a i l s of input-output, natural increase-decrease can be 
ascertained from h i s t o r i c a l documents. There e x i s t long gaps without 
adequate records and moreover a prehistory that can at best be covered 
only in terms of a narrative sketch; quantification, even the pseudo-
s t a t i s t i c a l accounts of mapped d i s t r i b u t i o n s , for instance of place-names, 
can give wholly misleading representations of r e a l i t y . 
A more r e l i a b l e source of information i s d i r e c t l y available from 
sampled ind i v i d u a l s . Much of t h i s w i l l indicate long continuing i f 
somewhat disturbed trends, those for instance of s p a t i a l i n t e r a c t i o n , 
d e t a i l s no l e s s (and perhaps more) relevant to an explanation of current 
dermal v a r i a t i o n . Also from a temporal axis of relevant information 
towards explanation there i s common sense i n the accession and examination 
of rea d i l y a v a i l a b l e data. Moreover i n the outcome of negative r e s u l t s 
there i s l i t t l e point i n pursuing the expensive extraction of incomplete 
and poor sources of information. 
Before proceeding with the b r i e f outlines of the geographical 
framework and history of the survey region, one further point regarding 
research design deserves s p e c i a l attention. Most components determining 
the structure of anthropological surveys are capable of measurement, and 
from t h i s i t i s possible to a s c e r t a i n the timing of stages and the fe a s i b l e 
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dimensions each should take. The various parts of data measurement, 
compilation and processing i n a resource-bound survey determine p r a c t i c a l 
objectives as the number of attributes that can be managed and the extent 
of the region surveyed. The whole can be envisaged as a polygonal 
topology of influences where changes i n one element place l i m i t a t i o n s 
on other aspects of the study. However, one of these components has 
presented i n t h i s and subsequent genetic s p a t i a l v a r i a t i o n studies 
considerable d i f f i c u l t i e s i n attaining o r i g i n a l objectives - that of 
sample caputre. The s p e c i a l problems associated with i t are discussed 
i n the following chapter. Though i n the present survey, sample capture 
has been designed to minimize the e f f e c t s of i r r e g u l a r chance return from 
necessary i n q u i r i e s of consent and much of the intended survey region has 
been covered, there are nevertheless unavoidable anomalies in the samples 
and i t has not been possible to e s t a b l i s h an accurate schedule i n the 
execution of design. These issues with regard to sampling have serious 
implications for s i m i l a r anthropological surveys. 
2. Geographical Framework of the Survey Region 
The region intended for study, the North Pennine Dales, 
includes the two main upland massifs separated by the Stainmore Pass, 
the southern Askrigg and northern Alston blocks extending from the Tyne 
va l l e y to the Aire gap. This loosely defined region i s some 80 miles 
in length and over 40 miles across at i t s widest part (Figure 1.1). 
I t s main feature i s i n the imposing nature of the topography, 
the watersheds forming natural boundaries for administration and 
settlement. The region i s divided among the seven old northern counties, 
most of i t being shared out among the eastern t r i o of Durham and the 
North and West Ridings of Yorkshire. 
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Much of the region i s over 800 feet above ordnance datum. 
I t forms a deeply dissected Carboniferous upland t i l t i n g from west to 
east; the former sector i s c l e a r l y defined by the Pennine and Dent 
f a u l t s and peaks along t h i s edge frequently exceed 2000 f e e t . The 
only low-lying land occurs along the dales, mostly i n t h e i r middle and 
lower courses, and around the margin of the region, a d i s t i n c t w a i s t l i n e 
being evident where the Stainmore gap enters the Tees v a l l e y . Because 
of the dominant west to east t i l t of the massifs, the course of the dales 
follows two main d i r e c t i o n s . I n the northern and southern parts of the 
region the alignment i s approximately north-south; i n the former, the 
courses of the South Tyne and the r i v e r A l l e n ; i n the l a t t e r , the north-
westerly to southeasterly Ribblesdale, Upper Wharfedale and L i t t o n d a l e , 
Nidderdale and the val l e y of the r i v e r Washburn. The longest dales open 
out eastwards to the lower ground of central Durham and the vale of Tees. 
From north to south the most s i g n i f i c a n t of these are Weardale, Teesdale, 
Swaledale and Wensleydale. To the northwest the region terminates 
abruptly w i t h the Pennine f a u l t , w i t h uninhabited deeply incised r i l l s 
and ravines c u t t i n g the precipitous slopes of the vale of Eden. To the 
southwest shorter dales radiate from is o l a t e d peaks between Mallerstang 
and Ingleborough Commons. The most important of these i s the r i v e r Eden 
before i t j o i n s the vale at Kirkby Stephen, Garsdale and Dentdale as they 
converge upon Sedbergh and the shorter Kingsdale and Chapeldale which 
proceed to Ingleton. 
Naturally population d i s t r i b u t i o n w i t h i n the region takes on a 
l i m i t e d number of forms. Much dispersed settlement occurs i n the upper 
reaches of the dales especially i n Weardale and Teesdale. Otherwise, 
mostly i t comprises small v i l l a g e s and hamlets strung out generally at 
regular i n t e r v a l s along the dales and t h e i r t r i b u t a r i e s . On the eastern 
margin these increase i n number where the upland grades towards the vales 
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of York and Tees* Of the 319 Parishes and 9 other administrative 
u n i t s , samples from which are analyzed i n the present r e p o r t , only 
38 have populations exceeding 1000, and only the 6 urban d i s t r i c t s 
and 3 metropolitan d i s t r i c t s more than 5000. Most of the parishes 
have extremely small populations, often not more than 100 i n d i v i d u a l s . 
For reference t o t a l populations i n 1971 f o r the administrative u n i t s 
have been noted i n the key to Figures 2.2 to 2.5. Service centres and 
market towns are located at the mouth of the dales namely at Wolsingham, 
Barnard Castle, Richmond, Leyburn, Pateley Bridge, Otley, Skipton, 
Settle and Sedbergh, or along the f r i n g e of the uplands as at Bishop 
Auckland, Ripon and Knaresborough. Only Hawes retains i t s market w i t h i n 
the c i r c l e of the larger towns, though other smaller service centres do 
exist as at Stanhope i n Weardale and Grassington i n Wharfedale. Most 
of the t o t a l population of over 350000 i n the area o r i g i n a l l y sampled 
i s concentrated i n the very small number of urban and metropolitan 
d i s t r i c t s , i n Hatrogate (62427), Bishop Auckland (32775), I l k l e y (21849), 
Crook and W i l l i n g t o n (21487), Otley (13265), Skipton (12437), 
Knaresborough (11385), Ripon (10989) and Richmond (7245). Several of 
these units are disproportionately large. Harrogate, Otley and I l k l e y 
are s p i l l over centres f o r i n d u s t r i a l West Yorkshire, w h i l s t Crook and 
Willington are representatives of the dense mining settlement i n west 
Durham. M i l i t a r y camps are responsible f o r other concentrations as at 
Leeming and Dishforth near Bedale and Ripon respectively. The most 
s i g n i f i c a n t i s undoubtedly Catterick and accounts f o r the present status 
of Richmond. 
The pattern of settlement and communications i s displayed i n 
Figure 1.2. As would be expected the dominant feature i s the close 
determination of both by the alignment of the dales and t h e i r t r i b u t a r i e s . 
Most of the main roads are peripheral to the North Pennines, but several 
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A routes do cross the massif, by penetrating the long east-west dales 
and breaching the lowest cols, and a trunk road, the A66(T) crosses 
Stainmore Forest. Indeed the map might suggest t h a t the region i s 
reasonably w e l l endowed w i t h connecting routes. However, most are 
minor roads, and both these and secondary lines of communication are 
narrow and tortuous. Passage from one dale to another can become 
extremely hazardous and winter conditions on the summits have often made 
movement between the dales impossible f o r days and even f o r weeks i n past 
years. Conditions are i n f a c t notoriously bad on the best of roads 
which, as pointed out above, follows the Stainmore Pass from Penrith to 
Scotch Corner. Some of the dales have no connecting routes except i n 
t h e i r lower reaches. Upper Nidderdale i s is o l a t e d as are many of the 
t r i b u t a r y dales, f o r instance Raydale and Coverdale. Others are e n t i r e l y 
serviced by minor roads and there i s no incentive f o r through t r a f f i c to 
use them. Examples are L i t t o n d a l e , Arkengarthdale and Coverdale. I n 
fac t there can be l i t t l e incentive f o r any connecting movement between 
many of the dales except i n t h e i r upper reaches, since a l l the service 
centres are located at the upland margins and convenience generally 
dictates o r i e n t a t i o n . Nevertheless, the essential outcome of movement 
i n gene flow can be measured d i r e c t l y negating any speculation from the 
condition of communications and the relevant data are presented at a 
l a t e r stage ( c f . , Chapter 10, section 4 ) . 
The central p o s i t i o n of the Northern Pennines between I r i s h Sea 
and North Sea coastlines and the varied o r i e n t a t i o n of the dales along 
i t s length has probably subjected the l a t t e r to very d i f f e r e n t influences. 
Dales i n the north and north eastern sector are d i r e c t l y focused on Durham 
and i n d u s t r i a l Tyne, Wear and Cleveland, those i n the south west 
respectively to i n d u s t r i a l West and South Yorkshire and Lancashire and 
Greater Manchester. Between the two extremes on the eastern f l a n k 
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the long dales of the North Riding open out onto the Yorkshire Plain 
and no doubt respond systematically to the g r a v i t a t i o n a l e f f e c t s of 
these conurbations and to immediate influences centred on York. 
Sim i l a r l y on the western side there i s every reason to suggest that 
dales converging on Sedbergh are a f f i l i a t e d to Lancashire and Cumbria, 
Thus, the location and aspect of each dale w i t h regard to those external 
m u l t i f u n c t i o n a l regions would suggest geographically systematic exchange 
with them. Again, i n terms of gene flow t h i s can be d i r e c t l y ascertained 
by constructing rectangular migration matrices ( c f . , Chapter 10, section 4). 
Without such information i t would not be possible to assess the degree of 
int e r a c t i o n of the r u r a l dales communities w i t h the o u t l y i n g urban centres 
and the more prosperous a g r i c u l t u r a l and i n d u s t r i a l communities. 
3. H i s t o r i c a l Outline of the North Pennine Dales 
There are two main aspects of the h i s t o r y of the region d i r e c t l y 
relevant to the present survey. The f i r s t i s selective immigration to 
the dales, reciprocal exchange between them and outmovement. The second 
concerns major changes i n n a t u r a l population increase and decrease. As 
indicated beforehand such d e t a i l s can only be presented i n the form of a 
narrative sketch. 
The main impression gained from the d e t a i l s of pre-Domesday 
archaeological evidence and documentation i s that of widespread movement 
occurring over the region, not only of selective inmigrations of groups 
from the west and more p a r t i c u l a r l y penetrating the dales from the 
Continent, but of considerable fusion of these d i f f e r e n t peoples. 
The North Pennine Dales have been inhabited though at f i r s t 
sparsely since the Late G l a c i a l . Abundant Mesolithic finds have been 
made i n the limestone caves of Craven, and indications of N e o l i t h i c 
settlement are no less common. Examples are provided by the large 
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group of henge monuments near Ripon. From around 1800 B.C. to the 
Norman Conquest several waves of colonization have dominated the region. 
The most important of the e a r l i e r inmovements dated from the t h i r d to 
f i r s t centuries B.C. These were Continental La Tene Cel t i c immigrants 
forming the Brigantian kingdom from the Calder to the Tyne. Most of 
t h e i r settlement seems to have been concentrated i n the southern zone 
on the limestone, and of the nine towns recorded by Ptolemy two are now 
si t e s f o r the present day centres of Catterick and I l k l e y . 
The main influence of the long Roman occupation seems to have 
been that of encouraging population m o b i l i t y . The f o r t i f i c a t i o n s of 
Stanwick near Richmond under Venutius required considerable labour from 
a l l over the dales, and taken together w i t h the large number of temporary 
encampments from Wharfedale to Swaledale eliminates any idea of dale 
i n s u l a r i t y . Throughout the Romano-British period the North Pennine Dales 
were enclosed by roadways w i t h accompanying f o r t s . The l a t t e r as at 
I l k l e y and Bainbridge i n Wensleydale encouraged trade and the growth of 
c i v i l i a n settlement. By the end of the 3rd century, larger hutments and 
f i e l d systems had been developed by several generations of the native 
population ( R a i s t r i c k 1968). 
Later incursions >f s e t t l e r s included Anglo-Saxons (7th century 
A.D.), Danes (9th century A.D.) and Norse invaders by way of Ireland i n 
the 10th century. «However, none of these groups i s l i k e l y to have led 
to any ethnic d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n between the dales. The reasons f o r t h i s 
are twofold. F i r s t , no selective inmovement occurred w i t h i n groups of 
the dales. Occupation mostly consisted of well-assimilated Anglo-Danish 
or 'English* populations i n the lower dales and valleys of Yorkshire w i t h 
dispersed settlement on the h i l l s and i n the higher valleys under 
p a s t o r a l i s t Irish-Norse communities. Only i n Durham north of Bishop 
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Auckland and Wolsingham i s an absence of Danish and Norse settlement 
indicated and there i s strong evidence i n any case that u n t i l the 
Palatine Bishopric of Durham, Weardale was v i r t u a l l y uninhabited 
(Smailes 1968). Most of the evidence dis t i n g u i s h i n g the Norse i n t e r i o r 
from Anglo-Saxon occupation of the lower dales and upland margins comes 
from place names. Instances are the Anglian - l e y , -ham, -ingham and 
-ton, the Danish -by and -thorp, and the Norse - s e t t , -scale, -thwaite 
and - g i l l ( R a i s t r i c k 1968, Map 5, p. 73). Some appreciation of the 
d i s t i n c t formats of settlement can be gained from t h i s , but i s not 
evidence of genetically d i s t i n c t communities. Place-names by no means 
define the e n t i r e composition of populations, and most of t h i s settlement 
was superimposed on e a r l i e r Brigantian populations. Also, not only i s i t 
d i f f i c u l t to d i s t i n g u i s h between place-names of say Danish and other 
Scandinavian speaking peoples, but place-names are i n any case r e a d i l y 
adopted; thus the Anglian -ton was used throughout succeeding centuries 
to Domesday and beyond. 
Secondly, the e n t i r e settlement pattern t o the beginning of 
the 11th century was grea t l y disturbed by William's 'harrying of the no r t h 1 
i n 1069-1070. During t h i s b r i e f period the vale of York and the lowland 
country north t o Durham were completely wasted. The extent and degree of 
waste f o r the West and North Ridings have been mapped i n d e t a i l by Darby 
and Maxwell (1962, Figures 16, 17 and 34, 35 re s p e c t i v e l y ) . A l l the 
vil l a g e s of the North Pennine Dales are shown to be uninhabited, 
populated settlements e x i s t i n g only i n Middle Wharfedale and on the p l a i n 
beyond the upland f r o n t and dale mouths from Teesdale to Nidderdale. 
There i s some controversy i n i n t e r p r e t i n g t h i s pattern of settlement and 
the uniform depopulation of the parts of the dales surveyed. Darby claims 
that the dales were completely wasted and the population exterminated. 
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On the other hand Bishop (1948) i s of the opinion that the dales' 
populations survived and that the waste indicates the con t r o l l e d 
movement of the population out i n t o the v i l l s of the p l a i n by the new 
owners. R a i s t r i c k (1968) considers that there i s every reason to 
believe that the force sent by William was never large enough to penetrate 
a l l parts of the dales, and that the l o c a l people would have disappeared 
i n t o the h i l l s and t r i b u t a r y v a l l eys. With regard to t h i s i t i s 
i n t e r e s t i n g that the Domesday survey does not penetrate f a r i n t o west 
Yorkshire, the l i m i t s being Reeth i n Swaledale, Askrigg i n Wensleydale, 
Starbottom i n Wharfedale and Sta i n f o r t h i n Ribblesdale. A l l these l i e 
on the borders of forests as defined i n the fo l l o w i n g centuries. Though 
i t i s not possible to say which of these recent reconstructions i s 
accurate, one point seems reasonably c e r t a i n . The Domesday survey 
records the population nadir of the North Pennine Dales and from t h i s 
time no large selective immigrations occurred from the Continent. 
In the years that followed the Norman Conquest, the North 
Pennine Dales were shared out among feudal honours and monasteries. 
Castles, abbeys and p r i o r i e s became the centres of a c t i v i t y and movement, 
each forming d i s t i n c t and separate communities; such castles as Richmond, 
Skipton, Knaresborough and Barnard Castle, and the abbeys of Fountains, 
Jervaulx, Salley, Byland, Furness and Bolton. The i n d i v i d u a l had no 
r i g h t s outside h i s honour, though widespread movement occurred w i t h i n 
each t e r r i t o r y as between dale head and dale mouth. The e n t i r e region 
seems to have been prosperous i n succeeding centuries, the growth of 
population running concomitantly w i t h the development of trade and r u r a l 
industries. By the 14th century, peak settlement nucleation had been 
accomplished, though i n some areas as indicated f o r Swaledale by the 
records of Marrick Priory some time e a r l i e r i n the 12th century. During 
t h i s period a large number of markets developed, many more than the nodal 
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centres of the present day a t t e s t i n g the l i m i t e d distance over which 
local movement was possible along the upland trackways ( R a i s t r i c k 1962). 
Beside the more f a m i l i a r market towns such as Skipton and Ripon, others 
for example existed i n the now small v i l l a g e s and hamlets of Wensleydale, 
namely Carperby (1305), Middleham (1387), East Witton (1307), and Wensley 
(1202). I n some dales, settlement has been d i r e c t l y encouraged by the 
feudal lords as at Stanhope i n Weardale and at Bainbridge, Healaugh and 
Buckden i n the Yorkshire dales. The P o l l Tax of 1379 forms something 
of a census of the population and the returns are complete f o r the dales. 
Every i n d i c a t i o n i s of a r u r a l population density s i m i l a r to that of the 
present day, and that 14th century colonization i s obscured now only by 
urban and i n d u s t r i a l colonization and the a l i e n concentrations of 
m i l i t a r y garrisons as at Catterick. 
Throughout the long span of time to the beginning of the 
i n d u s t r i a l era i n the 18th century the form of the landscape changed 
considerably. Disforestation early on, the break up of the common f i e l d s 
and the post-reformation changes i n land ownership w i t h modem f i e l d s 
developing from open s t r i p s culminated i n the growth of market towns at 
the dale mouths and the abandonment of subsistence a g r i c u l t u r e . With the 
large c a t t l e f a i r s i n numerous parts of the dales and the emergence of 
dir e c t droving roads across the summits, greater m o b i l i t y was induced by 
movement between markets. However, population grew slowly, deaths i n the 
parish regi s t e r s as f o r Linton i n Wharfedale keeping pace w i t h b i r t h s 
(Palmer 1969). Nevertheless by the early 17th century there was 
population pressure i n some of the more r e s t r i c t e d valleys as i n Garsdale 
and Dentdale. Moreover, during t h i s period both plague and Scottish raids 
into the dales had dr a s t i c e f f e c t s on population size, especially the 
former. Plague occurred i n the 16th and 17th centuries, but during 
1346-1348 i n some places the population i s believed to have been reduced 
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by a h a l f ( R a i s t r i c k 1968) and few i f any l o c a l i t i e s were unaffected. 
Raids from the Scottish borderland were of more l o c a l consequence; 
that of 1070 A.D. entered Teesdale during which the population of 
Hunderthwaite was massacred. Another i n 1138 A.D. entered Craven 
through the vale of Eden. A f t e r 1314 and Bannockburn such raids became 
more frequent, but by the 16th century had been transformed i n t o the 
reverse and peaceful droving of c a t t l e from Scotland. 
The modern period i n the North Pennine Dales dates from the 
early part of the 18th century. From then to the present time some very 
marked changes have occurred and d i s t i n c t i v e trends can be i d e n t i f i e d . 
The f i r s t of these involved the growth of industry w i t h i n the dales, more 
s p e c i f i c a l l y the development of t e x t i l e m i l l s and lead mining, and the 
concomitant population inmovement mostly from the surrounding lowlands 
and lower dales. This period terminated abruptly i n the mid-nineteenth 
century with the exhaustion of the mines and competition from the main 
i n d u s t r i a l centres on the c o a l f i e l d s , massive outmovement occurring i n 
bursts of a few years and a more general outflow throughout the remainder 
of the century. This period r e a l l y comprised several trends inv o l v i n g 
a g r i c u l t u r a l decline a f t e r the Napoleonic Wars and i n t e r m i t t e n t a c t i v i t y 
and i n a c t i v i t y i n the lead mines throughout the f i r s t h a l f of the 19th 
century superimposed on the gradual demise of the r u r a l i n d u s t r i e s . 
Just outside the dales a very d i f f e r e n t state of a f f a i r s obtained. 
Throughout the 18th and 19th centuries the main market towns be n e f i t t e d 
f i r s t from the increased a c t i v i t y and improved communications and then 
grew as r u r a l depopulation provided employment f o r the larger scale 
industry. Beyond t h i s however was the phenomenal growth of Harrogate i n 
the l a t e 19th century, and to a lesser extent of Richmond and the Middle 
Wharfedale towns, notably I l k l e y i n the 20th century. S i m i l a r l y , rapid 
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expansion had occurred on the c o a l f i e l d i n lower Weardale i n the second 
quarter of the 19th century which has since been i n decline. 
Mining had occurred throughout the dales from Roman times 
though much of t h i s was i n t e r m i t t e n t and small scale u n t i l the 18th century. 
With the development of companies, the f i e l d s ranging over Weardale, 
Teesdale, Swaledale, Wensleydale, the lower part of upper Wharfedale and 
lower Nidderdale became heavily exploited greatly i n f l u e n c i n g , except i n 
the case of the l a t t e r two, upper dale parishes ( R a i s t r i c k and Jennings 
1965). By the end of the century though a g r i c u l t u r e was s t i l l dominant, 
employment was considerably more varied as evidenced i n the 1803 Muster 
Roll f o r Craven. A large number of small t e x t i l e m i l l s covered the region 
and throughout the f i r s t part of the 19th century absorbed some of the 
excess population from the dales. Pressure on the land had become 
considerable; p a r t i b l e inheritance had resulted i n minute holdings, 
these mostly less than 10 or 20 acres i n Wharfedale. Turnpike roads 
l i n k i n g the lower dales towns w i t h each other and the growing i n d u s t r i a l 
concentrations of Durham, Yorkshire and Lancashire resulted i n t h e i r 
becoming important markets. The demands of mining and l a t e r of 
a g r i c u l t u r a l produce led to the opening up of the dales by road and r a i l 
and as such droving and over-summit t r a f f i c g r e a t l y declined i n 
importance. Thus the respective dales became orientated to lower dales 
towns as Skipton, S e t t l e , Leyburn, Ripon, Richmond, Pateley Bridge, 
Barnard Castle, Bishop Auckland and Sedbergh. During t h i s period the 
lead minersexcept at Alston did not form separate communities from the 
a g r i c u l t u r a l population; most had small holdings on the dale sides, 
though i n c e r t a i n cases as between Linton i n Wharfedale and Grinton i n 
Swaledale some d i r e c t movement did occur w i t h the varying fortunes of the 
industry. 
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Movement and change i n the early 19th century involved a 
complex web of events. During short periods when the lead mines prospered, 
inmovement occurred to as l a t e as 1850, but the dominant trend was that of 
outmovement, f i r s t from a g r i c u l t u r a l employment to the small t e x t i l e and 
smelting m i l l s along the length of the dales; some d i r e c t l y to the larger 
market towns, but most completely outside the dales to the v a s t l y 
expanding i n d u s t r i a l concentrations of Yorkshire, Lancashire and Durham. 
These l a t t e r regions expanded at an enormous rate between 1800 and 1851 
as the census figures bear witness. I n f a c t , numbers of the dalesfolk 
emigrated to North America. 
Leeds 
Bradford 
Manchester 
Oldham 
Tyneside 
Total Population 
1801 1851 
71000 
13000 
95000 
22000 
100000 
233000 
104000 
401000 
72000 
200000 
Growth and decline i n the dales followed much the same pattern 
over the region being dependent on lead mining and small r u r a l i n d u s t r i e s , 
but the timing of peak development and decline varied from dale to dale, 
the most fortunate of them being Weardale. Population i n Stanhope parish 
was considerably more i n 1901 (7779) than i n 1801 (6155) having reached 
two peaks i n 1831 (9541) and 1871 (10330). Employment passed from the 
lead mines i n the upper part of the dale to ironstone and limestone works 
near Stanhope i t s e l f , f i n a l l y out to the coal mining centres and steel 
works at Crook, W i l l i n g t o n and Tow Law a short distance below Wolsingham. 
Population i n upper Teesdale also continued to r i s e u n t i l 1871; i n 
Nidderdale (Bishopside and Bewerley) the peak was somewhat l a t e r i n 1881, 
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and i n Grassington two decades e a r l i e r . The Wensleydale mining 
parishes (Castle Bolton, Redmire and Preston) experienced two peaks of 
f u l l employment, one i n 1821 and another i n 1861, but i n the Swaledale 
parishes west of Richmond a continuous decline i n the population followed 
from the depression i n the 1820s. Minimum population was experienced 
for the dales as a whole i n the early part of the twentieth century; 
for many of the parishes i n the upper parts of the dales t h i s decline has 
continued to the present day as f o r example i n Wensleydale above Leyburn 
(Beaumont 1968), i n Nidderdale (Spencer and Sampson 1959) and Upper 
Wharfedale beyond Grassington (Wilkinson 1966). 
The approximate status of markets or nodal centres w i t h i n the 
region from which samples have been analyzed i n the present report can be 
gauged from figures f o r the widely spaced dates given below. 
Total Population 
1801 1901 1971 
Wolsingham 1834 3480 2797 
Crook and Wi l l i n g t o n U.D. 362 19358 32729 
Barnard Castle U.D. 2966 4421 5228 
Richmond M. B. 2861 3837 7245 
Leyburn 446 847 1500 
Bedale 1005 1082 1889 
Ripon M.B. 3211 8230 10989 
Pateley Bridge 1487 2387 1685 
Harrogate M.B. 1195 28621 62427 
Otley U.D. 2332 9692 13265 
I l k l e y U.D. 426 7455 21849 
Skipton U.D. 2309 11986 12437 
Settle 1136 2302 2171 
Sedbergh 1639 2430 2741 
From these i t can be seen that whereas Leyburn and Sedbergh give 
some i n d i c a t i o n of gradual expansions during the 19th and 20th centuries, 
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both Wolsingham and Pateley Bridge have declined; the former due to the 
dominance of Bishop Auckland, the l a t t e r to Harrogate. Most of the 
growth i n the outlying market centres took place i n the 19th century, 
including Barnard Castle, Ripon, Otley, Skipton and Se t t l e . The 
development of the west Durham c o a l f i e l d between 1825 and 1850 i s 
responsible f o r the emergence of a large population concentration at 
Crook and Willi n g t o n and of the growth of a number of v i l l a g e s south of 
the Wear towards Barnard Castle. Richmond's growth during the 19th 
century as a market and r e s i d e n t i a l town i n pleasant surroundings was 
modest, i t s present size r e s u l t i n g from the completion of Catterick Camp 
af t e r 1918 and more recently from i t s close proximity to Teesside 
(Hawkey 1970). The expansion of Bedale to something l i k e twice the 
1907 f i g u r e has taken place only w i t h i n the l a s t two decades, the 
population i n 1951 being only 1115, and associated w i t h s i m i l a r population 
increases at Aiskew and Leeming. 
The r i s e of Harrogate as a 19th century spa town i s manifestly 
the most astonishing facet of the region, a centre completely out of place 
with nearby Nidderdale. I n the twentieth century i t has become an 
important commercial and administrative centre and inland r e s o r t . Not 
only t h a t , but as f o r Middle Wharfedale's I l k l e y , i t i s a s p i l l - o v e r town 
and dormitory f o r i n d u s t r i a l Yorkshire. 
The most relevant features of development and decline i n the 
North Pennine Dales i s the accompanying nature of population inmovement 
and outmigration. There are few d e t a i l s on destinations during the mass 
exodus during the 19th century. Some were absorbed by the market towns 
on the upland f r i n g e , f o r example Skipton f o r Upper Wharfedale and 
Harrogate f o r Nidderdale. Though the substantial part of outmovement 
passed to the growing i n d u s t r i a l b e l t s , geographical proximity by no means 
always determined o r i e n t a t i o n . People from Swaledale moved to Lancashire 
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as to Durham. These v a s t l y expanding conurbations collected large 
numbers of migrants over a wide radius, the p o t e n t i a l l y g e n e t i c a l l y 
d i s t i n c t l o c a l populations of the r u r a l landscapes there being mixed 
and eliminated. 
This process i s especially s i g n i f i c a n t f o r the North Pennine 
Dales since i t i s quite possible that w i t h i n the present century much 
inmovement to the dales has occurred from these heterogeneous gene pools 
( c f . , Chapter 10 section 4 ) . The net increase or the s t a b i l i t y i n the 
populations of the lower dales during the 20th century may w e l l conceal 
the outmovement of the indigenous dalesfolk and movement i n of outsiders 
either r e t i r e d or working i n centres w e l l w i t h i n t r a v e l time. With 
regard to the centres of Richmond, Harrogate, Otley and I l k l e y t h i s w i l l 
almost c e r t a i n l y be the case w i t h residents entering from other parts of 
the country. 
I f t h i s represents a reasonable summary of twentieth century 
movement beyond the expected exchange between upper and lower dale, then 
inmovement f o r the preceding span from the Norman Conquest to 1900 gives 
every i n d i c a t i o n of being on a very small scale even during the peak 
mining period i n the 19th century. Norman settlement i s believed to have 
been r e s t r i c t e d and thereafter most incoming a l i e n groups were enticed by 
mining developments. German miners entered the Durham dales and Swaledale 
i n the 15th and early 16th centuries; s i m i l a r l y a number from Derbyshire 
i n i t i a t e d the early 17th century operations i n Swaledale and Wharfedale. 
Again Cornishmen are reported to have s e t t l e d i n Swaledale during the 
intensive lead mining period before 1851, though i t seems that such groups 
would be the f i r s t to leave i n any ensuing depression. 
A recent analysis of the 1851 census f o r upper Swaledale beyond 
Marske by Barker ( J . P r i e s t l e y pers. comm., 1975) contains substantial 
evidence f o r the very l o c a l i z e d nature of e f f e c t i v e population movement 
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f o r that time and f o r the previous centuries. His f u l l tabulation 
f o r the birthplaces of the 6820 inhabitants of the upper dale are 
presented below. 
Birthplace % of adults % of children 
Within 5 miles of residence 80.5 90.6 
Remainder of Swaledale 4.1 2.5 
Richmond 2.0 1.7 
Other places w i t h i n 25 miles of Reeth 7.8 3.0 
North England * 3.4 1.0 
Scotland 0.2 0.3 
Ireland 0.3 
London 0.1 -
Midlands and South England * 0.4 0.1 
Overseas 0.1 -
Unknown 1.1 0.8 
* The l i n e f o r North England i s the southern boundaries of Yorkshire 
and Lancashire. 
Some 86.7% of inmovement was endemic to the dale, and only 
5.6% from regions beyond a 25 mile radius of Reeth. Naturally a s i m i l a r 
tabulation f o r the main towns would disclose more distant inflow, but f o r 
the larger part of t h e i r h i s t o r y i t would appear that the populations of 
ind i v i d u a l dales retained t h e i r i n t e g r i t y . With l i m i t e d exchange of t h i s 
order and less f o r the e n t i r e l y a g r i c u l t u r a l parishes, there i s good reason 
to expect genetic d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n emerging from the small post-Conquest 
founder groups especially f o r the r e s t r i c t e d and more is o l a t e d valleys of 
Nidderdale and the dales converging on Sedbergh. However, i t i s quite 
possible that any genetic d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n may have been eliminated by 
recent inmovement. The dales form a centre of t o u r i s t a c t i v i t y f o r the 
whole of North England ( c f . , Lavery 1967) and knowledge of t h i s desired 
l i v i n g space i s therefore extensive. Neither have Nidderdale nor the 
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Sedbergh dales been free of external influences. For instance, both 
the construction of the Gouthwaite reservoir and the opening of quarries 
may w e l l have resulted i n some permanent settlement of outsiders. A 
reasonable estimate of external interference from the time of i n i t i a l 
colonization can only be acquired, i f at a l l , by detailed i n q u i r y . 
Obviously t h i s cannot be attempted here. The present survey only 
purports to demonstrate whether any preexisting genetic trends i n the 
dales have been maintained and what these are. 
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Chapter 2 The Data Matrix. Sampling 
1. Substantive Issues 
With the objectives i d e n t i f i e d , the next step i s to f i l l i n 
the data matrix* The f i r s t part of this procedure deals with the 
collection of data, the topic of this particular chapter. The second 
part i s concerned with the measurement process whereby numbers are 
assigned to objects to represent quantities or qualities of attributes 
according to a specific set of rules. Obviously, complete enumeration 
of the target population i s impracticable ( c f . , Table 2.1, Total 
Population column). v I t i s also unnecessary to the extent that inferences 
can be made about the target population from a smaller subset of 
observations. Naturally, this would depend on the purpose of the 
observations and the accuracy of the sample data matrix estimate. 
The efficiency of a piece of research can thus be expressed i n 
terms of the concordance of desired accuracy and acquired accuracy 
provided by a sampling design. General c r i t e r i a for selecting one out 
of the many potential sampling designs are as follows:-
a) The purpose of the study. 
b) The properties of the objects and attributes to be studied. 
c) The formal i n f e r e n t i a l language used to assess relationships 
i n the data matrix and between sample and target populations. 
d) Hard practical considerations of survey cost factors including 
time, labour and financial limitations. 
The f i r s t three factors are of considerable importance for 
assessing the appropriateness of theoretical sampling frames and the 
procedures of sampling within them. In turn, these are weighed against 
practical considerations and adjusted accordingly. The point to be 
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borne in mind is that out of this compromise i t i s v i t a l that a 
sampling frame be developed, and a methodology for extracting data from 
i t , that accords with the purpose of research. Clearly, the v a l i d i t y 
of research analyses direc t l y equates with the v a l i d i t y of sampling 
designs. Of course, no sampling design w i l l replicate the population 
parameters exactly; projection from any sample to the target population 
is by way of infe r e n t i a l logic, and objectivity can be achieved only i n 
the sense of intersubjectivity. 
The f i r s t three c r i t e r i a i d e n t i f i e d for constructing a sampling 
design are d i s t i n c t l y interrelated i f only i n the obvious sense that the 
manipulation of objects and attributes i n the data matrix and inferences 
made about the target population w i l l depend on research objectives. 
Not only that, but i t i s i n any case impossible to discuss research 
objectives without e x p l i c i t reference to the properties of both objects 
and attributes studied. To the extent that the l a t t e r have influence on 
projections made from the sample to the target population independent of 
considerations of the research objectives these need to be ide n t i f i e d and 
the sampling design adjusted accordingly. An inverted but heuristic 
aspect from which to view sample design construction i s to ensure that the 
sample population i s representative of the target population for the objects 
and attributes occupying rows and columns of each data matrix implied or 
provided i n proposed s t a t i s t i c a l analyses. These objects and attributes 
are easily i d e n t i f i e d i n most computer packages i n which i t is necessary 
to locate each variable precisely on the procedure cards. 
Clearly t h i s particular research topic i s concerned with both 
of Wilson's languages for object individuation (Wilson 1955). Individuation 
of an object may result from the properties which an object manifests or 
the position occupied by an object, defining a substance and a space-time 
language respectively. This concept i s an important one for spatial 
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studies of diversity and explains the sheer inappropriateness of much 
geographical research which insists on spatial contiguity as well as 
attribute identity i n regional constructs. Translation of objects from 
one language to another requires a logical procedure, and to the extent 
that this particular process involves both this work and i s relevant to 
a l l systems of regional allocation, i t is a subject to which we w i l l 
return (cf., Chapter 3). As both categories of individuation are part 
of this study, two basic sampling designs are implied. However, i n as 
much as the investigation of attribute to attribute relationships for 
object or object subsets can be satisfied with a non-dimensional sample, 
i t can be subsumed e f f i c i e n t l y in the sampling design for the spatial 
coordinates, which anyway holds the same basic assumptions. 
The study of spatial diversity proposed herein and demanded i n 
any case by restrictions of the sampling design f a l l s into the second 
category of Carnap's space-time language, a space region without temporal 
extent (Carnap 1958, p. 158-159). The fact that i n anthropological 
research we are only able to extract a time-slice for regional studies 
spotlights the problems endemic i n providing temporal modes of explanation 
for regional variation. That a h i s t o r i c a l reconstruction of cause and 
effect for present day spatial observations is of paramount importance, 
certainly i n the context of human phenetic studies, goes without saying, 
but in that objects and attributes crucial to this explanation have not 
been sampled along the temporal axis, probabilistic or " p o s s i b i l i s t i c " 
inferences from the spatially representative but time bound sample to the 
time dimension can be made only on the basis of informed judgement with 
a l l i t s subjective limitations. This problem cannot be bypassed by 
extracting a biased sample of individuals with regard to ancestry, 
nor does such a sample automatically represent some preconceived 
'ancestral' population. 
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The degree to which the sample represents the period for the 
selected c r i t e r i a depends on the c r i t e r i a selected, on changes i n the 
regional system between the two periods of time, but more often than not 
to unknowns conveniently dismissed i n the phrase ceteris paribus* 
Continued extrapolation to preceding generations assumes increasing 
d i f f i c u l t y . When the constraints of individual ancestry are f u l l y 
appreciated, no doubt i t can be an heuristic tool i n explanation. 
However, comparisons of different selection c r i t e r i a have yet to be made. 
Nevertheless, i t i s unsatisfactory to say the least for this selection to 
influence the sampling design to the extent that selection proceeds with 
data capture. The results of selection w i l l obviously be misleading i n 
that i t can but represent a subset of the t o t a l or l i v i n g population. 
I t i s also unnecessary i n that f u l l y representative samples of the l i v i n g 
population can be taken and selection deferred u n t i l data analysis. 
The basic object i n a study of regional diversity i s the 
individual person, upon whom attribute measurements are made. Regional 
objects or operational units occupying rows and columns i n data matrices 
of spatial studies, however they are defined, refer d i r e c t l y to individuals 
and their phenetic attributes, as regional structuring involves the 
grouping of individuals together with their attributes. As such, any 
sample of individuals included within a given region must accurately 
represent the t o t a l l i v i n g or target population for the attributes. 
To the extent that population dis t r i b u t i o n i s not uniform but clustered 
within a region, t h i s has to be accounted for i n the sampling design. 
Failure to do so w i l l bias the results i n favour of smaller population 
subsets i n the region as opposed to cluster points or central places, and 
the results w i l l be as misleading as there are differences between them. 
To extend this reasoning, i n spatial probability sampling i t i s necessary 
to ide n t i f y other clusters apart from population density, which are based 
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on properties of individuals other than phenetic attributes, but which 
may logically lead to spatial heterogeneity. Clear examples are socio-
economic and denominational attributes, but would include others which 
individuals use to identify themselves as belonging to a subset of a 
region studied. This i s a problem that extends beyond spatial probability 
sampling in geographical research to the non-spatial situation i n which 
decisions made by specific categories of individuals determine a bias i n 
sample capture, though they themselves are evenly distributed i n space. 
In human phenetic studies an especially important influence 
may well be the one that individuals as operational units have i n the 
construction of sampling design and capture. The importance of this 
influence may be assessed i n the correspondence of prior probability as 
to the outcome of any bias with the degree to which i t can be corrected. 
Sampling cannot be a mechanistic random assignment of individuals or 
points and an exhaustive collection of data from them. Of course, 
sampling procedure should be based on random allocation, but return 
depends on a chain of decision-making c r i t e r i a for each individual that 
can have but two outcomes. In as much as the operational units are 
availed of decision, i t i s necessary to account for any bias i n sample 
capture that w i l l i n turn d i s t o r t inferences made about the target 
population. 
I t i s beyond the scope of this survey to assess the process 
whereby individuals make decisions about participation i n events, but i t 
i s clearly of importance to understand how the attributes required i n a 
survey may influence the decisions made by potential participants 
especially for the reasons outlined above. In human phenetic studies 
the attributes may influence decisions made about participation for the 
following basic reasons: 
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a) The attributes require that individuals become personally 
involved i n the survey, and disclose personal information. 
b) The meaningfulness of the attributes. The degree to which 
there are differences between individuals for attributes 
and to the extent these differences can be grouped describes 
the information content and meaningfulness of the attributes. 
c) The uses to which the attributes can be put i n terms of their 
information content underlines their meaningfulness for 
individuals. 
The above c r i t e r i a have potential significance for any survey. 
However to set up an experimental design to gauge the influence of 
attributes on sampling design very often requires prior knowledge that 
i n i t s e l f can only be obtained by consent. The prior knowledge required 
in any case usually depends on the nature of sampling designs which have 
been structured i n different ways as a compromise between theoretical 
considerations and f e a s i b i l i t y . The problems of assessment extend far 
beyond exposing the way identifiable groups of individuals, say, react 
to the uniqueness of prints and their use i n personal i d e n t i f i c a t i o n . 
But i t i s clear that recognisable groups may for several reasons react 
in significantly different ways to the requirements of a phenetic survey 
and that this may place limitations on plausible sampling designs. As 
such, i t i s necessary to return to this aspect of sampling when considering 
sampling frames. 
The application of notions of probability to inductive problems 
provides the framework for making rational and objective inferences. The 
basic requirement i s the formulation of rules to ensure that anyone 
starting with the same premises and data bank w i l l reach the same conclusions. 
Construction of a formal i n f e r e n t i a l language i s essential to assess the 
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relationship i n the data matrix and between sample and target population. 
Most of the basic problems herein are t r a d i t i o n a l and invoke the Neyman-
Pearson relative frequency view of probability. This postulates that 
i n a universal set i n which a subset A comprises elements a^, ••• a 
the frequency f stabilizes as n, the number of events observed increases, 
and that the probability P can be defined as the value of this r a t i o at 
some l i m i t . 
P(A, Y) « n X i m n(A) 
The theoretical j u s t i f i c a t i o n for this relationship i s provided 
by central l i m i t theorem and the law of large numbers. While i t i s not 
of concern here to expound this particular viewpoint i n d e t a i l nor to 
defend i t , some statement i s required of the basic assumptions, and one 
particular problem clearly deserves introduction. F i r s t of a l l , the 
relative frequency view assumes an i n f i n i t e population and that the value 
of P stabilizes. As the populations i n the survey are f i n i t e , the f i r s t 
condition i s not met and P w i l l naturally terminate at n(A-+y) i f not 
beforehand. This condition may have no practical consequence and the 
convergence of f (A,1?) on P(A,¥) i s expected to depend on sampling 
conditions. Of greater importance i s the assumption of random sampling, 
an issue previously discussed, but one that demands further scrutiny with 
reference to appropriate sampling frames and procedures. 
The problem referred to i n Neyman-Pearson theory is the method 
whereby the sample space is divided into two regions of acceptance and 
rejection, on the determination of a, the size of the test. I n as much 
as the erection of pre-test boundaries can be supplemented by the concept 
of degree of relationship, the impact of th i s arbitrary procedure i s 
diminished. 
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I t i s unfortunate that i n many surveys practical issues so 
far outweigh theoretical considerations that the researcher has no choice 
but to resort to using sampling frames and procedures that in many ways 
appear to be unsatisfactory. The degree to which they prove to be 
unsatisfactory depends on envisaged terminal u t i l i t y and, as we shall see, 
reliance on unique series of events. A topic l i k e the present one, 
which i n large part i s concerned with the degree of spatial diversity 
over a wide region i s becoming commonplace i n physical anthropology 
studies. Associated with i t i s the adoption of a standard sampling 
format; an important question relates to i t . To what extent i s i t an 
invention of convenience and how far does i t f a l l short of an optimal 
sampling design? 
These issues together with what that convenient sampling format 
happens to be are dealt with below, but one point deserves immediate 
comment. To the extent that practical problems assume paramount 
proportions and that the sampling design developed therefrom i s l i k e l y to 
or actually produces meaningless results, either the research objectives 
require adjustment (change of scale, location or attributes) or sufficient 
resources must be placed at the disposal of the or i g i n a l objectives. A 
change i n geographical scale, location or attributes may produce no 
benefit at a l l ; the original research objective has been effectively 
abandoned. However, f i n i t e resource allocation can be improved by 
drawing isolated researchers into a unified research objective. Practical 
considerations are accompanied by serious problems of choice i n 
departmental structures and j u s t i f i c a t i o n can be resolved only i n the 
meaningfulness of results. 
Any research team has as a p r i o r i t y the minimization of costs 
(which include factors of time, labour and financial outlay) i n achieving 
a research objective. But there i s a considerable difference between this 
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and a study that i s resource bound. The l a t t e r ensures the direct 
dependence of sampling design on resource limitations. Consequently, 
the subject of p r a c t i c a l i t i e s can best be expounded by gauging the 
f e a s i b i l i t y of alternative strategies available i n a resource bound 
spatial study. 
The alternative strategies refer to the following statement. 
Given a population distributed unevenly i n space, the problem i s to collect 
a sample that represents the population parameters as closely as possible. 
One strategy would require a sampling frame and a procedure for allocating 
and collecting data over the surface of the universe studied. This 
would represent a 'dispersed type' methodology whereby each individual 
is located by a point or 'residence space'. A very different strategy 
would require the construction of a sampling frame for the collection of 
clusters of data from a limited number of points. The two extremes could 
well form a theoretical continuum i n the sense of the rank size rule, but 
this would have no functional value or meaning for sample design. A 
cluster at one rank i n the hierarchy has no logical relationship with a 
similarly sized cluster of the same rank nor with any of a different rank. 
A sampling frame i n the form of points of data clustering must f u l f i l two 
conditions to be acceptable to the probability calculus. 
a) Every individual i n the intervening space between clustering 
points has an equal chance of congregating at the centre of 
gravity. 
b) Any f r i c t i o n a l forces i n the form of 'distances' between 
individuals and the centre of gravity that could be applied 
to the denominator are zero. 
Consequently each individual i n the intervening space between 
Newtonian type centres has a non-zero and equal probability of being sampled. 
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Sampling through such centres may be referred to as an 'aggregated type' 
nethodology. 
A non-uniform population di s t r i b u t i o n would require that the 
'dispersed' sampling methodology be constructed with the view to obtaining 
proportionately representative samples within a fine mesh of standardized 
collecting units usually based on Cartesian co-ordinates. I t has been 
generally shown that i n a population made up of heterogeneous groups i n 
addition to multimodal centres i t i s more e f f i c i e n t in terms of extracting 
a minimal sized sample to use s t r a t i f i e d random sampling rather than 
simple random sampling. This is especially so i f random sampling is to 
be based on some f i n i t e return for the least 'dense' units to establish 
valid inferences between nearest neighbours for the variates. Within 
this dispersed s t r a t i f i e d sampling frame i t would be necessary and possible 
to make corrections for three items subsequent to the random allocation of 
points and the collection of data. 
a) Deficient numbers for regular units can be adjusted by the 
random reallocation of points. 
b) Returns for heterogeneous groups may be out of balance as a 
result of the possible decision making bias of individuals 
belonging to recognized groups. A similar correction may 
be applied. 
c) A correction should be made for f a m i l i a l replication, the 
j o i n t inclusion of individuals with known relationship 
effected through the sampling of residences as points. 
An aggregated sampling methodology would require that each 
individual or a representative fraction of the population i n the universe 
studied i s available for the random allocation and collection of data at 
a limited number of centres. Such aggregation centres should f u l f i l l 
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the axiomatic conditions noted above i n that recognisable fractions of 
individuals should be equally accessible for sampling. However, most 
aggregation centres have an optional status i n the sense of the typical 
gravity model, i n that movement to the sources of opportunity, for 
instance, market centres, i s part of a decision making process inversely 
related to some low power f r i c t i o n a l force, usually straightforward 
distance. Also, accessibility i s related to individual function and 
movement within the centre, not to mention more complex matters. 
Whatever, .to the degree to which there is variation i n the number of v i s i t s 
to a centre there w i l l be a bias i n the collection of data. A l l i n a l l , 
associated with central places are marked elements of bias related to 
economic and social functions not accountable i n a straightforward manner. 
Points of data cluster which cater for some specified category 
of individual present considerable problems of their own, not the least 
of which i s constructing a sampling frame to collect data from dispersed 
as well as clustered individuals. Such are factories, quarries, public 
employment centres to mention but a few. In fac t , the conditions of an 
aggregated sampling frame are best held with regard to one structure, 
secondary and primary educational establishments which enforce obligative 
attendance on a l l individuals of particular age strata. Functions of 
distance from points of residence to schools are thus effectively removed 
except i n cases of extraneous circumstances which can be controlled. 
For this reason schools provide the best aggregate type clustering frames 
but are not without awkward assumptions. 
Dependence on schools and aggregate sampling frames i n general 
is the result of the immense practical d i f f i c u l t i e s associated with 
setting up a s t r a t i f i e d random design; but i t has not been a usual 
practice to make e x p l i c i t what the d i f f i c u l t i e s really are. More 
important, no discussion i s evident of the extent to which schools f a l l 
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short of being effective sampling frames, nor in view of th i s to the 
meaningfulness of results and consequently of adjustments demanded, 
i f any, of future research design or resource allocation* The problems 
of a s t r a t i f i e d random sampling design are d i r e c t l y related to scale and 
to t a l resource allocation. Allocating and collating the sample entails 
the labour, expense and time consumption of communicating di r e c t l y with 
each individual residence as well as v i s i t i n g each household for which 
consent is given. Thus for a region with log denary dimensions or 
G values of 5 and an object universe a six figure integer t h i s would at 
least involve direct contact and v i s i t i n g several thousand individuals. 
The impracticality of such a design for the North Pennine Dales survey is 
manifest. 
I t i s clear that secondary and primary schools provide the only 
r e a l i s t i c sampling frame for a spatial study with this resolution. 
Probabilistic inferences can be made from the sample to the sampled 
population, so that samples of data obtained from school children at most 
are representative of the school population. But to extend these 
inferences to the target population within a node's catchment area involves 
substantial evaluative judgement. The shortcomings of this procedure can 
usually be summed up i n the inadequacy of providing tests to account for 
the error of any estimate. The school population i s but a smaller time 
slice of the entire target population. This may represent something l i k e 
an eight year interval (or fourteen years i f primary schools are included) 
of the entire age range, but the fraction of the population available for 
sampling may be considerably more than this due to the form of the age 
pyramid. In as much as children are sampled and the extent to which 
the attributes measured have a genetic basis, the populations of their 
parents and grandparents have been ind i r e c t l y accessed. However, several 
categories of individuals are not automatically available on this basis. 
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a) Unmarried adults and adults having no progeny. 
b) Spouses with progeny, the l a t t e r of whom are not of 
school age. 
I t i s assumed that these categories of individuals r e f l e c t 
their respective population parameters for the variates. 
As there can be no check on the i r r e g u l a r i t i e s of the sampling 
frame outlined above, inferences rest on the t a c i t assumption that 
estimates of a target population are i n no way influenced by them. 
However, the samples may contain errors for more tangible reasons of 
sufficient stature to place the objectives of surveys akin to this i n 
continual jeopardy throughout sample capture. These issues may be 
referred to the probability calculus associated with the hierarchy through 
which consent has to be obtained, and the impracticalities of correcting 
for bias in d i f f e r e n t i a l group response that with a diffused sampling 
strategy could be met by repeated allocation of random points. These 
issues are deferred to the subsequent section on sample capture where they 
can be directly i l l u s t r a t e d . 
2. Sample Capture. Procedure. 
The collection of sample data from schools required obtaining 
consent from three t i e r s i n the educational structure; i n turn from the 
directors of education, the headteacher of each school and from the parents 
of each individual. The directors of education for Durham county and the 
then North and West Ridings of Yorkshire were approached with the details 
of the research objectives. Consent was duly given to approach head-
teachers within their areas with the same requests. 
The survey proceeded by way of contacting i n turn small groups 
of headteachers i n contiguous schools. They were f u l l y informed of the 
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research objectives, and were given specimen let t e r s and questionnaires 
to be distributed to the parents of the schoolchildren. V i s i t s were 
made to each school prior to the survey to explain i n greater d e t a i l the 
purpose of the survey and to organize the details of the project i t s e l f . 
Naturally i t is the structure of school organization that makes them 
entirely suited to the practical demands of a large population survey. 
a) Their internal structures are well suited to information 
flow and ret r i e v a l between the unit and the entire catchment 
area. 
b) Their internal structures readily accommodate the rapid 
collection of dermal prints. 
A. Survey Preparations 
The general procedure was as follows. (For each school i t 
involved two stages.) Once consent was obtained from a group of head-
teachers i n neighbouring schools for a survey to be undertaken, meetings 
were arranged with them for different times on the same day. Beforehand, 
sufficient letters and questionnaires were prepared for each child to give 
to their parents. For purposes of ready id e n t i f i c a t i o n the questionnaires 
were coloured d i s t i n c t l y from the l e t t e r s . 
Clearly no two schools are identical with regard to size and 
organization, and i t i s unfortunate that uniformity could not be maintained 
in the procedure for dis t r i b u t i n g l e t t e r s and questionnaires to the parents 
and securing their return. Notable differences obviously exist between 
the larger secondary comprehensive units and small vill a g e primary schools 
which represent the extremes v i s i t e d . Generally, d i s t r i b u t i o n of the 
letters and questionnaires and return of the l a t t e r was effected using the 
permutation of two basic strategies. 
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a) The dist r i b u t i o n from and return to a single centre i n 
a school, 
b) The dist r i b u t i o n and the return via teachers supervising 
specific form or age groups. 
Naturally larger schools found i t necessary to u t i l i z e 
subsidiary structures for d i s t r i b u t i o n and collection, relying therefore 
on the l a t t e r strategy, whereas i n most primary schools the headteacher 
was able to distribute both documents di r e c t l y to the children and have 
them returned i n the same way. Where schools were large and had clear-
cut form identities the l a t t e r of the two methods was preferred. This 
had a functional j u s t i f i c a t i o n in that the questionnaires retained by the 
headteacher for security purposes were required to be redistributed to 
individuals, for whom consent had been received, d i r e c t l y before the survey. 
The reasons for this were twofold. 
a) I t was necessary to ensure that parental consent had been 
given i n the form of a signature on the questionnaire 
before any prints could be taken. 
b) I t was essential during the survey to l i n k up the 
questionnaire and prints with the same code, and to 
question ambiguous entries that may have existed on the 
questionnaires. 
In theory this procedure offered an e f f i c i e n t structure for the 
distribution and collection of items, but i n practice i t was to be expected 
that the passage of lett e r s and questionnaires from headteachers to parents 
and their return would be subject to a unique chain of events and a 
mu l t i p l i c i t y of unknowns i n each school; clearly no objective c r i t e r i a 
existed for assessing significant variation i n the level of overall 
returns from different schools. 
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Indeed, i t i s not possible to account for the influence that 
the very instrument for obtaining data i t s e l f has on overall return i n 
different sectors of the survey universe. The primary design of the 
letters and questionnaires for parents w i l l naturally be twofold. 
a) To obtain consent for their children to take part 
i n the survey; the collection of dermal prints. 
b) To collect basic information to f a c i l i t a t e the 
interpretation of the biological features examined. 
As such, these surveys face two main problems. F i r s t there 
is the problem of explaining the meaningfulness and use of research 
objectives. Providing too much technical information i s l i k e l y to 
lead to automatic rejection. Conversely, oversimplification of the 
research objectives may lead to rejection of the survey by a large part 
of the populace as being misleading and t r i v i a l . Secondly, there i s the 
question of request overload, the likelihood of some direct relationship 
between the number and type of questions asked and the frequency of 
rejections. Optimal returns w i l l i n some way be related to a compromise 
in the structuring of explanation and requests, but w i l l amost certainly 
be influenced by providing feedback, making known the general findings to 
the survey participants whilst retaining anonymity of personal information. 
Literary communications have problems of their own however they are 
structured. 
A l l i n a l l , communication with potential survey participants 
forms an extremely significant part of any survey design which relies on 
optional returns. Examples of the general format of letters and 
questionnaires used throughout the survey are available i n Appendix 1. 
I t may be noted at thi s stage that not a l l the data on the questionnaires 
are used in this report. 
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B. The School Surveys. Data Collection. 
The second stage i n general survey procedure involved the 
c o l l e c t i o n of questionnaires and dermal p r i n t s . Naturally, t h i s followed 
on from the return of the questionnaires to which one or two weeks had 
been allocated. However the majority of questionnaires at most schools 
were returned w i t h i n three days of d i s t r i b u t i o n . The main advantage of 
t h i s anthropological survey was the l i m i t e d materials and unsophisticated 
f a c i l i t i e s required. The dermal p r i n t s were taken by the Kleenprint 
system as the use of ink would have proved unacceptable to the schools as 
well as to most of the individuals p a r t i c i p a t i n g . 
The materials used and l i s t e d below can be obtained from the 
Reed Research Laboratory: 
a) Kleenprint 'ink' - potassium iodide s o l u t i o n . 
b) Pads f o r applying the solution to the dermal surfaces. 
c) Kleenprint p l a i n paper, a durable paper w i t h a glossed 
starch cover measuring 22mm by 19mm. 
In addition i t was found essential to include: 
d) A drying agent or a s u f f i c i e n t quantity of absorbent 
tissues. The l a t t e r were used i n t h i s p r o j e c t . 
e) A t h i n sponge pad on a f i r m base. 
f ) Obvious items such as a quantity of w r i t i n g implements, 
and folders and containers f o r subsequently s t o r i n g both 
incoming questionnaires and 'exposed' p r i n t sheets. 
The f a c i l i t i e s f o r the school surveys found to be most s a t i s f a c t o r y 
included: 
a) Uninterrupted working space s u f f i c i e n t f o r the movement 
of p a r t i c i p a n t s to and from the working surface without 
hindering the process of c o l l e c t i n g p r i n t s . 
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b) F l a t topped tables something under waist height w i t h 
smooth but non-slip surfaces and clean s t r a i g h t edges; 
to include s u f f i c i e n t surface space f o r taking p r i n t s 
and the storage of materials being d i r e c t l y used as 
we l l as the p i l e s of questionnaires and p r i n t s obtained 
throughout each school survey, 
c) S u f f i c i e n t l i g h t i n g to be able to check each p r i n t 
c a r e f u l l y as i t was taken. 
In most cases the combination of these requirements was available. 
Under more d i f f i c u l t conditions the q u a l i t y of p r i n t s was i n no way 
affected; the c o l l e c t i o n process was merely extended. I n cases of 
exceptionally large returns the survey was generally permitted to continue 
on a subsequent day, but occasionally r e s t r i c t i o n s were placed on 
available time. 
The way i n which individuals were rotated through the survey 
room depended very much on the number of individuals accessed i n a school 
and i t s i n t e r n a l organization. Usual procedure was to c a l l each form i n 
turn to the survey room, as the number of individuals immediately 
available f o r p r i n t taking f e l l between ten and f i v e . This ensured a 
continual supply of par t i c i p a n t s and greatly accelerated the survey process. 
With regard to t h i s , assistance was frequently available i n the form of 
members of s t a f f or pupils guided by form l i s t s and timetables. Care was 
taken throughout each survey to ensure that sleeves, watches and jewelry 
did not detract from the q u a l i t y of the p r i n t s taken, and that the 
potassium iodide s o l u t i o n was not inadvertently applied to c l o t h i n g . 
Each i n d i v i d u a l v i s i t i n g the survey room had regained possession 
of t h e i r questionnaire. This was given a code number i d e n t i c a l to that 
located on the Kleenprint paper on to which the in d i v i d u a l ' s p r i n t s were 
to be recorded. S i m i l a r l y the ind i v i d u a l ' s name was transferred from the 
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questionnaire to the p r i n t sheet. This procedure e f f i c i e n t l y l i n k e d 
up an individual's questionnaire w i t h his/her dermal p r i n t s . By 
r e f e r r i n g to the name on the questionnaire a check was also provided 
of t h e i r correct possession. At the same time any ambiguous entr i e s 
on the questionnaires were noted and adjustments made where possible. 
The unique code number on each Kleenprint sheet had been marked down on 
the previous day as part of a sequence s u f f i c i e n t to cover the n o t i f i e d 
return. This sequence was checked fo r duplication errors. During the 
survey separate sheets were retained on one side f o r retaking obscured 
p r i n t s . As required these a d d i t i o n a l sheets were given appropriate 
codes and names. 
Dermal p r i n t s of the fingers and palms alone were taken. 
I t was considered that taking p r i n t s of soles and toes presented 
insuperable d i f f i c u l t i e s , not the least of which was the immense 
expenditure i n time required to obtain them accurately. However i n 
dermatoglyphic studies there can be no excuse f o r excluding palm p r i n t s 
at the same time as c o l l e c t i n g finger p r i n t s , as the former can be taken 
very rapidly indeed. I n t h i s p r o j e c t , an ind i v i d u a l ' s t o t a l set of palm 
and finger p r i n t s were usually recorded on one piece of Kleenprint paper. 
The method involved placing the l e f t and r i g h t palm p r i n t s on 
the respective sides of the Kleenprint paper leaving s u f f i c i e n t space 
around the edges to locate the finger p r i n t s . Even when an ind i v i d u a l ' s 
hands were exceptionally large, s o l u t i o n inadvertently applied to the 
most d i s t a l phalange of the f i r s t d i g i t d i d not i n t e r f e r e w i t h the r a d i a l 
side of the other palm p r i n t . The fin g e r p r i n t s were placed around the 
edge of the paper s t a r t i n g at the lower l e f t side w i t h l e f t d i g i t one 
adjacent to the l e f t palmar hypothenar area and terminating w i t h r i g h t 
d i g i t f i v e near the r i g h t proximal palm p r i n t . Some researchers reverse 
t h i s order. Needless to say, p r i n t s c o l lected during one pr o j e c t should 
be subject to a consistent methodology. 
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The potassium iodide solution was applied i n turn to each 
surface to be p r i n t e d , the palm p r i n t being taken f i r s t . To apply 
the solution w i t h the Kleenprint pad an in d i v i d u a l ' s hand was held 
palm upwards and arched by applying s l i g h t pressure behind the metacarpal 
region w h i l s t locking the second to f o u r t h d i g i t s w i t h the researcher's 
thumb. The pad was then brought i n t o contact w i t h the e n t i r e palmar 
surface from the proximal w r i s t crease to the mid-phalanges. The 
individual's hand was then turned palm downwards and held w e l l below the 
proximal w r i s t crease. I t was again arched but t h i s time holding the 
second to f o u r t h d i g i t s f i r m l y together and applying pressure w i t h the 
thumb to the dorsal surface of the lower phalanges. This had the required 
effect of exposing the central part of the palm. The proximal w r i s t 
region was then applied to the f r o n t edge of the Kleenprint paper but 
leaving s u f f i c i e n t room (over 3cms) f o r the finger p r i n t s . The r e s t of 
the palm i n one smooth movement was brought i n t o contact w i t h the paper 
and f i r m equal pressure established over the e n t i r e dorsal surface. 
Pressure was u l t i m a t e l y released on the in d i v i d u a l ' s hand by pinning the 
sheet down close to the individual's palm w i t h clean f i n g e r t i p s , l i f t i n g 
the palm at the thenar border and r o t a t i n g the convex hypothenar area 
towards the edge of the sheet. The degree of pressure to be used by any 
researcher amounts, of course, to an empirical problem. One feature does 
deserve special mention, the amount of pressure to be applied i n a 
particular case i s usually inversely r e l a t e d to the amount of s o l u t i o n 
applied to the dermal surfaces. 
Use of the system outlined above ensured that 160 to 180 p r i n t s 
could be taken during school working hours by the researcher, a r a t e of 
between 30 and 40 individuals f o r one hour. Nearly a l l the p r i n t s , 
especially of the younger c h i l d r e n , could be taken without r e s o r t i n g to 
the sponge pad... However, some in d i v i d u a l s had excessive muscular tone, 
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and i t proved necessary to use the sponge pad i n these cases. The 
only difference i n method worthy of note i s that the p r i n t can be taken 
by applying the palm to the sheet i n a single downward motion and l i f t i n g 
the palm clear of the paper without r o t a t i o n . Two main disadvantages 
dissuaded the consistent use of the sponge pad. 
a) For the vast majority of cases i t proved to be the less 
sat i s f a c t o r y surface. Slight l a t e r a l movements of the 
palm on the pad due to the stress being applied to the 
sponge resulted i n obscured p r i n t s . Also, when pressure 
was applied to the Kleenprint paper i t had occasion to f o l d 
i n such a way that e i t h e r sections of the p r i n t surface were 
separated or areas of palm to paper contact f a i l e d . These 
comments are n a t u r a l l y governed by the properties of the 
pads being used. 
b) I t proved to be a slower method of recording an i n d i v i d u a l ' s 
e n t i r e set of p r i n t s (as the fingers were always r o l l e d on 
a hard surface), and w i t h a l i m i t e d working surface 
e f f e c t i v e l y hindered progress. 
The f i n g e r p r i n t s were located around the edge of the Kleenprint 
paper i n the manner specified above. They were taken as o u t l i n e d below 
on the edge of the hard table surface. The most d i s t a l phalange of each 
d i g i t was swept across the surface of the Kleenprint pad i n one rapid 
movement, i n the process r o t a t i n g i t from n a i l edge to n a i l edge. One 
n a i l edge of the e n t i r e phalange was then applied to the surface of the 
Kleenprint paper and again rotated i n the above manner by f i r m l y r o l l i n g 
the proximal phalange (s) and by placing pressure over the i n d i v i d u a l ' s 
entire d i g i t w i t h an index f i n g e r . 
Two issues of p r i n t taking deserve especial mention. F i r s t , 
each individual's hands and fingers need to be checked before p r i n t s are 
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taken. Applying potassium iodide solution to dermal surfaces covered 
with a f i l m of perspiration r e s u l t s i n poor i f not indecipherable p r i n t s , 
whilst e f f i c i e n c y of the Kleenprint pad i s s t e a d i l y reduced. Hands 
covered w i t h perspiration must be dried thoroughly; only i n very rare 
cases was i t not possible to obtain p r i n t s of an adequate standard f o r 
ridge counting, given the l i b e r a l use of tissues. 
Secondly, both finger and palm p r i n t s must be checked f o r 
errors. The m u l t i v a r i a t e analyses used n a t u r a l l y required the l i s t w i s e 
deletion of cases w i t h variates coded as missing. The f o l l o w i n g 
features were as c a r e f u l l y checked as the conditions permitted i n each 
school, and corrected as specified. 
a) Fingerprints i n s u f f i c i e n t l y clear f o r ridge counting 
were retaken. These included p r i n t s w i t h obscured areas 
between the t r i r a d i a l point and pattern core, and p r i n t s 
which had f a i l e d to include the t r i r a d i a l points. 
Exceptions included rare cases of patterns w i t h e x t r a l i m i t a l 
t r i r a d i i . 
b) The i n t e r d i g i t a l areas i n the d i s t a l palm including the 
s u b d i g i t a l t r i r a d i i a, b, c and d were s i m i l a r l y required 
to be s u f f i c i e n t l y clear f o r ridge counting. 
c) The thenar and hypothenar areas were c a r e f u l l y checked 
f o r pattern c l a r i t y . P a r t i c u l a r a t t e n t i o n was paid to the 
hypothenar area to ensure the complete p r i n t i n g of ridge 
systems along the ulnar border. The correct diagnosis 
of central and r a d i a l hypothenar loops i s dependent on t h i s 
procedure. 
The above errors were most usually corrected by r e p r i n t i n g the 
area involved on the same sheet of Kleenprint paper; they were duly 
labelled. 
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d) Failure to obtain p r i n t s of the central palm have especial 
significance f o r the A mainline. Palm p r i n t s were retaken 
f o r cases i n which the t r a c i n g of the mainline was possibly 
interrupted. 
e) S i m i l a r l y , p r i n t s were retaken of palms i n which the a x i a l 
t r i r a d i u s ( i ) and/or the d i s t a l w r i s t crease were not 
c l e a r l y evident. 
Errors involving points d) and e) d i r e c t l y above involved 
repeating the p r i n t s on separate sheets. The l a t t e r were appropriately 
coded and la b e l l e d . 
The method of taking p r i n t s w i t h the Kleenprint materials 
generally proved s a t i s f a c t o r y . Several comments are i n order. 
a) A single Kleenprint sheet was of s u f f i c i e n t dimensions to 
receive the palm and finger p r i n t s of i n d i v i d u a l s w i t h the 
largest hands. 
b) With the exception of individuals w i t h extremely dry 
dermal surfaces, the Kleenprint solution f a i l e d to 
provide sharp p r i n t s regardless of the quantity of 
solution applied. 
c) The Kleenprint pads proved to have short lifespans 
under the conditions of continuous p r i n t taking. 
The pad surfaces became d i s t o r t e d and the p l a s t i c 
connections between the pads s p l i t . 
3. Sample Capture. Choice and Decisions i n the Sampling Frame. 
Constructing a sampling frame of schools to cover the e n t i r e 
Alston and Askrigg blocks of the North Pennine Dales involved obtaining 
the consent of several county education a u t h o r i t i e s . The d i v i s i v e e f f e c t s 
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of Pennine topography on the administrative geography of the region 
cannot be underestimated, and the number of county boundaries ( p r i o r to 
1 A p r i l 1974) that run along the physical watersheds and follow the r i v e r 
valleys confirms t h i s remark. Whether or not such boundaries r e f l e c t or 
influence the perception the dalesfolk have of the North Pennine Dales i s 
not an issue of concern here. However, the boundaries do acquire an 
importance related to the influence they have on the movement of 
individuals from the region to cluster points of the sample frame w i t h i n 
t h e i r domain. During the period sample capture was undertaken, the region 
was divided unevenly among f i v e a u t h o r i t i e s . Most of i t was under the 
control of the Durham au t h o r i t y , and the North and West Riding a u t h o r i t i e s 
of Yorkshire. Only a part of the e n t i r e region accounting f o r a f r a c t i o n 
of the North Pennine Dales 1 population was controlled by the Westmorland 
and Cumberland a u t h o r i t i e s ; t h i s no doubt had h i s t o r i c a l o r i g i n s 
associated w i t h the mainly eastern and south eastern alignment of the 
dales, and the extreme d i f f i c u l t y of penetrating the western Pennine 
flanks to gain access to them and the eastern lowlands. 
As mentioned beforehand consent was obtained from the former 
three a u t h o r i t i e s to approach headteachers of schools i n and adjacent to 
the dales w i t h the previously outlined objectives. However, i t d i d not 
prove possible to survey the region to the west i n Westmorland and 
Cumberland, as consent had e a r l i e r been given to Dr J. M i t c h e l l to access 
schools w i t h i n those counties. Moreover, although the w r i t e r accompanied 
Dr M i t c h e l l on a v i s i t to Kirkby Stephen, the biased form of d i r e c t sample 
capture being used and the resultant low retur n made any collaboration 
unprofitable. This i s extremely unfortunate as i t means that comparisons 
between the two regions can only be made on a loose and wide geographical 
basis, and that detailed r e s u l t s f o r regions surrounding Alston, Appleby, 
Kirkby Stephen and Kirkby Lonsdale are unavailable. 
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The geographical structure of schools i s an extremely 
important aspect of the human geography of the region. As o b l i g a t i v e 
cluster points f o r a s l i c e of the population at any time they are 
associated d i r e c t l y w i t h the d i s t r i b u t i o n of population; indeed w i t h 
vastly more complex social and economic structures implied i n the non-
uniform settlement patterns. This i s a very important topic dealt w i t h 
f u l l y i n Chapter 3. The immediate concern i s to examine the geographical 
and non-geographical structure of schools w i t h a view to designing sample 
capture, and to disclose the substantive problematic issues endemic to 
t h i s and s i m i l a r projects. 
The s t r u c t u r a l issues regarding the d i s t r i b u t i o n , number, scale 
and category of schools i s the r e s u l t of an h i s t o r i c a l development 
resolved i n a small number of d i v i s i v e parameters. Though i t i s of no 
importance to discuss t h i s development, the nature of the div i s i o n s are 
clea r l y of consequence fo r l o c a t i n g the actual sampling frame. The most 
obvious dichotomy i n the educational structure of a region i s one based on 
the age of the i n d i v i d u a l . The schools w i t h i n the universe studied f a l l 
i n t o two main classes, a primary and secondary l e v e l w i t h s i m i l a r age 
ranges (Primary: age 5 to 11 years; Secondary: age 11 to 18 years). 
In some areas there i s a lower t i e r of i n f a n t schools. I n add i t i o n , 
I l k l e y has a middle school (children aged between 10 and 14 years), w h i l s t 
a t h r e e - t i e r comprehensive system of education operates i n the Otley area 
wi t h children t r a n s f e r r i n g at 12 years of age from four middle schools to 
Prince Henry's Grammar School. Because of the age speci f i c a t i o n s I l k l e y 
Middle School i s e f f e c t i v e l y a secondary school, and the Otley middle 
schools primary i n status. I n any one region t h i s p a r t i c u l a r system of 
age s t r a t i f i c a t i o n has obviously produced an hierarchy i n that a larger 
number of j u n i o r schools supply a fewer number of senior u n i t s . 
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Any two c e n t r i p e t a l u n i t s of the same rank, however close i n 
terms of physical distance or function, represent d i f f e r e n t parts of the 
surrounding space. Yet, the degree to which t h e i r catchment areas 
overlap or the co-ordinates (residences) to which they r e f e r are randomized 
w i t h regard to s p a t i a l as we l l as to non-spatial group i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
c r i t e r i a , the less c r u c i a l i t becomes to sample both u n i t s , as long as the 
samples obtained are numerically representative of the target population. 
This reasoning may be extended to two systems of u n i t s , f o r instance 
primary and secondary schools. Theoretically, as these systems r e p l i c a t e 
information about the a t t r i b u t e s f o r the sampled space they can be used 
either together or independently as a sampling frame. Some assumptions 
n a t u r a l l y have to be made about demographic s t a b i l i t y i n a region, but 
t h i s r e l a t i o n s h i p may be expected to be established i n the constant i n t e r -
dependence of the two systems. Conversely, to execute them i n some p a r t i a l 
unison requires l o g i c a l j u s t i f i c a t i o n . 
The simplest s i t u a t i o n i s one i n which a number of primary 
schools feed a single secondary school u n i t exclusively. Such a r e l a t i o n -
ship i s r e s t r i c t e d to seven secondary schools i n the region studied 
(counting I l k l e y ' s Middle and Grammar Schools as a single u n i t ) . In 
most cases a single primary school can pass i t s i n d i v i d u a l s on to more 
than one secondary school. The primary schools have as t h e i r catchment 
areas s p e c i f i c parishes and i n turn these l i e w i t h i n the catchment areas 
of single or groups of secondary schools. I n passing i t may be noted that 
t h i s hierarchy i n the study region closely resembles the s p a t i a l 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of settlement c l u s t e r s , w h i l s t the m u l t i p l i c i t y and scale of 
educational u n i t s closely follows the func t i o n a l status of clusters of 
d i f f e r e n t ranks. An important feature of the hierarchy i s that whether 
or not groups of primary schools feed one or a small number of secondary 
schools, clear bounded t e r r i t o r i e s e x i s t i n the s t r i c t geographic sense 
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of the term (Haggett 1965 p. 48). Occasionally, parishes may be 
divided between neighbouring primary schools, but by administrative 
d e f i n i t i o n no such d i v i s i o n exists between secondary school t e r r i t o r i e s . 
The remaining d i v i s i v e parameters explain the observed s p a t i a l 
equivalence of some primary and secondary schools, but there are clear 
differences i n the way these parameters sample any bounded t e r r i t o r y . 
The simplest s i t u a t i o n i s the separation of the sexes i n t o d i f f e r e n t 
schools. Ermysted's Grammar School f o r boys and the G i r l ' s High School 
i n Skipton provide the only example i n the North Pennine Dales. 
Naturally, these u n i t s sample the same space. However p r i o r knowledge 
alone of phenetic heterogeneity between sexes f o r dermal a t t r i b u t e s 
d i r e c t s that both units be sampled. 
Far more problematic are divisions imposed by 'educational 
standard 1, r e s u l t i n g i n the w e l l known grammar or high school unit on the 
one hand, and the secondary modern school u n i t on the other. I n many 
areas of the study region t h i s p a r t i c u l a r dichotomy has been replaced, 
perhaps producing a more e f f i c i e n t sampling frame i n the form of a single 
u n i t , the comprehensive school, f o r any region. E f f e c t i v e l y , any s o l i t a r y 
secondary school w i t h i n the survey region, occupying an exclusive t e r r i t o r y , 
i s a comprehensive u n i t . Bedale and Sedbergh Schools are less obvious 
examples. They accept a l l c hildren up to the s i x t h form grade, passing 
those children acquiring the relevant q u a l i f i c a t i o n s on to Northallerton 
and Kirkby Lonsdale respectively. From t h i s , i t follows that secondary 
modern schools cater f o r a more compressed age range than high schools; 
for the p r a c t i c a l purpose of sample capture t h i s i s not of great 
numerical significance. 
The timing of the survey i s unfortunate i n many ways; one reason 
i s the dual existence of the comprehensive u n i t and the high school/ 
secondary modern school d i v i s i o n w i t h i n the survey universe, a r e s u l t of 
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the period of transformation. During sample capture, the l a t t e r 
categories persisted i n Weardale, Teesdale, Ripon, Skipton and to a 
lesser extent S e t t l e , Schools at Grassington and Ingleton are secondary 
modern schools having d i r e c t linkages w i t h the Skipton high schools and 
Settle comprehensive school respectively. 
Secondary modem schools and high schools sample the same 
bounded t e r r i t o r y and to some extent the same co-ordinates; y e t , the 
extent to which sampling i s randomized w i t h regard to c r i t e r i a e x h i b i t i n g 
or perhaps propagating genetic heterogeneity i s not known, and t h i s 
information i s not available. Both units should be used as sampling 
frames, since expectations of homogeneity can be based only on subjective 
inferences. Needless to say, primary schools are not subject to these 
p a r t i t i o n s . 
The Harrogate schools and t h e i r adjoining catchment areas 
presented special d i f f i c u l t i e s associated w i t h the transformation to a 
comprehensive system of education w i t h i n a larger metropolitan d i s t r i c t . 
Though each of the secondary schools had acquired t h i s status before 
sample capture, the recency of the changeover had not and would only 
gradually allow the movement of in d i v i d u a l s to become established w i t h 
regard to newly established boundaries. Thus i n Figure 2,1 the catchment 
areas of the i n d i v i d u a l Harrogate schools are not i l l u s t r a t e d . As i t i s , 
two of the schools extend t h e i r influence f o r the reason o u t l i n e d below 
to the j o i n t t e r r i t o r y of the schools w i t h i n the metropolitan d i s t r i c t . 
The most s i g n i f i c a n t of a l l d i v i s i v e parameters i s t h a t based 
on r e l i g i o u s denomination. This involves both the secondary and primary 
t i e r s of the hierarchy, and f o r each i t mainly concerns separate schools 
catering f o r the Roman Catholic population. At the primary l e v e l there 
also exists Methodist and Congregational schools but i n general they serve 
the surrounding population regardless of denomination, and the o r i g i n a l 
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d i s t i n c t i o n s associated w i t h them no longer apply. There are three 
Roman Catholic secondary schools of varying size w i t h i n the survey region. 
The only denominational counterpart to any of these Roman Catholic schools 
i s St Aidan's Church of England secondary school i n Harrogate; yet, t h i s 
d i s t i n c t i o n from the remaining Harrogate schools i s no longer meaningful. 
The Harrogate and Bishop Auckland Roman Catholic secondary schools are 
supplied by a number of Roman Catholic primary schools, but Richmond's 
St Francis Xavier i s a d i r e c t extension of St Mary's primary school also 
i n Richmond. The d i s t r i b u t i o n of the Roman Catholic population does not 
make i t feasible to have t e r r i t o r i a l sets of Roman Catholic schools as i n 
the case of state schools exhaustively covering the e n t i r e survey universe. 
As such, Roman Catholic secondary schools usually cover a f a r wider 
geographical region than state schools u t i l i z i n g the f u l l l i m i t a t i o n s of 
tr a v e l time to and from school. Of necessity, empty spaces are l e f t 
covered by neither Roman Catholic primary nor secondary schools, and the 
children are obliged to enter other state schools. The problems t h i s 
poses f o r the sampling frame are explained below. 
A f i n a l d i s t i n c t i o n can be made between special category schools 
and those discussed above. The only member of t h i s group worth mentioning 
i s the pr i v a t e school. Some of these take i n a small f r a c t i o n of the local 
population, but as most of the pupils were neither born nor reside i n the 
survey region i n the s t r i c t sense of having a home base w i t h i n i t , these 
schools are ignored. 
The issues discussed above encompass the c r i t e r i a f o r devising 
a sampling frame to cover the survey universe. The d i v i s i v e f a c t o r of age 
i n educational structure establishes an hierarchy; . t h i s may be visuali z e d 
as an hierarchy of sets i n the survey universe U. Secondary school 
catchments as i n d i v i d u a l sets i n t h e i r own r i g h t are composed of subsets 
of primary school zones. The elements of U and thus of d i f f e r e n t orders 
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of sets are the p o t e n t i a l residence spaces, each defined i n terms of 
object i n d i v i d u a t i o n . As such, to sample a l l of the primary schools 
or a l l of the secondary schools e f f e c t i v e l y covers U, under the 
assumptions noted e a r l i e r 
f o r instance: { z f z^9 z^ ... Z R } 
or Zi U Z.. { z^9 z 2, z 3 ... z^} | UDZ., Z^  
Several obvious c r i t e r i a have relevance to the s t r u c t u r i n g of 
the sample frame. These specify the relationships between the sets and 
subsets. 
a) There i s the l o g i c a l r e l a t i o n s h i p between sets and the 
f u l l complement of subsets as between a subset and a 
f u l l complement of elements. 
b) Of considerable p r a c t i c a l relevance, the subsets are more 
numerous than the sets, and the elements more so than the 
former. This involves some 209 primary schools f o r 34 
secondary schools i n U. Though only a low m u l t i p l e of 
the l a t t e r , the j o i n t number or that of the subsets alone 
determines the necessity of weighing up the l o g i s t i c s and 
f e a s i b i l i t y of using them against the remaining c r i t e r i a . 
c) The hierarchy of sets and subsets also determines the 
concept of loss and replacement. V i s u a l i z i n g the 
structure as a dendrogram i t i s seen that while: 
Z ZD z • ... z_ l n 
z i * *' z n Z 
From the p r a c t i c a l vantage point these c r i t e r i a i ndicate the 
decreasing f e a s i b i l i t y and e f f i c i e n c y of the sampling frame w i t h descending 
order i n the hierarchy. Associated w i t h t h i s r e l a t i o n s h i p i s the increasing 
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d i f f i c u l t y of replacing l o s t members. As shown i n the sample returns 
(Table 2.1) the seriousness of loss i s mainly an empirical problem. 
For e i t h e r sampling sets or subsets i t can be referred to the p r o b a b i l i t y 
calculus but without p r i o r knowledge no q u a n t i t a t i v e guidance exist s f o r 
decision making. As the structure of schools i n any case varies throughout 
U, q u a l i t a t i v e factors are equally important i n t h i s process. Any survey 
region involves unique problems. However, some guidance i s p a r t l y 
available f o r making an o r i g i n a l r a t i o n a l judgement. The loss or f a i l u r e 
to obtain a set or subset r e s u l t s i n the loss of i n d i v i d u a l s f o r one or 
both aspects of object (element) i n d i v i d u a t i o n d e f i n i n g p o s i t i o n Si or 
property p. The significance of losses w i l l depend on the uniqueness 
( i r r e p l a c e a b i l i t y ) of sets or subsets l o s t , the m u l t i p l i c i t y of losses 
(the number of sets or subsets involved) and the aspects of element 
individuation affected i n p a r t i c u l a r cases. 
Uniqueness d i f f e r s f o r the sets and subsets involved. The loss 
of a unique secondary school which intersects i n no way w i t h any other 
secondary school can be replaced only by sampling at lower levels i n the 
dendrogram, 
X U Y U Z = U{xJ, y j , z* } 
Z 0 (X U Y) = $ | Z i s available only i n 
Z { z^, ^3 ^ 
The loss of s i m i l a r l y unique primary schools i s serious and 
e n t a i l s 
e i t h e r : accessing Z selecting f o r z^ ... j 
or: obtaining from elements of z (the residence) 
i j 
space defined by them) cases on object i n d i v i d u a t i o n H. 
The f i r s t proves an administrative i r r i t a t i o n f o r Z, the 
second a heavy increase i n 'cost 9 factors f o r the researcher. 
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The d i f f e r e n t number of sets or subsets l i k e l y t o be l o s t 
using e i t h e r l e v e l as a sampling frame depends as mentioned above on 
some p r i o r knowledge. However, the seriousness of losing a number of 
secondary schools may, because of i t s considerable i n t e r s e c t i o n w i t h 
other sets, be less than the number implies. When two secondary schools 
intersect t h i s usually extends to t e r r i t o r i a l equivalence. For two 
schools the re l a t i o n s h i p i s : 
Z i " z j I { zi> z2* z3 z n ^ = ^ z\* z2* z3 z n * 
I t should of course be noted that the equality of and Z^  i s 
expressed merely i n terms of the above defined subsets, i n t h i s case 
primary schools. However i f the sets were defined using a d d i t i o n a l terms 
based on the in d i v i d u a t i o n p of elements, then only a degree of inte r s e c t i o n 
may be shown to occur. The significance of t h i s depends on the values of 
Z^  0 Zj f o r p. F i n a l l y , i t can be shown that w i t h proportional losses 
for sampling at d i f f e r e n t l e v e l s , though the use of secondary schools 
would involve a proportional increase i n the number of primary schools 
to be accessed as replacement over the opposite strategy, the l a t t e r 
would involve a large numerical increase of un i t s to be sampled. 
d) A fu r t h e r c r i t e r i o n also involves the structure of sets and 
subsets, influencing them on the basis of scale. I t involves 
the f a i l u r e of equality between c e r t a i n sets, t h e i r r e l a t i o n s h i p 
being established only by degree of i n t e r s e c t i o n . I t was noted 
e a r l i e r how the equality of sets containing the same members 
permits the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of higher order sets. These higher 
order sets have exclusive t e r r i t o r i e s and are exhaustive of U. 
However, other sets may inte r s e c t a number of these higher 
order sets w h i l s t also including subsets outside the 
prescribed U. The obvious example i s the Roman Catholic 
secondary school. Harrogate's St John Fisher (S24) has 
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a catchment area (CS24) extending as f a r north as 
Pateley Bridge, Ripon and outside U eastwards and 
southwards towards York, Wetherby and Tadcaster. 
The i n t e r s e c t i o n of CS24 with that of adjacent sets 
i n U i s not a problem for sample capture ( i t would 
c e r t a i n l y be one for regional grouping using school 
t e r r i t o r i e s ) , but the degree to which i t extends 
beyond U corrections have to be made for: 
CS20 U CS21 U CS22 U CS23 U CS25 f l CS24 
when sampling at the secondary school l e v e l . This 
i s e a s i l y done by se l e c t i o n . The geographically 
marginal Roman Catholic primary schools usually have 
t e r r i t o r i e s that c l o s e l y accord with U. 
The above arguments provide a l o g i c a l b a s i s for selecting 
secondary schools as the sampling frame for U, replacing losses with 
primary schools. As i t is>the decision was j u s t i f i e d on an empirical 
basis primarily involving o v e r a l l cost factors, 
4. Sample Capture, Response and Returns, 
D e t a i l s of the region accessed are summarized i n Figures 2,1 to 
2,5, and i n Tables 2.1 and 2,2, Figure 2.1 i l l u s t r a t e s the general form 
of the secondary school catchment areas and t e r r i t o r i e s , the location of 
secondary schools and t h e i r status i n the survey. The boundary of U 
studied herein i s also indicated. Figure 2.1 i s fragmented into a s e r i e s 
under Figures 2.2 to 2.5 displaying the school t e r r i t o r i e s i n d e t a i l 
regarding p a r i s h boundaries and the location of primary schools. Table 2.1 
includes complete d e t a i l s for the secondary school sampling frame and the 
summary s t a t i s t i c s of sample capture. Table 2.2 r e f e r s to the d e t a i l s 
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of sample capture for primary schools within the t e r r i t o r y of Richmond 
Comprehensive School. 
The t e r r i t o r i e s referred to are exclusive domains of one or 
more non-denominational schools which exhaust the space U. As i n the 
present chapter and u n t i l otherwise stated, t h e i r u t i l i t y i s r e s t r i c t e d 
to exploring features of sample design and capture. I n Table 2.1 the 
three Roman Catholic secondary schools are included i n the t e r r i t o r i e s i n 
which they are located. The treatment of samples obtained from each of 
them d i f f e r s and the reasons for t h i s are given below. 
Thirty four secondary schools are located i n the purposive 
survey region, represented by some 209 primary schools. The sample from 
Sedgefield i s not included in t h i s number. I t was c o l l e c t e d i n 1971 by 
M. Carr and J . Mitchell using the unbiased approach described e a r l i e r , and 
i s represented by a s e r i e s of palm p r i n t s alone. The region i s an o u t l i e r 
to the survey region proper and the sample used o r i g i n a l l y by the w r i t e r as 
experimental data. Of the number of primary schools, 209 were located 
within the i n i t i a l survey region; the remainder being members of the 
Bishop Auckland and Harrogate Roman Catholic secondary schools outside i t . 
A. Imposed Constraints on Sample Capture 
Using schools as a sample frame, the researcher i s subject 
en t i r e l y to the goodwill of the headteacher. As such, various constraints 
were placed on sample capture and these are noted in Table 2.1. 
( i ) Total constraint on sample capture. 
A negative decision meant the automatic loss of a sample. 
A subsequent approach was made to any school issuing t h i s constraint. 
In a l l , i n i t i a l applications produced ten negatives, f i v e of which on the 
above basis proved to be i r r e v e r s i b l e decisions. These included the 
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Bishop Barrington Comprehensive School of Bishop Auckland, Richmond 
Comprehensive School; the Risedale School, Catterick Camp, Harrogate 
Grammar School and the A i r e v i l l e Secondary School, Skipton. For reasons 
outlined below, data from the Bishop Auckland region i s not included i n 
this report. The Risedale School and Richmond Comprehensive School to 
some extent form one uni t , i n that individuals of s i x t h form grade from 
Catterick are passed on to Richmond. I n every other way the Catterick 
school occupies a unique position in that i t includes up to 60% transient 
pupils, the children of service parents whose average length of stay i s 
less than 12 months. Of the remaining 40%, many are the children of ex-
service parents s e t t l e d i n the area. Because of t h i s , and as i t did not 
prove possible to v i s i t Richmond Comprehensive School, the decision was 
made to bypass the Catterick catchment area i n the process of replacement 
using associated primary schools. The problems r e l a t i n g to the loss of 
both Harrogate Grammar School and A i r e v i l l e Secondary School are of a 
different order, as to a great extent they are complemented by other schools 
occupying the same t e r r i t o r i e s . 
( i i ) P a r t i a l constraints on sample capture. 
This category of imposed r e s t r i c t i o n s to a varying degree 
limited the avai l a b l e sample space. In three schools t h i s resulted i n the 
loss of the f 0 f and 'A1 l e v e l examination t i e r s , and i n one case the entire 
5th and 6th grades. A l l i n a l l , the influence of the number l o s t was 
probably not s i g n i f i c a n t . In a further three cases, sampling was r e s t r i c t e d 
to the second and third grades. Results of the Rnaresborough sample are 
not included in t h i s report, and the consequent numerical reduction from 
Harrogate High School i s outweighed by the general s i m i l a r i t y of r e l a t i v e 
positive returns from the remaining Harrogate schools based on the t o t a l 
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school populations. Though serious problems are attendant on low 
positive returns from schools, these becoming evident during data 
processing, the bias introduced by compressing further the s l i c e of 
the target population represented cannot be accurately estimated, 
though l o g i c a l l y i t would be confined to temporal influences. The 
main problem of the p a r t i a l constraint imposed at Otley i s b a s i c a l l y 
one of a low numerical return, dealt with d i r e c t l y below. 
B. Latent Constraints on Sample Capture. I r r e g u l a r i t i e s of Response. 
( i ) Direct numerical return 
I t i s quite obvious that the numerical returns from schools to 
a great extent r e l a t e to the s i z e of the schools, more p r e c i s e l y the 
number of individuals accessed, and that t h i s i n turn r e f l e c t s the t o t a l 
population of a catchment area. With t h i s in mind, i t i s one thing to 
demand a p a r t i c u l a r numerical return from any unit based on notions of 
regional d i v i s i o n s and comparisons and the expected frequencies and 
estimated standard errors of s p e c i f i c a t t r i b u t e s to be studied, but 
quite another to obtain the required number. Furthermore, i t i s c l e a r 
that the number for each sex returned for any unit i s the maximum available 
for any stage i n data processing due to the error vector developing out 
of sample capture, and selection imposed by features of individuation. 
In any circumscribed survey, compromise between the precision of the samples 
obtained and economy of e f f o r t depends very much on the limited a l t e r n a t i v e s 
offered by the structure of the sampling frame. This, of course, r e f e r s 
d i r e c t l y back to the association of factors envisaged as a polygonal web 
of relationships under research design ( c f . , Chapter 1 ) # At the beginning 
of the survey even estimates of the number of individuals that could be 
measured i n U were unavailable, and on t h i s b a sis the l i m i t s that could be 
placed on U. The population of each t e r r i t o r y v a r i e s enormously, but 
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even so, the low population t o t a l s of some t e r r i t o r i e s and the very 
nature of the sampling frame automatically make any reference to the 
sampling f r a c t i o n inapplicable. In cases of minimal t o t a l populations 
and near maximal school returns, t h i s f r a c t i o n could not exceed 10% unless 
both secondary and primary schools were accessed. However, the Richmond 
primary school returns accounted for 6.6% of the t o t a l population of that 
region. Naturally, i n regions with low population t o t a l s , even near 
maximal returns for available school samples could prove unsatisfactory 
for many i n f e r e n t i a l purposes using s t a t i s t i c a l models; such are returns 
from Sedbergh, Nidderdale, Wensleydale, Otley and Bedale. To have 
increased t h e i r numbers would have involved a f u l l programme of detailed 
sampling of primary schools. This was i n any case prevented by the 
creation of new county authorities during the completion of sample capture 
in secondary schools; for Instance the move of Sedbergh to Cumbria. 
( i i ) Relative response. 
The heterogeneity of response from d i f f e r e n t units follows 
d i r e c t l y on from the above. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 give the d e t a i l s . The 
sex ra t i o s of samples are added as a further guide to anomalies. Inevitably, 
uniformity of response for different units whether for schools generally 
over U or for the d i v i s i v e c r i t e r i a discussed e a r l i e r could not be expected, 
but the degree to which response from individual schools differed 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y , the t o t a l sample could not be expected to accurately 
represent a t t r i b u t e s for individuals i n U. Corrections can only be applied 
by either adding to the samples or standardizing the sample returns on the 
basis of minimal r e l a t i v e response. Empirical experience of the additional 
cost factors involved prohibited the f i r s t approach; regarding the second, 
even to standardize returns within the l i m i t s of expectation would 
d r a s t i c a l l y reduce some of the already smaller samples. 
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With reference to secondary school returns the following 
comments have considerable relevance for the s t a t i s t i c a l summaries. 
F i r s t , marked heterogeneity e x i s t s i n the response from dif f e r e n t schools 
throughout U. The returns for the 22 schools used (excluding Sedgefield) 
range from 0.111 to 0.625 ( i n neighbouring Ripon Secondary School and 
Pateley Bridge respectively) with a mean of 0.319 ( Y 2 = 1066; P < 0.001). 
(21) 
Secondly, i t followed that considerable v a r i a t i o n i n response occurred 
between separate schools occupying the same t e r r i t o r y . The range i n 
response for instance between Teesdale and Ribblesdale schools was 0.319 
and 0.398 respectively. Also, more serious, i t may be r e c a l l e d that 
schools were l o s t from Harrogate and Skipton, providing potential bias 
for any factors (those perhaps having a socio-economic b a s i s ) linked with 
education. The degree to which there i s assortative mating for such 
factors and the extent to which t h i s leads to differences i n educational 
standard as well as to responses to survey requests, the r e l i a b i l i t y of 
inferences for the populations on the genetic a t t r i b u t e s i s d i r e c t l y 
affected. Data collected during t h i s survey can be used to t e s t 
differences between schools for s o c i a l c l a s s rankings and between s o c i a l 
classes for genetically determined t r a i t s . Summaries for these data are 
not made available here as i t was soon r e a l i s e d that they would be of 
l i t t l e p r a c t i c a l value to the survey. Foremost, a precedent was 
established that no information would be obtained of any kind on non-
participants; as such there i s no way of checking for d i f f e r e n t i a l response 
between s o c i a l c l a s s e s i n comprehensive schools. Moreover, no fe a s i b l e 
means of correcting for bias were a v a i l a b l e . 
Slight discrepancies due to returns from Roman Catholic schools 
involve the Weardale and Middle Wharfedale regions. As explained below, 
only d e t a i l s for the Wolsingham sample are reported herein for Weardale. 
The return from St John Fisher R.C. School corresponded c l o s e l y with that 
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of the remaining Harrogate samples. A correction during sample capture 
was applied for individuals residing outside U. Beside the Richmond area 
in which primary schools provided the sampling frame, Roman Catholics 
elsewhere i n U entered the remaining schools indicated i n Table 2.1. 
However t h i s i s only p a r t l y true for Otley and I l k l e y where nearby 
St Mary's R.C. Secondary School at Menston ( r o l l 360) caters mostly for 
the region around Guiseley. 
C. The Richmond Primary Schools. 
Within the catchment area of Richmond Comprehensive School 
i t proved e s s e n t i a l to access primary schools. Obviously, i t was only 
necessary to v i s i t s u f f i c i e n t schools to occupy the vacant space between 
Teesdale and Wensleydale, and the decision was made to extend sampling 
from Swaledale through Richmond to schools having catchment areas west of 
the Al trunk road, but excluding the area around Catterick Camp. With 
the exception of the three Richmond schools, the remainder occupied unique 
t e r r i t o r i e s , and i t was important for reasons outlined e a r l i e r to receive 
positive responses from each. I n f a c t , the return was unity. Some other 
interesting features are disclosed about the primary school samples i n 
Table 2.2, which c l e a r l y distinguishes them from the secondary school 
series. 
The mean response from the fourteen schools was 0.681, twice that 
of the return from secondary schools, ranging from 0.457 to 0.916; no 
2 
significance could be attached to t h i s range ( X ^ j = 18.35; P > 0.1). 
So large was the return from the region that only h a l f of the number 
obtained i s used i n t h i s report, extracted by way of a proportional 
s t r a t i f i e d random a l l o c a t i o n of individuals by school. 
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D. Related Individuals. 
One of the conditions of the sampling procedure was that each 
individual i n any school had an equal chance of appearing i n the sample, 
and that the c o l l e c t i o n of certain i n d i v i d u a l s i n no way influenced the 
pr o b a b i l i t y of including others. This condition was c e r t a i n l y not 
established w i t h reference to s i b l i n g p a i r s , but was considered to be 
held outside the basic family u n i t . Heterogeneity i s also indicated i n 
2 
the return of s i b l i n g pairs f o r the secondary school series (x^o) ™ ^*^» 
P < .01), and major differences e x i s t between the primary and secondary 
school samples ( c f . , Tables 2.1 and 2.2). Only one i n d i v i d u a l of each 
i d e n t i c a l l y sexed s i b l i n g pair was retained for analyses contained i n 
thi s report, though data f o r both members of a pa i r (or larger group) 
are stored on f i l e for subsequent analyses of f a m i l i a l relationships f o r 
the dermal variables. As the sexes had to be treated separately, 
opposite sexed si b l i n g s were included i n a l l analyses herein. 
E. Summary. 
Tables 2.1 and 2.2 indicate that i n a l l , dermal p r i n t s w i t h the 
associated data on the questionnaires were collected from 6155 i n d i v i d u a l s . 
S u f f i c i e n t samples were collected from the northern regions of Weardale, 
Bishop Auckland, Teesdale and Swaledale f o r subsequent more detailed 
spatial analyses at a higher r e s o l u t i o n . The present report i s confined 
to using the samples specified i n the tables, omitting Knaresborough and 
samples from the Bishop Auckland urban d i s t r i c t s . Because of time 
r e s t r i c t i o n s imposed by sample capture, only the Wolsingham sample i s 
used to describe the populations of Weardale and the Crook, Tow Law and 
Willington urban d i s t r i c t s . Though almost f u l l y representative of the 
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Weardale r u r a l d i s t r i c t , i t included children of grammar school stream 
alone from the urban d i s t r i c t s . Moreover, no correction has been 
applied for any bias that may be introduced by not entering individuals 
from St John's R.C. Comprehensive School resident in t h i s zone. 
The survey universe f i n a l l y used i n t h i s report i s marked on 
Figures 2.1 to 2.5. I t comprises r e s u l t s from 24 secondary schools and 
14 primary schools, reference being made to a maximum number of 4113 
individuals. The precise location of the boundaries and the d e t a i l s of 
each parish are available on the Administrative Areas Diagrams for the 
new counties which i l l u s t r a t e both the old and new administrative 
divisions and have the landscape d e t a i l s including a l l placenames of the 
1:63360 se r i e s at the scale of 1:100000. 
From the foregoing discussion i t i s apparent that both the 
samples as well as the sampling frame i t s e l f f a l l short of theoretical 
considerations, but t h i s i n part i s due to the fact that no bank of 
empirical knowledge existed at the outset of the survey to guide i n i t i a l 
decisions. Researchers engaged in similar studies involving optional 
response l o c i w i l l discover that each research design area has unique 
problems that can greatly influence the timing of stages. A major 
d i f f i c u l t y i s assessing the reasons for the heterogeneity i n response from 
different schools, and p a r t i c u l a r l y between secondary and primary schools. 
No objective c r i t e r i a e x i s t for providing accurate guidelines on t h i s 
matter, but i t seemed quite obvious that the r a t i o of sample return to 
school population was d i r e c t l y related i n some way to the i n t e r e s t shown 
by the s t a f f to the research designs. Where the shortcomings are believed 
to d i s t o r t inferences about U or i t s members t h i s w i l l be indicated. 
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Chapter 3 Framework For Geographical Variation Analysis 
1. Introduction 
"The primary purpose of geographical v a r i a t i o n a n a l y s i s i n 
biological systematics i s the description and summarization of patterns 
of v a r i a t i o n and co-variation of c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of organisms that are 
distributed over an area." (Gabriel and Sokal 1969 p. 259). I t i s 
certa i n l y a major objective of t h i s study but obviously does not exhaust 
the t o t a l i t y of objectives of geographic v a r i a t i o n studies. Purpose 
varies with the reference sets and the emphasis or focus placed upon them. 
In h i s exploratory paper T e i t z (1962) recognized three main reference sets 
and these remain prominent i n geographical 'theory 1 though compound 
statements b u i l t up on them are often s t i l l ambiguous. Geographical 
studies necessitate the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of:-
a) A population constituent set, 0 defining a set of objects. 
This i s taken to be the enumeration of individuals 
within the survey universe, U { o^ ... o^ }. 
b) A variable set, P defining the set of phenetic v a r i a t e s 
i n the survey area. This i s purposely termed the variable 
set to distinguish i t from attributes of the population 
constituent set that determine subsets of 0 { ... }. 
c) A physical or location space set U comprising the survey 
area. Confusion over the apparent continuity of the 
Earth's surface i s avoided by defining a l l Euclidean 
spaces as an i n f i n i t e set of elements c a l l e d points 
giving - with an increasing solution of perception -
interminable surfaces i n surfaces. For a l l p r a c t i c a l 
purposes the physical space set can be considered as 
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U 3 ( ... u. } I U (T) where T i s any reference set of 
s p e c i f i c dimensions applying to 0. This p a r t i c u l a r r e l a t i o n s h i p defines 
a minimal reference surface or volume, a minimal packing space. A 
uniform 'residence 1 space provides the most appropriate unit. 
An understanding of the relationship between U, 0 and P i s 
c r u c i a l to the manipulation of the three sets i n geographical v a r i a t i o n 
studies. Isolated, the s i t u a t i o n hierarchy makes t h e i r r e l a t i o n s h i p 
d i r e c t l y one of dependence such that: 
P ^ o U 
In set theoretic notation, the statements are l o g i c a l l y 
U «- 0 
0 + P 
The fact that each object can be assigned to some other set of v a r i a t e s , 
as well as some other objects being mapped to a subset of the points i n 
U, i s n o t i f i c a t i o n of user constraint i n the i s o l a t i o n of these s e t s . 
As w i l l be shown, releasing i t may be a necessary adjunct to a successful 
spatial a n a l y s i s . Minimal s p e c i f i c a t i o n of U, 0 and P i s fundamental to 
the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the immediate areas of i n t e r e s t about which more 
precise definitions have to be made. 
U and P are not only sets i n t h e i r own r i g h t but are obviously 
attributes defined upon the population constituent s e t . Geographical 
variation studies make simultaneous reference to both c r i t e r i a . 
Naturally, there w i l l be a basic dilemma i n any attempt to identify 
congruous subsets i n 0 on both locational and phenetic a t t r i b u t e s . 
This i s inevitable i n the very way measurement systems are devised, and 
equivalence could not be expected between two sets based on phenetic 
c r i t e r i a alone, except i n s p e c i a l l o g i c a l circumstances. Therefore, the 
very existence of r e g u l a r i t i e s i n space for v a r i a t e s i n 0 i s of i n t e r e s t . 
The methods devised to explore the data matrix for them are given l a t e r 
(cf., Chapters 9 and 10). 
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With t h i s information i t i s now possible to see how the 
purpose of geographic studies i n b i o l o g i c a l systematics can cary with 
the reference sets. 
a) The study can proceed in the manner of Gabriel and Sokal, 
a scrutiny of geographical v a r i a t i o n for the a t t r i b u t e 
set P or any p^ i n P for 0 or subsets of 0. 
b) The study can focus on identifying subsets of 0, 
'populations' using P or a large subset of P as 
opposed to a single element. This i s generally the 
process involved at a l l l e v e l s i n taxonomy (a to y)> 
but in human b i o l o g i c a l studies (y l e v e l ) t h i s purpose 
has more useful applications i n form-function a n a l y s i s . 
c) To t e s t hypotheses about subsets of 0 using P or a 
subset of P. I n i s o l a t i o n , drawing up these subsets 
of 0 by enumeration without reference to P would be 
meaningless, since further d e f i n i t i o n s are required of 
elements i n 0. Otherwise, new sets must be defined to 
which subsets of 0 can be mapped. As such, these 
d e f i n i t i o n s lead to a purposive a n a l y s i s , a useful approach 
in studies i n which t h e o r e t i c a l formulation, sensu 8tricto9 
i s w e l l developed. More often however, purposive studies 
are the outcome of necessity. This i s an important issue 
i n s p a t i a l a n a l y s i s where the word 'necessity' requires 
e x t r i c a t i o n from 'convenience'. 
These three designs encompass the dimensions for the v a r i a t i o n 
spectra for P on 0 i n U. In the i s o l a t e d case of U, 0 and P, geographical 
variation for the variable set i s limited by 1 - ( 2 p n ) , though r a t i o n a l l y 
objective c r i t e r i a , e s p e c i a l l y c o l l i n e a r i t y , are a v a i l a b l e for r e s t r i c t i n g 
studies in the univariate case, whereas the vast majority of m u l t i v a r i a t e 
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combinations f a l l within reduotio ad absurdum. However, additional 
definitions of the elements i n 0 as well as the introduction of new 
reference sets creates a l i n e a r increment of the above term. For 
p r a c t i c a l purposes i n human v a r i a t i o n studies, the exponent i s i r r e l e v a n t 
and any increase i s a straightforward multiple of a subset of P; - the 
importance of additional definitions on 0, for example by ancestry, 
locational c r i t e r i a , e t c . , from the universe of possible reference sets 
i l l u s t r a t e s only too well the impact that purposive studies can have on 
the data matrix. 
Whatever the primary purpose of geographical v a r i a t i o n studies, 
the ultimate design of any survey should r a r e l y terminate with the 
description or c l a s s i f i c a t i o n process. The ultimate design of one or 
any combination of the studies noted above i s at l e a s t to permit inductive 
generalizations to be made about 0, 0 on P or P<and the associated nexus 
of causal inferences, - sets of events. Description and summarization 
without explanation forms a s t e r i l e modus operandi, but i t would be 
i l l o g i c a l to proceed from the o r i g i n a l data on P for 0 to explanation 
without going through a process of ordering, describing and summarizing 
the data. This process loosely describes a c l a s s i f i c a t i o n system, and 
i t s dominance i n a d i s c i p l i n e i s i n d i c a t i v e of the l e v e l of sophistication 
attained. 
With regard to c l a s s i f i c a t i o n , the location set U introduces 
several complications, the most intangible of which i s centred on the 
uniqueness hypothesis. For most purposes as Bunge (1966) and Grigg (1965) 
have pointed out the regional concept or more accurately the s p a t i a l 
organization of a t t r i b u t e s for objects performs the same function as the 
concept of c l a s s i n any science, and that 'regionalization' i s nothing 
more than a s p e c i a l form of c l a s s i f i c a t i o n . The problems are removed 
when the purposes of surveys are c l e a r l y conceptualized and accurately 
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defined, and the appropriate methods are allocated to thei r execution. 
The relationship between 1 r e g i o n a l i z a t i o n ' and c l a s s i f i c a t i o n i s evident 
in the generalization process i t s e l f . As an instance of a high 
resolution of ordering, i s o l i n e s on a map may be considered as fin e 
grained regionalizations which p a r a l l e l the i n t e r v a l r a t i o measures on 
a continuously varying attribute i n a c l a s s i f i c a t i o n system. 
The basis for studies i n geographical v a r i a t i o n r e s t s on the 
existence of objects, OTUs i n the sense of Sneath and Sokal (1973) of 
comparable organisms at a number of l o c a l i t i e s which are subsets of an 
i n f i n i t e number of s p a t i a l points i n the area of study U and in turn 
define subsets i n 0. For p r a c t i c a l purposes there w i l l be i m p l i c i t 
recognition of l o c a l i t i e s as packing space a r e a l units (PAU) where any 
PAU i s a fixed subset of U on co-ordinates x, y with s p e c i f i c dimensions, 
for instance a defined residence space. E x p l i c i t reference i s of course 
made to PAU i n sampling design, but for purposes of the o r i g i n a l data 
matrix in regionalization or c l a s s i f i c a t i o n the row and column vectors 
w i l l naturally be OTUs and attr i b u t e s respectively, as PAUs do not 
substantially simplify the data matrix e s p e c i a l l y when i t comprises a 
sample of a l l individuals in U. 
Simple c l a s s i f i c a t i o n r e s u l t s i n a crosstabulation for 0 and P 
and states nothing about s p a t i a l v a r i a t i o n . Collapsing the data matrix 
for regionalization or more accurately for identifying s p a t i a l v a r i a t i o n 
depends on precise d e f i n i t i o n of the subsets of 0 which re f e r s to t h e i r 
individuation or att r i b u t e s i n p and and i n i t i a l l y p l o t t i n g 0 i n U for 
Pn 
1 - (2 ) . The v i s u a l s t a t i c from a display for p^ i s s i m i l a r :o the 
impact of the data load from the 0 x p. matrix and i s d i r e c t l y proportional 
to the number of elements i n 0 and the attribute states i n p^. To simplify 
the s p a t i a l v a r i a t i o n i t i s necessary to r e f e r to the properties of I and p. 
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For o_£, as i i s equated with the residence space (PAU), from conditions 
specified beforehand for each sex subset of 0, each u^ i s unique and the 
elements define individual subsets. The same condition could of course 
apply to 0 measured on continuous attributes i n P; i n prac t i c e uniqueness 
i s prevented by generalization during measurement which n a t u r a l l y considers 
human error. The simplest d i s t i n c t i o n made on any p^ i s of course a 
binary attribute state. Even considering t h i s simple s i t u a t i o n , as 
implied e a r l i e r , no meaningful geographical v a r i a t i o n need e x i s t for P 
in U without new reference sets and deductive lawlike statements 
connecting the propositions i n U, 0 and P. That { 0^ ... (h ... 0^ } 
are not bounded i n space, - though observation demonstrates that movement 
i s related to Newtonian laws i n s o c i a l physics, - there i s no l o g i c a l 
reason why identity or even proximity of 0 for P should coincide with 
contiguity for it. This demonstrates very c l e a r l y that the location of 
an individual i s a necessary adjunct of operational d e f i n i t i o n ; i n r e a l i t y 
i t i s no more than a parking l o t , and this makes grouping areal units 
required for s t a t i s t i c a l analysis appear l e s s contrived. 
In other b i o l o g i c a l organisms there are obvious examples, 
usually constructed by a process of monothetic d i v i s i o n , of equal sets 
drawn up on p and % (contiguity i n space) r e s u l t i n g i n d i s j o i n t sets i n U. 
These examples become more common and absurd with increasing taxonomic rank. 
In human b i o l o g i c a l studies any attempt to draw s p a t i a l summaries for sub-
sets of 0 on i d e n t i c a l a t t r i b u t e s t a t e s , i n the univariate case, w i l l 
obviously produce a meaningless complex of punctiform subsets i n U, and i n 
the multivariate case the o r i g i n a l matrix of unique i d e n t i t i e s of 0 trans-
posed to co-ordinates x, y. A di f f e r e n t approach needs to be applied 
based on sets of events for 0 r e l a t i n g p and This i s a s h i f t i n 
emphasis from the mathematics of l o g i c a l constructs to those of uncertainty 
or probability. 
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The f i r s t step i s an important one, that of se l e c t i n g 
arbitrary grouping units for 0 i n U. The a l t e r n a t i v e i s the th i r d 
objective outlined e a r l i e r , a purposive design. The issue of se l e c t i n g 
arbitrary grouping a r e a l units (GAU) p a r a l l e l s that of choosing sampling 
areal units; the two are d i r e c t l y related i n as much as the problems are 
the same. 
"The nature of the co-ordinate system to be used, together with 
the s i z e of the most appropriate areal unit embedded within that co-ordinate 
system i s ... an empirical problem" (Harvey 1969 p. 355). 
However, the two are quite d i s t i n c t i n d e f i n i t i o n and purpose. 
A sampling strategy based on Cartesian co-ordinates i s used merely for the 
representative c o l l e c t i o n of data within U. A grouping strategy based on 
the same units i s an automatic c l a s s i f i c a t i o n process of 0 on subsets of U 
without reference to P, yet i t presupposes an optimal minimal grouping unit 
for v a r i a t i o n i n P. Use of s p e c i f i c units for t h i s purpose requires 
j u s t i f i c a t i o n as t h e i r values for P can vary dramatically with t h e i r 
dimensions and location {infra vide). 
Providing an e f f i c i e n t solution to the problem, i t i s necessary 
to refer to a major issue i n s p a t i a l studies that has long troubled 
geographers; - the relationship between scale of form and changing functions. 
That geographical studies per se are relevant to patterns of human phenetic 
variation i n physical space i s apparent i n the close association between 
the s p a t i a l organization of human populations and the systems of human 
behaviour demonstrated i n empirical observations. For s t r i c t l y geographical 
problems McCarty has argued, "Every change i n scale w i l l bring about the 
statement of a new problem, and there i s no ba s i s for presuming that 
associations e x i s t i n g at one scale w i l l also e x i s t at another." (McCarty 
et alia., 1956 p. 16). Cl e a r l y , t h i s i s not a problem confined to 
geography. The confusion and c o n f l i c t s that so often accompany studies 
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of y taxonomy in other b i o l o g i c a l organisms i s most c e r t a i n l y the r e s u l t 
of f a i l u r e to focus on them at d i f f e r e n t l e v e l s of resolution. In human 
studies, to a very considerable extent i t i s possible to recognize d i s t i n c t 
steps i n the hierarchy of population c l u s t e r s in settlement patterns; 
naturally t h i s should guide geographical studies of phenetic and genetic 
variation. The rank ordering of places determines not only the necessity 
of a s t r a t i f i e d sampling design to account for density functions i n 0, but 
the concentration of 0 i n subsets of varying dimensions i n U has scale 
relevance as mass or Newtonian bodies well recognized in gravity models. 
There are problems attached to both types of grouping design. 
Strategies based on observed 'natural 1 hierarchies contain the danger of 
misrepresenting continuously distributed phenomena as they recognize only 
a fraction of s i g n i f i c a n t reference s e t s . On the other hand a r b i t r a r y 
areas arranged into an hierarchy present an imposed strategy. How problems 
of the s c a l e , form-function nexus are solved invokes methodological issues 
which in turn depends on the purpose of the study- The i n i t i a l concern i s 
to ensure that s i g n i f i c a n t scales of v a r i a t i o n are not exceeded by the scale 
of arbitrary GAUs. This must be a problem for judgement, but the minimum 
dimensions w i l l automatically be related to cost factors of the sampling 
strategy. The implications for geographical studies are self-evident; 
the difference between th e o r e t i c a l considerations and f e a s i b i l i t y are only 
too well i l l u s t r a t e d i n t h i s survey. B a s i c a l l y to minimize sampling costs 
the relationship should follow: 
PAU/GAU * * m i n 
in which the r a t i o of the f i r s t s c a le order of v a r i a t i o n to GAU should 
exceed unity for { p^ ... p^ ... p^ } as w e l l as accounting for s p a t i a l 
configuration. In purposive studies these considerations are bypassed 
as GAU i s defined as subsets of 0 forming d i s j o i n t subsets i n U. 
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2. Available Methods 
Two basic methods are available for describing or summarizing 
the data set located i n co-ordinates x, y on 0 for P. Reg u l a r i t i e s 
and th e i r inverse can be disclosed i n trends (isopleths) and p a r t i t i o n s 
(regions). The two are not unrelated i n that th e i r extremes represent 
opposite poles i n the generalization process of the surface studied. 
For each v a r i a t e measured on 0 in x, y the surface may be considered as 
a three space. However, the two methods represent two d i f f e r e n t approaches 
to geographical v a r i a t i o n . I n part t h i s i s dictated by the purposes of any 
survey outlined e a r l i e r , but i s also influenced to a marked extent by other 
c r i t e r i a . A l l of course are dependent to a greater or l e s s e r extent on an 
i n i t i a l grouping of 0, for 'objective' techniques, on a r b i t r a r y enumerated 
elements in U. 
Description and summarization of the patterns of v a r i a t i o n for 
the attribute set P may be resolved i n either the drawing of an accurate 
threespace topography or the construction of a Manhattan type landscape 
( c l i f f s separating regions). The complexity of the structure depends 
entirely on the degree of generalization required; the o r i g i n a l data 
determines which of the approaches i s most appropriate. 
Purposive studies on the other hand, which t e s t hypotheses about 
defined contiguous subsets of 0 i n U on { p^ ... p^ ... p^ } delimit 0 i n U 
using clear p a r t i t i o n s . The exclusiveness of subsets of 0 i s t h e i r prime 
feature but depending on the p a r t i c u l a r d e f i n i t i o n concerning 0 preceding 
any a n a l y s i s , t h i s may or may not exhaust 0. 
The methods used for the second objective, the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of 
subsets of 0, depend very much on the ultimate motives of the researcher. 
I t i s c l e a r l y related to the f i r s t objective i n as much as P or large 
meaningful subsets of P are referred to i n the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n process. 
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When t h i s i s carried out without a contiguity constraint, the r e s u l t 
can be no more than the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of complex c l u s t e r s of v a r i a t i o n 
for P or large subsets of P. The use of a contiguity constraint i s a 
natural extension of generalizing for the set P. As for 0 we amalgamate 
GAUs consistently l e s s s i m i l a r for P; there i s no basic i r r a t i o n a l i t y i n 
sp a t i a l clustering for increasing distance among the GAUs i n physical 
space. In t h i s way c l u s t e r s of 0 are constructed at a given l e v e l of 
grouping that are consistent with s i m i l a r i t y c r i t e r i a on P and f u l f i l 
obligations concerning t h e i r s p a t i a l ordering. For many b i o l o g i c a l 
organisms the r e s u l t s of the f i r s t purpose and the second using P or a 
large subset of P may for i n f e r e n t i a l purposes be i d e n t i c a l , a contiguity 
constraint being unnecessary. I n human studies t h i s i s extremely un l i k e l y , 
and such cases that e x i s t are more conveniently managed i n a purposive 
design. As such t h i s p a r t i c u l a r purpose lends i t s e l f to the more 
definitiv e and more thoroughly tested techniques of p a r t i t i o n i n g U using 
I and p on 0. This w i l l produce very d i f f e r e n t r e s u l t s for the same 
level of c l u s t e r s without a contiguity constraint, and herein the motives 
of a survey are made pla i n . 
Not only does the purpose of a survey determine which method 
should be used; t h i s i s also dictated by additional c r i t e r i a a l l of which 
depend on the very properties of the methods. A connected cause and 
effect c i r c u i t i s involved i n that the abandonment of a p a r t i c u l a r method 
may very well demand a reorientation of the o r i g i n a l designs. I t i s to 
minimize the difference between what should be done and what can be done 
that i t i s necessary to look at the methods i n turn and seek the most 
appropriate for the data matrix. 
The two basic methods of 'drawing 1 gradients and p a r t i t i o n s 
i n i t i a l l y refer to the same data matrix and have the same error loading 
except that t h i s i s associated with the centroids of GAUs using i s o l i n e s 
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and the e n t i r e units when specifying areas. Though the two methods of 
collapsing data complexity for co-ordinates x, y are r e l a t e d , - both 
locate surfaces i n U and as part of a continuum state properties about 
them, - in t h e i r usual format they produce d i s t i n c t i v e interpretations 
of the data when mapped and tabulated. In map form the interpolation 
of isopleths for the resolution of the GAU produces a scaled down 
accurate smoothed topography of the v a r i a t i o n . In two space i s o l i n e s 
state the s t a t i s t i c a l identity of objects occurring i n the family of 
points c a l l e d l i n e s and quantities across the space between the l i n e s . 
Regions or p a r t i t i o n s produce a coarser more interrupted model of r e a l i t y 
in that s t a t i s t i c a l i d entity i s usually allocated to 'blocks' of 0. 
Using i s o l i n e s , increasing generalization for cartographic display may 
have h e u r i s t i c value for prediction a n a l y s i s , but t h i s s t i l l has to be 
referred to a f u l l though new matrix of values, again data for centroids 
of GAU i n x, y. However, regional summaries have the immense advantage 
of becoming increasingly compact for the row vectors. 
A. Isopleths and Related Surfaces 
Locating centroids in each GAU for the subset of 0 provides the 
basic point data required for the interpolation of i s o l i n e s . There are 
several techniques for doing t h i s , many of which are e a s i l y automated. 
I f p^ varies continuously over U, the method i s obviously appropriate, and 
a lack of continuous observation points does not i n i t s e l f make the method 
any less applicable within the stipulations noted below. These isopleths 
represent the o r i g i n a l smoothed surface of p^ i n three space. This may 
be of considerable complexity. Several techniques are a v a i l a b l e for 
simplifying the v a r i a t i o n at the same time as scanning for scale 
components i n the co-ordinates; such are f i l t e r mapping, expected value 
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distributions and trend surface a n a l y s i s ( c f . , Haggett 1965 p. 269ff.). 
Of these, trend surface analysis i s the most sophisticated and the most 
widely used. I t i s a mathematical technique very s i m i l a r to l e a s t 
squares analysis but for three space, by which surfaces of increasing 
complexity are applied to point observations. As many surfaces can be 
f i t t e d as there are terms and operators for various polynomial formulae. 
From the simplest, a plane with a s p e c i f i c dip and s t r i k e , increasingly 
complex surfaces are referred to c u r v i l i n e a r , quadratic, cubic, quartic 
terms and so on. In practice i t has been found unnecessary to proceed 
beyond the cubic term, as surfaces as complex as the o r i g i n a l are soon 
developed. As Harvey (1969 p. 381) indicates, double F o u r i e r - s e r i e s 
analysis f i t t i n g terms consisting of cosines and sines i s no d i f f e r e n t 
from trend surface a n a l y s i s . 
Trend surface analysis i s the most sophisticated tool for 
scanning v a r i a t i o n surfaces. As a regression technique, the more complex 
the surfaces, so a greater proportion of the t o t a l sum of squares of the 
deviations between observed and computed values i s accounted for. Needless 
to say, because of t h i s , the data must be expressed numerically on the 
ratio or i n t e r v a l s c a l e . The residuals from a planar surface may be 
more useful for identifying lo c a l i z e d variance propogators than the 
original surface (Krumbein 1956 p. 2193). 
Some of the drawbacks have already been mentioned. For 
geographical v a r i a t i o n studies in b i o l o g i c a l systematics continuous or 
c l i n a l d i s t r i b u t i o n s are assumed. Furthermore, though continuous 
observations over U are not expected, the sampling frame i s c r i t i c a l . 
A low sampling i n t e n s i t y equates with an increased GAU. Concentrations 
of 0 and empty spaces create asymmetry i n the sampling d i s t r i b u t i o n , and 
similarly influence the sampling frame. E i t h e r serious increases i n the 
dimensions of GAU over the scale of v a r i a t i o n , or the development of open 
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f i e l d s with sample capture due to asymmetry i n the d i s t r i b u t i o n of 0 
negate use of the technique. Two other problems are outstanding. 
The f i r s t i s obvious and rebates to the d i s t r i b u t i o n of data for the 
predictor va r i a b l e s which would have to be i n the same form. Trend 
surfaces may produce appealing displays but unless the c r i t e r i o n and 
predictor data matrices can be d i r e c t l y compared increased sophistication 
i n generalized d i s t r i b u t i o n s i s wasted i n weak nar r a t i v e type sketches 
in presumed explanations. The second point i s l e s s obvious and r e l a t e s 
to the c l u s t e r i n g of 0 i n GAU. Trend surfaces or i s o l i n e s weigh on U 
not 0. In cases where a large f r a c t i o n of the population set i s 
concentrated i n a small subset of U, th i s i s a misrepresentation of P 
for 0. Careful consideration must be given to the r e l a t i o n s h i p between 
cl u s t e r s and r e l a t i v e l y 'empty1 spaces i n U for 0, and a statement given 
of exactly what i s represented. Using isopleths to i d e n t i f y populations 
in space introduces the basic problem of compounding v a r i a t e s ; such 
studies are usually conveyed by way of indices or superimposing surfaces 
for each v a r i a t e ; but unless population cores are being sought, t h i s i s 
an i n e f f i c i e n t technique, and p a r t i t i o n i n g U for 0 by t h i s means i s not 
recommended. Trend surfaces of components or factors are appropriate. 
B. P a r t i t i o n s . Regionalization using 'Objective 1 Algorithms. 
Regionalization using p a r t i t i o n s embraces several unrelated 
techniques, and i n f a c t i s greatly complicated by the number of algorithms 
becoming av a i l a b l e . However a smaller number of d i s t i n c t i v e categories 
can be recognized and these are noted i n Figure 3.1 and are discussed 
below. Those that have no relevance to t h i s survey are summarily 
dismissed. As can be seen i n the figure, r e g i o n a l i z a t i o n as with 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n generally can proceed by d i v i s i o n or grouping; grouping 
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techniques may be di r e c t or i t e r a t i v e , h i e r a r c h i c a l or non-hierarchical 
in structure, and can be associated to a greater or l e s s e r extent with 
0 for p and and other reference sets. 
Straightaway i t can be stated that regionalization by l o g i c a l 
division i s e n t i r e l y inappropriate for studies i n human systematics 
producing as i t would a punctiform topography. Such monothetic c l a s s -
i f i c a t i o n s take place i n a s e r i e s of steps and imply the causes of 
s i m i l a r i t i e s and differences between subsets i n 0, as the c r i t e r i a need 
to be placed i n order of sig n i f i c a n c e . 
Most grouping techniques employ h i e r a r c h i c a l algorithms i n 
which clustering proceeds from N - 1 l e v e l s for GAU to ultimate aggregation. 
The number of regions allocated on t h i s basis should be obje c t i v e l y 
accounted in the minimization of within to maximization of between unit 
variance. These clu s t e r i n g techniques w i l l obviously vary according to 
the reference sets and the emphasis placed on individuation for 0. A 
fundamental d i s t i n c t i o n can thus automatically be placed on grouping 
methods for 0, between those that u t i l i z e a t t r i b u t e s for 0 defined on the 
two remaining constituent sets P and U, and those that r e f e r to other 
reference sets producing new subsets on 0. The f i r s t category r e s u l t s 
in regions of uniformity, the second from the b i o l o g i c a l viewpoint defines 
purposive regions, but also provides the conditions i n human geography for 
the development of regions of unity or inter a c t i o n . 
Grouping procedures producing uniform regions depend e n t i r e l y 
on the emphasis placed on object individuation. However, they a l l have 
one feature i n common in using h i e r a r c h i c a l algorithms. Increased 
clustering leads to a concomitant reduction i n the number of ar e a l units 
and an increased within unit variance. 
I t would of course be possible to c l u s t e r on object location 
alone i n co-ordinates x, y ( c f . , Hudson 1969). This would be e n t i r e l y 
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i r r a t i o n a l considering that information must be avail a b l e for P, and 
different r e s u l t s would be obtained using density and binary (presence/ 
absence) data for the GAUs. I t i s mentioned for the reason that i t has 
interesting implications for the North Pennine Dales, i n that large 
empty spaces e x i s t d i r e c t l y associated with z where settlement and 
residence are zero. I t also emphasizes the impact of a contiguity 
function i n the process of regionalization i n that obvious differences 
for grouping on density functions for the GAU would take place i f t h i s 
were not applied at diff e r e n t steps, simple grouping being effected on 
an OTU x OTU matrix, identity r e s u l t i n g with termination. 
Grouping on p for GAU without reference to & i s a s i m i l a r 
process to drawing isopleths when the r e s u l t s are plotted i n x, y 
co-ordinates. A peak topography for isopleths would equate with a 
complex block mosaic for the o r i g i n a l GAUs but cl u s t e r i n g by generalizing 
intervals for p and transposing them to x, y would produce very d i f f e r e n t 
r e s u l t s from the computation of trend surfaces, i f only that the algorithms 
d i f f e r markedly. Isopleths and trend surfaces are far superior when the 
conditions specified e a r l i e r are met. But t h i s technique does hold one 
advantage in that milieu, and that i s the simpler management of multi-
variate d i s t r i b u t i o n s for GAUs which figures prominently i n seeking 
clusters of 0 that exhaust U. 
Grouping GAUs with simultaneous reference to p and SL i s the 
effective use of a contiguity constraint; i t poses a very important 
question, - j u s t what kind of subsets for 0 are we trying to identify? 
The primary concern i s surely the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of ge n e t i c a l l y (or i n 
some cases, phenotypically) meaningful populations. E f f e c t i v e l y by 
combining two OTU X OTU matrices, one for contiguity using binary coding 
and the other for a t t r i b u t e s , assumptions are automatically made about 
nearest neighbour GAUs. The r e s u l t i s not the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the 
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most genetically s i m i l a r populations, but the nearest neighbour 
population c l u s t e r s that are most genetically s i m i l a r . This c r i t i c a l 
d i s t i n c t i o n i s obviously not ranked so highly i n human geography where 
Abler et alia note: 
"As a general r u l e , since places on the earth are usually more l i k e 
their neighbours than they are l i k e distant places, c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of 
places under a contiguity r e s t r a i n t usually c a r r i e s a low cost and returns 
large benefits i n the form of uncluttered regional systems." (Abler et 
alia, 1972 p. 186). 
Many examples could be quoted i n human systematics where 
because of en masse migrations the cost of using a contiguity constraint 
would be high. There i s then a major departure i n emphasis when 
identifying regions by:-
a) c l u s t e r i n g OTUs on p^, and at each step mapping the 
groups i n co-ordinates x, y 
and 
b) c l u s t e r i n g OTUs on p. which are contiguous for GAUs 
and mapping these at each step i n co-ordinates x, y. 
Using a contiguity function holds the basic assumption that 
the nearer the OTUs i n physical space, the more s i m i l a r they w i l l be 
genetically. ( I t i s e s s e n t i a l to r e a l i z e that t h i s depends on the kind 
and the number of v a r i a t e s used.) I f t h i s assumption held, the r e s u l t s 
of the two processes indicated above would be i n f e r e n t i a l l y i d e n t i c a l . 
The number of regional groupings would equate with the number of c l u s t e r s 
using both methods and r e s u l t i n pattern conformity. Increasing 
divergence of the r e s u l t s i l l u s t r a t e s e f f e c t i v e l y that assumptions 
i n t r i n s i c a l l y held i n I have collapsed. Divergence may be due to scale 
in which regions for the f i r s t method exceed the number of c l u s t e r s for 
both. Where divergence i s marked, using a contiguity constraint 
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amalgamation i s placing greater weight on nearest neighbours. 
Note that although the r e s u l t i n g regions from the two methods and thus 
patterning can be quite d i f f e r e n t , there i s no inherent reason why the 
differences should be s t a t i s t i c a l l y s i g n i f i c a n t . Many cl u s t e r i n g 
algorithms have no b u i l t i n significance t e s t s p r ior to grouping at each 
step. 
The algorithms used with h i e r a r c h i c a l c l u s t e r i n g techniques 
employing a binary matrix of nearest neighbours are numerous and began 
with Berry (1961). From the above arguments and the admission of 
Abler et alia concerning the s i m i l a r i t y of the methods outlined above, 
they are not used nor discussed i n d e t a i l here. E f f e c t i v e l y any of the 
clustering techniques could be u t i l i z e d ( c f . , Sneath and Sokal 1973 
p. 201-244); and many new methods are being introduced i n the l i t e r a t u r e 
emphasizing di f f e r e n t features of p and/or % (see Lankford 1969; Taylor 
1969; Monmonier 1973 for examples). Clustering techniques are considered 
as straightforward c l a s s i f i c a t i o n techniques l a t e r i n t h i s report ( c f . , 
Chapter 10). 
Recently, Johnson (1968) has discussed the s u b j e c t i v i t y of so 
called objective or 'natural 1 c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s , i l l u s t r a t i n g the influence 
that the choice of data, parameters and e s p e c i a l l y the manifold algorithms 
can have on the f i n a l regionalization product. Moreover, there i s the 
problematic issue of where to terminate the grouping process, though the 
use of Lorenz curves could act as a guide i f more sophisticated measures 
of variance are unavailable. Bunge (1966 p. 262) has noted that t r u l y 
optimal regions at one scale cannot n e c e s s a r i l y be combined at other 
scales, and Ward (1963 p. 238) has to admit that although a grouping 
technique may u t i l i z e an optimal solution for combining OTUs at each stage 
in a h i e r a r c h i c a l procedure, i t does not n e c e s s a r i l y optimize at any 
specified number of groups l e s s than N - 1. A major problem i s the 
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definition of group membership; each has i t s own system of cl u s t e r i n g 
techniques. As Rao (1952) has pointed out, "No formal ru l e s can be 
lai d down for finding the c l u s t e r s , because a c l u s t e r i s not a w e l l -
defined term." I t i s clear that whether h i e r a r c h i c a l or d i r e c t techniques 
are used, the measurement scale of the v a r i a t e s and the s i z e of 0 for GAU 
should be referred to the probability calculus. Gabriel and Sokal (1969) 
discuss the use of simultaneous t e s t procedures (STP) used i n the earl y 
work of Tukey and Scheffe. An example involving b i o l o g i c a l studies i n 
Brita i n i s the more subjective manual calculations of Kopec (1970), but 
with a l l these t e s t s whether non-parametric or parametric i n form there 
i s s t i l l the ar b i t r a r y choice of a to contend with. Other grouping 
strategies for regional i d e n t i f i c a t i o n could be based on Q-mode factor 
analysis or multiple discriminant analysis ( c f . , Chapter 10) but a major 
c r i t i c i s m of the former technique i s that i t merely rewrites the o r i g i n a l 
matrix i n a new form which may or may not be interpretable. 
The disadvantages of the above methods are e a s i l y detectable 
and centre on the subjective features of choice. C l e a r l y the technique 
chosen i n a p a r t i c u l a r case must be the outcome of a close evaluation of 
the available range for the p a r t i c u l a r purpose. The advantages of region-
a l i z a t i o n for identifying subsets of 0 have been outlined e a r l i e r , but i t 
may also have advantages over methods u t i l i z i n g isopleths for focusing on 
variation i n P. The c r i t e r i o n and predictor v a r i a b l e s can be assessed 
on any measurement scale and the resolution of the v a r i a t i o n spectra i n 
U for p^ accounted for. However, the same l i m i t i n g conditions hold for 
sampling i n t e n s i t y over U, which d i r e c t l y influences the dimensions of the 
GAU; i f i n f e r i o r measurement scales are being used with regionalization 
th i s influence w i l l be greatly increased when any a i s applied to judge 
the a p p l i c a b i l i t y of aggregations. When for instance, subsets of 0 are 
concentrated i n a few GAUs, e f f e c t i v e l y these remain i s o l a t e d peaks on a 
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uniform plane; weight on U for P i s again being applied. To group out 
from these cones presupposes t h e i r influence and a purposive design i s 
i m p l i c i t . Needless to say that regionalization by grouping on p alone 
may produce n homogeneous c l u s t e r s , but i n co-ordinates x, y, non-
contiguous c l u s t e r s are individual units and have h e u r i s t i c value on 
the c - f i e l d . 
C. P a r t i t i o n s . Purposive Designs. 
f , I t i s a d i f f i c u l t y of c l a s s i f i c a t i o n that i t can be derived 
from a theory or i t may be regarded as a natural grouping which needs 
explanation and therefore precedes hypothesis formulation and theory 
construction." (Harvey 1969 p. 126). This i s a somewhat a r t i f i c i a l 
d i s t i n c t i o n in many ways since as Harvey himself points out, a c l a s s -
i f i c a t i o n system involves d e f i n i t i o n of the primary constituent s e t s , 
and the choice of elements i n P "implies that we know what properties 
or attributes are important for d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g objects and events i n a 
given s i t u a t i o n . Hence the strong l i n k that binds c l a s s i f i c a t i o n and 
theory i s forged." (Harvey 1969 p. 332). However for p r a c t i c a l purposes 
the d i s t i n c t i o n i s an important one since the difference between the two 
may not involve 'theory 1 sensu stricto (Abler et alia., 1972 p. 42) but 
a l l too often loose constructs i n f e r i o r to hypotheses amounting to a 
considerable es c a l a t i o n i n the assumptions for regions based on so-called 
'theoretical' structures. Such degeneracy terminates with random d i v i s i o n s , 
and the process of decline i n decision making i s increasingly associated 
with l e s s meaningful scans of the assorted data contained i n U. 
As the development of further subsets of 0 i n U implies the 
existence of new reference s e t s , which may have varying relevance to 0 
or more importantly to 0 on P, evidently any regional system can be devised 
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for the purposes of t e s t i n g a p a r t i c u l a r hypothesis about i t . 
Naturally, the vast majority of p a r t i t i o n s so created would be absurd, 
for instance the loose county d i v i s i o n s , one of which follows the r i v e r 
Tees equally dividing the dale! 
Regional structures or p a r t i t i o n s most l i k e l y to have relevance 
to the study of genetic or phenetic v a r i a t i o n i n a purposive design are 
those closely associated with human s p a t i a l i n t e r a c t i o n , e s p e c i a l l y i n 
situations in which genetic d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g forces are unknown. I f the 
set of 0 in U could be divided into exclusive and exhaustive subsets on 
this basis, t h i s would provide the most useful structure for hypothesis 
testing. Seme human groups came close to t h i s structure i n the development 
of isolated systems; c l e a r l y , t r i b a l structures form natural units for 
testing v a r i a t i o n i n P and s i m i l a r i t y between the subsets constructed on 0. 
In B r i t a i n , except in s p e c i a l circumstances which are rapidly being under-
mined, for instance an i s l a n d , such i d e n t i t y of subsets of 0 i n U i s un-
l i k e l y , and the movement of individuals over space produces continuous 
overlapping f i e l d s of interaction. However geographers have long 
recognized r e g u l a r i t i e s in the s i z e , spacing and function of human s e t t l e -
ments. These settlements or places accord c l o s e l y to the t h e o r e t i c a l 
designs of Zipf (1949) and C h r i s t a l l e r (1933); the f i r s t describes the 
inverse order of the ranking and s i z e (population or function which are 
highly correlated; r >0.89 i n empirical studies) of settlements; the 
second i s an economic theory based on greatly simplifying parameters about 
Homo eoonomious to explain t h i s r e l ationship and the spacing of centres, 
which in a uniform Euclidean landscape produces an h i e r a r c h i c a l optimal 
hexagonal organization of places (a triangular l a t t i c e ) each with i t s 
regular f i e l d of influence. 
Central Place Theory as the model has become termed i n the form 
or i g i n a l l y described by C h r i s t a l l e r , Losch (1954) and I s a r d (1956) i s 
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obviously a naive geometry and functional explanation of r e a l i t y ; the 
details of d i s t o r t i o n are i r r e l e v a n t here but c l e a r l y the model must have 
a firm p r o b a b i l i s t i c b a sis and be r e a l i s t i c a l l y anchored to observations of 
human behaviour and decision making as expounded by workers as Somermeyer 
(1971), Rushton (1971) and Olsson (1967). In crude terms the model i s 
explained by Abler et alia., (1972) as the outcome of two basic forces; 
one of economic complementarity between individuals at d i f f e r e n t locations 
in space, - supply and demand; the other t r a n s f e r a b i l i t y , - the cost of 
movement across space. Both are subject to Stouffer's observation of 
intervening opportunities. These basic forces give an insight into 
node/field interaction; but there are also important node/node i n t e r -
actions normatively expressed in the familiar gravity model:-
I . . = aM. M. d~h. J.J i j l j 
Together these interactions make i t extremely d i f f i c u l t to define regions 
except through a quantitative exploration of a matrix of interactions 
between a l l centres. Again, many algorithms can be devised to identify 
these regions (though presently they are not well developed; c f . , Brown 
and Holmes 1971), and the f i n a l p a r t i t i o n s w i l l depend not j u s t on the 
techniques but on the 'flows 1 used (materials, s e r v i c e s , people) and t h e i r 
subtypes. When t h i s i s completed, drawing the f i n a l p a r t i t i o n s amounts 
to a subjective process. Considerable problems a r i s e i n that these regions 
w i l l naturally depend upon the purposive d e f i n i t i o n of U and the ranking of 
centres which defines an hierarchy within i t . Obviously the d e f i n i t i o n 
of sets comprising the North Pennine Dales as U (Figure 2.1) does not 
automatically imply that a l l interactions are centred on the prime ranking 
place of Harrogate. An even weightier issue i s the a v a i l a b i l i t y of data 
to provide a reference set for 0. An optimal solution would be for the 
boundaries of a number of functional regions to coincide within U, but 
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generally these administrative systems operate at d i f f e r e n t s c a l e s i n 
the hierarchy comprising a l l central places. As such, there can be no 
hard and f a s t d e f i n i t i o n of what components act u a l l y constitute a 
functional region. 
3. Survey C r i t e r i a . Meaning for the Alternatives. 
The foregoing pages demonstrate that the mode of geographical 
variation analysis must s u i t the available data. To a t t a i n a p a r t i c u l a r 
level of sophistication of analysis requires that the assumptions of 
analysis be met. Primary amongst these i n research i s the sampling 
strategy. Where i t i s not possible to use a s u f f i c i e n t l y detailed 
sampling frame and obtain the required returns, to reduce the scale of 
study means quite frankly that the o r i g i n a l design has been abandoned, 
since very l i k e l y d i f f e r e n t factors are operating at higher l e v e l s of 
resolution; once more there i s the form-function-scale problem. Hence 
the need at l e a s t for nested sampling strat e g i e s over space. I f the 
original design i s to be adequately covered, either additional resources 
must be allocated to i t , or suboptimal methods accepted as the a l t e r n a t i v e s . 
Regarding the l a t t e r , i t should be clear that increasingly inadequate 
solutions extend into meaninglessness; the sampling design at l e a s t f a i l s 
to account for important l e v e l s of v a r i a t i o n . 
One of the f i r s t questions i n any design must then r e l a t e to the 
expected status of sampled individuals i n U. I n many ways, t h i s i s usually 
obvious in the form of the sampling strategy devised. A s t r a t i f i e d 
representative design based on small regular units means automatically that 
GAU can be equated d i r e c t l y with the sampling areal u n i t . However, the 
u t i l i z a t i o n of v e r t i c e s as c o l l e c t i o n centres coupled with optional return 
i s symptomatic of an i n a b i l i t y to cover U for 0 i n d e t a i l , and also implies 
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that the very function of any vertex as a node w i l l lead to proportion-
ately heavy sample loading on i t . 
Details for the d i s t r i b u t i o n of 0 in U accompany the legend for 
the 386 Parishes, Urban d i s t r i c t s and metropolitan boroughs i n Figures 2.2 
to 2.5. The use of such i r r e g u l a r l y sized units i s in some ways unfortunate, 
but i s usually necessitated i n anthropological surveys in that i t i s the 
only readily accessible reference frame for demographic data preceding the 
1971 Census. The relevant points to the immediate discussion regarding 
the d i s t r i b u t i o n of 0 are as follows:-
The region U14 covers 5192km . Equally divided among the 328 administrative 
units each would occupy 15.83km , approximately 4 x 4km i n co-ordinates x, y. 
Giving the figures in the order of males then females, for the 328 u n i t s ; 
302 (0.873) and 300 (0.867) had 5 or l e s s individuals i n them; only 23 
(0.066) and 26 (0.075) had 10 or over, and only 11 (0.033) and 9 (0.027) 
had 20 or over. The connotations for s t a t i s t i c a l a n a l y s i s at t h i s l e v e l 
of resolution are manifest. The relationship i n multiple increments for 
the quadrats in x, y and t h e i r exponential growth i n area s w i f t l y 
culminates i n GAUs that override d i s t i n c t l y h e u r i s t i c regions on z. At 
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least a 100km frame for GAU would be required for adequate s t a t i s t i c a l 
inference over a proportion of the r e s u l t i n g 52 or so regions, but even 
these would leave many 'empty1 units for 0, and more importantly would cut 
across more than one dale even with attempts to 'force' the expanded grid 
on x, y. 
Bearing th i s i n mind, the conditions for analyses based on 
isopleths or so c a l l e d 'objective 1 regions are not established. In any 
case, with respect to the former the condition of continuity would be 
extremely suspect i f not downright f a l s e due to the dominance of z 
throughout U. Regarding the l a t t e r , GAUs have developed into a r b i t r a r y 
regions unrooted i n the human geography of U. In short, the data prevents 
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the use of these more sophisticated designs, and a purposive strategy 
i s necessary. 
In many ways a purposive design i s suggested i n the t i t l e of 
the survey, and there i s obviously a marked negative c o r r e l a t i o n between 
settlement - thus the location of 0, - and z; resorting to a comparison 
of three space topographies would be superfluous. The dominance of the 
z co-ordinate system i s expressed i n the coincidence of boundary l i n e s 
drawn for d i f f e r e n t purposes over a large part of U and the i s o l a t e d 
dendritic structure of each dale extending outward from the Pennine massif. 
As the values for z decline outward to the periphery of U, so i t 
becomes increasingly d i f f i c u l t to p a r t i t i o n 0 with respect to x, y. I t 
has already been suggested what the optimal p a r t i t i o n s should include:-
a) The regions in U should have minimal s p a t i a l dimensions 
and s u f f i c i e n t numbers of 0 for s t a t i s t i c a l inference 
about P. 
b) The regions constructed should separately or by 
accumulation account for maximal i n t e r n a l i n t e r a c t i o n , -
s t r u c t u r a l and functional unity - and minimal osmosis 
across the p a r t i t i o n s . As t h i s i s a b i o l o g i c a l survey 
such interactions should ref e r to gene flow or 'flows' 
associated with i t . 
c) The p a r t i t i o n s should permit the a n a l y s i s through further 
d e f i n i t i o n of as many scale components within U for P as 
possible. The most noteworthy suggested from preceding 
observations are density functions linked to the gravity 
model implicating scaled interactions, and accounted for 
in the variance of 0. Obviously the comparison of equated 
scale components of increasing rank i s not possible i n any U 
because there i s a natural decay towards the o r i g i n on x, y 
between t h e i r rank and number. 
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4, The Survey. A Solution. 
Seeking a solution to the problem of f u l f i l l i n g the above 
requirements i t i s necessary only to turn to the elaboration of the 
central place model provided by Berry and Garrison (1958). They isolated 
two basic concepts in the model which they termed 'population threshold 1 
and the 'range 1 of the service. Population threshold defines the 
purchasing power of a service below which a place w i l l no longer be able 
to supply i t . The range delineates the market area for the service and 
defines the maximum distance the customer i s w i l l i n g to t r a v e l to procure 
i t . The relationship between the two can be i l l u s t r a t e d i n the l i n e a r 
regression model:-
Y = a ± bd 
where Y i s demand or s a l e s , and d i s some function of distance. 
As i n the model individuals situated between the o r i g i n of a 
service and i t s l i m i t are involved in the transfer, i t can be replaced by 
a gravity regression model of the form. 
I . . 
l o s MHM. = a - b l o g d i j 
As Olsson (1967 p. 15) points out, t h i s i s conceptually 
related to the demand cones of Losch and simply i l l u s t r a t e s the omnipresence 
of entropy i n a l l systems of human inte r a c t i o n over x, y, z. I t i s hardly 
surprising then that geographers f i n a l l y discovered that the exponent b 
i s d i r e c t l y related to t , to which t r i p purposes of various kinds i n 
empirical investigations were a l l linked. For instance Carrol and Beris 
(1957) v e r i f i e d that the exponent was greatest for t r i p s to schools, l e s s 
for those to shops and work and l e a s t for purposes of recreation. 
Herein l i e s the solution to the purposive design. Schools used 
for the sampling frame can equally well construct regions that f u l f i l l the 
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requirements outlined. That b should be steepest for schools i s hardly 
surprising. The service has to be 'supplied' to a l l members of a 
particular age stratum throughout U and 'purchased 1 by them. I n 
general terms there w i l l be a premium on minimizing costs both i n 
construction and for the s p a t i a l variance of individuals to centres i n U. 
The location, number, s i z e and ranking of schools c l o s e l y follows the 
spati a l organization and ranking of settlements. After a l l i t i s a 
function of places. The l a t t e r are dominant i n t h e i r o r b i t of the 
communication network and as such t r a v e l time i s minimized; the r e l a t i v e 
size i n population terms of the central place to i t s f i e l d of influence i s 
dir e c t l y related to the minimization of s p a t i a l variance of t r a v e l (distance) 
to a vertex situated within i t . The r e s u l t i s a compact system of catch-
ment areas which c l o s e l y i d e n t i f i e s non-isotropism i n U e s p e c i a l l y 
developed on z. 
A point regarding f deserves attention. Obviously, through 
time, the function and form of central places has not remained constant, -
changes being expressed i n space-time convergence. Thus the redundancy 
of the hamlet and small market towns. S i m i l a r l y , the reduction of the 
distance function among other factors has resulted i n the loss of both 
secondary and primary schools within U, e s p e c i a l l y the l a t t e r . As a r e s u l t 
of space-time convergence some neighbouring secondary schools could extend 
their influence into each other's f i e l d of influence. That t h i s has not 
led to wholesale aggregation i s due i n part to the economies of extra 
construction, and that the values for s p a t i a l variance of distance to a 
single node have not descended below a functional threshold for the j o i n t 
regions. 
Two reference sets are involved i n t h i s purposive design, the 
secondary schools (S) and t h e i r catchment areas (CS). The two things are 
cl e a r l y d i s t i n c t i n that no c h i l d can go to more than one school at t ^ , 
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whereas two children who belong to diff e r e n t schools can obviously occupy 
even minute ( i n the normal P - f i e l d ) subsets i n U on x, y. Secondary 
schools are simply enumerated as s e l f evident u n i t s . Secondary school 
catchment areas are defined as the c o l l e c t i o n of points i n U from which 
respective schools obtain individuals. As we have seen these catchment 
areas overlap and form intersecting and occasionally even equal sets i n U, 
but though schools are obviously not subsets of 0, 
0 + S 
0 CS 
and, schools can be treated as an attribute of 0. Primary schools can be 
treated i n the same way. The important feature here i s , as a Venn diagram 
would i l l u s t r a t e that CSn forms exhaustive and exclusive t e r r i t o r i e s i n U 
as do CPrm in CSn thus U. This has been discussed to some extent already 
under sampling design. There i t was indicated that i n 0.43 of the cases, 
a single secondary school catchment area occupied a unique t e r r i t o r y lh i n 
U, and that in a l l but two cases, two or more schools because of subsets 
created on 0 due to educational standard or sex again produced si m i l a r 
t e r r i t o r i e s . These are i l l u s t r a t e d i n Figure 2.1, and form the regions 
referred to throughout t h i s report. They are described i n terms of the 
catchment areas i n Table 3.1. Notation for the schools i s given i n 
Tables 2.1 and 2.2. 
I t i s re-emphasized that a very large number of purposive designs 
could be chosen, and for t h i s reason coding of the object constituent set 
should always be for the smallest f e a s i b l e u n i t s , i n t h i s survey, the afore-
mentioned administrative un i t s . 
A f i n a l issue i s the influence that any purposive design can have 
on subsequent geographical v a r i a t i o n a n a l y s i s . Naturally, as the populations 
have been spec i f i e d they no longer require i d e n t i f i c a t i o n at the same s c a l e . 
Analysis usually proceeds by comparing units - t e s t i n g differences between 
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them - that have been set up as hypothetical constructs. Just what 
i s tested depends on the s p e c i f i c a t i o n s . This can n a t u r a l l y lead to 
grouping or cl u s t e r i n g as a process of identifying more generalized 
structures. Any purposive design i s something of an a priori theory, 
in as much as i t makes i m p l i c i t some statement about the development of 
between to within unit variance for the variable s e t . Indeed, a study 
which s p e c i f i e s regions on any reference set makes i t impossible to 
locate the patterns of v a r i a t i o n at a higher resolution. However, the 
definition of regions i n t h i s study makes no reference to patterns of 
variation for the variable set at a lower resolution, nor to i t s s p a t i a l 
order and magnitude. Herein these aspects of v a r i a t i o n are analyzed. 
Tautology i s avoided in that no explanation i s given of the regional 
boundaries, only of the magnitude and ordering of v a r i a t i o n for dermato-
glyphic features within them. 
To conclude, i t may be noted that optimal p a r t i t i o n i n g of U 
(in terms of the conditions preceding t h i s subsection) can be sought 
by an objective and r e p l i c a b l e method simply using data on spouse 
birthplaces. However, these data are required to be of a higher 
standard than ava i l a b l e i n the present survey. This technique i s outlined 
b r i e f l y at the end of the report. 
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Chapter 4 Data Measurement. 
The limited channel capacity of the human mind requires that 
reference systems be constructed to order inputs from the perception 
plane. The f i l t e r s used i n t h i s process are those of measurement, 
definition and c l a s s i f i c a t i o n , and i t i s no simple matter to discuss 
them in i s o l a t i o n . Their interdependence i n any s c i e n t i f i c f i e l d i s 
assured i n the po s i t i v e feedback of improvements from the development of 
any oneof them, though d e f i n i t i o n can be practised to some extent without 
regard to measurement or c l a s s i f i c a t i o n . This chapter i s concerned with 
defining and measuring (thus c l a s s i f y i n g ) attributes of the object s e t , -
with d e f i n i t i o n used i n the sense of operationalism below:-
"The formal requirements for defining properties are that we 
specify what i s to be observed, under what conditions the observations are 
to be made, what operations are to be performed, what instruments and 
measures are to be used, and how the observations are to be made and 
treated." (Ackoff 1962 p. 175). 
Measurement i s conceived as the application of symbols to 
constructs devised to order inputs from the perception plane; a measure-
ment on any att r i b u t e can be judged only by knowing how w e l l i t performs 
a s p e c i f i c task required of i t . I n the early stages of any s c i e n t i f i c 
study, i t i s l i k e l y that a measurement system chosen for a p a r t i c u l a r 
variable w i l l be of poor quality; obviously problems cannot be solved 
before they are studied, and as such the measurement process i t s e l f i s 
subject to methodological development. However, there i s no reason even 
in the early stages of a s c i e n t i f i c study why precise d e f i n i t i o n s should 
not be set up to f a c i l i t a t e mathematization (Harvey 1969 p. 305). Such 
definitions lead to d i f f e r e n t l e v e l s of measurement which i n turn allow 
increasingly sophisticated i n f e r e n t i a l techniques to be applied to the 
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data matrix. Yet c l e a r l y , increased sophistication of the measurement 
process does not automatically produce more precise solutions, which 
can be gauged only i n terms of the error loadings. Taken i n conjunction 
with the increasing work load usually associated with higher measurement 
levels, the importance of methodological development i s obvious. 
Together, d e f i n i t i o n and measurement on the variable set 
determine the resolution and d e t a i l of the study. The former i s 
prescribed in purposive design or j u s t simply i n the d i r e c t correspondence 
of increasing resolution with d i f f i c u l t y of study evidenced i n preliminary 
scans of the f i e l d of i n t e r e s t ; the l a t t e r too may be coined i n purposive 
terms, - considerations of required precision and p r a c t i c a l i t i e s involving 
cost factors, - but depends also on the nature of the features studied. 
Detail may be referred to the four well known systems of s c a l i n g . These 
have important implications for s t a t i s t i c a l treatment, as i n some cases 
do their subtypes; for instance, d i s t i n c t i o n s evident i n the category of 
ordinal measurements, - between p a r t i a l , weak and complete ordering ( c f . , 
Ackoff 1962 p. 184-189). 
The variable set upon which d e f i n i t i o n s and measurements are 
made mostly comprises dermatoglyphic features. However i t also includes 
additional information about the individuals not e a s i l y lumped under a 
single heading associating individuals i n physical and s o c i a l space. 
1. Dermatoglyphic Features. 
Dermatoglyphic studies (sensu strioto) are concerned with the 
epidermal ridge systems, - not white l i n e s nor creases, - on the plantar 
and palmar surfaces of the feet and hands r e s p e c t i v e l y . They are 
s i m i l a r l y noted i n a l l Primates, - i n some New World monkeys on t h e i r 
prehensile t a i l s a l s o . The epidermal ridge systems are l i n e a r elevations 
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of k eratin, f i r s t apparent at 21 weeks ( M u l v i h i l l and Smith 1969) 
which have a d i r e c t relationship to substructures of the epidermis and 
dermis; the basal layer of the former, the stratum germinativum describes 
the surface topography of the corium. Consequently, the glandular folds 
and furrows of the stratum germinativum are inversely related to the 
ridges and furrows on the stratum corneum, the sweat pores having t h e i r 
alignment along the surface ridges (Penrose 1968), This close association 
between surface ridge systems and the underlying three dimensional structure 
i s v i t a l to an understanding of the genesis of both ridges and t h e i r con-
figurations; as such i t i s discussed more f u l l y i n Chapter 6. I n t h i s 
section attention i s focused on the surface topography of dermal p r i n t s 
as recorded on the Kleenprint sheets, more s p e c i f i c a l l y the two dimensional 
displays on the sheets of the palmar region and d i s t a l phalanges. P r i n t s 
of the proximal and mid-phalanges i n which ridge coursing i s mostly ortho-
gonal to the long axis of the limbs, - taken inadvertently during palm 
printing, - were ignored. 
Dermal prints display the epidermal ridges as systems of black 
l i n e s . Their configuration generally reveals both r e g u l a r i t i e s i n t h e i r 
p a r a l l e l alignment over small f i e l d s and discontinuity i n marked changes 
in direction. However, the nature of these r e g u l a r i t i e s and d i s c o n t i n u i t i e s 
w i l l depend b a s i c a l l y on the l e v e l of resolution. The most f a m i l i a r r e f e r -
ence system i s the one most e a s i l y observed at low resolution, i n which the 
discontinuities are described variously as deltas, t r i r a d i i and s p e c i f i c 
patterns. At high resolution, the focus i s on minutiae, microscopic 
structures of the ridges; such are forks, i s l a n d s , l i n e ends and breaks. 
The present section f i r s t reviews the d e f i n i t i o n and measurement of these 
features using the l e v e l s of resolution at which the epidermal ridges can 
be observed as a reference scheme. Secondly a c r i t i q u e i s drawn up of 
the major nomenclatures, though no attempt i s made to reproduce these 
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c l a s s i f i c a t i o n schemes wholly in i s o l a t i o n . F i n a l l y , a detailed item-
ization of the nomenclature pertinent to t h i s survey i s presented, 
together where necessary with reasons for choice amongst a l t e r a t i v e 
methods or for thei r adjustment. 
The Resolution of Studies. 
At the outset i t i s underlined that no exclusiveness i s 
suggested in the forthcoming t r i p a r t i t e discussion, though the d i v i s i o n s 
do a s s i s t i n c l a r i f y i n g the relationships between dermal features studied 
by various researchers. Moreover, i t exposes the way in which many 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n schemes have been constructed. Attempts to exhaust 
possible v a r i a t i o n by researchers are i l l u s t r a t e d i n the compounding of 
attributes of features, - t h e i r shape, location, d i r e c t i o n , dimensions and 
intensity, and in addition the combination of features themselves. 
A. Low Resolution Studies. 
Anthropological researchers have long recognized the rel a t i o n s h i p 
between what have been termed deltas, the mainlines and typelines of palms 
and fingers respectively and 'patterning 1. This r e l a t i o n s h i p i s by no 
means f u l l y understood as i s a l l too apparent i n the c o n f l i c t i n g use of 
different nomenclatures, but s u f f i c i e n t l y well to know that the patterning 
of the i n t r i c a t e l i n e systems i s r e f l e c t e d i n t r i r a d i a l points or deltas 
(the terms are used interchangeably herein) and t h e i r radiants, which form 
the framework of any dermal structure. Though ear l y references by 
Nehemiah Grew (1641-1712) and Marcello Malpighi (1628-1694) had been made 
to dermal features, and John Purkinje (1823) l a t e r submitted a t h e s i s on 
fingerprint c l a s s i f i c a t i o n , by the time Galton (1892) c a r r i e d out h i s 
substantial investigations, d e f i n i t i o n s of features had c e r t a i n l y developed 
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from simply being ostensive to l e x i c a l i n character. Nevertheless, 
u n t i l very recently such d e f i n i t i o n s or c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of features were 
formulated i n subjective terms. This includes the c l a s s i c work of 
Henry (1937) on fingerprints and the schemes of h i s predecessors and 
followers. I t i s well i l l u s t r a t e d either i n the t r a n s i t i o n a l types of 
Mairs (1933) or the 18 types of de Lestrange (1953) and i s documented in 
both Cummins and Midlo (1943) and Penrose (1968). The notion of pattern 
type determines t h i s approach well enough, the categories constructed as 
they are from pattern shape, dimensions, d i r e c t i o n and location, the 
location of deltas, the r e l a t i v e position of radiants, the conformity of 
ridges and ridge counts. Using these at t r i b u t e s of dermal features 
naturally an i n f i n i t e number of categories can be developed. Of course, 
for the fingers there are several well recognized patterns ( c f . , David 1971a) 
and there i s no reason why these should not provide a serviceable c l a s s -
i f i c a t i o n for anthropological investigations as long as d e f i n i t i o n s are 
precise and meaningful. That t h i s i s not invariably so may be gleaned 
from the t r a d i t i o n a l c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s i n Cummins and Midlo (1943) of 
t r i r a d i a l points (ibid., p. 57-58; c f . , Penrose 1968 p. 4 ) ; twin and 
l a t e r a l pocket loops (ibid., p. 63; c f . , David 1971a p. 21), and mainline 
formulations together with Cummins 1mainline index (ibid., p. 87-99, 114-115; 
cf., Sharma 1962b, 1962c, 1965). As i t i s there are several conditions 
for the mainline terminations which have not occurred to e i t h e r authority 
and are discussed below. 
I t was l e f t to Penrose to outline the mathematical r e l a t i o n s h i p 
of d i s c o n t i n u i t i e s on dermal surfaces, - between 'loops 1 and t r i r a d i i . 
Indeed, the whole ridged surface of the hand can be mapped on 
a c i r c l e i n which a l l ridges meet the circumference at ri g h t angles. 
Provided that such an area i s covered with ridges p a r a l l e l to one another 
in small f i e l d s , i t i s topologically necessary that at l e a s t two loops 
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are present somewhere on i t . For every additional loop there must be 
a compensating t r i r a d i u s . Thus the t o t a l number of loops w i l l always 
be two more than the t o t a l number of t r i r a d i i . ( c f . , Penrose 1965 
p. 545 Figures 7 and 8 ) . 
For the whole hand including the mid and proximal phalanges, 
the relationship i s expressed as:-
T + 1 - L + D 
where T are t r i r a d i a l points, L are loops and D are d i g i t s . 
This p a r t i c u l a r expression holds because of the i r r e g u l a r i t i e s 
of hand morphology and, with two important exceptions, because the ridges 
on the ventral surface meet the dorsal surface (or unridged skin) at r i g h t 
angles, having an orthogonal arrangement to the long axis of the limb. 
The exceptional areas include the apex of each d i g i t where the ridges run 
around the n a i l which e f f e c t i v e l y simulates a loop core, and the w r i s t . 
The status of the l a t t e r i s more controversial and though Penrose indicates 
that i t corresponds topologically to a loop, he has removed i t from the 
above expression. This p a r t i c u l a r aspect of the expression i s not s i g -
n i f i c a n t ; what i s important i s the d i r e c t r elationship between deltas 
and loops. The expression i s not invalidated by incorrect printing of 
features nor e x t r a l i m i t a l t r i r a d i i , but c e r t a i n l y by formations such as 
those i l l u s t r a t e d i n h i s Figure 12 (Penrose 1965) of four loops associated 
with but two t r i r a d i i on a terminal phalange displaying anonychia. The 
reason i s simply that the dimensions of the bounded surface have been 
extended, and a simple adjustment i s required in those cases. 
With t h i s q u a l i f i c a t i o n the relationship of t r i r a d i a l points to 
loops holds. On the fingers there i s always one loop for each t r i r a d i u s ; 
s i m i l a r l y on the thenar area of the palm. On the hypothenar area one 
loop i s associated with two t r i r a d i i and i n the i n t e r d i g i t a l zone with 
four t r i r a d i i . To some extent any topological system i s a r b i t r a r y ; 
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i t i s necessary to define both conditions for the edges and v e r t i c e s . 
Thus for the dermal topology, Penrose has s p e c i f i e d : 
a) that the angle between three edges meeting at a point 
defining the vertex should exceed 90°. These are 
the determinants of dermal topology. 
b) As the edges do not meet the circumference of the 
bounded area at r i g h t angles at the w r i s t and d i s t a l 
phalanges, the edges defining the core of a pattern, -
a loop - are required to turn through 180°. 
This topology undoubtedly has significance for dermal nomen-
clature, since i n the vast majority of cases not only do the t r i r a d i i have 
a symmetrical form, the radiants having geometrical equilibrium at approx-
imately 120°, but taking the wrist and d i s t a l phalange apices as given, 
the inclusion of an extra t r i r a d i a l point would produce another loop; 
vice versa. I t may also be considered that i f the d e f i n i t i o n was altered 
to accept as deltas those v e r t i c e s with any of the two radiants separated 
by extremely acute angles of say 60° the topological formula of the hand 
would r a r e l y be i n error. However i n the t h e o r e t i c a l case of a c i r c l e in 
which the edges run in p a r a l l e l i n small f i e l d s and meet the circumference 
at right angles, obviously 6 loops could be drawn with a single vertex at 
the centre. 
The dermatoglyphic nomenclature that has developed out of t h i s 
topology for the soles and palms (Penrose and Loesch 1969, 1970) i s at one 
and the same time an a r b i t r a r y yet natural c l a s s i f i c a t i o n ; and i t should 
be of no great surprise that e a r l i e r c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s which have long 
recognized the relationship between 'patterns' and deltas though i n a l e s s 
formal mathematical manner should accord c l o s e l y with the scheme. The trad-
i t i o n a l and topological c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s are compared below. Here i t i s 
s u f f i c i e n t to point out that divergence between the two develops increasingly 
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with the d i v i s i v e process i n the t r a d i t i o n a l scheme of u t i l i z i n g an 
ordered s e r i e s of attributes i t e r a t i v e l y to subdivide groups of 
individuals. The topological system devised i s that of an unconnected 
graph, though occasionally the radiants of deltas are known to ' f u s e 1 . 
B a s i c a l l y , t h i s means that in the bounded systems defined, though the 
presence of loops and t r i r a d i a l points i s d i r e c t l y r e l a t e d , t h e o r e t i c a l l y 
they are availed of considerable independence i n location, shape, dimensions, 
and regarding the former, d i r e c t i o n . I t i s well known that on dermal sur-
faces t h i s independence between t r i r a d i a l points and loops i s greatly 
curbed, for instance that the patterns are located on f o e t a l volar pads, 
and on the palms e s p e c i a l l y that the t r i r a d i i are clustered i n s p e c i f i c 
areas (Valsik 1933 Figure 5 ) ; t h i s relationship has been extended i n 
attempts to l i n k the presence of s p e c i f i c patterns with the radiants of 
particular t r i r a d i a l points (Plato and Wertelecki 1972). The s i t u a t i o n 
i s d ifferent for separate dermal surfaces. On the d i s t a l phalanges where 
there i s a one to one relationship between t r i r a d i i and loops, location i s 
not important; t h i s i s obvious from a consideration of scale alone. 
However on the palms, beyond the invariant numerical r e l a t i o n s h i p between 
loops and t r i r a d i i , the a t t r i b u t e s of patterns are not automatically 
determined by the a t t r i b u t e s of the t r i r a d i i , as can be witnessed i n the 
equifinal production of s i m i l a r pattern types from the same de l t a locations 
but different l i n e orientations. Even c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s which determine 
palmar pattern types on the mainlines of deltas are faced with considerable 
problems subsumed i n dual formulations. 
Apart from t h i s , an important feature of any c l a s s i f i c a t i o n 
scheme i s to exclude alleged a priori r e l a t i o n s h i p s between the basic 
features. As Penrose has pointed out: 
"The permanent configuration i s the r e s u l t of laying a carpet of 
p a r a l l e l l i n e s , i n some way as economically as possible, over the contours 
presented by the f o e t a l hand." (Penrose 1965 p. 546). 
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The coursing of the epidermal ridges i s accurately summarized 
in the deltas and t h e i r radiants (eg., cf. , Cummins and Midlo 1943, 
Figures 64 and 65; Penrose and Loesch 1970, Figures 2 to 5 ) . These 
features and the l i n e s determining pattern cores form the ba s i s of low 
resolution studies - noise from the multitude of ridges has been removed, -
and provide the primary d e t a i l s for c l a s s i f i c a t i o n . The a t t r i b u t e s of 
these features are as follows:-
( i ) Location 
Location has varying relevance for the three features, - patterns, 
t r i r a d i i and radiants, - simply because of t h e i r dimensions and the 
reference surfaces involved. Locating patterns involves r e l a t i n g 
surfaces to surfaces; radiants, edges to surfaces; and deltas, points 
to surfaces. The part played by comparative dimensions i s manifest. 
As such, the location of patterns generally involves no 
d i f f i c u l t i e s . They are e a s i l y i d e n t i f i e d with the foe t a l volar pads, 
mound shaped c o l l e c t i o n s of mesenchymal t i s s u e deep to the epidermis. 
Those on the fingers are primarily associated with the ventral surface of 
the d i s t a l phalanages, but secondary zones occur occasionally on the proximal 
phalanges. On the palm, f i v e main areas are denoted e s p e c i a l l y between 
the di g i t s and on the hypothenar and thenar eminences, but pads on the 
la t t e r areas are subject to ear l y involution. Secondary zones occasionally 
occur i n the central palm, and may be related to the formation of more 
unusual patterns such as parathenar d i s t a l loops ( c f . , Cummins and Midlo 
1943 p. 178-179; M u l v i h i l l and Smith 1969 Figure 1 ) . Consequently, 
areas on the palms are we l l defined and patterns e a s i l y located with 
reference to them; only very r a r e l y do problems occur i n e s t a b l i s h i n g the 
status of some i n t e r d i g i t a l patterns subject to proximal and l a t e r a l 
deviation of the pattern i n accordance with the unusual configuration of 
a radiant. The location of the palmar areas can be seen i n Cummins and 
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Midlo 1943, Figure 59; Penrose 1968, Figure 8; and Penrose and Loesch 
1970, Figure 1. Herein, i n t e r d i g i t a l space 1 i s equated with the 
thenar eminence. 
regard to location. After a l l , t h e i r o r i g i n i s associated with p a r t i c u l a r 
t r i r a d i i and t h e i r terminations, though i n the vast majority of cases 
having s p e c i f i c location with reference to the dermal border and thus 
other dermal reference c r i t e r i a , describes the direction of the edges from 
their point of origin more than t h e i r location. Appropriately, they are 
considered below. 
than the precise description of vertex location. On the finger t i p s t h i s 
attribute i s not meaningful beyond the r e l a t i v e location of a loop and i t s 
determinant; for instance, i t i s important i n defining the type of double 
loop systems infrequently encountered ( c f . , David 1971a p. 21). However, 
on the palms many di f f e r e n t schemes have been devised to describe the 
precise location of t r i r a d i a l points. Several methods and modifications 
have been described for the a x i a l t r i r a d i i ( c f . , Penrose 1968 p. 7 and 9; 
David 1971b; Sharma 1962a, d, e, 1963; Taneja 1967; Mainigi and Sharma 
1971); somewhat l e s s for the i n t e r d i g i t a l t r i r a d i i ( c f . , Biswas and 
Bhattacharya 1966; Sharma 1963; Sharma and Taneja 1969; Sapra 1969). 
Ridge counts have also been used to measure r e l a t i v e delta locations, and 
these are discussed below. A l l such measures regardless of mathematical 
sophistication f a i l to eliminate important sources of e r r o r . Some are 
f u t i l e , for instance the deviation quotient of Biswas and Bhattacharya (1966); 
for a detailed c r i t i c i s m of t h i s measure, see Sharma and Taneja (1969). 
The reason i s straightforward enough; the deltas are not fixed points, 
and no single fixed marker e x i s t s on the palms to locate them with any 
accuracy. Nevertheless, that the t r i r a d i i can be separately s p e c i f i e d 
I t i s not p a r t i c u l a r l y meaningful to discuss radiants with 
No problem i s more intangible in macro-dermatoglyphic research 
C 15 SEP 1977 
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has long been recognized. Va l s i k (1933) c l e a r l y demonstrated the 
existence of delta c l u s t e r s in r e l a t i o n to the s k e l e t a l i n f r a s t r u c t u r e 
using X-ray photographs. However, i t has yet to be adequately demonstrated, 
especially for the more involved indices and measures (indeed, some indices 
have been used, the meaning of the symbols for which have not been documented 
in the l i t e r a t u r e ; c f . , Sapra 1969), that any v a r i a t i o n displayed between 
populations i s not outweighed by i n t e r r a t e r error, and other errors 
inherent i n the dermal topology. 
Valsik's report s t i l l remains one of the most useful guides on 
the location of palmar t r i r a d i i , and at the same time demonstrates the 
limited achievements i n t h i s research f i e l d . His examination for r e l a t i o n -
ships between the l o c a l i z a t i o n of d i g i t a l t r i r a d i i and the termination of 
their proximal radiants was r e s t r i c t e d to 26 females and 4 males, c a r e f u l l y 
selected out of 120 individuals. The biased nature of the samples can be 
seen i n the unusual arrangements included i n the s e r i e s , for instance p r i n t s 
u T 
displaying IV , IV , absence of d and zygodactylous conditions (Valsik 1933, 
Figures 10, 11, 9 and 12 r e s p e c t i v e l y ) . The glyphogenous t r i r a d i i are 
usually found in the proximal part of the phalangeal bones, but more r a r e l y 
in the capitum of the metacarpal bones and in the f i s s u r a a r t i c u l a r i s 
interrossea. The position of the b t r i r a d i u s i s comparatively the l e a s t 
variable and d the most var i a b l e . As would be expected the a and b 
t r i r a d i i are situated to the ulnar side of the respective proximal 
phalanges; conversely, the c and d t r i r a d i i are located on the r a d i a l side. 
Slight overlapping of the d and c c l u s t e r s i s displayed i n h i s Figure 5, 
and explains the occasional problematic formulations observed i n large 
series. The a x i a l t r i r a d i i (disregarding the usual t r i p a r t i t e designation) 
are mostly located i n r e l a t i o n to the surface of the os capitatum (right 
hand, 72.7%; l e f t hand, 47.2%), but frequently display a l a t e r a l s h i f t i n g 
to the border region and zone of the os lamatum (r i g h t hand, 12.1%; l e f t 
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hand, 33.3%), Radial s h i f t i n g from the os capitatum i s rare (2.9% 
of a l l deltas). D i s t a l l y , most axial t r i r a d i i are direc t l y associated 
with the axis of the fourth metacarpal bone (right hand, 12.1%; l e f t 
hand, 13.8%) with only a single case showing a radial s h i f t to the base of 
the thir d metacarpal (Valsik 1933, Table 4). These data though intention-
ally biased provide a useful introduction to a later discussion of the 
practical and theoretical problems associated with specific measurement 
techniques. 
( i i ) Shape 
At this resolution, shape has no meaning for deltas, and has no 
relevance for the configuration of typelines and mainlines. Shape i s not 
a well defined concept i n patterning and obviously does not equate with 
pattern 'type 1 which depends on several c r i t e r i a . In dermal topology, 
relevant pattern shape is effectively defined; indeterminate, embryonic 
as well as compound structures are ignored. The t r a d i t i o n a l scheme gives 
some weight to the shape of l i n e configurations; thus the d i s t i n c t i o n of 
arches, vestiges, loops, whorls and their subtypes on a l l dermal surfaces. 
The d i f f i c u l t y of referring to shape i n isolation of other attributes i s 
evident i n Clerici's (1969) suggestion for classifying fingerprint patterns 
on 1global structure' alone, in which "the dermal ridges could be i n t e r -
preted as the walls of fl u x of a moving f l u i d . " Fundamental problems were 
encountered i n devising the form of an a r t i f i c i a l l y bounded system and i n 
quantitatively expressing the transitional distortions of the topological 
surface. 
( i i i ) Direction 
Most topologies are v i t a l l y concerned with order and contiguity, 
and far less with direction and orientation. Obviously direction has no 
relevance for unconnected points on surfaces, but both the direction of 
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patterns and radiants in dermal topology are of considerable significance, 
i l l u s t r a t i n g the danger of applying mathematical models i n f l e x i b l y to 
biological systems. In many ways, the relative order of points (deltas) 
and patterns determines the l a t t e r 1 s direction and some nomenclatures 
dis t i n c t l y refer to the direction of patterns i n terms of specific 
t r i r a d i a l points (cf., Plato and Wertelecki 1972 p. 98, Hypothenar d i s t a l 
loops). In fact the direction of a l l patterns depends entirely on the 
location of t r i r a d i i , but as stated beforehand specific pattern directions 
can result equifinally from different delta locations, and dis t i n c t i o n at 
least requires reference to delta combinations or radiants. 
For instance:-
t b + H or Hr or A r 
T T r e -* I or I 
t , f-> H or A c 
* V 
H •> t or t with t or t f 
I or I r + e 
H t t , or t t f or t t M , or t f t ' , or t ' t " or t f l t M 
Even then, several problems arise i n such schemes as discussed 
below (cf., Plato and Werteleiki 1972). Most patterns can be given adequate 
anatomical directions; such adjectives as ra d i a l , ulnar, proximal, d i s t a l , 
central, carpal and peripheral being usual terms. I t is noteworthy that 
Penrose and Loesch's topologies for the soles and palms give prominence to 
direction. Certain practical problems can arise i n determining the 
direction of patterns from the pattern core, and these are discussed i n f u l l 
for the scheme used herein. 
The direction of radiants i s an important topic though ignored i n 
the topological scheme of Penrose and Loesch (1970); h e r i t a b i l i t y studies 
are indicative of this ( cf., Bansal and Bhattacharya 1972; Glanville 1965; 
A l c i a t i 1965; Pons 1959). Direction of specific mainlines i s not 
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symptomatic i n the pattern 'types' of Plato and Wertelecki» especially 
not i n the loop directions of Penrose and Loesch, and more detailed 
reference than simple anatomical orientation i s required to describe 
them. These vary from the termination numbers and the mainline index 
values (cf., Cummins and Midlo 1943 p. 114, Figure 81 and p. 87-99; 
Penrose 1968 p. 10-11), and the modifications and extensions described 
by Sharma (1962b, c; 1965). Other indices used by Pinto and Beiguelman 
(1971) were disclosed by the authors as being wholly unsatisfactory. A 
quantitative technique has been devised by A l c i a t i (1965) and is given 
detailed consideration below (cf., section 1.3 A. ( v i ) ( a ) ) . Finally, 
ridge counts have been used by Glanville (1965) to measure the trans-
versa l i t y of the A mainline alone. 
I t i s quite obvious from the topological formula that the main-
lines have potential for considerable independence. Even on the individual 
distal phalanges when pattern intensity exceeds unity, the typelines occupy 
different relative positions, and use has been made of this i n pattern type 
classification (Henry 1937). On the palms where T - L - 4, obviously four 
of the radiants are not necessarily intimately involved i n the pattern con-
struction. I t i s however well known that the proximal radiant terminations 
of the glyphogenous vertices are interrelated, more consistently for d and 
2 
b. I t i s also known from the present work that r < 0.25 for a l l specific 
radiant pairs, and this ensures the considerable independence especially of 
the A mainline. 
(iv) Dimension 
Dimension measures have been used i n conjunction with both pattern 
configurations and delta locations, and do not involve radiants. Their 
association with deltas has been, of course, to provide some co-ordinate 
scheme to determine their location; this has been outlined above. 
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Dimensional measures of patterns have never been successful. The problems 
are identical with those for determining pattern shape or form with precise 
measurement. Such are made impossible by the marked distortions that occur 
on taking prints of patterns regardless of the care expended i n the process 
(cf., Cummins and Midlo 1943 p. 78-82). 
(v) Intensity 
In both the t r a d i t i o n a l and topological nomenclatures pattern 
intensity has the same meaning and i s equated with the frequency of deltas 
for any reference surface. In the topological system there i s a natural 
linear relationship between the intensity of deltas and patterns which are 
defined solely as loops. However, an important and clear d i s t i n c t i o n 
exists i n the t r a d i t i o n a l scheme between pattern intensity and the intensity 
of pattern types, - a whorl being the topological equivalent of two loops. 
B. Mid Resolution Studies. 
By mid resolution studies i s meant the more detailed assessment 
of epidermal ridges. I t i s obvious that neither location, shape nor 
direction have any relevance here i n the sense used above. Studies are 
focused on the dimensions of ridges and their intensity- As these studies 
are quantitative i n nature, the location of control points, the shape of 
the ridge systems and thus the orientation of the ridges w i l l influence 
counts made along straight lines. Counts can be more or less arbitrary 
and those generally used are divided into the following categories:-
a) Counts from delta to pattern cores; finger ridge counts 
i n particular. 
b) Counts from delta to delta, for example, those between 
palmar t r i r a d i i a, b, c, d and t . 
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c) Counts from delta to a constant locus based on some 
geometrical principle, or between two such l o c i , the 
A' to d ridge count of Glanville (1915). 
d) Counts along a straight line of any length within any 
zone. The distance usually chosen i s one centimeter. 
A marked distinction can be made between categories a) to c) 
in which the end points are clearly prescribed, and d) i n which they are 
not. 
The l a t t e r type of count d) i s used primarily to assess ridge 
breadth within any zone, and manifestly f a i l s i n this task. Such counts 
in fact measure not only ridge breadth or intensity, but also the degree 
of distortion of the dermal surface when printed, and the idiosyncracies 
of line emplacement to the dermal topology which cannot be controlled. 
No further reference i s made to i t . 
Moreover, i t should be recognized that the f i r s t three types 
of count also measure several factors, but there i s an important difference. 
Fixed control points ensure interrater comparability, or at least they 
should do. Finger ridge counts w i l l measure not only ridge intensity per 
unit distance, but also the relative distance from delta to pattern core 
and the shape, size and consequently the orientation of the patterning. 
Similarly, palmar ridge counts beside determining the intensity and the 
relative distance between deltas are influenced by both the presence and 
intensity of patterning and line orientation, and the absence of deltas. 
C. High Resolution Studies. 
High resolution studies are associated with epidermal ridge 
minutiae. Their primary purpose i s for individual i d e n t i f i c a t i o n , though 
their r e l i a b i l i t y i n cases of disputed paternity ( c f . , Okros 1965) i s 
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greatly exaggerated. More recently, results of population studies 
of minutiae have been made available. Such i s the work of Okajima 
(1967a, b; 1970) i n Japan using a r a t i o of forks to t o t a l minutiae 
(4 categories). Another study i l l u s t r a t i n g their use but using the 
19 minutiae types attributed to Kiss (1958) i s the work of Stukovsky 
et alia. (1969) on Slovak populations. The basic problem i s very similar 
to that in macro-dermatoglyphic studies i n that classifications vary 
between workers. In this way Kiss' original scheme has been variably 
modified by Skopinsky and Solarz (1961), Okros (1965) and Steffens (1965) 
(cf., Stukovsky et alia 1969). In this report, minutiae are ignored. 
The important point concerning a l l epidermal ridge features i s 
that they are fixed very early i n foetal l i f e . Estimates have been given 
for as early as 12 weeks (Loesch 1974), but their d e f i n i t i v e form i s 
certainly established by the f i f t h month. 
•2 A Critique of the Main Classifications. 
F u l l documentation of the rules for classifying at least a l l 
the macro-dermatoglyphic features is available,in only two modern sources:-
Cummins and Midlo (1943) and Penrose (1968). The l a t t e r incorporates a 
memorandum on dermatoglyphic nomenclature accepted at the Ciba Symposium 
in 1967. Few alterations or additions were made to the rules of dermal 
classification for the palms and fingers. None of the classifications 
preceding or following the 1967 symposium deal with more than a subset of 
features. However, the topological system of Penrose and Loesch (1969, 
1970) presumes to cover a l l low resolution features for dermal surfaces 
other than the fingers and toes. Plato and Wertelecki's (1972) recommend-
ations extend only to a palmar i n t e r d i g i t a l subclassification, whereas the 
remaining publications are mainly concerned with discussion of attributes 
pertaining to the axial t r i r a d i i and the mainline terminations or orientation. 
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A. Traditional Classification Scheme 
The basic arguments for abandoning the topographical or 
traditional scheme for describing pattern elements in favour of the 
topological system are given by Loesch (1974 p. 132), The fundamental 
criticism i s that the former as summarized i n Cummins and Midlo is not 
suitable for genetic analysis. Two reasons were given:-
a) " F i r s t l y , i t was based chiefly on main line exits; 
such characters could not be formulated precisely enough, 
particularly on the soles; moreover, described together 
with true patterns, they give overlapping information." 
b) Secondly, i t combined both true patterns and local 
disarrangements in the parallel course of ridges which, 
effectively, resulted i n approximately 3,500,000 possible 
combinations of elements i n individual descriptions; 
this made any genetical analysis impossible." (also 
cf., Loesch 1971). 
I t i s clear that the traditional (as for that matter the 
topological) classification of palmar pattern elements has many disadvantages, 
but the above criticisms are not entirely acceptable. F i r s t of a l l , the 
designation of pattern types on both the palms and fingers (as well as the 
soles and toes) i s not based on the mainline exits. Classification of 
individuals i s obviously available without any reference to the mainlines 
(cf., Cummins and Midlo 1943, Figures 85-94, p. 125), data being given alone 
for pattern types and t r i r a d i i i n particular zones. The t r i r a d i i can be 
independently and individually specified, not just enumerated as for the 
in t e r d i g i t a l t r i r a d i i i n the topological scheme. Also, though i t i s quite 
true that the tra d i t i o n a l scheme outputs overlapping information, the 
topological scheme to a lesser extent also has this f a i l i n g . The presence 
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of thenar patterns automatically determines the existence of tr i r a d i u s e; 
any distinction between e and f being meaningless. 
While i t is evident that the t r a d i t i o n a l scheme has colossal 
potential for the combination of elements, - for instance a figure of 
19 . 
4 x 10 was given by Kloepfer and Cummins (1963) for possible variants 
of palmar features on one hand, - the topological system w i l l s t i l l result 
4 
in 3 x 10 pattern variants per palm. Two points are worth noting here. 
First, this number of combinations i s never realized; most of the variants 
are inconceivable, others extremely rare. Secondly, even giving consideration 
to this, their use i n polygraphic analysis or polychotomies (the topological 
dictionary) for population studies i s of doubtful value; frequencies of 
specific combinations are effectively meaningless even for r e l a t i v e l y 
large samples (N > 5000) i n high resolution spatial studies. Though 
correlations between specific variables are manifest, i.e., between t 1 ' 
and H, many of the features are quite independent and discriminant analysis 
is more appropriate than the scanning of combinatorial formulae. More-
over, i t seems to escape their attention that 'true patterns 1 (also called 
topologically significant patterns by Loesch 1971 p. 277) have an arbitrary 
geometrical basis; so called 'local disarrangements may well be genetically 
i f not topologically significant, and i t i s certainly erroneous to assume 
a priori ranking and elimination of alleged redundant features before 
detailed analysis. I t i s quite clear that the combinatorial potential 
of either system i s considerable. However for any type of study whether 
univariate cross tabulations or multivariate analysis based on covariance 
matrices, i t i s a simple matter to code detailed variants for specific 
features and then recode them or compute new variables for genetic or 
population studies. After a l l , the combinations describe variable scores 
not the number of d i s t i n c t variables. 
I l l 
However, for a l l t h i s , the topological method has considerable 
advantages for the study of pattern elements. I t certainly gives a more 
concise description of dermal features, but of fundamental importance i t 
has an extremely simple basis and removes the extensive ambiguity inherent 
in the t r a d i t i o n a l scheme. ( I t does however have ambiguities of i t s own.) 
Confining attention to the t r a d i t i o n a l nomenclature the main problems of 
distinguishing low resolution palmar elements are as follows 
a) The detailed nature of pattern description makes 
distinction of individual features increasingly 
complex. Pattern types on the palms, as shown 
for the d i s t a l phalanges by Mairs (cf., Cummins and 
Midlo 1943 Figure 48) form a continuum; for instance 
a spectrum of patterns can be envisaged linking L u and 
r u 
A /L or W and S. 
b) As such, dual formulations are available, involving 
problematic subjective decisions which increase 
interrater error especially when the results are to 
be coded for computer analysis. 
c) Many of the features defined may be considered irrelevant 
not because they have no genetic significance, but because 
the system of formulation f a i l s to classify the spectrum 
of patterns appropriately. As an example from Cummins 
and Midlo (1943) Ws i n Figure 74 i s clearly d i s t i n c t from 
W i n Figure 75 which can more appropriately be described 
an S. Again, both the S and Y classifications f a i l to 
account for the significant attributes of those features, 
which are i n fact easily designated i n the t r a d i t i o n a l 
nomenclature. The Y pattern i l l u s t r a t e d i n Figure 75 i s 
appropriately specified T r/L u i n Penrose (1968 Figure 10) r • • and would be T /H i n the topological scheme. 
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Obviously, the more detailed the classification 
the more arbitrary the distinctions. The practical 
process of d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g features becomes increasingly 
d i f f i c u l t . Pattern elements purportly distinguished on 
slight changes i n the size and location of configurations 
are cases i n point; for this reason and that d i r e c t l y 
n o t i f i e d above, such formulations as A /L , A /W, A /L 
u r • » and A /L serve no useful purpose. I n t e r d i g i t a l loops 
differentiated on ridge counts (L or 1, and D or d) 
provide further examples. 
d) Most of the pattern elements identi f i e d can be distinguished 
using a more concise format for patterns and deltas; the 
former are easily computed from combinations of these two 
u c • features. For instance A and A indicate the s o l i t a r y 
• r o • « presence of t and t " respectively; A a significant 
configuration (see Holt 1975) not d i r e c t l y designated i n 
the topological scheme simply represents the presence of t ^ 
r 
i n the absence of the axial t r i r a d i i thus of H and/or H . 
Except for palmar whorl designations and the most a r b i t r a r i l y 
determined patterns (cf., Cummins and Midlo 1943, Figure 75 
0/Ac to A u/L r), a l l the important topographic pattern elements 
can be computed coding loops and deltas i n the topological 
nomenclature. 
e) An obvious f a i l i n g of the tr a d i t i o n a l scheme but one easily 
r e c t i f i e d i s the neglecting of important attributes of some 
dermal features. For instance, the directions of loops i n 
the thenar and i n t e r d i g i t a l areas are not specified. 
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"The directions of opening of loops might be 
indicated, but since the directions are nearly constant 
such formulation i s hardly profitable." (Cummins and 
Midlo 1943 p. 105.) 
Indeed, on the thenar/first i n t e r d i g i t a l area 
they are constant, the pattern cores pointing either 
peripherally or ra d i a l l y ; in other words i n opposite 
directions! L i t t l e was known about the frequency of 
these loop types i n different populations, their relationship 
or their inheritance u n t i l recently (cf., Loesch 1971). 
B. The Topological Scheme. 
The topological classification of Penrose and Loesch i s not 
without i t s f a i l i n g s . Detailed points regarding this as for the treatment 
of radiants and d i s t a l phalangeal features i n the tr a d i t i o n a l scheme are 
considered later (section 1.3 A). Only more general issues are outlined 
here. 
a) The scheme does not concede that whorls are i n any way 
significant patterns as opposed to double loops i n specific 
areas. The distin c t i o n involves the precise location of the 
loop cores and i t i s obvious that i n the hypothenar area less 
on the thenar, and least i n the i n t e r d i g i t a l zones I I , I I I and IV, 
the relative dimensions of pattern to available surface to a great 
extent determine the position identity of loop cores and thus the 
specification of pattern 'type 1. I t i s indeed noteworthy that 
Penrose and Loesch have avoided extending the topological system 
to fingers and toes; though of course the main d i g i t a l pattern 
types are well established i n population and genetic research. 
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However, i t i s an extremely easy matter to designate 
the detailed d i g i t a l pattern types i n such a way as to 
recode them to d i s t i n c t loops, which for each d i s t a l 
phalange are either absent, tented, ulnar and/or radial 
i n direction and so on, 
b) An important c r i t i c i s m of the topological scheme for the palm 
is that i t presumes the existence of important t r i r a d i i . 
Thus indeterminate distinctions are made between t r i r a d i i e 
and f , t b and t u , t and t r , and yet the extremely important 
i n t e r d i g i t a l deltas are merely enumerated. Consequently i t 
i s not possible to distinguish the absence of important 
t r i r a d i i , especially c, and the zygodactylous notation i s not 
just misleading but meaningless for genetic and population 
studies. 
c) "Arch formations, cusps, multiplications and fans are neglected 
because they are not true patterns and are not topologically 
significant. Consequently vestiges are also excluded. 
According to the same principle, the exits of mainlines are 
not c r i t i c a l so they are not part of the proposed cla s s i f i c a t i o n . " 
(Penrose and Loesch 1969 p. 111.) 
In any topological system the determinants have to be 
defined; significance is thus established i n arbitrary 
d e f i n i t i o n . As mentioned beforehand, what may then be regarded 
as not topologically significant may yet be biologically 
significant. The classic case i s the arbitrary d e f i n i t i o n of 
a t r i r a d i a l point. 
"Unless each of the angles between the radiants i s 90° or 
more, no trir a d i u s i s deemed to exist." (Penrose 1968 p. 4.) 
Explicit reference to thi s d e f i n i t i o n was made i n Penrose (1954) 
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and for the topological scheme allusion made to i t 
i n Penrose (1965). 
This very precise specification would very l i k e l y 
discount the di s t i n c t d i s t a l loop i n Penrose 1968 
Figure 7c and the pattern IV U (ibid.. Figure 9d), as well 
as obvious loop systems noted i n many p r i n t s , especially 
some clear central pocket loops on the d i s t a l phalanges. 
I t should be quite clear to the architects of operational 
d e f i n i t i o n for classification that definitions should not 
pretend an accuracy that i s for the greater part t o t a l l y 
unobtainable and not demanded. I t becomes f u t i l e when they 
are i n any case ignored. 
As the topological classification makes no reference 
to vestiges, the frequency of these features, especially on 
the thenar area where they occur frequently, as in the 
present series, is not investigated. 
Neglect of the mainlines i s a matter for serious consideration. 
There are naturally practical d i f f i c u l t i e s associated with 
specifying terminations using the conventional notation 
(cf., Coope and Roberts 1969 p. 410) but this i s no reason 
for abandoning them altogether as indicated by Loesch (1974 
p. 132) , especially when the measurement system can be 
improved. I t i s certainly not made e x p l i c i t what i s meant 
by ' c r i t i c a l ' (see above, Penrose and Loesch 1969 p. I l l ) , 
which implies an a priori relationship and the dependence of 
radiant directions on specific pattern formations. As stated 
beforehand the topological expression for the palm T » L + 4 
does not account for such determinism. 
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C. A Subclassification of I n t e r d i g i t a l Patterns. 
Only one further classification i s considered i n th i s 
introduction, - Plato and Wertelecki's method for subdividing palmar 
int e r d i g i t a l patterns. I t is discussed at this juncture because i t can 
be used not only with the traditional nomenclature to which i t naturally 
belongs but with modification part of their recommendations could usefully 
be applied by the topological scheme for more detailed studies. For 
instance, loop IV could to great advantage be allocated to i t s determinants, 
either to the adjacent glyphogenous t r i r a d i i i n their usual positions or 
to accessories. 
"This method i s closer to that described by Cummins and Midlo 
(1943) and i t takes account of the terminations of the mainlines, the 
presence of accessory t r i r a d i i or the combination of both." (Plato and 
Wertelecki 1972 p. 98). 
For the following discussion reference i s made to the designation 
of pattern types, their notation and i l l u s t r a t i o n on the same page and the 
examples given in Figures 2 and 3 (ibid., p. 99 and 100)-
a) Once again, i t is necessary to indicate that but for the 
radiants dire c t l y involved i n pattern formation, the 
terminations of the mainlines are not taken into account. 
With whorl pattern types there i s no statement of vertex 
dominance anyway. 
b) Description using their notation tends to f a i l with compound 
features. For instance an accessory delta can si g n i f i c a n t l y 
'influence' pattern formulation without i n any way being 
accounted i n their system. 
e.g., Figure 2G I V U / R = I V U / Y + I V R / Y 
Figure 3H I I U + I I U / Y 
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As such, their scheme i s not f u l f i l l i n g i t s task 
accurately. The authors freely admit that their system 
i s subject to dual formulations and this i s not precise 
enough for computer analysis. Also, an interesting point 
but not one that need adversely influence their system to 
a great extent, they include their coding for the patterns 
(integers 0 to 9). Presumably they have to resort to 
clumsy alphanumeric coding for missing values; otherwise 
i t would be necessary to double the storage space for 
additional integers to describe each variable. 
c) Though they make no pretence to improving designation for 
thenar and hypothenar patterning, they do distinguish 
hypothenar radial loops (conventional terminology) into H 
and H^ , the l a t t e r defined as having an e x i t between the 
a and d t r i r a d i i . This disti n c t i o n i s not adequate i n 
i t s e l f , as the hypothenar radial loop i n Figure 3G could 
well be described as H^ ; i n fact, i t appears that the loop 
designation from their diagrams depends more on the ulnar-
ward superior or in f e r i o r passage of the A mainline to the 
loop core from a. I f this i s the case, many examples 
exist of minute hypothenar radial loops which are not 
dominated by the A mainline, and which have d i s t a l l y 
orientated loop cores. Consideration could more profitably 
have been expended on distinguishing thenar proximal from 
thenar d i s t a l loops. 
d) Tented loops have been demoted to the rank of vestiges. 
In topological terms this is not accurate, since both the 
vertex and loop discontinuity comply with the s t r i c t 
definitions of the topological system. I t i s also at 
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variance with the def i n i t i o n of a vestige i n the 
tradi t i o n a l classification scheme (Penrose 1968 p. 3), 
though this need not i n i t s e l f influence analysis. 
For these reasons, especially the f i r s t two, their methodology 
is given no further consideration. 
Dermatoglyphic Nomenclature. Detailed Itemization of Directions 
and Rulings. 
The following directions and rulings for a dermatoglyphic 
nomenclature include both low and mid-resolution features on the palms 
and distal phalanges. The various methods have been l i s t e d by the writer 
as a guide for general usage i n the Department of Anthropology, i n the 
university of Durham (Dennis 1977). Throughout, where possible to retain 
consistency i n method, p r i o r i t y has been given to the t r a d i t i o n a l scheme 
detailed i n Cummins and Midlo (1943) and Penrose (1968), though for the 
arguments outlined above recourse has been made to the topological scheme 
to describe palmar patterns and t r i r a d i i (Penrose and Loesch 1969). This 
methodology i s entirely computer compatible. To draw the t r a d i t i o n a l 
classification of finger t i p patterns i n li n e with topological consider-
ations, instructions are given for coding and computing loop categories 
from the pattern type specifications ( c f • , Dennis 1977). For the sake of 
objectivity and inclusiveness where definitions were inexact, i t has been 
necessary to accept alternative versionsby several authorities; for the 
same reason a number of amendments have been applied by the writer and 
these are appropriately marked (*). Finally because of the time consuming 
nature of dermatoglyphic studies when the f u l l range of features i s studied 
(which is thus rarely done for a particular f i l e ) , f u l l consideration has 
been given to p r a c t i c a l i t i e s for the techniques outlined. 
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A. Low Resolution Studies. Patterns, Deltas and Radiants. 
Pattern formulation whether i n the topological or topographical 
scheme depends on the discontinuity i n the p a r a l l e l arrangement of ridges:-
on the development of t r i r a d i a l points and the s p e c i f i c alignment of ridges 
on the dermal surface. For the topological scheme both t r i r a d i i and 
patterns have been defined above. I n the t r a d i t i o n a l scheme, pattern 
'type' invokes an e n t i r e l y d i f f e r e n t construct. Traditional pattern 
'types' are defined below for the d i s t a l phalanges. The concept of a 
t r i r a d i a l point i s common to both c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s . However the topological 
definition of a delta, the structure p r e c i s e l y coined by Penrose, requires 
q u a l i f i c a t i o n . 
( i ) T r i r a d i a l point or delta point. 
A t r i r a d i u s i s the centre of a delta-shaped junction of three 
ridge systems. I d e a l l y , the t r i r a d i a l point i s defined by the junction 
of three radiant l i n e s , the angles between each of which are approximately 
120°. Penrose (1954 p. 12) has specified that unless each of the angles 
between the radiants i s 90° or more, no t r i r a d i u s i s deemed to e x i s t * 
The u n r e a l i s t i c nature of t h i s d e f i n i t i o n outside t h e o r e t i c a l considerations 
has been indicated above. For p r a c t i c a l purposes i n infrequent cases 
where one of.the angles i s believed to f a l l short of 90°, reference i s 
made to the dependent configuration forming the loop system to determine 
whether or not the d i r e c t i o n of the ridges immediately adjacent to the 
loop core turn through an angle of 180°. 
Variants of t r i r a d i a l points e x i s t ( c f . , Cummins and Midlo 1943 
p. 58; Penrose 1968 p. 4 Figure 5) i n which the centre point (the 
geometrical centre) i s an open spaceman i s l a n d , a ridge end or a mid-point 
amidst multiple termini. The t r i r a d i a l point i s chosen where the three 
angles between the radiants are each as near to 120° as possible. 
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( i i ) Patterns on the d i s t a l phalanges. 
The following finger pattern types are to be recorded:-
arch; tented arch; loop ( u l n a r ) ; loop ( r a d i a l ) ; double loops 
broken down into the categories twinned loop, l a t e r a l pocket loop (ulnar) 
and l a t e r a l pocket loop ( r a d i a l ) ; whorl; cen t r a l pocket loop ( u l n a r ) ; 
central pocket loop ( r a d i a l ) ; accidentals ( c f . , Cummins and Midlo 1943 
p. 60-64; Penrose 1968 p. 3-5; David 1971a p. 20-21). 
a) Where the ridge systems are open or show marked curvature, 
but where no t r i r a d i u s i s found, the feature i s an ARCH. 
b) When a t r i r a d i u s i s present but a radiant (usually d i s t a l 
radiant) terminates i n the loop core and forms the pattern 
centre, the feature i s a TENTED ARCH. 
c) A single loop with a centre core and a t r i r a d i a l point i s 
defined as an:-
ULNAR LOOP, when the core i s directed to the ulnar 
side of the finger. 
RADIAL LOOP, when the core i s directed to the r a d i a l 
side of the finger. 
d) Three main pattern types are i d e n t i f i e d for each d i s t a l 
phalange i n which there are two c l e a r l y distinguishable 
loop cores. (Note that ridge counts w i l l be made to these 
separate cores.) However, Penrose makes no d i s t i n c t i o n 
between them ( c f . , Penrose 1968 p. 5 Figure 7) terming 
them DOUBLE LOOPS. This treatment i s i n v a l i d e s p e c i a l l y 
i f the t r a d i t i o n a l pattern types are to be translated into 
the topological notation, either for the independent study 
of loop categories or the compounding of r e a l i s t i c indices 
( r a d i a l i t y / u l n a r i t y index). The correct designation i s 
given i n David (1971a p. 21). 
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The loop cores usually open out on opposite sides of 
the d i g i t ; s i m i l a r l y the t r i r a d i i are on opposite sides of 
the d i g i t . This i s a TWINNED LOOP ( c f . , David 1971a p. 21 
Plate V I ) . 
More r a r e l y , the loop cores may open out on the same 
side of the d i g i t and "both t r i r a d i i must, by d e f i n i t i o n , 
be on the same side of the ascending loop." (David 1971a 
p. 21 Plate V I I I ) . 
Such features are designated ULNAR LATERAL POCKET LOOPS 
and RADIAL LATERAL POCKET LOOPS on the d i r e c t i o n of the loop 
cores. 
e) When the double loop becomes a single feature with a single 
s p i r a l or c i r c u l a r centre, whether or not t h i s i s e l l i p t i c a l 
or concentric, the pattern i s a WHORL. 
f ) * Frequently, a whorl of reduced s i z e i s confined to the 
i n t e r i o r of a pattern which i s constructed mainly of a loop 
( c f . , Cummins and Midlo 1943 p. 62 Figure 48 No. 22). 
I f the smaller ridge count EXCEEDS h a l f the larger ridge 
count the pattern i s a whorl; i f not, i t i s a CENTRAL 
POCKET LOOP. The l a t t e r i s defined as ulnar or r a d i a l on 
the d i r e c t i o n of the main loop core. No c l e a r d i s t i n c t i o n 
previously existed for t h i s t r a n s i t i o n a l feature, which i s 
now noted as a matter of course, the ridge counts having 
greater value and assuming p r i o r i t y i n b i o l o g i c a l studies. 
g) ACCIDENTALS are complex features, a combination of two or 
more other specified pattern types, usually with three 
t r i r a d i a l points. As rare patterns they are not generally 
s u b c l a s s i f i e d , but a useful s u b c l a s s i f i c a t i o n for a topological 
notation of a l l finger patterns would take into consideration 
the number of loop systems and the d i r e c t i o n of cores ( c f . , 
Dennis 1977). 
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( i i i ) Fat terns on the pa lm. 
Six configurational areas are defined:- Thenar/first 
i n t e r d i g i t a l , the second, third and fourth i n t e r d i g i t a l areas, hypothenar 
and the parathenar one more than displayed i n Penrose and Loesch (1970 
Figure I ) . The additional parathenar zone l i e s between the thenar and 
hypothenar and i s associated with the formation of infrequent peripheral 
loops between the thenar and hypothenar eminences, and the presence of 
two closely associated t r i r a d i i i n the proximal palm. 
The patterns and t r i r a d i i are described according to the 
principles of topological c l a s s i f i c a t i o n . The design i s : -
a) To describe a l l loops noting that a whorl always consists 
of two loops. No account i s taken of vestiges. 
b) To enumerate a l l the t r i r a d i i specifying the important ones. 
c) Each loop i s spec i f i e d according to the configurational 
area i n which i t occurs and the di r e c t i o n of the core. 
d) Directions are sp e c i f i e d as peripheral or c e n t r a l . 
Ulnar, r a d i a l and carpal notations are used i n c e r t a i n cases, 
i . e . , ulnar loop i n the 4th i n t e r d i g i t a l area I V U 
i . e . , r a d i a l loop i n the hypothenar area H 
i . e . , r a d i a l loop i n the thenar area I r 
i . e . , tented loops i n the hypothenar area can have carpal, 
ulnar or r a d i a l core d i r e c t i o n s , T°, T u, T r respectively. 
For detailed i n s t r u c t i o n s for c l a s s i f y i n g patterns 
and t r i r a d i i on the palm, see Penrose and Loesch (1970). 
For the meaning of dermal symbols used throughout the text 
refe r to Appendix 2. 
* ERRATA In Penrose and Loesch (1970), Figures 10 v and v i 
display HHr not HH. 
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e) Certain hypothenar c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s could be problematical 
though i n p r a c t i c e t h i s i s r a r e l y the case ( c f . , Penrose 
and Loesch 1970 p. 115, Figure 10 and p. 116 for detailed 
i n s t r u c t i o n s ) . B a s i c a l l y : -
Two loops, whose cores are nearly p a r a l l e l , are 
given the same symbol. 
Two loops are considered to require d i f f e r e n t symbols 
i f the angle between t h e i r cores i s greater than 90°. 
f ) * Tented loops. These most frequently occur i n area I I I ; 
T 
more s p e c i f i c a l l y they centre on t r i r a d i u s c ( I I I ) , but have 
been recorded for other t r i r a d i i usually i n the hypothenar 
area and on the d t r i r a d i u s ( c f . , V a l s i k 1933, Figure 11). 
As regards tented loop designation, Penrose and Loesch 
(1970 p. 112) state ... " i t i s nearly always possible to 
assign a d i r e c t i o n to a loop core." Using as an i l l u s t r a t i o n 
the t h i r d i n t e r d i g i t a l area, more accurately, tented loops i n 
area I I I are associated d i r e c t l y with the blind termination of 
the proximal radiant of t r i r a d i u s c. In such cases when the 
C mainline f a i l s to turn through 180° at i t s most proximal 
. T T •projection, the feature i s a I I I . Asymmetry of a I I I loop 
core i n an ulnar or r a d i a l d i r e c t i o n i s NOT s u f f i c i e n t to 
assign the feature a IV or I I I r e s p ectively. 
( i v ) T r i r a d i i on the palm, 
(a) * Thenar t r i r a d i i . 
I n t h i s survey thenar t r i r a d i i are s p e c i f i e d as e. The notation 
f for more proximal t r i r a d i i (an attempt perhaps at distinguishing the 
thenar area proper from the f i r s t i n t e r d i g i t a l ) i s redundant. No objective 
standard e x i s t s for making d i s t i n c t i o n s between thenar t r i r a d i i e and f 
(c f . , Penrose and Loesch 1970 p. 113, Figure 5 ) . 
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(b) * D i s t a l palmar t r i r a d i i or i n t e r d i g i t a l t r i r a d i i . 
I n the topological c l a s s i f i c a t i o n , the d i s t a l palmar t r i r a d i i 
are not separately s p e c i f i e d by Penrose and Loesch (1970) or Loesch (1971, 
1974). I n t e r d i g i t a l t r i r a d i i , including those which may be considered 
accessory, but not those sp e c i f i e d as z, z f or z f l , are recorded i n t h e i r 
total number, - normally 4. However 'fused 1 t r i r a d i i ab ( z ) , be ( z 1 ) 
and cd'(*''•') are i n d i v i d u a l l y s p e c i f i e d . 
"Sometimes one of the t r i r a d i i subtends two d i g i t s and t h i s i s 
equivalent to the fusion of two t r i r a d i i . This can occur when there i s 
no i n t e r d i g i t a l loop on I I I or IV and one of the t r i r a d i i , b or c, i s 
considered to be missing." (Penrose and Loesch 1970 p. 113-115.) 
For the reasons indicated below, t h i s system for specifying 
zygodactylous t r i r a d i i i s not accepted and i s amended forthwith. 
By the above method, when ei t h e r a, b, c or d i s missing, a 
zygodactylous notation i s s p e c i f i e d . However, i n the vast majority of 
cases when one of the i n t e r d i g i t a l t r i r a d i i i s absent (usually c ) , the 
remaining three are i n t h e i r natural positions. Thus, no fusion has 
taken place. In these cases there i s no equivalence i n the way one of 
the adjacent t r i r a d i i ( e i t h e r b or d) subtends two d i g i t s with the true 
case of fusion associated with zygodactyly in which the t r i r a d i a l point 
l i e s midway between the d i g i t s ( c f . , Holt 1968 p. 102-103; V a l s i k 1933 
Figure 12). In the l a t t e r , the t r i r a d i a l point cannot be allocated to 
one of the usual subdigital categories; i n the former, the remaining 
deltas can be so allocated and moreover there i s no evidence to suggest 
that the mainline terminations are any d i f f e r e n t than would be expected 
i f the missing t r i r a d i i were present. 
Penrose and Loesch (1970 p. 122) point out that the zygodactylous 
formation z' (fused be) i s " t r a d i t i o n a l l y known as the absence of c." 
(repeated by Loesch 1974 p. 136.) However, using t h e i r methodology, 
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when the b and d t r i r a d i i are i n t h e i r usual subdigital positions, the 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of a missing c would depend on which of the adjacent 
t r i r a d i i (b or d) subtends the fourth d i g i t , A B mainline termination 
to position 7,would c l a s s i f y the feature a z ? ; a l t e r n a t i v e l y , an e f f e c t i v e 
D mainline termination to position 9 would define i t as a z , f . Thus 
using the Penrose/Loesch system of designation,, z f and z f f conceal 
respectively the frequency of missing b and of missing c t r i r a d i i and 
'fused 1 be t r i r a d i i proper, and of missing d and of missing c t r i r a d i i 
and 'fused 9 cd t r i r a d i i . 
The s p e c i f i e d absence of a t r i r a d i u s i s natural i n the topological 
system of c l a s s i f i c a t i o n and there i s no reason why a t r i r a d i u s and i t s 
corresponding loop should not simply be absent. Unfortunately, as Penrose 
and Loesch have abandoned the use of mainline terminations and do not specify 
the i n t e r d i g i t a l t r i r a d i a l points i n d i v i d u a l l y , the zygodactylous notation 
remains t h e i r only means for j o i n t l y specifying both the absence of a 
single i n t e r d i g i t a l t r i r a d i a l point and the rare cases i n which two of them 
display 'fusion'• This manifestly inadequate notation probably arose 
through developing the dermal topology With i n i t i a l reference to the soles 
alone. However, the morphological d i s t i n c t i o n s observed above are quite 
clear. As they are i n a l l lik e l i h o o d matched by genetic differences, the 
features should not be confused.• 
Amendments are made as follows. Zygodactylous formulations of 
z, z v and z " are allocated when two of the i n t e r d i g i t a l t r i r a d i i ab, be, 
or cd, display ' f u s i o n 1 . This t r i r a d i a l point must l i e MIDWAY between the 
usual positions of a and b, b and c, c and d. (When the proximal creases 
at the base of each d i g i t are c l e a r , ridge counts from the t r i r a d i a l point 
w i l l indicate the degree of c e n t r a l i t y . ) The usual position of the four 
i n t e r d i g i t a l t r i r a d i i i s immediately below the d i g i t a l base, the d i s t a l 
radiants of the t r i r a d i u s subtending that d i g i t alone. 
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e.g., the 'fused' t r i r a d i a l point must subtend both adjacent 
d i g i t s i n the manner displayed i n Holt (1968 p. 103 Figure 34). 
In the absence of a d i g i t a l t r i r a d i u s a, b, c, or d, the 
condition i s to be sp e c i f i e d p r e c i s e l y . When mainline terminations are 
observed, missing t r i r a d i i w i l l be recorded automatically. This l a t t e r 
scheme i s recommended, 
(c) Hypothenar and a x i a l t r i r a d i i . 
Caution must be exercised i n the use of t u (a t r i r a d i u s near 
r • • the centre of the hypothenar area) and t (a very rare t r i r a d i u s deviating 
to the r a d i a l side of the palm. Most hypothenar patterns are q u a l i f i e d by 
t ^ , t, t ' and t " ; no objective c r i t e r i a are avail a b l e f or distinguishing 
a t u or a t r . I n the present survey note was only made of such t r i r a d i i 
i f they could not be properly i d e n t i f i e d as border or a x i a l t r i r a d i i . 
The former are located on the ulnar border of the palm. 
Penrose and Loesch (1970 p. 122) indicated that a x i a l t r i r a d i i 
are to be described i n the t r a d i t i o n a l manner (Penrose 1968). The 
traditional method for doing t h i s i s highly subjective (Penrose 1968 p. 7) 
and the only objective standard which allows the f u l l description of a l l 
axi a l t r i r a d i i i s given i n Penrose (1968 p. 9 ) . 
Therefore, a x i a l t r i r a d i i are designated t , t ' , t " . These 
are specified exactly. The designation of t , t ' and t " i s based on the 
percentile f r a c t i o n of the distance from the a x i a l t r i r a d i u s ( i ) (AT) to 
the d i s t a l w r i s t crease (DWC) to the a x i a l length. The a x i a l length i s 
the distance between the most d i s t a l w r i s t crease (DWC) and the midpoint 
of the most proximal crease on d i g i t 4 (PFC). In t h i s survey, the 
'feather' edge of both creases was used, the most d i s t a l and most proximal 
for the w r i s t and d i g i t r e s pectively. 
The r e l a t i v e a x i a l t r i r a d i a l distance i s given as:-
AT to DWC x 100 
PFC to DWC 
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When t h i s value i s equal to or l e s s than 14%, AT = t ; i f greater than 
14% and equal to or l e s s than 40%, AT • t f ; i f i n excess of 40%, AT « t f ? . 
Obviously such values do not have to be obtained for each palm 
and a x i a l t r i r a d i u s . Instead, tables of c r i t i c a l values ( c f . , Dennis 
1977) can be prepared and the distance AT to DWC compared d i r e c t l y with 
axial length along a transparent r u l e . Direct transparent overlays with 
graded scales for d i f f e r e n t a x i a l lengths would probably be l e s s accurate. 
Naturally, the values of 14% and 40% are quite a r b i t r a r y . Ford Walker 
(1940) suggested using 15% to di s t i n g u i s h t and t f . I t i s quite obvious 
that these measurements w i l l produce a high negative c o r r e l a t i o n between 
t and t \ 
(v) Quantitative measures of the a x i a l t r i r a d i i . 
As more than two a x i a l t r i r a d i i ( r a r e l y as many as four) are 
present on any palm, these measures cannot f u l l y describe the dermal 
topography; the reason i s simply that only one measure per palm i s 
conventionally made, based on ei t h e r the most proximal or d i s t a l t r i r a d i u s . 
None of these measures are used i n t h i s survey, but space for one of them 
has been made available on the programming forms by the w r i t e r (Dennis 
1977). As such, a b r i e f review outlines the p r a c t i c a l problems 
associated with these measures, complementing the t h e o r e t i c a l issues 
discussed e a r l i e r . 
F i r s t of a l l , there i s no reason why a maximal and a minimal 
measure should not both be made. Yet obviously t h i s cannot replace the 
qualitative assessment given above for describing dermal topology as 
frequently three a x i a l t r i r a d i i are present. Regarding the two extremes, 
use of either the most d i s t a l or most proximal d e l t a , i t i s quite c l e a r 
that t f f i s i n very large part a manifestation of H; measurements for the 
d i s t a l a x i a l t r i r a d i u s consequently r e p l i c a t e s information previously 
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obtained from pattern designation; t h i s much can be gauged from a 
comparison of frequencies of t o t a l t , f to t , f i n computed variable AX 
(c f . , Dennis 1977 and Appendix 3). For t h i s reason, and because i t has 
no similar disadvantage, the most proximal AT should be used i n population 
studies. For groups of individuals displaying developmental abnormalities, 
for instance the chromosomal disorders ( c f . , Penrose 1949, 1954; Holt 1968 
p. 141-142) use of the d i s t a l t r i r a d i u s might prove of more value, but such 
surveys d i f f e r i n t h e i r designs from population studies ( c f . , Holt p. 85). 
(a) The atd. angle 
This i s a d i r e c t angle measurement of the a x i a l t r i r a d i u s sub-
tended from the most l a t e r a l a and d t r i r a d i i . I t s great advantage 
i s that i t i s simple to take but i s not as rapidly obtained as the r a t i o 
of d i s t a l vertex emplacement to a x i a l length. I t has several major d i s -
advantages apparently not appreciated by Holt (1968 p. 85). 
F i r s t l y , e i t h e r d i f f e r e n t i a l pressure used i n obtaining the 
prints, or v a r i a b i l i t y in the r e l a t i v e adduction or abduction of the 
digits produces d i f f e r e n t measurements. In the former case, i t i s doubted 
that t h i s extends beyond 1°. Differences between maximal adduction and 
abduction can be as great as 11 (Mainigi and Sharma 1971 p. 48, Table 2, 
x = 4.10 ± 0.13, N * 235) for one plam. However, as p r i n t s should be 
taken (in the manner displayed by Sharma and Taneja 1969 p. 123, Figure 1) 
with d i g i t s 2 to 5 adducted, then t h i s c r i t i c i s m i s not serious. 
A 
Secondly, the atd angle decreases with increasing age, and 
A Q 
maximal atd angles of over 50 are common i n neonates (David 1971b). 
He also regards the age factor as a minor objection, but t h i s was not the 
opinion of Penrose (1968 p. 9) and i t s s i g n i f i c a n c e can be assessed from 
corrections supplied by him for children under 15 years, tabulated i n 
Berg (1968 p. 377, Table 1 ) . I t i s also c l e a r that the atd angle w i l l 
m a l l likelihood display population differences dependent to some extent 
on the breadth-length r a t i o of the hand regardless of age. 
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Thirdly, and s i m i l a r l y a serious c r i t i c i s m of the angle 
measure, i s that i t depends on the r e l a t i v e positions of the a and d 
t r i r a d i i , e s p e c i a l l y on the l a t t e r , i n addition to differences i n hand 
morphology. This has been adequately proved by Sharma (1962f) i n the 
A 
differences between the breadth-height index (BHI) and the atd angle. 
Though correlations between the two variables ranged from r = 0.89 ± 0.011 
for t and 0.96 ± 0.008 for t " , the mobility of points a and d 
indicated in unexplained variances up to 20% meant b a s i c a l l y that the same 
angle could be obtained for very d i f f e r e n t proximo-distal positions of AT. 
David (1971) has provided a correlation for the afd angle:-
tan T - s i n atd 
A . A 
2 s i n dat x s i n adt 
A 
where 2T i s the corrected atd angle. I t i s w e l l to r e c a l l that t h i s i s 
only an adjustment for the l a t e r a l deviation of the a x i a l t r i r a d i u s ; and 
i s based on the two assumptions:-
a) that l i n e a to d i s at right angles to the long axis of 
the palm. 
b) the long axis of the palm b i s e c t s the l i n e a to d. 
He also claimed that i t would reduce errors associated with the 
breadth-length r a t i o of the palm. This would n e c e s s a r i l y assume that 
s h i f t s i n a, d and AT are proportional for r e l a t i v e differences i n hand 
morphology. 
That the above conditions do NOT hold i s c l e a r l y i l l u s t r a t e d i n 
the construction of perpendiculars from AT to l i n e a-d i n the computation 
of BHI (Sharma 1962d). Obviously David's 'correction' employs more 
effort than i t provides benefit. 
Also, i t should be underlined, pace David (1971b p. 625) that 
the breadth r a t i o or Sharma's BHI to be more exact was not devised by the 
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l a t t e r as a measure of the proximo-distal location of AT, but as 
'investigational aid' (Sharma 1966 p. 81) i n the examination of the 
atd angle. 
(b) The t to d ridge count. 
For convenience, ridge counts have been attributed to mid-
resolution studies, but t h i s p a r t i c u l a r measure (as with G l a n v i l l e ' s A' 
to d count for the A mainline) has been devised to accurately locate AT, 
and i s dealt with here. 
I t i s a ridge count from the d to the a x i a l t r i r a d i u s and the 
same general ru l e s apply as for the i n t e r - t r i r a d i a l ridge counts i n the 
di s t a l palm. I t s only advantage i s that the measure w i l l be constant 
with age. The disadvantages are overwhelming. 
F i r s t of a l l , the l i n e crosses the d i s t a l (and sometimes also 
the proximal) transverse crease. I t i s general p r a c t i c e to exclude 
counts of ridges subdued i n the creases (Penrose 1968). Nevertheless, 
the varying dimensions of these hiatuses must influence the measurement 
system. 
Secondly, measurement i s being made not j u s t of the proximo-
d i s t a l position of AT (the l i n e of count does not even represent the 
general alignment of a x i a l t r i r a d i i along the 4th metacarpal), but of 
ridge breadth and thus i n t e n s i t y . The count w i l l be greatly affected by 
pattern i n t e n s i t y i n the hypothenar area. Also, the w r i t e r emphatically 
disagrees with the decision of the Ciba Symposium; counts MUST NOT be 
made from t ^ e i t h e r i n the presence or absence of a x i a l t r i r a d i i . Border 
t r i r a d i i developing i n conjunction with H cannot be equated with AT and H. 
F i n a l l y , ridge counting i s time consuming, and as the average 
counts range from 112 in Down's syndrome (N = 160) to 193 i n normal controls 
(N = 300) (Berg 1968 p. 378, Table 2 ) , common sense should preclude t h i s 
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measure. From the figures provided by Berg, i t c l e a r l y does not provide 
A 
a better discriminant than atd between groups with d i f f e r e n t disorders; 
and i n normal populations i t has a r e l a t i v e l y low co r r e l a t i o n with the 
maximal atd angle (Berg 1968, r = 0.630 ± 0,035; Mukherjee 1967, 
r = 0.690, N » 835). 
(c) Relative location of the a x i a l t r i r a d i u s to the a x i a l length. 
This i s the r a t i o given above for the a r b i t r a r y ordinal grouping 
of palmar t r i r a d i i . I t i s very s i m i l a r to the t-index of Sharma (1962f), 
but the origin of measurement i n the d i s t a l palm i s taken as the mid-point 
of the proximal crease on the fourth d i g i t and the measurements are carried 
out along a l i n e projected through AT. I n the t-index, a point on the 
most proximal metacarpophalangeal crease i s constructed by projecting a 
line from AT p a r a l l e l to the ulnar and r a d i a l borders of the p r i n t . 
Naturally, the position of or i g i n w i l l depend on idiosyncracies of palm 
printing, whereas i n the former method l a t e r a l I n f l e x i o n s of AT may 
influence the r a t i o . 
The measure has several advantages; i t i s a l i n e a r measure, 
independent of age and simple to obtain. I f used, i t does two jobs 
simultaneously, i n that a q u a l i t a t i v e assessment of the a x i a l t r i r a d i i can 
be made. As a l i n e a r measure, i t i s very d i f f e r e n t from the atd angle. 
For instance, correlations between the related t-index and atd are much 
lower than would be expected for the measures of reputedly the same 
phenomenon. 
r = 0.594 ± 0.051 between the t-index and atd 
r = 0.517 ± 0.058 between the t-index and cotangent scale 
groupings of atd (Taneja 1967, N * 80 males). 
However, there i s a major disadvantage i n addition to a c r i t i c i s m 
noted above. The measurements have to be made from imprecise reference 
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markers (c r e a s e s ) . In the present s e r i e s i t was occasionally d i f f i c u l t 
to decide on the precise location of the d i s t a l w r i s t crease/marker, 
that i s i n cases i n which the crease was accurately printed. A l l i n a l l , 
this i s probably the best of the measures. 
No doubt other s t r a t e g i e s could be devised. For instance i f 
A l c i a t i ' s system for the mainlines were used, the distance r a t i o from AT 
to the c i r c l e centre to the radius i s a v a i l a b l e . However, the problem 
s t i l l remains; no fixed markers e x i s t on the palm for the accurate 
location of the a x i a l t r i r a d i i , though t h i s would n e c e s s a r i l y depend on 
the accuracy required. 
( v i ) Palmar mainlines 
Penrose and Loesch (1970) excluded data on the mainlines. 
For reasons outlined e a r l i e r and below they are deemed to be useful i n 
studies of population dermatoglyphic v a r i a b i l i t y . 
a) I d e n t i c a l pattern s p e c i f i c a t i o n s i n the Penrose/Loesch system 
have frequently been found to possess d i f f e r e n t mainline 
terminations. Thus the detailed subdivision of i n t e r d i g i t a l 
patterns proposed by Plato and Wertelecki (1972). Peripheral 
loops i n areas 3 and 4 can be the product of the B or C, and 
C or D mainlines r e s p e c t i v e l y , or accessories. 
b) The coursing and thus termination of the mainlines ( e s p e c i a l l y A) 
displays important v a r i a t i o n not accounted for i n the pattern/ 
d e l t a s p e c i f i c a t i o n s . 
c) As mentioned above, notation of zygodactylous t r i r a d i i z f and 
z M conceals the frequency of missing c t r i r a d i i - a recurrent 
and important feature (see Mahapatra 1971). Moreover, 
n a t u r a l l y the absence of c i s not spontaneously accounted for 
i n the t o t a l number of unspecified i n t e r d i g i t a l t r i r a d i i . I n 
frequent cases of IV t 4, the c t r i r a d i u s i s absent and an 
accessory t r i r a d i a l point determines IV. 
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Directions for the mainlines are as follows:-
a) Lines A, B, C and D originate from the respective d i g i t a l 
t r i r a d i i as t h e i r proximal radiants, and l i n e T ( i f used) 
i s the d i s t a l radiant of the a x i a l t r i r a d i u s . In cases 
presenting two or three a x i a l t r i r a d i i , l i n e T i s traced 
from the most proximal one. Herein the T mainline was 
ignored. 
b) Where two possible ridges are a v a i l a b l e for tracing, the 
ridge on the r a d i a l side i s a r b i t r a r i l y chosen as the 
beginning of the mainline (Cummins and Hidlo 1943 p. 88). 
c) Interruption of ridges. I f another ridge i s i n d i r e c t 
l i n e beyond the interruption (creases; white l i n e s ) , the 
tracing i s continued on that ridge. I f not, the tracing 
i s transferred to the adjoining ridge from the following r u l e s . 
I f one of the two neighbouring ridges has a closer 
s p a t i a l or l i n e a l r e l ationship with the ending, the tracing 
i s continued on i t . 
" I f such a discrimination cannot be made, the general 
course of the mainline i s projected v i s u a l l y to determine 
which of these a l t e r n a t i v e s applies:- when the sweep of the 
ridges i s curved, the ridge toward the concavity i s selected; 
when the course i s r e l a t i v e l y s t r a i g h t , the ridge i s chosen 
which c a r r i e s the l i n e toward the ulnar side, rather than the 
r a d i a l , or toward the d i s t a l margin rather than proximally." 
(Cummins and Midlo 1943 p. 88). Basing h i s argument on the 
obligative and f a c u l t a t i v e behaviour of mainlines, Sharma (1965) 
has indicated the i l l o g i c a l i t y of accepting the r u l e of concavity 
for ulno-radial tracings. Generally, i t was not found necessary 
to apply these a r b i t r a r y r u l i n g s to the present s e r i e s . 
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d) Tracings are to be made without a n t i c i p a t i n g the 
terminal r e l a t i o n s of l i n e s . 
e) * "The method may present d i f f i c u l t i e s when extra 
t r i r a d i i are present i n the i n t e r d i g i t a l regions. 
I f two mainlines radiate from a and a 1 , r e s p e c t i v e l y , 
the more ulnarward or more proximal e x i t i s scored 
p r e f e r e n t i a l l y ; conversely, when there are mainlines 
from both d and d v , the more r a d i a l e x i t i s scored." 
(Penrose 1968 p. 11.) This i s not accepted. F i r s t l y , 
the 'more ulnarward' or 'more r a d i a l ' may not be the 
'most proximal 1. Secondly for mainline terminations 
(not MLI) i t assumes an a priori relationship between 
the presence of accessory and the usual subdigital t r i r a d i i . 
There i s no reason why t h i s should be b i o l o g i c a l l y meaningful 
per se. 
f ) Specified terminations and thei r notations. 
The l a t t e r are given i n spec i a l parentheses, the f i r s t 
symbol applying to terminations; those subsequent to the 
slas h r e f e r r i n g to MLI values. 
{0/0} The absence of a d i g i t a l t r i r a d i u s 
{X or x/1} Blind termination of the proximal radiant from 
T T T 
a d i g i t a l t r i r a d i u s d i r e c t l y associated with I I , I I I , IV . 
For MLI d i s given the value 1. 
{1/1} Proximal r a d i a l border of the thenar area 
circumscribed by the thumb and the most proximoradial a x i a l 
t r i r a d i u s . 
{2/2} The a x i a l t r i r a d i u s . This i s l i k e l y to 
produce complications for the A mainline i n condition A 
which automatically receives a value of 1 for both a 
termination symbol and an MLI score. 
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{3/3} I n t e r v a l between the a x i a l t r i r a d i u s and the 
lower margin of i n t e r v a l 4. 
{4/4} * T r a d i t i o n a l l y , mainline termination 4 on the 
ulnar border has been defined as i t s mid point. I t i s 
quite obvious that i t lacks the pre c i s i o n of the a x i a l and 
i n t e r d i g i t a l t r i r a d i a l terminations, i t being a matter of 
judgement whether or not the A mainline ending i n the 
immediate v i c i n i t y of position 4 should be given that 
s p e c i f i c notation. Also, as the location of the precise 
mid point v a r i e s with the extent of the ulnar border printed 
and minutiae of the crease facets used i n the measurement, 
the potential for m i s c l a s s i f y i n g the A mainline to position 3 
instead of 5', or to 5' instead of 3 i s considerable ( c f . , 
Coope and Roberts 1969 p. 410). Obviously, a p r o l i f e r a t i o n 
of methods for studying a v a r i a t e t o t a l l y abrogates comparability 
amongst researchers. There i s only one thing worse; and that 
i s a method that i s never changed though i t i s u t t e r l y meaning-
l e s s . This i s one such example. 
The a b i l i t y to d i f f e r e n t i a t e populations e s p e c i a l l y on 
the A mainline depends inter alia on:-
The number of d i v i s i o n s . 
The location of the boundaries. 
Too few or too many d i v i s i o n s leads n a t u r a l l y to redundancy 
of the character. Experimentation was made with a number of 
divis i o n s and di f f e r e n t boundary locations (using the f i r s t 
500 p r i n t s collected) bearing i n mind the t r a d i t i o n a l method-
ology. F i n a l l y termination 4 was a r b i t r a r i l y defined as 1/4 
the distance of the d i s t a l w r i s t crease to the proximal crease 
on d i g i t 5, equally divided about the mid point. The most 
d i s t a l and most proximal 'feather-edges 1 of both creases were 
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used i n t h i s survey respectively. The method i s greatly 
s i m p l i f i e d by using graded transparent overlays based on 
a table of values for termination 4 for the range of ulnar 
border lengths l i k e l y to be encountered (Dennis 1977). 
Empirical investigation has subsequently shown t h i s method 
to be r e l i a b l e , boundary cases between 3 and 4, and 4 and 5 V 
occurring but r a r e l y i n the s e r i e s of 8000 p r i n t s studied so 
f a r i n the department from B r i t a i n , Kenya and B r a z i l . At 
the time the method was devised, a paucity of researchers 
into dermatoglyphics meant that the method could not properly 
be tested. 
{5'/5} I n t e r v a l between the margin of termination 4 
and the d i s t a l transverse crease. 
{ 5 " / 6 } I n t e r v a l between the ulnar termination of the 
d i s t a l transverse crease and that of the proximal crease on 
d i g i t 5. 
{6/7} T r i r a d i u s d. 
{7/2 : 8} D i s t a l edge of area 4. Regarding ML I a value 
of 2 i s attributed to D and 8 to A, 
{8/3} T r i r a d i u s c« 
{9/4} D i s t a l edge of area 3. 
{10/5} T r i r a d i u s b. 
{11/6} D i s t a l edge of area 2. 
{12/7} T r i r a d i u s a. 
{ 1 3 1 , 13*78} Area r a d i a l to t r i r a d i u s a. 13' and 13' 1 
are divided by the r a d i a l termination of the r a d i a l 
longitudinal crease. 
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* Double or a l t e r n a t i v e formulations are abandoned. 
They are possible when there i s some degree of fusion of 
the mainlines ( c f . , Cummins and Midlo 1943 p. 92-93), 
The r u l i n g follows:- t r i r a d i a l notations 2, 6, 8, 10 and 
12 of each mainline are a l l o t t e d to the respective mainlines 
i n mutual fusion only i f t o t a l fusion occurs between them. 
Computer coding enforces t h i s obligative treatment. 
Alternative schedule:- When i n cases of mutual fusion 
alternate designation i s avai l a b l e , i t being possible to 
follow a bi f u r c a t i o n inside the respective t r i r a d i u s , -
t h i s i s recorded as the mainline tracing (rule of concavity). 
This would mean:-
a) for A following r a d i a l tracings; 
b) for B following r a d i a l tracings; 
c) for C following r a d i a l tracings i f the mainline 
direction i s ulnar, but ulnar tracings i f the 
mainline d i r e c t i o n i s r a d i a l ; 
d) for D following ulnar tracings. 
As proposed by Sharma (1965 p. 246), the ru l e of con-
cavity i s dropped for ulno-radial tracings i n cases i n which 
adjacent mainlines cross and enter the same area on the above 
rulings. No example has been found i n the current s e r i e s . 
These diverted courses from the l i n e of fusion of two 
mainlines must be c l e a r offshoot l i n e s ( r i d g e s ) , not adjacent 
ridges separated from the course of mutual fusion by breaks at 
the junction of the two edges. 
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( v i i ) Quantitative techniques for the mainlines, 
(a) The method of A l c i a t i (1965). 
This involves plotting a c i r c l e with centre £, the circum-
ference passing through t r i r a d i i a, b and d; £ i s located by contructing 
perpendiculars to ab and bd. The mainline termination i s then expressed 
as an angle at £ measured ( i n an anticlockwise d i r e c t i o n for ri g h t hands 
and vice versa for l e f t hands) from the t r i r a d i u s a to the point of i n t e r -
section of the mainline within the circumference. Certain issues 
require c l a r i f i c a t i o n . 
F i r s t l y , the method i s somewhat tedious i n i t s o r i g i n a l form, 
especially locating £ by constructing the perpendiculars. To the w r i t e r , 
i t seems amazing that t h i s time consuming process should have been proposed 
when to find €, a l l that i s necessary i s a transparent overlay with a 
needle point centre and c i r c l e s of increasing diameter extending outwards 
at fine i n t e r v a l s to cover the largest palms. 
Secondly, the method w i l l depend on the location of the centre 
point and thus the angle constructed by perpendiculars to l i n e s ab and bd. 
In turn t h i s w i l l depend on the v a r i a b i l i t y i n the r e l a t i v e location of 
the t r i r a d i a l points, e s p e c i a l l y d and a, i n a proximo-distal as w e l l as 
ulno-radial d i r e c t i o n . Age influences as for the atd angle could be 
important. 
Thirdly, i n t e r s e c t i o n of the mainline (more e s p e c i a l l y A) with 
the circumference may f a l l short of the termination of the mainline at the 
edge of the palm. Thus, for instance, the method may f a i l to d i s c l o s e 
the considerable v a r i a b i l i t y of A mainline terminations i n the proximal 
region of the palm to positions 1 and 3. 
therefore, the method may w e l l give the impression of f a r 
greater accuracy than i s a c t u a l l y achieved. 
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(b) The method of G l a n v i l i e (1965); A fd ridge count. 
This method i s r e s t r i c t e d to the A mainline and thus has limited 
value. An arc i s drawn with t r i r a d i u s a as the o r i g i n through t r i r a d i u s 
d to the point where i t cuts the A mainline tracing. The number of 
ridges crossed by a straight l i n e between t r i r a d i u s d and the point of 
intersect between the arc and the mainline tracing i s then counted. 
Both the d i s t r i b u t i o n and the correlations between r e l a t i v e s 
(high h e r i t a b i l i t y ) of t h i s t r a i t indicate i t s usefulness, but for the 
reason outlined above i t i s u n l i k e l y to usurp the more t r a d i t i o n a l method-
ology. Also, again there i s the problem as to j u s t what i s being measured. 
Clearly, the count w i l l depend on the coursing of the A mainline, but i t 
w i l l also be greatly influenced by ridge breadth and i n t e n s i t y . 
( v i i i ) Summational mainline index of A and D. 
This i s a measure of the t r a n s v e r s a l i t y of the ridges on the 
palm, terminations of the mainlines A and D alone being used for t h i s 
purpose. The index i s a summation of values associated with the mainline 
termination numbers of A and D. These are given i n s p e c i a l parentheses 
above d i r e c t l y following the mainline termination numbers ( c f . , Cummins 
and Midlo 1943 p. 114, Figure 81(b)). 
Rarely, the abortive condition (X) of mainline D occurs. 
... X 
This feature i s associated with IV , and the value allocated to D i s 
log i c a l l y 1; t h i s would correspond o r d i n a l l y to the angle measurement 
using A l c i a t i ' s method and the w r i t e r does not accept Sharma's unqualified 
objection ( c f . , Sharma 1970). 
Rarely, t r i r a d i u s d i s absent, and no value can be given to 
the mainline index. 
Very r a r e l y , the D mainline forms a I V U , and terminates i n 
position 5 f f on the ulnar border. I t simulates the general coursing of 
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the D mainline to position 11 and would receive the same value ( 6 ) . 
Rarely, the following mainline terminations occur and receive 
the obvious values (Sharma 1962b). 
D12 and A6 value 7 i n each case. 
D13 and A7 value 8 i n each case. 
Frequently the A mainline e n c i r c l e s hypothenar patterns, i t s 
coursing being s i g n i f i c a n t l y deflected, and i t s values being a l t e r e d to 
the same extent. Even so, these features have not i n c i t e d comments from 
authorities using mainline terminations. 
In the present s e r i e s , frequently the A mainline e n c i r c l e s a 
central hypothenar loop to return to positions 11 or 13, which are 
associated with values 6 and 8 respectively. The termination of the 
A mainline would otherwise have been to 3, 4 or 5 f, the general trans-
v e r s a l i t y of the ridges not d i f f e r i n g s i g n i f i c a n t l y from the values of 
A 
their positions ( i . e . , 3, 4 or 5 ) . When the A mainline e n c i r c l e s an H, 
draw a straight l i n e from t r i r a d i u s a through the apex of the loop, and 
note the termination value of the projected l i n e instead. Naturally the 
mainline termination recorded w i l l be either 11 or 13 (Dennis 1977). 
Rarely, the A mainline e n c i r c l e s a s p i r a l whorl or other 
complex hypothenar pattern to terminate as the centr a l ridge. Draw a 
straight l i n e from t r i r a d i u s a through the ridge termination of the whorl 
to the ulnar border, and again note the value of the stra i g h t l i n e (Dennis 
1977). 
When the A mainline e n c i r c l e s a peripheral parathenar loop, the 
same procedure i s followed, the value 2 recorded as A having bisected two 
adjacent proximal a x i a l t r i r a d i i . 
There are f a i r l y frequent accessory l i n e s to D and A which, 
unless included, would render the mainline formula inadequate for the 
description of the generalized ridge courses ( c f . , Cummins and Midlo 1943 
p. 94-96, Figure 70, A, C, D). 
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Frequently an accessory t r i r a d i a l point ' d i v e r t s 1 the mainline 
from the d t r i r a d i u s to position 7 (value 2 ) , However, the proximal 
radiant of the accessory t r i r a d i u s extends to termination 9 (value 4) or 
11 (value 6 ) , these values giving a more r e a l i s t i c indication ( i t i s 
believed) of the generalized direction of the mainlines. The radiant of 
the accessory triradius'simulates l i n e D i n course and i n the position of 
i t s t r i r a d i u s of o r i g i n . 1 (Cummins and Midlo 1943 p. 95.) 
An accessory radiant i s not formulated as an a l t e r n a t i v e edge 
unless i t courses further r a d i a l l y than does l i n e D. 
Line A presents on exact p a r a l l e l to the s i t u a t i o n described 
for D. Here an accessory radiant i s not formulated unless i t terminates 
further proximo-ulnarward than does l i n e A proper. These r u l e s are well 
established, and they are to be followed p r e c i s e l y . 
Other indices have not been as successful as MLI ( c f . , Pinto 
and Beiguelmann 1971). For V a l s i k ' s 'Papillary Number' see Newman (1934 
p. 277-322) and Valsik and P o s p i s i l (1960). In the way i t groups very 
different values for the ulnar border i t i s i n f e r i o r to MLI ( c f . , Sharma 
1962c). I t should be noted that A l c i a t i ' s method for the mainline term-
inations could produce a useful MLI based on the summation of angles for 
A and D. The only difference with Cummin's MLI would involve ulnar 
orientations of D giving I V U which are exceedingly r a r e . 
B. Mid Resolution Studies. Ridge Counts. 
Quantitative studies using ridge counts are well developed 
in dermatoglyphic research ( c f . , Holt 1968 p. 40-92; Coope 1971, 
Roberts and Coope 1972, 1975; Fang 1950; S c i u l l i and Rao 1975). 
This i s e s p e c i a l l y so for the d i s t a l phalanges for which the ru l e s are 
well established. On the palms far l e s s work has been done, and then 
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mostly using the a to b ridge count; work by P a t e r i a (1974) and 
S c i u l l i and Rao (1975) are important exceptions. The b to c and 
c to d counts are l e s s s a t i s f a c t o r y for p r a c t i c a l purposes, not for 
the reasons expounded by Holt (1969), - pattern i n t e n s i t y e f f e c t s - but 
simply because the c t r i r a d i u s i s missing in a proportion of individuals, 
in the present series averaging 0.063 of palms. Obviously, i n such cases 
the two ulnarmost counts cannot be made and to e s t a b l i s h a t o t a l palmar 
ridge count, a b to d count i s taken instead. There i s good reason 
to take a l l three i n t e r d i g i t a l counts instead of one from a to d, as 
the idiosyncracies of each deserve attention. Moreover, i t i s very 
l i k e l y that the a to d count i s re p l i c a t e d i n great part i n the t o t a l 
palmar ridge count, which i s a summation of the three. 
( i ) Finger ridge counts 
This i s the number of ridges which i n t e r s e c t or touch a 
straight l i n e drawn from the cen t r a l point of a t r i r a d i u s to the centre or 
core of an adjacent pattern. 
a) The t r i r a d i a l point i s not included i n the count. 
b) The l a s t ridge, i f i t i s the cen t r a l ridge of a pattern, 
i s not included i n the count. 
c) Two ridges r e s u l t i n g from a bifu r c a t i o n which cross the 
straight l i n e are both counted. 
d) Ridges which l i e close to the straight l i n e without touching 
i t are excluded from the count. 
e) I n t e r s t i t i a l ( i n c i p i e n t , rudimentary, nascent) l i n e s are not 
counted ( c f . , Penrose and Plomley 1969). 
f ) Tented arches, arches and fan formations have zero ridge 
counts. I n rare instances so do loops, which however 
generally have one p o s i t i v e count. 
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g) I n whorl and double loop formations, two counts are 
possible. The l i n e s drawn from delta to core must not 
inte r s e c t one another. They should be drawn normal to 
the f i e l d of ridges. 
h) Occasionally ( e s p e c i a l l y with cen t r a l pocket patterns) 
two or more bifurcations define a 'multiple' t r i r a d i a l 
point. As a general r u l e , the t r i r a d i a l point i s located 
on the bifurcation nearest to the core or pattern centre i n 
accordance with s p e c i f i c a t i o n s for a location of a geometrical 
centre. 
i ) When a loop has two t r i r a d i i ( l a t e r a l pockets) on the same 
side of the pattern - the loops' cores opening out i n the 
opposite d i r e c t i o n - then only the higher of the two counts 
i s taken. 
j ) In a complex pattern (accidental) having two t r i r a d i i on 
one side of the pattern centres, again only the higher of 
the two counts i s taken. 
k) I f the pattern extends beyond the area of ridged skin on 
the d i s t a l phalange with an e x t r a l i m i t a l t r i r a d i u s , an 
estimated count i s made. This i s something l i k e the 
available score. 
( i i ) Palmar ridge counts 
This i s the number of ridges which i n t e r s e c t or touch s t r a i g h t 
lines drawn to j o i n the d i s t a l palmar t r i r a d i i a, b, c, and d subtending 
digits 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively. 
The same general ru l e s apply as for the finger ridge counts. 
For instance, the t r i r a d i a l points are not included i n the counts. Points 
a)» c ) , d) and e) for finger ridge counts also apply. I n addition:-
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a) Ridges p a r t i a l l y suppressed by 'white l i n e s 1 are included 
i n the count. 
b) Frequently, the c t r i r a d i u s i s absent. I n these cases a 
b to d ridge count i s taken. S i m i l a r l y , when b i s 
missing, an a to c ridge count i s made. They are 
separately sp e c i f i e d and are included i n the t o t a l palmar 
ridge counts. 
c) I n rare cases, a and d are absent. The a to b, and 
c to d ridge counts are missing not zero. 
1.4 Method of Reading P r i n t s . 
A. Instruments and Materials. 
Only limited materials were required for the p r a c t i c a l business 
of reading prints and recording the r e s u l t s . These were as follows:-
Stereoscopic microscope with magnification of 10 to 20 diameters. 
Fine pointed entomological ' s e t t i n g 1 needle. 
Transparent overlays and r u l e s as described above. 
Tables of c r i t i c a l l i m i t s for locating a x i a l t r i r a d i i and ulnar-
terminations of the mainlines ( c f . , Dennis 1977). 
Programming sheets ( c f . , Dennis 1977). 
B. Procedure. 
With the completion of any school survey, a l l the dermal p r i n t s 
and respective questionnaires were ordered into sex groups and by survey 
number. Both the p r i n t s and questionnaires of each school have been 
boxed separately and c l e a r l y marked with the school i d e n t i t y . 
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( i ) Step 1. 
Pr i n t s were prepared i n s e r i e s of 150 at a time for detailed 
examination. This involved 
a) Carefully marking the l i n e s for ridge counts on the fingers 
and palms with t i e setting needle. Impressions of such 
transects do not obscure d e t a i l s of the ridges and yet form 
fine and c l e a r l y v i s i b l e l i n e s under magnification. 
b) A l l deltas and patterns were indicated at relevant locations 
on the p r i n t sheets. 
c) Crease markers for assessing the location of a x i a l t r i r a d i i 
and ulnar terminations of the mainlines were p r e c i s e l y located. 
( i i ) Step 2. 
Following the detailed s p e c i f i c a t i o n s for c l a s s i f i c a t i o n noted 
above, each individual's p r i n t s were read for a l l the features indicated 
in the following order, a l l observations being made under a magnification 
of 10 diameters. 
a) Ridge counts on the fingers and palms. Counts were c l o s e l y 
examined along the l i n e using the needle as a pointer. A l l 
but low counts were repeated as a check for accuracy. 
b) Finger patterns and deltas. 
Palmar patterns and deltas. 
Both patterns and deltas were recorded for the d i s t a l 
phalanges as well as the palms as a check for errors when 
scanning the computer f i l e . At the same time, t o t a l deltas 
on the palms and the fingers were scored independently. Using 
t h i s system, subsequently, errors were rapidly located by 
comparing the i n i t i a l output of frequencies for v a r i a b l e s with 
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the expected values for the topological formula for 
dif f e r e n t dermal surfaces. Errors were corrected using 
MTS Editor from a terminal, 
d) Mainline terminations and the mainline index. 
Mainline coursings were c a r e f u l l y traced with the 
setting needle, the termini marked by minute punctures on 
the p r i n t s . 
A l l the r e s u l t s were located d i r e c t l y on the programming sheets. 
On the l a t t e r the var i a b l e s were sequenced i n the order i n which they were 
scored; a simple mnemonic type integer coding was used to avoid t r a n s -
lation errors ( c f . , Dennis 1977). 
Any variable (a count, location of an a x i a l t r i r a d i u s or main-
line termination) that could not be accurately assessed as a r e s u l t of 
obscured printing or f a i l u r e to record v i t a l areas had a missing value 
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applied to i t . Using the above procedure, depending on the complexity 
of the p r i n t , approximately f i f t e e n minutes wererequired to record the 
dermal features of one individual on a programming sheet. 
2. Non-Dermatoglyphic C r i t e r i a . 
This section deals very b r i e f l y with non-derma to glyphic 
c r i t e r i a and then only with d e t a i l s relevant to t h e i r d e f i n i t i o n and c l a s s -
i f i c a t i o n . I t encompasses data mostly on the geographical location of 
individuals and t h e i r r e l a t i v e s as the r e s u l t s of analyses of groups based 
on the occupation of parents and grandparents, and the r e l i g i o u s 
denomination of families are not included i n t h i s report. 
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The Geographical Location of Individuals and their R e l a t i v e s . 
The location of individuals can be reported at varying l e v e l s 
of resolution, and the reference system required for t h i s survey has been 
explained ( c f . , Chapter 3 ) . 
A. Materials. 
Ordnance Survey One Inch Seventh Series. Sheets 84, 85, 90, 91, 95, 
96 and 97. 
Ordnance Survey County Administrative Areas Diagrams which display the 
boundaries of metropolitan counties, counties, metropolitan d i s t r i c t s , 
d i s t r i c t s and c i v i l parishes e f f e c t i v e from 1 A p r i l 1974. (Scale 1:100,000). 
The map also includes place name d e t a i l s of the one inch s e r i e s . The 
maps used were:-
Cleveland, Durham and Tyne and Wear. 
North Yorkshire (West Part and East P a r t ) . 
West Yorkshire. 
Cumbria (South P a r t ) . 
Ordnance Survey Administrative Areas Diagrams North and South 
(Scale 1^625,000). Detailed boundaries are also included on an in s e t 
map for the 33 London boroughs. 
Post Offices i n the United Kingdom 1964. A Directory of Place Names. 
Census 1961 England and Wales. Index of Place Names. (2 Volumes.) 
B. Procedure. 
a) Individuals were c l a s s i f i e d according to school. The 
schools were numerically coded. 
b) In d i v i d u a l s ' and t h e i r r e l a t i v e s ' birthplaces were recorded 
at the l e v e l of c i v i l p arish, urban d i s t r i c t or metropolitan 
d i s t r i c t i n the survey universe, and to the new counties 
outside i t . 
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These d e t a i l s (as for s o c i a l c l a s s and r e l i g i o u s denomination) 
were d i r e c t l y placed on the programming sheets. Administrative units in 
the survey region are shown i n Figures 2.2 to 2.5. 
2.2 Occupations and Social Class. 
During the survey, the occupations of each individual's father, 
father's father and mother's father were obtained. The d e t a i l s given 
were i n s u f f i c i e n t for d i r e c t coding into occupational or socio-economic 
groups. Instead, occupations were c l a s s i f i e d into the f i v e s o c i a l 
classes ( c f . , H.M.S.O. 1970. The C l a s s i f i c a t i o n of Occupations p. 1-89, 
Alphabetical l i s t for c l a s s i f y i n g occupations; and p. 94-101 Appendix B.I., 
Socio-economic group and Social Class Allocations of Occupations and 
Employment Status Groups). Det a i l s of coding are given in Chapter 10, 
section 5 ) . 
2.3 Religious Denomination. 
During the survey, d e t a i l s were also obtained of the r e l i g i o u s 
denomination of each individual's family. This included d e t a i l s of mixed 
a f f i l i a t i o n s . The main categories and t h e i r combinations were coded, the 
former being:-
Church of England 
Methodist 
Roman Catholic. 
Families belonging to other denominations were c l a s s i f i e d as a 
separate miscellaneous group. 
F u l l d e t a i l s with regard to coding individuals on locational 
and other non-dermatoglyphic c r i t e r i a for similar studies to be c a r r i e d 
out in the B r i t i s h I s l e s are given in Dennis (1977). 
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Chapter 5 Data Compilation and P r o c e s s i n g 
The p r e s e n t chapter i s d i v i d e d i n t o three p a r t s . The f i r s t 
i s concerned w i t h one of the i n d i r e c t aims of the r e s e a r c h p r o j e c t . 
This encompasses the p r o v i s i o n of simple programming and computing 
i n s t r u c t i o n s f o r dermal records u s i n g r e a d i l y a v a i l a b l e software 
generally provided a t most u n i v e r s i t y computing i n s t a l l a t i o n s . F u l l 
i n s t r u c t i o n s have been given elsewhere (Dennis 1977). The f i r s t s e c t i o n 
of these i n s t r u c t i o n s , I D i r e c t i o n s f o r Dermatoglyphic Nomenclature, 
has been expounded i n g r e a t e r d e t a i l i n the previous chapter. The second 
part of the p r e s e n t chapter d e s c r i b e s the p r e p a r a t i o n and storage of the 
data f i l e f o r computer a n a l y s i s . F i n a l l y a b r i e f i n t r o d u c t i o n i s given 
of the design of a n a l y s e s and computer programmes. 
1. Programming and Computing I n s t r u c t i o n s . 
The widespread a v a i l a b i l i t y of s p e c i f i c computer packages a t 
u n i v e r s i t y computer i n s t a l l a t i o n s i s a major step towards f a c i l i t a t i n g the 
storage of the very r a p i d l y growing f i l e of dermal r e c o r d s i n the B r i t i s h 
I s l e s , and f o r t h a t matter throughout the world. Thus the p r o v i s i o n of 
programming and computing i n s t r u c t i o n s i s a l o g i c a l e x t e n s i o n of c o n s i s t e n c y 
in the c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of dermal p r i n t s ; i t s n a t u r a l p r o j e c t i o n i s the 
uniform p r o c e s s i n g of data and comparison of s u b f i l e s . The w r i t e r has 
no i n t e n t i o n of r e p e a t i n g the advantages of u t i l i z i n g a uniform methodology. 
For the most p a r t these a r e obvious and a r e d e t a i l e d elsewhere (ibid., 1977). 
One point does deserve p a r t i c u l a r a t t e n t i o n ; the programming and computing 
i n s t r u c t i o n s designed to be compatible w i t h the S t a t i s t i c a l Package f o r the 
So c i a l Sciences (SPSS) i n no way l i m i t s the range of programming formats 
required by independent r e s e a r c h e r s . SPSS o f f e r s extremely f l e x i b l e and 
extensive data and f i l e m o d i f i c a t i o n procedures, w i t h more than adequate 
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f a c i l i t i e s for handling missing data and for w r i t i n g data onto any 
medium for d i r e c t access by a l t e r n a t i v e programmes ( c f . , Nie et alia 1975). 
The recommended programming and computing in s t r u c t i o n s i n SPSS for a 
national survey are given i n Dennis (1977). 
A. Format of the Programming Sheet. 
As the above mentioned programming instructions developed out 
of the present survey there are noticeable differences i n the i n c l u s i o n 
and emplacement of variables on the North Pennine Dales programming 
sheet. The reason for t h i s was e n t i r e l y u t i l i t a r i a n in that i t enabled 
a more accurate detection of errors both i n the course of t r a n s l a t i n g 
scores d i r e c t l y to the programming sheets and those which accrued i n the 
punching of data onto the IBM 16 f i e l d general purpose cards. 
As a l l the variable names on the North Pennine Dales and updated 
programming sheets are v i r t u a l l y i d e n t i c a l , for the former i t i s necessary 
only to submit the VARIABLE LIST and INPUT FORMAT together with d e t a i l s of 
any relevant additional variables and the general s u b f i l e structure used. 
Coding instructions for i d e n t i c a l variables d i f f e r e d only i n the case of 
d i g i t a l patterns RP1 to LP5, and frequencies of rare r a d i a l and ulnar 
l a t e r a l pocket loops were accounted using simple compute statements. 
Accordingly, adjustments were made to the d i g i t a l r a d i a l i t y / u l n a r i t y 
indices. A f u l l description of the variable names can be found i n 
Appendix 2. They have a simple mnemonic structure and to save considerable 
space are used as abbreviations for var i a b l e s without an accepted convent-
ional symbolism. 
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( i ) Data description cards and deck set-up of the 
North Pennine Dales f i l e . 
The format of the data description cards indicating the 
location of variables i s given overleaf . I t : c a n also be seen that only 
two subfiles were declared indicating the basic structure of the f i l e . 
Aggregation of cases was based on school attendance, and s i m i l a r l y schools 
for the two s u b f i l e s were ordered according to t e r r i t o r i a l a l l o c a t i o n as 
indicated in Chapter 3. 
( i i ) Variables and coding s p e c i f i c a t i o n s not declared on the 
general purpose programming sheet i n Dennis (1977). 
(a) SCHOOL 
This variable approximates LRES (case residence). 
Each individual i s allocated to a school by integer coding. 
(b) Birthplace of individual (PARISH) and r e l a t i v e s 
(FBP to MMBP). 
PARISH equates with BP on the general purpose programming 
sheet. Each va r i a b l e , a three column integer, codes cases and t h e i r 
relatives to one of 346 Parishes i l l u s t r a t e d i n Figure 2.2 to 2.5, or to 
lower resolution s p a t i a l units outside the survey universe. These include 
the 66 new counties of England, Scotland and Wales and the three additional 
units of Man, E i r e and Ulster. A l l individuals born outside t h i s space 
were apportioned to a single category. The reasons for coding individuals 
at this resolution are given elsewhere ( c f . , Chapters 2 and 3 ) . 
(c) GDUO. 
For convenience, during a n a l y s i s a s p e c i a l category of 
individual was coded, those individuals having at l e a s t two grandparents 
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with b i r t h residences in the same t e r r i t o r y . In addition, integer 
coding was extended to individuals with two grandparents having b i r t h 
residences in adjacent t e r r i t o r i e s . In cases where four grandparents 
could be equally divided between two units, random a l l o c a t i o n was effected. 
A similar procedure was followed where the four grandparents could be 
equally divided between two compound unit s . Individuals not assignable 
to either single or neighbourhood units were issued with a d i s t i n c t i v e 
identical code. During analysis these cases together with others 
possessing certain neighbourhood unit codes were deleted from s p e c i f i c 
computer runs as required. 
(d) Religious denomination (RELIG) and s o c i a l c l a s s 
(FSC, FFSC, MFSC). 
These variable terms have the precise meaning indicated i n 
Dennis (1977), though r e l i g i o u s denomination i s coded d i f f e r e n t l y to 
account for families with mixed a f f i l i a t i o n s . Herein dermal r e s u l t s are 
not reported for these potential i s o l a t i n g media but they have been used 
as predictors of b i o l o g i c a l distances between the North Pennine Dales 
units ( c f . , Chapter 10, section 5 ) . 
(e) RP1 to LP5. 
The coding of d i g i t a l patterns was based on a simple design 
now known to be i n f e r i o r to that described for general purpose ( c f . , Dennis 
1977). The coding was as follows 
0 Arch 4 Accidentals or 'composite* features 
1 Tented Arch 5 Whorl 
2 Ulnar Loop 6 Double Loops including l a t e r a l and twin 
3 Radial Loop pockets 
7 Central pocket Loop, ulnar enclosure 
8 Central pocket Loop, r a d i a l enclosure 
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Under accidentals were included a l l patterns with three 
t r i r a d i a l points and the exceptionally rare combination of a true (ulnar 
or r a d i a l ) loop with a tented loop. Double loops were broken down into 
twin loops and l a t e r a l pockets as indicated below. Naturally the prescribed 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of accidentals led to the imprecise computation of r a d i a l 
and ulnar d i g i t a l scores for the compounding of r a d i a l i t y / u l n a r i t y i n dices. 
Such discrepancies are considered i n s i g n i f i c a n t ; accidentals are extremely 
rare throughout the f i l e (see Tables 9.21 to 9.24). 
(f ) RD1 to LD5. 
Finger deltas were coded up independently of finger pattern 
types as a check on the l a t t e r during editing of the raw data f i l e . 
(g) Rare palmar patterns. 
A number of rare palmar patterns were sp e c i f i e d on the 
North Pennine Dales programming sheet. On the general purpose programming 
sheet (Dennis 1977) they are coded under dif f e r e n t variable terms and 
storage in permanent f i l e s i s effected using v a r i a b l e transformation s t a t e -
ments and direct recoding. These unusual v a r i a b l e s include carpal ( i . e . , 
central) and r a d i a l hypothenar tented loops; parathenar loops and tented 
loops in the second and fourth i n t e r d i g i t a l areas. 
(h) Zygodactylous and unspecified i n t e r d i g i t a l t r i r a d i i . 
On the North Pennine Dales programming sheet f zygodactylous 
t r i r a d i i sensu stricto were separately s p e c i f i e d . Accordingly, v a r i a b l e 
terms TDR, IDL (the number of unspecified i n t e r d i g i t a l t r i r a d i i ; D i n the 
sense of Penrose and Loesch 1970) do not p r e c i s e l y correspond to the same 
terms in Dennis (1977). The difference however only involves the 
extremely rare zygodactylous formations and compute statements for i n t e r -
d i g i t a l pattern i n t e n s i t y indices INTOR, INTOL were adjusted accordingly. 
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( i ) Total finger and palmar pattern i n t e n s i t y i n d i c e s . 
Finger and palmar pattern i n t e n s i t y i n d i c e s , - the d i r e c t 
summation of t r i r a d i i i n the respective areas ( c f . , Appendix 2) - were 
noted d i r e c t l y from the p r i n t s and u t i l i z e d as a checking device on 
independent pattern and delta s p e c i f i c a t i o n s . 
B. Variable Transformations and Compound Terms. 
A number of variables were not located d i r e c t l y on the 
programming sheet. Most of these, e s p e c i a l l y the finger and palmar t o t a l 
ridge counts would have involved time consuming computations for each case 
which for a large f i l e n a t urally increases the probability of simple 
summation errors. Consequently, these and other simple variables ( i . e . , 
r • A ) were computed d i r e c t l y from information loaded in the data f i l e 
using the SPSS variable transformation f a c i l i t i e s . D e t a i l s of the 
variable terms implicated are given i n Appendix 2. 
( i ) Conditional statements s p e c i f i c a l l y designed for 
the present survey. 
FDL1 to LDL5 
As noted above, the single column format applied to d i g i t a l 
patterns aggregated twin loops and the two categories of l a t e r a l pockets 
under the same integer code. The rare occurrence of ulnar and r a d i a l 
lateral pocket loops and their frequency i n each population s p e c i f i e d 
was accounted using the following statement:-
1 16 
IF (RPl EQ 6 AND RFR1 EQ 00) RDL1 = 1 
IF (RPl EQ 6 AND RFU1 EQ 00) RDL1 = 2 
IF (RPl EQ 6 AND RFR1 GE 1 AND RFU1 GE 1) RDL1 = 3 
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The sequence i s repeated for RDL2 to LDL5 
ASSIGN MISSING RDL1 TO LDL5(9) 
Coding:-
1. r a d i a l l a t e r a l pocket loop. 2. ulnar l a t e r a l pocket loop. 
3. twin loop. 
( i i ) Modifications to variable transformation statements. 
Two basic consequences of the more detailed coding of dermal 
features than on the general purpose programming sheet meant that:-
a) The construction of compound statements was i n some cases 
unnecessary ( i e . , RD1 to LD5, and t o t a l pattern i n t e n s i t y 
indices for the d i g i t s and palms). 
b) Several variable transformation statements required modification. 
As t h i s simply involved the addition or deletion of a variable 
term from conditional statements or pseudo-arithmetic constructs, 
the d e t a i l s are superfluous. 
2. Data Preparation, Storage and Cleaning. 
A. Computer F a c i l i t i e s , Peripheral Equipment and Service. 
A l l data preparation, storage and analysis was ca r r i e d out at 
the Durham University Computer Unit which i s linked to the Northumbrian 
Universities Multiple Access Computer (N.U.M.A.C.) f a c i l i t i e s located i n 
Claremont Tower, Newcastle University. During the course of the survey 
N.U.M.A.C. operated IBM 360 Model 67 and 370 Model 168 computers under the 
control of the Michigan Terminal System (MTS). Access to the computer was 
available by way of the batch stream (2501 cardreader) and conversational 
terminals, both the 2741 typewriter terminals and v i s u a l display units 
(V.D.U.). Output was availa b l e at a l l the conversational u n i t s , on the 
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1403 Model Nl l i n e p r i n t e r , the 1442 card punch and the 11 inch and 
30 inch graph p l o t t e r s . The range of equipment accessible to the average 
user i s l i s t e d i n Introduction to N.U.M.A.C. and MTS. 
B. Data Preparation. 
A l l information obtained from the dermal prints and other data 
pertaining to individuals indicated above were d i r e c t l y transferred to 
the programming sheets. ( I t i s stressed that no_ d e t a i l s which could be 
used to trace individuals were entered on the sheets.) The ins t r u c t i o n s 
for the transfer of information from the Kleenprint records and questionnaires 
given in Dennis (1977) and i n the previous chapter were followed. The 
transfer of information to the programming sheets involved two stages:~ 
a) Coding of case and group i d e n t i f i e r s and dermal records. 
b) Coding of information from the questionnaires. 
The programming sheets were subsequently ordered by school 
a f f i l i a t i o n and divided in the manner indicated above into the two su b f i l e s 
on sex. 
The data on the programming sheets were punched on to IBM cards 
by the University Punching Service i n the Computer Unit. The format of 
cards used and the 029 Card Punch are described i n N.U.M.A.C. Programming 
Note 31 The IBM Card and Card Punch. The three cards per case v e r i f i e d , 
which formed the bulk of the 12,339 card deck, were appropriately marked. 
The remainder were scanned for errors by the wri t e r . The card equipment 
throughout the Computer Unit punches or reads cards i n extended binary 
coded decimal interchange code (EBCDIC). The 029s are p r i n t i n g punches 
and cards punched by the computer v i a the 1442 peripheral were fed through 
'interpreters'. 
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C. Errors, Editing the F i l e and Data Storage. 
The manipulation of extensive data f i l e s over a long period of 
time even repeating i d e n t i c a l data transference procedures d a i l y 
inevitably r e s u l t s i n some error s . Every e f f o r t was made to reduce the 
error component by:-
a) l i m i t i n g the number of data transfers from one medium to 
another; 
b) duplicating information on the programming sheets, - the 
independent scoring of separate variables and t h e i r sum 
for matching during editing the f i l e ; 
c) repeating observations. The s e r i e s of prints for each 
week were scanned and marked prior to the scoring of each 
day's f r a c t i o n . Ridge counts were repeated. F i n a l l y , 
the programming sheets were scanned card column by card 
column for obvious errors three times. 
V e r i f i c a t i o n during punching does not automatically abrogate 
additional errors. For instance, three obvious sources of error e x i s t 
during v e r i f i c a t i o n punching involving large f i l e s . 
a) A programming sheet can be deleted (three records or an 
ent i r e case) i f i t accidentally becomes attached to the 
foregoing sheet. ( S i m i l a r l y when tr a n s f e r r i n g cards to 
a magnetic di s c f i l e s p a c e , the card reader occasionally 
skips records i n large f i l e s . ) 
b) Punching of data from a programming sheet can be duplicated. 
c) During v e r i f i c a t i o n , mispunched cards can inadvertently be 
entered into the f i l e i n place of the c o r r e c t l y punched card. 
A l l the above instances were noted i n the present survey. 
Editing followed the storage of the f i l e on magnetic d i s k . F a c i l i t i e s 
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implemented were SPSS data transformation, modification and se l e c t i o n 
procedures through the batch stream and f i l e editing c a p a b i l i t i e s i n MTS 
via the conversational terminals ( c f • , N.U.M.A.C. Programming Note 48 
Introduction to Edi t i n g i n MTS). Immediately below are l i s t e d the sequence 
of events pursued 
a) The three records per case were scanned for s y n t a c t i c a l 
i r r e g u l a r i t i e s involving l i n e length and the location of 
specified hiatuses. 
b) As a l l coding was integer, each variable for the en t i r e f i l e 
was scanned for unexpected and exceptional values. Use was 
simply made of subprogram MARGINALS i n SPSS version 5. 
Erroneous integers associated with any var i a b l e were e a s i l y 
detected using the condensed ordinal format associated with 
the variable terms. Moreover, the output included the 
absolute frequency of each code beside giving summary s t a t i s t i c s 
for the variable l i s t . The output led to the detection of 
obvious errors such as those noted above and others r e s t r i c t e d 
to single columns or va r i a b l e s . 
Obvious coding errors included values for v a r i a b l e s outside the i r 
expected range and indicated i r r e g u l a r i t i e s ranging from those associated 
with a single column to an entire record. 
The above mentioned subprogram e f f e c t i v e l y gave a frequency 
distribution of va r i a b l e s measured on the i n t e r v a l s c a l e . Cases having 
extreme values for variables at either end of the d i s t r i b u t i o n were l i s t e d 
in numerical order together with the variable concerned and i t s value 
using the data se l e c t i o n and output f a c i l i t i e s . The scores were checked 
on the respective programming sheets, and for extreme values recourse was 
made to checking the p r i n t and repeating observations. 
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The programming sheet had been devised i n such a way as to 
locate potential variables with low frequencies adjacent to those with 
a high probability of reg i s t e r i n g non-zero scores. Also during the 
course of reading the p r i n t s , records were kept of case numbers with 
specified unusual features. Data s e l e c t i o n f a c i l i t i e s were used to 
identify cases i n the f i l e with rare pattern or delta categories; 
thus anomalies were e a s i l y i d e n t i f i e d . Such errors were usually 
associated with miscalculation of the column number for a record 
during punching. 
I t was noted e a r l i e r that a greater number of va r i a b l e s had 
been entered on the North Pennine Dales programming sheet than that made 
available for general purpose. Using the variable transformation 
(conditional and arithmetic statements) and data se l e c t i o n f a c i l i t i e s 
in SPSS, cases displaying mismatches for s p e c i f i c statements were l i s t e d 
and both the programming sheets and pr i n t s checked. An obvious example 
i s i l l u s t r a t e d below as part of a data se l e c t i o n sequence. 
1 16 
* SELECT I F (MAINCR EQ 1 AND P3TR NE 1) 
WRITE CASES (3X, F4.0, F1.0) CASE, P3TR 
This was na t u r a l l y repeated for MAINCL and P3TL. The need 
for referring back to the prints i s exemplified by the above statement. 
T 
Rare cases of an abortive C mainline not being associated with a I I I 
do e x i s t . A l l matches between l o g i c a l i d e n t i t i e s were made. 
I t i s well to understand that c e r t a i n possible errors could 
not be located. Instances of t h i s n a t u r a l l y include a l l var i a b l e s with 
a wide range of plausible scores, values of which may be inco r r e c t for 
any case, but not obviously so. No attempt beyond a short experimental 
study was made of comparing scores for card columns and programme sheet 
boxes. I t became clear that i t would prove an extremely time consuming 
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practice and involving one person alone had doubtful v a l i d i t y as a 
checking device. Errors were associated with approximately 100 
variables throughout the e n t i r e f i l e . However many had a causal nexus 
in a single record. 
The basic storage of data remains on cards. This deck was 
immediately copied to a private f i l e s p a c e on a magnetic disk pack for 
editing and a n a l y s i s . The edited f i l e was transferred (copied) to two 
magnetic tapes, one acting as an additional source of storage for analysis 
the second as a back-up f i l e . A l l corrections effected through MTS 
editor were duplicated for the card deck. 
Computer Programmes and Design of Analysis. 
A. F i l e s . 
Above, something has already been said of f i l e s - a l o g i c a l 
entity consisting of a set of l i n e s holding information pertaining to a 
data bank or programme; and devices - physical e n t i t i e s of computer 
hardware. The basic f i l e DALES has been described i n s u f f i c i e n t d e t a i l 
and i t i s on t h i s f i l e , and on extracts from i t , usually modified sample 
scratch f i l e s and condensed summaries more e s p e c i a l l y matrices that a 
series of u t i l i t y programmes operated. 
The l a t t e r can be divided into two main categories based on 
their a v a i l a b i l i t y i n the system, - public and private f i l e s . Several 
public f i l e s or packages on magnetic disk maintained by the N.U.M.A.C. 
staff were accessed during the course of the survey, but not a l l were 
found to be of value; they are i n any case protected against modification 
The most c r u c i a l and widely used f a c i l i t i e s are commands issued under MTS 
described i n d e t a i l i n the MTS Manuals, volumes 1 to 3. An introduction 
to this c r u c i a l documentation i n volume 1 i s given i n the abridged version 
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N.U.M.A.C's F i l e s , Devices and Commands (1974). Many of these 
f a c i l i t i e s were used ( i . e . , *EDIT) in the preceding section on Data 
Preparation and Storage. 
The main public programmes accessed at d i f f e r e n t stages 
in analysis were as follows:-
a) The S t a t i s t i c a l Package for the S o c i a l Sciences (SPSS). 
This includes many subprogrammes i n versions 5 and 6, 
the l a t t e r including a number of improved routines. 
Each subprogramme includes a range of data handling 
f a c i l i t i e s and s t a t i s t i c a l procedures and these are 
adequately documented ( c f . , Nie et alia 1970, 1972, 1973, 
1975). 
b) The OSTRIS package of computer programmes. Use of these 
subroutines was r e s t r i c t e d to h i e r a r c h i c a l c l u s t e r a n a l y s i s 
(HICLSTR) and non-metric multidimensional s c a l i n g (MINISSA) 
as many of the procedures were available i n SPSS. 
c) The Biomedical Computer programmes BMD (Dixon 1973). 
Subroutines i n t h i s package were severely limited by the 
poor f a c i l i t i e s for handling missing values for ind i v i d u a l 
cases, and during the survey BMD(P) was not a v a i l a b l e . 
I t should again be noted that SPSS covers most of the sub-
routines i n BMD. However, i t has to be admitted that SPSS 
has no f a c i l i t i e s for d i r e c t l y managing polychotomous data, 
and i t .should be noted that some of the subprogrammes i n 
SPSS are e f f e c t i v e l y derivatives of BMD constructs ( i . e . , 
program DISCRIMINANT in SPSS version 6 equates with BMD(P)7M). 
d) In the e a r l y stages of computer mapping choroplethic 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s , the SYMAP package (Muxworthy 1972) was used. 
These f i r s t generation type displays v i a the l i n e p r i n t e r 
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were considered to be greatly i n f e r i o r to density shading 
routines devised by Dr D. W. Rhind for the graph p l o t t e r s 
and were superseded. A l l graphic displays i l l u s t r a t e d i n 
the text have been developed using the *PLOTSYS public f i l e 
which d i r e c t s card images to the Durham 1130 pl o t t e r under 
MTS. The actual programmes u t i l i z i n g subroutines i n *PL0TSYS 
are private f i l e s and noted at a relevant location i n t h i s 
report. 
Beside the raw data f i l e , several private f i l e s included 
programmes not available or more e f f i c i e n t than others i n the public 
storage area on magnetic disk. The most noteworthy are indicated 
briefly below. 
a) MINISSA-1 non-metric multidimensional scaling programme 
(Roskam and Lingoes 1970). This has produced s a t i s f a c t o r y 
displays for resemblance matrices of non-Euclidean data i n 
the past. Alternative programmes are avail a b l e i n OSIRIS 
(MDSCAL, MINISSA). 
b) MINSKEW, a minimum skewness programme based on a family of 
transformations suggested by Box and Cox (1964) which depends 
on a single parameter X. The programme was developed by 
Dunlap and Duffy (1974) but modified for N.U.M.A.C. users 
at Durham by J . Steele (1975). 
c) A 'genetic' distance programme based on the frequencies of 
discrete data developed i n i t i a l l y by Edwards, Cornfield and 
Zonta (1966) at Aberdeen University and subsequently modified 
by E. Thompson (1971-72) of the S t a t i s t i c s Laboratory, 
Cambridge. The discrete measure i s that of Edwards (1971). 
A l l programmes noted above (together with additional routines) 
not f u l l y documented elsewhere or generally a v a i l a b l e are described where 
appropriate. 
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B. Design of Analysis. 
The arrangement of subsequent chapters and t h e i r subdivisions 
follows the l o g i c a l design or stages of analysis i n the computer. An 
exceptional entry (Chapter 6) includes a b r i e f summary of the genetics 
of palmar and d i g i t a l dermatoglyphic features. 
Chapters 7 and 8 are concerned with the non-spatial aspects of 
dermal features. This includes the measurement scales of va r i a b l e s 
together with t h e i r frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n s . Summary comparisons for 
inter d i g i t a l and bimanual d i s t i n c t i o n s are considered only as secondary 
output from analyses of s p a t i a l v a r i a t i o n . However, differences between 
the sexes are systematically studied i n order to asc e r t a i n the f e a s i b i l i t y 
of reducing output and increasing sample s i z e through the i r amalgamation. 
A detailed investigation i s made of in t e r v a r i a b l e relationships 
particularly the d i g i t a l ridge counts. The two chapters contain the 
results of biv a r i a t e and multivariate analyses respectively. 
Chapter 9 i s devoted e n t i r e l y to the s p a t i a l v a r i a t i o n of 
dermal features over the North Pennine Dales survey region. For reasons 
outlined e a r l i e r , t h i s v a r i a t i o n can only properly be ascertained through 
regional comparisons, the data being i n s u f f i c i e n t l y refined for more 
sophisticated geographical a n a l y s i s . This chapter l o g i c a l l y follows 
the preceding section on inte r v a r i a b l e r e l a t i o n s h i p s . I t permits a 
condensed format based on c l u s t e r s of varia b l e s and note can be taken of 
spatial discordance for att r i b u t e s which share high factor loadings. 
The study of regional i n t e r r e l a t i o n s h i p s i s the topic of 
Chapter 10. I t i s divided into three basic parts. The f i r s t i s a study 
of phenetic resemblances between the t e r r i t o r i e s for the dermatoglyphic 
features. Different measures and groups of va r i a b l e s are used for t h i s 
purpose. The second part i n turn investigates r e l a t i o n s h i p s between the 
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regions on the basis of population movement matrices, a main inquiry 
being the extent to which t h i s r e f l e c t s the prominent topography of the 
North Pennine Dales and of the human geography of surrounding regions. 
The f i n a l part i s concerned with the degree to which the b i o l o g i c a l 
distances between regions can be explained by features of the movement 
matrices and other predictors extracted from the time-slice sample of 
surveyed individuals. 
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Chapter 6 The Genetics of D i g i t a l and Palmar Dermatoglyphics 
1, Basic Questions and Underlying Issues. 
A. Basic I n q u i r i e s . 
The value of dermatoglyphics to anthropological research 
depends on the degree to which the various at t r i b u t e s i s o l a t e d for study 
are inherited. Of course, the determination of genetic variance amongst 
the dermal attributes i s an e n t i r e l y separate topic from the present 
study, but i t s d i r e c t relevance to conclusions made regarding the v a r i a b i l i t y 
of attributes over space and the nature of population d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n 
demands that t h i s arena of i n t e r e s t be reviewed. Two basic questions are 
suggested, the f i r s t alluded to above being paramount. 
a) There i s the primary need to know the degree to which 
individual dermal features are genetically determined. 
The d i s t i n c t i o n between the concepts of degree of genetic 
determination and h e r i t a b i l i t y i s c r u c i a l but not often 
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made i n dermatoglyphic studies. H e r i t a b i l i t y (h ) i s 
understood to be that proportion of t o t a l phenotypic 
variance that i s due to additive genetic v a r i a b i l i t y 
excluding that expressed by heterozygotes. 
h 2 - Va/Va + Vd + Ve 
where a, i s che proportion due to additive genes; 
d, that due to net dominance and e, that due to 
environmental influences. 
In the multigenic case, the degree of genetic determination 
(Vg) can be read as 
Vg = (Va + Vam + Vd + Vi)/(Va + Vam + Vd + V i + Ve) 
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where, supplementing the above notation; am i s that 
proportion of the variance due to asso r t a t i v e mating; 
i , that due to e p i s t a s i s . Vg i s therefore that part of 
phenotypic variance not accounted for by environmental 
influences Ve, which again p o t e n t i a l l y may be divided up 
into several components. The reason for r e f e r r i n g to 
genetic variance i n the polygenic model w i l l become cl e a r 
in due course. 
There i s the compelling demand to know p r e c i s e l y how each 
dermal attribute i s inherited. This becomes more understand-
able when i t i s considered that a concrete solution as to the 
development of macro-dermal features throughout the Primates 
s t i l l eludes researchers. Hypotheses concerning the f i x a t i o n 
of dermal topologies, e s p e c i a l l y t h e i r c h a r a c t e r i s t i c forms, 
are s t i l l limited to i n t e l l i g e n t speculation based on 
independent l i n e s of reasoning. At present, the question 
why there should be patterning of epidermal ridges at a l l 
f a i l s , i t would seem, to have any greater s i g n i f i c a n c e than 
that of the enforced configuration of v i t a l anatomical 
structures, the epidermal ridges, to the stresses of topographic 
d i s t o r t i o n throughout ea r l y human ontogeny. Consequently, i t 
i s hardly an advanced leap of anticipation to suspect that the 
dermal attributes outlined i n e a r l i e r pages are not inherited 
in a simple Mendelian fashion. Nevertheless, a b r i e f resume 
i s given of e a r l i e r attempts to i l l u s t r a t e elementary genetic 
segregation i n phenotypes. For the most part, these were 
fragmentary studies limited i n both techniques and coverage. 
Only within recent years have more sophisticated and h o l i s t i c 
studies been executed. 
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B. Mendelian versus Polygenic Models and Dermal Genesis. 
The history of genetic research into dermatoglyphics r e f l e c t s 
the familiar conditions that p r e v a i l when the simple Mendelian one to one 
model between phenotype and genotype has f a i l e d to be demonstrated i n a 
particular f a m i l i a l sample. Two conclusions were more often than not 
based primarily on the knowledge or the disregard of sampling character-
i s t i c s . 
a) A simple Mendelian solution was assumed, perhaps a dominant 
or recessive condition. That the model did not quite f i t 
was attributed to c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the sample; on the 
other hand, the l a t t e r was not considered or e n t i r e l y 
misunderstood. 
b) The usual escape clauses were applied to pedigree a n a l y s i s . 
The model was observed to f a i l i n some respect and so 
variable penetrance or sex influences were assumed, j u s t 
as genetic d r i f t has been applied to problems i n population 
genetics. 
More recently, recourse has been made to the polygenic model 
especially for features displaying pseudo-continuous scores. The prime 
example has been t o t a l finger ridge count TFRC ( c f . , Holt 1968), but ridge 
counts on the palm have also invited t h i s explanation. The foundation of 
the polygenic model and the mode of inquiry was established ( c f . , F i s h e r 
1918) long before the mechanisms of metabolic pathways controlled by genie 
action were f u l l y appreciated. 
As Edwards (1969) has indicated, by specifying declining 
penetrance, the simple locus model imperceptibly merges into the many 
factor or polygenic model representing the other extreme. Other authors 
faced with t h i s spectrum of p o s s i b i l i t i e s have indicated the r o l e of 
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genetic components i n p a r t i c u l a r dermal att r i b u t e s but admitted t h e i r 
apparently complex and indeterminate action. 
"Where we are dealing with the r e s u l t s of several or many 
metabolites, as i n t o t a l growth or i n the consequences of inco-ordinated 
embryonic growth or with some part of the metabolic net influenced by 
numerous pathways, we can plausibly assume that the number of factors i s 
very large; the sheer complexity of the s i t u a t i o n l i m i t s us to some simple 
summarizing index, although we must appreciate that a single number can 
t e l l us l i t t l e about the structure of anything very complex." (Edwards 
1969 p. 59). 
As Edwards points out, the solution to such complex s t r u c t u r a l 
endproducts, which most c e r t a i n l y includes dermal a t t r i b u t e s , i s a 
technical problem imposed by the s t a t i s t i c a l mimicry that p r e v a i l s between 
the alternate models using f a m i l i a l data. Nevertheless, such summarizing 
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indices as h , k, r , b or p and q have t h e i r value i n indicating the degree 
of genetic determination of any character. These measures including a 
synopsis of those used i n dermatoglyphic research to date are indicated i n 
the subsequent subsection. 
The genesis of dermatoglyphics has been considered i n some 
detail by M u l v i h i l l and Smith (1969) and Penrose (1969) and the basic 
stages i n their morphogenesis are summarized below. Following Edwards 1 
pertinent remarks, the f i r s t item i n i t s e l f i s obviously a l a t e s u p e r f i c i a l 
stage in individual development of the f i n a l dermal endproduct:-
Stage 1 Period 4 to 6 weeks. Fetus length crown to rump (CR) 4 to 13mm. 
Early limb development. Arm buds appear; hand develops; 
webbing recedes as the d i g i t s d i v e r s i f y . 
Stage 2 Period 6 to 8 weeks. Fetus length (CR) 13 to 30mm. 
Fe t a l pads appear and develop i n the following order:-
2nd, 3rd, 4th i n t e r d i g i t a l ; c e n t r a l palm; d i g i t a l 
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( d i s t a l phalange); thenar and hypothenar; proximal 
phalangeal d i g i t s . 
Stage 3 Period 8 to 12 weeks. Fetus length (CR) 30 to 55mm. 
During the twelfth and thirteenth weeks, the ridges begin 
to develop at the dermal-epidermal junction, the stratum 
corneum remaining smooth; while the pads begin to regress 
i n r e l a t i v e s i z e . Regression follows i n the order:-
f i r s t , the centr a l palmar pad recedes rapidly and completely; 
the thenar and hypothenar regress at a vari a b l e r a t e ; 
i n t e r d i g i t a l and d i s t a l phalangeal pads p e r s i s t longest even 
into postnatal l i f e . 
Stage 4 Period 13 to 15 weeks. Fetus length (CR) 70 to 90mm. 
Primary deep dermal ridges appear and develop asymtotically 
i n any one region. Primary ridges multiply. 
Stage 5 Period 16 weeks. Fetus length (CR) 100mm. 
Diff e r e n t i a t i o n of epidermis and sweat anlage appear. 
Stage 6 Period 19 weeks. Fetus length (CR) 140mm. 
Secondary deep ridges develop. 
Stage 7 Period 21 weeks. Fetus length (CR) 160mm. 
Definite pattern i s complete by t h i s time. Keratinized 
epidermal surface becomes ridged over the primary deep 
dermal ridges. 
Of the structures developed, the dermal ridges have a p a r t i c u l a r 
significance regardless of t h e i r macro-orientation. The pores of sweat 
glands open out on th e i r summits and by a s s i s t i n g p r e h e n s i l i t y have an 
important function. Also each ridge envelops a p a r a l l e l l i n e of dermal 
papillae at the epidermis/corium boundary. The dermal p a p i l l a e are 
associated with nerve endings and t h e i r function i s primarily to transmit 
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sensations received by the stratum corneum, - so increasing t a c t i l e 
acuity; moreover they are d i r e c t l y associated with epidermal renovation. 
The generalized stages outlined above c e r t a i n l y suggest the 
important part occupied by r e l a t i v e differences i n morphogenesis i n the 
development of dermal v a r i a t i o n . For a long time, the relationship 
between the growth and regression of volar pads and dermal configurations 
has been discussed, e s p e c i a l l y from the ear l y embryological research of 
Bonnevie (1924, 1929, 1931). A statement by Wilder (1930) had p a r t i c u l a r 
significance i n as much as i t conveys a part explanation for the f a i l u r e of 
contemporary and subsequent elementary genetic studies in dermatoglyphic 
research. 
"Whatever i t i s that i s inherited i n the f i e l d of dermatoglyphics, 
i t i s not definite types of morphological patterns. I f there i s an 
inheritance of configuration (and he admitted there was), i t i s not a d i r e c t 
one, but rather one which r e s u l t s from the inheritance of the topography of 
the areas covered by the ridges." (Wilder 1930 p. 200 from M u i v i h i l l and 
Smith 1969.) 
Penrose (1969 p. 80) distinguished between two viewpoints. 
He termed the conventional view, that which supposed the dermal configur-
ations to represent l i n e s of tension, the ridges running at r i g h t angles 
to the direction of pressure i n the epidermis. An a l t e r n a t i v e suggestion 
he preferred i s that they follow l i n e s of greatest p o s i t i v e curvature i n 
the embryonic epidermis, not l i n e s of tension. As M u i v i h i l l and Smith 
indicate, l i n e s of greatest positive curvature are d i r e c t l y equated with 
zones of greatest s t r e s s , as indeed was i l l u s t r a t e d by Kolosoff and Paukul 
(1906) in thei r equations for the loxodromic d i s t o r t i o n of surfaces 
subject to underlying v e r t i c a l forces. Penrose's objection to the 
conventional viewpoint ( c f . , Cummins 1923), that the configurations are not 
contour lin e s or geodesies, i s one that s i m i l a r l y applies to r e l a t i v e 
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curvature. Also, i t i s c l e a r that as the dermal surfaces are bounded 
structures, i n l i e r s within other t i s s u e s (the unridged skin on the dorsal 
surfaces), the development of configurations, cannot r e a l i s t i c a l l y be 
expected to follow precise mathematical i r r e g u l a r i t i e s of the f e t a l ventral 
topography even taking into consideration the complexity envisaged i n a 
temporal framework, but must also be related to the t o t a l morphology and 
physiology of complete structures, - the e n t i r e hands and d i g i t s . 
The d i s t i n c t i o n made by Penrose then i s not convincing and 
i t would seem that the development of dermal configurations i s dependent 
on two primary observations:-
a) The i r r e g u l a r i t i e s i n three dimensional f e t a l topography 
of the dermal surfaces; the alignment of v i t a l epidermal 
ridges to non-uniformities of the volar pads within a 
larger anatomical framework. 
b) The timing of events i n ontogeny. 
" I n f a c t , the independent developmental timings of the 
appearance and regression of the pads and of the formation of ridges are 
so interrelated that s l i g h t v a r i a t i o n s i n the onset of ei t h e r process would 
be su f f i c i e n t to account for some of the v a r i a b i l i t y of patterns and of 
frequencies of patterns which are found in normal and abnormal conditions." 
(Mulvihill and Smith 1969 p. 584.) 
As they state, the f i n a l pattern may be interpreted as the 
consequence of the height and contour of the pad at the c r i t i c a l time when 
ridges are developing, an hypothesis c l e a r l y expounded by Cummins (1935). 
Thus, the present explanation incorporates no more than a mechanical i n t e r -
pretation of events, and i n t h i s form i s supported by observations of dermal 
topology throughout the Primates, embryology and a co n s t e l l a t i o n of major 
development anomalies; such are syndactyly, ectrodactyly, adactyly, r a d i a l 
dysplasias, together with dermal v a r i a t i o n associated with chromosomal 
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disorders. Obviously, an extremely complex network of events involves 
a multitude of elements, against which current knowledge provides no 
more than a coarse background. 
C. Frameworks for Genetic Analysis. 
The openings for genetic a n a l y s i s of dermal t r a i t s are as 
numerous as the type and quality of data available, - whether i t be of 
family or population extraction, - the methods used for study, - ranging 
from early q u a l i t a t i v e assessments to increasingly sophisticated quant-
it a t i v e constructs, - and the models applied. The l a t t e r are not limited 
by our concepts of genie action but by the techniques ava i l a b l e for 
deciphering t h e i r p a r t i c u l a t e involvement i n situations where the one to 
one map between genotype and phenotype f a i l s . 
The extreme approaches are represented by q u a l i t a t i v e a s s e s s -
ments of limited pedigree data for simple Mendelian inferences on the one 
hand to quantitative studies ranging over both f a m i l i a l and population data 
accessible to a spectrum of models based on maximum likel i h o o d p r i n c i p l e s . 
Experimental techniques associated with Mendelian r a t i o s are n a t u r a l l y 
unavailable to dermatoglyphic researchers, and explain the f a i l u r e of 
earlier r e s u l t s based on sporadically reported pedigrees for various t r a i t s , 
though some success has been obtained in other areas of human genetics 
using th i s simple approach. Pooled data of pedigrees have permitted quant-
itative evaluations of phenotypes. Under c e r t a i n conditions and based on 
specific f a m i l i a l r e l ationships i t i s possible to make inferences compatible 
with those based on experimental breeding programmes applied to other 
organisms. The basic problem i s that of generating the appropriate 
corrections to the form of the biased sampling strategy effected during 
ascertainment. Simple corrections for truncate complete s e l e c t i o n have 
been provided by Weinberg (1912) - the d i r e c t sib method - and by 
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Bernstein (1929), Lenz (1929) and Hogben (1931) - the a priori method. 
These have been improved by Haldane (1932), Finney (1949) and L i and 
Mantel (1968). Simple correction i s also a v a i l a b l e for single s e l e c t i o n 
in proband removal. The modes of ascertainment for segregation analysis 
are described in C a v a l l i - S f o r z a and Bodmer (1971 p. 852-853). 
From the early work of Morton (1958, 1959, 1962), the models 
have increased i n power and generality to those of Barrai et alia (1965), 
Dewey et alia (1965), Mi (1967) and P e r i t z (1966). More recently, 
segregation analysis has been extended to more complex modes of inheritance 
by Elandt-Johnson (1970, 1971). A model with wider application for the 
genetic analysis of pedigree data has been discussed by Elston and Stewart 
(1971); i n addition to more simple modes of inheritance, t h i s permits 
the examination of quantitative t r a i t s and others whose manifestation i s 
influenced to a large extent by the environment. I t u t i l i z e s f u l l pedigree 
data by random sampling. Tests for p a r t i c u l a r genetic mechanisms are 
effected through the s p e c i f i c a t i o n of a genetic transformation matrix, and 
range from the one autosomal locus two a l l e l e model to polygenic models 
that are e n t i r e l y additive or subject to major gene influences. 
Genetic inferences can also be established from d i r e c t quant-
itative analysis of population phenotype frequencies u t i l i z i n g the f a m i l i a r 
binomial square expansion law. As for segregation a n a l y s i s , several 
important conditions have to be met or accounted for i n c a l c u l a t i o n s which 
are generally limited to t e s t s of simple inheritance r a r e l y extending 
beyond multiple a l l e l i s m or two independent l o c i . 
No straightforward d i s t i n c t i o n e x i s t s between simple and complex 
modes of inheritance, though i t i s c l e a r that as the ultimate genie e f f e c t s 
become increasingly separated from the primary gene products by metabolic 
pathways, the diagnosis of phenotypes i s greatly complicated. Nevertheless, 
there i s a c l e a r d i s t i n c t i o n between the mode of inheritance and the 
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distribution of scores i n the phenotype, though quantitative characters 
can obviously have a simple ba s i s . "The r e l a t i o n between a gene's 
individual effect on a quantitative character and the t o t a l amount of 
variation with respect to the character i s the e s s e n t i a l feature d i s t i n g u i s h -
ing quantitative from q u a l i t a t i v e inheritance." ( C a v a l l i - S f o r z a and 
Bodmer 1971 p. 511). Complex modes of inheritance can range i n measure-
ment scale from continuous or pseudo-continuous a t t r i b u t e s , which from a 
normal di s t r i b u t i o n of scores and inferences of cent r a l l i m i t theorem 
imply a m u l t i f a c t o r i a l b a s i s , to non-Mendelian ' a l l or none' t r a i t s . 
Attributes with a suspected m u l t i f a c t o r i a l basis are usually subject to 
he r i t a b i l i t y estimates rather than an analysis to determine the mode of 
inheritance, though references to methods have been given above that allow 
the discrimination of major components of v a r i a t i o n both in a polygenic 
milieu with added environmental influences and for quantitative characters. 
Fisher (1918) distinguishes between two components of genetic variance, 
one resulting from differences between homozygotes - the additive component 
(Va), and the other from s p e c i f i c e f f e c t s of various a l l e l e s i n hetero-
zygotes - or the net dominance deviation (Vd). The covariances between 
relatives i n a population under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium are given below: -
Relationship Coefficient of Covariance 
The basic polygenic model attributed to Weinberg (1909) and 
Va Vd 
Parent - Offspring 
Midparent - Offspring 
F u l l Sibs 
0.50 
0.71 
0.50 0.25 
Half Sibs 0.25 
Uncle - Nephew 
F i r s t Cousins 0.125 
0.25 
For characters determined s o l e l y by sex-linked additive genes, 
the father-son c o r r e l a t i o n i s zero; that for both father-daughter and 
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mother-son are / / 2 or 0.71; that for mother-daughter i s 0.50; 
correlations for brother-brother, br o t h e r - s i s t e r and s i s t e r - s i s t e r are 
respectively 0.50, 0.35 and 0.75 (Penrose 1949). Dominance reduces a l l 
correlations, the amount depending on gene frequencies. Parent-child 
correlation i s reduced twice as much as the s i b - s i b c o r r e l a t i o n . This 
particular mode of inquiry i s most suitable for characters which exhibit 
continuous or pseudo-continuous v a r i a t i o n , but i t has been extended by 
C.A.B. Smith to v a r i a b l e s with i n f e r i o r measurement scales ( c f . , Loesch 
1971). 
H e r i t a b i l i t y estimates of the proportionate amount of additive 
genetic variance can be made d i r e c t l y from i n t r a - f a m i l i a l correlations 
(Penrose 1971). More sophisticated models have been designed for threshold 
characters by Falconer (1965) and Edwards (1969). I t i s more d i f f i c u l t to 
detect heritable components of characters that are r e l a t i v e l y frequent i n 
2 
the general population using Falconer's model. Also, b from which h 
2 
i s extracted (b = rh , where r i s the c o e f f i c i e n t of r e l a t i o n s h i p ) i s 
estimated from q r and q*% the incidence of the t r a i t i n the r e l a t i v e s of 
'affected' individuals and i n the general population respectively, and 
• • • r the distributions of the conceptualized underlying v a r i a t e for q and qS 
w i l l d i f f e r . For these reasons, Edwards' model i s preferred. This 
u t i l i z e s Pearsonian bidimensional normal d i s t r i b u t i o n theory in assessing 
p from l i a b i l i t i e s of an individual (propositus) and a r e l a t i v e ; p equates 
2 
with rh . The application of Holzinger's (1929) H (qMZ - qDZ/l - qDZ) 
using monozygotic (MZ) and dizygotic (DZ) twins, which i s based on the 
frequencies of concordance i n the twin pairs i s not s a t i s f a c t o r y , as no 
account i s taken of Ve. 
The measurement of the degree of genetic determination of a 
continuously varying character i s usually effected by way of twin studies, 
based on the comparison of the variance of the differences between p a i r s i n 
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monozygotic and dizygotic groups. However, no assessment can be made 
of the mode of inheritance. Thus: 
H = VDZ - VMZ 
VDZ 
where V represents the mean of the square differences between p a i r s i n 
each group. The significance of H i s given by: 
Var(H) ~ 2 ( VMZ/VDZ) 2^^-lX^+n^) 
n ^ ( n 2 ~ 3 ) 2 (n 2-5) 
where n^ and n^ are the number of monozygotic and dizygotic twin p a i r s 
respectively. 
This approach assumes that relevant environmental influences 
in the two groups are the same and that there i s no gene/environment i n t e r -
action. More recently, C h r i s t i a n et alia (1974) have discussed a more 
general model and the assumptions required to estimate genetic variance 
from monozygotic and dizygotic twins. Using the among- and within-twin 
pair mean squares they indicate how two independent estimates of genetic 
variance can be obtained. The model holds only i f differences i n t o t a l 
mean squares between the twin groups are due to stochastic f l u c t u a t i o n s . 
I t i s necessary to underline that many of the e a r l y studies using twin 
pairs are invalidated by the poor diagnosis of zygosity. 
2. Dermal Features. 
The basic issue underlying the genetic a n a l y s i s of dermal 
features i s the extreme complexity of the configurations, the intergrades 
of topographic attributes represented i n any configuration and the r e a l 
problems associated with measurement and s c a l e . Because of t h i s , i t i s 
hardly surprising that genetic workers have without exception been forced 
to concentrate on a f r a c t i o n of the dermal complex at any one time, that i s 
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even excluding high resolution micro-elements. Thus, the fragmented 
documentation on pattern types, pattern d i r e c t i o n , pattern form and shape, -
which are not n e c e s s a r i l y the same thing; pattern location, pattern 
intensity and counts of epidermal ridges. Throughout the h i s t o r y of 
significant dermatoglyphic research, from the accumulation of evidence by 
Gal ton (1892) as to the genetic basis of many dermal a t t r i b u t e s , the 
continuing d i f f i c u l t y has been that of distinguishing between the above 
physical components of dermal configurations. That i t has not proved 
possible to give them unambiguous meaning i s due i n great part to the 
failure to e s t a b l i s h c l e a r d e f i n i t i o n s for each a t t r i b u t e , - a considerable 
problem for a l l topographies which di s c l o s e intergrades between basic 
structures, - and to provide observer error-free quantification for a l l 
components of v a r i a t i o n i d e n t i f i e d . 
The recent introduction of topology to dermatoglyphics by 
Penrose (1965), - the immediate significance established for loops within 
dermal configurations, - and the u t i l i z a t i o n of ulnar and r a d i a l ridge 
counts in genetic analysis f i r s t properly applied by Coope (1971) opens 
out a very promising future for genetic a n a l y s i s of d i g i t a l features. 
Of course, the quantitative value of ridge counts was r e a l i z e d e a r l y on 
in the history of dermatoglyphic studies with Bonnevie (1924), but the 
absence of both computer hardware and the embryonic nature of multivariate 
s t a t i s t i c a l analyses u n t i l the l a s t decade or so have deterred the form-
ulation of appropriate methodologies for research into the genetics of 
dermal features. 
At present i t i s generally accepted that ulnar and r a d i a l 
ridge counts describe most of the topologically s i g n i f i c a n t d i g i t a l features 
as inferred from Penrose and Loesch (1970), but do not account for ulnar 
and radi a l pattern duplication i n l a t e r a l pocket loops nor d i s t i n g u i s h 
between whorls and double loops, the l a t t e r c a l l e d ' t w i s t i n g 1 by Bonnevie. 
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The study of pattern shape i s greatly complicated by the d i f f i c u l t y 
of applying suitable measures. Coope (1971 p. 147) was well aware 
of these shortcomings and the need to represent the dermal complex i n 
f u l l . However, though a s a t i s f a c t o r y solution to some problems may 
appear intangible, pattern form being the c l a s s i c example, a l l the 
distinguishable attributes of dermal topography do not n e c e s s a r i l y have 
the same significance from the genetic standpoint. Most features could 
be accounted for applying the attributes coded herein, collapsing matrices 
i n i t i a l l y composed of RFR1 to LFU5 and ordinally coded RPR1 to LPU5. 
Unfortunately, the early studies of the inheritance of dermal 
features f a i l e d not only because of the fragmentation of a t t r i b u t e s and 
subjective measurement systems applied, but simply because the methods of 
genetic analysis were c l e a r l y inappropriate. Consequently, i t has to be 
admitted that the s p e c i f i c Mendelian systems described for dermal attributes 
especially since Bonnevie's detailed research on the d i g i t s are the outcome 
only of i n t e l l i g e n t guesswork, but guesswork nevertheless. Throughout the 
literature there i s growing appreciation of the f u l l complexity of dermal 
endproducts, and only within the l a s t h a l f decade or so have r e a l i s t i c 
measures been taken to explore these v a r i a t i o n systems. 
A. Digits. 
Most of the e a r l y researchers were preoccupied with d i g i t a l 
configurations, and i t i s with the d i g i t s that the fragmentation of 
attributes i s usually associated. 
( i ) Configurations. Qualitative studies. 
The various opinions can be grouped under several headings 
each representing i s o l a t e d areas of research. 
(a) Pattern type. 
Elderton (1920) extended Galton and Henry's early work and 
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considered the combination of patterns on the index fingers in parental 
combinations and t h e i r children noting the l i m i t a t i o n s imposed by various 
combinations and the non-particulate nature of pattern inheritance. 
Bonnevie (1924) was quick to notice the spectrum of pattern-types on d i g i t s 
and later suggested that the d i s t i n c t i v e d i s t r i b u t i o n of pattern types on 
adjacent and homologous d i g i t s of both hands implied an interdependence of 
the d i g i t s , each forming part of a common genetic complex. Gruneberg (1928) 
followed by a number of workers, among them Bohmer and Harren (1939), Essen-
Moller (1941), Matsukura (1950) and Furuhata (1956), have generally concen-
trated on one d i g i t or pattern type i n an attempt to i s o l a t e mechanisms of 
inheritance, and have favoured independent controls for separate d i g i t s 
and/or patterns. The marked v a r i a b i l i t y of patterns i n s i b l i n g s even 
forced Bohmer and Harren to deny an inherited basis for the t r a i t s though 
their tabulated data ( c f . , Cummins and Midlo 1961 p. 220) are c l e a r 
indication of such transmission. Kramp (1952), R i f e (1953), Lamy et alia 
(1957) and Weninger (1965) d i r e c t l y oppose these statements and indicate a 
multifactorial b asis for d i g i t a l patterns. 
Huizinga and Van der Heiden (1957) believe that loops and 
arches (phenotype 1) and whorl and composite patterns (phenotype 2) 
represent two phenotypic categories, such that the frequency of loops and 
arches on separate fingers depends on the frequency of a gene a^ with a 
penetrance of 0.4 i n males and 0.6 i n females. The manifestation of 
phenotype 2 depends on a^ homozygote gene frequency. Invocation of 
penetrance removed the d i f f i c u l t y of explaining the v a r i a b l e manifestation 
of heterozygotes. As recently as 1962, Sekla has described a simple 
genetic basis for r a d i a l loops and arches, which i n h i s opinion are 
dominant to small whorls and loops. Detailed pedigree observations led 
Lazaro et alia (1962) to formulate a mixed o r i g i n for the b a s i c pattern 
type categories, A polygenic basis was hypothesized for whorls and ulnar 
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loops i n contrast to arch formation. The l a t t e r they also indicated to 
be subject to maternal environment, but r a d i a l loops more to o v e r a l l 
stochastic processes. 
(b) Pattern direction. 
Bonnevie's data were too few to e s t a b l i s h a hereditary basis for 
pattern direction, a conclusion more firmly advocated by K a r l (1934). 
Similarly, the figures made available by Gruneberg (1928) for twins and 
pairs of unrelated individuals are c e r t a i n l y i n s u f f i c i e n t to j u s t i f y the 
series of paired l o c i he suggested, though the part-heritable basis for 
this attribute i s implied i n h i s data and those of Newman (1930) and 
Mueller (1931). Walker's (1941) opinion that r a d i a l loops on ri g h t 
digit 2 are inherited as a sex-linked recessive i s not borne out i n the 
limited pedigrees i l l u s t r a t e d by him. 
(c) Pattern location. 
The so-called 'twisting-tendency 1 of Bonnevie may be included 
under thi s heading as by d e f i n i t i o n i t r e f e r s to any individual having a 
double cored pattern on one of his/her d i g i t s . As such, i t s p e c i f i e s a 
distinction, - i n cases displaying a pattern i n t e n s i t y of two on any d i g i t , • 
on the basis of the precise location of pattern cores. As indicated i n 
Chapter 4 on Data Measurement, t h i s d i s t i n c t i o n between double loops and 
whorls i s not an easy one, and depends on a subjective assessment of pattern 
core formation, there e x i s t i n g a natural sequence of patterns between 
concentric whorls and double loops. Therefore, whether or not the notation 
of 'twisting' i s inappropriate, the subjective element introduced i n c l a s s -
i f i c a t i o n considerably reduces the value of any r e s u l t s . 
In Bonnevie's opinion dual core location i s dominant over 
single cored conditions though i t i s obviously incomplete (Mueller 1930). 
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Conversely, Karl (1934) considers i t a r e c e s s i v e condition. Regardless 
of the above suggestions and complications introduced by the h e r i t a b i l i t y 
of pattern i n t e n s i t y , Cummins and Midlo (1961 p. 221) are able to demonstrate 
the inheritance of t h i s a t t r i b u t e i n data compounded from Bonnevie, Mueller 
and Bohmer and Harren. 
(d) Pattern form. 
As mentioned above, pattern form i s not n e c e s s a r i l y synonymous 
with pattern shape; the concept i s i n any case subject to modification 
depending on the d e f i n i t i o n of 'pattern 1. In the limited sense of 
Bonnevie (1924, 1929),a comparison of e l l i p t i c a l (narrow) with c i r c u l a r 
shapes,she considers these features to be under r e l a t i v e l y simple control, 
the former being dominant. Her work and subsequent studies of pattern form 
had to consider two basic problems. One i s the very large potential i n t e r -
rater and possible i n t r a - r a t e r errors associated with measurement, - length/ 
breadth r a t i o s depending on the idiosyncracies of finger printing. More-
over, different rules have been established for the placement of orthogonal 
axes over dermal configurations for measurement. In any case, orientation 
of overlays over d i g i t a l patterns involves many p r a c t i c a l d i f f i c u l t i e s 
(cf., Cummins and Midlo 1961 p. 178-182). Secondly, genetic studies have 
been executed by a r b i t r a r i l y slicing-up continuous values. As such, the 
outcome of parental combinations has extremely limited i n f e r e n t i a l capacity. 
Neither Mueller (1931) nor Becker (1954) consider pattern form to have a 
simple genetic b a s i s ; i n contrast, Geipel (1937) suggests a single gene, 
at most with an a l l e l i c s e r i e s . 
( i i ) Patterns. Quantification. 
The f a i l u r e of q u a l i t a t i v e studies to d i s c l o s e the mode of 
inheritance of d i g i t a l a t t r i b u t e s i s underlined i n the d i v e r s i t y of opinions 
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presented above, - the t o t a l disenchantment with them by current 
researchers r e f l e c t e d i n a recent review by P e r e i r a Da S i l v a (1971)• 
Attempts to analyze the groups of features outlined above by way of 
intrafamilial correlations using pseudo-continuous scales of counts per 
feature over the d i g i t s has only recently been extended to the t o t a l i t y of 
main pattern types. Previous studies were extremely limited. Weninger 
(1965) for instance focused s o l e l y on whorls. Even so, there was the 
strong suggestion for the m u l t i f a c t o r i a l inheritance of dermal configurations. 
More recently, D l i v i e r (1971), u t i l i z i n g the fundamental ideas 
of population genetics with regard to r a c i a l crosses, compared the frequency 
of basic pattern types with the o r e t i c a l estimates associated with a simple 
polyfactorial model. His conclusions p a r t l y anticipate more detailed 
calculations of the Soviet school; - the heredity of d i g i t a l con-
figurations seemed to have a simple transmission with the exception of 
radial loops for which he suggested a non-additive b a s i s . The recent 
development of Soviet Population genetic studies into dermatoglyphics 
originated with Guseva (1967). She outlined a three locus hypothesis for 
the formation of patterns each with two a l l e l e s , and found that data from 
Europe and Asia approximately corresponded to i t , whereas single gene, two 
and three a l l e l i c models f a i l e d . Various anomalies were i n i t i a l l y ascribed 
to epistasis (Guseva and Antonyuk 1969). Subsequently, Ritsner (1970) 
established the presence of 2 l o c i e f f e c t i n g the d i r e c t i o n of loops, 
giving four l o c i i n a l l . Nevertheless, the data do not s u f f i c i e n t l y f i t 
the model and i t has been necessary to invoke varying penetrance and 
expressivity of the genes and phenotypes respectively (Ritsner et alia 1971). 
Studies of i n t r a f a m i l i a l relationships have produced l e s s 
specific but more useful information in h e r i t a b i l i t y estimates. This does 
not include data on concordances i n twin p a i r s which at best are r e s t r i c t e d 
to assessments of Holzinger's H, and for which sample s i z e s are i n s u f f i c i e n t 
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to account for low frequency a t t r i b u t e s . Thus a compound estimate for 
digital patterns by Pena et alia (1973, H * 0.39) can be of l i t t l e value. 
The same applies to s i m i l a r r e s u l t s by Gruneberg (1928), Newman (1930) 
and P a r i s i and Di Bacco (1968). 
More r e a l i s t i c studies have been advanced by Loesch (1971, 
1974) and Mi and Rashad (1975). In both, the number of each pattern type 
and the number of t r i r a d i i on an individual are treated as quantitative 
t r a i t s . The r e s u l t s are given in Table 6.1 from which i t can be seen 
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that estimates of r d i f f e r considerably. Moreover, values of h vary 
enormously for different pattern types; for instance from 0.18 for r a d i a l 
loops to 0.84 for ulnar t r i r a d i i (Mi and Rashad 1975). There i s i n s u f f i c i e n t 
information to detect the cause of these differences, but i t i s c l e a r that 
the inheritance of d i g i t a l patterns i s not simple. The anomalies may 
partly be associated with the summation of patterns over the d i g i t s and 
the treatment of patterns as d i s c r e t e a t t r i b u t e s . 
These problems have to some extent been bypassed by Reed et 
alia (1975). Their investigation considered each d i g i t separately; 
moreover, each of the ten finger pattern types i d e n t i f i e d was given a 
quantitative score ranging from 0 (arches) to 2 (whorls and composites). 
Estimates of genetic variance were made u t i l i z i n g the programme of 
Christian et alia (1974). The r e s u l t s for finger patterns were d i r e c t l y 
comparable with those for ridge counts, a l l but the thumbs having s i g -
nificant genetic variance. I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g that patterns on the thumbs 
have been shown to be determined by d i f f e r e n t factors than patterns on 
other digits (Knussman 1967, Spence et alia 1973). However, the quant-
itative scale used i s quite a r b i t r a r y ; a l s o , c r i t i c i s m can be directed 
at their f a i l u r e to d i s t i n g u i s h pattern d i r e c t i o n and t h e i r method of 
urging patterns belonging to d i f f e r e n t i n t e n s i t y rankings. 
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More accurate rankings though with l e s s informational content 
are available i n delta scores, a d i r e c t measure of topological pattern 
intensity. I n t r a f a m i l i a l correlations for TFPII have been made avail a b l e 
by Mukherjee (1966) and Loesch (1974) (see Table 6.2). As TFPII c l o s e l y 
2 
correlates with TFRC (Basu and Namboodiri 1971, r Males, 0.750 and 
Females, 0.690) discussed i n d e t a i l below, i t i s to be expected that i n t r a -
familial correlations w i l l be equally s i m i l a r . This i s the case. Never-
theless, pattern i n t e n s i t y obviously represents only one aspect of the 
total dermal complex, and a more detailed coding system would n e c e s s a r i l y 
consider loop d i r e c t i o n with i n t e n s i t y and thus the r e l a t i v e p osition of 
deltas. 
( i i i ) Finger ridge counts. 
The o v e r a l l complexity of dermal features and the related 
d i f f i c u l t i e s associated with i d e n t i f y i n g the main components of v a r i a t i o n 
have in great part explained the f a i l u r e of q u a l i t a t i v e studies. This i s 
no better exemplified than i n the concept of pattern type. Whether defined 
topographically or topologically, no single value or measure i s s u f f i c i e n t 
to cover a l l the s i g n i f i c a n t a t t r i b u t e s of these d i g i t a l dermal features. 
Though i t i s now possible to eff e c t analysis of v a r i a t e s for which multiple 
measurements are a v a i l a b l e , the severe r e s t r i c t i o n s placed on involved 
computations during the early part of t h i s century forced the adoption of 
some simple summary index. I t i s for t h i s reason and the obviously s t e r i l e 
results l i k e l y to be gained from a r b i t r a r i l y notifying pattern types that 
led Bonnevie to explore f u l l y the concept of 'quantitative value' based on 
ridge counts, f i n a l l y TFRC. 
From her e a r l i e r work, the c a l c u l a t i o n of i n t r a f a m i l i a l 
correlations and the approximately normal d i s t r i b u t i o n of scores, she 
hypothesized that quantitative value depended on f i v e l o c i with multiple 
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allele s ; moreover she was f u l l y aware of complexities i n the mode of 
transmission, indicated i n the idiosyncracies of each d i g i t . Unfortunately, 
these early r e s u l t s were not extended into a more detailed a n a l y s i s of the 
polygenic model, a few years beforehand expounded by Fis h e r (1918). Instead, 
out of extensive embryological research developed a completely new hypothesi 
without adequate foundation i n genetic theory. This s p e c i f i e d three 
distinct gene p a i r s , Vv, Rr, Uu af f e c t i n g respectively the epidermal thick-
ness of the d i s t a l phalanges, and the f l u i d condition of epidermal c e l l s 
(polsterung) on d i g i t s 2 and 3, and 4 and 5. An inverse r e l a t i o n s h i p was 
described between these two main influences and ridge count. This second 
hypothesis has invited serious c r i t i c i s m ( c f . , Cummins and Midlo 1961 
p. 224-230; Holt 1968 p. 49) and c l e a r l y deflected researchers from more 
appropriate analyses u t i l i z i n g i n t r a f a m i l i a l c o r r e l a t i o n s . 
The hereditary basis of quantitative value was confirmed by 
subsequent work, for instance that of Geipel (1928), Mueller (1930) and 
Von Wehren (1937). Nevertheless, researchers n a t u r a l l y disagreed as to 
the mode of inheritance, though several were i n c l i n e d to accept the r e a l i t y 
of both epidermal thickness and polsterung. Gruneberg (1928) suggested 
that four to s i x l o c i influenced epidermal thickness; w h i l s t Von Verschuer 1 
(1933) twin studies indicated v a r i a b l e penetrance for the o r i g i n a l Bonnevie 
model. Some researchers a c t u a l l y calculated values for the three gene 
pairs (cf., Cummins and Midlo 1961 p. 230; Dumitrescu et alia 1959). 
Subsequent research on u n i l a t e r a l t o t a l finger ridge count 
initiated by Penrose (1949) and Holt (1968) has been effected i n a different 
context, - an analysis of the att r i b u t e per se9 so c a l l e d pattern s i z e , -
and not under the pretext of deciphering the f u l l dermal complex. This 
work proceeded when computational f a c i l i t i e s were s t i l l limited, and explain 
why attention to questions surrounding the aggregate set of dermal features 
has developed only recently. U n i l a t e r a l t o t a l finger ridge count i s 
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supposedly a measure of pattern s i z e ; t h i s i s mainly an imposition 
forced on researchers due to the e f f e c t s of d i s t o r t i o n during printing 
on direct measurements. I t i s quite obvious that ridge count i s 
additionally a measure of ridge breadth (Ennenbach 1939) as well as 
pattern alignment. Furthermore, topologically, i t i s a s i z e measure 
only of the largest loop per d i g i t , not of the f u l l pattern set. As such, 
i t has several noteworthy a r b i t r a r y features and must be considered a 
special dermal attribute rather than a straightforward s i z e measure of 
patterns. 
(a) TFRC. Frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
The form of the frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n of continuous and 
pseudo-continuous attributes holds some implication for the genetic basis 
of t r a i t s with high h e r i t a b i l i t y estimates. I t i s expected that when a 
large number of genes i s involved the d i s t r i b u t i o n w i l l be Gaussian. 
Unfortunately, the number of studies on TFRC that report in f u l l the 
summary s t a t i s t i c s pertaining to distributions i s extremely few. 
Generally however ( c f . , Table 6.4) they are non-Gaussian, freing negatively 
skew and p l a t y k u r t i c . Holt's (1968) figures for the United Kingdom 
indicate s i g n i f i c a n t values for g^ i n both sexes and for g^ i n females; 
g2 for males only verging on s i g n i f i c a n c e . Similar frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
were i l l u s t r a t e d by Roberts and Coope (1972) for Oxfordshire and Berkshire. 
French (Lamy et alia 1957) and Swedish (Book 1957) samples r e f l e c t these 
trends but do not r e a l i z e s i g n i f i c a n c e . From i l l u s t r a t i o n s provided by 
Vogelius Andersen (1963), i t i s quite c l e a r that a Danish sample i s also 
negatively skewed. Negatively skewed di s t r i b u t i o n s have been reported for 
Japanese (Matsuda 1973), Jewish (Bonne 1971), African (Jantz 1974) and 
Indian populations (Mavalwala 1963); but g^ was not found to be s i g n i f i c a n t 
in Japanese nor Indian males. Nevertheless, negative skewness i s a common 
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feature of populations for which figures are a v a i l a b l e , whereas g^ values 
are variable and not s i g n i f i c a n t i n the l a t t e r three populations. F i n a l l y 
most distributions depending on the c l a s s i n t e r v a l s i l l u s t r a t e d portray 
multimodality (Holt 1968; Matsuda 1973; Mavalwala 1963; Lamy et alia 
1957) and together these i r r e g u l a r i t i e s suggest that the number of genes 
having an appreciable influence on the phenotype i s r e l a t i v e l y small 
(Holt 1968 p. 64). 
(b) TFRC. Analysis of family material. 
De t a i l s of i n t r a f a m i l i a l correlations are a v a i l a b l e i n 
Table 6.2. From t h i s i t can be gleaned that since the pioneer work of 
Holt very l i t t l e has been done by way of confirming her r e s u l t s i n other 
populations, the recent notable exception being the detailed presentation 
of Matsuda (1973) on the Japanese. More limited summaries are those of 
Loesch (1971) and Bonne (1971). 
Several parent-child correlations were obtained by Holt (1956, 
1961) none diverging s i g n i f i c a n t l y from 0.5, though the mother-daughter 
estimate verges on P < 0.05. Very s i m i l a r r e s u l t s were obtained by 
Matsuda (1973). However, the mother-son c o r r e l a t i o n approached significance 
whilst the mother-daughter value attained i t (P < 0.02). I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g 
that Holt's and Matsuda's figures for mother-daughter c o r r e l a t i o n display 
opposite p o l a r i t y from 0.5. Yet, the mother-child c o r r e l a t i o n did not 
differ from the f a t h e r - c h i l d c o r r e l a t i o n and Matsuda (1973 p. 302) 
believes that "This finding indicates that there i s no detectable 
maternal v a r i a t i o n i n t o t a l ridge count." Most of the c o e f f i c i e n t s 
tabulated by Loesch (1971) are lower than those established by Holt and 
Matsuda, and though she suggests t h i s i s due to the greater homogeneity 
of the isolated P o l i s h population, t h i s i s not e n t i r e l y evident from o 
nor V. Results provided by Vogelius Andersen (1963) and Mi and Rashad (1975) 
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are more limited but comply with those of Loesch. Bonne's study of 
the Habbanite Jews i s complicated by the high c o e f f i c i e n t for the parental 
combination. Bearing t h i s i n mind, the d i f f e r e n t parent-child correlations 
do not d i f f e r s i g n i f i c a n t l y from 0.5, though the c o r r e l a t i o n s between 
mother and children are consistently higher than those between father and 
children. 
The regression of c h i l d on midparent ( c f • , Holt 1968 p. 61-62) 
has produced figures close to t h e o r e t i c a l values, with no s i g n i f i c a n t 
deviation from l i n e a r i t y . Holt indicates that the regression c o e f f i c i e n t 
of 0.9 suggests the absence of dominance i n gene e f f e c t . Matsuda's 
estimates for the Japanese are considerably lower. Furthermore, the 
regression c o e f f i c i e n t s d i f f e r s i g n i f i c a n t l y from unity. The d e t a i l s 
are presented below:-
Midparent-son 0.62 ± 0.05 
Midparent-daughter 0.58 ± 0.06 
Midparent-child 0.60 ± 0.04 
Regression c o e f f i c i e n t N 
0.80 ± 0.07 243 
0.82 ± 0,08 
0.82 ± 0.05 
227 
470 
A l b e i t , a t e s t for l i n e a r i t y by variance a n a l y s i s confirmed 
Ho. Similar midparent-offspring correlations by other authors vary; 
estimates by Bonne are close to 0.71, w h i l s t those of Loesch (1971) and 
Vogelius Andersen (1963) are low and that of Mi and Rashad (1975) high. 
Both Holt and Matsuda u t i l i z e d two methods for the determin-
ation of s i b - s i b i n t r a c l a s s c o r r e l a t i o n s , the usual a n a l y s i s of variance 
and a semi-weighted a n a l y s i s of variance ( c f . , Smith 1957). None of t h e i r 
estimates d i f f e r s s i g n i f i c a n t l y from 0.5. Moreover, lower c o e f f i c i e n t s 
reported by Loesch (1971) and Mi and Rashad (1975) carry no implication of 
dominance i n gene e f f e c t when compared with co r r e l a t i o n s of parent-child. 
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Correlations between monozygotic and dizygotic twin p a i r s 
are given i n Table 6,3. Though i t i s c l e a r that the dermal p r i n t s of 
two individuals, even monoamnionic twins, are never i d e n t i c a l , the scores 
for these two groups are very close to expected values. A l l c o e f f i c i e n t s 
for MZ pairs do not d i f f e r s i g n i f i c a n t l y from 0.95, though the depression 
from unity implies the f r a c t i o n a l influence of environmental variance 
(0.05). Also, only Okajima's (1956) correlation between female DZ s i b s 
i s separated by 2 x SE from 0.5. Otherwise, the small values separating 
various estimates can be ascribed to sampling c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s . 
The above investigations e s t a b l i s h the high h e r i t a b i l i t y of 
TFRC. This i s confirmed by other studies which do not use i n t r a f a m i l i a l 
correlations, for instance those of Brismar (1968) and Reed et alia (1975). 
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However, estimates of h vary from 0.96 (Matsuda 1973) to as l i t t l e as 
0.70 (Loesch 1971). The f a m i l i a l correlations noted i n Tables 6.2 and 
6.3 are in agreement with t h e o r e t i c a l values for additive genes, but c e r t a i n 
i r r e g u l a r i t i e s i n these limited studies together with the form of the 
frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n indicate that the r e l a t i o n s h i p i s f a r from perfect 
(Weninger 1964). The implication i s that a small number of genes accounts 
for the greater part of genetic variance, that environmental influences are 
limited and dominance perhaps absent. 
(c) Unilateral ridge counts RF1 to LF5. 
Though TFRC provides a convenient summary, i t i s composed of 
ten d i s t i n c t but nevertheless interdependent measures. The frequency 
distribution of each count on homologous d i g i t s d i f f e r s considerably 
(Mavalwala 1963), and t h i s i n i t s e l f indicates the varied influence of 
the epigenotype on the d i g i t a l f i e l d . Moreover, the s i b - s i b and parent-
child correlations are no l e s s varied, as can be gleaned from figures com-
pounded for homologous d i g i t s ( F l to F5) by Holt (1968 p. 60-61). 
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F l F2 F3 F4 F5 N. 
Parent-child 0.40 0.44 0.47 0.53 0.52 50 fa m i l i e s 
sib-sib 0.31 0.42 0.46 0.47 0.41 169 
With the exception of values for F3 and F4 between s i b s , 
correlations between d i g i t s are lower than for TFRC. The same applies 
though not to the same degree for RFRC and LFRC. Holt (1968 p. 60) 
concluded, " I t would seem that there i s a general quantitative tendency 
expressed i n the t o t a l count, with random fluctuations on individual 
fingers." 
The depressed h e r i t a b i l i t y estimates for indi v i d u a l counts 
RFRC, LFRC, RF1 to LF5 were confirmed by Mi and Rashad, the range given 
as 0.58 (LF2) to 0.68 (RF4). The lower correlations vis a vis TFRC 
they explained were due to differences between the genetic and phenotypic 
correlations for the v a r i a t e s ; not only did the genetic c o r r e l a t i o n 
exceed the phenotypic co r r e l a t i o n but the differences between them were 
considerable. Additionally, Gedda and P a r i s i (1969) have calculated 
correlations for monozygotic and dizygotic twin p a i r s ; the d i v e r s i t y of 
results for d i f f e r e n t d i g i t s can be assessed from the following summary:-
LF1 LF2 LF3 LF4 LF5 RF1 RF2 RF3 RF4 RF5 
MZ pairs 0.89 0.87 0.89 0.93 0.89 0.85 0.80 0.84 0.91 0.90 
DZ pairs 0.12 0.21 0.45 0.53 0.33 0.26 0.38 0.55 0.53 0.44 
More recently, detailed estimates of genetic variance have 
been calculated by Reed et alia (1975) using a large set of MZ (N » 260) 
and DZ (N = 164) twin p a i r s ; the method was indicated e a r l i e r . I t was 
also indicated that a non-significant component was established for ridge 
counts on the thumb. This finding equates with the lower c o r r e l a t i o n s f or 
digit 1 noted above from studies by Holt and Gedda and P a r i s i . 
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(d) TFRC and related measures. Components of v a r i a t i o n . 
To the time of writing the vast majority of methods chosen 
to elucidate further the transmission of TFRC have proved unsuccessful; 
the main reason for t h i s has been the r e l i a n c e of investigators on indices 
in empirical studies. As such, the mathematical structure of phenotypic 
correlation matrices for the d i g i t s has not been adequately analyzed. 
Holt's attempts to collapse the frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n of TFRC 
into three primary components corresponding to the single locus two a l l e l e 
model f a i l e d . Subsequent investigations involved both asymmetry and 
diversity of counts. The former Holt (1954) indicated lacked a genetic 
basis e n t i r e l y ; on the other hand, Singh (1968, 1970) recognizes a small 
genetic component for the t r a i t . Holt's measures of d i v e r s i t y proved 
more successful, the i n t r a f a m i l i a l correlations not d i f f e r i n g s i g n i f i c a n t l y 
from 0.25. However, as Jantz (1975) points out, her measure of d i v e r s i t y 
2 2 2 
S (£q - Q /10) and S/ /10, also incorporate asymmetry. More r e a l i s t i c 
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measures of d i v e r s i t y and asymmetry (S/ /5 and /A r e s p e c t i v e l y ) have 
been explored by Jantz. In a detailed study of seven d i s t i n c t populations 
several notable features were i d e n t i f i e d . A b i v a r i a t e plot for each 
population on the two measures indicated a strong, l i n e a r and p o s i t i v e 
relationship between the two, not i n evidence at the intrasample l e v e l . 
Both t r a i t s had a s i m i l a r d i s t r i b u t i o n over the d i g i t s for a l l population 
groups and both sexes distinguishing the e f f e c t s on d i g i t s 2 and 3 from 
that on d i g i t s 1, 4 and 5. F i n a l l y , both measures displayed the same 
magnitude of interpopulation differences as TFRC, but the patterning proved 
quite different. I t seems remotely f e a s i b l e from knowledge avail a b l e at 
present that developmental ca n a l i z a t i o n for these measures may be under 
independent genetic control. However, i t seems more l i k e l y as Holt (1958) 
2 
suggested that ridge counts showing highest S values comprise individuals 
most heterozygous i n the polygenic system for TFRC. 
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A more d i r e c t attack on the genetic basis of TFRC has been 
made by Spence and h i s colleagues (1973). A set of data containing 
selected (probands, Q » 0) and control samples from both Caucasian and 
Japanese populations were analyzed by f i t t i n g a mixture of three normal 
distributions one for each of three genotypes of a single locus two a l l e l e 
model by the method of maximum likelihood ( c f . , Kaplan and Elston 1972), 
The re s u l t s were consistent with expectations for race and sex, the 
selected groups having a s i g n i f i c a n t l y elevated frequency of the a l l e l e 
for low ridge count and deviating from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, A 
single additive major gene locus would appear to contribute over 50% of 
the total v a r i a t i o n i n the phenotype of TFRC; t h i s finding requires 
confirmation i n pedigree analysis or linkage studies. 
The complex genetic basis of TFRC and rel a t e d a t t r i b u t e s i s 
underlined i n the high p o s i t i v e values between d i g i t s i n phenotype c o r r -
elation matrices (Holt 1958, 1959; Mavalwala 1962). Moreover, the 
universalism of d i g i t a l interdependencies i s suggested i n the consistent 
distributions of configurations and counts i n the d i g i t a l f i e l d . Even so, 
only one investigation has attempted to id e n t i f y the common factors i n such 
matrices using appropriate multivariate s t a t i s t i c a l techniques; - the 
principal components an a l y s i s of r a d i a l and ulnar d i g i t a l counts by Coope 
(Coope 1971; Roberts and Coope 1975), A s i m i l a r study by Knussman (1967, 
1969) including TFRC i s of limited value; h i s application of factor 
analysis automatically assumes the existence of a predetermined mathematical 
structure i n TFRC for which he had no prior information. Nevertheless, 
the three main factors extracted correspond to components i d e n t i f i e d by 
Coope in the twenty d i g i t a l counts comprising TFAC:- a s i z e factor; 
a factor describing a r a d i a l to ulnar gradient across the fingers and 
f i n a l l y one contrasting l a t e r a l d i g i t s 1 and 5 from mesial d i g i t s 2 , 3 
and 4. I t i s quite l i k e l y that the major gene propounded by Spence et alia 
(1974) equates with the s i z e factor both i n TFRC and TFAC. 
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P r i n c i p a l components ana l y s i s of complex v a r i a t e s occupies 
an important place i n t h e o r e t i c a l design; the r e s u l t s have p a r t i c u l a r l y 
heuristic value for the development of genetic models which otherwise 
f a i l to be i n c l u s i v e i n accounting for the most prominent aspects of 
genetic variance. Coope's application of p r i n c i p a l components a n a l y s i s 
to r a d i a l and ulnar d i g i t a l counts has p a r t i c u l a r s i g n i f i c a n c e . The 
twenty counts carry a more accurate assessment of the d i g i t a l dermal 
complex. By comparison, investigations of t h e i r sum i n TFAC can be 
no more meaningful than studies of TFRC i n which important aspects of 
variation are submerged i n a single value. The difference between the 
two studies i s that of elucidating the e n t i r e dermal complex on the one 
hand and of a convenient index on the other. 
With regard to the l a t t e r very l i t t l e has been done, but 
sufficient to demonstrate the f r u i t l e s s n e s s of detailed research into 
compound variables related to TFRC. Mi and Rashad (1975) were able to 
show that no s i g n i f i c a n t differences i n h e r i t a b i l i t y estimates existed 
between TFRC and TFAC. In f i v e r a c i a l groups on Hawaii,these estimates 
ranged from 0.79 to 0.94. For RFA1 to LFA5, regression estimates were 
also similar to RF1 to LF5. Bochenska (1964) had e a r l i e r demonstrated 
that parent-child correlations for TFAC were very much i n l i n e with the 
theoretical value of 0.5. Even when broken down into r a d i a l (TFR) and 
ulnar (TFU) counts, the h e r i t a b i l i t y estimates are not d i f f e r e n t from those 
of TFAC, and r for MZ and DZ twin p a i r s equate with t h e o r e t i c a l expect-
ations (Pena et alia 1973). 
In her p r i n c i p a l components analysis of r a d i a l and ulnar 
counts, Coope (1971, 1974) distinguished f i v e major components. Each had 
a consistent f a c i e s for d i f f e r e n t continental stocks, for urban and r u r a l 
samples and for males and females. Her r e s u l t s are compared elsewhere 
(cf., Chapter 8) with s i m i l a r data for the North Pennine Dales populations. 
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The value of t h i s exploratory multivariate technique for genetic a n a l y s i s 
i s c l e a r l y demonstrated i n the d i s t r i b u t i o n of eigenvectors over the 
dig i t a l f i e l d * Two of the components are e a s i l y distinguishable and 
readily matched by arithmetic indices; - a s i z e component, and a component 
distinguishing r a d i a l from ulnar counts. In these, secondary v a r i a t i o n 
i s r e l a t i v e l y s l i g h t . However, the f i n a l three are open to neither simple 
interpretation nor summary i n arithmetic indices. This f a c t i s established 
in the highly discordant values of r r e l a t i n g component weightings and 
subjectively ascertained arithmetic values. Yet, the components are r e a l 
enough. These observations manifestly underline the complexity of the 
digi t a l array of dermal configurations and consequently the f u t i l i t y of 
empirical studies based e n t i r e l y on indices from combinations of 10 or 
20 counts without regard to the structure of covariance matrices. As 
such, an extension of multivariate s t a t i s t i c a l a n alysis to include other 
features of dermal configurations i s the appropriate method for the 
identification of underlying structures. Genetic research w i l l then have 
a broad theoretical foundation upon which to construct appropriate models, -
an analysis of each component. 
B. Palms. 
( i ) Qualitative studies. 
The development of genetic studies i n palmar dermal configurations 
closely followed that for d i g i t s ; f i r s t , casual observations were made of 
limited pedigrees and note made of f a m i l i a l coincidences for patterns and 
mainline terminations. This encouraged the examination of larger family 
material using rudimentary s t a t i s t i c a l a n a l y s i s of concordance i n twins as 
well as the frequency of at t r i b u t e states i n offspring from parental 
combinations. Many of the studies were able to i d e n t i f y a hereditary basis 
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for palmar dermal configurations even i f the mode of transmission 
remained obscure. Such for instance were Weinand's (1937) study of the 
A mainline and Lemme's (1953) wider investigation of mainlines, a x i a l 
t r i r a d i i and hypothenar patterns. This work na t u r a l l y extends into the 
immediate present with quantification and more accurate assessments of 
h e r i t a b i l i t y and genetic determination by Loesch (1971, 1974) and Reed 
et alia (1975). 
The d i s t i n c t i o n usually made between q u a l i t a t i v e and quantitative 
studies (cf.,Vrydagh-Laoureux 1971) and followed herein i s generally based 
on the measurement scales associated with so c a l l e d q u a l i t a t i v e and quant-
itative characters. The p a r t i c u l a r scoring system applied to dermal 
features defines th e i r status and that of concomitant studies. As i t i s , 
methods of allocati n g higher measurement scales to patterns have already 
been indicated. The fundamental d i s t i n c t i o n then between q u a l i t a t i v e and 
quantitative studies depends on the l e v e l of measurement not on the 
attributes measured. Thus, studies l a b e l l e d as q u a l i t a t i v e on the nature 
of measurement scales allocated to att r i b u t e s i s o l a t e f a m i l i a l investigations 
invariably founded on frequency associations. The r e a l i t y of t h i s d i v i s i o n 
i s contained i n the very different r e s u l t s extracted, underlining the 
manifest superiority of quantification. Qualitative studies include two 
main categories, f i r s t , the investigation of concordance i n MZ and DZ twin 
groups. Secondly, family studies i n which attribute states are represented 
by nominal symbols or by some species of ordination which has l a t e r been 
subjected to an a r b i t r a r y amalgamation of scores. Both are subjective and 
have limited value for genetic inference. 
As noted above for d i g i t a l patterns, studies comparing concordance 
frequencies i n twin groups are r i f e with ambiguity. This i s c l e a r l y 
demonstrated i n the widely divergent figures provided for several palmar 
features by Meyer-Heydenhagen (1934), Csik and Malan (1938), Brismar (1968), 
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Pena et alia (1973) and Rogucka (1973) ( c f . , Table 6.5). Two of the 
reasons for them have a s t a t i s t i c a l b a s i s . F i r s t , no account i s made 
of the frequency of attributes studied i n the general population. This 
i s a grave omission when i t i s considered that frequencies vary markedly 
from one population to the next. Concordance w i l l obviously be high for 
rare features even i n large twin s e t s . Secondly, the method u t i l i z e d i n 
compounding 'scores 1 of features with numerous at t r i b u t e states vary 
enormously; such are exemplified by the mainlines. F i n a l l y , i n i t s e l f 
H proves a very unsatisfactory measure, since there can be no subdivision 
of the components of genetic and environmental variance. In short, these 
concordance studies provide unreliable r e s u l t s ; t h i s i s no better 
demonstrated than i n the absence of relationship between rankings of H for 
the two most recent investigations. Only thenar patterns are shown to 
have consistent values. 
Data from family studies are numerous, and apart from estab l i s h i n g 
an hereditary basis for most palmar features have not adequately demonstrated 
the mode of transmission of dermal a t t r i b u t e s . For t h i s reason the con-
clusions of the more f a m i l i a r q u a l i t a t i v e investigations are better tabul-
ated ( c f . , Tables 6.6 and 6.7). However, w h i l s t most authors have spec-
i f i e d a complex genetic basis for palmar features, simple hypotheses have 
been attributed to several v a r i a t e s . Certain a t t r i b u t e s have been considered 
as dependent on autosomal r e c e s s i v e s ; such are hypothenar, I I I and IV loops, 
i n t e r d i g i t a l whorls and the transverse as opposed to the longitudinal a l i g n -
ment of mainlines. Those believed at one time or another to be dependent 
on dominant a l l e l e s are I I loops, loops formed by accessory t r i r a d i i i n 
areas 2 and 4 and so c a l l e d "faux dessins" i n 4 from the alignment of C 
to 7. Contrary to the opinions of those authors responsible for the above 
suggestions, i n no way do t h e i r summaries of att r i b u t e frequencies for o f f -
spring from s p e c i f i c parental combinations t a l l y with the concept of mono-
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facto r i a l inheritance. The same applies to the recent hypotheses of 
Bansal and Bhattacharya (1972) and Mahapatra (1971) for the C mainline. 
Moreover, the autosomal recessive condition proposed by Holt (1975) for 
XT » • 
the infrequent condition A depends on the unseen f i r s t generation male 
being a homozygous recessive for the t r a i t . 
I t i s unfortunate that indeterminate and voluminous descriptions 
based on rudimentary pedigrees should s t i l l be reported i n the l i t e r a t u r e 
(cf., Hajn and P o s p i s i l 1971) when quantitative methods and computational 
f a c i l i t i e s are widely avai l a b l e for more appropriate genetic models 
encompassing pedigree data. 
( i i ) Quantitative studies, 
(a) Palmar pattern elements. 
Early quantitative analysis of palmar patterns was s i m i l a r l y 
restricted to a limited number of palmar features, and even f u l l e r accounts 
of patterning i n s p e c i f i c areas were concerned with t h e i r presence and 
absence, both direction and int e n s i t y being ignored. For instance Fang 
(1950b) obtained f a m i l i a l correlations for patterns in i n t e r d i g i t a l 
space 3; a l l but one of the parent-child, s i b - s i b and MZ twin-pair values 
was depressed from theo r e t i c a l expectations of the polygenic additive 
model indicating a large environmental component (circa 20%). Meyer-
Cording (1955) produced s i m i l a r r e s u l t s . Equally depressed values from 
expectation were documented by Ehrhardt (1957) for i n t e r d i g i t a l whorls. 
In an investigation by Brismar (1966) of patterns developing from the C 
mainline, the unsatisfactory nature of tetrachoric correlations widely used 
m early studies i s demonstrated i n the ambiguous r e s u l t s extracted from 
dichotomous breakdowns of a continuous s c a l e . Similar work had previously 
been carried out by Meyer-Cording (1955) on palmar patterns as well as 
attribute states of mainlines. A l l the mother-son, mother-daughter corr-
elations were low, ranging from 0.12 to 0.36. 
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In an o r i g i n a l attempt to devise an appropriate quantitative 
scale for patterning, G l a n v i l l e ' s (1965b) approach was that of counting 
the ridges at the greatest width of the pattern at right angles to i t s 
long axis. The termini of counts were the mainlines bounding the pattern. 
These counts summated for the three i n t e r d i g i t a l patterns resulted i n high 
familial correlations indicating an absence of dominance or sex linkage 
but a moderate environmental component of 10 to 20%. However, once again 
there i s the problem of what i s being measured; obviously pattern d i r e c t i o n 
i s ignored; moreover pattern s i z e which figures prominently in the measure-
ment system does not equate d i r e c t l y with pattern i n t e n s i t y and i s i n any 
case greatly influenced by the course of the mainlines. 
Only recently has a detailed research programme been i n i t i a t e d 
into the genetics of palmar patterns and t r i r a d i i based on topological 
principles (Loesch 1971, 1974). This i s established on extensive samples 
collected from isolated v i l l a g e s of the Ostrotzka and Suwatki d i s t r i c t s 
of Poland. The f a m i l i a l correlations, presumably those due to Smith (1957), 
are provided i n Table 6.8. At the present time these c o e f f i c i e n t s are 
. . . . . . . 2 
sufficient only to indicate l e v e l s of h e r i t a b i l i t y ; estimates of (dr) 
necessarily assuming a single gene locus per a t t r i b u t e form only an 
inadequate indication of the amount of dominance deviation. I t i s l i k e l y 
that the c o e f f i c i e n t s are affected by the measurement scales and frequency 
of t r a i t s . Nevertheless, that palmar pattern elements d i f f e r considerably 
with respect to genetic components i s c l e a r l y demonstrated. For instance, 
i t would seem that H, H , z, z', z , f and t f f occur almost by chance. On 
the other hand, TPPII, t b and t / t f have high genetic components. The 
figures for t o t a l palmar pattern i n t e n s i t y approximately correspond to 
those of Mukherjee (1966); the frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n of TPPII i s 
positively skew and strongly leptokurtic and would imply that a limited 
number of l o c i control the t r a i t . O v e r a l l , important environmental 
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influences make the mode of inheritance d i f f i c u l t to i n t e r p r e t and i t i s 
li k e l y to be complex for each feature. However, Loesch suggests that 
I I , IV and t may be determined by single genes; also that I + I , IV 
and t receive dominance deviation, w h i l s t I I and H r e f l e c t r e c e s s i v e 
influences. 
I t i s noteworthy that a x i a l t r i r a d i i t , t 1 and t l f have been 
analyzed separately by Loesch, once again underlining the problem 
presented by two ordinal scales for the feature representing i n t e n s i t y 
and proximo-distal placement. From evidence presented for the close 
relationship between t and t ? i t i s unwise that they should have been 
isolated; conversely t 1 ' seems to have considerable independence. As 
a result figures provided by Penrose (1954), Wichmann (1968) and Pena 
et alia (1973) for maximal atd do not correspond with those for t M . 
Wichmann1 s mother-son (0.25 ± 0.09, N = 106) and mother-daughter 
(0.44 ± 0.09, N ~ 95) correlations are not s i g n i f i c a n t l y divergent and are 
similar to the parent-child estimate by Penrose (0.30 ± 0.04, N = 639); 
they correspond also to h i s s i b - s i b value (0.37 ± 0.04, N = 623). The 
strong environmental component i s contained l e s s i n the twin-pair co-
efficients of Pena et alia (1973) (MZ 0.85, N = 45; DZ 0.30, N = 46; 
h 2 = 0.84) than that of Penrose (MZ 0.63 ± 0.09, N = 48). I t i s doubtful 
that the feature i s inherited i n a recessive manner pace Vrydagh-Laoureux 
as the parent-child and s i b - s i b values are not greatly d i s s i m i l a r when 
viewed in r e l a t i o n to t h e i r standard err o r s . 
The investigation of genetic components of v a r i a t i o n i n palmar 
dermatoglyphics by Reed et alia (1975) included seven v a r i a b l e s for the 
right and l e f t hand separately; - those covered by Loesch. However, 
a l l palmar patterns were measured on two quantitative s c a l e s , - that of 
Penrose and Loesch (1970), and a modified scoring system which accounted 
for pattern complexity. Pattern d i r e c t i o n was omitted but t o t a l palmar 
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pattern intensity included. The a x i a l t r i r a d i i were measured in three 
ways primarily for location, by the atd angle and a percentage function 
(using the proximal crease on the middle f i n g e r ) . The usual ordinal 
scale for location, the d i v i s i o n s those of Walker (1958) not of Penrose, 
was adjusted to account for delta i n t e n s i t y . The use of the more con-
servative among component estimate of genetic variance (requiring no 
assumption of equal t o t a l variance i n the twin groups) indicated areas 
with a stronger genetic determination. I n t e r d i g i t a l zones 3 and 4 proved 
to be the most influenced by environmental factors with non-significant 
estimates on the l e f t hands. The remaining var i a b l e s but for the right 
atd a l l had s i g n i f i c a n t estimates of genetic variance. The l a t t e r may 
well indicate as the authors have suggested that the angle measurement i s 
a less sensitive measure of a x i a l delta location than the percentage 
distance. The Penrose/Loesch ordinal coding of patterns proved as 
efficient as the more detailed scoring system, an important discovery 
allowing simple interpretation and the c o l l a t i o n of population frequency 
data and the r e s u l t s of genetic research. 
(b) Palmar mainlines. 
Genetic studies on palmar mainline terminations have hardly 
begun. The problem, by no means a simple one, i s that of developing 
meaningful ordinal scales for the l i n e termination numbers at the edge 
of the palm. The main d i f f i c u l t i e s have involved the ulnar border 
divisions and the treatment of 'degenerative 1 conditions of delta absence 
and line incipiency. The f i r s t i s a general issue a f f e c t i n g serious 
inter- and i n t r a - r a t e r errors i n scoring A mainlines ( c f . , Roberts and 
Coope 1969). The second i s the more intr a c t a b l e problem of ascribing 
status to mainline conditions which i n t e r f e r e with the continuum of 
transverse-longitudinal alignments, e s p e c i a l l y for C. Herein, some 
attempt has been made to provide solutions for future work. 
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To date there has been no attempt to remedy the t r a d i t i o n a l 
designation of ulnar border position 4; as such, i t w i l l undoubtedly 
produce inconsistencies in the r e s u l t s of f a m i l i a l correlations for the 
mainlines, which are r e s t r i c t e d to estimates of Cummins1 mainline index 
(MLI). Indeed, only Pons (1954, 1959) has provided detailed figures for 
MLI (cf., Tables 6,9 and 6.10). These approach the t h e o r e t i c a l values 
for additive genes, and the regression of c h i l d on mid-parent i s l i n e a r . 
The distribution of MLI though d i s t i n c t l y p l a t y k u r t i c i s not s i g n i f i c a n t l y 
negative skew. Both Pons 1 (1954, 1959) and Vrydagh-Laoureux 1s (1970) 
values for MZ twin pairs indicate only a small amount of environmental 
variance for the t r a i t . The studies of G l a n v i l l e (1965a) and Beiguelman 
(1971) focus e n t i r e l y on mainline A using the A fd ridge count. The 
application of t h i s measure i n respect of i t s involved p h y s i c a l b a s i s has 
been remarked on elsewhere ( c f . , Chapter 4 section 1.3, A ( v i ) ( b ) ) . As 
an independent t r a i t i t has useful q u a l i t i e s ; i t s frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n 
reveals neither s i g n i f i c a n t skewness nor k u r t o s i s , a r e s u l t perhaps of 
it s composite framework. The f a m i l i a l correlations (Table 6.9) are very 
similar to those of TFRC, the twin pair c o e f f i c i e n t s (Table 6.10) 
indicating a weak environmental influence. 
A l c i a t i ' s (1965) altogether controversial approach, using angles 
measured from a central point i n the palm constructed from perpendiculars 
to lines ab and bd, has produced quite d i f f e r e n t r e s u l t s . A l l of the 
familial correlations given below are greatly depressed. 
f-m f-c m-c s i b - s i b 
Mainline A r-0.071 0.306 0.216 0.378 
P 0.7-0.6 0.01-0.001 0.05-0.02 0.01-0.001 
Mainline D r-0.262 0.188 0.238 0.232 
P 0.1-0.05 0.1-0.05 0.02-0.01 0.1-0.05 
N 47 83 115 69 
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As can be seen, some of them f a i l to a t t a i n s i g n i f i c a n c e 
beside that of the expected parental r e l a t i o n s h i p . The reasons for 
this are probably contained i n e a r l i e r comments on the measure ( c f . , 
Chapter 4 section 1.3, A ( v i ) ( a ) ) . 
No study has considered either mainlines B or C. 
(c) Palmar ridge counts. 
Considering the usefulness of TFRC i t i s su r p r i s i n g that so 
l i t t l e attention has been given to the genetics of palmar ridge counts; 
then most of the r e s u l t s concern counts between deltas a and b. Only 
recently have d e t a i l s been made available for counts be and cd by 
Basu and Chattopadhyay (1967), Rogucka et alia (1971), Pena et alia (1973), 
Pateria (1974) and S c i u l l i and Rao (1975). Again, though summary means 
and dispersions for these variates have been published for many populations, 
genetic workers have not generally reported d e t a i l s of t h e i r frequency 
distributions (Table 6.4). Figures provided by Pons (1964) and Vrydagh-
Laoureux (1970) for Spain and Belgium show count ab to be p o s i t i v e l y 
skew and leptokurtic. Figures for the North Pennine Dales and Kenya 
(Rosa pers. comm.) corroborate t h i s finding. On the other hand w h i l s t 
be i s somewhat negatively skew and p l a t y k u r t i c , cd displays marked 
negative skewness and leptokurtosis. 
The limited f a m i l i a l correlations a v a i l a b l e for the three 
palmar i n t e r d i g i t a l counts are reproduced i n Tables 6.9 and 6.10. 
Authors generally acclaim that each measure has a polygenic additive 
basis with no dominance and no sex linkage; such for instance i s the 
opinion of Pons (1964), Mitra et alia (1966), Tiwari (1967) Basu and 
Chattopadhyay (1967), P a t e r i a (1970, 1974) and Sharma (1971) regarding 
count ab. From the foregoing data on the frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n s , 
i t seems l i k e l y that the number of l o c i c o n t r o l l i n g counts ab and cd 
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i s few. Fang (1950a) had e a r l i e r suggested that ab was controlled 
by a pair of a l l e l e s for a single locus corresponding to a break i n the 
counts at 78/79 ridges, high counts being dominant to low. Following 
Wichmann's (1956) arguments concerning the outcome of dichotomous 
combinations imposed upon continuous a t t r i b u t e s , P a t e r i a (1970) was not 
impressed with t h i s hypothesis. Assuming a three a l l e l e mode of 
inheritance, an inverse hypothesis was formulated by Rogucka et alia 
(1971) of incomplete dominance of a low number of ridges over a high 
number. There i s the implication of recessive genes i n Fang's i n t r a -
familial correlations for ab indicated i n the s i g n i f i c a n t l i n e a r r e l a t i o n -
ship of mid-parent c h i l d regression. This i s contested by figures 
provided by Pons (1964). However, s i m i l a r trends also appear i n data 
from Sharma (1971) and Pateria (1974); indeed Pateria's s i b - s i b to 
parent-child differences for be and cd are equally suggestive. 
For a l l i n t e r d i g i t a l counts, the i n t r a f a m i l i a l correlations for 
which are not greatly d i s s i m i l a r , some 20% of the variance could be due to 
environmental influences. Similar estimates were obtained by path an a l y s i s 
of the pooled parent-child and si b - s i b correlations for each ridge count 
type ( S c i u l l i and Rao 1975) though considerations of dominance deviation 
were omitted. Moreover S c i u l l i and Rao's h e r i t a b i l i t y estimates for 
the three i n t e r d i g i t a l counts neither correspond to those of Rogucka et 
alia (1971) nor to those of Pena et alia (1973) which are l e s s divergent. 
2 
Most unusual i s the very high h value of 0.93 for count be. 
From t h i s and the d e t a i l s of Tables 6.9 and 6.10, i t i s obvious 
that considerable v a r i a t i o n e x i s t s i n the estimates of f a m i l i a l c orrelations 
2 
and h for individual attributes by di f f e r e n t authors. Twin-pair co-
efficients for count ab range from as much as 0.88 to 0.66 i n MZ twins 
to 0.53 to 0.16 i n DZ twins. These discrepancies r a r e l y discussed are not 
totally unexpected. The underlying cause probably r e l a t e s to d i f f e r e n t 
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patterning in intervariable correlation matrices, information r a r e l y 
provided in genetic studies. The most complete account of anatomical 
correlations in a genetic study was that of Loesch (1971, 1974) for 
palmar patterns and deltas. Both Rogucka et alia (1971, Table 3) and 
Pena et alia (1973, Table 4) provided correlations between the various 
interdigital counts, and the differences in the ranking of the c o e f f i c i e n t s 
i s notable. However, palmar ridge counts are also influenced by patterning 
and delta location, features which i n large part have environmental 
determinants ( c f . , Table 6.8). Thus, h e r i t a b i l i t y estimates for dermal 
counts as well as for other attributes w i l l depend on the frequency of 
scores for each associated variable in the entire matrix of v a r i a b l e s . 
Genetic studies can hardly afford to ignore th i s information. 
Only one attempt has been made to disclose the pattern of 
relationships of a l l dermal features on the hands and feet, that i s 
using pattern and mainline elements together with counts. Knussman's 
(1967) analysis extracted seven p r i n c i p a l factors; - two each were shown 
to act d i r e c t l y on the fingers, palms and feet, and a further one on the 
thumb and hallux. Though h i s work can be c r i t i c i z e d on methodological 
grounds, i t forms a useful comparative framework for s i m i l a r research 
projects and has important implications for the genetics of dermal 
attributes. Unfortunately, an attempt to e s t a b l i s h the h e r i t a b i l i t y of 
the factors in family material accessing a larger set of v a r i a b l e s gave 
contradictory r e s u l t s . 
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Chapter 7 Dermal Variables. Non-Spatial S t a t i s t i c a l Summaries 
and Bivariate Relationships 
1, Measurement and Frequency Distributions. 
A. Levels of Measurement. 
A l l l e v e l s of measurement are represented i n the f u l l 
constellation of d i g i t a l and palmar dermatoglyphics. This affords no 
problem for univariate comparisons in s p a t i a l or population summaries 
nor for that matter in bi v a r i a t e t e s t s for associations where v a r i a b l e 
sets on higher scales can be e f f e c t i v e l y categorized or ordinated for 
specific subsets of the f u l l i d e n t i f i e r matrix. However several 
d i f f i c u l t i e s are apparent. F i r s t , i t i s not possible to construct a 
f u l l matrix of inte r v a r i a b l e relationships with a l l i t s benefits based 
on a single algorithm without having serious distortions i n the c o e f f i c i e n t s 
or losing valuable information by ne c e s s a r i l y manipulating the measurement 
scales. Secondly, many multivariate s t a t i s t i c s e s p e c i a l l y those used 
herein without non-parametric equivalents require quantitative s c a l e s of 
measurement beside holding additional and v i t a l assumptions regarding 
the data. As such, categorical and ordinal variables without metric 
counterparts very often have to be excluded from consideration with the 
concomitant loss of discriminatory or explanatory power in comparisons, 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s and the multivariate study of re l a t i o n s h i p s . I t i s 
natural to question how serious these d e f i c i e n c i e s are and though con-
firmation must be referred to empirical method, cert a i n preliminary 
observations can be made. 
The t r a d i t i o n a l c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of finger patterns has a 
categorical basis compounding i n t e r v a l - r a t i o s c a l e s for the obvious 
dichotomy of di r e c t i o n ( r a d i a l versus u l n a r ) , those of i n t e n s i t y and s i z e . 
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The more controversial aspect of core location (twisting) for the 
joint presence of r a d i a l and ulnar loops s i m i l a r l y has a r a t i o scale in 
ridge distances but i s confused by d i f f e r e n t i a l distal-proximal and 
radial-ulnar asymmetry in ridge and core alignment and a zero l i m i t 
applying equally to unit loop development and core identity- This 
nominal scale can be broken down i n several ways as the above observations 
indicate. The usual method, the summation of deltas per d i g i t omits the 
important c r i t e r i o n of loop d i r e c t i o n , though t h i s i s a valuable feature 
per se» Obviously, most of the above issues are s a t i s f i e d i n a r a t i o 
scale by accounting separately for r a d i a l and ulnar d i g i t a l pattern 
intensity which automatically accrues the benefit of topological 
definition. Core location for j o i n t loops would require independent 
measurement. For the production of t r a d i t i o n a l summaries of sample 
proportions as well as for appropriate analysis of i n t e r v a r i a b l e r e l a t i o n -
ships, a l l but the l a t t e r measure of d i g i t a l patterns are included herein. 
As such, the problem of a nominal scale i s removed. 
Palmar patterns do not hold the same d i f f i c u l t y . Topological 
definition e f f e c t i v e l y segregates d i r e c t i o n a l components and the scores 
have a r a t i o scale s i m i l a r to palmar and d i g i t a l deltas. The f a c t that 
several of these features together with RPR1 to LPU5 are dichotomous 
( i . e . , I I , I I I , H , A ) i n no way discounts th e i r treatment as quantitative 
variables. Moreover, the c r i t e r i o n of underlying continuity i s implicated 
both in the complex genetic and environmental background of pattern elements 
(from the foregoing chapter, t h i s feature would seem to extend to a l l the 
variables under consideration) and i n the coarse measurement system which 
f a i l s to account both for pattern incipiency and s i z e . 
The usual notation for palmar mainline terminations describes a 
nominal scale; during coding t h i s i s d i r e c t l y translated as mnemonic 
integers to the programming sheets and data bank. Underlying the 
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termination numbers there i s every suggestion of an ordinal s c a l e , 
ranking i n terms of increasing or decreasing longitudinal as opposed to 
transverse alignment of the mainlines, s u f f i c i e n t l y described by a 
continuum from ulno-proximal to r a d i o - d i s t a l terminations. Not the sole 
problem associated with t h i s scale i s the status of prematurely terminated 
lines below the subdigital origin and the absence of subdigital nodes 
altogether. There are two ways i n which these aberrant features which 
mostly affect mainline C can be a l l i e d to the envisaged ordination; -
their treatment as nascent elements in mainline development or as a natural 
part of the transverse-longitudinal sequence. Coding schemes for both 
systems have been devised (Appendix 3) and entered into repeated relevant 
computations. 
I t i s possible to go further and point out the isomorphism 
between mainline termination rankings and ordered metric scales ( c f . , 
Abelson and Tukey 1959). After a l l , A l c i a t i (1965) has provided a true 
ratio scale for mainline terminations. No attempt has been made to modify 
the scoring system for unequal int e r v a l s which for most purposes are 
treated as ranks. Only for exploratory design i n multiple regression 
analysis are adjusted termination values considered as ordered metrics 
and interval s t a t i s t i c s applied. I t should be noted that t h i s procedure 
is widely approved by some authors ( c f . , Labovitz 1970, 1972). The 
plausible correspondence of mainlines with higher scales i s demonstrated 
in the adjustment of termination scores and t h e i r treatment for Cummins1 
mainline index. Means and variances are frequently reported for mainline 
indices. In the opinion of the author the t r a d i t i o n a l accumulation of 
rankings i s but a crude approximation to a numeric s c a l e , and on p u r i s t 
grounds hardly deserves i n t e r v a l d e f i n i t i o n . 
I t i s doubtful that the d i s t i n c t i o n between i n t e r v a l and r a t i o 
scales i s warranted, as for s t a t i s t i c a l purposes the treatment of va r i a b l e s 
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so c l a s s i f i e d i s i d e n t i c a l . I f the s i z e of the variable unit i s 
established, i t i s p r a c t i c a l l y always possible to conceive of zero 
units even though these are never obtained i n prac t i c e . Thus any 
distinction between finger and palmar ridge counts on t h i s b asis ( i n 
the l a t t e r , the d e f i n i t i o n of counting nodes precludes zero and low 
counts) i s merely academic. 
Regarding palmar deltas, only the a x i a l t r i r a d i i have an 
ordinal scale (of course for location not j u s t i n t e n s i t y ) and then only 
for the tr a d i t i o n a l t r i p a r t i t e d i v i s i o n . Invariably t , t ' and t , f are 
separated into three i d e n t i f i e r s ; t h i s i s followed herein to produce 
comparable figures but i n addition by recodes a single v a r i a b l e (AX) 
with four ranks i s obtained for the ordinal scale (see Appendix 3 ) . 
No attempt i s made to develop numeric scores on them. Values for the 
minimal or maximal atd angle and/or the r e l a t i v e height of a x i a l t r i r a d i i 
are not provided herein; both offer useful r a t i o s c a l e s , the former a f t e r 
a suitable transformation. The l a t t e r two also provide continuous scores, 
yet a l l the variables considered in t h i s survey are d i s c r e t e , some perhaps 
better described as pseudo-continuous ( i . e . , ridge counts). 
B. Frequency Distributions and Transformations. 
A l l s t a t i s t i c a l procedures assume c e r t a i n b asic properties of 
the data; some are more r e s t r i c t i v e than others. A general d i s t i n c t i o n 
i s made between non-parametric and parametric methods, though the boundary 
i s not always c l e a r e s p e c i a l l y i n multivariate s t a t i s t i c s . Two have 
already been referred to, - the l e v e l of measurement and the underlying 
continuity of scores. For analyses which r e f e r to p a r t i c u l a r frequency 
distributions the requirements are more compelling. Among the most 
ubiquitous are the assumptions of normality, homoscedasticity and add-
i t i v i t y , the l a t t e r depending on the l i n e a r i t y of r e l a t i o n s h i p s among 
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variables. Unfortunately, i t i s becoming commonplace i n biometrical 
analysis for researchers to assume that these conditions are met i n the 
data without any investigation being made into the basic properties of 
particular frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n s . As much of t h i s work now involves 
multivariate analysis by computer, the extra e f f o r t i s f r a c t i o n a l though 
the information gained and necessary adjustments effected may be c r u c i a l . 
Techniques depending on a Gaussian d i s t r i b u t i o n whether univariate or 
generalized to the multivariate case are fortunately robust for many 
types of data as would be expected from cent r a l l i m i t theorem. Accord-
ingly s l i g h t l y skew, binomial, Poisson and rectangular d i s t r i b u t i o n s are 
j u s t i f i e d . Furthermore, grouped scores of values to eliminate e f f e c t s 
of excess concentration at one score and marked skewness are also permitted. 
Binary variables can be treated s i m i l a r l y based on the univariate application 
of np and ^(npq). Extending t h i s reasoning, rankings can also be con-
sidered to be normally distributed with appropriate transformations 
(Fisher and Yates 1958) or r e l a t i v e adjustments for sample s i z e (Marriott 
1974 p. 5). 
At f i r s t glance, dermal att r i b u t e s thus appear to be p a r t i c u l a r l y 
suited to analyses based on assumptions of normality. However, consider-
ations of subgroup sample s i z e are important, and for both v a r i a b l e s with 
and without a wide range of scores, central l i m i t theorem does not apply 
for approximately N < 30, assumptions of normality having to be transmitted 
to the entire population. This i s not j u s t i f i e d . Moreover, i t i s w e l l 
known that the binomial standard error i s extremely wide for small samples 
so that p% q% becomes increasingly d i f f i c u l t to interpret where N < 50. 
Of far greater importance i s the requirement of homoscedasticity; t h i s 
i s more c r i t i c a l for the application of parametric s t a t i s t i c a l analyses 
and i s often violated i n conjunction with non-normality of the data. 
In multivariate s t a t i s t i c s the corresponding assumption r e f e r s to the 
similarity of dispersion matrices and t h e i r independence of the means. 
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The s u i t a b i l i t y of data for p a r t i c u l a r analyses has been 
assessed for the above considerations, the r e s u l t s reported where 
relevant. I n i t i a l l y , frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n s have been examined for 
normality and primary features, e s p e c i a l l y those of skewness and k u r t o s i s 
are made available for variables entered into parametric mode (Table 7.1). 
In the same place detailed figures of precise transformations required 
and (where f e a s i b l e ) u t i l i z e d are reported. Computing formulae for g^ 
and g 2 are given i n Nie et alia (1975 p. 185); the variances were noted 
according to Fisher (1954) and are respec t i v e l y : -
2 / 6N (N-l) g o = / 
1 (N-2)(N+l)(N+3) 
g 2 s 2 24N ( N - l ) 2 
(N-3)(N-2)(N+3)(N+5) 
As would be expected the range for both, being dependent on N, 
is extremely limited and t h i s alone i s indicated below the table. 
The procedure used to correct skew i s that suggested by Box 
and Cox (1964) which depends on a family of transformations represented 
by a function:-
y = X X - 1 
X 
depending on a single parameter X. The programme (Dunlap and Duffy 1974) 
converges i t e r a t i v e l y on a value for lambda such that the dimensionless 
third moment i s t r i v i a l l y d i f f e r e n t from zero. The values are continuous 
and may be entered d i r e c t l y into transformations; formal equivalents are 
also available and render the interpretation of values i n Table 7.1 s e l f -
evident:- when X = -1, the function produces a r e c i p r o c a l transformation 
and logarithmic and square root transformations when equal to 0 and 0.5 
respectively. Data with values approaching or i n excess of unity are 
changed in a l i n e a r manner. There i s i n s u f f i c i e n t space to give detailed 
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comments on the r e s u l t s which i n any case would not be relevant to 
subsequent analy s i s . However ce r t a i n observations demand attention. 
For each variable (except RFR1 to LFU5) there i s general 
consistency for values of g^, g^ and A between homologous pa i r s and for 
sex, extending to sign, significance and values though discrepancies do 
occur, more usually for homologues. Re g u l a r i t i e s also e x i s t for 
specific measurement types more often for bimanual observations than for 
digital as would be expected ( i . e . , for RFRC to TFRC rather than for 
RF1 to LF5). However, there are s i g n i f i c a n t differences for the moments 
and parameter between variable s u i t e s . To the extent that these d i f f -
erences also include homologues and sex, t h i s in a l l likelihood s i m i l a r l y 
reflects divergent genetic and environmental influences for the v a r i a b l e s 
concerned. Obviously d i f f e r e n t values of g^ and %^ f° r d i g i t a l ridge 
counts indicate the influence of varying proportions of pattern types i n 
a l l their d i v e r s i t y . Such consistencies and inconsistencies are not 
without expectation and since the v a r i a b l e s are unimodal with means 
significantly d i f f e r e n t from zero, 'precise 1 normality i s assumed by 
applying values of lambda together with p o s i t i v e constants where 
necessary. 
Some of these observations may be projected to d i g i t a l ridge 
counts RFR1 to LFU5. For instance each v a r i a b l e has s i m i l a r p o l a r i t y 
and scaling for g.^  and between sexes. Also there i s general con-
sistency for homologues i n the significance of g^ and g^ and the sign of 
g^. However, these r e g u l a r i t i e s are more than outweighed by notable 
distortions. Though parameter values are consistent for sex, eight 
are highly aberrant having l i t t l e r e l a t i o n s h i p to the array of g^ and g 2 
values which moreover, but for RFU3, LFU3, display serious homologue 
discrepancies. The reasons for the l a t t e r are obvious. Of the twenty 
counts only s i x are neither bimodal nor have a marked concentration of 
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scores at zero ( r a d i a l counts on d i g i t s 1, 4 and 5 ) . S i m i l a r l y only 
the same variables have means that are s i g n i f i c a n t l y d i f f e r e n t from zero 
and are without negative dispersions. Thus the frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
of these counts f a i l for the most part to be transposed to Gaussian form. 
Reciprocal values for variables attaining second to fourth powers 
emphasize that at best many of the counts can be treated as high 
reflexive ordered measures; the a l t e r n a t i v e i s to decompose the range 
of values into limited categories. 
C. Relative Status of Variables and t h e i r Scores. 
Throughout the f i l e there i s considerable v a r i a t i o n for the 
frequency of attributes, and s i m i l a r l y for the scores of v a r i a b l e s with 
multinomial d i s t r i b u t i o n s . This information i s e a s i l y gleaned from 
table summaries of regional comparisons (Tables for Chapter 9 ) . However, 
as much of the potential v a r i a t i o n e s p e c i a l l y for mainlines i s not r e a l -
ized, and as scores for d i f f e r e n t variable suites are not always independ-
ent, a b r i e f review of the pertinent features and issues i s relevant. 
( i ) Ridge counts. 
Frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n s of quantitative variables have already 
been discussed, t h e i r idiosyncracies noted. However, ce r t a i n ridge 
counts are far from being omnipresent, and i t i s well to understand the 
circumstances that preclude them. As indicated e a r l i e r , the use of 
delta and core v e r t i c e s i s compelled by d i s t o r t i o n s of dermal surfaces 
during printing. Thus finger and palmar ridge counts measure not only 
ridge intensity but delta and pattern frequency. For v a r i a b l e s u i t e s 
RF1 - LF5 and RFA1 - LFA5, t h i s influence i s minimal; the absence of 
termini with the presence of arches does not s i g n i f i c a n t l y disrupt the 
gradation of counts for loops and whorls. The same cannot be said for 
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RFR1 - LFU5; here, ulnar counts are more cl o s e l y determined by pattern 
intensity and consequently measure the presence and absence of r a d i a l 
loops more than ridge density. Even so, integers form a continuum and 
zero i s accepted as a v a l i d score. The same cannot be said for palmar 
ridge counts ab, be and cd. Minimum values far exceed zero but counts f 
especially be and cd,are frequently negated by the absence of t r i r a d i u s c. 
Only very rarely do the absence of t r i r a d i i a, b and d produce a s i m i l a r 
result, the former two additionally affecting count ab. As such, 'zero 1 
counts are coded as missing and the cases deleted for that v a r i a b l e . I t 
i s worth pointing out that for v a l i d scores palmar ridge counts are also 
inversely related to i n t e r d i g i t a l pattern i n t e n s i t y . 
( i i ) Finger deltas and patterns. 
The marked imbalance i n proportions for finger pattern types 
and delta scores makes population comparisons very d i f f i c u l t ; for t h i s 
reason very often the l a t t e r are substituted for patterns. Even so 
for some d i g i t s , whorl and arch frequencies are so i n f e r i o r to those for 
loops that the r e s u l t s are also summed over a l l d i g i t s . Composite 
patterns with three t r i r a d i i are very rare. Also rare or at best i n -
frequent are the detailed patterns tented arch, l a t e r a l pockets ulnar 
and radial and c e n t r a l pockets ulnar and r a d i a l (Tables 9.21 to 9.24). 
As most population samples are small, proportions for these features are 
rarely reported. When reduced to the four basic patterns (arch, r a d i a l 
loop, ulnar loop and whorl) frequencies of r a d i a l loops are s t i l l inadequate 
for digits 1, 4 and 5 (Tables 9.26 and 9.27). Hence, the usual conversion 
of patterns to pattern i n t e n s i t y scores. Nevertheless, detailed patterns 
can usefully be reduced to topological summations of ulnar and r a d i a l 
loops. 
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( i i i ) Palmar deltas and patterns. 
Several of the palmar t r i r a d i i and patterns are extremely 
rare. Moreover many of the well known patterns are in duplicate or 
t r i p l i c a t e and these too are usually extremely scarce. Amongst the 
rare patterns are I I T , I I , I I I , I V T , IV, I V U , T c, T r, T u and parathenar 
A 
loops (Table 9.74). Only proportions for IV and parathenar loops exceed 
1%; consequently, regional figures for the North Pennine Dales are not 
included in the text. S i m i l a r l y rare are t r i r a d i i t , t , z 1 and z M , 
whilst no example of z has been recorded. The remaining patterns and 
deltas vary markedly i n frequency. Most ubiquitous are IV, I I I , H, t , 
t ! and t b ; l e s s so are H, I , I r , I I I T , I I , Hr, t f l and t e f . Duplicate 
r A scores for I , I , I I I , IV, H and H occur i n l e s s than 1% of cases and 
most regularly for IV. S i m i l a r l y , only exceptionally do individuals 
have four or f i v e patterns i n the i n t e r d i g i t a l area and three or four 
on the hypo thenar. 
(iv) Mainlines and the mainline index. 
In Tables 9.77 to 9.92 are included proportions for a l l mainline 
terminations. However, only for limited categories are figures s u f f i c i e n t 
for regional comparisons. Less than 1% of cases are recorded for termin-
ations 2, 6, and 7 (for l i n e A); 0, X, 3, 6, 8 and 11 (for l i n e B); 4, 
5', 6, 10 and 11 (for l i n e C); and 0, X, 5 " , 8, 10 and 13 (for l i n e D). 
Mainlines D and B display l e a s t useful information in terms of negative 
entropy measures and l i n e s A and C most. The above observations explain 
why Szczotka et alia (1973) collapsed the various c l a s s e s of mainlines 
for investigations into variable interdependences. The very d i f f e r e n t 
potential for delta and mainline terminations account for anomalies in the 
mainline index frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n . Thus, for MAINADR and MAINADL, 
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cases with scores of 4 and 6 are l e s s than for scores of 3 and 5 
respectively. Also, though scores of 13 to 15 are extremely r a r e , 
a single case alone being noted, 10 individuals have terminations 
A D (16). Such anomalies are not serious. 
D. D i g i t a l and B i l a t e r a l Inequality. 
From the very beginning of studies into dermatoglyphics 
(cf., Cummins and Midlo 1943; Holt 1968) have d i g i t a l and b i l a t e r a l 
inequalities been recognized. Differences for means and proportions 
have been demonstrated for counts, deltas, patterns and mainline term-
inations. Data for the present survey confirm previous findings (e.g., 
Tables 9.3 to 9.39). As these r e s u l t s are for the most part self-evident, 
and e a s i l y extracted from the tables, further summaries of order and rank-
ings are not provided. I n any case, there i s i n s u f f i c i e n t space. More-
over no attempt has been made to te s t the significance of differences 
between d i g i t s or hands. Such comparisons as required can be effected 
with the use of standard errors for means and the binomial d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
The former accompany summary means and standard deviations. Nevertheless, 
as d i g i t a l inequality and b i l a t e r a l asymmetry are p a r t i c u l a r l y relevant to 
subsequent analyses both of var i a b l e i n t e r r e l a t i o n s h i p s and sample comparisons, 
a concise outline of prominent features follows. 
Differences between fingers for ridge counts whether u n i l a t e r a l 
maximal or b i l a t e r a l can be marked; such differences are part of a ranked 
scale consistent both for sex and side. Usually counts have the order 
1>4>5>3>2 though the l a t t e r are interchanged for RFA1 - LFA5. Such 
ordinal relationships n a t u r a l l y extend both to deltas and patterns. 
Regarding the l a t t e r ranking i s di f f e r e n t for each t r a d i t i o n a l category. 
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Thus:-
arches 2>3>1>4>5 ; ulnar loops 5>3>1>4>2 ; 
ra d i a l loops 2>3>4>1>5 ; twin loops 1>2>3>4>5 ; 
whorls 4>1 = 2>3>5 
The magnitude of d i g i t a l d i v e r s i t y can be considerable as i s 
well known for r a d i a l loops. In f a c t , these uniformities underly 
differences for d i g i t a l ridge counts. 
B i l a t e r a l asymmetry can also be marked with r a t i o s of 2 : 1 
and no le s s regular for sex. Ridge counts on the fingers are almost 
invariably higher on the right hand. Digit 1 not only has the highest 
count but i s most d i s s i m i l a r for right and l e f t hands. As b i l a t e r a l 
asymmetry decreases, so consistency i n ranking for samples generally 
declines. Differences between right and l e f t palmar ridge counts and 
pattern intensity though consistent for the enti r e sample are not great 
and asymmetry inversion occurs for regional samples. Conversely, the 
much elevated values for right hand mainline index and t o t a l finger pattern 
intensity are e n t i r e l y uniform. Nevertheless, marked inversion asymmetry 
can influence groups in addition to ind i v i d u a l s . This i s exemplified by 
reversed b i l a t e r a l asymmetry for both ulnar and r a d i a l loops on d i g i t s 2 
in males and females. 
Beside very different proportions of pattern types noted on 
different fingers, asymmetry for s p e c i f i c pattern types i s not always 
uniform. Thus, whereas the frequency of arches and of whorls i s almost 
always higher for a l l fingers on the l e f t and ri g h t hands respectively, 
the same i s not true for ulnar, r a d i a l and twin loops. For example, the 
proportion of twin loops on the l e f t hand exceeds that on the ri g h t hand 
for a l l d i g i t s but for the thumb, where for both sexes the pattern i s 
reversed. Asymmetry inversion i s well known to occur between palmar 
features. Frequencies of I , I r , I I I T , IV, t f and t e f are greater on 
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* b r the l e f t hand; those for I I , I I I , H, H, t , t 1 1 , t and A on the r i g h t . 
Similarly, differences consistent for sex are displayed for rare palmar 
features (Table 9.74). Mainline terminations uniformly have more trans-
verse terminations on the right palm. 
These observations only p a r t i a l l y r e f l e c t the d i v e r s i t y and 
asymmetry available i n each individual. Non-identity for counts and 
measures on different d i g i t s and hands indicates that two additional 
components of v a r i a t i o n are involved, for the neophyte l e s s obvious for 
homologues than for s i m i l a r a t t r i b u t e s on separate d i g i t s . Only too 
frequently in population studies are comparisons limited to summary 
variables. The use of such measures as TFRC, TFPII and TPPII have 
rarely been j u s t i f i e d beyond an indication that they f a c i l i t a t e comput-
ation. More importantly, aspects of d i v e r s i t y and asymmetry are 
eliminated; where t h e i r individual parts d i f f e r in rank and magnitude 
for d i s t i n c t samples in population studies, differences Could well be 
negated ( c f . , Coope 1971). Appropriate t e s t s for ' i d e n t i t y 1 i n d i g i t a l 
and bimanual i n e q u a l i t i e s are measures of covariation. These are 
discussed i n section 2 i n the present chapter, and the findings reported. 
At this stage i t i s s u f f i c i e n t to indicate that empirical observations of 
diversity and asymmetry point to s u b s t a n t i a l l y l e s s than perfect r e l a t i o n -
ships. As important genetic components have been i s o l a t e d e s p e c i a l l y for 
digital d i v e r s i t y , there are fundamental reasons for retaining individual 
scores. Consequently, i t can be argued that summary measures of any kind 
should only be used when s t a t i s t i c s are reported for t h e i r constituent 
variables. 
E. Sex Differences. 
There i s c l e a r l y a premium on reducing the s i z e of f i l e s . 
One possible way i s to ignore any d i v i s i o n between the sexes. The potential 
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for th i s depends e n t i r e l y on the homogeneity of summaries for the array 
of variables, and already i t has been shown that marked inversions of 
asymmetry can occur for sex ( r a d i a l and ulnar loops on d i g i t 2 ) . Thus 
amalgamation of male and female s u b f i l e s could well eliminate important 
differences, and consequently influence both c o r r e l a t i o n matrices and 
regional comparisons. 
The male and female s u b f i l e s have been compared for a l l s u i t -
2 
able variables and the differences tested by Gosset's t and x (Table 9.2). 
A l l quantitative v a r i a b l e s have been transformed using the mean of 
powers given in Table 7.1. Ho i s orthodox and because type 1 errors do 
not have serious consequences (see below), a i s set at 0.05. The t - t e s t 
programme computes both pooled and separate variance estimates and t e s t s 
2 2 2 
Ho: = a^. For x > the usual assumptions have been met for expected 
and marginal c e l l frequencies ( c f . , Siegel 1956) and adjacent categories 
collapsed where necessary. 
Summaries for the male and female s u b f i l e s are given at the base 
of tables for regional comparisons regardless of whether differences 
between the sexes are s i g n i f i c a n t or not. There are three reasons for 
this decision. F i r s t , c o rrelation matrices are established for the com-
plete variable array, and as highly s i g n i f i c a n t differences e x i s t for many 
of the l a t t e r , associations have been calculated independently for males 
and females. Secondly and more important from a p r a c t i c a l standpoint, 
most of the variables are entered into multivariate mode for the assessment 
2 
of generalized distances between populations (Mahalanobis 1 D and Edwards 7 
2 
E ) . As marked differences e x i s t between the sexes for many v a r i a b l e s , 
computations are n e c e s s a r i l y made separately for males and females, and 
consequently a l l v a r i a b l e s are subject to i d e n t i c a l treatment. F i n a l l y , 
proven homogeneity between the sexes for the e n t i r e s u b f i l e cannot l o g i c a l l y 
be projected to some s u b f i l e , and marked differences to the r a t i o 2 : 1 
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are noted for the proportions of some regions with samples of N > 400. 
However, because some regional samples are very small, for those v a r i a b l e s 
which display non-significant differences between the sexes, s p a t i a l 
heterogeneity i s tested i n the combined group. 
As regards the r e s u l t s one general observation can be made. 
Whereas a l l d i g i t a l variables produce highly s i g n i f i c a n t r e s u l t s (mostly 
P < 0.001), many palmar variables are homogeneous for the sexes. Finger 
variables tested were RF1 - LF5, RFA1 - LFA5, RFRC - TFU, RD1 - LD5, 
RP1 - LP5 and RFPII - TFPII. Amongst palmar ridge counts,right ab and 
right palmar ridge count alone produce s i g n i f i c a n t r e s u l t s ; s i m i l a r l y , 
only I ( r i g h t ) , I I , I I I T ( r i g h t ) , IV ( r i g h t ) , H, t , t f , t f f ( l e f t ) , t l n t 
(right), t * 1 ^ and A r ( r i g h t ) are included from the set of palmar patterns 
and deltas. Most mainline terminations are heterogeneous for sex; the 
exceptions are l i n e s B and D on the l e f t hand. However, only the main-
line index on the right hand separates the sexes. I t i s not s u r p r i s i n g 
that because of i t s mixed o r i g i n , palmar pattern i n t e n s i t y f a i l s i n t h i s 
task. 
2. Intervariable r e l a t i o n s h i p s . B i v a r i a t e Correlations. 
In t h i s section the associations between 152 v a r i a b l e s are 
investigated. This i s many more than the number of palmar and d i g i t a l 
features for which summaries are usually reported by individual researchers. 
Many of these, though dif f e r e n t i n formulation, to a greater or l e s s e r 
extent re p l i c a t e information ( i . e . , finger patterns, deltas and ridge 
counts). Others are compound v a r i a b l e s , e i t h e r bimanual t o t a l s and t h e i r 
sum (e.g., RFRC, LFRC, TFRC) or pattern i n t e n s i t i e s for d i f f e r e n t zones 
otherwise represented by d i s t i n c t a t t r i b u t e s (e.g., HYP0R, HYP0L, INTOR, 
INTOL). Others s t i l l represent modified 'measurements' of features i n 
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different areas; these, though in some cases s u p e r f i c i a l l y s i m i l a r , 
incorporate different observations. The most notable examples are the 
finger ridge counts which from previous research have been given u n i l a t e r a l , 
unilateral maximal and j o i n t b i l a t e r a l manifestation for each d i g i t ( i . e . , 
RFR1 - LFU5, RF1 - LF5; RFA1 - LFA5). The motive for investigating the 
f u l l constellation of varied observations i s to seek out relationships 
between different variables studied by researchers together with others 
having some i n t u i t i v e appeal but previously ignored. A l l additions have 
been generated from basic information i n i t i a l l y entered on the programming 
sheets. However, i t should be noted that some measures are not included; 
for instance, neither the atd angles nor the r e l a t i v e distances of a x i a l 
t r i r a d i i to palmar length. 
A. Aims. 
The raison d'etre of the present section i s f i r s t to investigate 
the strength of int e r v a r i a b l e relationships i n the same, homologous and 
different areas of the fingers and palms for s i m i l a r and dif f e r e n t f e a t -
ures; secondly, to expose the patterning of i n t e r v a r i a b l e associations. 
Both are important for i s o l a t i n g attributes and va r i a b l e 'blocks' for 
spatial variation studies and indicating the informational content of 
palmar and d i g i t a l dermatoglyphics. S i m i l a r l y , the most useful v a r i a b l e s 
for population comparisons and discrimination are indicated. Of l e s s 
obvious p r a c t i c a l value i s the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of r e t i c u l a t e r e l a t i o n s h i p s 
in complex correlation matrices. This requires the application of multi-
variate techniques, s p e c i f i c a l l y p r i n c i p a l components a n a l y s i s . The 
technique has potential for exploring plausible genetic pathways. However, 
i t i s a more p r a c t i c a l instrument for eliminating r e p l i c a t i o n by 'decomposing' 
a large number of vari a b l e s for which m u l t i c o l l i n e a r i t y i s considerable 
to a smaller number of uncorrelated f a c t o r s . 
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B. Available Methods. 
The most powerful a n a l y t i c approach to studies of association 
i s the u t i l i z a t i o n of Pearson's product moment or zero order c o r r e l a t i o n 
coefficient, which measures the spread of values about the l i n e a r l e a s t 
squares equation. A l l the remaining measures noted below have lower 
power e f f i c i e n c i e s . I t s superiority i s d i r e c t l y associated with i t s 
formulation i n terms of variance founded upon the highest l e v e l s of 
measurement and pre c i s e l y understood frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n s . As a r e s u l t 
the interpretation of rho (or r for population estimates) has a d i r e c t 
intuitive basis i n the pa r t i t i o n i n g of variance to d i f f e r e n t e f f e c t s . 
2 
The amount of 'explained' variance i s r (explained sums of squares/total 
sums of squares). 
r = I ( Y - Y ) z 
Z(Y - Y ) 2 
r i t s e l f i s a dimensionless measure of the covariation 
standardized by the v a r i a t i o n i n X and Y. Thus:-
r = Z (X - X) (Y - Y) 
/[Z(X - X ) 2 ] [ Z ( Y - Y ) 2 ] 
Dividing both numerator and denominator by N, t h i s becomes the 
ratio of the covariance to the product of the standard deviations i n X and Y. 
The advantages of r are manifest. I t s intimate r e l a t i o n s h i p with 
linear repression permits inquiry into the way two sets of v a r i a t e s are 
related, and extended to the multivariate case the prediction of Y on a 
series x ? _ ^ . I t forms the ba s i c input into many re l a t e d techniques and 
multivariate programmes which explore associations for d e r i v a t i v e s , caus-
ation and c l a s s i f i c a t i o n ( i . e . , factoring, path and discriminant a n a l y s i s ) . 
Bivariate normality also allows c l e a r t e s t i n g of Ho and the establishment 
of confidence i n t e r v a l s about r . Among the disadvantages and li m i t a t i o n s 
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of the measure are the very assumptions i t makes about X and Y. The 
latter are s t r i c t l y required to be at l e a s t on the i n t e r v a l s c a l e with 
a continuous range of scores. B i v a r i a t e normality and homoscedasticity 
are both required. Pearson's r i s distorted by a few extreme values on 
either X or Y and affected by the general v a r i a b i l i t y of X. The e f f e c t 
of limited discrete scores for X and Y on r i s described by Willemsen 
(1974 p. 82-83); a l t e r n a t i v e measures are discussed below. 
The limitations only become r e a l to the extent that v a r i a b l e s 
f a i l to meet the assumptions. A l l those outlined i n section IB of the 
present chapter but for RFR1 - LFU5 are availed of suitable transformations. 
The remainder are d e f i c i e n t in a number of obvious ways. The great 
majority have extremely r e s t r i c t e d range of scores, w h i l s t the mainlines 
are treated as ranked data. For these variables r i s c l e a r l y inappropriate. 
Thus for comparability, w h i l s t there i s a premium on the use of a single 
measure or isomorphic c o e f f i c i e n t s for the e n t i r e matrix, i t i s c l e a r l y 
not possible to apply r throughout. The u t i l i z a t i o n of d i f f e r e n t co-
efficients for parts of the matrix makes for considerable d i f f i c u l t i e s in 
interpretation; the magnitude of values for the same pair of v a r i a b l e s 
differs widely between measures though the range i s generally the same 
(-1 to +1). 
A large number of a l t e r a t i v e c o e f f i c i e n t s are a v a i l a b l e , each 
having i t s own advantages and disadvantages. An obvious l i m i t a t i o n i s 
that of scale of measurement. Several of the nominal c o e f f i c i e n t s are 
2 
based on x ; among these are Pearson's contingency c o e f f i c i e n t C, 
2 2 ? Tschuprow's T and phi ($ ) . The l a t t e r becomes Cramer's V for the 
general r x c table. yule's Q i s occasionally attributed a proportional 
reduction i n errors interpretation and i s the 2 x 2 contingency equivalent 
of gamma. Nevertheless, the numerators of Q and x are very c l o s e l y 
related. Other probability type nominal c o e f f i c i e n t s are Goodman and 
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Kruskal's tau, lambda and the uncertainty c o e f f i c i e n t . S i m i l a r l y , 
several ordinal measures of association are ava i l a b l e . Spearman's r g i s 
the equivalent of Pearson's r for ranked data. The d i f f e r e n t versions 
of T (a, b, c) are available as corrections for t i e s and categorized data 
for r f c. The tau c o e f f i c i e n t s measure the concordance of one v a r i a b l e 
on the ranking of the other. Gamma and Somer's d and d have a s i m i l a r 
xy yx 
basis, the main difference being that of the management of t i e s . Also, 
the lat t e r has both asymmetric and symmetric versions as do lambda and the 
uncertainty c o e f f i c i e n t . Kendall's c o e f f i c i e n t of concordance W i s app-
ropriate in the q variate case. Measures are also available for sets of 
variates on different s c a l e s . The b i s e r i a l c orrelation c o e f f i c i e n t i s 
suitable for i n t e r v a l data categorized on one var i a b l e . Tetrachoric 
correlations have been used to manage j o i n t categorization whereas the 
point b i s e r i a l correlation c o e f f i c i e n t and eta are available for associated 
interval and dichotomous data s e t s . 
The u t i l i t y of these di f f e r e n t measures overlaps for d i f f e r e n t 
purposes. However, several c r i t e r i a are avail a b l e for making a r a t i o n a l 
choice among the a l t e r n a t i v e s . F i r s t , the association measures should be 
dimension less with a uniform range from -1 to +1 where 0 and unity indicate 
the absence and perfection of relationship respectively. C l e a r l y , i n t e r -
mediate values should have i n t u i t i v e meaning. Thus i t should be possible 
to compare values of the same c o e f f i c i e n t for dif f e r e n t v a r i a b l e s based on 
different numbers of rows, columns and cases. S t a t i s t i c a l t e s t s should 
be available for test i n g Ho, and confidence l i m i t s a v a i l a b l e for c o e f f i c i e n t 
scores. A valuable asset would be for a single measure to be applicable 
to different l e v e l s of measurement and to have the same i n t u i t i v e b a s i s 
as r; moreover, to allow the a n a l y s i s of multiple r e l a t i o n s h i p s i n p a r t i a l 
correlation or multiple regression. F i n a l l y , though i n t e r v a l data can 
obviously be categorized, information i s thereby discarded. P r i o r i t y i s 
given to c o e f f i c i e n t s for the appropriate l e v e l of measurement. 
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A l l the c o e f f i c i e n t s mentioned above have t h e o r e t i c a l l i m i t s 
of unity and thus the same range. However, the magnitude of values 
differs considerably between c o e f f i c i e n t s , between say gamma and tau for 
the same variable p a i r . Furthermore, for many of the c o e f f i c i e n t s , the 
theoretical l i m i t s are not r e a l i z e d i n situations other than the obvious, 
where relevant assumptions are blatantly disregarded. C i s a function 
max 
of the number of categories and has a value of l e s s than unity depending 
on the number of rows and columns (Siegel 1956 p. 201). Contingency 
tables are thus not comparable unless based on tables of equal dimensions. 
2 
I t i s also subject to the usual x l i m i t a t i o n s . For any given set of 
four marginals there are a limited number of values which phi might assume, 
and often * s considerably l e s s than 1 (Willemsen 1974 p. 207). 
Cramer's V has a correction for rows and columns and i s rel a t e d to phi 
such that: 
2 2 Y 2 $ 2 $ = and V « — — T — T — = — 7 T - r r - -~>—?—n—n w N N mm(r-l, C-l) m n ( r - l , C - l ) 
2 
Naturally, i n the general r x c table, $ can exceed unity. 
Yule's Q attains i t s l i m i t whenever zero occupies any one of the c e l l s i n 
a 2 x 2 table (Blalock 1972 p* 11). The same defect i s shared by gamma 
which rapidly approaches i t s l i m i t as inequality increases for the marginal 
distributions. Gamma can achieve unity under a v a r i e t y of circumstances 
other than when a l l the cases f a l l on the diagonal. Exploratory empirical 
findings i n the present study show t h i s to be c r i t i c a l , perfect a s s o c i a t i o n 
indicated for random d i s t r i b u t i o n s . Ordinal measures of association tau 
and r are affected by t i e s . Adjustments to the denominator of T for s a 
ties giving has the e f f e c t of increasing the numerical value of tau; 
this w i l l be s l i g h t unless the number of t i e s i s large. As gamma elim-
inates t i e s altogether the rel a t i o n s h i p holds: 
1 b a 
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"In general, to the degree that the marginal t o t a l s for X 
and Y are very d i f f e r e n t , Y can exceed TFE by a su b s t a n t i a l amount." 
(Blalock 1972 p. 424.) 
With crude categories Tbmax = 1 only where r • c. S i m i l a r l y , 
r also requires a moderate number of categories. The e f f e c t of many s 
ties i n f l a t e s r w h i l s t at the same time * < 1. Again there i s a s s 
correction for t i e s . 
A more v i t a l c h a r a c t e r i s t i c i s that intermediate values of 
coefficients between 0 and 1 should be e a s i l y interpreted. This i s under-
lined by the magnitude of differences between values for various measures 
using the same data. Generally, chi-square l i k e s t a t i s t i c s of association 
are not useful i n t h i s respect ( c f . , Goodman and Kruskal 1954 p« 740). 
Neither C nor Q can be interpreted on the same scale as r . Large values 
of V merely sig n i f y that a large degree of association e x i s t s without 
revealing the manner in which the varia b l e s are associated. However $ 
i s directly equivalent to Pearson's r for two a t t r i b u t e s where the only 
admissable scores are 0 or I . As such i t i s an important measure for 
such limited conditions. Generally, probability or proportional reduction 
of error measures are to be preferred; t h e i r values have i n t u i t i v e meaning 
and are obviously comparable. Among those mentioned above, gamma alone 
can be extended to continuous sets of v a r i a t e s , w h i l s t Goodman and Kruskal's 
T
b, lambda and the uncertainty c o e f f i c i e n t are r e s t r i c t e d to nominal data. 
The great d i f f i c u l t y with Kendall's ordinal s t a t i s t i c s and Somer's D i s 
that values for each c o e f f i c i e n t are almost i n v a r i a b l y incomparable. 
The denominator of depends on N ( r or c) not on the marginal d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
which determine the number of t i e s . I t i s therefore more d i f f i c u l t to 
interpret, and i n t h i s respect i s l e s s s a t i s f a c t o r y than x^. The l a t t e r 
has an appropriate maximum (when r « c) when a l l cases f a l l on the major 
or minor diagonal. Also x. a 0 when concordances and discordances cancel 
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out. Nevertheless, tau has an underlying basis d i f f e r e n t from both 
r and r and cannot be weighed up i n terms of explained variance; r s s 
has this advantage. 
In the r e s u l t s that follow the presence and proportion of 
significant associations i s perhaps the l e a s t i n t e r e s t i n g of observations. 
Almost any c o e f f i c i e n t value can be shown to d i f f e r s i g n i f i c a n t l y from 
zero i f N i s s u f f i c i e n t l y large. As sample s i z e herein exceeds 1500 
cases for each sex, and a very large number of associations have been 
output, generally only dichotomous v a r i a b l e s with very infrequent non-
zero scores display non-significant r e s u l t s . Most of the association 
measures have s t a t i s t i c a l t e s t s for Ho; some such as gamma and Somer vs 
2 
D do not. Nominal types can be referred to x • More important however 
is the a v a i l a b i l i t y of confidence l i m i t s for c o e f f i c i e n t s . For N * 10, 
T has an approximate normal sampling d i s t r i b u t i o n w h i l s t r has a 
s 
standard error of 1/ / ( N - l ) . 
A l l of the measures discussed above have l i m i t a t i o n s imposed 
by levels of measurement and the number and inequality of categories or 
ranks. A l l the dermatoglyphic data considered are at l e a s t ordinal and 
some of the d i f f i c u l t i e s can be i l l u s t r a t e d by reference to appropriate 
coefficients. The e f f e c t of increasing t i e s i s such as to reduce the 
usefulness of r to T though the e f f e c t i s to i n f l a t e both measures even s when corrections are applied. S i m i l a r l y , inequality of rows and columns 
for limited categories implies the need to replace x, with x . Yet x, 
b e b 
has far l e s s h e u r i s t i c value than r and the deflated values of x are 
s c 2 not meaningful (Somer's D has the property d .d « x, ) . Unfortunately, yx ^y o 
to the writer's knowledge, no systematic investigation has been made to 
determine the properties of r with increased categorization. Several 
s 
of the measures can be used i n studies of multiple r e l a t i o n s h i p s ; but 
this subject i s discussed l a t e r i n Chapter 8 section 2. 
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C. S t a t i s t i c a l Analysis. 
To combat the d i f f i c u l t i e s inherent i n each of the measures, 
a compromise solution has been adopted. Spearman's r has been computed 
s 
for the entire matrix. In addition several other measures have been 
applied to subsets of the data for which scores are r e s t r i c t e d (variable 
suites 4, 5, 7 and 8 indicated below), so as to follow the behaviour of 
each of the coe f f i c i e n t s and th e i r relationship to r . The measures 
s 
used are phi (Cramer's V i s reported for the general r x c t a b l e ) , gamma 
(which reduces to Q for 2 x 2 contingency t a b l e s ) , tau^ and tauc« 
Significance t e s t s are attached to the l a t t e r two. Pearson's r i s output 
for several variable subsets, as part of subsequent multivariate programmes 
(for counts RFR1 - LFU5, RF1 - LF5, RAB - LCD) i n addition to r . 
s 
For convenience during a n a l y s i s , the v a r i a b l e s were divided 
into the following subsets and tables based on them are s i m i l a r l y con-
structed. 
1. Finger ridge counts RFR1 - LFU5 (20) 
2. Finger ridge counts RF1 - LF5 and RFA1 - LFA5 (20) 
3. Finger ridge counts RFRC - TFRC, RFAC - TFAC, RFR - TFR and 
RFU - TFU (12) 
4. Finger deltas RD1 - LD5 and RFPII - TFPII (13) 
5. Radial and ulnar finger patterns (loops) RPR1 - LPU5 (20) 
6. Palmar ridge counts RAB - LCD and RPRC - TPRC (9) 
7. Palmar deltas and pattern i n t e n s i t y TR - TEFL, HYPOR - RHAL, 
AXR, AXL, RPPII - TPPII (21) 
8. Palmar patterns PTR - PAL (26) 
9. Palmar mainlines and mainline indices MAINAR - MAINDL and 
MAIN ADR - MAINADT (11) 
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D. Results. 
( i ) Preliminary observations on the behaviour of measures. 
Examination of the tables has indicated two s i g n i f i c a n t findings. 
These greatly f a c i l i t a t e the interpretation of r e s u l t s and simultaneously 
obviate table duplication. The f i r s t i s that for 2 x 2 tables x^ « phi 
and may be read as such. Secondly, Spearman's r g and Kendall's x^ 
become increasingly s i m i l a r with increasing categorization and the number 
of t i e s . For 4 x 4 tables the difference between values i s l e s s than 
0.015. For 2 x 2 tables t h i s has become l e s s than 0.001. The relevance 
of this to the present study i s that for j u s t the type of data for which 
becomes more applicable, i t can be substituted by values of the more 
meaningful r . I n f a c t , x, = r ± V /(n - 1) for the conditions 
S D S 
indicated. Additional observations may be noted b r i e f l y . Generally, 
Y > > x^, the difference between the l a t t e r p a i r s increasing with the 
number of scores. For symmetrical tables, the values for the measures 
become increasingly d i f f e r e n t as tjie marginal d i s t r i b u t i o n s become more 
dissimilar. Gamma's s e n s i t i v i t y i s i l l u s t r a t e d i n the loss of mono-
tonicity with the remaining measures. I n magnitude generally y > 2V; 
the usual s i m i l a r i t y between values of x^ and V i s not constant. 
( i i ) Direct observations of b i v a r i a t e r e l a t i o n s h i p s . 
Tables for the enti r e matrix are based on the nina v a r i a b l e 
groups indicated above. For Spearman's c o e f f i c i e n t alone 88 tables have 
been prepared ranging i n dimensions from square arrays of 9 to 26. L i s t -
wise deletion of cases with missing values for any var i a b l e has been 
effected for each of these subunits. Thus a single entry of N and 
1/^ (n - 1) i s appropriate to c e l l s of each table. Understandably, 
only a small f r a c t i o n of the l a t t e r can be entered i n t h i s report. 
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Elimination i s based on the usefulness and s i g n i f i c a n c e of r e s u l t s ; 
this accounts for the p a r t i c u l a r structuring of v a r i a b l e s u i t e s (Tables 
of values for r , x, , x , Y and $ are to be made av a i l a b l e i n the 
S D C 
Department of Anthropology, University of Durham). 
The nine groups of v a r i a b l e s have been ordered with regard to 
several c r i t e r i a . Finger and palmar characters have been separated and 
further subdivided into ridge counts, deltas, patterns and mainlines. 
Several different types of finger ridge count have been reported i n the 
literature, and i n keeping with a l l these approaches, r e s u l t s are provided 
for u n i l a t e r a l , u n i l a t e r a l maximal and j o i n t b i l a t e r a l (absolute) a s s e s s -
ments together with t h e i r respective summaries. This forms the b a s i c 
structure of the e n t i r e matrix. For symmetrical submatrices (variable 
suites f a l l i n g along the main diagonal) males and females occupy the 
lower and upper triangles r e s p e c t i v e l y . In the body of each table, the 
variables are organized i n the order of l e f t and right hand, d i g i t s 1 to 5, 
areas I to H and d i r e c t i o n . 
There i s a l i m i t to what d i r e c t observations of b i v a r i a t e 
relationships w i l l d i s c l o s e , though t h i s n a t u r a l l y depends on the complexity 
and dimensions of each matrix. As regards the former condition there i s 
for instance a c l e a r d i s t i n c t i o n between associations for finger and 
palmar variables on the one hand, and for d i g i t a l v a r i a b l e s on the other. 
Where relationships are complex, d i f f i c u l t i e s are increased by the large 
number of c e l l s for some tables, which regularly a t t a i n 200 for e i t h e r 
sex. As mentioned beforehand, multivariate techniques are a v a i l a b l e for 
reducing large matrices and for extracting r e g u l a r i t i e s ; these are 
discussed i n the following chapter and used for t h i s purpose. However 
factoring techniques are not so useful for rectangular or asymmetric 
matrices. Furthermore, much useful information can be gained from v i s u a l 
scans concealed i n f a c t o r s . Direct observations have been made for the 
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entire matrix. Each table has been broken down into d e c i l e s and 
identities sought for the highest values. Generally these have 
received simple explanation i n the familiar topological r e l a t i o n s h i p s . 
I t has not been necessary to resort to McQuitty type linkage a n a l y s i s 
nor to similar sorting techniques which i n any case anticipate more 
sophisticated factoring. 
(a) Fingers versus palms. 
a.l Finger ridge counts with palmar ridge counts. 
A l l associations between finger and palmar features are below 
0.224 (max 0.207) indicating communalities l e s s than 0.05. Negative 
associations involve low values mostly within 0 and -0.05. Highest 
values are for relationships between finger and palmar ridge counts, more 
especially for RF1 - LF5 than other groups. Even so, modal values are 
at zero (0.577 of scores) and the proportion exceeding 0.20 i s only 0.022. 
Throughout, values for females are lower than for males. 
Other relationships can be b r i e f l y summarized. With RFR1 - LFU5, 
the highest correlations are for r a d i a l counts on d i g i t s 1, 4 and 5; 
somewhat l e s s for d i g i t 3. A l l are p o s i t i v e . Negative values are 
almost invariably associated with ulnar counts together with r a d i a l counts 
on digit 2. For RF1 - LF5 and RFA1 - LFA5 the pattern v a r i e s for the 
sexes. Digits 1 and 5 have consistently the highest and d i g i t 2 the 
lowest values i n the males, but i n the females values for d i g i t 1 dom-
inate the remainder. Summary tables for finger ridge counts (RFRC - TFU) 
indicate higher values with palmar counts be and cd than ab; t h i s 
relationship extends to the depressed values of RFU - TFU. 
a.2 Remaining combinations. 
A l l other cross relationships between finger and palmar 
variables have values e f f e c t i v e l y confined to the f i r s t d e c i l e . Many of 
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those not involving ridge counts are not s i g n i f i c a n t l y d i f f e r e n t from 
zero. Some patterning does e x i s t , but i t i s doubtful that i t i s 
anatomically very meaningful. For instance, a s l i g h t r e l a t i o n s h i p 
involves RFR1, LFR1, KF1, LF1, RFA1 and LFA1 with t and t ' ; values of 
r g approach 0.1 and are reversed i n p o l a r i t y for the palmar a x i a l deltas 
as would be expected. A basis for t h i s a s s o c i a t i o n i s a v a i l a b l e i n the 
complete interdependency shown for a x i a l t r i r a d i i with the thumb (Holt 
1972). 
a. 3 Summary and comparative data. 
The forty tables examined for t h i s section have not been 
entered in t h i s report. Though many of the associations are s t a t i s t i c -
a l l y s i g n i f i c a n t , i t i s c l e a r that the r e s u l t s are not p a r t i c u l a r l y 
significant i n any other way. The higher values for palmar and finger 
ridge counts probably r e f l e c t the j o i n t but weak influence of an under-
lying size factor. I t i s concluded ( e s p e c i a l l y for p r a c t i c a l purposes) 
that finger and palmar variables are independent. This i s also the 
finding of other workers. 
Higher associations have been recorded by both Mukherjee (1966) 
and O l i v i e r (1971) for t o t a l finger and palmar pattern i n t e n s i t y , but 
the signs are reversed: 
males, r = -0.20 + 0.06, n « 313 (Mukherjee 1966) 
females, r = -0.10 ± 0.06, N = 283 
males and females, association 0.124 ( O l i v i e r 1971) 
However, no transformations had been provided for each va r i a b l e 
by Mukherjee, though necessity for t h i s i s c l e a r l y displayed i n the b i -
variate distributions and h i s figure 2. Furthermore, c o r r e l a t i o n values 
provided by O l i v i e r are i n v a r i a b l y higher than those computed for the 
North Pennine Dales survey. The c o r r e l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t used i s one 
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based on chi square, though which we are not informed. The l i m i t a t i o n s 
of these measures have already been indicated. Nevertheless, that i n t e r -
dependency i s negligible and that most of the association i s due to 
palmar i n t e r d i g i t a l t r i r a d i i are findings with which the present r e s u l t s 
concur. Similarly, h i s correlations for mainlines and Cummins1 mainline 
index with d i g i t a l pattern i n t e n s i t y are i n f e r i o r to + 0.173. 
The independence of palmar and finger v a r i a b l e s has also been 
indicated by Orczykowska-Swiatkowska (1972), Loesch (1971) and Pena et 
alia (1973). The l a t t e r computed correlations for finger and palmar 
ridge counts; a l l are below 0.13. F i n a l l y , the above conclusion has 
been confirmed by Knussman (1967, 1969) i n a factor a n a l y s i s involving 
many of the finger and palmar at t r i b u t e s . 
(b) Finger v a r i a b l e s . 
The relationships amongst finger v a r i a b l e s whether between 
members of the same or d i f f e r e n t s u i t e are extremely complex. The 
matrices are large and the values range the f u l l span from near zero to 
unity though the vast majority are p o s i t i v e . The r e l a t i o n s h i p s have 
been summarized i n twenty f i v e tables; only f i v e of these are included 
within. Other key associations have been extracted and entered i n 
Tables 7.7 and 7.8. 
b . l Variables on the major diagonal. 
The following are square symmetrical matrices of finger v a r i a b l e s 
(see Tables 7.1 to 7.6). 
b . l l D i g i t a l counts RFR1 to LFU5. 
Variables RFR1 - LFU5 represent the f u l l complement of d i g i t a l 
counts ignored by a l l previous au t h o r i t i e s with the notable exception of 
Coope (1971, 1975). Their value for genetic and population studies has 
been amply demonstrated by her. 
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The values of r range from 0.015 to 0.795 for the j o i n t sex 
s 
group, the modal c l a s s being 0.2 to 0.3. As would be expected, the 
highest relationships are for homologous va r i a b l e s , only RFU3 - LFU3 
having a value l e s s than 0.5 and then only f r a c t i o n a l l y lower at 0.494. 
Radial associations are higher than ulnar. A number of other r e l a t i o n -
ships are expected; that for counts between adjacent d i g i t s i s perhaps 
the most obvious. Here the difference between r a d i a l and ulnar assoc-
iations i s more marked. Regarding the former, values are usua l l y i n 
excess of 0.5; only RFR1 - RFR2 and LFR1 - LFR2 are below 0.4. Indeed, 
heterolateral adjacent r a d i a l associations are higher than adjacent ulnar 
relationships. Heterolateral adjacent ulnar values are lower s t i l l with 
a range from 0.256 to 0.420. At t h i s stage moderate values dominate. 
Underlying the order of paired adjacent values which increases 
from digits 1,2 to d i g i t s 4,5 i s the general correspondence of the weak-
ening of correlations between d i g i t s for ulnar and r a d i a l counts a l i k e 
with increasing distance between them. However, discrepancies occur 
with di g i t s 1 and 5. The lowest associations are between homolateral and 
heterolateral r a d i a l and ulnar counts and between homolateral ulnar counts. 
The most noteworthy involve ulnar and r a d i a l counts on d i g i t s 1 and 2 and 
on 1 and 5. 
b.12 D i g i t a l counts RF1 to LF5. 
Correlations for d i g i t a l counts RF1 - LF5 are altogether higher. 
This i s due to the f a c t that for the most part r a d i a l counts are higher 
than ulnar ( r a d i a l loops being f a r l e s s common) and are consequently 
entered into the computation of u n i l a t e r a l maximum counts more frequently. 
The range i s much reduced from 0.386 to 0.796. Distributions for both 
sexes are somewhat f l a t topped; 80% of the values l y i n g within 0.4 to 
0.7. 
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Again homologous relationships are the highest, a l l exceeding 
r =0.7. Other observations agree with those of Holt (1968 p. 53); s 
the distance between d i g i t s r e l a t e s to decreasing c o r r e l a t i o n except for 
digit 1. Also, correlations between corresponding pairs of d i g i t s are 
very si m i l a r . 
b.13 D i g i t a l counts RFA1 to LFA5. 
The observations for RF1 - LF5 apply to RFA1 - LFA5, though the 
overall values are somewhat higher. The range i s from 0.399 to 0.824 
and the distributions somewhat bimodal at 0.4 to 0.5 and 0.6 to 0.7 for 
both sexes. 
b.14 D i g i t a l summary counts RFRC to TFU. 
Summary d i g i t a l counts include four groups of t r i a d s for b i -
manual totals and t h e i r sum. These are the u n i l a t e r a l maximal t o t a l s 
RFRC - TFRC, the absolute t o t a l s RFAC - TFAC and .the r a d i a l and ulnar 
totals RFR - TFR and RFU - TFU respectively. A l l have been used at 
various times by different authors, though the most f a m i l i a r are the t o t a l s 
TFRC and TFAC. 
The o v e r a l l correlations which include cross r e l a t i o n s h i p s are 
extremely high and consistent for sex. The range i s from 0.536 to 0.981 
with a large mode i n the 0.9 to 1.0 d e c i l e . A l l those for individual 
triads but for one exceed 0.85, the exception being RFU - TFU at 0.681 
for males and 0.673 for females. Values between va r i a b l e s of groups 
RFRC - TFRC, RFAC - TFAC and RFR - TFR are e s s e n t i a l l y the same with 
minima exceeding 0.8. Cross correlations for RFU - TFU with them are 
greatly depressed and as would be expected from the composition of the 
counts the order of r e l a t i o n s h i p s (descending) follows RFAC - TFAC > 
RFRC - TFRC > RFR - TFR. 
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b.15 Finger deltas RD1 to LD5 and RFPII to TFPII. 
This measure of pattern i n t e n s i t y corresponds i n part to 
absolute ridge counts RFAC - TFAC on which the l a t t e r depends. However, 
the values are much lower with a range from 0.175 to 0.606. The d i s t -
ributions for sexes are s i m i l a r with most values (>0.8) between 0.2 to 
0.5. The pattern of relationships equate with those for counts RF1 - LF5 
and RFA1 - LFA5. 
Intra-correlations for the members of the t r i a d RFPII - TFPII 
are expectedly high, those between either hand and the t o t a l being over 
0.9. However, values of 0.740 for males and 0.751 for females between 
RFPII and LFPII indicate a far from perfect relationship for r i g h t and 
l e f t pattern intensity indices. Correlations between RD1 - LD5 and 
RFPII - TFPII have a wide range from 0.364 to 0.766; 58% of the values 
l i e between 0.5 and 0.7, lower associations n a t u r a l l y being r e l a t e d to 
heterolateral comparisons. 
b.16 Topological d i g i t a l patterns RPR1 to LPU5. 
As the patterns are defined i n terms of d i r e c t i o n , v a r i a b l e 
terms of th i s matrix bear a d i r e c t l y inverse r e l a t i o n s h i p to that of counts 
RFR1 - LFQ5 for each d i g i t (e.g., RFR1 vs RFU2 = RPU1 vs RPR2). 
However, discounting signs the range of values i s not so high 
approaching zero and having a l i m i t 0.557. Also, the l e v e l of associations 
is much depressed, the modes e f f e c t i v e l y being j o i n t at 0 to 0.2 for both 
sexes (comprising 72% and 65% of a l l values for males and females respect-
i v e l y ) . A l b e i t , the patterning of r e l a t i o n s h i p s i s much the same as for 
the b i l a t e r a l d i g i t a l counts. Even so, a notable difference i s the 
presence of clear negative r e l a t i o n s h i p s previously masked by the corr-
elation between d i g i t s for the number of ridges. The d i s t i n c t i o n between 
relationships of r a d i a l and ulnar pattern i n t e n s i t y and of r a d i a l and ulnar 
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ridge counts i s c l e a r l y underlined in the different values for LPR2 - LPU2 
and LPR3 - LPU3. The greatly complicating factor i n quantitative 
analysis i s that counts cannot always be made simply because patterns are 
absent and these two things are both being measured. Correlations for 
counts which are positive throughout are thus controlled or distorted by 
pattern existence for which there are several negative r e l a t i o n s h i p s . In 
large part t h i s can explain the discrepancies between matrices for ridge 
counts based on varying d i s t r i b u t i o n s of patterns provided by d i f f e r e n t 
authors. 
b.2 Variables off the major diagonal. 
b.21 D i g i t a l ridge counts. 
These sets of relationships can be divided into two groups, 
those between individual counts RFR1 - LFU5, RF1 - LF5 and RFA1 - LFA5, 
and those between individual counts and summary varia b l e s RFRC - TFRC, 
RFAC - TFAC, RFR - TFR and RFU - TFU. 
Groups RF1 - LF5, RFA1 - LFA5, RFR1 - LFU5. 
For these groups the degree of relationship i s predictable on 
the imposition of the measures. The 20 counts of RFR1 - LFU5 w i l l be 
less related to the single d i g i t a l counts of RF1 - LF5 and RFA1 - LFA5 
than the l a t t e r groups w i l l be to each other. Moreover, RF1 - LF5 w i l l 
be less related to RFR1 - LFU5 than w i l l RFA1 - LFA5 since the l a t t e r i s 
a direct summary of information for the r a d i a l and ulnar b i l a t e r a l 
digital counts. The d i s t r i b u t i o n s of RF1 - LF5 and RFA1 - LFA5 with 
RFR1 - LFU5 are very s i m i l a r , with ranges of 0.118 to 1.0 and 0.170 to 
0.945 respectively. Both modes for each sex are at 0.4 to 0.5. The 
range of values for RF1 - LF5 with RFA1 - LFA5 i s from 0.371 to 0.984, 
The distribution i s f l a t topped over values of 0,4 to 0.7 which contain 
over 75% of the scores. 
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The most important aspect of these c o r r e l a t i o n tables i s 
the absolute values f o r corresponding scores. These determine the 
magnitude of peripheral values. As such, they have been extracted and 
entered i n Table 7.7. The next highest values are f o r h e t e r o l a t e r a l 
homologues. Relationships between RF1 - LF5 and t h e i r r a d i a l homologues 
are extremely high but f o r d i g i t 2. This i s to be expected from the 
distribution of r a d i a l and ulnar loops on that d i g i t . Conversely, values 
for ulnar homologues are very low. S i m i l a r l y w i t h expectation, a com-
parison of RFA1 - LFA5 with RFR1 - LFU5 produced depressed and elevated 
values for r a d i a l and ulnar homologues respectively. The redundancy of 
using both variable suites RF1 - LF5 and RFA1 - LFA5 i s accounted i n 
values for corresponding d i g i t s which share communalities from as low 
as 0.67 to 0.97. 
From these r e s u l t s there would be considerable r e p l i c a t i o n i n 
using the above three variable suites i n population studies. Variables 
RF1 - LF5 have the advantage that considerable information has been 
reported for them though mostly i n the guise of TFRC; but h e r i t a b i l i t y 
estimates are l i t t l e d i f f e r e n t f o r TFAC (thus RFA1 - LFA5) which also 
uses more information. Maximum information i s disclosed i n RFR1 - LFU5. 
Unfortunately, many of the counts have t o t a l l y unsuitable d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
even for transformation. Nevertheless, much of t h i s can be overcome by 
computing factor scores f o r the p r i n c i p a l components or fac t o r s . 
Groups RF1 - LF5, RFA1 - LFA5 and RFR1 - LFU5 w i t h RFRC - TFU. 
These three matrices f u r t h e r i l l u s t r a t e the composition of 
individual d i g i t a l counts, but s p e c i f i c comments which of necessity would 
be detailed f o r the four summary t r i a d s have l i t t l e u t i l i t a r i a n value f o r 
the present study. Decisions concerning i n d i v i d u a l v ariable suites w i l l 
^ any case determine the choice of a summary t a b l e , and TFRC or TFAC 
have obvious advantages over e i t h e r TFR or TFU, especially over the l a t t e r . 
(Compare the standard deviations and means i n Tables 9.13 to 9.20*) 
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b.22 D i g i t a l ridge counts with deltas. 
These sets of relationships can again be divided into two 
groups, and then not a l l the cross-associations are immediately relevant 
to this survey. 
D i g i t a l ridge counts with EDI - LD5. 
The most important relationships involving these groups are 
between the single d i g i t a l u n i l a t e r a l maximal and absolute ridge counts 
with RD1 - LD5. The two resultant tables mimic the pattern of values in 
the individual symmetrical matrices, the o v e r a l l degree of association 
being measured by communalities for corresponding d i g i t s replacing unity 
along the major diagonal. These values have been extracted and entered 
in Table 7.8. Thus the strength of associations declines gradually from 
homologues, to heterolateral homologues to adjacent d i g i t s . 
For RFR1 - LFU5 a major d i s t i n c t i o n p r e v a i l s between correlations 
for ulnar and r a d i a l counts ( c f . , Table 7.8). Again the lew values for 
radial counts are due but for d i g i t 2 to the near invariable presence of 
radial deltas. Thus correlations between r a d i a l counts and pattern 
intensity to a large extent measure the increase i n r a d i a l ridge counts 
with the development of ulnar t r i r a d i i . However, ulnar ridge counts are 
far more sensitive to increases i n pattern i n t e n s i t y since v a r i a b i l i t y 
for ulnar t r i r a d i i i s l e s s r e s t r i c t e d and ulnar counts are d i r e c t l y 
dependent on them. 
I t i s hardly s u r p r i s i n g that as RF1 - LF5 comprise mostly 
radial counts that correlations for corresponding d i g i t a l deltas should be 
only marginally greater than for d i r e c t r a d i a l homologues i n RFR1 - LFU5• 
Naturally, corresponding values for RFA1 - LFA5 are considerably higher. 
Even so, from the p r a c t i c a l standpoint scores of RD1 to LD5 f a i l to 
simulate absolute ridge counts by as much as 0.77 for d i g i t 5. 
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Similarly for RF1 - LF5, the difference i s as much as 0.94, F i n a l l y , 
from these comments the order of relationships between RFRC - TFU and 
RD1 - LD5 i s predictably RFAC - TFAC > RFU - TFU > RFRC - TFRC > RFR - TFR. 
D i g i t a l ridge counts with RFPII - TFPII. 
The relationships between individual d i g i t a l counts and summary 
pattern intensity indices involve the same range of values (0.334 to 
0.762). The order of association i s as follows: RFA1 - LFA5 > RF1 - LF5 
> RFR1 - LFU5. Of greater importance are the correlations between 
summaries of counts and pattern i n t e n s i t y . From the foregoing section 
i t i s to be expected that t h i s w i l l have the ranking RFAC - TFAC > RFU -
TFU > RFRC - TFRC > RFR - TFR. Values are high ranging from 0.618 to 
0.900, and modes are at 0.6 to 0.7 and 0.8 to 0.9 for the former and l a t t e r 
pair of triads respectively. However, the highest correlations with 
TFPII are for TFU (males 0.900 and females 0.886) but the difference i s 
not great. Values for TFRC (males 0.735 and females 0.771) indicate once 
again the disparity between pattern i n t e n s i t y and u n i l a t e r a l maximal 
ridge count. 
b.23 D i g i t a l ridge counts with topological patterns. 
In contrast to the previous section, the obvious comparison to 
be made i s that between RFR1 - LFU5 and RPR1 - LPU5; ( i t has i t s c o r o l l a r y 
in RFA1 - LFA5 with RD1 - LD5). Other cross-relationships are not con-
sidered here. RPR1 - LPU5 i s an approximate binary equivalent: of RFR1 -
LFU5; as such, the d i r e c t homologue values have especial relevance and 
these are given i n Table 7.8. Naturally, the variable terms have been 
inverted as pattern d i r e c t i o n not delta location i s being referenced. 
For reasons outlined e a r l i e r , c o rrelations between ulnar counts and r a d i a l 
patterns are far higher than between t h e i r counterparts. S i m i l a r l y 
negative values occur. 
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I t would seem, therefore, that r a d i a l counts contain consider-
able information not divulged by topological patterning. The same may 
be said for counts RFA1 - LFA5 and RF1 - LF5 when compared to RD1 - LD5. 
However, bivariate correlations for corresponding features though admittedly 
suggestive are i n s u f f i c i e n t data on which to base predictions and a s c e r t a i n 
the f u l l magnitude of r e p l i c a t i o n . Precise estimates can be obtained with 
multiple regression. Such programmes for finger ridge counts are not 
reported here. 
b.24 Finger deltas with topological patterns. 
Cross-correlations between RD1 - LD5 and RPR1 - LPU5 are a 
parallel of those between RFA1 - LFA5 and RFR1 - LFU5, as RD1 - LD5 
compounds radial and ulnar pattern i n t e n s i t i e s for each d i g i t . However, 
bearing in mind the inversion of variable terms, correlations for 
corresponding d i g i t s more c l o s e l y assume the f a c i e s of those for RF1 - LF5 
with RFR1 - LFU5. This i s due again (with the usual exception of d i g i t 2) 
to the near ubiquitous presence of at l e a s t one delta and i t s location on 
the radial side of d i g i t s . These cross-correlations are recorded i n 
Table 7.7. For the e n t i r e matrix the range of values i s almost maximal 
for one sign (0.055 to 0.982) though modes for each sex are at 0.1 to 
0.2, and two thirds of the values f a l l within 0.1 to 0.3. 
b.3 Summary and comparative data. 
Each correlation table for finger v a r i a b l e s has obvious patterns 
consistent for sex. The most notable i d e n t i t i e s are homologues ( f o r the 
same fingers or corresponding d i g i t s on right and l e f t hands) and r e l a t i o n -
ships between adjacent d i g i t s for the same and d i f f e r e n t hands. These 
patterns are retained separately for ulnar and r a d i a l features. However, 
the matrices include many moderate as well as high correlations and are 
d i f f i c u l t to interpret. Preliminary observations as the above which 
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follow plausible sets of relationships are inadequate for investigating 
the detailed structure of matrices. This deficiency i s r e c t i f i e d i n 
the following chapter on multivariate a n a l y s i s . 
Interdepencies for d i f f e r e n t types of ridge count and for 
ridge counts and pattern i n t e n s i t y , whether for d i g i t s alone or for 
radial and ulnar sides of d i g i t s , are expectedly high. Nevertheless, 
pace Beiguelman and Pinto (1971) i t i s c l e a r that ridge counts contain 
much information not disclosed i n delta summaries, and cannot e f f i c i e n t l y 
be replaced by them. Above, i t was shown that there i s i n s u f f i c i e n t 
agreement between both RFA1 - LFA5 and RD1 - LD5 and RFR1 - LFU5 and 
RPR1 - LPU5. This i s hardly surprising since i n part, d i f f e r e n t things 
are being measured by ridge counts and deltas. The l a t t e r two v a r i a b l e 
suites manifestly demonstrate t h i s . Errors i n predicting ridge counts 
from deltas can be high ( c f . , Basu and Namboodiri 1971). 
The present r e s u l t s are very s i m i l a r to those produced by other 
researchers; the patterns noted above for matrices of u n i l a t e r a l finger 
ridge counts and deltas have been i d e n t i f i e d by Waite (1915), Turpin and 
Schutzenburger (1949), Holt (1951, 1959), Mavalwala (1962) and Loesch (1971). 
Nevertheless, there are differences i n the magnitude of correlations and 
to a lesser extent i n their* rankings i n matrices. Mavalwala, for instance 
for his male and female matrices of Zarathustrian u n i l a t e r a l maximum 
finger ridge counts, noted s i g n i f i c a n t differences for 11% and 27% of the 
values respectively when compared with those of Holt for a B r i t i s h population. 
Increasingly larger correlations have been published for TFPII with TFRC 
than for the North Pennine Dales by Loesch (1971; males 0.77, females 0.79), 
Pons (1954; males 0.80, females 0.83) and Basu and Namboodiri (1971; 
males 0.86, females 0.83). At the present time i t i s not possible to 
indicate to what extent these differences are due to ignoring the assumptions 
of Pearsonian correlation or to the i n c l u s i o n of family material as opposed 
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to endemic differences. Indeed, the only comparison of co r r e l a t i o n 
matrices for finger ridge counts known to the author from widely 
different populations i s that of Coope (1971). This embodied an 
exploratory pri n c i p a l components analysis of b i l a t e r a l counts RFR1 - LFU5 
from four continental stocks based on Pearsonian c o r r e l a t i o n s . Regarding 
phenetic as for genetic correlation matrices for d i f f e r e n t variable assays 
clearly much remains to be done by way of population comparison. 
(c) Palmar features. 
The relationships amongst palmar vari a b l e s are not as complicated 
as for the fingers, though values span the f u l l range and negative as w e l l 
as positive associations are frequent. Generally, the nature of corr-
elations i s that expected from topological considerations, as for example 
in the arrangement of patterns and deltas within s p e c i f i c areas. However, 
familiarity with obvious as jociations does not allow precise prediction of 
their magnitude. Neither can i t give any indication of relationships 
between plausibly independent features, between say patterns i n d i f f e r e n t 
areas and ridge counts and mainlines. Some of these associations, those 
involving deltas and loops, have been studied by Loesch (1971, 1974); 
others by O l i v i e r (1967, 1971) and Knussman (1967, 1969). Yet, information 
for the f u l l c onstellation of palmar variables included within has to the 
writer !s knowledge not been made avail a b l e beforehand. The data have 
been summarized i n twenty three tables. Results for the mainlines must 
be regarded as exploratory. As described i n Appendix 3, there are two 
basic ordinal scales for mainline terminations. In addition i t i s possible 
to correct for deflections of l i n e s A and B to r a d i o - d i s t a l terminations 
as has been done for the respective mainline i n d i c e s . Here such corrections 
which were manually implemented for MAINADR and MAINADL during scoring 
have no accurate information base. On the other hand i t i s possible to 
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eliminate such cases altogether. Reduction of the f i l e i s not important 
but i t may lead to biased values for associations with hypothenar 
elements. 
Symmetrical matrices for mainlines and cross-relationships with 
other variables have been constructed for both ordinal s c a l e s ; i n addition 
values for li n e A and B have been computed which i n turn d i r e c t l y weigh 
and correct for r a d i o - d i s t a l deflections effected by H or parathenar loops 
(see Appendix 3 ) . Additionally correlations have also been computed in 
which cases with such deflections have been removed. The tables generally 
referred to herein tr e a t abortive conditions of mainlines as obligatory 
terminations. This scoring system r e l a t e s more cl o s e l y to A l c i a t i ' s 
quantitative scheme for mainlines. I t s h a l l be referred to as the 
sequential coding system. The al t e r n a t i v e which t r e a t s 'blind 1 l i n e s 
as incipient features w i l l be known as the nascent coding system. 
c . l Variables on the major diagonal. 
c . l l Palmar ridge counts. 
Table 7.9 gives the symmetrical correlation matrix for individual 
and summary ridge counts. The range of values i s wide for individual 
counts RAB - LCD (from 0.152 to 0.810), and there i s a d i s t i n c t mode at 
0.3 to 0.4, containing over 50% of the scores. The highest values are 
clearly between homologues but even so shared variance i s r e s t r i c t e d from 
less than 0.5 to 0.64. Associations between adjacent homolateral ridge 
counts are low, indicating considerable independence of the three counts. 
The order of relationships follows ab - cd > ab - be > be - cd. A l l 
values are depressed for the l e f t hand, for the l a t t e r p a i r greatly so. 
Agreement i s only s l i g h t l y lower for ri g h t and l e f t palmar 
summary ridge counts than for s i m i l a r d i g i t a l t o t a l s . Shared variance i s 
below 0.8 but t h i s i s f a r larger than for other palmar v a r i a b l e s . I t i s 
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well known that environmental e f f e c t s more greatly influence palmar 
features (Loesch 1971). Associations between indi v i d u a l counts and the 
summary triad are at best moderate. 
c.12 Palmar deltas. 
Table 7.10 gives the values for palmar deltas. I t contains a 
number of unfamiliar v a r i a b l e s but these have a simple i d e n t i t y . INTOR, 
INTOL, HYPOR and HYpoL ( t l n t and t h y p r e s p e c t i v e l y ) are the i n t e r d i g i t a l 
. ef . e and hypothenar equivalents of t for the right and l e f t hand. As t 
f ef and t cannot be distinguished, t i s also the unmodified t o t a l of thenar 
patterns. The rationale behind AXR, AXL i s noted i n Appendix 3. They 
are the limited ordinal equivalents of the r e l a t i v e minimal distance 
measure of the a x i a l t r i r a d i u s or the minimal atd angle. RHAR, RHAL are 
r • really pattern features (A ) , and are included here because of t h e i r 
intimate relationship with the a x i a l t r i r a d i i . Naturally i f scores for 
t, t 1 and t f ? i n AXR, AXL were recoded to unity, the l a t t e r would be the 
inverse of A r. 
The magnitude of values extends the f u l l range from zero to near 
unity, but as many of the variables are not independent t h i s i s hardly 
surprising ( c f . , t and t 1 ) . Nevertheless, the modes are at 0 to 0.1 and 
therein are contained 33% of the values. Also, negative as w e l l as 
positive associations occur throughout the tables. 
A l l values over 0.4 are either homologue associations or adjacent 
homolateral and hete r o l a t e r a i r e l a t i o n s h i p s . Only RHAR versus RHAL s i g -
nificantly f a l l s below 0.5. Of homolateral correlations only four p a i r s 
have reasonably high scores of r > 0.7; such are t - t f , Ax-t, Ax-t', 
s 
b hyp 
t " t . The f i r s t two are negative. A further relationship displays 
moderate scores i n the c l a s s 0.3 to 0.4, that of t f l - t h y p . Heterolateral 
adjacent associations for the f i r s t four p a i r s are a l l above r =0.4. 
r s 
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The low correlations between A and Ax, t , t' are noteworthy; 
those for Ax are due to the invariable nature of A r v i s a v i s the 
extended scoring of Ax, Individual a x i a l t r i r a d i i are not independent 
of one another, thus while t = t f = t T 1 = 0 when A r = 1, for A r - 0 
either t, t' or t " ^ 0 and only t + t f + t f 1 > 1. Correlations for Ax 
with t, t' and t , f or between the l a t t e r t r i o indicate the very close 
relationship of t and t ' . On the other hand t f t as defined would seem 
to have considerable independence of more proximal t r i r a d i i . The detailed 
base of AXR, AXL ( c f . , Appendix 3) has great potential for scoring a l l the 
axial t r i r a d i i on the palm simultaneously; both minimal and maximal 
measures exclude valuable information. The indiv i d u a l 22 combinations 
can be weighed for r e l a t i v e height and pattern i n t e n s i t y and provide a 
better measurement system than that given by Reed et alia (1975) for 
genetic studies. 
Relationships between the thenar, i n t e r d i g i t a l and hypothenar 
areas are p a r t i c u l a r l y weak; that the former two are cl o s e r i s not 
surprising nor automatically s i g n i f i c a n t except i n a negative sense 
indicating the detachment of the thumb base from the remaining sub-digital 
pads. The relationships between the features discussed above and summary 
palmar pattern i n t e n s i t y indices are predictable. The highest values 
involve areal t o t a l s t h y p , t e f and t l n t with RPPII - TPPII. Otherwise, 
only t*5 and t t f of the individual variants carry moderate associations 
with the l a t t e r . The r e l a t i v e l y low correspondence between ri g h t and 
left palmar pattern i n t e n s i t y manifestly demonstrates the influence of 
environment. 
c.13 Palmar patterns. 
Not a l l of the palmar v a r i a b l e s could be included i n Table 7.11. 
Some are extremely rare ( I I , I I , IV and hypothenar tented patterns) and 
have not been recorded on both hands. Yet some attempt has been made 
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to provide estimates for the more unusual patterns such as I I I , IV, I V U 
and Pa. Of these Loesch (1971, 1974) was only able to supply correlations 
A T . 
for IV. (Moreover I I I has been amalgamated by her with I I I . ) Even so, 
there are marked bimanual differences in frequency for some of these 
variables, and correlations are greatly weakened for proportions approaching 
zero. Thus the absence of values for I I I i n males. 
The range of scores i s wide from zero to 0.620 and both negative 
and positive values occur. Nevertheless, the mode i s d i s t i n c t l y at the 
f i r s t decile; indeed, 76% and 66% of the male and female values respect-
ively are below 0.05. The strongest associations are for homologues, 
homolateral adjacent and h e t e r o l a t e r a l adjacent r e l a t i o n s h i p s . The 
highest values are presented by the p a i r s I I I - IV (negative) and I - I 
(positive); the ranking of these correlations v a r i e s inversely for the 
right and l e f t hands by approximately 0.1. Other homolateral adjacent 
associations between 0.2 and 0.4 e x i s t for I I I - I I I T , I I I T - IV, I I I - IV 
* u T 
and IV - IV . The negative c o r r e l a t i o n between I I I and both I I I and IV 
suggests that there i s l i t t l e to be gained by considering a tented con-
dition an independent feature; i t i s plausible that the abortive condition 
of the C mainline i s due e n t i r e l y to obligatory termination enforced by 
ridge alignment i n surrounding areas during ontogeny. As such, the 
potential frequency of I I I and IV i n I I I T i s contained i n I I I : IV-
T T 
A l l negative correlations except those for I I I - I I I , I I I - IV 
A r 
and I I I - IV are extremely low; that for H - H i s next i n rank exceeding 
r
s =0.1 in the females alone. Only moderate re l a t i o n s h i p s are ava i l a b l e 
for adjacent heterolateral v a r i a b l e s , and then j u s t for I - I r and I I I - IV. 
All homologues but for I I I T , I V U and Pa present values larger than r =0.3. 
s 
The l a t t e r two are adversely influenced by t h e i r frequency, w h i l s t from 
what was said above, low correlations for I I I ^ imply random developmental 
obstructions with d i f f e r e n t i a l s u s c e p t i b i l i t y for each hand rather than 
any genetic influence. 
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c.14 Palmar mainlines and mainline index. 
As expected, sequential coding of mainlines has produced 
2 
significantly higher correlations than nascent coding (x =16.61, 
df = 3, P < 0.001). The respective ranges are 0.177 to 0.707 and 
0.090 to 0.533 (Tables 7.12 and 7.13). The njpdes are at the t h i r d 
and fourth decile i n the l a t t e r . Nascent coding n a t u r a l l y influences 
combinations with the C mainline most se r i o u s l y , halving several values. 
The highest values are occupied by homologues, though there i s 
a descending order of relationships from A to D, the difference being as 
high as 0.3. S i m i l a r l y , homolateral adjacent relationships also display 
ordered relationships with distance. But for l i n e s C versus D, rig h t 
hand combinations are higher than for the l e f t , p a r t i c u l a r l y for l i n e C 
versus line B. Of great importance i s the observation that for a l l the 
obligative relationships of mainline coursing, redundancy i s low. High-
est communalities are for l i n e s B and C on the right hand, and then only 
just over 0.4; generally shared variance i s below 0.2. 
The absolute values for combinations of mainlines with mainline 
indices are larger but the range s t i l l considerable (0.321 to 0.845). 
The strongest relationships are for l i n e B which presumably most clos e l y 
approximates the course of an imaginary 'neutral' l i n e between A and D. 
The order of correlations follows B > A > C > D„ The value for A i s not 
much less than for B but the low associations of D are noteworthy. Never-
theless, t h i s far exceeds the poor c o r r e l a t i o n between l i n e s A and D, 
which would seem to have no more than 0.05 of t h e i r v a r i a t i o n i n common. 
As for the mainlines, b i l a t e r a l correspondence for the mainline index i s 
particularly weak. 
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c.2 Variables off the major diagonal 
c.21 Palmar ridge counts with palmar deltas. 
The magnitude of correlations between ridge counts (both 
individual and summary) and deltas indicates that linkages at best are 
tenuous. Values range from zero to a maximum of 0.224 and are l e s s for 
females. More than 80% of them are r e s t r i c t e d to the f i r s t d e c i l e . 
Positive and negative associations occur, the l a t t e r assumed by t f and 
• . i n t t . Naturally, the highest correlations are for t 
c.22 Palmar ridge counts with palmar patterns. 
Patterns produce the same trend with a maximum value of 0.277; 
70% of the scores are l e s s than 0.05. The highest r e l a t i o n s h i p s are 
obviously for i n t e r d i g i t a l patterns, but some i r r e g u l a r i t i e s occur. The 
most uniform r e s u l t s are for I I though associations are higher with ab. 
Right I I I and IV are related to in d i v i d u a l l e f t and r i g h t hand ridge 
counts be esp e c i a l l y and ab but not to cd, values for IV being p o s i t i v e . 
The bimanual d i s t i n c t i o n (only s l i g h t l y apparent for I I ) i s marked. 
c.23 Palmar ridge counts with mainlines. 
Correlations between ridge counts and mainlines are much higher 
(range from zero to 0.503) and for the males i f not the females the mode 
is joi n t l y at the f i r s t and second d e c i l e s . The two scoring systems for 
mainlines produce s i m i l a r r e s u l t s . Signs are e n t i r e l y negative for 
counts ab and be. However, (with the exception of l i n e A) values for cd 
are positive, with l i n e D consistently so (Tables 7.14 and 7.15). 
Correlations above r = 0.224 are ava i l a b l e only for l i n e A 
s 
with count ab and i n descending order for l i n e s B > A > D > C with count 
b c . A l l the mainlines then have some limited anatomical r e l a t i o n s h i p 
with palmar ridge counts. This i s much greater for l i n e s A and B than 
C and D with summary counts RPRC - TPRC. C l e a r l y , l i n e D i s affected by 
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the combination of reversed p o l a r i t i e s for i n d i v i d u a l counts. By f a r 
the highest association i s between count be and l i n e B; c o r r e l a t i o n s 
for C and D with count be are discordant for right and l e f t hands. 
Correlations between individual counts and mainline indices 
are negative and trimodal, each mode specifying the d i s t i n c t influence 
of separate ridge counts. The order i s be > ab > cd. These differences 
are naturally removed with the 'averaging 1 e f f e c t of summary counts. 
c.24 Palmar deltas with palmar patterns. 
The f a c t that over two thirds of the c e l l s i n these two tables 
contain values l e s s than 0.05 indicates the extremely poor association of 
palmar elements in d i f f e r e n t areas (Tables 7.16 and 7.17). However, the 
range extends to 0.939. Understandably, the largest correlations are 
between topologically equivalent features, between s p e c i f i c or summary 
deltas and patterns i n the same area. In f a c t , many of the highly 
topologically related homolateral t r a i t s have greater h e t e r o l a t e r a l 
associations than many othe:: homolateral linkages. The highest homolateral 
associations are as follows:-
t e f with I , I r 
t b and t h y p with H 
t , f with H 
t h y P with H 
t i n t with I I and IV 
r t f T with H 
t l n t with I I I 
The order of relationships of patterns with deltas i s generally 
consistent for hands and sex. However, multiple relationships with 
values in excess of r = 0.05 are infrequent. Rankings for s p e c i f i c 
s 
deltas and their summaries are given overleaf:-
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t e f with I r > I 
t h y P with H > H > H r > Pa 
t b with H > H r > H 
t M with H > H r 
Several small hypothenar peripheral loops develop with t and t ' 
and a small correlation occurs. However, t i s not expected to have a 
high association with any pattern feature. 
Rankings for i n t e r d i g i t a l t r i r a d i i are approximately consistent 
for sex but not for hands. This i s almost c e r t a i n l y due to the very 
different proportions for I"., I l l and IV i n the four c l a s s e s . Strongest 
correlations are for I I on the right hand, but for IV on the l e f t . I l l 
is usually ranked t h i r d , IV i s consistently ranked fourth, and for the 
A . r females I I I i s ranked f i f t h . Subsequent weak linkages include I and I . 
Correlations between individual patterns and deltas or area! 
summaries explain the magnitude of associations between patterns and 
r A 
palmar pattern i n t e n s i t y . Thus I , I , H and H have homolateral values 
over 0.4, and I I and I I I values over 0.2. Values for IV are reduced 
because of negative associations with t * 1 ^ . 
c.25 Palmar deltas with mainlines. 
Correlations between deltas and mainlines are much lower than 
between ridge counts and mainlines. The maximum value i s 0.235. The 
modes for each sex are remarkably s i m i l a r at 0 to 0.1 and manifestly 
dominant containing over 83% of the scores. Results are s i m i l a r for 
both measurement systems but values are higher with nascent coding. The 
» 
highest relationships predictably involve t l n t . Those for l i n e s C and 
D are largest and for the l a t t e r negative. (Values for C are depressed 
with sequential coding.) However 'explained 1 variance extends only from 
0*02 to 0.05 for l i n e s A, C and D. Otherwise associations mostly with 
ef o 
t , t and t 1 are not d i f f e r e n t from r = 0.01. 
s 
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Correlations between summary palmar pattern i n t e n s i t y (RPPII -
TPPH) and mainlines are highest for l i n e C. A l l but those for D are 
positive. Low values for the l a t t e r are due to the disagreement of 
signs of t * n t with remaining v a r i a b l e s . A l l associations between deltas 
and mainline indices are weak and do not exceed r = 0.143. Some are 
s 
r b 
negative, notably those for A , t and t . 
c.26 Palmar patterns with mainlines. 
The matrices of rank correlations for patterns with mainlines 
are particularly important (Tables 7.18 and 7.19). The reason for t h i s 
is the potential for precluding the time consuming and somewhat c o n f l i c t i n g 
observations made by diff e r e n t researchers of mainline terminations from 
future studies. The opportunity i s established i n the existence of large 
values in both tables. These can be taken into conjunction with low 
correlations for ridge counts and deltas. The appropriate technique i s 
multiple regression and exploratory findings are given i n Chapter 8, 
section 2. 
Though the range extends from zero to 0.905, three quarters of 
the values i n the tables are again lower than 0.1. Except for stochastic 
variation around zero, a l l negative values are limited to loop IV. Indeed, 
nearly a l l values over 0.2 involve I I I or IV which are i n any case inversely 
T 
related. The exception i s a low co r r e l a t i o n between l i n e C and I I I on 
the l e f t hand i n both sexes. However, the pattern of v a r i a t i o n with I I I 
and IV i s different. Naturally, these patterns are most highly correlated 
with line C. Values of r < 0.3 are held by l i n e D for I I I , and by l i n e 
s 
A for I I I and IV on the l e f t hand. 
Generally, the two coding systems produce s i m i l a r r e s u l t s . But 
there i s a major discrepancy for I I I T and IV. Using nascent coding, 
values for the former are greatly elevated and there i s a change of sign 
(-0.378 to -0.506). Those for IV are depressed (-0.090 to -0.452). 
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The structure of relationships between patterns and mainline 
indices for the two coding schemes i s not greatly d i s s i m i l a r . A l l values 
of r > 0.3 are again limited to loops I I I and IV. Otherwise, only loop s 
I I has values well over 0.1. 
c.3 Summary and comparative data. 
Several studies have been made of palmar co r r e l a t i o n matrices 
by Knussman (1967, 1969), Loesch (1971, 1974), O l i v i e r (1971) and 
Szczotka et alia (1973). None are complete. Knussman's factor analyses 
were re s t r i c t e d to quantitative v a r i a b l e s , thus palmar patterns and t h e i r 
related t r i r a d i i were omitted. Conversely, Loesch's studies were limited 
to topological a t t r i b u t e s , though cross-relationships were performed for 
line A and TPPII. Both investigations by O l i v i e r and Szczotka et alia 
failed to include palmar ridge counts, and patterns have been recorded i n 
the traditional manner. The l a t t e r authors have severely categorized 
scores for the palmar mainlines, thereby greatly reducing the ava i l a b l e 
variation. In some cases i n the w r i t e r ' s opinion such amalgamation has 
been unsatisfactory. For instance the categories for l i n e C terminations 
(0 = x, X, 0; 5 = 5', 5 " , 6; 7 = 7 , 8, 9, 10, 11) agree with neither 
of the more r e a l i s t i c coding schemes of Bhattocharya (1971) and Plato 
(1970). 
Differences i n nomenclature are l i k e l y to produce varying but 
perhaps not markedly disparate r e s u l t s . However, further complications 
are introduced with d i f f e r e n t c o r r e l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s ; moreover, adequate 
documentation of the l a t t e r or q u a l i f i c a t i o n of t h e i r use with inappropriate 
data i s lacking for some studies (Loesch 1971, O l i v i e r 1971). Loesch has 
presumably computed product moment co r r e l a t i o n s . Szczotka et alia (1973) 
have made use of a more unusual c o e f f i c i e n t beside $ 2 (which presumably 
nust be Cramer's V for the general r x c t a b l e ) ; t h i s i s a measure of 
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relative information ( I r ) based on Shannon's concept of entropy. I t 
2 
is free of x limitations pertaining to marginal and expected c e l l 
2 
frequencies; even so the r e s u l t s correspond c l o s e l y to $ • Though 
admittedly obvious d e f i c i e n c i e s make c o l l a t i o n d i f f i c u l t between the 
present and preceding studies, on the whole r e s u l t s compare favourably. 
For data from the North Pennine Dales, correlations between 
palmar ridge counts are moderate; ab and cd are more c l o s e l y r e l a t e d to one 
another than either are to be. The same pattern of r e l a t i o n s h i p s has 
been disclosed by Rogucka et alia (1971), Pena et alia (1973), Knussman 
(1969) and Mate (1975). However, the magnitude of a l l correlations* for 
Mate's East German samples are consistently and inexplicably low. 
Regarding palmar patterns and d e l t a s , a l l correlations exceeding 
r =0.2 are between topological elements within the same palmar region, s 
either thenar, i n t e r d i g i t a l or hypothenar. However, only for the thenar 
do a l l patterns and deltas correlate strongly. Correlations for i n t e r -
digital loop I I are low, reaching a maximum of 0.178 with IV i n the females. 
T 
Loops I I I and I I I are negatively related as expected and so are both with 
r A 
loop IV ( c f . , Pons 1956). Hypothenar loops H, H and H are independent, 
the f i r s t two and the l a t t e r two connected mostly through t " and t ^ 
respectively. These r e s u l t s correspond with those of Loesch; p a r t i c u l a r l y , 
both series discount a l l but a weak relationship between I I and IV (pace 
Bansal and Rife 1963). Moreover, correlations for accessory deltas i n 
I I and IV are s t i l l low. A maximum value for a sample of 347 individuals 
from north east Spain i s 0.163 (Pons 1956). This i s somewhat larger than 
for a l l patterns. On the other hand w h i l s t correlations for accessory 
patterns i n areas I I and I I I are s l i g h t l y r a i s e d , the negative c o r r e l a t i o n 
between I I I and IV i s e f f e c t i v e l y n u l l i f i e d . 
Cross-correlations between the three main palmar areas are 
especially weak; largest of them i s that between thenar and i n t e r d i g i t a l 
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areas, corroborated by Loesch, but 'explained 1 variance i s only about 
0.01. The negative c o r r e l a t i o n between thenar and hypothenar areas 
noticed by several researchers among them Pons (1956) and O l i v i e r i s 
A 
confirmed, as i s the fact that t h i s i s due to H. However, the magnitude 
of the relationship i s not anatomically meaningful, and for s p e c i f i c 
A 
populations w i l l depend on the r a t i o H : H which are reversed i n sign 
for t e ^ . These observations agree with conclusions of Szczotka et alia. 
Correlations between topologically equivalent deltas and loops 
agree closely for the North Pennine Dales and P o l i s h s e r i e s ; e s p e c i a l l y 
r ef * b 
for combinations I , I with t , H with t , f and H with t . But d i s -
crepancies do occur. For instance values for t ' with H are much lower 
in the present series (0.17 to 0.22 as opposed to 0.38 to 0.45). S i m i l a r l y , 
whilst those for t and t ' with H are considerably depressed, they are 
compensated by much elevated scores involving H with t " . I t i s perhaps 
obvious that t h i s could be an a r t e f a c t not only of d i f f e r e n t underlying 
relationships for d i s t i n c t populations, but of d i f f e r e n t methods used 
for specifying t , t ' and t , f . However, i t i s assumed that precise 
measurements have been made for the P o l i s h data i n accordance with Penrose 
(1968). More extensive c a l c u l a t i o n s for P o l i s h data approach those from 
the North Pennine Dales more c l o s e l y (Loesch 1974). Though observations 
have not been made for the maximal atd angle by the w r i t e r , i t i s c l e a r 
that correlations with other v a r i a b l e s w i l l correspond very c l o s e l y with 
the frequency of t , f and t 1 . Indeed, t h i s i s evident from summary means 
and deviations provided by O l i v i e r (1971) for d i f f e r e n t c l a s s e s of hypcr 
thenar patterns. F i n a l l y , disagreement for c o r r e l a t i o n s incorporating 
total palmar pattern i n t e n s i t y or s i m i l a r summaries must be expected. 
TPPII i s a compound var i a b l e with disparate p a r t s , and i s greatly influenced 
by the r e l a t i v e frequency of these independent features. 
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Correlations between the mainlines are high or moderate, 
although line A i s l e s s related to l i n e s B, C and D than t h e ' l a t t e r 
three are to one another. This observation has also been made by 
Knussman (1967), O l i v i e r (1967, 1971) and Szczotka et alia (1973). 
However, i t i s d i f f i c u l t to compare values provided herein with those 
presented by O l i v i e r . The l a t t e r are considerably higher than those 
available i n Tables 7.12 and 7.13 for both coding schemes, and t h i s must 
2 
be a feature of the x measure. Furthermore, he has deleted a l l cases 
with abortive terminations for l i n e C (10% of a sample of 1000). D i f f -
erences are also bound to occur (though not of t h i s magnitude) due to 
our modification of ulnar termination 4. 
Relationships between palmar ridge counts on the one hand and 
palmar deltas and patterns on the other mostly involve the i n t e r d i g i t a l 
area, and but for loop IV are negative. Values with t l n t mostly exceed 
r g = 0.1. Associations with I I , I I I and IV are more varied. Beyond a 
change of sign for loop IV with ab and be, ri g h t I I I and IV alone appear 
to be related to i n t e r d i g i t a l counts and then only to be and ab. Con-
versely, loop I I i s related more to ab and cd. These findings confirm 
those of Hronska and P o s p i s i l (1972); that i s loops I I I and IV e i t h e r 
formed by one of the three subdigital t r i r a d i i (b, c or d) or by accessory 
deltas s i g n i f i c a n t l y depress ridge counts i n the same area. 
Several correlations between ridge counts and mainlines are 
moderate and again most are negative. The exceptions are l i n e s C and D 
with count cd. However, other discrepancies occur; count be i s mostly 
strongly related to a l l four mainlines, cd the l e a s t . Count ab i s 
closely related only to l i n e A. In addition heterogeneity e x i s t s for 
these i d e n t i t i e s on the l e f t and right hand. No comparable data are 
known to the wr i t e r . 
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I t i s not surprising that of a l l palmar patterns and deltas, 
those in the i n t e r d i g i t a l zone most c l o s e l y correspond with the proximal 
radiant terminations. Nevertheless, l i n e B i s not r e l a t e d to t l n t , and 
whereas correlations for l i n e s A and C are p o s i t i v e , those for D are 
negative. Of i n t e r d i g i t a l patterns, I I I and IV are related to a l l 
proximal radiants and are reversed i n sign. Line A has been shown to be 
influenced by hypothenar patterns, though only when scores are properly 
weighed for r a d i o - d i s t a l terminations propagated by H. O l i v i e r (1967, 
1971) has carried t h i s analysis further. For each of the t r a d i t i o n a l 
pattern types he has calculated means for Cummins' mainline index as follows: 
Mean N. 
whorls 8.21 38 
Penrose /Loesch H 8.26 428 
0/Ac 8.38 1196 
Reversed loops 8.50 30 
Penrose/Loesch H 8.92 145 
Penrose/Loesch H r 9.09 43 
S 9.23 43 
r 
H + H 9.37 73 
o v e r a l l mean 8.46 
N. = 1000 
In addition, he has computed correlations for l i n e A with 
lines B, C and D controlling for hypothenar patterning. N i s given 
in parentheses. 
B C D 
Overall correlation 0.49 (2000) 0.43 (1801) 0.42 (2000) 
Cases without hypothenar patterns 0.56 (1210) 0.44 (1086) 0.50 (1215) 
Cases with hypothenar patterns 0.41 (790) 0.40 (715) 0.31 (785) 
A 
Cases with H only 0.43 (426) 0.33 (381) 0.38 (427) 
Cases with other hypothenar patterns 0.37 (364) 0.46 (334) 0.23 (358) 
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Naturally, the e f f e c t of hypothenar patterning on means for 
Cummins' mainline index and on correlations for l i n e A w i l l depend on 
A 
the frequency and r a t i o of s p e c i f i c patterns. The e f f e c t of H w i l l 
always be to reduce correlations between l i n e A and the remaining radiants. 
A 
Though line A i s often deflected by H to position 3, p o t e n t i a l l y higher 
terminations to 4 or even 5 f are re-directed to 11 or 13. The e f f e c t of 
these high values i s minimized herein with the use of rank c o e f f i c i e n t s . 
For other pattern types l i n e A has even lower association values. O l i v i e r 
indicates that t h e i r e f f e c t i s to divert l i n e A above them and t " . This 
i s not invariably the case and would not account for the low c o r r e l a t i o n s . 
As Pospisil (1959) has shown, deflections by t'1 frequently terminate i n 
position 1. Also, the nature of deflections depends on the s i z e and 
precise location of patterns and the r e l a t i v e position of a x i a l t r i r a d i i . 
Stochastic influences are thus considerable. Though means for the main-• » r line index (given above) increase for H, H and multiple features, no 
standard deviations have been included. However for s i m i l a r calculations 
involving maximal atd and hypothenar patterning, O l i v i e r demonstrated a 
direct relationship between means and variances ranging from 39°95 ± 3.93 
for A U to 65°21 ± 13.37 for whorls. There i s every reason to suspect 
similar heteroscedasticity for mainlines. 
Loesch*s correlations for mainline A d i f f e r i n several ways from 
the present r e s u l t s . For instance, values are s i m i l a r i n magnitude for 
t, t f and t " but the signs reversed. I n a l l l i k e l i h o o d t h i s i s due to 
the different frequency of s p e c i f i c hypothenar patterns i n the two pop-
ulations. Larger discrepancies occur for correlations between l i n e A 
A 
and loops I I , I I I , IV and H. With appropriate weighting for l i n e A 
deflections ( c f . , Appendix 3) excepting loop I I , these anomalies are only 
reduced not removed. Correlations between l i n e A and H are l e s s chan 
naif that for the P o l i s h data (0.44 ± 0.02). Part of t h i s difference could 
be due to using Pearsonian correlations which use actual scores allocated 
to terminations. 
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I t i s c l e a r from the foregoing discussion that many of the 
relationships disclosed are those that would be expected from the 
location of variables and topological considerations. A l b e i t , there 
are sufficient anomalies e s p e c i a l l y involving ridge counts, mainlines 
and pattern elements for the o v e r a l l picture to become extremely confused. 
Indeed, out of necessity, space has mostly been allocated to an outline 
of substantial interdependencies; needless to say, the multivariate 
picture i s far more i n t r i c a t e . As such, the data have been subjected 
to factoring and the key features outlined i n the next chapter. 
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Chapter 8 Multivariate Analyses of Variable I n t e r r e l a t i o n s h i p s . 
In the preceding section on b i v a r i a t e c o r r e l a t i o n s , complex 
patterns were disclosed i n sets of d i g i t a l and palmar a t t r i b u t e s . This 
has long been recognized, and the underlying ra t i o n a l e to these r e t i c u l a t e 
relationships amply discussed by Coope (1971). She referred to s i m i l a r 
integrated measurements in anthropometry previously explored by Howells 
(1969) and Butler (1953) and discussed both the appropriateness of 
principal components analysis in determining structure and f i e l d theory 
in explaining i t . 
I t should be indicated at the outset that for most p r a c t i c a l 
purposes knowledge of strong interdependencies between va r i a b l e s has not 
greatly influenced the methods of analysis nor the presentation of summary 
statisti c s by most researchers. This has no doubt led to many mistaken 
notions of population i d e n t i t y but at the same time a f f e c t i n g other survey 
reports but l i t t l e . Thus, w h i l s t i t i s reasonable to tabulate r e s u l t s 
for individual d i g i t a l counts, interpreting population differences must 
include an evaluation of v a r i a b l e interdependencies. Conversely, compound-
ing individual counts for population comparisons without reference to the 
separate measures d i r e c t l y eliminates important v a r i a t i o n and increases 
the probability of type I I e r r o r s . Population comparisons by way of 
multivariate mode are generally not affected e s p e c i a l l y when u t i l i z i n g 
generalized distance s t a t i s t i c s (Mahalanobis 1 D ) as redundant information 
is removed by reference to the c o r r e l a t i o n matrices and r e l a t i v e v a r i a t i o n 
is as important as the magnitude of differences. However, for several 
multivariate analyses i t i s necessary to make corrections for high v a r i a b l e 
associations, for instance, the negation of m u l t i c o l l i n e a r i t y i n multiple 
regression. Nevertheless, though determination of the underlying structure 
°f closely related v a r i a b l e s i s not e s s e n t i a l for population comparisons, 
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i t has considerable potential for the interpretation of r e s u l t s . In a 
series of multiple related measurements i t i s useful to i s o l a t e those 
independent functions of the variables which are heterogeneous for the 
spatial subsets and those which display no v a r i a t i o n . As i t i s , several 
elements of one important variable set (RFR1 - LFU5) have highly aberrant 
distributions and cannot be used i n t h e i r o r i g i n a l form. Not only do the 
f i r s t few linear transformations of the data provide suitable arithmetic 
scales but are also e n t i r e l y parsimonious of the data replacing much of 
the variance i n the 20 o r i g i n a l variables with a f r a c t i o n of the functions. 
In t h i s chapter i t i s intended to simplify the large matrices 
discussed previously and to search for meaningful latent structures i n 
the correlations beyond the more obvious i d e n t i t i e s disclosed. The two 
aims of simplification ( i n :his case, transformation to a small number of 
independent dimensions) and r e i f i c a t i o n are not n e c e s s a r i l y i n unison and 
can actually c o n f l i c t . The reasons for t h i s w i l l be discussed shortly. 
Investigation i s focused primarily on the 20 u n i l a t e r a l d i g i t a l counts 
and the entire suite of palmar v a r i a b l e s , though additional a n a l y s i s by 
way of comparison ( c f . , Knussman 1967, 1969; S c i u l l i and Rao 1975) i s 
performed for u n i l a t e r a l maximal ridge counts, RF1 - LF5, and the palmar 
ridge counts. Analysis of palmar v a r i a b l e s i s intended to c l a r i f y the 
far from straightforward linkages amongst dif f e r e n t measurement types. 
On the other hand, apart from the p r a c t i c a l objective of computing component 
scores for the u n i l a t e r a l d i g i t a l counts, analysis of t h i s important set 
is intended as an extension of the pioneer work of Coope (1971, 1975). 
F i n a l l y , a very b r i e f subsection i s devoted to the issue of 
predicting the problematic mainlines by l i n e a r multiple regression, for 
which the exploratory r e s u l t s are reported. 
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Factorial Analysis. 
This non-commital t i t l e subsumes both factor and p r i n c i p a l 
components analysis, and there i s a reason for t h i s . The two are often 
not distinguished by factor analysts who consider the l a t t e r but a s p e c i a l 
case of their techniques. Yet, there are important differences between 
the two; these are noted below. B a s i c a l l y , p r i n c i p a l components analysis 
(PCA) exacts a unique solution; no such end product i s a v a i l a b l e i n 
factor analysis (FA). Disenchantment with FA by some authors i s so con-
siderable that the two techniques have even been e n t i r e l y separated and 
FA ignored. Though the r e a l l i m i t a t i o n s of FA have been indicated many 
times (cf., Blackith and Reyment 1971; Marriott 1974; Rao 1964; Ehrenberg 
1962; Gower 1967; Storms 1958), continuing use of the technique i n very 
different studies ( c f . , Rummel 1967; Doran and Hodson 1975; Yeates 1974; 
Armitage 1971; Sneath and Sokal 1973) indicates that i t serves a purpose 
that PCA cannot meet. This too i s discussed below. 
A. Features of P r i n c i p a l Components and Factor Analysis. 
I t i s generally accepted that both PCA and FA have as t h e i r 
objective the reduction of a large number of correlated v a r i a b l e s to some 
smaller number of functions, whose character defined by the loadings (a) 
for the original v a r i a b l e s one hopes to r e i f y . PCA transforms a s e t of 
variables x? m ^ to a new set y? _ for which p * q and each y i s a 
linear combination of the xs. For instance, i n 
y i = b i l X l + b i 2 X 2 + b i q X q 
t h e b i k a r e t l l e r e 8 r e s s i ° n c o e f f i c i e n t s , and since a l l standard deviations 
in PCA equal unity, these equate with c o r r e l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s : 
a = cov (x,y) and r = cov (x,y) 
var x /var x. /var y 
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Since for standardized variables var x • /var x = /var y = 1 
r = b 
'explains 1 the greatest variance of a l l combinations of y ? = ^; i n 
descending order and independent of previous functions y 2 ... y^ have 
decreasing variance. 
"The method i s p e r f e c t l y general; i t involves no assumption 
about the o r i g i n a l variables, no hypothesis that can be tested, no under-
lying model. I t i s simply a d i f f e r e n t , and possibly more convenient, 
way of expressing the same set of r e s u l t s . " (Marriott 1974 p. 18.) 
Computing the p r i n c i p a l components of the sample dispersion 
matrix (S) involves the computation of i t s eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
or of that of the co r r e l a t i o n matrix (R 1). the p set of simultaneous 
equations to be solved has the form (R' - XI) = 0 where I i s the i d e n t i t y 
matrix, and X are non-zero, p o s i t i v e scalar q u a n t i t i e s , the l a t e n t roots. 
There w i l l be an equal number of orthogonal vectors. Unity i n the c e l l s 
of the main diagonal of R1 implies that a l l the v a r i a t i o n i s represented 
and that errors or unique factors are not considered. I n p r a c t i c a l terms 
this is not supposed t o have an adverse e f f e c t on r e s u l t s since only the 
f i r s t few components are generally retained f o r r e i f i c a t i o n and f o r 
computing component scores. 
The factor model i s mathematically very s i m i l a r . Thus :-
y. = b._ x, + b.« x 0 + .... b. x + c. U. J x l l 1 i 2 2 l q q l l 
where J] i s the unique factor f o r variable i. The unique factors are 
assumed to be orthogonal to one another and to a l l the common factors. 
This unique variance i s i d e n t i f i e d and extracted by entering communalities 
(usually i n the form of m u l t i p l e c o e f f i c i e n t s of determination) along the 
rain diagonal. The problem i n FA i s that i n order f o r there to be a 
unique solution, there must be the same number of variables as there are 
equations to determine the fac t o r loadings. I n FA, the number of factors 
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is a problem f o r s o l u t i o n ; n a t u r a l l y they w i l l depend i n great part 
2 
on the common variance (H ) . Another problem has been how to estimate 
this i n advance of sol u t i o n . 
Three approaches have been used to solve the number-of-factors 
and communality-circularity problem ( c f . , Willemsen 1974 p. 154-157). 
2 
p can be specified, the analysis carried out and then H can be found. 
This method i s h i s t o r i c a l l y associated w i t h Spearman's single f a c t o r 
solution and i s now r a r e l y used. Generally, communalities are estimated 
2 2 
by squared multiple correlations * R., and then the solution allowed 
2 
to proceed u n t i l enough factors emerge to account f o r H • "Thus a 
principal component solution i s mathematically i d e n t i c a l to a p r i n c i p a l 
factor solution performed on a c o r r e l a t i o n matrix w i t h l ' s i n the 
diagonals." (Willemsen 1974 p. 162.) Where the l a t t e r are changed, 
the PCA and FA solutions w i l l vary to the extent that the unique and error 
variance w i l l be scattered through a l l the components. This i s not 
important except i n the higher components which are i n any case eliminated. 
Mathematically i d e n t i c a l they may be, but the solutions w i l l only be 
uniquely so i n the unrotated factor matrix. Gower (1966) has drawn up 
some of the conditions under which FA produces s i m i l a r r e s u l t s to PCA. 
The only r e a l difference between FA and PCA rests on whether or 
not a rotational procedure has been applied to the loadings to provide 
what i t i s hoped w i l l be a more d e f i n i t e i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the functions. 
These i n turn are l i n e a r functions of the i n i t i a l components such t h a t : 
Zi = b i l *1 + b i 2 y 2 + b i p y p 
where b^ are any numbers subject to the r e s t r i c t i o n that the new f a c t o r 
is again a standardized variable w i t h u n i t variance. PCA has been used 
as a solution to the number-of-factors and communality-circularity problem 
since B a r t l e t t (1938), and researchers frequently r o t a t e a PCA s o l u t i o n . 
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This has met with over zealous c r i t i c i s m from Blackith and Reyment (1971 
p. 24); the advantages over the i n i t i a l PCA solution have not been i n -
vestigated, and there i s no substantial reason why i t should not provide 
valuable exploratory r e s u l t s . More i s said about t h i s below. Here i t 
is s u f f i c i e n t to indicate that the rotations applied i n what by d e f i n i t i o n 
becomes FA can take any form, either orthogonal or oblique. As any number 
of these solutions are mathematically i d e n t i c a l , i n FA a d e f i n i t e math-
ematical model i s being f i t t e d to the data. There are many sets of 
cr i t e r i a established to determine s p e c i f i c r o t a t i o n s . The most f a m i l i a r 
are perhaps Thurlstone's (1947) conditions f o r simple structure. Two 
points should be noted. F i r s t , d i f f e r e n t sets of c r i t e r i a have been 
devised to produce sim i l a r end products. Secondly, i t i s assumed that 
the features of actual factor transformation r e a l l y e x i s t i n the data, 
though i t i s possible to test t h i s e m p i r i c a l l y . 
The advantage of PCA i s that i t provides a unique solution i n 
which a l l the components are independent, and for which component scores 
are simply ascertained. Conversely, factor scores cannot be exactly 
calculated as the factors themselves are estimates. However, PCA i s 
confusing i n the multicomponent case, and there i s no reason why the 
components extracted should be i n the least b i o l o g i c a l l y meaningful. In 
fact both PCA and FA are subject to a general c r i t i c i s m : 
"But the components are additive l i n e a r combinations of the 
variates, and i t i s most u n l i k e l y that the b i o l o g i c a l processes which give 
rise to the variates act i n an additive l i n e a r fashion. 1 1 ( G i l b e r t 1973 
P. 41). 
Moreover, though the unrotated components extracted from the 
same set of variables over d i f f e r e n t populations have the same pattern of 
loadings, t h i s i s c e r t a i n l y not proof that the components are i n any way 
real biological or genetic constructs; i t i s i n d i c a t i o n only of the fact 
that t h i s optimal general solution i s s u f f i c i e n t l y d i s t i n c t i n the separate 
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populations to suggest a single series of b i o l o g i c a l constructs, but 
that the l a t t e r could be any kind of transformation of the o r i g i n a l 
components. 
In PCA, to reveal the f i r s t p attern, a vector i s f i t t e d to the 
data which accounts f o r the greatest r e g u l a r i t y ; each successive factor 
is f i t t e d to best define the residual variance, but s t r i n g e n t l y directed 
by the condition or orthogonality. The grave problem w i t h t h i s i s that 
the f i r s t component may be located between independent clusters of i n t e r -
related variables. The r e s u l t can be a vague r e s o l u t i o n vector f a l l i n g 
in 'empty space1 along the centre of g r a v i t y of a l l the points. Thus 
the usual appearance of a size component from an R1 matrix i n which a l l 
the elements are p o s i t i v e . I n t u r n , the unrotated components success-
ively define the most general patterns i n the data. 
Various techniques of r o t a t i o n i n FA give freedom to the analyst 
to reorientate the vectors more closely to clusters of v a r i a t i o n or hypo-
thetical constructs i n the data. Blackith and Reyment (1971 p. 24) 
believe that t h i s i s tantamount to f o r c i n g the axes to positions i n which 
the factor loadings are high f o r a small number of variables on each f a c t o r . 
This is not so. Any stress i n the best f i t s o l ution i s c l e a r l y indicated 
in the factor loadings and the component weightings. They also argue that 
i t is d i f f i c u l t to grasp the rat i o n a l e behind r o t a t i n g a PCA s o l u t i o n . 
But there i s nothing inherently wrong w i t h such a r b i t r a r y methods of con-
structing components, and t h e i r opinion i s not widely held. 
"A component i s merely any lin e a r function of the t e s t variables. 
The j u s t i f i c a t i o n and meaning of any p a r t i c u l a r component l i e s i n what i t 
is empirically found to measure." (Ehrenberg 1975 p. 270.) 
I t i s also d i f f i c u l t to accept t h e i r c r i t i c i s m i n as much as 
the unique and error variance i n the f i r s t few components i s i n any case 
unlikely to be s i g n i f i c a n t . Rotation of the r e s o l u t i o n vectors to simple 
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structure c r i t e r i a allows the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of t i g h t clusters of 
variables. More importantly, the r e a l i t y of these constructs can be 
directly tested by relaxing the condition of orthogonality to allow 
correlations between f a c t o r s , 
"... the difference between orthogonal and oblique r o t a t i o n i s 
not i n discriminating uncorrelated and correlated factors but i n determining 
whether t h i s d i s t i n c t i o n i s empirical or imposed on the data by the model." 
(Rummel 1967 p. 476.) 
Oblique r o t a t i o n gives much additional information about the 
factors. More d e f i n i t e cluster boundaries can be drawn and the p r i n c i p a l 
variables isolated by t h e i r high loadings. Elements of the factor c o r r -
elation matrix establish the r e a l i t y of an orthogonal s o l u t i o n , essential 
to determine the appropriateness of factor score c o e f f i c i e n t s derived by 
matrix algebra from Rf and the rotated factor matrix. 
B, S t a t i s t i c a l Methods and Computing. 
SPSS subprogram FACTOR computes a p r i n c i p a l components as w e l l 
as a number of d i s t i n c t f a c t o r solutions. As these are f u l l y documented 
elsewhere ( c f . , Nie et alia 1975) and only a f r a c t i o n of the available 
software i s d i r e c t l y relevant to t h i s study, only a b r i e f o u t l i n e of the 
more useful features i s given. 
For the p r i n c i p a l components as w e l l as the basic f a c t o r methods, 
three sets of c r i t e r i a are available f o r s i m p l i f y i n g orthogonal solutions. 
The most important of these are the varimax and quartimax r o t a t i o n s . The 
latter has as i t s d i r e c t i v e the s i m p l i f i c a t i o n of the rows of a fa c t o r 
matrix, to minimize the complexity of a var i a b l e . Thus a variable w i l l 
load high on one factor but almost zero on the others. Conversely, varimax 
rotations concentrate on maximizing the variance of the column loadings 
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seeking t i g h t clusters of variables f o r each vector. Oblique rotati o n s 
are conducted through the primary oblimin c r i t e r i o n i n which increased 
factor resolution of the pattern matrix i s attained by s i m p l i f y i n g : 
j n i / v n u 2 u 2 6 v n K 2 r 1 1 ^ 2 \ E D < q s 1 (E. I b . b. L. , o. I . , b . ) 
^ P < 4 j = l j p j q n j = l j p j = l j q 
where m and n are the number of factors and variables respectively, bs 
are the factor pattern loadings and 6 an a r b i t r a r y value by means of which 
the obliqueness of the solution can be altered. 
Input can be a raw character x a t t r i b u t e data f i l e or an Rf 
matrix. Available output consists of:-
a) A cor r e l a t i o n matrix when a raw data f i l e i s input, 
b) A l i s t i n g of the components or factors extracted w i t h 
accompanying eigenvalues, percentage of t o t a l variance 
explained, and the cumulative variance. 
c) An i n i t i a l factor loadings matrix w i t h communalities f o r the 
pr i n c i p a l components or factors. Default i s set at an eigen-
value of u n i t y , but t h i s can be altered depending on a r b i t r a r y 
or other c r i t e r i a established by the user. 
d) A factor estimate matrix F which f o r p r i n c i p a l components 
solutions i s : 
F = ( A T A ) - 1 A T 
where A i s the rotated factor pattern matrix and A^" i s the 
transpose of A. (Subprogram FACTOR w i l l also compute factor 
scores f o r R1 matrices i n which the diagonal has been replaced 
by communality estimates. This i s obtained from the transpose 
of the rotated factor structure matrix and the inverse of the 
correlation matrix and i s f a r less s a t i s f a c t o r y . ) 
e) A rotated factor matrix f o r orthogonal solutions which carries 
the same i n t e r p r e t a t i o n as the unrotated factor matrix, but 
for which the factors are obviously not i n rank order. 
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f ) For oblique solutions the rotated factor matrix i s replaced 
by the factor pattern and factor structure matrices. 
g) Graphical plots of the variables i n the rotated orthogonal 
axes. 
h) F i n a l l y , there are f a c i l i t i e s f o r computing component or 
factor scores f o r each case i n the f i l e , such that 
y. = y s u z l • y s 2 . z2 + .... y s ^ z n 
where ys.- i s the factor score c o e f f i c i e n t f o r variable j 
and factor i . and z. i s the case's standardized value on 
J 
variable j . 
In addition a small pr i v a t e programme was developed using sub-
routines i n *PLOTSYS public f i l e to give rapid p l o t s of the d i s t r i b u t i o n 
of component weightings f o r RFR1 - LFU5. The most relevant have been 
condensed and 'redrawn1 f o r the t e x t . 
Obviously, not a l l these f a c i l i t i e s have been used fo r the 
separate variable sets indicated e a r l i e r , but some common features may be 
noted. Input has been r e s t r i c t e d to c o r r e l a t i o n matrices. There are two 
reasons for t h i s . F i r s t , correlations obtained by subprogram PEARSON 
and NONPAR CORR are computed i n double precision, w h i l s t those produced 
by FACTOR are i n single precision. Secondly, as explained e a r l i e r , the 
frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n s of variables are either extremely skew or i n other 
ways t o t a l l y unsuited f o r Pearsonian c o r r e l a t i o n . Spearman's r g used 
instead i s not computed i n subprogram FACTOR. As a r e s u l t of i n p u t t i n g 
correlation matrices, FACTOR had no access to the raw data f i l e , and fac t o r 
scores were computed i n d i r e c t l y through compute statements. 
C. Results and R e i f i c a t i o n . 
For these preliminary analyses, as the patterning of correlations 
types of d i g i t a l ridge count and t h e i r corresponding deltas have been 
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shown to be essentially s i m i l a r ( d i f f e r i n g mostly i n the magnitude of 
coefficients) the results are assumed to be reasonably s i m i l a r f o r groups 
RFR1 - LFU5 and RPR1 - LPU5 and RF1 - LF5 and RD1 - LD5, d e t a i l s being 
assessed for the ridge counts. Also, because of the great s i m i l a r i t y 
between RF1 - LF5 and RFA1 - LFA5, the l a t t e r are not independently 
investigated. 
( i ) D i g i t a l ridge counts RFR1 - LFU5. 
As t h i s variable suite has been subject to detailed PCA by 
Coope (cf., Coope 1971; Roberts and Coope 1975) every care has been taken 
to present the results i n the same format, w h i l s t at the same time extending 
the analysis. Thus f o r instance, urban and r u r a l subsets of the data have 
been defined on the same basis, that of residence i n settlements i n the 
survey region wi t h more and less than 5000 inhabitants respectively. That 
the sum of r u r a l and urban samples f a l l short of the t o t a l data set ( c f . , 
Table 8.1) i s accounted f o r i n the number of b i r t h s outside the region. 
Apart from the considerable p o t e n t i a l f o r i n t e n s i f y i n g the invest-
igation of the 20 u n i l a t e r a l counts and furnishing an independent i n t e r p r e t -
ation of the components there i s another good reason f o r repeating the 
i n i t i a l components so l u t i o n . Roberts and Coope (1975 p. 71) assumed f o r 
exploratory purposes that the m u l t i v a r i a t e d i s t r i b u t i o n curves were approx-
imately normal. I t was shown e a r l i e r (Chapter 7 Section l.B) that t h i s 
is certainly not the case. Consequently, both Pearson and Spearman 
matrices have been prepared to t e s t f o r d i s t o r t i o n s that may have arisen 
from f a i l i n g to meet t h i s requirement. 
The component eigenvalues f o r the samples and t h e i r subsets are 
given i n Table 8.1. The o v e r a l l consistency i s extremely high. Only 
five of the components have eigenvalues exceeding Guttman's weakest lower 
bound; moreover, the remaining components explain less than 0.05 of the 
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variance. Thus both Kaiser's (1960) and King's (1969) c r i t e r i a f o r 
retention are f u l f i l l e d only by the f i r s t f i v e components. Nevertheless, 
eight or nine components are required to return 0.8 of the variance and 
similarly 15 or 16 f o r 0.95 of the variance. I t would seem to indicate 
a large number of independent genetic controls f o r TFAC. These higher 
components may repay more detailed i n v e s t i g a t i o n . For the time being 
only the f i r s t f i v e are considered. 
(a) Principal components so l u t i o n . 
The unrotated components together w i t h the communalities f o r 
the t o t a l samples are given i n the l e f t part of Tables 8.2 and 8.3. The 
characteristic d i s t r i b u t i o n f o r the component weightings over the variables 
again for the t o t a l sample and the several subsets are i l l u s t r a t e d i n 
Figures 8.1 to 8.5. These displays of p o l a r i t y f o r the eigenvectors used 
by Coope assist r e i f i c a t i o n but should not be interpreted as fac t o r loadings. 
The f i r s t component i s c h a r a c t e r i s t i c a l l y a size component. I t 
is identical f o r the r u r a l and urban subsets. A l l loadings exceed 0.32 
and are positive. I t s importance i s underlined i n the size of i t s eigen-
value which i s uniformly over 7. 
The second component loads moderately on ulnar counts f o r 
digit 3, 4 and 5 (po s i t i v e ) and on the r a d i a l count f o r d i g i t 1 (negative). 
2 
No a i s greater than 0.25. The component weightings indicate p o l a r i t y 
for the same d i g i t s and there i s the i n i t i a l temptation to r e i f y t h i s as 
a general r a d i a l i t y / u l n a r i t y component. This could r e a l i s t i c a l l y only 
be expected i f the c o r r e l a t i o n between the two sides of any d i g i t f a i l e d 
to exceed the c o r r e l a t i o n between any one side of the same d i g i t and the 
corresponding side of every other. A glance at the c o r r e l a t i o n matrix 
(Table 7.2) and the c o e f f i c i e n t s f o r the ulnar elements i n p a r t i c u l a r 
indicate that t h i s i s not the case. Anyway, the component weightings 
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for d i g i t 2 i l l u s t r a t e that for t h i s finger the pattern breaks down 
(cf*> Figure 8.2; note the almost horizontal alignment f o r the females). 
The pattern f o r the sample i s very d i s s i m i l a r i n two ways. F i r s t , 
there i s an inversion of component weightings f o r the r a d i a l and ulnar 
counts on d i g i t 2; secondly, the difference between r a d i a l and ulnar 1 
is decreased. More importantly i n the females, i t f a i l s t o d i s t i n g u i s h 
adequately r a d i a l and ulnar counts on d i g i t 5, which i s the prime feature 
for the t o t a l and r u r a l sample, and engages more i n contrasting counts on 
digit 1 from the remaining d i g i t s . However, i n other samples the l a t t e r 
is the outcome of component 4. This introduces several discrepancies f o r 
the urban sample which continue to appear i n higher components. 
A l l i n a l l , t h i s i s a r a d i a l i t y / u l n a r i t y component f o r d i g i t s 5, 
4 and 3 and secondarily f o r d i g i t 1. D i g i t 2 does not r e g i s t e r . At 
the same time, ulnar 1 and 2 are d i f f e r e n t i a t e d from ulnar 3, 4 and 5, and 
similarly r a d i a l 1 i s c l e a r l y separated from a l l counts (especially ulnar 
counts) on other d i g i t s . What may at f i r s t appear to be an appealing 
construct turns out to be a medley of i n d i v i d u a l e f f e c t s . 
Component 3 loads moderately high on d i g i t 2, a a t t a i n i n g 0.5 
and being reversed i n p o l a r i t y f o r ulnar and r a d i a l counts. I t i s c l e a r l y 
a component distinguishing the two sides of d i g i t 2, but s i m i l a r l y separates 
ulnar and r a d i a l 1 and 3, a somewhat confusing r e i t e r a t i o n of component 2. 
The d i s t r i b u t i o n of component weightings f o r the r u r a l subset i s very 
similar. ( O r i g i n a l l y p o l a r i t y was reversed f o r the females.) Of the 
aberrant features associated w i t h the urban samples, the most obvious i s 
the greater separation of r a d i a l and ulnar 1 and 3. 
Component 4 distinguishes counts on d i g i t 1 from those on 
remaining d i g i t s , but a i s only moderately high f o r ulnar 1. The r e l a t i o n -
ship implied i n both the loadings and component weightings l i n k i n g d i g i t 1 
and ulnar 5 i s e n t i r e l y spurious; r 2 between these variables i s less than 
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0.05, and the j o i n t p o s i t i v e loading i s but an a r t e f a c t of the p r i n c i p a l 
components solution. I n the r u r a l female subset, t h i s r e l a t i o n s h i p 
vanishes. Conversely for the urban female sample, ulnar 5 dominates 
and radial 1 disappears. 
Component 5 extracts at best only moderate loadings and then 
only for r a d i a l 5. For the most part only 10% of ulnar 5, the second 
ranked variable, i s accounted f o r by the component. The r u r a l and t o t a l 
sample are mostly consistent f o r sex (a s l i g h t d i s t i n c t i o n e x i s t i n g f o r 
radial and ulnar 1) and amongst themselves. The urban sample i s c l e a r l y 
discrepant for sex over r a d i a l and ulnar 5. Moreover, large p o s i t i v e 
loadings can be observed for r i g h t r a d i a l 2 and l e f t ulnar 3, both i n the 
females. 
For a l l the uniqueness of a generalized p r i n c i p a l components 
solution there i s no reason to accept the components as b i o l o g i c a l con-
structs, and there are several indicators that suggest they are less than 
satisfactory estimates of genetic e n t i t i e s . Large loadings e x i s t only 
for component 1; as for remaining components are less than moderately 
large and many approach the generally accepted i n t e r p r e t a b l e minimal 
li m i t (0.32). Moreover, there i s repeated loading on several variables 
for different components. Thus, ulnar 5 appears i n the r e i f i c a t i o n of 
components 1, 2, 4 and 5; ulnar 3 i n components 1, 2, 3 and 5; r a d i a l 1 
in components 1, 2 and 4; and r a d i a l 2 i n components 1, 3 and 5. There 
is nothing inherently wrong w i t h t h i s ; a f t e r a l l , the previous section on 
bivariate correlations indicated the complexity of relationships between 
di g i t a l counts. However, there i s the i m p l i c a t i o n that vectors are at 
best tangential to variable clusters. I n f a c t there i s clear evidence 
for t h i s . Component 4 defines a d e f i n i t e l i n k between d i g i t 1 and ulnar 5; 
none exists i n the c o r r e l a t i o n matrices. S i m i l a r l y , component 5 gives a 
spurious indication of a close association between r a d i a l and ulnar 5; 
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again, the cor r e l a t i o n matrices present the true p i c t u r e . Moreover, 
there are clear discrepancies between the subsets both f o r the urban and 
rural samples and f o r sex. For instance, i n the urban samples, elements 
of components 2 and 3 are confused ( c f . , Figures 8.2 and 8.3; r a d i a l / 
ulnar d i s t i n c t i o n on d i g i t s 1 and 3). Indeed component 4 presents a 
paradox, and the male and female d i s t r i b u t i o n s f o r component 5 c o n f l i c t . 
There i s every evidence then that the vectors are not passing 
through real clusters; yet, the factor loadings do indicate what they 
might be. Most obvious i s a component dist i n g u i s h i n g r a d i a l and ulnar 2., 
another separating d i g i t 1, and yet another e x t r a c t i n g ulnar 5. 
The most sa t i s f a c t o r y component i n the general s o l u t i o n may be 
thought to be the i n i t i a l size function. However, the loadings are f a r 
from uniform and explained variance ranges from as l i t t l e as 0.125 to as 
much as 0.63. The display of component weightings i s thus misleading. 
Returning to the c o r r e l a t i o n matrix, i t i s seen that associations between 
some variables approach zero (ulnar and r a d i a l 2 ) , so i t i s very l i k e l y 
that the f i r s t vector i s merely a poor resolution function f o r an i l l -
defined hyper-ellipsoid of points. I n t h i s way, a s o l u t i o n which optim-
ally defines the best l i n e a r combination of orthogonal components i s by 
no means guaranteed to pick out meaningful clusters that may e x i s t i n the 
data. Component 1 could w e l l be concealing useful information; r o t a t i n g 
the axes provides a useful empirical t o o l i n ascertainment. 
(b) Factor rotated orthogonal s o l u t i o n . 
Results f o r a varimax orthogonal s o l u t i o n are given i n Tables 
8.2 and 8.3, the factor weightings f o r the subsets displayed i n Figures 
8,6 to 8.10. I t should be noted that no p r i o r i t y can be given to the 
ordering of fa c t o r s . 
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Factor 1 i s a function f o r r a d i a l counts on d i g i t s 1, 2 and 3, 
dominated by d i g i t 2 and to a lesser extent by 3. These counts are 
completely separated from r a d i a l counts on d i g i t s 4 and 5 (factor 4 ) . 
Nevertheless, loadings f o r d i g i t 4 occasionally a t t a i n 0.32. The factor 
weightings are similar f o r a l l subsets but there exis t s a s l i g h t bimanual 
variation for the urban female sample. 
A predictable d i s t i n c t i o n of ulnar counts on d i g i t s 2 and 3 i s 
contained i n factor 2, i n t o which ulnar 4 i s drawn. This i s related i n 
the f i r s t instance to the switch i n d i r e c t i o n of many loops on d i g i t s 2 
and 3, and i n the second to the frequency of whorls, more expressly the 
joint presence of r a d i a l and ulnar loops. I t may be noted that t h i s 
factor i s unlike the f i r s t w i t h interpretable loadings on d i g i t s 3, 2 and 
4 not 2, 3 and 1. Factor weightings share sim i l a r d i s t r i b u t i o n s f o r the 
subsets; the larger negative weighting f o r r a d i a l 1 i n urban males 
distinguishing the sides of that d i g i t i s not matched by ' s i g n i f i c a n t ' 
loadings. 
Factor 3 i s manifestly a factor f o r d i g i t 1 w i t h loadings some-
what higher for ulnar 1. The difference between the two sides of the 
digit i s most marked fo r the r u r a l females, but otherwise the features 
for the subsets are very s i m i l a r . That some difference between the r a d i a l 
and ulnar side of d i g i t 1 does exi s t i s noted i n factor 1. 
Factor 4 i s the counterpart of factor 1, loading very high on 
radial 5, and not much less on r a d i a l 4. There i s of course a continuum 
of relationships between a l l the d i g i t s ; i n the previous chapter i t was 
shown that t h i s was expressed i n the lower correlations between increasingly 
distant d i g i t s . Thus r a d i a l 3 and ulnar 2 have in t e r p r e t a b l e loadings on 
this factor. But, the d i s t i n c t i o n of r a d i a l 5 and 4 i s underlined i n the 
Narked hiatus of factor loadings and the d i s t r i b u t i o n of fac t o r weightings 
for a l l subsets. 
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Factor 5 properly isolates ulnar 5. I t s closest neighbour 
ulnar 4 i s also drawn i n t o the o r b i t of the vector. I n t h i s way, ulnar 4 
discloses i t s dual association w i t h ulnar 5 on the one hand and w i t h ulnar 3 
and 2 on the other. The somewhat poor d e f i n i t i o n f o r ulnar 4 i n the 
urban males i s then not surprising. 
Rotation of the i n i t i a l components has produced d i s t i n c t factors 
that are s p a t i a l l y and s t r u c t u r a l l y meaningful. Moreover, there are no 
distortions of the values i n the o r i g i n a l c o r r e l a t i o n matrices. There 
is also good consistency f o r the several sample subsets and r e p l i c a t i o n of 
variables i n factors i s s l i g h t , i n v o l v i n g only r a d i a l 1 and ulnar 4. 
Simple factor solutions do not automatically produce simple and meaningful 
biological constructs, but the patterning of the factor loadings i s p a r t -
icularly suggestive. For instance, ulnar counts on d i g i t s 5 and 4 i n 
factor 5 are related through the j o i n t presence of whorls; the w e l l 
recognized independent patterns on d i g i t 1 lead to the e x t r a c t i o n of 
factor 3. More latent v a r i a t i o n was contained i n the separation of r a d i a l 
counts 5 and 4 from r a d i a l 3, 2 and 1, but t h i s pattern i s c l e a r l y im-
plicated i n the unrotated component 5. 
(c) Factor rotated oblique s o l u t i o n . 
The r e a l i t y of these factors has been tested e m p i r i c a l l y by 
relaxing the condition of orthogonality f o r the axes, and allowing a wide 
range of 6 values i n the d i r e c t oblimin statement to locate a best f i t 
solution on variable clusters. I t was noted at the outset of i t e r a t i o n s 
for the scalar, that as some factors increased t h e i r r e s o l u t i o n others 
became less successful (factors 1, 2 and 4 ) . Results provided i n 
factor pattern and structure matrices are contained i n Tables 8.2 and 
8.3. For inclusiveness, the f a c t o r c o r r e l a t i o n matrices are tabulated 
overleaf, males and females f o r the t o t a l sample occupying the lower 
and upper triangles respectively. The p a t t e r n matrix loadings may 
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be understood as regression c o e f f i c i e n t s of the variables on the patterns 
and best define the separate patterns of variables on f a c t o r s . The 
structure matrices give the c o r r e l a t i o n of each variable w i t h each function. 
Factor Correlation Matrix (6 = -«1) 
D i g i t a l Ridge Counts RFR1 - LFU5 Female 
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 
Factor 1 0.195 0.206 0.358 0.167 
Factor 2 0.177 0.204 0.314 0.203 
Factor 3 0.179 0.188 0.277 0.091 
Factor 4 0.312 0.300 0.311 0.116 
Male Factor 5 0.205 0.225 0.118 0.138 
I t can be seen that the differences between the varimax f a c t o r 
loadings and the d i r e c t oblimin pattern loadings are but s l i g h t . The only 
difference i n fact i s a decrease i n the size of most loadings i n the pattern 
matrices as the vectors resolve somewhat be t t e r on single variables i n the 
clusters. This together w i t h the observation that correlations between 
factors are s l i g h t indicates the appropriateness of the varimax orthogonal 
solution from which scores can j u s t i f i a b l y be obtained. 
(d) Summary and comparative data. 
A previous i n v e s t i g a t i o n has been carried out on RFR1 - LFTJ5 
by Coope (1971) and Roberts and Coope (1975). Comparison i s made w i t h 
the l a t t e r as f i r s t l y t h i s concentrates on a B r i t i s h sample from Berkshire 
structured i n the same way as the present survey. Secondly, i t demonstrates 
su f f i c i e n t l y the general s i m i l a r i t i e s i n the separate data sets and meanwhile 
underlies the main deficiencies of a PCA. 
As Coope and Roberts accessed a Pearsonian c o r r e l a t i o n matrix, 
the present unrotated solution was repeated f o r the t o t a l sample using 
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zero order r correlations. The re s u l t s produced i d e n t i c a l d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
of the component weightings to those u t i l i z i n g r ; the only differences 
s 
were i n the magnitude of loadings a f f e c t i n g only one count. Weightings 
for ulnar 5 were s i g n i f i c a n t l y raised on component 3. 
The d i s t r i b u t i o n of eigenvalues over the components t a l l i e d 
in the Berkshire and North Pennine Dales samples, f i v e components having 
eigenvalues above unity and accounting f o r something l i k e 70% of the 
variance. Collation i s made d i f f i c u l t as the a l l important component 
matrix is not tabulated f o r the Berkshire samples and comparisons are 
necessarily r e s t r i c t e d to the d i s t r i b u t i o n of component weightings. 
Component 1 i n both studies i s the general size f u n c t i o n , and 
Coope and Roberts have given a convincing demonstration of i t s r e l a t i o n s h i p 
with TFAC (r = 0.99). 
Similarly component 2 i n both studies agree; only p o l a r i t y i s 
reversed. D i s t r i b u t i o n of component weightings f o r Berkshire r u r a l 
females most closely approaches those f o r the North Pennine Dales subsets, 
and interpretation of the component by both authors i s much the same. 
There i s some danger however i n r i g i d l y ascribing t h i s a r a d i a l i t y / u l n a r i t y 
component for d i g i t s 1, 3, 4 and 5. Nevertheless, the magnitude of 
weightings for r a d i a l 4 and 5 i s very d i f f e r e n t and i t i s not known to what 
extent t h i s r e f l e c t s differences i n the loadings. 
Component 3 for the North Pennine Dales samples corresponds w i t h 
Berkshire component 4, contrasting the r a d i a l and ulnar sides of d i g i t 2. 
However, the Pearsonian correlations have undoubtedly influenced the high 
positive weightings of ulnar 5 and there i s no j u s t i f i c a t i o n f o r i t i n the 
correlation matrices. Coope and Roberts made no comment on t h i s obvious 
feature i n t h e i r data. Moreover, i t i s quite obvious that the Berkshire 
components 3 and 4 have become confused, especially i n the r u r a l female 
subsample. 
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Component 3 i n the Berkshire data only p a r t i a l l y equates with 
component 4 in the present survey, having a 'strong e f f e c t on the thumb.1 
There the resemblance stops. I t engages i n u l n a r / r a d i a l contrast on 
digits 1, 2 and 3 ( t h i s becomes the only feature of the r u r a l female sub-
sample) which i n the North Pennine - Dales data i s absorbed i n component 3. 
Other serious inconsistencies occur, such as the complete change in the 
direction of weightings for ulnar d i g i t a l counts i n the r u r a l male sample, 
confirming an e a r l i e r statement about the somewhat s p e c i a l status of ulnar 5. 
Component 5 i n both data sets agrees to the extent that i t has 
a 'clearly defined eff e c t on the 5th finger.' But there again the s i m i l a r -
ity ends. In the Berkshire samples r a d i a l and ulnar 5 share much the 
same status. More important are the inconsistent weightings on d i g i t 1, 
oscillating wildly from high negative to high positive c o e f f i c i e n t s . 
There are obviously many i r r e g u l a r i t i e s i n the Berkshire data. 
(It should be rec a l l e d that the PCA solution for the North Pennine Dales 
was not free of serious c r i t i c i s m . ) The primary indication of t h i s i s 
aberrancies in the d i s t r i b u t i o n of weightings i n components 3, 4 and 5 
and their f a i l u r e to sort v a r i a b l e s into wholly meaningful patterns. 
Secondly, f a i l u r e in r e i f i c a t i o n was amply demonstrated i n the diverse 
correlations ( c f . , Roberts and Coope 1975 p. 183, Table 2) between comp-
onent scores and arithmetic expressions of component patterning. What 
does a l l this mean? F i r s t , for a l l the confusion of information i n the 
higher components, the obvious i r r e g u l a r i t i e s between cor r e l a t i o n and 
factor matrices and the discrepancies between sample subsets, i t has been 
possible to recognize meaningful features i n the components. Such are 
the radial/ulnar contrasts on d i g i t s and the d i s t i n c t f a c i e s of d i g i t s 1 
and 2 and ulnar count 5, these overriding s i m i l a r i t i e s . Secondly, the 
component weightings contain too many i r r e g u l a r i t i e s for the v a l i d 
computation of component scores. 
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Varimax rotation has as s i s t e d i n c l a r i f y i n g r e l ationships i n 
the components, and has allowed the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of reasonably un-
ambiguous clusters. Again u l n a r / r a d i a l contrasts are highlighted, and 
lateral digits separated from one another and from mesial d i g i t s * Even 
so, they are not completely s a t i s f a c t o r y constructs; the intrusion of 
radial 1 in factor 1 i s unfortunate. As expected, both component and 
factor solutions reveal different aspects of the data, as well as some 
close identities. That the rotated vectors display some r e p l i c a t i o n of 
information indicates that the correlations between va r i a b l e s are too 
complex from which to i s o l a t e out segregated c l u s t e r s . 
( i i ) D i g i t a l ridge counts RF1 - LF5. 
This variable s u i t e i s the best known amongst d i g i t a l ridge 
counts and the following examination may be compared with that of Knussman 
(1967). I t should be noted that as counts are maximized for each d i g i t , 
the concomitant uniform display of high correlations w i l l lead to the 
extraction of a general s i z e function i n either a PCA or FA. Also, i t 
is likely that t h i s w i l l account for most of the variance. 
(a) Principal components solution. 
As can be seen from Table 8.4, the f i r s t component e n t i r e l y 
dominates the solution, accounting for 60% of the variance. Only 3 to 4 
components are required to return 80% of the variance, but 7 or 8 to cover 
95%. Only 2 components have eigenvalues exceeding unity, but four each 
explain more than 5% of the variance. For comparison with Knussman, three 
are retained for the computation of loadings. These are displayed i n the 
same table. The fourth component has a l l a le s s than 0.1. 
The f i r s t component i s the general s i z e function, with very 
high loadings on a l l d i g i t s but e s p e c i a l l y on medial counts 3 and 4. 
The second component i s remarkable i n i t s i s o l a t i o n of d i g i t 1. At the 
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same time i t describes a gradient across the hand, c l e a r l y distinguishing 
digits 4 and 5 from d i g i t 1, This feature allows greater credence i n 
the moderate loading of r a d i a l 1 i n the varimax factor 1 of RFR1 - LFU5. 
With reference to the l a t t e r variable s u i t e , component 2 of RF1 - LF5 
equates with the North Pennine Dales component 4 and factor 3, and th* 
Berkshire component 3. The p o l a r i t y of loadings in component 3 d i s t -
inguishes d i g i t s 2 and 3 from d i g i t 5, a being highest for the l a t t e r . 
Nevertheless, values are moderate and the p o l a r i t y i s important. Again 
the distinction of l a t e r a l and mesial d i g i t s i s emphasized. As would be 
expected, communalities for a l l v a r i a b l e s are high. 
(b) Summary and comparative data. 
The r e s u l t s c l o s e l y correspond with those of Knussman (1967). 
He carried out factor analyses of several matrices of ridge counts and 
patterns pertaining to Turpin and Schutzenberger (1949), Holt (1951, 
1959), Mavalwala (1963), Luu-Mau-Thanh (1965), Brehme et alia (1966) and 
Knussman (1967). Factoring was carried out by the somewhat l e s s e f f i c i e n t 
centroid method and the r e s u l t s rotated to varimax c r i t e r i a . However, 
there i s no theoretical or p r a c t i c a l basis from which to assume a simple 
structure in the u n i l a t e r a l maximal counts, and a components solution i s 
certainly more appropriate. 
To summarize the analyses of d i g i t a l ridge counts, both uni-
lateral and u n i l a t e r a l maximal, i t i s c l e a r that the r e s u l t s c l o s e l y 
correspond. L a t e r a l d i g i t s 1 and 4/5 are offset from each other and 
from medial d i g i t s 2/3. Increasing the resolution, r a d i a l and ulnar 
counts are separated on a l l d i g i t s , though d i g i t 1 displays more features 
of being a single u n i t . Underlying these differences are continuous 
linkages far more evident for the u n i l a t e r a l maximal counts. 
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( i i i ) Palmar features. 
The entire set of palmar variables has never before been studied 
as a single unit and i t i s expected that the r e s u l t s w i l l be of some 
interest to researchers i n genetics. From the previous chapter i t i s 
known that the three areas of the palm are quite d i s t i n c t , that the main 
linkage between the three p a i r s i s that of l i n e A with hypothenar patterns. 
It is expected that these zonations w i l l be c l e a r l y distinguished i n a 
multivariate analysis. Moreover, i t can be predicted with a high prob-
ability of success that for the hypothenar area individual patterns w i l l 
be separated and that subsequent di v i s i o n s w i l l be effected between right 
and l e f t hand variables. The l a t t e r d i v i s i o n i s more l i k e l y for the 
thenar area. 
The i n t e r d i g i t a l area offers no such simple projections. B i -
manual differences and s i m i l a r i t i e s c o n f l i c t , and both are confused by 
inconsistent correlations between separate groups of v a r i a b l e s , for instance 
between ridge counts and patterns. Interpretation i s made more d i f f i c u l t 
by the presence of negative as well as positive values. At the outset i t 
should be firmly understood that c l u s t e r s of palmar variables either by 
inspection of biv a r i a t e correlations or the use of some multivariate 
ordination technique w i l l depend e n t i r e l y on how several of the features 
are coded, especially the mainlines. Nascent and sequential coding of 
mainlines could well produce very d i f f e r e n t two dimensional plots of 
variables from the ranking of correlations. The present r e s u l t s and 
discussion include only analyses with nascent coding for mainlines. This 
maximizes correlations i n i n t e r d i g i t a l area I I I , but at the same time 
produces complexities i n the sign of relationships involving l i n e C, and 
patterns I I I , I H T and IV. Naturally, for t h i s reason the c l u s t e r s 
identified in the North Pennine Dales data cannot be read as conclusive. 
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The present r e s u l t s should be understood as a preliminary attempt to 
structure the r e s u l t s given in the previous chapter, not as an exhaustive 
multivariate analysis of palmar features in the data av a i l a b l e . 
A further introductory note i s required. The multivariate 
study of palmar variables d i f f e r s in one important respect to finger counts 
or deltas. The number of palmar atrrib u t e s chosen for study by an invest-
igator could well d i f f e r , though i t would be absurd to leave out a d i g i t a l 
T 
count. Thus Loesch (1971, 1974) discarded I I I from her correlation 
matrices. The e f f e c t of t h i s would be to produce very d i f f e r e n t components 
in a PCA, depending on the variables included or excluded. Rotation to 
simple structure i s valuable in that i t produces invariant patterns i n 
studies not employing exactly the same va r i a b l e s . Varimax-type rotations 
also have a strong theoretical basis i n studies of palmar features, for i t 
is appreciated from the previous study of b i v a r i a t e correlations that 
tight clusters of variables predominate on the palms. To what extent 
this applies to the i n t e r d i g i t a l area remains to be seen. 
A l l palmar vari a b l e s (but AXR, AXL) i n the c o r r e l a t i o n matrices 
(Tables 7.9 to 7.19) have been included i n the analyses though i t i s 
necessary to interpret some of the rare i n t e r d i g i t a l features with caution. 
I I I i s omitted from the male s u b f i l e and e f f e c t i v e l y on the r i g h t hand i n 
females. For the females q - 56; in the males q • 54. 
(a) Principal components solution. 
The eigenvalues are contained i n Table 8.5. From the l a t t e r i t 
can be seen that the male and female r e s u l t s are e n t i r e l y consistent. The 
primary features are as follows. The f i r s t component accounts for only 
a small proportion of the e n t i r e variance. Indeed, only the f i r s t f i v e 
components each explain more than 5% of the variance, and cumulatively 
!ess than 40%. Over 21 components are required to return 80% and 34 to 
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36 to give 95%. About 18 components hold the same amount of information 
as original variables. I n i t s e l f , neither t h i s nor the pattern of load-
ings has great potential for r e i f i c a t i o n or data reduction. At most t h i s 
number of components would be expected from the fusion of homologues and 
the attachment of topologically related patterns and deltas. The a n a l y s i s 
has thus done no more than would invariably be done as a matter of course 
by most researchers prior to s p a t i a l and population studies. However, 
at this juncture i t should be underlined that the loadings give no j u s t -
ification for the amalgamation of homologues, for example those of 
T * patterns I I I , I I I , IV and H. 
Component and factor matrices have not been entered for reference 
in the text. Such matrices are extremely large (minimally 54 x 17 c e l l s ) 
and the essential features e a s i l y condensed by reducing a l l small loadings 
to zero and extracting the remainder. Also, only the f i r s t f i v e compon-
ents are d i r e c t l y comparable i n the male and female subsets. These are 
2 
listed together with the i r loadings (a > 0.1) in Table 8.6. Loadings 
for the remainder are generally weak except for more s p e c i f i c components 
linking homologues or small c l u s t e r s of rarer v a r i a b l e s . Otherwise, the 
remaining PCA vectors are not p a r t i c u l a r l y meaningful. 
Component 1 attempts to extract an i n t e r d i g i t a l component, but 
* A U 
count cd i s omitted together with the rare loops I I I , IV and IV , and I I 
remains a fringe element. Also, the component d i r e c t l y ignores the known 
joint distinction of ab and cd with be and of l i n e A with l i n e s B, C and D. 
Component 2 describes most of the important hypothenar elements 
u> t and H, t f f . Also, there i s the fringe in c l u s i o n of H . However, 
the negative sign for thenar elements i n the males becomes an important 
polarization in the females, and a l l thenar v a r i a b l e s have a" w e l l i n 
excess of 0.1. 
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Component 3 i s r i g h t l y a thenar component, and in the males 
the loadings are very high with the exception of PTR. However, in the 
females, an early deflection of the vector away from the centre of hypo-
thenar elements in component 2 has produced a number of moderate values 
for the same variables in t h i s component. 
Component 4 returns to describe some of the remaining i n t e r -
digital variables. Chief amongst these are count cd. Nevertheless, 
loadings are moderate and resolution of the vector poor, even for pattern 
I I . 
Component 5 i s e n t i r e l y meaningful and demarcates the proximal 
axial t r i r a d i i . As would be expected, r e p l i c a t i o n occurs i n consistent 
moderate loadings on H and t " . 
I t can be appreciated that resolution of these p r i n c i p a l com-
ponents i s p a r t i c u l a r l y poor. Thenar, hypothenar and i n t e r d i g i t a l zones 
are reproduced, and r e p l i c a t i o n for the hypothenar area i s not too serious. 
However, the two i n t e r d i g i t a l components are e n t i r e l y unsatisfactory, and 
f a i l to determine structure i n that area. 
(b) Factor rotated orthogonal solution. 
The varimax rotated factor solution as explained above has a 
larger probability of success i n extracting consistent c l u s t e r s . In t h i s 
sense, there i s good agreement between the sexes for 16 out of the 17 or 
18 factors with eigenvalues exceeding unity, and the remainder are availed 
of some explanation. As such, these factors have been reordered into 
their logical groups for males and females and together with t h e i r i n t e r -
pretable loadings have been l i s t e d i n Table 8.7. 
Two thenar factors have been extracted for r i g h t and l e f t hands 
indicating the closer association for I and I r than for homologues. 
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Seven consistent i n t e r d i g i t a l factors have been extracted, 
but in some ways these are far from s a t i s f a c t o r y . In f a c t , one important 
maverick factor e x i s t s i n the females for count be. 
The f i r s t factor 3 loads consistently high on right hand l i n e s 
B, C and D and patterns I I I and IV. In the males, i t s main feature i s 
in distinguishing pattern I I I together with the mainlines B and D (positive) 
from pattern IV and ridge count be (negative). That i t i s a ri g h t hand 
factor can be seen from the very high loadings on ri g h t IV and the moderate 
loadings only for l e f t l i n e s B, C and D. Figures for the males and females 
are not entirely consistent and for the l a t t e r count be i s not i n the 
cluster. Thus, the separate female factor for count be. 
Factor 4 picks out l e f t pattern IV p a r t i c u l a r l y with i t s con-
stellation of associated a t t r i b u t e s ; most obvious among them are I I I , 
T . . . I l l and line D on the l e f t hand. I n t h i s way i t i s undoubtedly a 
'residual 1 of factor 3. Factor 5 separates out the palmar ridge counts 
ab and cd. This i s j u s t what would be expected, and only i n the females 
T 
do counts be enter. Factors 6 and 7 quite s p e c i f i c a l l y delineate I I I 
on the right and l e f t respectively. S a t e l l i t e variables are the same, 
being pattern I I I and l i n e C. Perhaps i t i s obvious that the l a t t e r 
would not be included with the sequential coding of mainlines. Factor 8 
clearly focuses on pattern I I and has a s a t e l l i t e i n l i n e A. F i n a l l y , the 
A A 
rare patterns I I I , IV and IV are set apart m Factor 9. Only three 
cases of C3R i n females occur and the variable i s not considered. 
None of the i n t e r d i g i t a l factors overtly d i s t o r t the known b i -
variate relationships. However, the patterns are hardly coherent, and 
the breakdown i n bimanual associations greatly complicates genetic r e -
constructions. Moreover, some varia b l e s are drawn between several 
factors. Foremost among these i n l i n e A which has weak to moderate load-
ings on factors 4, 5 and 8, and which also r e l a t e s to hypothenar patterns 
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(factor 13). For a l l of these obvious c r i t i c i s m s , the factors have 
helped to sort the varia b l e s out into reasonably acceptable c l a s s e s . 
The hypothenar factors determine obvious patterns. The proximal 
axial t r i r a d i i t, t f (factor 10) are distinguished from the d i s t a l a x i a l 
tr i r a d i i t " and i t s dependent pattern H (factor 11). Central hypothenar 
loops with th e i r border t r i r a d i i are described by two factors (12 and 13) 
for the right and l e f t hands. F i n a l l y , the more unusual patterns H , Pa 
and A have s p e c i f i c factors 14, 15 and 16. None of these hypothenar 
vectors disclose more than the simple observations of the b i v a r i a t e corr-
elations in the previous chapter. 
(c) Factor rotated oblique solution. 
Rotation to the d i r e c t oblimin c r i t e r i a a s s i s t s i n c l a r i f y i n g 
the above relationships, as resolution i s increased on key varia b l e s and 
satellites are drawn into appropriate c l u s t e r s . The fa c i e s of a l l thenar, 
hypothenar and most i n t e r d i g i t a l factors remain unaltered. The only ad-
justments made involve factors 3 and 4 above, and these are mutual. 
Regarding factor 3, resolution i s increased on pattern IV and 
lines B and D on the right hand. Conversely, loadings have greatly de-
creased and have even vanished for pattern I I I and l i n e C (which are i n -
volved in factor 7 ) , and l i n e B and D on the l e f t hand (involved i n 
factor 4). Nevertheless, i n the females the separate factor for count be 
is maintained and the B mainline i s an important s a t e l l i t e . In the males, 
counts be have important loadings on factor 3. Factor 4 i s a f a r c l e a r e r 
construct describing the l e f t hand elements of factor 3, pattern IV and 
lines B and D. The only r e a l difference between factors 3 and 4 then i s 
the greater inexplicable association of count be with the right hand 
variables in the males. 
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The rotated factors both orthogonal and oblique have an 
important part to play i n iden t i f y i n g meaningful c l u s t e r s and thei r l i n k -
ages. F i r s t , the loadings indicate v a r i a b l e s l i n k i n g f a c t o r s . Secondly, 
the relationships between factors can be gauged through the factor corr-
elation matrices. Comparison of the l a t t e r with the factor loadings 
(Table 8.7) and the correlation matrices have indicated the variables 
responsible for maximal i n t e r dependency ( i . e . , homologues of patterns I I I 
and IV and of l i n e s B and D in factors 3 and 4; r e p l i c a t i o n of pattern I I I 
in factors 3 and 7 and 4 and 6. 
Unexpectedly, only three correlations between factors can be 
regarded as substantial. By far the largest i s that between the two 
(bimanual)thenar factors 1 and 2 (male, r = 0.427; female, r « 0.424). 
The second and much smaller i s that between the bimanual factors 12 and 
* b 
13 defining H and t (male, r = 0.284; female, r - 0.251). Correlation 
between the i n t e r d i g i t a l factors 3 and 4 i s not p a r t i c u l a r l y s t r i k i n g 
(male, r - 0.272; female, 0.355), but s u f f i c i e n t to indicate the d i f f i c u l t y 
of locating isolated c l u s t e r s . F i n a l l y , i t i s not surprising that the 
special factor i n the females for count be has some relationship with 
factor 3 (r = 0.258). 
(d) Summary and comparative data. 
Many of the variables on the palms f a l l into discrete c l u s t e r s 
though some re p l i c a t i o n must be expected; for instance, weaker connections 
exist for t f l and t with H than with H and H respectively. The i n t e r -
digital area produces a more complicated picture, though as has been shown 
correlations between i n t e r d i g i t a l factors are far l e s s than for thenar 
factors 1 and 2 and hypothenar factors 12 and 13. Discrete c l u s t e r s obtain 
for pattern I I , for counts ab and cd, and the rare patterns I I I , IV and I V U . 
The remainder have as t h e i r nodes counts be, patterns IV and I I I T and l i n e C. 
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The resulting vectors are something of a compromise. The complications 
are partly an artefact of the scoring system and the somewhat aberrant 
T 
position of I I I . Homologue association i s extremely poor for t h i s 
feature and i t i s l i k e l y to be due e n t i r e l y to environmental influences. 
T . . . Further analysis removing I I I from the i n t e r d i g i t a l array may well resolve 
the dual factor problem f c r each hand, as both pattern I I I and l i n e C are 
strongly correlated with pattern IV and l i n e s B and D. 
These r e s u l t s d i r e c t l y mirror those of Knussman (1967, 1969), 
though of course many more attributes have been considered i n the present 
study. Count ab and cd have been o f f s e t from count be, and l i n e A from 
lines B, C and D. In an independent PCA of palmar ridge counts, count be 
was entirely separated from counts ab and cd in the second component, the 
f i r s t being an o v e r a l l s i z e component. Di f f e r e n t i a t i o n of count be i s 
reported in Kenyan data (Rosa, pers. comm.). In the present study l i n e 
A i s shown to be related to many variables and thus several factors 
2 
though in no case do the loadings greatly exceed a =0.1. As such, i t 
could emerge as an independent factor, but as i t loads on several previous 
factors, the resulting vector w i l l hold l e s s information than an o r i g i n a l 
variable. 
In p r a c t i c a l terms, the present findings give l i t t l e j u s t i f i c a t i o n 
to the amalgamation of a l l palmar va r i a b l e homologues. Also, the hetero-
geneity of palmar ridge counts indicates the danger of amalgamating them 
in TPRC without retaining data for the individual v a r i a b l e s ; the position 
of count be in multidimensional space i l l u s t r a t e s the influence of c e r t a i n 
patterns and mainlines on that feature. 
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Palmar Mainlines and Ridge Counts. A Multiple Regression Analysis. 
Though many dermatoglyphic surveys have been c a r r i e d out over 
the World, and consequently summary s t a t i s t i c s of mainline terminations 
reported for many s e r i e s of p r i n t s , i t i s surprising that only infrequently 
are comments made about the t o t a l l y unsatisfactory methods for reading 
them (cf., Coope and Roberts 1969). These d i f f i c u l t i e s have been out-
lined in de t a i l e a r l i e r (Chapter 4, section 1.3, A ( v ) ) , and modifications 
necessarily made to improve i n t e r r a t e r comparability. Even so, great 
care i s required in noting mainline terminations and i t forms the most 
time consuming part of p r i n t reading. I t i s possible from the strength 
of individual correlations between s p e c i f i c l i n e s and other palmar 
attributes that much of the information in the radiant terminations i s 
contained i n the patterns, t r i r a d i i and ridge counts. I f redundancy i n 
the mainlines i s very large then there i s potential for ignoring them 
altogether. The problem i s then one of predicting terminations from the 
array of remaining palmar a t t r i b u t e s . I n previous sections f u l l attention 
has been drawn to the somewhat independent position of count be i n the 
palmar triad ab, be, cd. I n t h i s section the d i s t i n c t i o n i s investigated 
further in an attempt to disclose p r e c i s e l y the kind and magnitude of i n -
fluences by other at t r i b u t e s on count be which make i t a s p e c i a l case i n 
the triad. 
A. The Multiple Regression Method. 
Both situations can be treated as problems i n multiple regression, 
in which an attempt i s made to predict one single dependent v a r i a b l e at a 
time from a number of independent v a r i a b l e s . (The technique i s a u n i -
variate one but multivariable, and for convenience t h i s section may be 
included here). The problem i s to estimate constants a and b q . i n 
l - i 
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Y = a + , b. X. + e. 
1=1 1 1 l 
2 such that the sum of the squared prediction errors E(e^) are minimized. 
The regression equation describes a 'surface' of best f i t . The regression 
coefficients indicate the unit change i n Y associated with a unit change i n 
X., a l l other independent vari a b l e s included i n the a n a l y s i s held constant. 
Usually, each variable i s standardized, i n which case the p a r t i a l regression 
coefficients are c a l l e d beta weights ( 8 ) . Moreover, the intercept i s 
eliminated. The 8s are simple functions of the bs, and can be obtained 
by multiplying the comparable b by the r a t i o of the standard deviation of 
the independent variable to that of the dependent var i a b l e and vi c e versa. 
Both b and 8 obviously r e l a t e very c l o s e l y to the p a r t i a l c o r r e l a t i o n 
coefficient; $.. . and r . . . d i f f e r only i n t h e i r denominator and 
1J • K 1J .tC 
r i j . k 2 " ( e i j . k ) ( e j i . k > 
Beta weights indicate how much change i n the dependent v a r i a b l e 
is produced by a standardized change i n one of the independent v a r i a b l e s 
when the others are held constant. The predictive accuracy of the equation 
can be gauged by the square of the multiple correlation or by the standard 
error of estimate (SEE). 
R 2 = Z(Y - Y ) 2 - (Y - Y ' ) 2 or S(Y' - Y ) 2 
E(Y - Y ) 2 Z(Y - Y ) 2 
SEE = /Z(Y - Y ' ) 2 
N - 2 
Among the assumptions are that the e f f e c t s of the independent 
variables on Y are l i n e a r and additive, and that they influence only the 
mean of Y and not the variance. For si g n i f i c a n c e t e s t s e s p e c i a l l y for 
inference i t i s assumed that Y i s normally dist r i b u t e d about i t s mean for 
a given combination of Xs, though t h i s i s l e s s of an imposition for large 
samples. 
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A further note i s required regarding the application of 
multiple regression to the prediction of mainline terminations. At best 
the measurement scale of mainlines can be regarded as an ordered metric, 
though no account i s taken of the distance between scores. I t has been 
argued elsewhere (Labovitz 1970) that i n t e r v a l s t a t i s t i c s can be applied 
to any ordinal l e v e l variable, but i t i s obvious that i n such usage very 
great caution must be exercised i n the interpretation of r e s u l t s . This 
is one very clear indication that the measurement scales of mainlines 
should be improved for prediction t r i a l s alone. 
Faced with these d i f f i c u l t i e s , additional methods of scoring 
and ascertaining relationships would be useful. Investigating the 
behaviour of ordinal measures i n p a r t i a l l i n g with a v a r i e t y of models, 
Reynolds (1971) obtained encouraging r e s u l t s . He noted that i f at l e a s t 
five levels of each variable were used, good approximations to product 
moment p a r t i a l s could be obtained using the measures tau ^, tau , Somer's 
d and r . Blalock (1972 p. 441) argues that as the properties of yx s 
partial ordinal measures have not yet been systematically studied, where 
they are used they should be supplemented with product moment measures 
even where legitimate i n t e r v a l scales are not f u l l y j u s t i f i e d . 
B. S t a t i s t i c a l Procedure and Computing. 
The palmar ridge counts have appropriate i n t e r v a l s c a l e s , and 
the raw data f i l e alone was accessed by subprogram REGRESSION, On the 
other hand, because of the d i f f i c u l t i e s presented by the mainlines, two 
methods were followed. F i r s t , a Pearson co r r e l a t i o n matrix was con-
structed from the raw data f i l e . This allowed the f u l l output from the 
subprogram, parts of which, e s p e c i a l l y the plot of standardized r e s i d u a l s 
against standardized Y f values, are important i n indicating v i o l a t i o n s of 
underlying assumptions. Secondly, the Pearson c o r r e l a t i o n matrix was 
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replaced by a Spearman correlation matrix from subprogram NONPAR CORR, 
without accompanying matrices of means and deviations* I n addition, 
both sequential and nascent coding of the mainlines have been used, the 
fir s t for the computation of Pearsonian c o r r e l a t i o n s , the second for the 
Spearman matrices. F i n a l l y , to avoid problems i n m u l t i c o l l i n e a r i t y , 
only one representative of highly correlated topological equivalents was 
included as an independent va r i a b l e . 
The regression technique implemented i s that of forward step-
wise inclusion. Independent variables are entered one by one only i f 
they meet certain s t a t i s t i c a l c r i t e r i a , t h i s depending on the respective 
contribution of each variable to the explained variance. Thus, the 
independent variable entered at each step i s the one with the largest 
squared p a r t i a l c orrelation with Y. Three parameters are av a i l a b l e for 
screening variables entering the equation but these are more useful for 
reducing output. The most s i g n i f i c a n t variables for predictive purposes 
can be extracted from the output. 
Es s e n t i a l summary output provided for each independent variable 
2 2 consists of R and R at each step i n the a n a l y s i s , as well as R change 
resulting at each successive step. Also given i s the zero order c o r r -
elation between Y and each X^, the Y intercept and the unstandardized 
regression c o e f f i c i e n t b (for analyses from raw data f i l e s ) . Beta 
weights are reported for a l l analyses. 
C. Results. 
( i ) Palmar mainlines. 
For the reasons outlined above, the r e s u l t s for the mainlines 
aust be regarded as e n t i r e l y experimental, values of R giving only a rough 
indication of the a b i l i t y of remaining palmar v a r i a b l e s to account for 
specific mainlines. 
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(a) General observations. 
Results for the Pearson and Spearman cor r e l a t i o n matrices 
are extremely close i n s p i t e of the different coding schemes used. Also, 
the fact that multiple regression of Pearson co r r e l a t i o n matrices was 
limited to palmar variables for the corresponding hand of the independent 
2 
variable has produced negligible differences. R for the separate c a l -
culations are noted i n Table 8.8. The same input parameters were used 
in screening variables for entry. As can be seen, the only r e a l difference 
is for line B on the right hand. I t may be pointed out here that changes 
2 
in R of over 0.01 were produced by l e s s than 6 variables i n each case and 
occasionally only by a single v a r i a b l e . These r e s u l t s for the much 
reduced number of independent variables are also given i n Table 8.8. 
Another general point involves the c o r r e l a t i o n between the 
standardized residuals and standardized Y f values. This i s consistent 
for a l l mainlines and indicates a l i n e a r relationship between the two. 
In subsequent analyses i t would be necessary to remove t h i s feature. 
(b) Specific observations. 
Detailed tables of summary output have not been included for 
2 
reference. F i r s t of a l l , only for the C mainline i s R s u f f i c i e n t l y high 
for purposes of prediction, and then only one or two variables are involved. 
Secondly, for a detailed discussion i t would be necessary to present the 
full tables. As i t i s , s u f f i c i e n t d e t a i l s were given in the preceding 
chapter on bivariate c o r r e l a t i o n s , and documentation i s n e c e s s a r i l y 
limited to the most relevant comments. 
Prediction of the A mainline i s extremely poor, explained 
variance maximally ranging from 0.204 to 0.341. This i s somewhat sur-
prising considering the number of va r i a b l e s moderately associated with 
the A radiants, but the beta weights and R 2 indicate that much of t h i s 
' 2 
is shared. From four to s i x v a r i a b l e s produce changes i n R greater than 
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0.01, but the order i n which they a r e entered v a r i e s , and none i n d i v i d u a l l y 
explains much more than 0,1 of the v a r i a n c e . The most important v a r i a b l e s 
are the patterns I I I and I I , count ab and the p a t t e r n H f o r the correspond-
ing hand of the independent v a r i a b l e , but P3R supplants P3L f o r MAINAL, and 
for the l a t t e r i n the females p a t t e r n I I i s i n s i g n i f i c a n t . 
L e v e l s of p r e d i c t i o n f o r l i n e B a r e much h i g h e r , ranging 
maximally from 0.469 to 0.632. P r i m a r i l y , t h r e e v a r i a b l e s are i n v o l v e d ; 
patterns I I I and IV and count be, each w i t h r over 0.4 and h i g h e s t f o r 
s 
IV a ttaining 0.6. Ne v e r t h e l e s s , redundancy i s c o n s i d e r a b l e . Thus f o r 
2 
MAINBR, entry of the second v a r i a b l e RBC adds only 0.07 to R . For 
2 
MAINBL, the main p r e d i c t o r i s LBC and P4L,adds 0.161 and 0.198 to R i n 
the male and female s u b f i l e s r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
Undoubtedly, much of the r e l e v a n t information i n the C 
T 
mainline i s contained i n p a t t e r n s I I I , IV and I I I . N a t u r a l l y , as IV 
i s i n v e r s e l y r e l a t e d to I I I , most of the v a r i a n c e i s exp l a i n e d by I I I , 
T 
I I I i n d i c a t i n g the presence or absence of a b l i n d proximal r a d i a n t . 
2 
On the r i g h t hand p a t t e r n I I I completely dominates the equation w i t h R 
circa 0.84 i n both sexes; I I I T adds no more than 0.06. On the l e f t 
hand, the s t a t u s of P3TL i s r a i s e d c o n s i d e r a b l y to 0.174 and 0.137 f o r 
the male and female s u b f i l e s r e s p e c t i v e l y and P3L reduced to 0.661 and 
0.671. Count be adds no more than a f u r t h e r 0.02. 
The D ma i n l i n e p r e s e n t s much the same p i c t u r e as l i n e A 
2 
with low R estimates,though t h i s i s l a r g e r f o r the l e f t than the r i g h t 
hand. For the r i g h t hand i n both sexes, a l l f e a t u r e s but p a t t e r n IV 
produce changes i n R l e s s than 0.01. Thus, much of the in f o r m a t i o n i n 
count be r e p l i c a t e s t h a t i n p a t t e r n IV. For MAINDL, R 2 f o r IV i s s i m i l a r , 
but i n addi t i o n a f u r t h e r R 2 of 0.1 i s added from P4R, LBC and LCD. 
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(c) Summary 
A l l i n a l l , p r e d i c t i o n of the m a i n l i n e s from remaining palmar 
features i s not p o s s i b l e , though f o r l i n e C the four main c a t e g o r i e s can 
2 
be determined (0, X, r a d i a l and u l n a r r a d i a n t s ) , R f o r l i n e s B, C and 
D would not be s u f f i c i e n t l y i n c r e a s e d i f l i n e A were to be in c l u d e d i n the 
equations. The present r e s u l t s confirm the c o n s i d e r a b l e independence of 
the l a t t e r proximal r a d i a n t . The p o s s i b i l i t y e x i s t s t h a t much of l i n e B 
would be explained i f l i n e s A and D were to be entered as independent 
variables. Ignoring l i n e s B and C would a l s o save c o n s i d e r a b l e time i n 
reading the r e s u l t s . The main f e a t u r e f o r which information would be 
lost would be the somewhat inf r e q u e n t combination B^C^. A n a l y s i s was 
repeated for l i n e B u s i n g the Spearman matrix w i t h l i n e s A and D incl u d e d 
in the independent a r r a y . The reasonably moderate b i v a r i a t e c o r r e l a t i o n s 
2 2 with B made no r e a l impression on R (MAINBR : male, R * 0.510; female, 
R 2 = 0.539; MAINBL, male R 2 = 0.545; female, R 2 = 0.559). Thus i t 
would appear that supplementary information i s a v a i l a b l e i n l i n e s A, B 
and D not s u f f i c i e n t l y contained i n the t o p o l o g i c a l palmar elements of 
Penrose and Loesch (1970). However, whether or not they a r e u s e f u l f o r 
particular surveys would depend on other c r i t e r i a . 
Obviously, some c a u t i o n i s r e q u i r e d i n a c c e p t i n g the pre s e n t 
results, though i t i s extremely doubtful t h a t u s i n g A l c i a t i ' s q u a n t i t a t i v e 
method would improve the outcome. I n f u t u r e s t u d i e s , i t would probably 
be better to weigh t e r m i n a t i o n s i n r e s p e c t of the area they cover ( d e l t a 
°t point termini as opposed to i n t e r - p o i n t t e r m i n i ) . I n t h i s way the 
results w i l l be meaningful i n terms of w e l l re c o g n i z e d r a d i a n t markers. 
( i i ) Palmar r i d g e counts. 
I n t h i s s h ort s u b s e c t i o n , emphasis i s pla c e d on how much of the 
variance i n the ridge counts can cu m u l a t i v e l y be accounted f o r i n the 
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2 
remaining palmar f e a t u r e s . P r e d i c t i o n i s out of the qu e s t i o n as R i s 
r e l a t i v e l y low f o r a l l v a r i a b l e s , and anyway f o r the l a t t e r the range of 
scores i s i n s u f f i c i e n t to reproduce d e t a i l e d counts. As the b i v a r i a t e 
correlations have been adequately covered i n the previous chapter, only 
a broad o u t l i n e o f r e l a t i o n s h i p s i s i n d i c a t e d . 
The a r r a y of independent v a r i a b l e s has been r e s t r i c t e d to those 
on the corresponding hand of the independent v a r i a b l e . No v i o l a t i o n s of 
basic assumptions were detected i n the p l o t of r e s i d u a l s . 
2 
Below are given R v a l u e s f o r a l l independent v a r i a b l e s f o r 
which the tol e r a n c e parameter allo w s e n t r y , and i n a d d i t i o n f o r the l i m i t e d 
2 
variable set producing a change i n R > 0.01. F i r s t of a l l , i t i s q u i t e 
clear that one or two v a r i a b l e s e x p l a i n n e a r l y as much of the v a r i a n c e i n 
each count as the f u l l a r r a y , though a number of s i m i l a r b i v a r i a t e c o r r -
elations are noted; obviously, redundancy i s high between independent 
variables. Secondly and f a r more important i s the o b s e r v a t i o n t h a t though 
2 
R i s high for no count, i t i s a t l e a s t twice as l a r g e f o r count be, as 
either ab or cd. Indeed, about 0.3 of the former i s accounted f o r by 
other palmar v a r i a b l e s . T h i s i n d i c a t e s a s i g n i f i c a n t amount of i n t e r -
ference for the f e a t u r e e s p e c i a l l y from l i n e B, and can e x p l a i n both the 
different means f o r populations f o r which p a t t e r n s and l i n e t e r m i n a t i o n s 
vary as w e l l as d i f f e r e n t h e r i t a b i l i t y estimates f o r them. (To a much 
lesser extent t h i s comment a p p l i e s to counts ab and cd.) B a s i c a l l y , t h i s 
means that the more t r a n s v e r s e the termin a t i o n s of l i n e s A, B and C and 
the greater the number of loops i n area I I I , the lower the r i d g e count 
between t r i r a d i i b and c. These e x t e r n a l and v a r y i n g i n f l u e n c e s on palmar 
ridge counts cannot be excluded from an i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of TPRC. 
As a concluding remark to the foregoing chapters on the nature 
and structure of i n t e r v a r i a b l e r e l a t i o n s h i p s , i t i s n e c e s s a r y to i n d i c a t e 
the preliminary nature of the pre s e n t f i n d i n g s . Much remains to be done 
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in the area of determining s t r u c t u r e and the network of c a u s a l paths 
in the f u l l v a r i a b l e a r r a y . N e v e r t h e l e s s , the present r e s u l t s provide 
a framework for s t u d i e s i n t o the g e n e t i c s of dermal a t t r i b u t e s as w e l l 
as a guide to the choice of v a r i a b l e s f or population s t u d i e s . 
Squared M u l t i p l e C o r r e l a t i o n s f o r the 
Palmar Ridge Counts 
Male Female Male Female 
R 2 q R 2 q R 2 q R 2 q 
LAB 0.134 18 0.130 21 0.115 2 0.116 2 
RAB 0.167 18 0.148 20 0.142 2 0.126 l 
LBC 0.332 18 0.325 20 0.303 3 0.289 3 
RBC 0.269 20 0.289 21 0.241 2 0.264 4 
LCD 0.058 20 0.101 20 0.042 3 0.080 4 
RCD 0.075 18 0.099 21 0.034 3 0.071 4 
q, number of independent v a r i a b l e s 
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Chapter 9 U n i v a r i a t e R e s u l t s . Regional Comparisons And P a t t e r n s 
Of V a r i a t i o n . 
The concern of t h i s chapter i s the p r e s e n t a t i o n of r e g i o n a l 
s t a t i s t i c a l summaries f o r each v a r i a b l e or v a r i a b l e c l u s t e r and an a n a l y s i s 
and discussion of the r e s u l t s . As such, a t t e n t i o n i s focused p r i m a r i l y on 
the s p a t i a l v a r i a t i o n f o r each a t t r i b u t e than on r e l a t i o n s h i p s between 
regional populations. N a t u r a l l y , s i m i l a r i t i e s and d i f f e r e n c e s between the 
regional samples are formally t e s t e d i n t h i s s e c t i o n , but the outcome of 
such comparisons e s p e c i a l l y the o r d e r i n g of r e l a t i o n s h i p s w i l l i n a l l l i k e -
lihood vary c o n s i d e r a b l y f o r each a t t r i b u t e . O v e r a l l i n f e r r e d a s s o c i a t i o n s 
between the fourteen populations i s the s u b j e c t of the f o l l o w i n g chapter. 
To the extent t h a t t h e r e i s c o r r e l a t i o n f o r d i f f e r e n t v a r i a b l e s or 
attributes on r i g h t and l e f t hands or separate d i g i t s there should be con-
sistency i n the s p a t i a l p a t t e r n i n g o f r e s u l t s . S i m i l a r l y , i t i s expected 
that r e s u l t s f o r the sexes w i l l produce s i m i l a r s p a t i a l o r d e r i n g . For 
these reasons, c l o s e l y r e l a t e d a t t r i b u t e s a r e grouped together, as a r e 
results for the sexes and hands. 
Regions and Case I n d i v i d u a t i o n . 
The regions and t h e i r samples f o r which summary s t a t i s t i c s are 
reported have p r e v i o u s l y been defined and d e s c r i b e d i n Chapters 1 to 3. 
Throughout t h i s chapter, every attempt has been made to r e t a i n these u n i t s . 
However, r e s u l t s are reported f o r s e v e r a l stages and as f o r these 
individuals have been s e l e c t e d on s p e c i f i c c r i t e r i a , samples a r e o c c a s i o n a l l y 
i n s u f f i c i e n t f o r the r e t e n t i o n o f p a r t i c u l a r u n i t s . For some reg i o n s 
amalgamation would o b v i o u s l y be unfortunate; f o r i n s t a n c e , each d a l e i s a 
clearly s t r u c t u r e d geographical u n i t . N a t u r a l l y amalgamation i s based 
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i n i t i a l l y on c o n t i g u i t y and secondly on maximal a s s o c i a t i o n . Regarding 
phenetic linkages the l a t t e r i s made extremely d i f f i c u l t where these a r e 
ef f e c t i v e l y absent because of n o n - s i g n i f i c a n t d i f f e r e n c e s or i n c o n f l i c t 
for either sex or groups of d i f f e r e n t v a r i a b l e s . A l s o , where m u l t i p l e 
linkages are not s i g n i f i c a n t and do not g r e a t l y d i f f e r i n magnitude, there 
i s no reason why t h e i r ordering should be r e t a i n e d w i t h the s e l e c t i o n of 
individuals for subsequent a n a l y t i c s t a g e s . Where c l e a r p h e n e t i c l i n k a g e s 
are not a v a i l a b l e , r e s o r t i s made to geographical c r i t e r i a , s p e c i f i c a l l y 
the movement matric e s ( c f . , Chapter 10). Thus, no attempt i s made to 
collapse the present u n i t s i n t o a s m a l l e r number of l a r g e r regions u n l e s s 
clear steps e x i s t i n the data. 
I n past a n t h r o p o l o g i c a l r e s e a r c h some d i s c u s s i o n has centred on 
the issue of the r e p r e s e n t a t i v e population of a p a r t i c u l a r r e g i o n . I n 
some cases u n q u a l i f i e d d e c i s i o n s have been made about a t t r i b u t e s t h a t 
members of the indigenous population should d i s p l a y . Thus, i t has to be 
admitted that i n d i v i d u a l s chosen f o r r e g i o n a l s t u d i e s have been defined i n 
different ways. Where some form of s e l e c t i o n e n t i r e l y supplants r e s u l t s 
based on the usual c r i t e r i a of r e s i d e n c e or b i r t h p l a c e , t h i s i s c l e a r l y to 
the detriment of the wider c o l l a t i o n of data. R e s u l t s based on an 
individual's residence or b i r t h p l a c e a r e simple enough to apply to an en-
larged region outside the survey a r e a , and form an adequate b a s i s f o r a 
national survey. However, f u r t h e r s t i p u l a t i o n by a n c e s t r y , l o c a t i o n or 
distance make f o r insurmountable d i f f i c u l t i e s . 
S e l e c t i o n of i n d i v i d u a l s from samples i s an attempt to i n c r e a s e 
the F - r a t i o f or the re g i o n s , and i s based more on the concept than the 
observation that the grandparental generation was s i g n i f i c a n t l y l e s s mobile 
and more c l o s e l y r e p r e s e n t a t i v e of some i n f e r r e d a n c e s t r a l p o pulation 
structure. S e l e c t i o n of i n d i v i d u a l s can be e s t a b l i s h e d on s e v e r a l p a r a -
meters t h e o r e t i c a l l y l e a d i n g to an i n f i n i t e number of s p e c i f i c c r i t e r i a . 
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Primary parameters f o r i n d i v i d u a t i o n a r e the r e s i d e n c e o r b i r t h p l a c e of 
each i n d i v i d u a l or h i s or her pare n t s or grandparents. I n t h i s way an 
h i e r a r c h i c a l system of rank endemicity can be c o n s t r u c t e d as shown below 
for the grandparents. 
Maternal Rank P a t e r n a l 
C o n t r i b u t i o n Endemicity C o n t r i b u t i o n 
% o 0 0 0 
regional 1 0 
contribution 25 1 
0 1 
1 1 
50 0 2 2 
2 0 
1 2 
75 3 
2 1 
100 2 4 2 
Secondary c o n s t r a i n t s can be p l a c e d on each i n d i v i d u a l u s i n g f u n c t i o n s of 
location or d i s t a n c e (e.g., Roberts and Coope 1972). With regard to the 
system of grandparental rank endemicity, t h i s would operate on ' f r e e 1 
members for ranking systems l e s s than 4. 
In the pr e s e n t survey, four stages o f a n a l y s i s have been c a r r i e d 
out. This corresponds to three l e v e l s of s e l e c t i o n or f u r t h e r o b j e c t i n -
dividuation. The f i r s t stage i n c l u d e s a l l i n d i v i d u a l s sampled, l o c a t i n g 
them by residence w i t h i n the p r e s c r i b e d regions (Stage A ) . I t d e f i n e s 
the current s t a t u s of s p a t i a l v a r i a t i o n f o r each a t t r i b u t e . Often i n 
many surveys r e s i d e n c e i s superceded by b i r t h p l a c e . The d i f f e r e n c e 
between the two h e r e i n c o n t a i n s the most r e c e n t movement w i t h i n the s h o r t 
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period of time of under two decades. I n i t i a l l y , c o n s i d e r a t i o n may 
expect t h i s to be s l i g h t , but i n f a c t there are notable d i f f e r e n c e s i n 
the size of some r e g i o n a l samples. T h i s can be gauged from the r e s p e c t i v e 
percentage l o s s column i n Table 9.1. From i t can be seen t h a t a t most 
53% of the I l k l e y sample has been removed. T h i s formed the second Stage B. 
Further a n a l y s i s was c a r r i e d out u s i n g the same c r i t e r i o n of b i r t h p l a c e as 
in Stage B, but d i v i d i n g the regions i n t o r u r a l and urban zones (Stage C ) . 
The intention behind t h i s was to e l i m i n a t e the i n c r e a s e d p o l a r i z a t i o n 
potential for movement of the enlarged c e n t r a l p l a c e s as Harrogate. I t 
was hoped that t h i s would r e v e a l s p a t i a l p a t t e r n s more a c c u r a t e l y and 
illuminate any r u r a l / u r b a n d i f f e r e n c e s . There i s o b v i o u s l y some d i f f i c u l t y 
in determining an a r b i t r a r y urban l e v e l . I n the previous chapter a pop-
ulation l i m i t of 5000 was chosen to correspond w i t h Roberts and Coope (1975) 
for s i m i l a r f a c t o r i n g of the u n i l a t e r a l d i g i t a l r i d g e counts. T h i s i s 
maintained here though with admittance of i t s obvious shortcomings. Never-
theless, the l i m i t corresponds w i t h urban d i s t r i c t s and m e t r o p o l i t a n bor-
oughs noted throughout the North Pennine Dales and f o r a l l p r a c t i c a l pur-
poses should prove adequate as a c o n t r o l f o r l a r g e r c e n t r a l p l a c e s . The 
fi n a l Stage D p l a c e s a f a r more s t r i n g e n t c o n d i t i o n on i n d i v i d u a l s f o r each 
of whom two grandparents must have b i r t h p l a c e s i n the same r e g i o n ( c f . , 
Chapter 5 s e c t i o n l . A ( i i ) ( c ) . GDUO). The only a d d i t i o n a l requirement was 
that ' f r e e 1 grandparents should have been born i n the U.K. From Table 9,1 
i t can be noted t h a t the s i z e of some samples has been c o n s i d e r a b l y reduced, 
and that o v e r a l l percentage l o s s from Stage A i s high. I t should be con-
sidered that r e l a t i v e l y l a r g e samples have been maintained by r e a l l o c a t i o n 
of cases, not j u s t t h e i r r e t e n t i o n . F i n a l l y , i t i s obvious t h a t as i n -
creased rank endemicity c r e a t e s a d r a s t i c r e d u c t i o n i n sample s i z e , no 
further s e l e c t i o n i s p o s s i b l e t h a t w i l l m a i n tain more than a f r a c t i o n of 
the regions. 
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2. S t a t i s t i c a l Methods. 
The e s s e n t i a l f e a t u r e s of the t a b u l a t i o n s for the p r e s e n t chapter 
are the magnitude and p a t t e r n of d i f f e r e n c e s u n d e r l y i n g the means, d e v i a t i o n s 
and frequencies. S e v e r a l t e s t s and a s s o c i a t e d methodologies are a v a i l a b l e 
for d i s c l o s i n g the nature of r e g i o n a l v a r i a t i o n . The f i r s t t a s k , to i n -
dicate whether the v a r i a t i o n f o r each a t t r i b u t e i s s i g n i f i c a n t o r merely 
random i n o r i g i n , i s an immediate problem. To some extent t h i s i s created 
by the choice of some s p e c i f i c a, but more important i s the d e c i s i o n whether 
to use pairwise or s i n g l e t e s t s f o r the g independent samples f o r each 
attribute. The problem a r i s e s i n as much as there a r e dangers i n h e r e n t i n 
using e i t h e r method. The use of p a i r w i s e independent t e s t s i s l i k e l y to 
produce s i g n i f i c a n t d i f f e r e n c e s i n proportion to a and g. The t h e o r e t i c a l 
d i f f i c u l t y here i s i n i s o l a t i n g those chance d i f f e r e n c e s i n the g x g 
matrices. T h i s p a r t i c u l a r method has been implemented r e c e n t l y by Marquer 
and Jacob i (1976, Table 11) i n a derma to glyph i c survey of Beam, France 
without adequate r e f e r e n c e to t h i s s t a t i s t i c a l f e a t u r e . A more obvious 
c r i t i c i s m i s the immense amount of computer output and t a b u l a t i o n n e c e s s a r y 
to produce and impart the r e s u l t s of e x t e n s i v e s t u d i e s d e a l i n g w i t h many 
populations and v a r i a b l e s . 
The second method i s to e f f e c t s i n g l e t e s t s f o r each a t t r i b u t e on 
the g independent samples. I n t h i s way 2q x t e s t s and oneway a n a l y s i s of 
variance r e p l a c e the 2 x 2 e q u i v a l e n t s , which i n the l a t t e r case i s the 
t - t e s t . Not only i s there g r e a t saving i n computer time and output, but 
population d i f f e r e n c e s are summarized i n a s i n g l e s t a t i s t i c . An obvious 
d i f f i c u l t y here i s i n l o c a t i n g p a i r w i s e d i f f e r e n c e s , but t h i s i s not con-
siderable. Comparison of observed and expected d i s t r i b u t i o n s i n d i c a t e major 
departures from e q u a l i t y i n frequency data. With oneway a n a l y s i s of v a r -
iance, f a c i l i t i e s a r e g e n e r a l l y a v a i l a b l e f o r s p e c i f y i n g and e f f e c t i n g 
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respectively a priori and a posteriori c o n t r a s t s , the l a t t e r being e s t -
ablished by way of m u l t i p l e range t e s t s . These are e n t i r e l y c o n s e r v a t i v e 
accounting for the independence of f a c t o r s and i n d i c a t i n g s i g n i f i c a n c e much 
less r e a d i l y than p a i r w i s e t t e s t s . I n t h i s survey the second method i s 
preferred. 
The t e s t s are p r i m a r i l y determined by l e v e l of measurement. 
Interval data are s u b j e c t to oneway a n a l y s i s of v a r i a n c e which computes the 
F ratio for the between to w i t h i n u n i t sum of squares. The l a t t e r i s the 
residual variance unaccounted f o r by the c a t e g o r i z e d v a r i a b l e . F i s r e -
ferred to (g - 1)(N - 1) degrees of freedom. B a s i c assumptions are t h a t 
the samples are independent and random, that t h e i r d i s t r i b u t i o n s are normal 
and that population v a r i a n c e s are equal. Both n o r m a l i t y and equal v a r -
iances can be t e s t e d , the f i r s t by methods o u t l i n e d i n Chapter 7. S e v e r a l 
tests are a v a i l a b l e f o r homoscedasticity, the most wid e l y used being 
Hartley's (F max), Cochran's (C) and the B a r t l e t t - B o x ( F ) t e s t s . The l a t t e r 
uses most information and i s appropriate for normal d i s t r i b u t i o n s . S e v e r a l 
procedures are a v a i l a b l e i n cases where the assumption i s not met. T r a n s -
formation of the d i s t r i b u t i o n s can remedy the d e f e c t . O c c a s i o n a l l y a 
single population i s e i t h e r c o n s i d e r a b l y more or l e s s homogeneous than the 
remainder, and some a u t h o r i t i e s recommend omission of i t . T h i s i s a r a t h e r 
drastic step as i t e l i m i n a t e s an important f a c t o r i n the t e s t design. More 
useful i s an appropriate t e s t (Cp f o r d i f f e r e n c e s of means ( c f . , Armitage 
1971) but b a s i c data f o r i t are not always a v a i l a b l e from computer programmes. 
An a l t e r n a t i v e w i t h 95.5% power e f f i c i e n c y to ONEWAY i n the K r u s k a l - W a l l i s 
rank oneway a n a l y s i s of v a r i a n c e (H). I n the p r e s e n t survey i t has not 
proved necessary to r e s o r t to t h i s o r d i n a l technique. 
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The x t e s t f o r g independent samples i s uniquely appropriate f o r 
categorized data again w i t h (g - 1)(N - 1) degrees of freedom. The main 
requirement of the t e s t i s t h a t expected f r e q u e n c i e s i n each c e l l should 
not be too s m a l l . The recommendation of Cochran (1954) i s followed f o r 
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X tests with df > 1; f o r a l l t e s t s i t i s ensured t h a t no more than 20% 
of the c e l l s have expected f r e q u e n c i e s of l e s s than 5 and t h a t none contain 
less than unity. 
H q f o r a l l t e s t s i s th a t of population e q u a l i t y ; a i s not f i x e d 
but a l l P < 0.05 are i n v e s t i g a t e d f o r the number, type, magnitude and p a t t e r n 
of regional d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n . J u s t i f i a b l e c r i t i c i s m has been made of the 
rigid and a r b i t r a r y p r e t e s t s e t t i n g of a. A c y n i c a l view i s t h a t i t amounts 
to l i t t l e b e t t e r than p r e t r i a l b e t t i n g . However, the notion of te r m i n a l 
u t i l i t y i s prominent i n s e t t i n g a and as the r e s u l t s h e r e i n a r e merely of 
academic i n t e r e s t P < 0.05 provides an acceptable guide to f u r t h e r exam-
ination of the data. 
], Computer Output and Ta b u l a t i o n s . 
A. Computer Output. 
Computer output f c r frequency data comprised: 
a) A c r o s s t a b u l a t i o n of row fr e q u e n c i e s and marginal t o t a l s f o r 
a l l r e g i o n a l samples together w i t h the r e s p e c t i v e proportions 
for each a t t r i b u t e s t a t e . 
2 
b) The x s t a t i s t i c together w i t h degrees of freedom and 
. 2 
p r o b a b i l i t y l e v e l . Where the requirements f o r x were not met, 
amalgamation of adjac e n t c a t e g o r i e s was e f f e c t e d and the t e s t 
repeated. As the mode of c e l l combination i s important f or 
the outcome of the t e s t , t h i s i s reported i n the r e s u l t s where 
the method i s not obvious. 
Computer output f o r i n t e r v a l / c o n t i n u o u s data comprised: 
a) Counts, means, standard d e v i a t i o n s , standard e r r o r s , minima, 
maxima and 95 % confidence i n t e r v a l s f o r the means f o r each 
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c r i t e r i o n v a r i a b l e i n every group. T o t a l v a l u e s f o r 
samples combined are weighted grand means ( y ) where 
y = I n i y i / I n i . 
A f u l l a n a l y s i s of v a r i a n c e t a b l e i n c l u d i n g degrees of 
freedom, sums of squares, mean squares, F and F p r o b a b i l i t y 
for the separate f a c t o r treatments and t h e i r sum. (For 
Stage A, input c o r s i s t e d of normalized data. For Stages B, 
C and D, F i s reported f o r the untreated data; the range of 
means proved inadequate f o r re p e a t i n g the c a l c u l a t i o n s on 
normalized data.) 
Homogeneity of v a r i a n c e s t a t i s t i c s (Cochran's C, the B a r t l e t t -
Box F and H a r t l e y ' s Fmax). 
The r e s u l t s ( s u b s e t s ) of a posteriori m u l t i p l e range t e s t s 
are a v a i l a b l e ; two were used. For s i g n i f i c a n t F r a t i o s , 
a l l p o s s i b l e p a i r s of group means were s y s t e m a t i c a l l y 
i n v e s t i g a t e d . The groups were d i v i d e d i n t o homogeneous 
subsets, the t e s t f o r which i s : 
(x. - x . ) < R ( a , g, d f ) * S-i J x 
where R( a , g, d f ) i s a range based on a s i g n i f i c a n c e l e v e l , the 
number of groups (g) and the degrees of freedom ( d f ) i n the 
between group sum of squares. S- i s the standard e r r o r i n 
the combined subset; a de f i n e s e r r o r r a t e s i n d i f f e r e n t ways 
for s p e c i f i c t e s t s . The two t e s t s used f a l l a t opposite ends 
of the power s c a l e (3) to r e j e c t Hq. LSD which i s e s s e n t i a l l y 
a t - t e s t between group means was used only to l o c a t e marginal 
v a r i a t i o n ( n o i s e ) i n an otherwise g e n e r a l l y homogeneous r e g i o n a l 
d i s t r i b u t i o n . No s t a t i s t i c a l s i g n i f i c a n c e was a t t a c h e d to 
derived s u b s e t s . LSDMOD i n c l u d e s an est i m a t e of e r r o r r a t e 
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(a = number of errors/number of f a c t o r s ) and d e f i n e any 
e x i s t i n g subsets more s t r i c t l y . Independent p a i r w i s e 
comparisons were e f f e c t e d by r e f e r r i n g means and standard 
e r r o r s to the t d i s t r i b u t i o n s or to a t a b l e of normal 
standard d e v i a t e s . 
B. Tabulations. 
Tabulations f or frequency data i n c l u d e only proportions f o r 
attribute s t a t e s and the number of c a s e s . There was i n s u f f i c i e n t space i n 
the tables for the placement of a t t r i b u t e counts (these can be obtained 
from the f i g u r e s presented) except i n the case of the more unusual palmar 
pattern elements f o r which there could be no r e g i o n a l breakdown. Where 
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feasible x s t a t i s t i c s a r e reported under each t a b l e together w i t h any 
relevant comments. 
Tabulations f o r continuous v a r i a b l e s i n c l u d e means, standard 
deviations ( B e s s e l ' s c o r r e c t i o n i s a p p l i e d ) , standard e r r o r s and counts f o r 
each region. Below the t a b l e are reported the F r a t i o and r e s p e c t i v e 
probability l e v e l f o r H q together i n parentheses w i t h the B a r t l e t t - B o x 
F Test for homoscedasticity and i t s r e s p e c t i v e p r o b a b i l i t y . 
For a l l t a b l e s , t o t a l s i n c o r p o r a t e weighted v a l u e s f o r the re g i o n s . 
Simple regional summaries can be a b s t r a c t e d e a s i l y by the reader. T e s t 
s t a t i s t i c s c a r r i e d out f o r the j o i n t sex group (where a p p l i c a b l e , c f . , 
Table 9.2) are not reported below the t a b l e s u n l e s s the s t a t u s of H q i s 
affected. 
One f e a t u r e of the t a b l e s deserves f u r t h e r examination e s p e c i a l l y 
as t h i s e x p l a i n s the use of only a subset of v a r i a b l e s i n subsequent st a g e s . 
The feature r e f e r r e d to i s sample s i z e . On t h i s depends the accuracy and 
v a l i d i t y of the summary s t a t i s t i c s . For continuous v a r i a b l e s on the 
interval s c a l e , standard e r r o r s and confidence l i m i t s a r e j u s t i f i e d f o r 
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large samples on the b a s i s of c e n t r a l l i m i t theorem r e g a r d l e s s of the 
background d i s t r i b u t i o n . The u s u a l l y quoted l i m i t f o r N i s 30. For 
samples l e s s than t h i s summaries depend on the n o r m a l i t y of the background 
population (confidence l i m i t s a s s e s s e d through t ) and o b v i o u s l y where t h i s 
f a i l s no accurate determination can be made of means and d e v i a t i o n s . 
For dichotomous data, c e n t r a l l i m i t theorem j u s t i f i e s the same 
assumptions f o r l a r g e populations, the mean and standard e r r o r f o r prop-
ortions being np(100/n) and /(p.q)/N. However, 'reasonably l a r g e 1 depends 
on values of p and q, being minimal f o r p = q * 0.5 and i n c r e a s i n g l y l a r g e 
with the d i f f e r e n c e between the p r o p o r t i o n s . A general g u i d e l i n e f r e q u e n t l y 
given for the c a l c u l a t i o n of the standard e r r o r and confidence l i m i t s i s 
that these cannot be v a l i d l y c a l c u l a t e d where npq < 9. On t h i s b a s i s 
where p = q = 0.5, N would need to be 36, and f o r p = 0.05, 190. 
On t h i s b a s i s , the numbers f o r continuous v a r i a t e s i n Stages A 
and B are s u f f i c i e n t . Stages C and D would r e q u i r e t h a t f o r s e v e r a l of 
the samples the background population be normal. T h i s can be d i r e c t l y 
assessed from Table 7.1. Where t h i s assumption f a i l s , the r e s u l t s f o r 
small samples are only of marginal i n t e r e s t . For category data sample 
size i s f a r more c r i t i c a l and becomes i n c r e a s i n g l y so w i t h f u r t h e r breakdown 
into a d d i t i o n a l c a t e g o r i e s . Numbers are inadequate ( f o r r e l i a b l e e s t i m a t e s 
of true population f i g u r e s ) f o r a t l e a s t s i x of the f o u r t e e n r e g i o n a l 
samples. However, w i t h amalgamation of a d j a c e n t a t t r i b u t e s t a t e s f o r 
multinomial data the b a s i c assumptions of the x t e s t a r e f u l f i l l e d . Much 
information would be l o s t by c o l l a p s i n g regions to i n c r e a s e sample s i z e . 
On the other hand, these samples become i n c r e a s i n g l y inadequate f o r the 
regional a n a l y s i s of a t t r i b u t e s t a t e s based on s e l e c t i v e c r i t e r i a . Thus 
for Stages B, C and D summary s t a t i s t i c s of continuous v a r i a b l e s alone 
a r e discussed. 
No data are a v a i l a b l e f o r the f i n g e r s i n the S e d g e f i e l d sample. 
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Choropleth Maps. 
An e s s e n t i a l p a r t of any s p a t i a l v a r i a t i o n study i s the v i s u a l 
presentation of r e s u l t s , an overview the d e t a i l e d t a b u l a t i o n s f a i l to convey. 
However, i t i s not p a r t i c u l a r l y meaningful to provide maps of any k i n d i f 
in fact the s p a t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n s are n e i t h e r s t a t i s t i c a l l y nor geograph-
i c a l l y meaningful. T h e r e f o r e , i t i s n e c e s s a r y to i n d i c a t e t h a t i n the 
absence of c o n s i s t e n t and suggestive p a t t e r n s the few maps d i s p l a y e d h e r e i n 
are i l l u s t r a t i v e only of u s e f u l techniques developed f o r t h i s and s i m i l a r 
studies. 
Perhaps to the non-geographer i t may be regarded as somewhat 
t r i v i a l to d i s c u s s a t o p i c the product of which i s u s u a l l y an appendage or 
afterthought of the m a j o r i t y of s t u d i e s . The n e c e s s i t y of doing so i s the 
manifold p r e s e n t a t i o n of c h o r o p l e t h i c or shading maps i n the l i t e r a t u r e , 
most of which convey an e n t i r e l y f a l s e impression of r e a l i t y . Jenks and 
Caspall (1971 p. 221) from a d e t a i l e d i n v e s t i g a t i o n of such i l l u s t r a t i o n s 
assert 'that many maps r e s u l t from an almost a c c i d e n t a l s e t t i n g of c l a s s 
l i m i t s 1 and continue to d e s c r i b e the omnipresent and n a i v e c h o i c e of even 
class i n t e r v a l s and rounded c l a s s midpoints by authors who pay no a t t e n t i o n 
to the s t a t i s t i c a l d i s t r i b u t i o n of the a c t u a l d a t a model. T h i s i s un-
r e a l i s t i c as shade maps are p l a n i m e t r i c r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s of v o l u m e t r i c 
s t a t i s t i c a l d i s t r i b u t i o n s and a r b i t r a r y treatment of the l a t t e r i s not 
acceptable. 
The f a c t i s there are a number of methods f o r d e r i v i n g c h o r o p l e t h i c 
Eaps from the same data. Indeed, s u f f i c i e n t methods e x i s t to demonstrate 
that maps can be manipulated to r e v e a l p a r t i c u l a r f e a t u r e s . The c o n s t r u c t -
ion of breaks by the 'counting numbers' method and t i l e - d i v i s i o n s i s not i n 
the l e a s t s a t i s f a c t o r y . T h i s i m p l i e s t h a t i t i s p o s s i b l e to a s c e r t a i n the 
relative value of d i f f e r e n t r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s and that t h i s can be done 
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objectively. Three measures have been d e v i s e d by Jenks and C a s p a l l of 
the basic c r i t e r i a f o r c o n s t r u c t i n g shade maps. These c r i t e r i a a r e as 
follows: 
a) Which map c r e a t e s the most a c c u r a t e overview? 
b) Which map provides the reader w i t h the most a c c u r a t e 
i n t e n s i t y v a l u e s f o r s p e c i f i c p l a c e s ? 
c) Which map c o n t a i n s boundaries which occur along major 
breaks i n the s t a t i s t i c a l s u r f a c e ? 
I t should be noted t h a t the problem i n v o l v e s both the choice of 
the number of c l a s s e s and the c l a s s break p o i n t s . The corresponding 
measures are the overview e r r o r index ( O E I ) , the t a b u l a r e r r o r index ( T E I ) 
and the boundary e r r o r index ( B E I ) . These have t h e i r c o u n t e r p a r t s i n 
terms of accuracy by s u b t r a c t i o n from u n i t y . OE i s the v o l u m e t r i c space 
between the 3 dimensional data model and a s i m i l a r model of the g e n e r a l i z e d 
choroplethic d i s t r i b u t i o n (OEI = £ e r r o r prisms/ (data model volume - mean 
model volume)). TE i s the sum of the v e r t i c a l d i s t a n c e s between u n i t s i n 
the o r i g i n a l data and g e n e r a l i z e d models ( T E I - ][ column e r r o r s / ( d a t a 
model v e r t i c a l d i s t a n c e s - mean p l a n e ) ) . BEI i s the r a t i o of the sum of 
the absolute d i f f e r e n c e s between contiguous u n i t s to the sum of the max-
imal d i f f e r e n c e s i n the data model r e q u i r e d f o r a s p e c i f i c g e n e r a l i z a t i o n 
of a number of c l a s s e s . One of these measures w i l l produce the best map 
for the s p e c i f i c c r i t e r i o n . A s o l u t i o n to the c a r t o g r a p h i c dilemma of 
producing a compromise g e n e r a l i z a t i o n i s found i n v e c t o r a l g e b r a , r e s u l t i n g 
in a proportional composite map accuracy index (MAI). T h i s i s 
MAI = (OAI 2 + T A I 2 + B A I 2 ) / / 3 
The number of c l a s s e s to be used i s a more i n t a n g i b l e i s s u e , 
perception s t u d i e s (Williams 1958) i n d i c a t e t h a t r e a d e r s a r e unable to 
discriminate between p a t t e r n s when more than ten are used on a shading map. 
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Thus increased accuracy of choropleth maps by r a i s i n g the number of class 
intervals i s proportional i n some way to an increase i n v i s u a l s t a t i c . 
This may well embrace a quantum step but at present the e f f e c t of t h i s on 
reader assessment i s unknown. I t should be pointed out that v i s u a l s t a t i c 
is not unrelated to the shading symbols used, the number of enumeration 
districts or scale. Proponents of the use of continuous class i n t e r v a l s 
should ensure regular increments i n the 'density* of shading to the range 
of values output by graph p l o t t e r s . Usually t h i s i s not available and 
some small number of classes have instead to be chosen. There i s some 
argument for the use only of a l i m i t e d number of i n t e r v a l s beyond that of 
visual s t a t i c or the fact that data extraction should be l i m i t e d to approp-
riate tabulations. Jenks and Caspall have noted a d i s t i n c t f a l l o f f i n 
the increase of values of a l l three indices w i t h number of class d i v i s i o n s . 
Thus much of the o r i g i n a l information i s returned by a few (5 or so) 
classes. The break can be defined from features of the curve. 
In t h e i r study of shading maps, Jenks and Caspall demonstrated 
the clear superiority of the natural break method (Alexander and Zahorchak 
1943) over remaining t r a d i t i o n a l techniques using standard i n t e r v a l s , whether 
arbitrary i n nature or based on the variance of the population means or 
values. Dickinson (1973) c o r r e c t l y observes that such standard i n t e r v a l s 
frequently s l i c e through natural clusters of points s i m i l a r l y missing the 
breaks. Jenks and Caspall have devised a number of new techniques f o r the 
location of class breaks invo l v i n g computerized routines of r e i t e r a t i v e and 
forced cycling to maximize the accuracy of the three indices. The aspect 
of forcing values to define classes i s a somewhat controversial issue. 
More relevant from the p r a c t i c a l viewpoint i s the cost of carrying out add-
itional data preparation and computation f o r what turns out to be no more 
than a marginal improvement i n class d e f i n i t i o n . 
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Jenks and Caspall evidenced one problem associated w i t h n a t u r a l 
break classes. They note that when the data are i n i t i a l l y accumulated 
for locating break points, the number of breaks i s related to the p l o t t i n g 
scale on the X axis. However, there i s absolutely no reason why data 
should be subject to any i n i t i a l a r b i t r a r y grouping procedure. I n most 
anthropological work the number of enumeration d i s t r i c t s i s small and 
breaks can be located on a simple dispersion diagram. However, the s o l -
ution need be no d i f f e r e n t w i t h a large number of u n i t s . 
The simple method used here f o r a generalized but accurate r e -
construction of s p a t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n s i s an extension of the technique to 
produce natural breaks which moreover u t i l i z e s a l l the o r i g i n a l values. 
Class interval and class number d e f i n i t i o n are founded on a curve of cum-
ulative c l i f f s between s t a t i s t i c a l l y adjacent points. Limits of the ogive 
curve are based on the range of values and the X axis has g - 1 values. 
The form of the curve can be compared to an equalized d i s t r i b u t i o n , a s t r a i g h t 
line joining the o r i g i n and i t s terminus on the minor diagonal. 
The curve denotes a natural progression f o r r e a l clusters of 
points and maximal breaks between s p a t i a l l y contiguous u n i t s . The number 
of class intervals would depend on the relevance of p a r t i c u l a r low ranking 
clusters. This can be based on the s t a t i s t i c a l significance of adjacent 
clusters, though i n the present survey such differences have not been 
detected. Less formal choice of the number of classes can be based on the 
f a l l o f f of the ogive curve; f o r p r a c t i c a l purposes the l i m i t would be 
arbitrary, though i t i s expected that no class i n t e r v a l would be larger than 
the range between end members of prospective c l u s t e r s . This forms an 
adequate shading system f o r a l i m i t e d number of u n i t s as i n the present 
survey. 
Some d i f f i c u l t y arises w i t h the denser c l u s t e r i n g of points and 
a larger number of u n i t s . I n these s i t u a t i o n s usually the c l u s t e r range 
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rapidly overhauls the magnitude of class breaks. The sol u t i o n l i e s i n 
the unique relationship of the above technique to move f a m i l i a r s t a t i s t i c a l 
routines. The ogive curve of cluster breaks i s the d i r e c t inverse of 
single linkage clustering. Thus, the search f o r adequate class break 
points in less dramatic d i s t r i b u t i o n s may be delegated to related mean or 
centroid clustering algorithms. I t i s necessary to point out that w i t h a 
reasonable number of units and the existence of roughly equal breaks 
between values, the application of standard techniques (standard deviation 
units cf., Armstrong 1969) becomes more reasonable. These can be tested 
using the measures of Jenks and Caspall. 
For maps presented herein the number and location of class break 
points have been determined from the ogive curves; separation of points or 
clusters of points ceased wi t h equalization of the ranges of values f o r 
breaks and clusters. The legends report the cluster means and t h e i r mid-
points. The choroplethic design involved two linked p r i v a t e programmes. 
One of these constructed an o u t l i n e of the regions from some 1000 co-
ordinates. The second converted values f o r each region i n t o appropriate 
shading from a choice of ten density symbols using specifications of class 
break points. Both act as subroutines for the * PLOTSYS public f i l e . 
Results and Observations. 
Because of the large number of tables f o r the four stages i t has 
been necessary to l i m i t more detailed discussion to the f i r s t stage. No 
attempt i s made to explain the manifold population differences i n terms of 
causative factors. (This would involve much r e p e t i t i o n and most v a r i a t i o n 
is in any case not s i g n i f i c a n t i n the s t a t i s t i c a l sense.) This p a r t i c u l a r 
aspect of the v a r i a t i o n i s covered i n the subsequent chapter from the vantage 
°f multivariate distances between regions. I n addi t i o n there a t t e n t i o n i s 
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focused on any s t r i k i n g patterns that may occur i n the present detailed 
results. 
A. Stage A. Regional Comparisons based on Residence. 
Maximal numbers available f o r both sexes are given i n Table 9.1. 
Organization i s based on a separation of d i g i t a l and palmar features, ridge 
counts i n each group being dealt w i t h before pattern and l i n e elements. 
( i ) D i g i t a l ridge counts, 
(a) Individual u n i l a t e r a l maximal d i g i t a l ridge counts. 
For counts on a l l d i g i t s i n both sexes the requirement of homo-
scedasticity has been met. However, H q i s true f o r a l l variables and i n 
only one case (RF1 i n the males) does the F r a t i o even approach significance. 
Full details have been presented i n Tables 9.3 to 9.7, and primary features 
of b i l a t e r a l asymmetry and d i g i t a l d i v e r s i t y discussed i n Chapter 7. 
Counts RF1 and LF1 
This corresponds t o the second component i n a PCA of the ten 
counts. The regional v a r i a t i o n only vaguely corresponds f o r the sexes. 
The range of the b i l a t e r a l mean extends from 16.75 to 19.82 i n the males and 
from 14.79 to 18.07 i n the females. I n both, Sedbergh has the lowest mean, 
but I l k l e y and Nidderdale have maximum values i n the males and females 
respectively, and there i s l i t t l e consistency i n t h e i r rank f o r sex. No 
distinct patterning i s evident, but high counts are consistently associated 
with Weardale, Harrogate, Otley and Ribblesdale, and low counts w i t h 
Sedbergh and Bedale. 
Counts RF2 and LF2 
The range of the b i l a t e r a l mean extends from 9.8 to 12.35 i n the 
^ l e s and from 9.7 to 12.23 i n the females, Sedbergh and Nidderdale being 
the terminal populations i n both cases respectively. Other consistencies 
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are noted i n the high counts f o r the three northern dales, Harrogate and 
Ribblesdale/Ingleton, but the very d i s t i n c t i v e pattern i n the males of a 
deep col from Sedbergh to Ripon i s not repeated i n the females. 
Counts RF3 and LF3. 
The range of the b i l a t e r a l mean extends from 10.37 to 12.97 i n 
the males and from 9.99 to 12.86 i n the females. Again Sedbergh has the 
lowest count i n both sexes, but maxima are shared by Ribblesdale and Nidder-
dale. The central col through Wensleydale recurs c l e a r l y i n the males and 
is implied i n a choropleth design of the female data. However, the means 
for Upper Wharfedale/Skipton and I l k l e y females are lower than that f o r 
Bedale. Indeed, f o r both c.igits 2 and 3, means for Middle Wharfedale show 
inclinations to lower values than those to the immediate north. 
Counts RF4 and LF4. 
The range of the b i l a t e r a l mean extends from 14.83 i n Sedbergh to 
17.53 and 17.62 i n Nidderdale and Ribblesdale/Ingleton respectively (males) 
and from 13.84 i n Sedbergh to 16.40 i n Nidderdale (females). The cen t r a l 
'low' recurs i n the males w i t h uniformly 'high 1 zones to the north and south 
of the Sedbergh - Ripon b e l t . For t h i s d i g i t the pattern i s more i n 
evidence i n the females, but the mean for Wensleydale i s higher than that 
for Upper Wharfedale/Skipton and I l k l e y . 
Counts RF5 and LF5. 
The b i l a t e r a l mean ranges from 13.37 (Sedbergh) to 15.34 
(Ribblesdale/Ingleton) i n the males and from 11.32 (Sedbergh) to 13.98 
(Nidderdale) i n the females. The central col i s manifestly apparent i n the 
males; unusual however i s the low ridge count f o r Nidderdale which contrasts 
markedly with the female r e s u l t s . Such patterning i s l o s t e n t i r e l y i n the 
female data which reveals low counts i n the peripheral regions of Sedbergh, 
ttkley and Ripon. 
3 1 6 
To summarize, a f a i r l y d i s t i n c t 'low 1 occurs i n the males f o r 
digits 2 to 5. (As would be expected from i t s r e l a t i v e independence, 
patterning i s d i f f e r e n t f o r d i g i t 1.) This i s confused i n the females and 
vanishes for some d i g i t s . I t i s possible the col represents a r e a l pattern 
rather than a s t a t i s t i c a l a r t e f a c t , but t h i s i s of course not established 
by i t s recurrence f o r d i f f e r e n t d i g i t s which are highly correlated. 
(b) Individual u n i l a t e r a l d i g i t a l ridge counts. 
Results f o r RFAl - LFA5 have been presented f o r reference and f o r 
comparison with counts RF1 - LF5 (Tables 9.8 to 9 . 1 2 ) . The compounding of 
the 20 separate unilateral counts i n t h i s fashion i s not l i k e l y to produce 
results that d i f f e r greatly from those of RF1 - LF5. This much can be ex-
pected from e a r l i e r discussions i n Chapters 6 and 7. Nevertheless, t h i s 
has been f u l l y tested and the summary s t a t i s t i c s made available f o r the 
convenience of comparative research. Except f o r one count, the assumption 
of homoscedasticity has been met. The exception i s LFA5 i n the females. 
However, this i s not important as H q i s obviously true (from a comparison 
of end members f o r each variable) f o r a l l F r a t i o s . 
More important are possible patterns subsumed i n the j o i n t 
bilateral counts. As a r e s u l t of the highly aberrant s t a t i s t i c a l d i s t r i b -
utions of most of the 20 counts, i t i s not feasible to output summaries 
for them. Instead any extant patterns are best demonstrated i n the prime 
factors disclosed i n the previous chapter. The f i v e factors consistent f o r 
sex would i n any case greatly reduce the amount of tabul a t i o n necessary f o r 
the 20 or i g i n a l counts. Herein, as the precise value of the factors can 
have l i t t l e u t i l i t y external to the survey, the data are not tabulated. 
However the s p a t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n s have been mapped. Each mean represents 
a standardized value about the o v e r a l l mean of 100 (Figure 9.1 to 9 . 1 0 ) . 
For no d i s t r i b u t i o n do the means d i f f e r s i g n i f i c a n t l y . To a s s i s t the 
reader i n the following b r i e f o u t l i n e , a mnemonic of key variables has been 
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indicated i n parentheses beside each factor where these are f i r s t 
mentioned. 
Factor 1 ( r a d i a l d i g i t s 2 and 3). 
From the data the central col pattern from Sedbergh t o Bedale 
through Wensleydale once again emerges i n the males. Moreover the 'low 1 
zone penetrates i n t o Upper Wharfedale and secondarily exis t s between Wear-
dale and Richmond/Swaledale i n Teesdale. Though the ordering of regions 
is not the same for the females, features of the patterns recur. The col 
s t i l l presents low values but conversely these are accentuated around the 
'dome1 of Nidderdale. Ribblesdale/Ingleton's high values are retained; 
Richmond/Swaledale1 s are increased. The score f o r Weardale i s j u s t above 
the overall mean at 100.73 and Teesdale s t i l l conveys the impression of a 
trough. The main difference between the sexes then resides i n the south 
east quadrant, where f o r the males, Harrogate, Nidderdale, Ripon and I l k l e y 
straddle the overall mean. There appears to be some geographical contin-
uity for the factor, but several abrupt changes pervade the data. 
Factor 2 (ulnar d i g i t s 2 and 3). 
A similar pattern to factor 1 occurs i n the males though Upper 
Wharfedale/Skipton i s not included among the low values. Moreover minimal 
scores are displayed by the Middle Wharfedale regions of Otley and I l k l e y . 
Teesdale has lower values than Weardale but not by much and t h i s i n f a c t i s 
the weakest breakpoint. This patterning i s completely disrupted i n the 
females. Any i n c l i n a t i o n to a central col i s precluded by low values 
occupying much of the survey region. High values are maintained f o r Nidder-
dale and the Durham dales but d i s t i n c t i r r e g u l a r i t i e s f o r Richmond/Swaledale, 
the Middle Wharfedale regions and i n fact f o r most of the southern units i n 
their rank order negates any f a r reaching i d e n t i t y f o r the d i s t r i b u t i o n s . 
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Factor 3 ( d i g i t 1). 
D i g i t 1 has f a i l e d to produce any d i s t i n c t i v e pattern over the 
dales. Generally speaking higher and lower ranks are maintained i n the 
sexes, but not throughout as evidenced f o r Ripon, Nidderdale and Ribblesdale/ 
Ingleton. Highest scores i n both sexes seem to be associated w i t h Middle 
Wharfedale, but t h i s i s not consistent f o r the two urban d i s t r i c t s . Low 
scores are constant f o r Sedbergh and Bedale. 
Factor 4 ( r a d i a l d i g i t s 4 and 5). 
Factor 4 i n the males has produced the most d i s t i n c t i v e s p a t i a l 
distribution thus f a r . The col through Wensleydale i s manifestly clear 
and both peaks i n Teesdale and Upper Wharfedale/Skipton and I l k l e y are 
surrounded by s l i g h t l y lower values. However, the r e a l i t y of the pattern 
is again vigorously challenged by i t s absence i n the females. High scores 
are available for Teesdale and Upper Wharf edale/Skipton and low ones f o r 
Sedbergh, but there the resemblance ends. 
Factor 5 (ulnar d i g i t s 4 and 5). 
This factor too has f a i l e d to produce any suggestive pattern over 
the North Pennine Dales. Rank order f o r the sexes i s quite d i f f e r e n t ; 
there is not even agreement fo r end members i n the d i s t r i b u t i o n s . 
The central col patterning i n the factors i s not surprising 
especially as t h i s usually arises w i t h large weightings on r a d i a l counts 
(factor 4), those most often included i n u n i l a t e r a l maximal summations. 
Again no significance can be ascribed to the feature and i t tends to disperse 
in the females. 
(c) Summary d i g i t a l counts. 
Results are presented i n Tables 9.13 to 9.20. 
Unilate r a l maximal ridge count RFRC - TFRC. 
TFRC i s the general size component of the ten d i g i t a l counts. 
The assumption of homoscedasticity i s not met i n the male r e s u l t s f o r the 
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right hand and TFRC. For neither sex do the means s i g n i f i c a n t l y d i f f e r . 
These range from 132.03 (Sedbergh) to 155.02 (Ribblesdale/Ingleton) i n the 
males and from 119.36 (Sedbergh) to 147.14 (Nidderdale) i n the females. 
The col through Wensleydale recurs. Maximal scores are found 
in Ribblesdale/Ingle ton though values f o r Upper Wharf edale/Skipton and 
Ilkley are not much less. The pattern i s suggestive of geographically 
continuous relationships w i t h Ripon having the next largest values a f t e r 
those in the col. The s p a t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n of the female data i s thus 
disappointing. A semblance of the pattern exists but Upper Wharfedale/ 
Skipton has lower values than Wensleydale and the mean f o r I l k l e y i s lower 
s t i l l . 
B i l a t e r a l absolute ridge counts. 
The assumption of homoscedasticity has been met f o r the F r a t i o 
tests, but neither the results for the males or females are s i g n i f i c a n t . 
The range for TFAC extends from 161.00 (Sedbergh) to 194.06 (Ribblesdale/ 
Ingleton) i n the males, and from 140.44 (Sedbergh) to 179.59 (Nidderdale) 
in the females. The patterning of res u l t s i s very s i m i l a r i n the males to 
that for TFRC. More unexpected i s the development of the central col 
through Wensleydale i n the females, though again a clear offshoot of low 
values penetrates i n t o I l k l e y v i a Upper Wharf edale/Skipton. 
Unil a t e r a l ridge counts RFR - TFR and RFU - TFU. 
Occasionally r e s u l t s have been presented of the u n i l a t e r a l summary 
counts RFR - TFR and RFU - TFU ( c f . , Beiguelman and Pinto 1971). Quite 
clearly the l a t t e r i s not a good measure as the standard deviation exceeds 
the mean and negative values are implied. The requirements of homoscedast-
ic i t y are not met i n the females f o r ulnar counts. H i s true f o r a l l 
o 
results. F u l l d e t a i l s are presented i n Tables 9.17 to 9.20. 
As expected, the 1 low f through Wensleydale i s clear i n the males 
for RFR - TFR; a gradual r i s e i n means involves both Nidderdale and Harrogate. 
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Values to the south even i n Middle Wharfedale are much higher. But for 
Nidderdale, I l k l e y and Upper Wharfedale/Skipton t h i s i s repeated i n the 
females. 
With regard to RFU - TFU i n the males the pattern i s s i m i l a r to 
that for RFR - TFR, though the Middle Wharfedale urban d i s t r i c t s have low 
values for ulnar counts consistent w i t h those from Sedbergh to Ripon. By 
comparison the patterning i n the females i s somewhat d i s t o r t e d . Upper 
Wharfedale/Skipton displays a low score s i m i l a r to that of Wensleydale, 
whereas Ripon and Otley have means second only to Nidderdale. 
The d i g i t a l ridge counts f o r the regions have been examined i n a 
large number of ways, so as to pick up any la t e n t v a r i a t i o n not automatically 
evident i n the usual summary counts. None of the re s u l t s proved s i g n i f i c a n t 
and though one d i s t i n c t pattern was noted i n the males not much reliance can 
be placed on i t . I f i t represents some h i s t o r i c d i s t r i b u t i o n then i t i s 
expected that i t w i l l be more i n evidence i n l a t e r stages and be r e f l e c t e d 
in multivariate distances. 
( i i ) D i g i t a l patterns and deltas. 
The relationship between d i g i t a l patterns and deltas i s a close 
one. This i s especially so f o r t e s t i n g population differences d i g i t by 
digit. These tests can often only be carried out by reducing the number 
of pattern categories to states of d i g i t a l pattern i n t e n s i t y . Even then 
for a l l but d i g i t s 2 and 3 i t has been necessary t o amalgamate scores of 
zero and one. 
(a) Detailed d i g i t a l patterns. 
The frequencies f o r many of the categories notably l a t e r a l pockets 
ulnar and r a d i a l , c entral pockets ulnar and r a d i a l , composites and tented 
arches are not s u f f i c i e n t l y high f o r the assessment of regional differences 
for each d i g i t separately. Thus, the twenty o r i g i n a l tables have been 
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compounded into summary tables of two kinds. F i r s t , as the r e s u l t s are 
likely to be of i n t e r e s t to investigators of b i l a t e r a l asymmetry and 
dig i t a l d i v e r s i t y , the twenty tables f o r each hand and sex have been re-
duced to two tables f o r the t o t a l survey area where the rows represent the 
results for each d i g i t (Tables 9.21 and 9.22). Secondly, though absolute 
counts for each pattern on every d i g i t are grossly i n s u f f i c i e n t for regional 
comparison, the summation of pattern types over the d i g i t s makes a test f o r 
regional d i v e r s i t y e n t i r e l y possible. Thus, two tables gi v i n g the propor-
tions of d i f f e r e n t pattern types i n each population are presented together 
2 
with the essential x estimates (Tables 9.23 and 9.24). 
For the t e s t s , tented arches have been included w i t h arches; 
composites and central pockets wi t h whorls and l a t e r a l pockets w i t h twin 
2 
loops. As can be seen, both x values are highly s i g n i f i c a n t and the 
regional proportions are almost c e r t a i n l y not due to chance influences. 
This is somewhat surprising considering the e a r l i e r i n s i g n i f i c a n t r e s u l t s 
on d i g i t a l ridge counts and t h e i r known c o r r e l a t i o n w i t h pattern types. 
The propagation of major changes i n ridge count would be expected 
to occur with an imbalance i n the proportion of arches to loops and whorls, 
or of arches and loops to whorls. Because no s i g n i f i c a n t differences i n 
ridge counts appear, the implication i s that these two r a t i o s do not s u f f -
iciently dominate the data. Larger imbalances are suggested f o r proportions 
of L r/L u and/or A + W + DL/Lr + L u and/or W/DL. Tables of (0 - E)/E and 
2 
(0 - E) /E indicate the reasons f o r d i v e r s i t y (Table 9.25). Column t o t a l s 
2 2 
of (0 - E) /Efc/x give the loadings f o r each pattern type and the row t o t a l s 
of (0 - E) 2/E r/x 2 the r e l a t i v e contribution of each region to x 2* 
In both sexes the contribution of arches i s greatest to x a n d 
for both ulnar loops very low. Moderate proportions f o r double loops are 
similar. There the consistency i n pattern c o n t r i b u t i o n ends. The d i f f -
erences i n proportions f o r whorls and r a d i a l loops between the sexes are 
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very large and present something of a dilemma fo r the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of 
the highly s i g n i f i c a n t d i g i t a l patterning over the regions. Yet, i t should 
be noted that the proportions of pattern types on the d i g i t s d i f f e r e d s i g -
nificantly between the sexes and that h e r i t a b i l i t y estimates d i f f e r widely 
for the pattern types ( c f . , Chapter 6). 
Several obvious i r r e g u l a r i t i e s also e x i s t i n the r e l a t i v e con-
2 . 
tribution of regional units to x • This i s consistently low f o r Teesdale, 
Wensleydale and Harrogate and consistently high f o r Bedale, Nidderdale, 
Upper Wharfedale/Skipton, Ribblesdale/Ingleton and Sedbergh. However, 
those for Weardale, Richmond/Swaledale and Ripon i n p a r t i c u l a r are i n d i s -
agreement to the excess of 0.1, and less marked discrepancies are noted for 
Otley and I l k l e y . A clear impression can be gained of the reasons fo r 
2 
regional d i v e r s i t y by selecting units c o n t r i b u t i n g highly to x and noting 
the mode of imbalance f o r patterns. General observations are as follows. 
First, d i f f e r e n t pattern imbalances are noted f o r the regions between sexes; 
there is no geographically consistent modification i n pattern contribution 
to regional d i v e r s i t y . This much can be gauged from the sign and magnitude 
of values i n the body of Table 9.25. 
Secondly, imbalances of the patterns f o r region and sex c l e a r l y 
determine the patterning of o v e r a l l ridge count (TFRC, TFAC). For example, 
increased ridge counts are produced by s p e c i f i c r a t i o s i n the f o l l o w i n g 
regions giving high contributions to Weardale females ( L u + L r/A); 
Richmond/Swaledale males (W/A); Nidderdale males (W + DL/LU + L r ) ; Nidder-
dale females (W + DL/A); Upper Wharfedale/Skipton males (W/A) and Ribbles-
dale/Ingleton males and females (W + DL/LU + L r ) . S i m i l a r l y decreased 
ridge counts are effected i n : Bedale males (A/W); Bedale females (A + L r/ 
l U + DL); Otley males ( L u + Lr/W + DL); Upper Wharf edale/Skipton females 
k U + Lr/W + DL) and Sedbergh males and females (A/W + L r ) . I t should be 
noted that the proportions are based on a denominator of absolute E counts 
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and that changes i n ridge count depend on the r e l a t i v e frequency of 
pattern types. The i d e n t i t y of ridge count w i t h pattern type extends to 
different ordering of ridge counts i n the sexes due to pattern type imbalance 
(cf., results for Wensleydale and Upper Wharfedale/Skipton). Nevertheless, 
regional d i v e r s i t y for patterns has not produced s i g n i f i c a n t v a r i a t i o n f o r 
counts, underlining the r e l a t i v e independence of ridge counts and the part 
played by ridge count variance i n eliminating d i v e r s i t y . 
(b) Basic d i g i t a l patterns. 
With regard to the d i s t r i b u t i o n of basic patterns on the separate 
digits, only f o r d i g i t 2 are numbers s u f f i c i e n t f o r the assessment of 
regional d i v e r s i t y using the categories arch, ulnar loop, r a d i a l loop and 
whorl. These were found to be i n s i g n i f i c a n t i n e i t h e r hand or sex. For 
remaining d i g i t s at very least i t becomes necessary to sum columns f o r 
radial and ulnar loops. The tabulations are then l i t t l e d i f f e r e n t from 
those for individual d i g i t a l pattern i n t e n s i t y . As such, the ten separate 
tables for the basic patterns on each d i g i t are compounded f o r reference 
into summary tables i n much the same way as f o r the detailed pattern types 
(Tables 9.26 and 9.27). As can be seen these r e s u l t s are highly s i g n i f i c a n t 
for both sexes and would remain so f o r the reduced degrees of freedom on 
amalgamating ulnar and r a d i a l loops. The d i s t r i b u t i o n of patterns indicates 
that for regions of low ridge count i n the males there i s an increase of 
arches and a decrease of whorls. Wensleydale i s somewhat exceptional w i t h 
a secondary increase of whorls over ulnar loops. Nidderdale reveals a 
marked propensity to t h i s array of patterns, - the d i s t i n c t reduction i n 
ulnar loops. However, an obvious e f f e c t of pattern type on ridge count i s 
not always i n evidence ( c f . , Wensleydale and Teesdale i n Tables 9.13 and 
9«27). In the females, observations concerning ridge counts and patterns 
are much the same with Bedale, Ripon and Sedbergh having high frequencies 
°f arches. Beside these u n i t s and Nidderdale, increase or decrease i n 
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ridge counts i s related to the r a t i o of ulnar loops and whorls; thus the 
relatively low means of TFRC and TFAC for Wensleydale and Upper Wharfedale/ 
Skipton are associated w i t h a r e l a t i v e increase of ulnar loops. 
(c) D i g i t a l pattern i n t e n s i t y . 
As mentioned above, ignoring arrays f o r i n d i v i d u a l s , the summed 
results for d i g i t a l pattern i n t e n s i t y display s i g n i f i c a n t regional v a r i a t i o n . 
2 
This can be gauged from the column f o r (0 - E) /E^ f o r arches and whorls 
alone in Table 9.25. However, findings f o r the separate d i g i t s are d i s -
appointing and only f o r RD5 i n the females i s the regional imbalance of 
loops and whorls s i g n i f i c a n t . There are obvious reasons f o r t h i s . F i r s t , 
tented arches have been categorized with loops f o r a l l tests as i s approp-
riate for pattern i n t e n s i t y though i t i s u n l i k e l y that t h i s would adversely 
influence results. Secondly, f o r a l l but d i g i t s 2 and 3 i t has been nec-
essary to compound arches w i t h loops; moreover numbers are small. The 
tests then depend on the r a t i o of loops and whorls; arch counts act as 
noice i n this comparison. 
No assessment i s attempted of the pattern of delta categories f o r 
each d i g i t over the regions. However, these detailed r e s u l t s have been 
entered into m u l t i v a r i a t e mode for the ca l c u l a t i o n of population distances 
in the following chapter and f o r reference are provided herein (Tables 9.28 
to 9.37). 
Tables of means and deviations f o r pattern i n t e n s i t y are of some 
interest (Tables 9.38 and 9.39). F i r s t , they show the o v e r a l l expected 
relationship with ridge counts TFRC and TFAC, though several discrepancies 
do occur. Basu and Namboodiri (1971) were aware of such ranking d i f f e r -
ences for ridge count and pattern i n t e n s i t y . Secondly and more important, 
they f a i l to repeat the s i g n i f i c a n t differences indicated f o r patterns. 
Diversity for pattern d i s t r i b u t i o n i s being eliminated by averaging the 
^dependent array of scores f o r arches, loops and whorls i n i n d i v i d u a l s . 
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Patterning for the summation of category scores i s obviously more useful 
for regional d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n than the o v e r a l l size of means from the i n -
dependent arrays of ten d i g i t s f o r which variance i s r e l a t i v e l y high. 
Variation for TFPII i s not great, the range of means extending from 11.95 
(Bedale) to 12.77 (Ribblesdale/Ingleton) i n the males and from 10.92 
(Sedbergh) to 12.36 (Nidderdale) i n the females. The usual col from 
Sedbergh to Ripon appears i n the males, but t h i s i s l o s t i n the females. 
(d) Topological patterns and the r a d i a l i t y / u l n a r i t y index. 
A quite d i f f e r e n t approach to the t r a d i t i o n a l treatment of d i g i t a l 
patterns is th e i r breakdown in t o topological elements, the independent sum-
mation of ulnar and r a d i a l loops (thus d e l t a s ) , and the d i v i s i o n of whorls, 
twin loops and composites i n t o t h e i r respective parts. This i s becoming 
the standard method fo r palmar pattern notation. The absolute number of 
ulnar and r a d i a l loops w i l l depend on the frequency of p a r t i c u l a r con-
figurations and independent summations fo r RPR1 - LPU5 give detailed assess-
ments of unilateral pattern i n t e n s i t y . Nevertheless, but f o r the rare i n -
clusion of l a t e r a l pockets ulnar and r a d i a l , the r a t i o of r a d i a l to ulnar 
loops remains constant. This can be termed a r a d i a l i t y / u l n a r i t y (R/U) 
index and i s useful f o r cartographic summary of the r e l a t i v e gain of r a d i a l 
over ulnar loops. I t should be indicated that to some extent a l l indices 
are unsatisfactory; obviously they emphasize a p a r t i c u l a r r e l a t i o n s h i p and 
in this sense R/U i s not better than Furuhata's whorl/loop index or Dank-
meijer's arch/whorl index. 
However, the presentation of re s u l t s i n t h i s form greatly reduces 
the bulk of tables and provides a convenient summary. The ten tables 
giving the cumulative frequency of r a d i a l and ulnar loops f o r each d i g i t 
respectively together w i t h each R/U index column have not been included 
herein. For some d i g i t s the frequency of ulnar loops approaches the l i m i t 
vcigits 1, 4 and 5) and f o r them i t i s not possible to calculate x • 
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Overall estimates of r e g i o n a l d i f f e r e n c e s have been e s t a b l i s h e d by 
compounding r a d i a l and u l n a r loops s e p a r a t e l y over the d i g i t s f o r both 
sexes. 
r a d i a l loops u l n a r loops 
Males X ( 1 2 ) - 31.529, P < 0.01 x \ 1 2 ) - 14.347, P > 0.20 
Females X ( 1 2 ) = 22.064, P < 0.05 X ( 1 2 ) « 29.341, P < 0.01 
As can be seen the r e s u l t s a r e not s i g n i f i c a n t f o r u l n a r loops i n 
the males. A l s o , maximal he t e r o g e n e i t y i n the males and females i s 
effected by d i f f e r e n c e s f o r r a d i a l and u l n a r loops r e s p e c t i v e l y . For 
radial loops i n the males, g r e a t e s t i n e q u a l i t y i s recorded f o r Richmond/ 
Swaledale, Otley, I l k l e y and R i b b l e s d a l e / I n g l e t o n ; f o r u l n a r loops i n the 
females by Weardale, Richmond/Swaledale, Bedale, Ripon and Sedbergh. Thus, 
regions with the s m a l l e s t populations are by no means completely r e s p o n s i b l e 
2 
for s i g n i f i c a n t v a l u e s of x > and the l a t t e r cannot simply be a t t r i b u t e d to 
random i n f l u e n c e s . 
The d i s t r i b u t i o n s of ( J j j ^ R/U)/10 are d i s p l a y e d i n F i g u r e s 9.11 
and 9.12. I n the males t h i s i s not u n l i k e the u s u a l p a t t e r n i n g a s s o c i a t e d 
with both ridge counts and p a t t e r n i n t e n s i t y . The c e n t r a l c o l i s c l e a r l y 
apparent but Sedbergh d i s p l a y s l a r g e r r a t i o s than those of Wensleydale, 
Bedale and Ripon. Other 'lows' are Weardale and Middle Wharfedale. Through-
out the survey region there i s a n a t u r a l p r o g r e s s i o n to the h i g h e s t v a l u e s 
in Upper Wharfedale/Skipton and Nidderdale w i t h c l i f f s o c c u r r i n g along 
Wensleydale and C o l s t e r d a l e (Ripon). However, t h i s i s almost c e r t a i n l y 
an independent development to t h a t f o r r i d g e count and p a t t e r n i n t e n s i t y . 
As Matsunaga et alia (1968, 1970) have demonstrated, the r i d g e count mean 
for r a d i a l loops i s a t l e a s t two r i d g e s lower than f o r u l n a r loops. Thus 
the d i s t r i b u t i o n of the p r e s e n t r a t i o cannot be producing the lower r i d g e 
counts of the c o l . 
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Once again the r e a l i t y of t h i s patterning (a continuous geograph-
ical relationship f o r the units east and west of Wensleydale) i s thrown 
into doubt by the female r e s u l t s . Lowest r a t i o s are f o r Sedbergh, Wensley-
dale and Richmond/Swaledale. Highest r a t i o s are concentrated i n a compact 
south east quadrant and secondarily i n the Durham dales. 
<» * ( i i i ) Resume. 
To summarize, on the d i g i t s s i g n i f i c a n t regional v a r i a t i o n has 
been found only for patterns when these are summed over a l l the d i g i t s . 
Heterogeneity was maintained for d i f f e r e n t c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s of patterning. 
Numbers for most categories were i n s u f f i c i e n t f o r detailed tests involving 
separate d i g i t s . The variances of i n d i v i d u a l arrays f o r ridge counts and 
pattern i n t e n s i t y completely occluded any regional v a r i a t i o n f o r the means. 
One reasonably d i s t i n c t pattern f o r ridge counts, pattern i n t e n s i t y and the 
R/U index emerged fo r the males, w i t h areas of low values from Sedbergh to 
Ripon and i n Middle Wharfedale. However, t h i s proved not to be s i g n i f i c a n t 
and was not consistent f o r sex. 
(iv) Palmar ridge counts. 
For the F-ratio t e s t s , the requirement of homoscedasticity was 
not met i n count ab, LCD nor LPRC i n the females. However, the only plaus-
ible significant r e s u l t was f o r RCD i n the females (Tables 9.40 to 9.42). 
(a) Palmar ridge count ab. 
The range of the b i l a t e r a l mean extends from 40.47 (Wensleydale) 
to 43.37 (Richmond/Swaledale) i n the males and from 41.25 (Bedale) to 43.15 
(Otley) i n the females. For both males and females, count ab i s highest 
for Richmond/Swaledale and Middle Wharfedale. There i s also reasonable 
ranking consistency f o r the Durham dales and Sedgefield. 'Low1 areas 
though including Sedbergh and Wensleydale f o r both males and females are 
generally d i f f e r e n t and t h i s must be expected w i t h non-significant r e s u l t s 
and the t i g h t c l u s t e r i n g of values. 
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(b) Palmar ridge count be. 
The range of the b i l a t e r a l mean extends from 26.26 (Sedgefield) 
to 28.94 (Ripon) i n the males and from 27.12 (Sedbergh) to 28.69 (Nidderdale) 
in the females. For both sexes there i s a t i g h t c l u s t e r i n g of values and 
this is reflected i n differences between choropleth designs. Some consist-
ency exists for the 'lows 1 of Sedbergh, the Durham dales and Ribblesdale/ 
Ingleton, and for the 'highs' of Richmond/Swaledale, Ripon and Nidderdale. 
(c) Palmar ridge count cd. 
The range of the b i l a t e r a l mean i s from 37.42 (Nidderdale) to 
39.07 ( I l k l e y ) i n the males and from 37.29 (Sedbergh) to 39.55 (Otley) i n 
the females. Means are consistently low f o r the central zone from Sedbergh 
to Bedale and generally of higher rank f o r the northern dales and f o r Harro-
gate, I l k l e y , Upper Wharfedale/Skipton and Ribblesdale/Ingleton. However, 
others for Sedgefield, Ripon, Nidderdale and Otley are not i n agreement. 
(d) Total Palmar ridge counts. 
Ridge counts summed over ab, be and cd f o r r i g h t and l e f t hands 
and their t o t a l are given i n Tables 9.43 and 9.44. TPRC ranges from 206.81 
(Sedbergh) to 218.48 (Richmond/Swaledale) i n the males and from 206.33 
(Sedbergh) to 219.59 (Otley) i n the females. Maps of the d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
display inconsistency only f o r Ripon, Nidderdale and Ribblesdale/Ingleton. 
Thus the spatial patterning i s quite s i m i l a r . A 'high' area to the north 
of Wensleydale (which does not include the Sedgefield o u t l i e r ) and to the 
south of i t , demarcates a central depression, but t h i s i s v a r i a b l y bounded 
by Ripon, Harrogate and Upper Wharfedale/Skipton i n the males and by Nidder-
dale and Ribblesdale/Ingleton i n the females. 
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(v) Palmar patterns and t r i r a d i i . 
(a) Thenar pattern elements. 
Neither the proportion of thenar peripheral nor of thenar r a d i a l 
patterns produce s i g n i f i c a n t regional v a r i a t i o n over the North Pennine Dales. 
ef 
The same is true f o r t i n both sexes (Tables 9.45 to 9.50). Results f o r 
the females on the r i g h t hand most closely approach s i g n i f i c a n t values and 
this perhaps explains the somewhat more d i s t i n c t regional patterning i n 
that sex. The mean of b i l a t e r a l proportions f o r I ranges from 0.032 (Otley) 
to 0.161 (Sedbergh) i n the males and from 0.041 (Richmond/Swaledale) to 
0,205 (Sedbergh) i n the females. This range i s somewhat reduced f o r I : 
0,062 (Wensleydale) to 0.118 (Richmond/Swaledale) i n the males and 0.051 
(Richmond/Swaledale) to 0.179 (Sedbergh) i n the females. The regional 
patterning i s e n t i r e l y d i f f e r e n t f o r the sexes. I n the males, high zones 
outcrop i n Sedbergh, Richmond/Swaledale and Weardale. I n the females a 
pronounced ridge descends along the s t r i k e from Sedbergh to Bedale, wi t h 
offshoots into Ribblesdale/Ingleton and Nidderdale, something of an inverse 
feature to that displayed by d i g i t a l features i n the males, and some evidence 
of geographical co n t i n u i t y f o r the variables. 
(b) I n t e r d i g i t a l pattern elements. 
Pattern I I 
The frequency of second peripheral loops on each hand i s inadequate 
for the correct computation of x • Thus r i g h t and l e f t counts have been 
summed for the tes t (Table 9.51). This r e s u l t s i n a highly s i g n i f i c a n t 
distribution f o r the females, and one approaching P = 0.0 5 i n the males. 
The mean for the proportions of I I on r i g h t and l e f t hands extends from 
0.028 (Upper Wharfedale/Skipton) to 0.098 (Wensleydale) i n the males and from 
0.005 (Bedale) to 0.053 (Ripon) i n the females. But f o r the marked anomaly 
°f Wensleydale and the lesser one of Otley, the r e s u l t s are generally 
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consistent for sex, high zones located at the margin of the survey region 
in Weardale, Ripon and Nidderdale and Sedbergh and Ribblesdale/Ingleton. 
Patterns I I I and IV 
The patterning of loop I I I i s almost the inverse of loop IV as 
would be expected from the correlations between them. The r e s u l t s are 
contained i n Tables 9.52, 9.54 and 9.55. For neither I I I nor IV are the 
X values s i g n i f i c a n t , not even f o r the j o i n t sex group. The mean of b i -
lateral proportions f o r I I I extends from 0.347 (Bedale) to 0.487 (Sedgefield) 
in the males and from 0.293 (Wensleydale) to 0.476 (Otley) i n the females. 
In the males, 'high 1 zones are Sedgefield and Weardale and the adjacent units 
of Wensleydale, Nidderdale and Upper Wharfedale/Skipton. Of t h i s group, 
only Sedgefield remains i n the females wi t h others being Bedale, Ripon, 
Otley, I l k l e y and Sedbergh. Spatial correspondence i s thus absent, and 
this may be due i n part to the somewhat poor homologue c o r r e l a t i o n f o r the 
variable. 
The s i t u a t i o n i s much the same for IV. The range f o r the mean 
of right and l e f t hand proportions i s from 0.474 (Nidderdale) to 0.676 
(Sedbergh) i n the males and from 0.538 (Sedbergh) to 0.610 (Upper Wharfedale/ 
Skipton) i n the females. High zones are found i n Weardale and around the 
margin of the survey region i n a clockwise d i r e c t i o n from Bedale to Sedbergh. 
The pattern i s quite d i f f e r e n t i n the males wi t h the highest proportions ex-
tending l a t i t u d i n a l l y through the centre from Teesdale to Upper Wharfedale/ 
Skipton. 
Pattern I I I T 
With regard to t h i r d tented loops, s i g n i f i c a n t regional d i v e r s i t y 
is restricted to the l e f t hand i n the males (Table 9.53). The range fo r 
the mean of b i l a t e r a l proportions extends from 0.050 (Sedgefield) to 0.187 
(Wensleydale) i n the males and from 0.053 (Otley) to 0.147 (Wensleydale) i n 
the females. Some consistency i s evident i n the ranking of regions. 
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For both sexes, Wensleydale has the highest values; the l a t t e r continue 
into the Durham dales, whereas low proportions e x i s t f o r the south west 
quadrant. Agreement i s least f o r the south east sector of the survey 
region, but only the p o s i t i o n of Nidderdale i s greatly d i f f e r e n t and for 
that unit the sample i s p a r t i c u l a r l y small. 
I n t e r d i g i t a l pattern i n t e n s i t y . 
There are no s i g n i f i c a n t differences f o r pattern i n t e n s i t y i n 
the i n t e r d i g i t a l area (Tables 9.56 and 9.57). Patterning i s very d i f f e r e n t 
for both sexes, the positions of both Otley and Wensleydale (the end members 
of the d i s t r i b u t i o n s ) being inverted. 
(c) Hypothenar pattern elements. 
Pattern H and t r i r a d i u s t , f 
Regional differences i n the proportion of H are not s i g n i f i c a n t 
for either hand or sex. However the frequency of the rel a t e d a x i a l t r i -
radius t " displays s i g n i f i c a n t s p a t i a l heterogeneity on the l e f t hand i n 
the males and on the r i g h t hand i n the females (Tables 9.58, 9.59, 9.64 
and 9.65). 
As regards H, the mean of b i l a t e r a l proportions ranges from 0.053 
(Wensleydale) to 0.209 (Sedgefield) i n the males and from 0.090 (Richmond/ 
Swaledale) to 0.168 (Teesdale) i n the f emales. Some consistency exists 
vaguely separating Wensleydale, Nidderdale and Upper Wharfedale/Skipton 
from surrounding u n i t s . However, low values f o r the former are also noted 
in the females f o r Richmond/Swaledale and Weardale. 
Spatial patterning f o r a x i a l t r i r a d i u s t M by no means exactly 
corresponds with that f o r H (the formulation of H depends to a large extent 
on t 1 as well as t " ) . The range of the mean fo r b i l a t e r a l proportions i s 
from 0.036 (Wensleydale) to 0.242 (Sedbergh) i n the males and from 0.055 
(Weardale) to 0.179 (Sedbergh) i n the females. 'High' areas f o r the males 
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include Sedbergh, Sedgefield, Bedale and Weardale; f o r the females, 
Sedbergh, Nidderdale, Bedale, Harrogate and Ribblesdale/Ingleton. 'Low' 
areas i n the males are Wensleydale, Teesdale, Upper Wharfedale/Skipton and 
Ribblesdale/Ingleton; i n the females, Weardale, Richmond/Swaledale, Middle 
Wharfedale and Upper Wharfedale/Skipton. I n the males there exist s a 
large grouping of un i t s i n the south east sector w i t h approximately the 
same value of 0.09. This i s broken up i n t o three groups i n the females. 
Proximal a x i a l t r i r a d i i t and t ' 
Regional d i v e r s i t y f o r the frequency of proximal a x i a l t r i r a d i i 
is highly s i g n i f i c a n t except i n one case, that f o r TIL i n the males. As 
t and t ' are highly correlated comment i s r e s t r i c t e d to the former ( c f . , 
Tables 9.60 to 9.63). The range of the means fo r b i l a t e r a l proportions 
extends from 0.467 (Otley) to 0.667 (Bedale) i n the males and from 0.412 
(Otley) to 0.620 (Bedale) i n the females. The two d i s t r i b u t i o n s coincide 
very closely, and the pattern indicates r e a l differences f o r the dales 
(Figures 9.13 and 9.14). 'High' zones are noted f o r Weardale and Sedgefield, 
and for a central b e l t from Bedale and Ripon to Wensleydale and Ribblesdale/ 
Ingleton. Low values are found to the north and south of t h i s . However, 
in the females the weaker values noted f o r Upper Wharfedale/Skipton i n the 
males are more apparent. 
r r b Patterns H, H , A and the t r i r a d i u s t 
Regional v a r i a t i o n f o r the central hypothenar loop i s not s i g -
nificant i n either sex (Tables 9.66 and 9.67). The mean f o r b i l a t e r a l 
proportions ranges from 0.204 (Teesdale) to 0.355 (Otley) i n the males and 
from 0.218 (Sedbergh) to 0.355 (Wensleydale) i n the females. Variation 
does not correspond f o r the sexes. Only Sedgefield and Upper Wharfedale/ 
Skipton rank consistently high i n value and the Durham dales and Ribblesdaie/ 
ingleton low. On the whole, regional v a r i a t i o n f o r the frequency of the 
V e r y closely related border t r i r a d i u s t b closely repeats t h i s patterning. 
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These results too are not s i g n i f i c a n t (Tables 9.70 and 9.71). The mean 
for b i l a t e r a l proportions of t* 5 ranges from 0.238 (Teesdale) to 0.387 
(Otley) i n the males and from 0.256 (Sedbergh) to 0.440 (Wensleydale) i n 
the females. 
The frequency of r a d i a l hypothenar loops i s not high f o r any 
group (Table 9.68). The mean of b i l a t e r a l proportions ranges from 0.008 
(Bedale) to 0.064 (Sedbergh) i n the males and from 0.013 ( I l k l e y ) to 0.059 
(Nidderdale) i n the females. As the frequencies do not d i f f e r f o r the 
2 . 
sexes, i t has been possible to e f f e c t a x t e s t f o r the j o i n t group. This 
is not quite s i g n i f i c a n t at P = 0.05. Regional ranking f o r the sexes does 
not coincide but there i s geographically continuous v a r i a t i o n f o r the j o i n t 
sex group. Values are lowest from Wensleydale to Ripon, increasing system-
atically from Bedale in t o Richmond/Swaledale and Durham to the north, and 
through Ripon to Harrogate and Otley i n the south. However, the zone of 
low values penetrates by way of Wensleydale to I l k l e y through Upper Wharfe-
dale/Skipton. In contrast to t h i s i s the high plateau i n Ribblesdale/ 
Ingleton and Sedbergh. 
The hypothenar r a d i a l arch i s an i n t e r e s t i n g feature i n that a 
border t r i r a d i u s t ^ always acts as a substitute i n the absence of an a x i a l 
triradius. The regional v a r i a t i o n corresponds f o r hand and sex, but as the 
numbers are extremely small, t h i s i s better discussed w i t h reference to the 
2 
mean of the j o i n t hand and sex group. A single x test substantiated H Q 
(Nidderdale was excluded from t h i s ) (Table 9.69). Spatial v a r i a t i o n i s 
almost the exact inverse of Hr. The aberrant p o s i t i o n of Nidderdale i s 
almost certainly due to the extremely small size of the female sample i n 
which group the pattern i s most usually found. No explanation has yet 
been offered f o r the s t r u c t u r a l basis of Ar. To speculate from the develop-
^ n t of H , i t i s possible that A r i s the product of the devolution of the 
former pattern due to t , f 'vanishing 1 i n a d i s t a l d i r e c t i o n i n the presence 
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0 f t . The increased curvature of the lines on the central palm under 
the influence of t ^ could w e l l make i t d i f f i c u l t f o r t , f to develop i n the 
distal palm. The s i m i l a r frequency of t M i n males and females and the 
b r 
greater frequency of both t and H i n the females i s i n l i n e w i t h t h i s 
suggestion. 
Hypothenar pattern i n t e n s i t y 
The male and female results f o r hypothenar pattern i n t e n s i t y are 
very different being s i g n i f i c a n t i n the males and non-significant i n the 
females (Tables 9.72 and 9.73). Not only t h a t , but the rank order of units 
is very dif f e r e n t i n a dispersion diagram, ! h i g h f and !low f areas i n males 
and females not being the same. As expected from the c o r r e l a t i o n coeff-
icients the patterning resembles that f o r H and t • 
(d) Rare pattern elements. 
A number of more unusual pattern and delta features are found on 
the palm. These occur i n i n s u f f i c i e n t number for regional analysis and 
have been discussed i n Chapter 7. Table 9.74 gives counts and r e l a t i v e 
frequencies of each of them i n the t o t a l sample. 
(e) Total palmar pattern i n t e n s i t y . 
As previously indicated i n Chapter 7, means f o r TPPII depend 
entirely on the prevalence of patterns independently occurring on the thenar, 
int e r d i g i t a l and hypothenar areas. Not only t h a t , but c e r t a i n pattern 
elements i n the same area are e f f e c t i v e l y uncorrelated. Thus scoring f o r 
TPPII w i l l depend on the balance of frequencies i n each palmar zone (Tables 
9.75 and 9.76). 
Assumptions of homoscedasticity have been met. None of the F 
ratios i s s i g n i f i c a n t . The mean f o r TPPII has a r e s t r i c t e d range from 11.19 
(Teesdale) to 12.00 (Sedbergh) i n the males and from 11.20 (Weardale) to 
H.90 (Sedbergh) i n the females. The only d e f i n i t e point of agreement f o r 
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the sexes i s the high pattern i n t e n s i t y f o r Sedbergh. Otherwise, but 
for the low means associated w i t h I l k l e y and Upper Wharfedale/Skipton 
most other summaries are divergent. 
(vi) Palmar mainlines and mainline index. 
Because of the number of categories f o r mainline terminations 
with low counts recoding into broad d i v i s i o n s has been necessary f o r the 
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successful implementation of x • These recodes are noted i n parentheses 
below: 
line A (1,2,3), ( 4 ) , (5 1,5' 1,6,7), (11,13 eliminated) 
line B (3,4,5',5' 1,11,13), (6,7,8,9), (0,X eliminated) 
line C (4,5 f,5",6,7), (0,X), (9,10,11) 
line D (5 f ?,0,X,7,8), (9,10), (11,12,13) 
Tables 9.77 to 9.92 report r e l a t i v e frequencies f o r the detailed 
terminations. 
Highly s i g n i f i c a n t regional d i v e r s i t y i s indicated f o r l i n e A i n 
the males, but not f o r the females. For MAINAR i n the males there i s a 
general increase of frequency f o r termination 4 and a decrease f o r termin-
ations 1, 2 and 3 ( j o i n t ) from Nidderdale and Ripon through Bedale and 
Wensleydale to the south and west including Ribblesdale/Ingleton and Sedbergh. 
Sedgefield i s similar. Upper Wharfedale/Skipton also shows an increase for 
position 4 but at the expense of 5 f and 5". Apart from Bedale and Sedge-
f i e l d , northern units show frequencies f o r 5 1 and 5 , f above the North Penn-
ine Dales mean, those to the south values below i t . The same patterning 
is noted f o r categories 4 and 1,2,3 i n MAINAL, but not for 5», 5 f \ 
In the females, the re l a t i o n s h i p i n v o l v i n g 4 and 1,2,3 i s repeated 
for MAINAR but not f o r MAINAL. For the l a t t e r s p a t i a l patterning i s not 
distinct, yet w i t h the exceptions of Wensleydale, Otley and Sedbergh, ad-
jacent units generally approach one another i n frequency f o r the broad 
categories. These discrepancies could w e l l be due to sampling character-
istics. 
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Significant regional d i v e r s i t y f o r l i n e s B, C and D i s r e s t r i c t e d 
to MAINCL i n the females. As for l i n e A, there i s general consistency i n 
the frequency of categories f o r neighbouring regions having large populations. 
Conversely, the most notable frequency changes are associated w i t h units 
having small populations and for which unfortunately only small samples are 
available. These samples become even less s a t i s f a c t o r y f o r the consideration 
of multinomial d i s t r i b u t i o n s . For reference, the detailed figures are pre-
sented in Tables 9.81 to 9.92. Using the recodes noted above, the mainline 
terminations together w i t h other variables have been used to determine m u l t i -
variate relationships not easily summarized here. 
Means and deviations f o r the mainline index are given i n Tables 
9.93 and 9.94. I t should be noted ( c f . , Chapter 4) that because of corr-
ections necessarily applied to p o s i t i o n 4 and f o r deflections of l i n e A 
around H and Pa these figures do not correspond to Cummins1 ML I . As can 
be seen, the requirement of homoscedasticity i s not met for MAINAR i n the 
males. However, Bartlett-Box F f o r MAINADT i s not greatly deviant. The 
means for the regions most closely approach significance f o r the l e f t hand. 
For MAINADT they range from 15.77 (Otley) to 17.74 (Sedbergh) i n the males 
and from 15.85 (Wensleydale) to 17.61 (Sedbergh) i n the females. But for 
Nidderdale, the ov e r a l l i n t e n s i t y of means i s much the same for the sexes. 
Higher values are consistent f o r Weardale, SedgefieId, Ripon, Upper Wharfe-
dale/Skipton, Ribblesdale/Ingleton and Sedbergh, and lower values for 
Richmond/Swaledale, Bedale and Otley. 
( v i i ) Resume 
For only a small number of palmar variables has regional d i v e r s i t y 
proved s i g n i f i c a n t . For I I , the a x i a l t r i r a d i i and l i n e A t h i s has affected 
Bfcle and female r e s u l t s , and for t h i s reason i t i s less l i k e l y that such 
differentiation i s due to chance influences. Spatial patterning i s diverse 
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but underlying t h i s an impression i s generally obtained of geographical 
association for nearest neighbours, that i s f o r regions w i t h larger popul-
ef r 
ations. For a number of variables (TPRC, t , H and l i n e A) the central 
belt along Wensleydale i s outlined by the values but t h i s v a r i a b l y includes 
or excludes Sedbergh as well as occasional adjacent regions to the north or 
south. For many of the variables (e.g., lines B, C, D) u n i t s represented 
by small samples are often distinguished from the remainder. I t i s obvious 
that much of the v a r i a t i o n i s too complex and lacking i n significance to 
follow up i n d e t a i l and that distances based on groups of variables are 
likely to be more sat i s f a c t o r y i n i n d i c a t i n g o v e r a l l relationships between 
samples. 
B. Stage B. Regional Comparisons based on Birthplace. 
The primary purpose of stage B as for subsequent stages C and D 
is to reveal the magnitude and nature of changes i n the means f o r continuous 
variables (summary a t t r i b u t e s ) with increasing selection f o r the indigenous 
regional populations. The inevitable reduction of samples has made i t im-
practical to report frequencies of categorical variables f o r the o r i g i n a l 
units. Amalgamation to a l i m i t e d set of units would preclude c o l l a t i o n of 
the results with stage A and i s not carried out i n t h i s report. 
The use of an individual's birthplace (residence of parents at the 
time the child was born) rather than his or her present residence has r e -
sulted i n some large reductions i n sample size. This has been minimal f o r 
Wensleydale (15.20%) and maximal f o r I l k l e y (53.03%) ( c f . , Table 9.1). At 
very least i t indicates the volume of movement i n recent years confronting 
the survey. Elimination of individuals not born w i t h i n the survey area 
allows ascertainment as to whether or not such recent movement has had an 
affect on regional v a r i a t i o n and associations. 
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( i ) D i g i t a l variables. 
The assumption of homoscedasticity has been met f o r a l l variables. 
No significant differences are available f o r regional v a r i a t i o n . Comparison 
of means for each variable region by region f a i l e d to disclose any s i g n i f -
icant differences, patterns of v a r i a t i o n remaining s u b s t a n t i a l l y unchanged. 
( i i ) Palmar variables. 
For the o r i g i n a l data, Bartlett-Box i s s i g n i f i c a n t f o r several 
variables, namely for ridge count ab i n the females, f o r LCD and MAINADR i n 
the males and for LPRC and palmar pattern i n t e n s i t y i n the males and females. 
However si g n i f i c a n t v a r i a t i o n for the means i s apparent only f o r LAB and 
MAINADL i n the females. Using independent estimates of the deviations, 
variation for count ab proved to be s i g n i f i c a n t i n the females and i n -
volved populations at the extremes of the d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
Pairwise comparisons of the means revealed no s i g n i f i c a n t 
changes for the regions. Patterns remain stable but n a t u r a l l y some means 
have increased or decreased; fo r instance the ab ridge counts fo r Otley and 
Ilkley are somewhat higher. I n d i v i d u a l s h i f t s i n ranking have occurred, 
but any changes i n the ov e r a l l pattern of distances between populations 
are better determined by m u l t i v a r i a t e analysis. 
C. Stage C. Rural and Urban Regional Comparisons based on Birthplace. 
Data for the regions on the s p e c i f i c a t i o n of an individual's 
birthplace have been divided i n t o r u r a l and urban subsets. The number of 
cases in each region and for the r u r a l and urban t o t a l s can be found i n 
Table 9.1. The purpose of t h i s stage i s to disclose any major difference 
between ru r a l and urban zones, and to establish the patterning of means 
(for summary variables) over the survey region f o l l o w i n g the extra c t i o n 
of urban gravity centres. 
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Because of the very small numbers fo r Harrogate, Otley and 
Ilkley in the r u r a l subset these units have been amalgamated. 
( i ) D i g i t a l variables. 
The assumption of homoscedasticity has been met for a l l variables. 
Regional v a r i a t i o n i s shown not to be s i g n i f i c a n t and no r e a l differences 
occur for the rural/urban subdivision. Some changes are i n evidence. 
Most notable i s the decreased ridge count of r u r a l Upper Wharfedale/Skipton 
in the males drawing i t i n l i n e w i t h the order of female results f o r Stage A. 
In the females, Wensleydale i s s t i l l s i m i l a r to Upper Wharfedale/Skipton 
(rural) and both now display means lower than those f o r Bedale and Ripon. 
No significant differences occur f o r pairwise comparisons of the same 
regions for Stages A and C. 
( i i ) Palmar variables. 
Bartlett-Box F i s s i g n i f i c a n t f o r count ab and LCD i n the females, 
for LPRC i n the males and for palmar pattern i n t e n s i t y f o r both sexes. 
Regional d i v e r s i t y i s s i g n i f i c a n t f o r count ab, RPRC - TPRC, MAINADL and 
possibly RCD i n the females. Use of separate pooled estimates f o r p a i r -
wise comparisons confirms the r e s u l t s f o r count ab. 
A li m i t e d number of s i g n i f i c a n t differences separate r u r a l zones 
from their counterparts i n Stage A. These involve Upper Wharfedale/Skipton 
m the females f o r count ab, Harrogate, I l k l e y and Otley i n the males f o r 
count be and Otley i n the females for RCD. This i s a very small number of 
significant differences w i t h regard to the large number of pairwise com-
parisons available. For a l l palmar variables s h i f t s i n both the rank order 
and mean value of regions have occurred. Occasionally t h i s i s marked as 
for Harrogate/Middle Wharfedale and Nidderdale males and Ripon and Wensley-
dale females i n count ab. Where such changes i n ranking are not s i g n i f i c a n t . 
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the grand means i n the tables are the appropriate summaries f o r the survey 
regions and relationships between units are best expressed i n overviews 
provided by cumulative distance measures. 
Significant differences have invariably developed between terminal 
populations, and f o r a number of a t t r i b u t e s , especially the ridge counts, 
there is generally a t i g h t c l u stering of most populations. For instance, 
with regard to count be most regions are found w i t h i n the class 27 to 28 i n 
both the males and females. 
Significant differences f o r count ab i n the females have accrued 
between the low values of Bedale and Upper Wharf edale/Skip ton and the high 
values for Richmond/Swaledale, Wensleydale and Nidderdale. As such, 
obvious alterations i n rank are noted from Stage A. The status of 'high 1 
and 'low' zones f o r count cd i n the females i s much the same as that f o r 
Stage A. The enlarged region of Harrogate/Middle Wharfedale has assumed 
lower values than those f o r the three i n d i v i d u a l regions based on residence. 
All but two units are clustered w i t h i n 37.25 and 38.31, and Nidderdale and 
to a lesser extent Weardale are responsible f o r regional d i v e r s i t y . As 
noted above, s i g n i f i c a n t r u r a l s p a t i a l v a r i a t i o n i s available f o r a l l summary 
palmar ridge counts i n the females. However, the ranking of male and female 
means i s not the same. I n the l a t t e r , but f o r Ripon, a central col feature 
is established, the lowest values however being f o r Ribblesdale/Ingleton. 
Not unusually, a larger gap occurs between terminal populations and a central 
cluster, the termini occupied by Upper Wharfedale/Skipton and Nidderdale and 
being s t a t i s t i c a l l y d i s t i n c t . As f o r count cd, significance of the r e s u l t s 
for the mainline index i s not consistent f o r hands or sex. Nevertheless, 
but for Nidderdale and Harrogate/Middle Wharfedale, s p a t i a l patterning co-
incides for the sexes and i s similar to that f o r Stage A. 
T-tests have been carried out as f o r finger variables on the main 
rural/urban d i v i s i o n to establish whether or not regional d i v e r s i t y extends 
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to these subsets. Si g n i f i c a n t differences have been disclosed f o r 
MAINADL ( t ( m 9 ) = 2 ' 4 0 > p = 0.017) i n the males, and for LAB ( t ( 9 g 2 ) = 2.77, 
P = 0.006), RCD ( t 1 2 1 8 ) - 2.82, P = 0.005), LCD ( t ( U 7 9 ) = 2.95, P = 0.003). 
for a l l the summary counts RPRC - TPRC (TPRC, t ^ g l j = 2.57, P = 0.010), 
for RPPH ( t ( 1 1 6 Q ) - 2.42, P = 0.016) and TPPII ( t ( n n ) = 1.96, P = 0.05) 
in the females. For both sexes, the rank order of differences f o r variables 
indicating s i g n i f i c a n t rural/urban contrast i s e n t i r e l y consistent f o r only 
count cd and the summary counts RPRC - TPRC. Though the number of s i g -
nificant differences for the series of tests w e l l exceeds the number ex-
pected, correlation between the variables has to be taken i n t o account. 
Values of t for the above ridge counts are consistent and large enough to 
be reliable estimates of heterogeneity. 
To conclude, regional d i v e r s i t y has increased s l i g h t l y f o r t h i s 
stage over that based straightforwardly on residence, but t h i s i s to be 
expected with the more detailed breakdown of regions. Generally, differences 
have involved those variables which most closely approached significance i n 
Stage A. However, such d i v e r s i t y i s usually l i m i t e d to terminal populations 
and has not resulted i n the deepening of s p a t i a l patterns. 
D. Stage D. Regional Comparisons based on Grandparents (GDU0). 
The number of cases fo r each region i s given i n Table 9.1 
together with the net percentage loss of individuals from Stage A. Un-
fortunately, further s t i p u l a t i o n about the location of the two T f r e e T grand-
parents could not be made, as t h i s would have caused a dra s t i c reduction i n 
sample size. As i t i s , a minimal loss of 27.2% i s recorded f o r Wensley-
dale. However, the range i s very considerable. As expected, but f o r the 
Durham dales, endemicity i s lowest f o r regions w i t h urban centres as defined 
here. The j o i n t samples of Otley and I l k l e y have been cut by 82.56%. 
Originally, that f o r Otley was r e l a t i v e l y small and i t has been necessary 
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to combine i t w i t h I l k l e y to form a Middle Wharfedale sample. Never-
theless, the i n t e g r i t i e s of Harrogate and Middle Wharfedale have been 
maintained. 
The purpose of t h i s stage i s to ascertain the magnitude and 
nature of v a r i a t i o n f o r each of the regions representing the e a r l i e s t 
phase possible. Obviously, as each i n d i v i d u a l selected i s a vector of 
four grandparental components, two of which are unaccounted f o r , there are 
no compelling reasons why the present results should agree wi t h others 
based s p e c i f i c a l l y on data from the grandparental generation. This i s only 
likely i f v a r i a t i o n f o r that period i n time i s marked and s i g n i f i c a n t . 
( i ) D i g i t a l variables. 
But f o r RFPII and TFPII i n the females, the assumption of homo-
scedasticity has been met f o r the d i g i t a l variables. No s i g n i f i c a n t 
regional d i v e r s i t y has been noted, but fo r RFRC i n the females there i s 
much greater w i t h i n group homogeneity than expected by chance. Pairwise 
comparisons between corresponding regions of the present stage and Stage A 
revealed no s i g n i f i c a n t changes i n the means. The grand mean i s thus the 
appropriate summary f o r each variable. However, though no r e a l d i f f -
erences have been established for s h i f t s i n the magnitude of regional 
means, there have been a l t e r a t i o n s i n t h e i r rank order. The o v e r a l l 
nature of these changes i s dealt w i t h i n Chapter 10. 
( i i ) Palmar variables. 
The requirement of homoscedasticity has not been met for several 
variables. Variance inequality i s noted for FAB, RCD, LPRC, RPPII and 
LPPII i n the males, and f o r LAB, RPPII and TPPII i n the females. Sig-
nificant regional d i v e r s i t y i s recorded f o r LAB and LPPII i n the females 
alone. Homogeneity i s considerable f o r most variables especially for 
LCD in the males. Only two pairwise comparisons between corresponding 
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regions of the f i r s t stage and the present one proved to be s i g n i f i c a n t , 
involving I l k l e y females for LAB and Harrogate males for LBC. 
Significant v a r i a t i o n for count ab in the females involves d i f f -
erences among a number of groups and mostly contrasts lower counts for 
Ripon, Sedbergh and Nidderdale with higher counts for regions north of 
and including Wensleydale (but for Weardale) and the extremely high mean 
for Middle Wharfedale. This i s a deepening of the pattern noted i n Stage 
A. However, var i a t i o n for the males i s not s i g n i f i c a n t and ranking of the 
regions i s different for the sexes. With regard to s i g n i f i c a n t v a r i a t i o n 
for LPPII i n the females, t h i s i s caused not only by the usually high 
pattern intensity of Sedbergh, but also by inconsistently raised means for 
Harrogate and Teesdale. In f a c t , the mean for Harrogate i n the males 
ranks next to l a s t . 
As for the two previous stages i t i s not worthwhile to discuss 
changes in the ranking of regions for separate v a r i a b l e s . S u f f i c i e n t data 
are available for more detailed comparisons i f these should be required 
(cf., Chapter 10, section 3, B . ( i i i ) ( c ) ) . 
E. Summary. 
For a l l stages, regional d i v e r s i t y i s extremely limited. Only 
where this embraces r e s u l t s for both hands and the sexes i s the r e l i a b i l i t y 
of such differences made more c e r t a i n . This i s due to the large number of 
variables tested i n t h i s survey. Also, no ov e r a l l s i g n i f i c a n t changes 
have been detected from one stage to the next, but t h i s does not mean that 
the ordering of relationships between regions has remained constant. 
Obviously the present univariate summaries do not lend themselves 
to simple description. This i s the r e s u l t of e x i s t i n g non-significant and 
diverse variation. Documentation of univariate summaries can only be 
e*pected to be useful when either the causative background of each variable 
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is known or important, or when strong and independent patterns are disclosed 
which moreover coincide for sample subsets. The former condition does not 
apply and the l a t t e r i s not met. In the current s i t u a t i o n , o v e r a l l r e l a t i o n -
ships are best measured by computing distances between the regions; changes 
between stages can be accounted for i n rank associations. I t should be 
noted that for marked and divergent patterning involving independent groups 
of variables, e s p e c i a l l y those with different genetic/non-genetic backgrounds, 
limiting computation to multivariate distances (dispensing with univariate 
results) could well occlude important s p a t i a l v a r i a t i o n . In the present 
survey, the nature of univariate r e s u l t s necessitates a multivariate 
approach to identify general associations. 
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Chapter 10 Inter-Regional Associations. A Multivariate Approach. 
1. Introduction. 
The main l i m i t a t i o n of the preceding chapter i s the f a i l u r e of 
the univariate approach to disclose o v e r a l l population r e l a t i o n s h i p s . Uni-
variate summaries and t e s t s are i n any case more appropriate for the analysis 
of variables not populations. For population comparisons the discriminatory 
power of separate variables and the nature of discrimination can be assessed 
through 'taxonomic' correlations and the significance of distance measures 
computed from them. Nevertheless univariate summaries are important for 
several reasons e s p e c i a l l y for comparative purposes and are in addition 
easily interpreted. The p o s s i b i l i t y of low 'taxonomic 1 correlation between 
attributes in distance measures underlines the necessity of providing uni-
variate results (Kowalski 1972). However, because of t h i s very complexity 
in the array of univariate 'distances' i t i s necessary to compound attributes 
to locate populations p r e c i s e l y i n the multi-dimensional space. Only i n t h i s 
way can estimates of o v e r a l l population relationships be made available and 
their examination effected v i s - a - v i s d i f f e r e n t a n a l y t i c techniques and 
relevant predictors. 
I t i s no longer necessary to j u s t i f y the multivariate approach 
in the assessment of population a f f i n i t i e s . Convincing arguments are given 
in Bronowski and Long (1951) and Howells (1969). For dermatoglyphic studies 
these have been examined by Coope (1971). There are however a number of 
deficiencies associated with multivariate s t a t i s t i c a l t e s t s ; a c r i t i c a l 
review of these has been made by Kowalski (1972). Prominent issues are the 
complexity of the methods and the (oftentimes u n r e a l i s t i c ) assumptions made 
about the data for the t e s t s . Both of these greatly confuse the communication 
°f findings. Readily a v a i l a b l e computer packages are l i k e l y to lead to 
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greater use of multivariate analyses without n e c e s s a r i l y providing an 
understanding of the underlying techniques. Herein, to simplify matters, 
every effort has been made to provide f u l l d e t a i l s of the procedures applied 
as well as detailed descriptions and t e s t s of the v a r i a t e s . In t h i s way 
disturbing r e s u l t s , such for instance as 'Rao's paradox', can be referred 
to simple univariate and b i v a r i a t e summaries. 
The concern of t h i s chapter then i s the assessment of i n t e r -
population relationships and the prediction of t h e i r r e l a t i v e locations in 
multidimensional space. Basic to a solution i s the computation of distances 
between regions or populations for both the dermatoglyphic and predictor 
variables. A main assumption of t h i s multivariate approach i s that the 
distance concept or i t s inverse can accurately portray o v e r a l l relationships 
between populations. As would be expected t h i s presents c e r t a i n problems 
and these together with generally held requirements of distance measures 
are discussed below. 
a) In the multidimensional space, distances should be homogeneous, 
i . e . , have the same sig n i f i c a n c e i n whatsoever d i r e c t i o n and i n 
whatsoever part of the new space they are measured (Balakrishnan 
and Sanghvi 1968). Thus the v a r i a b l e s (for quantitative t r a i t s ) 
or attribute states (for q u a l i t a t i v e t r a i t s ) represented by axes 
in the space should have the same constant variance. 
b) Though ordination and c l u s t e r i n g techniques for the analysis of 
distance measures are generally independent of the distance 
measure used, t h i s i s not i n v a r i a b l y the case* For most 
purposes i t i s appropriate that the axes of multidimensional 
space be orthogonal and the distances Euclidean. Such 
distances are more understandable. 
c) Fundamental to the appropriateness of distance measures i s t h e i r 
s t a b i l i t y when based on large but d i f f e r e n t sets of v a r i a b l e s . 
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Discordance for the same measure i n such circumstances implies 
that the addition of further variables would lead to changes 
in the r e l a t i v e ordering of populations. Jardine has dealt 
with t h i s issue i n some d e t a i l . I t i s c l e a r that the 
investigation of the s t a b i l i t y of a d i s s i m i l a r i t y c o e f f i c i e n t 
i s a complex matter, - an empirical problem. 
"There i s no j u s t i f i c a t i o n for the view that d i s s i m i l a r i t y 
between populations i s a parameter which can be estimated with 
increasing accuracy as more attr i b u t e s are considered. This 
view would be correct only i f the a t t r i b u t e s selected i n the 
study of population d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n formed random samples from 
some population of a t t r i b u t e s . I n pra c t i c e taxonomists often 
» 
select f i r s t the more e a s i l y recorded at t r i b u t e s which are good 
discriminators and then those that are l e s s good discriminators 
or are l e s s e a s i l y recorded." (Jardine 1971 p. 11). 
I t i s clear that the present study i s concerned with a 
selected constellation of at t r i b u t e s and that other v a r i a b l e s , 
anthropometric or polymorphic t r a i t s , may w e l l r e s u l t i n d i s -
cordant r e l a t i v e distances. However beyond the i n i t i a l choice 
of dermatoglyphic features, no further s e l e c t i o n has been made 
that would be at variance to the above statement. I n any case 
details of var i a b l e s entered into measures and the reasons for 
choice are specified where relevant. 
A l a s t i n g controversy i s whether or not v a r i a b l e s entered into 
distance measures should be decorrelated. I t was t h i s p a r t i c u l a r 
question that led i n the 1930s to the development of Mahalanobis* 
2 
generalized distance (D ) for quantitative v a r i a b l e s . Similar 
measures for q u a l i t a t i v e v a r i a b l e s beginning with Bhattacharya 
(1946) have been formulated only recently, and i t should be noted 
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that these distances such as C a v a l l i - S f o r z a and Edwards' 
'new' E deal with the s t a t i s t i c a l 'correlation' between the 
various categories of one a t t r i b u t e and not between the separate 
attributes themselves. This has not influenced r e s u l t s based 
on polymorphic attributes as l o c i are generally independent. 
However correlations between a number of dermatoglyphic qual-
i t a t i v e attributes are high and the question whether or not such 
correlations should be removed remains, supposing that i s they 
2 
could be eliminated as for D . 
" I t may moreover be questioned whether the use of correlated 
characters w i l l n e c e s s a r i l y lead to a wrong interpretation of the 
distances found, e s p e c i a l l y when for each population under con-
sideration data on the same set of characters are a v a i l a b l e . 
The 'newly added' information through a character somehow related 
to the foregoing ones may not be e n t i r e l y new, but, as b i o l o g i c a l 
distance i s a concept governed by the c o e f f i c i e n t used and by the 
way i n which i t i s obtained, does t h i s a f f e c t the mean difference 
in such a way as to make i t useless for comparative purposes? 
2 
In fact the high co r r e l a t i o n e x i s t i n g between D and other co-
e f f i c i e n t s would seem to j u s t i f y t h i s l a t t e r question." 
(Constandse-Westermann 1972 p. 51.) 
I t i s doubtful whether comparative studies of various co-
e f f i c i e n t s have been s u f f i c i e n t l y exhaustive to r e l y on such con-
cordances. Indeed, Gower (1972) has questioned the v a l i d i t y of 
Huizinga's (1962) r e s u l t s on th i s topic. For a solution to the 
problem of co r r e l a t i o n between va r i a b l e s i n distance measures i t 
i s necessary to return to Jardine's (1971) requirement that the 
variables chosen should be selected randomly from a large population 
of v a r i a b l e s . The present study does not pretend to follow t h i s 
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condition. For quantitative data, correlations can i n any case 
be eliminted. For distance measures based on q u a l i t a t i v e 
attributes, the most that can be done without losing p o t e n t i a l l y 
useful information i s to ensure that no two v a r i a b l e s are top-
2 
ological equivalents and that R for two v a r i a b l e sets i s not 
unity. This implies that variables that are even highly corr-
elated may contain d i f f e r e n t information about population ranking 
as disclosed through 1taxonomic' co r r e l a t i o n s . In t h i s way as 
Jardine (1971 p. 8) points out decorrelation i s not the same 
thing as the elimination of redundancy amongst a t t r i b u t e s , though 
discordant ranking for highly correlated v a r i a b l e s would suggest 
that the populations are not very d i f f e r e n t , and i n that case i t 
would be necessary to question the meaningfulness of the 
distances computed. 
From the above i t follows that s i g n i f i c a n c e t e s t s for distances 
obtained have an important part to play i n t h e i r interpretation. 
This i s confirmed by the usual behaviour of distance measures; 
that the combination of several hardly s i g n i f i c a n t p r o b a b i l i t i e s 
can r e s u l t i n a s i g n i f i c a n t probability, and i n v e r s e l y that one 
highly s i g n i f i c a n t probability can be reduced by characters which 
behave s i m i l a r l y i n the populations studied. I n the context of 
the present survey significance t e s t s have been ca r r i e d out at 
the univariate l e v e l . From these i t i s u n l i k e l y that the distances 
computed w i l l d isclose s i g n i f i c a n t ranking of populations i n multi-
dimensional space. Distances for which s i g n i f i c a n c e t e s t s are 
available are noted i n subsequent sections. 
Another controversy involves the use of a pooled dispersion matrix 
2 2 2 
for some measures notably D , B and G c . This n e c e s s i t a t e s , for 
studies including additional populations at a l a t e r stage, repetition 
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of the calculations which w i l l a l t e r a l l the distance values 
found. So although the distance values within a set of pop-
ulations studied a t t a i n a high rate of comparability because 
they are a l l considered i n r e l a t i o n to the same common dispersion 
matrix, i t i s u n l i k e l y that distances for d i f f e r e n t studies w i l l 
2 
be comparable. I n any case measures such as D assume the 
equality of the population variance-covariance matrices. This 
becomes an increasingly unsatisfactory assumption the more distant 
populations are. Indeed, t h i s condition, rather than ease of 
computation, j u s t i f i e s the use of simpler quantitative measures to 
Mahalanobis' generalized distance. On the whole, the w r i t e r 
2 
considers that measures, such as E , independent of what popul-
ations have been included i n the study are most s a t i s f a c t o r y as 
these produce s t r i c t l y comparable distances between dif f e r e n t sets 
of data based on information from the same a t t r i b u t e s . I n the 
present study, t h i s i s perhaps not such an important issue. 
F i r s t , the l o c a l populations studied are l e a s t l i k e l y to display 
great inequality for dispersion matrices. Secondly, and to the 
perpetual f r u s t r a t i o n of a l l dermatoglyphic research, so different 
are the methods used by researchers into dermatoglyphics that one 
wonders whether t h e i r r e s u l t s w i l l ever be comparable. 
Other problems remain, such as the detailed assumptions made about 
the data by s p e c i f i c distance measures. Also, there i s the more fundamental 
difficulty of choosing distance c o e f f i c i e n t s to cover v a r i a b l e s measured on 
different scales and the p r a c t i c a l issue of wide ranging h e r i t a b i l i t y 
estimates for different v a r i a b l e s ( c f . , Chapter 6 ) . These are discussed i n 
later sections. 
Assuming that the main requirements of b i o l o g i c a l distance measures 
have been met, the primary task of such population studies i s to provide an 
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adequate explanation of the r e l a t i v e location of populations i n the multi-
dimensional space. The nature of objectives has been indicated beforehand 
(cf.> Chapter 1). Prediction studies based on b i o l o g i c a l distances between 
populations depend i n turn on the computation of d i s s i m i l a r i t i e s between the 
populations for a s e r i e s of relevant independent v a r i a b l e s . These distances 
are of necessity calculated i n d i f f e r e n t ways. Similar studies have often 
relied on a v i s u a l and narrative interpretation of b i o l o g i c a l distances 
(Chai 1972). More precise estimates are problems for correlation analysis 
and multiple regression ( c f . , Howells 1966; Spuhler 1972; Hiernaux 1972). 
Distance measures have also been used i n related population studies to provide 
insights into problems of numerical taxonomy (Thoma 1974) and i n the con-
struction and evaluation of phylogenetic trees, the l a t t e r being based on 
specific models ( c f . , Thompson 1975, Ward and Neel 1970, Ward 1972). 
The computation of distances for quantitative variables i s an 
extension of sophisticated discriminatory techniques for maximizing d i f f -
erences between populations on the set of variables a v a i l a b l e . Actually, 
the analysis of distances properly belongs to t h e i r explanation. Very often 
such analyses terminate with a description of the distances, c l a s s i f i c a t i o n 
arrays and v i s u a l displays of the distance matrices. Such analyses gen-
erally involve the p l o t t i n g of populations i n a limited number of dimensions, 
for instance in the primary canonical v a r i a t e s , or t h e i r r e l a t i v e ordering 
using clustering algorithms i n dendograms or graphs. I n terms of explanation 
the most they can lead tc i s a narrative sketch of probable causation. More 
precise assessments for consideration i n terms of cause and e f f e c t have 
necessarily to be obtained d i r e c t l y from the distance matrices. Nevertheless, 
ordination and c l u s t e r i n g displays are important descriptive and h e u r i s t i c 
tools, which greatly enhance an understanding of large association matrices. 
Herein l i e s their main value. 
The present chapter i s divided into f i v e subsequent part s . 
Section 2 i s concerned with techniques for computing distances between 
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populations and methods whereby these can be examined. Sections 3 and 4 
deal respectively with the relationships between regions based on b i o l o g i c a l 
distances and population movement. The f i n a l section examines the extent 
to which r e l a t i v e ordering of the regions on b i o l o g i c a l distances and pop-
ulation movement coincides. I n addition, an investigation i s made of 
other differences between the regions that may well improve regression 
estimates and provide a c l e a r e r understanding of the b i o l o g i c a l distances 
based on dermatoglyphic v a r i a b l e s . Concluding comments are contained i n 
Section 6. 
. Techniques. 
A. Distance Measures. 
The most ideal distance measures would cater for both quantitative 
and qualitative v a r i a b l e s , and the subsections below incorporating these 
keywords r e f l e c t the d i f f i c u l t i e s surrounding t h i s i s s u e . Two measures 
have in fact been developed by Hiernaux (1965) and O l i v i e r (1970) but for 
various reasons indicated below these are not e n t i r e l y s a t i s f a c t o r y . 
2 2 Hiernaux1 s Ag correlates highly with both D and C„ (Hiernaux 1965, 1972). n 
However, the supposed advantage of the measure ( a l l differences calculated 
being related to the world's gamma of v a r i a t i o n for each t r a i t ) i s also 
its serious shortcoming. This i s c e r t a i n l y so regarding dermatoglyphic 
data for which consistency i n methodology i s notoriously poor. O l i v i e r ' s 
2 . 2 
Xg is an extension of F i s h e r ' s expanded x allowing t e s t s of s i g n i f i c a n c e 
for a combination of independent p r o b a b i l i t i e s . O l i v i e r incorporates the 
• • 2 
probabilities of x for q u a l i t a t i v e v a r i a b l e s with those of student's t - t e s t 
for quantitative v a r i a b l e s . Though correlation i s high with C?L i t i s weak 
with Ag. Much remains to be done by way of t e s t i n g i t s properties and 
relationships to more widely accepted measures. Also, at the present time 
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i t would seem that the combination of the two kinds of p r o b a b i l i t i e s has 
yet to be convincingly j u s t i f i e d (Constandse-Westermann 1972). Of these 
two measures only the l a t t e r i s plausible. I t has a p r a c t i c a l drawback 
in that the pairwise univariate t e s t s needed to be c a r r i e d out even for 
the small number of populations studied would lead to prodigious computer 
output. With more readi l y determined measures and other techniques of 
proven analytic c a p a b i l i t i e s , t h i s could not be j u s t i f i e d . 
( i ) Quantitative v a r i a b l e s . 
(a) Discriminant function analysis and Mahalanobis 1 generalized distance. 
In a recent review of geographic v a r i a t i o n studies, Gould and 
Johnson (1972) envisaged two b a s i c methods for the study of population or 
sample a f f i n i t i e s based on two sets of v a r i a t e s . The f i r s t involves com-
puting distances and c l u s t e r i n g values i n the resultant matrix. As indicated 
below (section 2. B ( i i ) ) usual c l u s t e r i n g procedures producing dendrograms 
are felt to be l e s s s a t i s f a c t o r y . There i s of course no e s s e n t i a l dependence 
of clustering algorithms on type of distance measure. Thus, generalized 
distances, part of more sophisticated discriminatory techniques, can be sub-
sequently examined using c l u s t e r i n g techniques i f so desired. The second 
procedure involves the projection of the samples on new axes, p r i n c i p a l 
components or more e s p e c i a l l y factor axes. However, t h i s p a r t i c u l a r tech-
nique i s most useful for studies i n which the factors are of d i r e c t relevance 
and have meaning. As i t i s , i n the present study functional s i g n i f i c a n c e 
has not been attached to a l l the factors extracted and discussed previously 
in Chapter 8. Furthermore, univariate studies of some factors e s p e c i a l l y 
°f the d i g i t a l ridge counts s u f f i c i e n t l y indicated trends or rather lack of 
them for the regions. For a priori groups, the most e f f i c i e n t mode of 
analysis i s that u t i l i z i n g the eigenvalues of canonical v a r i a t e s , Re-
1fication of factors i s no simple matter and p r i n c i p a l co-ordinates instead 
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allow the maximization of population differences i n the r e s u l t i n g space. 
As a biproduct, the distances i n the multidimensional discriminant space 
can be entered into subsequent ordination or c l u s t e r i n g programmes for 
display. 
The mode of ana l y s i s for two groups referred to i s discriminant 
function analysis (DFA) (Fisher 1938). Rao (1952) has generalized the 
technique to g groups (multiple discriminant analysis MDA). The aim of 
DFA and MDA i s to examine the extent to which i t i s possible to di s t i n g u i s h 
between members of various groups on the basis of observations made on them. 
Simply i t maximizes the differences between groups on information made 
available i n the v a r i a t e s . MDA can be regarded as a spec i a l case of canon-
ical analysis for which one se t of varia b l e s i s replaced by a d i v i s i o n into 
groups. In DFA and MDA, independent variables are l i n e a r l y combined and 
weighted in such a way as to maximize the differences between samples. The 
linear combinations of v a r i a b l e s , discriminant functions or canonical 
variates take the familiar standardized form of 
D i = 3 i l Z l + 3 i 2 Z 2 + 3 i q Z q 
where D^  i s an individual's score on the function, the 3s are weighting 
coefficients and the Zs standardized values of the q discriminating v a r i a b l e s . 
The functions are analagous to p r i n c i p a l components; each canonical v a r i a t e 
is orthogonal and successively accounts for the maximal re s i d u a l v a r i a t i o n 
between groups. In t h i s way, the f i r s t few functions usually account for 
tnost of the intergroup variance. The maximum number of discriminant 
functions derived i s e i t h e r g - 1 or q i f g > q. 
The outcome of the technique i s a transformation of the o r i g i n a l 
space based on the q varia b l e s so that discrimination i s maximized. The 
eigenvectors are orthogonal and distances between centroids i n the Euclidean 
space correspond to D values i n the o r i g i n a l space. Mahalanobis' general-
ized distance i s discussed l a t e r . Centroids r e f e r to group means on the 
8 * 1 or q functions. 
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DFA (and MDA) i s a major a n a l y t i c tool for a l l o c a t i n g specimens 
with unknown status ( c f . , Howells 1969; Rightmire 1970, 1972; Ashton et 
alia 1957 and Higham and Leach 1971). This involves the computation of 
a separate li n e a r combination of the discriminatory v a r i a b l e s , c l a s s i f i c a t i o n 
functions, one for each group represented. Scores for additional cases on 
the c l a s s i f i c a t i o n functions equate with p r o b a b i l i t i e s of group membership. 
Such probabilities are recorded i n c l a s s i f i c a t i o n arrays. 
A series of s t a t i s t i c s are a v a i l a b l e for measuring the success 
of the discriminant functions to separate the population samples. The f i r s t 
2 
of these are the F-ratios between group p a i r s accompanying distances (D ) 
between centroids in the transformed space. A second estimate i s provided 
by the c l a s s i f i c a t i o n array, derived by comparing the predicted group 
membership from individuals used to derive both discriminant and c l a s s -
ification functions with actual group membership. Such estimates are based 
on the probabilities of c l a s s i f i c a t i o n or m i s c l a s s i f i c a t i o n . 
MDA can also indicate variables most useful for discrimination, 
and the relative importance of variables i n separate functions. Variables 
containing information about group separation can be selected by using step-
wise entry based on t h e i r p a r t i a l multivariate F - r a t i o s . I n t h i s way 
variables can be entered or removed at any step i n the a n a l y s i s . Re-
location of functions can be approached i n much the same way as for com-
ponents or factors. The r e l a t i v e importance of v a r i a b l e s i n functions i s 
indicated by the weighting c o e f f i c i e n t s . S i m i l a r l y , i t i s possible to 
rotate axes to simple solutions, but then the r e l a t i v e importance of functions 
becomes unknown. 
Associated with MDA are a number of issues involving an element of 
choice. For instance though the number of v a r i a b l e s u s e f u l l y entered can 
be selected v i a stepwise mode, the threshold c r i t e r i o n for the p a r t i a l 
multivariate F-ratio has s t i l l to be defined. This i s not a great problem 
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for the present survey, since emphasis i s placed more on o v e r a l l distances. 
Nevertheless, there i s l i t t l e point i n entering redundant information into 
the construction of c l a s s i f i c a t i o n arrays, and nominal values for p a r t i a l 
F-ratios can be used to eliminate variables contributing e f f e c t i v e l y nothing 
to differentiation. The number of discriminant functions that can u s e f u l l y 
be employed has much the same si g n i f i c a n c e . The value can be measured i n 
several ways. Perhaps the most appropriate as an analogy to PCA i s the 
eigenvalue of vectors and the associated square canonical c o r r e l a t i o n s . 
Another test i s Wilks 1 lambda. This i s an inverse measure of the d i s -
criminatory power i n the variables not yet removed by the discriminant 
2 
functions. I t can be transformed into x f o r a t e s t of s i g n i f i c a n c e . 
A number of problems are associated with the construction of 
classification arrays. E s p e c i a l l y important i s the need to use Bayesian 
adjustments when the costs of m i s c l a s s i f i c a t i o n are high and when the groups 
differ greatly in sample s i z e . 
DFA and MDA assume that the populations are multivariate normal 
with identical dispersion matrices. "The assumption of normality i s 
seldom j u s t i f i e d , but the central l i m i t theorem ensures the robustness for 
almost any d i s t r i b u t i o n i n which the variance i s independent of the mean." 
(Marriott 1974 p. 39). The robustness of the technique i s admitted by 
several authorities. "Providing the heterogeneity (for homoscedasticity) 
is not grotesquely manifested, l i t t l e harm i s done i n performing the c a l -
culations in the usual way." (Blackith and Reyment (1971 p. 5 0 ) ) . Ex-
ceptions are usually noted i n studies i n which age and growth figure prom-
inently. The chief consequence of d i f f e r i n g covariance matrices i s that 
cases are more l i k e l y to be c l a s s i f i e d into the group with the greatest 
overall dispersions. 
Euclidean distances defined by the canonical v a r i a t e s equate 
* 2 
w i t h Mahalanobis1 D . This i s the generalized distance between groups and 
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depends on the means of the two groups and the dispersion matrix within 
groupi 
2 -1 D Z = d 1 V 1 d 
where V i s the dispersion matrix and d i s the difference between means i n 
2 
the two groups; d 1 i s the transpose of d. D i s scale independent and 
accounts for correlations between v a r i a b l e s . I t has a known d i s t r i b u t i o n , 
a significance test between groups being provided by:-
F.. - (n - g - q + 1) n.. D..2 / (n - g) 
X J { 11} L J 
q (n. + n.) 
wnere n = total number of cases i n the g defining groups. Also ( n£ nj/ 
2 2 n. + n.) D.. i s distributed as Y with q degrees of freedom (Talbot and 
Mulhall 1962; Rightmire 1969). 
2 
Assumptions for D are those for MDA. A l l differences are 
2 
expressed in terms of the same dispersion matrix, so that D values are 
only comparable for the s e t of populations contributing to i t . The most 
serious problem implicated for D by Constandse-Westermann (1972 p. 51) i s 
the effect of small samples. As much was suspected by Coope (1971) and 
definite indications of this- are noted i n the present survey. Constandse-
Westermann (1972) gives corrections for d e f i c i e n c i e s i n sample s i z e from 
Rightmire (1970) and Van Vark (1970). A l l matrices i n the present work 
2 
report raw D values. Where these are s i g n i f i c a n t for groups based on 
small samples or samples d i f f e r i n g appreciably i n s i z e the amount 
(qfo. + n./n.n. ) can be subtracted from D.. to ensure an unbiased estimate 
of the intergroup distance and the t e s t s repeated. 
(b) Other measures. 
A number of other measures are available for quantitative 
variables. These have been detailed by Constandse-Westermann (1972) i n 
ter review of distance measures. Such are Czekanowski 1 s (1909, 1932, 1954) 
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DD and DDR, Pearson's (1926, 1928) CRL and CRLR, Penrose's C*, C*, C* 
and amongst other l e s s w ell known but s i m i l a r c o e f f i c i e n t s . DDR R 
operates on the p r i n c i p l e of absolute differences; CRL and r e l a t e d 
measures on squared differences. Their main disadvantage i s the neglect 
2 
of correlations between v a r i a b l e s . The high c o r r e l a t i o n between C R and 
indicates that the average correlation between varia b l e s entered into 
H 
the former algorithm i s of l i t t l e value. As i n any case t h i s average 
should be calculated and not simply accepted as 0.23, one may as well take 
2 2 
proper account of correlations by using D . Also, C R does not escape 
assumptions based on homoscedasticity for the populations. 
The main arguments for the use of these a l t e r n a t i v e distance 
2 
measures to D has been the s i m p l i c i t y i n c a l c u l a t i n g them, and t h e i r high 
2 
correlation with D . Where computer f a c i l i t i e s are available the f i r s t 
argument i s overruled. Regarding the second, i t i s true that high corr-
2 2 2 
elations have been reported between C„, C_ and D (Penrose 1953-1954; 
Hiernaux 1964, 1965; Huizinga 1962, 1965; Knussman 1967) but the theor-
etical relationships between them have not been adequately investigated. 
It would appear obvious that they could d i f f e r considerably when based 
on highly correlated subsets of v a r i a b l e s . Regarding the s i z e and shape 
coefficients of C f f, these have l i t t l e bearing to components or factors underlying the data and for t h i s reason C n and C are not meaningful. 
Finally as sample s i z e i s not used i n the c a l c u l a t i o n of C^, sig n i f i c a n c e 
2 
is not closely determined. D has the obvious advantage of being the 
metric in discriminant axes, and for t h i s and other reasons noted above 
is used in the present work. 
( i i ) Qualitative v a r i a b l e s . 
A wide range of s t a t i s t i c s has been formulated to handle multi-
nomial and gene frequency data; most have been developed only recently, 
within the l a s t ten years. Reviews of subsets of these measures have been 
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made by Constandse-Westermann (1972), George and S i c i l i a n o (1973), 
Goodman (1973), Gower (1972), Hedrick (1975), Kurcznski (1970), Nei (1973), 
Richmond (1972) and Balakrishnan and Sanghvi (1968). The former provides 
a c r i t i c a l assessment of those measures most frequently used i n physical 
anthropology l i t e r a t u r e as does Gower (1972), while examples of t h e i r em-
ployment are to be found in Weiner and Huizinga (1972). Nevertheless the 
development of these measures i s progressing at such a rate that consol-
idation of techniques and comparative studies are urgently required• 
Overall considerations for the design of such measures are those 
discussed in the introduction to the chapter for distance measures i n 
general, but qualitative data present a number of additional problems. 
The main aim i s to transform the population space to provide for homogeneous 
distances in the space and to 'decorrelate' attribute s t a t e s . This 
requires a transformation of the multinomial d i s t r i b u t i o n s that w i l l be 
spherically symmetrical and of constant dispersion independent of the mean 
(Balakrishnan and Sanghvi 1968; Edwards 1971). This has resulted i n 
compromise solutions as for instance with the new E measure which involves 
a stereographic projection into Euclidean space. The i n i t i a l use of 
angular transformations and the resultant curved space has been necessary 
for good reason; the variance of any attribute s t a t e i s a non-linear 
function of i t s frequency ( p ^ ( l - p-^/n). As such, no straightforward 
linear transformation can standardize variances throughout the space and 
the requirement of 'homogeneous distances' i s not met. However, the use 
of chord distances (old E, D) or stereographic projections of the hyper sphere 
surface (new E) are required to provide distances i n Euclidean space and 
the latter i s e s s e n t i a l for combining distances based on d i f f e r e n t l o c i or 
attributes (Edwards and C a v a l l i Sforza 1972). The r e l a t i v e merit of the 
different measures depends on the extent to which they s a t i s f y the require-
ments noted above without making undue assumptions or e f f e c t i n g undue 
distortions of the data. 
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Regarding the above, two points are of some importance. The 
first i s that though several of the measures account for s t a t i s t i c a l 
correlations between attribute states or a l l e l e s , not one deals with the 
correlation between attributes or l o c i . This i s no problem for distances 
based on independent l o c i but i s a d i f f i c u l t one for the present survey. 
Balakrishnan and Sanghvi (1968) have indicated that i f two characters are 
not independent they must be considered together by means of a multiple 
classification. The writer's comment on t h i s i s the same as that for 
the combination of individual ridge counts into TFRC or palmar deltas into 
TPPII. Much information i s l o s t and distances can be neutralized. To 
eliminate a l l but one variable of each correlated subset would be to 
abandon a great deal of valuable information altogether. This issue has 
been discussed i n greater d e t a i l i n the introduction to t h i s chapter. 
The second point r e f e r s to the widely acknowledged deficiency but at the 
same time robustness of a l l the measures. I t would appear that although 
the distance metrics have been constructed for d i f f e r e n t purposes and i n 
different ways correlation between them i s very high ( c f . , Hedrick 1975; 
Balakrishnan and Sanghvi 1972; Kurcznski 1970). The two things taken 
together imply that for the present survey one measure w i l l do as well as 
another. 
Recently Constandse-Westermann has attempted a c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of 
some of the measures, one that r e f l e c t s t h e i r basic properties and f a i l i n g s . 
With the l a t t e r d i v i s i o n i n mind the main features of the oftenmost used 
algorithms are discussed d i r e c t l y below. 
The simplest measures are those based on squared differences 
,2 r s j 2 
i j K j«i fc£i ( P ^ ~ P 2£) • I n t h e f o r m provided by Spuhler (1954) 
such differences are standardized by the degrees of freedom and the variance 
°f R provides a significance t e s t for the measure. However, these s t a t -
istics have no control over the e f f e c t s of the multinomial d i s t r i b u t i o n and 
differences i n proportions are not related to t h e i r variances. 
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2 One useful measure i s that based on the same p r i n c i p l e as x • 
This i s Sanghvi 1 s (1952, 1953) G g 2 (or G 2 ) . 
2 * 8 j + 1 2 
G s = j S l k S l ( p l j k " P 2 j k > / p j k 
Where p . and p9-, are proportions i n the k t h c l a s s for the j t h character l j k 2jk 
and P j k - i ( P l j k + P 2 k j > ' 
I t i s simple to calculate and correlates highly with other co-
efficients. More unexpectedly i t approximates angular transformation 
2 
measures and at the same time d i r e c t l y equates with V^, for a l l the l a t t e r 1 s 
sophisticated notation. 
D,2 = .L i l i A. d.. d 4 1 (Steinberg et alia 1966 k j - l k-1 1=1 J Jk j l Kurcznski 1970) 
where d j k = - P 2 j k , A^ 1 = ( A . ^ ) " 1 
elements of are p^ k 
" P j k * p j l f k * l* k > 1 = l* 2 " S j 
This measures the length of the difference vector between the 
vector p , a n d p,*., i n an S. dimensional space, with use of the elements r l j k ^2jk j 
of the dispersion matrix of each p a i r of samples combined. Naturally both 
share the same properties and f a i l i n g s , Orthogonality for attribute states 
is obtained as long as sample s i z e s are not too d i f f e r e n t . However, neither 
provides a significance test and each assumes equal dispersion matrices for 
the populations. This i s not upheld as the variances and covariances 
depend on the frequencies themselves. Homogeneous distances are provided 
throughout most of the space. 
Two other measures due to Balakrishnan and Sanghvi (1968) have 
• 9 • similar formulae to D and are based on the same computational p r i n c i p l e . K 
9 9 
These are B and G^. Instead however, the pooled dispersion matrix i s 
employed and distances are expressed i n terms of the pooled variance ( u n i t y ) . 
T&e difference between G 2 and B 2 i s i n the design of the dispersion matrix 
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(cf.> Balakrishnan and Sanghvi 1968; Kurcznski 1970). Both are said to 
provide for homogeneous distances and the 'decorrelation' of a t t r i b u t e 
states. Significance tests have not but could w e l l be provided i n the 
2 2 same manner as for new by determining T . The main d e f i c i e n c i e s of 
the s t a t i s t i c s are the assumption of equal dispersion matrices for a l l 
populations which i s highly u n l i k e l y e s p e c i a l l y for widely separated groups, 
and the fa i l u r e to s t a b i l i z e variances depending as they do on l i n e a r 
transformations. Balakrishnan and Sanghvi (1968, 1972) claim that th e i r 
main advantage i s that distances between populations in one study are 
directly comparable. As noted above t h i s depends on the assumption of 
equal variances and in any case t h i s property can be a d i s t i n c t disadvantage. 
2 
It results in non-comparability between studies, even l e s s than for D , 
because of the unstabilized variances, and entering additional populations 
into the calculations would require a r e c a l c u l a t i o n of a l l distances. 
As pointed out above, angular transformations of proportions 
attempt to s t a b i l i z e t h e i r variances leaving them dependent on sample siz e 
alone. The basis for most such transformations i s a square root function 
where: 
cos (* 2 j = * . . ) = ^ / ( p L j k . p 2 j k ) 
and $ are angles representing the proportions. For k a l l e l e s , distances 
are measured on a hyperspace with radius 1. As long as sample s i z e s are 
not greatly different, the property of homogeneous distances i s available 
throughout the space. 
Several measures have been made available by Bhattarcharya (1946), 
Fisher (1946), O l i v i e r and Howells (1960) and Malyutov et alia (1972) which 
leave unaltered the curved distances. Euclidean measures i n and from t h i s 
space are due to Edwards and C a v a l l i - S f o r z a (1964, 1967, 1969, 1971, 1972). 
First attempts involved using the chords between the vectors rather than 
the arc or cosine. For d i f f e r e n t l o c i and the multi-state case distances 
are: 
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V i (old) E 2 = ^ (2 - 2 k i l • ( p l j k . p 2 . k ) / . ^ S. 
A similar measure i s provided by D ( C a v a l l i Sforza et alia 1969). 
2 
More recently, Edwards (1971) has suggested the new measure E where: 
s i + i 
~ k£l / ( p l j k • P 2 j k > 
E 2 = 8 
6 j + l , Sj+1 
( 1 \h / ( P i j k / s j + 1 » ft + A. ' < p 2 j k / s j + i » 
For q l o c i , the squared distances can be summed and optionally 
divided by the degrees of freedom (S.)» 
The distance measure involves a stereographic projection of the 
surface of the hyptfsphere onto the tangent plane along an axis equally 
inclined to a l l the o r i g i n a l orthogonal axes ( c f . , Edwards and C a v a l l i 
Sforza 1972 p. 43 Figure 3 ) . The resultant projection i s orthomorphic 
zenithal. Spherical symmetry i s maintained at the expense of equal area 
but loss of constant dispersion at the v e r t i c e s i s not serious; the scale 
2 
factor i s sec (J$) where 3 i s the distance from the centre of the space. 
The properties of the s t a t i s t i c are as follows. Attribute 
states are fdecorrelated 1 by reducing dimensions, contrary to the c r i t i c i s m s 
of Balakrishnan and Sanghvi (1968) and Kurcznski (1970). Compared to 'old 1 
2 2 
E i t provides a better estimate of longer distances. Unlike B , G c or 
2 
Gs variances are standardized, and the measure i s s t r i c t l y comparable 
between different sets of data using the same l o c i . However, though var-
iances are available for 'old' E, D and 'new1 E, when sample s i z e s are equal, 
no provision has been made for them when these d i f f e r . Thus significance 
tests are not yet a v a i l a b l e . Gower points out that standardization of 
variances depends on sample s i z e and that no mention of t h i s i s made for 
'new' E by Edwards and C a v a l l i Sforza. Also, because of the abandonment 
°f equal area, the resultant distances are l e s s appropriate when proportions 
a r e under 0.1. Primarily these measures have been developed for 'genetic 1 
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variables but there seems no reason why they should not be applied to 
other attributes, 
A number of l e s s f a m i l i a r distance measures are a v a i l a b l e . 
Two of these discussed by Constandse-Westermann (1972 p. 117-121) are due 
to Grewal (1962) and Laughlin and Jorgensen (1956); both of these are 
based on angular transformations and present a number of p r a c t i c a l d i f f -
iculties. Other s t a t i s t i c s have been compared by Hedrick (1975) including 
his own probability of genetic i d e n t i t y (* H)> Nei's (1972) 1^ and Roger's 
S . Correlations among these three measures (including f o l d f E) were R 
with one exception noted to exceed 0.94. 
The choice of a distance c o e f f i c i e n t to be used i n the present 
survey i s not a great problem. Obviously more than one could be employed 
but this would l i k e l y be wasteful of time and output. F i r s t , none of the 
measures can account for correlations between a t t r i b u t e s . Secondly, the 
more sophisticated measures designed to handle large numbers of characters 
and to make necessary adjustments for the vagaries of multinomial d i s -
tributions are a l l at f a u l t on some point or other. I n any case, as has 
been repeatedly shown ( c f . , Balakrishnan and Sanghvi 1968, 1972; Hedrick 
1975; Kurcznski 1970) correlation between a l l the measures i s extremely 
high. 
"Naturally, over small areas near the centre of the population 
space a l l these measures amount to the same thing, i n which event one 
might as well abandon a l l pretence of s o p h i s t i c a t i o n and use the s t r a i g h t -
forward distance i n the o r i g i n a l ( k - l ) - f l a t given by X 2 = £ (p. - p ! ) 2 . " 
(Edwards and C a v a l l i Sforza 1972 p. 45.) 
In the present data, c o r r e l a t i o n occurs between most v a r i a b l e s 
deluding a wide range of values. Moreover, differences i n sample s i z e 
are significant. Any distance measure chosen w i l l only provide an approx-
imate estimate of b i o l o g i c a l d i v e r s i t y and none presents any p a r t i c u l a r 
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advantage. Herein new 'E' has been selected to produce preliminary 
results. Nevertheless, the dermatoglyphic data underline the need for 
measures with a l l the appropriate properties mentioned above together with 
the ability to handle correlations between att r i b u t e s ( l o c i ) and differences 
in sample s i z e . 
B. Analysis of Distance Measures. 
Two fundamentally d i s t i n c t methods are available for the analysis 
of distance matrices, - usually termed respectively ordination and c l u s t e r -
ing techniques. As mentioned e a r l i e r , their main value i s i n providing 
some display of the relationships, variably labelled as low dimensional 
organizations or c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s of the units depending on the research 
objectives. Their obvious benefit to population studies, however, should 
not be exaggerated. No s a t i s f a c t o r y methods e x i s t for s e l e c t i n g one or 
the other technique for representation, and then researchers are forced to 
choose from a bewildering array of subroutines e s p e c i a l l y of c l u s t e r i n g . 
Secondly, and paramount i n decision making, both techniques and a l l sub-
routines effect d i s t o r t i o n of the o r i g i n a l matrices. Even so, measures 
of*stress* and ' s t r a i n 1 are poorly developed, and for c l u s t e r i n g algorithms 
are usually not made avail a b l e i n computer programmes. With these l i m i t -
ations in mind, the displays accompanying the present chapter are meant as 
illustrative devices to f a c i l i t a t e interpretation not as unique represent-
ations of true relationships. 
Ordination i s broadly defined as the location of g units (or OTUs 
in the sense of Sneath and Sokal (1963, 1973) i n an a t t r i b u t e space of q 
o r g - 1 dimensions (whichever i s l e s s ) but usually for i l l u s t r a t i v e pur-
poses in far l e s s , two or three. Clustering i s a process for determining 
partitions of a set of units based on desirable properties, the number of 
breaks being 1 to g - 1 (Sneath and Sokal 1973 p. 201). A comparison of 
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the two techniques b a s i c a l l y distinguishes distances i n Euclidean space 
for ordination and for c l u s t e r i n g those with the ultrametric property 
noted below i n phenograms 
(a, b) < { ( a , c ) , (b,c)} 
Ultrametric distance has been shown by Gower (1972) to be a 
special case of Euclidean distance which holds the f a m i l i a r relationship 
(a, b) < (a, c) + (b, c) 
Reduction of dimensionality i n ordination as for instance i n PCA 
is likely to obscure f i n e r relationships involving smaller distances. On 
the other hand, broad relationships are perhaps better portrayed. The very 
different form of representation makes ordination more appropriate for 
spatial studies, and c l u s t e r i n g with the use of phenograms for numerical 
taxonomy. In the present study larger distances are l i k e l y to be more s i g -
nificant and thus the r e l a t i v e placement of units i n limited axes more use f u l . 
There i s however no reason why f i n e r d e t a i l s cannot be examined by s e l e c t i n g 
unit subsets or by extending solutions to high dimensionality. Of course, 
the results of cl u s t e r i n g for geographical studies do not have to be sum-
marized i n dendrograms. Either regional centroids or population modes w i l l 
usually provide more than adequate v e r t i c e s from which to design graphs or 
Wroclaw diagrams. Linkages can be assessed i n the context of geographical 
location. In practice, these l a t t e r representations based on correct geo-
graphical placement of regional centroids have i n the present study been 
found to be wholly unsatisfactory. The crossing of linkages and i s o l i n e s 
frequently necessitates i n i t i a l ordination and phenograms i n that case 
prove more sa t i s f a c t o r y . 
( i ) Ordination techniques. 
A number of techniques are a v a i l a b l e for mapping distances into 
few dimensions of Euclidean space. A d i s t i n c t i o n can be made between the 
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metric latent root and vector s t a t i s t i c a l routines and non-metric 
scaling techniques based on i t e r a t i v e optimization for ordering un i t s . 
(a) Metric ordination. 
These s t a t i s t i c a l techniques have already been discussed, and 
include principal components an a l y s i s , factor a n a l y s i s and discriminant 
function analysis. PCA and FA can be applied to relationships between 
units as well as to v a r i a t e s . These are known as Q as opposed to R 
techniques. Discriminant function a n a l y s i s i s c l o s e l y associated with 
2 
Mahalanobis1 D and i t s appropriateness for the a n a l y s i s of a priori 
groups has been indicated. 
More recently a variant of PCA has been described by Gower (1966). 
It i s a Q technique founded on a s i m i l a r i t y matrix between u n i t s . The 
principal co-ordinates or vectors are l i n e a r combinations of the individual 
scores. I t has an advantage when g < q; moreover i t allows the choice of 
a similarity measure. Major features of the technique are noted i n Gower 
(1972) and i t has been applied by Hiemaux (1972) to h i s African data. 
Where complete continuous data are a v a i l a b l e , p r i n c i p a l co-ordinates analysis 
using generalized distances and the transformation noted by Gower (1966, 
1972) w i l l produce exactly the f i n a l configuration as PCA operating on a 
matrix of correlation c o e f f i c i e n t s . Also, p r i n c i p a l co-ordinates a n a l y s i s 
2 
of a D matrix i s i d e n t i c a l to that of a canonical v a r i a t e a n a l y s i s . 
These several techniques and non-metric multidimensional scaling 
have been compared by Doran and Hodson (1975) for archaeological data. As 
would be expected r e s u l t s vary with emphasis on units and v a r i a b l e s and for 
rotated and unrotated components solutions. For a priori groups the most 
appropriate vectors are those distinguished by multiple discriminant and 
principal co-ordinates a n a l y s i s as discrimination between groups i s max-
imized. In the present study, the l a t t e r has e f f e c t i v e l y been applied to 
the generalized distances. However, the ordination technique most widely 
nsed herein belongs to the category below. 
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(b) Non-metric multidimensional s c a l i n g (NMMS). 
Non-metric multidimensional s c a l i n g i s a technique for producing 
a configuration of points, usually 2 to g - 1 dimensions (maximum i s usually 
10) from a matrix of distances using only the information on t h e i r ranking. 
(Herein, dimensions of solutions are referred to as DM = 2 ... g - 1.) 
Starting with an i n i t i a l configuration, optimal geometric representations 
of the data are found by an i t e r a t i v e procedure. This configuration i s 
modified u n t i l there i s minimal d i s t o r t i o n between distances i n the space 
and those required to maintain the mono t o n i c i t y of ranking i n the o r i g i n a l 
dissimilarity matrix. The success of each subsequent i t e r a t i o n i s measured 
by the stress and s t r e s s r a t i o . Goodness of f i t measures are generally 
the Guttman-Lingoes c o e f f i c i e n t of a l i e n a t i o n or Kruskal's s t r e s s c o e f f i c i e n t . 
The latter i s given by: 
S = A(d.. - d..)2/Y d?. 
L I J i j L i j 
where d.. i s the distance between any two points and d. . are those numbers 
which minimize the s t r e s s by maintaining the monotonicity of the function. 
Generally there i s a choice of either a Euclidean or Manhattan metric. 
Computational models are given i n Shepard (1962), Kruskal (1964a,b) and 
Lingoes and Roskam (1971). 
Naturally, the scale of the computer map i s a standardized one, 
and results may be rotated, r e f l e c t e d as w e l l as uniformly expanded or 
contracted. The probability of obtaining a r e f l e c t e d solution i s about 
0.5. Choice of the number of dimensions for display i s generally based 
somewhat subjectively on the stress/dimensionality curve, though of course 
there w i l l be a premium on deriving a s a t i s f a c t o r y two-dimensional solution. 
The method was i n i t i a l l y developed i n psychology but has been 
successfully extended to archaeology and geology. Theoretical d e t a i l s and 
examples of application are given i n Shepard et alia (1972). The method 
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has. several advantages. I t uses l e s s information than metric techniques 
and the resulting low dimensional configurations are indicated as not 
being greatly d i f f e r e n t (Gower 1972). Nevertheless, problems e x i s t . 
More units than dimensions are needed to obtain a unique solution, perhaps 
ten units for two dimensions. Also the technique has a tendency to pick 
out local rather than global optima. This implies that f i n a l configurations 
depend somewhat on the i n i t i a l configuration. For geographical data these 
latter d i f f i c u l t i e s can be avoided by entering i n i t i a l co-ordinates for 
units based on regional centroids. As mentioned above, subsets of units 
forming tight c l u s t e r s can be extracted for closer examination. 
( i i ) Clustering techniques. 
Reviews on the l i t e r a t u r e of c l u s t e r analysis are given i n B a l l 
(1966), Gower (1967), Hartigan (1975), Jardine and Sibson (1968b) and Sneath 
and Sokal (1963, 1973). A general point that emerges from these and other 
publications i s the multitide of algorithms available and the d i f f i c u l t y of 
classifying them. Basic d i v i s i o n s develop out of the dichotomies of 
agglomerative versus d i v i s i v e methods, h i e r a r c h i c a l versus norr s t r a t i f i e d 
methods and non-overlapping versus overlapping methods. Most techniques 
used belong to the category of sequential agglomerative h i e r a r c h i c a l , non-
overlapping clustering, given the acronym of SAHN by Sneath and Sokal. The 
large number of clus t e r i n g algorithms i n t h i s category alone e l i c i t s 
decisions for which there are no objective standards. Though d i s t o r t i o n 
measures (Ay) have been developed by Hartigan (1967) and Jardine (1971), 
these are generally ava i l a b l e as standard output with programme packages 
nor can one be certa i n that the large number of comparisons to be made 
warrants the expenditure of e f f o r t i n repeated analyses. SAHN techniques 
vary widely from the extremes of chaining algorithms such as single linkage 
clustering to maximum linkage and i t s production of homostats. I n between 
a r e included centroid and average linkage techniques with t h e i r several 
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modifications, and the increasingly widely used h i e r a r c h i c a l c l u s t e r i n g 
method of Ward (1963). 
An axiomatic approach to the choice of an algorithm has been 
made by Jardine and Sibson (1968). Beside the standard invariance require-
ments, these authors have drawn up a number of c r i t e r i a they believe any 
classification scheme should s a t i s f y . I t seems somewhat i r o n i c that the 
requirements uniquely determine single linkage cl u s t e r i n g (SL) also the 
simplest to use. Single linkage c l u s t e r i n g , devised by Florek et alia 
(1951), gives phenograms of i d e n t i c a l topology from any montonic trans-
formation of a d i s s i m i l a r i t y matrix. Thus, the ordinal 'minimal method1 
of Johnson (1967). 
Due to high d i s t o r t i o n values associated with non-overlapping 
hierarchical clustering Jardine and Sibson (1968b) defined a family of over-
lapping clustering methods (B^ c l u s t e r i n g ) . These are based on modifications 
of single linkage cl u s t e r i n g where k denotes the number of overlaps permitted 
at any given rank. The more overlaps allowed, the more the hierarchy 
resembles the o r i g i n a l d i s s i m i l a r i t y matrix. Needless to say, some form 
of i n i t i a l ordination i s necessary for graphic representation. A fundamental 
problem with the method i s the choice of k. Also, increasing the value of 
k i s unlikely to produce r e s u l t s v i s u a l l y more meaningful than the ordination 
itself. 
An issue having p r i o r i t y over the choice of a c l u s t e r i n g algorithm 
is whether or not to apply c l u s t e r a n a l y s i s at a l l . I t s main use i s i n the 
field of numerical taxonomy where c l u s t e r s of OTUs can more reasonably be 
expected. The existence of c l u s t e r s i n a distance matrix can be sought 
by inspecting the frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n of the distances (Hiernaux 1972 
P» 105). I n the present survey the number of groups i s small and w e l l 
defined clusters are not expected. Thus single linkage phenograms are 
provided for comparison only with NMMS ordinations. However as SL 
clustering accesses a minimal amount of information d i s t o r t i o n of the 
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overall pattern of distances i s l i k e l y to be high. Yet a l l c l u s t e r i n g 
and ordination techniques d i s t o r t the data i n some way or other. The 
writer prefers ordinations which indicate the degree of s t r e s s and for 
which different dimensionalities and subsets can be rapidly examined. 
( i i i ) Comparison of distance matrices. 
Recently, methods of comparing distance matrices have been 
developed. One of these i s c a l l e d individual difference s c a l i n g by i t s 
authors (Wish and Carrol 1971). This generates a scaling based on several 
configurations, indicating the extent to which the common ordination i s 
related to each individual ordination. Doran and Hodson found the tech-
nique to be 'cumbersome and not illuminating 1 with archaeological data. 
A more sophisticated approach incorporates a n a l y t i c techniques 
due entirely to Gower (1966, 1971) involving the construction of p r i n c i p a l 
co-ordinates and rot a t i o n a l f i t t i n g of independent configurations. The 
procedure has been drawn together i n Doran and Hodson (1975) and c a l l e d 
constellation a n a l y s i s . The basic steps are: 
a) A principal co-ordinates analysis of each co n s t e l l a t i o n of points. 
b) Each configuration i s superimposed on one another, and rotated 
around a common or i g i n u n t i l the best f i t between the corresponding points 
occurs. The procedure accounts for r e f l e c t i o n . The sum of the squared 
differences between corresponding points i s the measure of f i t or m i s f i t 
2 
(M ) and the procedure i t e r a t e s to 
2 r n 2 ^ A v-»min 
i ^ l A ™ i 
0 Finally, the M2s are treated as distances and referred to p r i n c i p a l 
axes to give a f i n a l diagram summarizing relationships between constellations 
However for a l l i t s sop h i s t i c a t i o n , t h i s package has a number of 
serious d e f i c i e n c i e s . F i r s t , the best solution of X on Y i s not that of 
Y 2 °n X and a representative M would n e c e s s a r i l y have to be an average. 
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Secondly, the d i s t r i b u t i o n properties of M are not known for the f i v e 
main types of distance comparisons outlined by Gower (1971), and t h i s i s 
essential for an objective a n a l y s i s . As i t i s , one cannot be sure what 
an M2 of particular value r e a l l y means. Rotational f i t t i n g was developed 
by Gower to overcome problems associated with the much simpler and more 
meaningful technique of b i v a r i a t e c o r r e l a t i o n . Gower (1971) noted that 
researchers frequently depend on high correlations as indicating a strong 
linear relationship between data sets when often such correlations were 
produced by a single value located some distance away from a main c l u s t e r 
(this producing g - 1 long distances and J (g - l ) ( g - 2) short d i s t a n c e s ) . 
The writer would indicate that the r e l i a n c e on such 'spurious' relationships 
is not the fa u l t of the technique and that with the car e f u l application of 
product moment correlations, rank correlations and scattergrams such 
aberrant distributions would become obvious. I t should be borne i n mind 
that bivariate correlation a n a l y s i s u t i l i z e s the f u l l information i n the 
distances, whereas ordinations of them i n two dimensions may be based on 
relatively small eigenvalues. S t i l l , r o t a t i o n a l f i t t i n g was developed to 
compare ordinations not distances and the d i s t i n c t i o n should be kept i n 
mind. I t i s noteworthy that Gower did not suggest the use of r o t a t i o n a l 
fitting for predictive studies. I n the present state of our knowledge i t 
would seem wise to confine analyses to e a s i l y communicable techniques. 
C. Computer Output. 
( i ) Discriminant a n a l y s i s and Mahalanobis' generalized distance. 
Multiple discriminant a n a l y s i s and the c a l c u l a t i o n of Mahalanobis' 
generalized distances have been effected by way of SPSS subprogram 
DISCRIMINANT. Input consisted of the f u l l data matrix. The programme 
has f a c i l i t i e s for s e l e c t i v e entry of va r i a b l e s and the in c l u s i o n of p r i o r 
probabilities. Stepwise mode has been used throughout based on Rao's V. 
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At any step t h i s s e l e c t s variables which lead to the greatest o v e r a l l 
separation of groups. P a r t i a l F to enter and remove were retained at 
a default value of unity. For the computation of generalized distances 
a l l variables were allowed to contribute to group separation. Output 
consists of; 
a) Group counts, means and standard deviations. 
b) A oneway analysis of variance t e s t for equality of group means 
on single discriminating variables giving Wilks 1 lambda 
( U - s t a t i s t i c ) and the univariate F - r a t i o . 
c) Pooled within groups covariance and c o r r e l a t i o n matrices. 
d) Prior p r o b a b i l i t i e s . 
e) For each step i s a matrix of pairwise F - r a t i o s , a t e s t for 
2 
Mahalanobis 1 D between groups. These are t e s t s for the 
equality of group centroids. 
f) For each step i s reported Wilks ? lambda, the approximate 
F-ratio, Rao's V and change i n V together with the degrees of 
freedom and significance l e v e l . Also given are the p a r t i a l 
F-ratios for removal and entry of v a r i a b l e s . A l l these 
s t a t i s t i c s are s i m i l a r l y reported for each step i n a summary 
table. 
g) For each discriminant function i s reported the eigenvalue and 
the proportion of the variance explained by each; a l s o , the 
2 
canonical c o r r e l a t i o n , Wilks' lambda with accompanying x > 
the degrees of freedom and the s i g n i f i c a n c e l e v e l , 
b) For each discriminant function i s given the standardized and 
unstandardized discriminant function c o e f f i c i e n t s and the 
group centroids. 
i ) A c l a s s i f i c a t i o n array indicating the percentage correct 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n for the groups. 
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DISCRIMINANT also outputs the group covariance matrices and 
tests for their equality. As yet these have not been implemented at the 
NUMAC ins t a l l a t i o n and as such the present r e s u l t s are interpreted as 
preliminary findings. Subprogram DISCRIMINANT reports only the matrix 
2 
of pairwise F-ratios. These are related to Mahalanobis 1 D by 
2 
F i j = { ( n " g " q + 1 ) n i j * D i j / ( n ~ S) 
q ( n i + n^) 
and converted by a small subsidiary private programme to: 
2 
D. . = F..(n - q) q (n. + n.) 
L J 12 { J } 
1 (n - g - q + 1) n -
where n i s the number of individuals i n a l l the samples included within 
the analysis. 
2 
( i i ) Edwards' E distance. 
The programme (/EAT 10/MAGG) to output Edwards' (1971) distance 
2 
measure, 'new' E , was developed between October 1971 and February 1972 by 
Dr Elizabeth Thompson of the S t a t i s t i c a l Laboratory, Cambridge. Input 
simply consists of frequencies of each attribute state for each population 
and the 'dimensions' of the a n a l y s i s , that i s the number of populations, 
f l o c i ' and ' a l l e l e s ' . Attribute states for which frequencies were zero 
were combined with 'adjacent' categories. Output consists of: 
2 
a) Distances E and E for each a t t r i b u t e (locus) Separately. 
2 
b) Distances E and E over a l l a t t r i b u t e s ( l o c i ) . 
c) Normalized distances i n which E and E are divided by the 
degrees of freedom. For populations with the same a t t r i b u t e s , 
t h i s involves a monotonic transformation. For the present 
survey the larger unstandardized distances prove more us e f u l . 
d) The degrees of freedom or number of dimensions. 
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( i i i ) Non-metric multidimensional scaling. 
The non-metric multidimensional scaling programme MINISSA-1 
i n i t i a l l y used was that of Roskam and Lingoes (1970). This incorporates 
features of both Kruskal's (1964a,b) MDSCAL and of Guttman (1968) and 
Lingoes1 (1965, 1966) SSA-I. I t s s u p e r i o r i t y allegedly resides i n 
a) the v i r t u a l elimination of termination i n l o c a l optimum traps; 
b) more rapid convergence to a solut i o n ; c) the f a c i l i t y of options to 
manipulate the data and the configuration. The options available are 
discussed i n Roskam and Lingoes (1970). Input consists of a lower 
triangular association matrix. For the present work choice of a Euclidean 
metric has been made and i t e r a t i o n s are based on a Guttman-Lingoes i n i t i a l 
configuration. Output included: 
a) Co-ordinates and configurations f o r the groups i n the reduced 
space. Each solution was taken to f i v e dimensions or less i f 
stress d i f f e r e d l i t t l e from zero. 
b) Three measures of d i s t o r t i o n . Herein, Kruskal's normalized 
stress c o e f f i c i e n t i s reported. 
Later ordinations were effected using the updated, more f l e x i b l e 
and better documented OSIRIS MINISSA-1 program. 
Other results produced i n t h i s chapter have been computed using 
the various u t i l i t y programmes i n SPSS namely PEARSON CORR, SCATTERGRAM, 
NONPAR CORR and CROSSTABS, 
Regional Relationships based on the Derma to glyphic Variables. 
A» S t a t i s t i c a l Analysis. 
For b i o l o g i c a l distances based on dermatoglyphic variables there 
can be no computation of a s t r i c t l y genetic component or ascertainment of 
gene frequencies. Even the most highly i n h e r i t e d t r a i t (TFRC or TFAC) 
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has some environmental component. Again h e r i t a b i l i t y estimates have 
usually been based on compound features not on t h e i r various parts and 
though for instance i t would seem that TFRC or TFAC are polygenic, from 
this one cannot be certain j u s t how RF1 - LF5 or RFR1 - LFU5 are i n h e r i t e d . 
Nevertheless insights f o r fur t h e r study from PCA and FA have been given i n 
Chapter 8. Herein some d i s t i n c t i o n has been made between variables having 
high and low h e r i t a b i l i t y estimates. I n t h i s way where p l a u s i b l e , two 
types of distance measure have been computed (beside that i s those established 
on different algorithms). The f i r s t category includes those based on a 
limited number of variables believed to have high h e r i t a b i l i t i e s ; a second 
category on altogether larger numbers of variables regardless of h e r i t a b i l i t y . 
This necessary a r b i t r a r y d i s t i n c t i o n i s made clear d i r e c t l y below. The 
known background to the genetics and h e r i t a b i l i t y of the features studied 
is given i n Chapter 6. 
Sedgefield has been omitted from a l l the following analyses 
due to the absence of d i g i t a l data. The programme of analyses and the 
layout of results i s as follows. 
( i ) Sex d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n . 
As a comparative base, discriminant function analysis has been 
effected for the fundamental sex d i v i s i o n . S i g n i f i c a n t differences 
between these groups are known to extend to many variables (Table 9.2) 
and both the corresponding c l a s s i f i c a t i o n array and distances are of 
interest. Discrimination i s based on two suites of variables indicated 
under D* u ) and ^ b e l o w . 
( i i ) An analysis of regional associations founded on residence 
a f f i l i a t i o n (Stage A). 
This involves: 
a) Group discrimination and the computation of generalized distances 
based on variables w i t h continuous scales and high h e r i t a b i l i t i e s 
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(>0.75). Without undue r e p l i c a t i o n , nineteen variables alone 
f a l l i n t o t h i s category. These are RF1 - LF5, the palmar 
ridge counts ab, be and cd on both hands, the mainline index 
MAINADT, TFPII and TPPII. Distances based on them are noted as 
2 
^(19)* B e s i d e giving maximal genetic distances between groups 
the d i s t r i b u t i o n of these variables should cause the least 
problems for the assessment of regional a f f i n i t i e s f o r the 
reduced samples of subsequent stages B, C and D. On the other 
hand, one important drawback of t h i s group of variables i s the 
sizeable c o r r e l a t i o n between several of them especially homologues. 
In t h i s sense, i t does not provide an extensive series f o r group 
discrimination. 
Group discrimination and the computation of generalized 
distances based on a large suite of variables having i n t e r v a l 
r a t i o scales of measurement and fo r which h e r i t a b i l i t i e s vary 
widely. Sixty two a t t r i b u t e s are involved embracing: 
RFR1 - LFU5 P3R, P3L T1R, TIL 
RD1 - LD5 P3TR, P3TL T2R, T2L 
RAB - RCD P4R, P4L HYPOR, HYPOL 
LAB - LCD PHR, PHL INTOR, INTOL 
MAINADR, MAINADL CHR, CHL P2R + P2L 
TEFR, TEFL TR, TL RHR + RHL 
Only the mainline terms because of t h e i r impoverished 
measurement scales have been omitted. 
As some of the samples are small (N 30) and as f o r pattern 
I I and H r p < 0.05, P2R/P2L and RHR/RHL have been combined. This 
subsection i s la r g e l y experimental especially as the program i n 
i t s present state f a i l s t o test f o r variance i n e q u a l i t y . M u l t i -
variate normality of the d i s t r i b u t i o n s i s assumed from c e n t r a l 
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l i m i t theorem. Phenetic distances based on these 
2 
att r i b u t e s are referred to as D ( $ 2 ) # 
c) The construction of distance matrices of Edwards1 (1971) 
2 . 2 E for three variable suites. For the computation of E , 
discrimination of dermal a t t r i b u t e s on the basis of 
h e r i t a b i l i t y does not suggest a rewarding l i n e of i n q u i r y . 
At best h e r i t a b i l i t y values are 0.6 ( c f . , Chapter 6) and 
for any distance matrix environmental e f f e c t s would be 
prominent regardless of the a t t r i b u t e s selected. Instead, 
variables are grouped on an anatomical basis. These and 
the notation of the distances are given below. 
2 
E^ 1 Q j D i g i t a l variables RD1 - LD5 
2 
E(32) P a ^ m a r variables. T h i r t y two a t t r i b u t e s comprising: 
PTR, PTL P3TR, P3TL RHR, RHL MAINAR, MAINAL 
RTR, RTL P4R, P4L TR, TL MAINBR, MAINBL 
P2R, P2L PHR, PHL T1R, TIL MAINCR, MAINCL 
P3R, P3L CHR, CHL T2R, T2L MAINDR, MAINDL 
E(42) D * - 8 i t a l a n d palmar variables i n E ( ] Q ) a n c* E ( 3 2 ) 
including f o r t y two a t t r i b u t e s . 
I t should be understood that no attempt has been made to 
eliminate correlated a t t r i b u t e s on a wide scale f o r these 
2 
distances and that E (as CRL) takes no account f o r c o r r e l a t i o n 
between variables. Whereas f o r t and t ' perfect c o r r e l a t i o n i s 
thwarted by delta d u p l i c i t y , there was no point i n adding summary 
variables or deltas t e f or t b to the array. Furthermore i t 
should be noted that the choice of the three variable suites 
i s intended to provide a l i m i t e d v a r i e t y of perspectives f o r 
the complete data set. From the r e s u l t s of the previous chapter 
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a detailed study of 1taxonomic 1 correlations would at t h i s 
stage not prove useful. On the other hand, a single 
distance matrix i s i n s u f f i c i e n t f o r comparative purposes, 
d) A comparison of the various distances, both those founded 
on d i f f e r e n t algorithms and those including d i f f e r e n t 
subsets of variables. 
( i i i ) The patterning and comparison of association matrices f o r 
separate stages based on d i f f e r e n t regional a f f i l i a t i o n c r i t e r i a . 
This area of inquiry necessarily forms a more l i m i t e d subsection 
of analysis and re s u l t s . The four stages are those of the previous 
chapter. A f f i l i a t i o n refers to selection of individuals on residence 
(Stage A), birthplace (Stage B), birthplace i n conjunction w i t h the r u r a l / 
urban dichotomy (Stage C) and the regional conjunction of two grandparental 
birthplaces or GDUO (Stage D). The main imposition i s that of the small 
size of many samples (Table 9.1). Thus only variables having continuous 
interval r a t i o measurement scales are adequate f o r the purpose of computing 
biological distances f o r the l a t t e r stages. The a t t r i b u t e s selected are 
2 
the nineteen most highly h e r i t a b l e noted above as D^^. The subsection 
is divided into two parts including an examination of 
a) the patterning of associations i n the distance matrices 
for separate stages and 
b) a comparison of distance matrices f o r separate stages. 
To save space, occasional long sequences of u n i t names are 
replaced by t h e i r code numbers i n respect of t h e i r l i s t i n g i n the general 
key to the figures and noted to the l e f t of matrices f o r the present 
chapter. 
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B, Results. 
( i ) Sex d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n . 
Discriminant function analysis of sex has been effected using 
2 2 
two separate variable s u i t e s , those noted under d Q Q , ) A N C * D(£2) a ^ o v e * 
As numbers for both groups were much the same, p r i o r p r o b a b i l i t i e s were 
retained at 0.5. Naturally, one discriminant function was derived i n 
each case. 
2 
(a) Discriminant function analysis of sex using variable group d Q Q J » 
For six of the 19 variables entered the change i n Rao's V proved 
not to be s i g n i f i c a n t . But for RF4/LF4 these included homologues of 
variables previously included i n the analysis. As expected, the groups 
differ s i g n i f i c a n t l y . The pairwise F-ratio i s 12.964 (df = 19,3312) and 
2 
P < 0.001. The corresponding D i s 0.298. However, discrimination on 
these variables i s f a r from complete, correct c l a s s i f i c a t i o n being l i t t l e 
more than 60.5%. 
2 
(b) Discriminant function analysis of sex using variable group D ^ ) * 
Twenty seven out of the 62 o r i g i n a l variables indicated a 
significant change i n Rao's V at P < 0.05. Coefficient weightings on the 
function i n excess of 0.32 are registered by RFR1, RFU1, RFR2, RFR3, LFR1 
and RD1. The moderate weightings associated w i t h the remaining members of 
RD1 - LD5 and t h e i r r e l a t i v e l y early entry i n the analysis demonstrates 
that much information i s available on the d i g i t s a f t e r the i n c l u s i o n of 
digital ridge counts. 
The pairwise m u l t i p l e F-ratio and corresponding generalized 
distance are highly s i g n i f i c a n t ( F ( 3 6 3 2 Q 3 ) « 14.151, P < 0.001; D 2 = 0.638). 
Nevertheless, though D 2 i s somewhat i n f l a t e d , correct c l a s s i f i c a t i o n i s not 
much improved. 
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Predicted Group Membership 
Males Females N 
Count 979 548 
Males 1527 
% 64.1 35.9 
• r l 
•g Count 562 1151 
Females 
% 32.8 67.2 
<D 1713 
Correct c l a s s i f i c a t i o n 65.7% 
The present results confirm previous findings f o r sex d i f f e r e n t -
iation on dermatoglyphic variables necessitating t h e i r separate treatment 
in studies of spa t i a l v a r i a t i o n and genetic and anatomical c o r r e l a t i o n s . 
However, discrimination i s f a r from successful; the m i s c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of 
occasional p r i n t s would be unacceptably high. 
( i i ) An analysis of regional associations founded on residence 
a f f i l i a t i o n (Stage A). 
2 
(a) Variable set 
Males 
Of the 19 variables entered i n t o MDA, 11 created s i g n i f i c a n t 
changes i n Wilks f X including at least one member of each count homologue 
and MAINADT, but excluding both TFPII and TPPII. Only 4 of the functions 
determined explained more than 10% of the variance e x i s t i n g i n the d i s -
criminatory variables, the f i r s t two cumulatively 42.23%. A l l canonical 
correlations were less than 0.18 and only 6 exceeded 0.1. Thus the prop-
ortion of variance i n the discriminatory variables explained by the un i t s 
is small. S i m i l a r l y , w i t h the removal of information i n each func t i o n 
significant changes i n Wilks 1 X were produced by the f i r s t s i x alone. 
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The importance of entering p r i o r p r o b a b i l i t i e s f o r populations 
with very d i f f e r e n t sample sizes was c l e a r l y demonstrated i n the c l a s s i f -
ication array. Entering p r i o r p r o b a b i l i t i e s proportional to sample size 
raised correct c l a s s i f i c a t i o n from 10.78% to 16.34%. Of f a r greater con-
sequence i s the complete r e s t r u c t u r i n g of the array. With P = 0.5 correct 
classification n a t u r a l l y weighs heavily on small samples. With P = N^ /N 
most individuals were c l a s s i f i e d i n t o three main u n i t s , Teesdale (22.0%), 
Richmond/Swaledale (35.4%) and Harrogate (50.0%), correct c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s 
for them being noted i n parentheses. A tabulation of the array would not 
be informative. Zero or near zero entries are recorded on the main diagonal 
for Weardale, Wensleydale, Bedale, Ripon, Otley, I l k l e y , Skipton/Upper 
Wharf edale and Sedbergh. Values fo r Nidderdale and Ribblesdale/Ingle ton 
are 9.8% and 8.8% respectively. Clearly there i s no evidence f o r the 
existence of d i s t i n c t populations. 
Only 7 of the 78 elements i n the m u l t i v a r i a t e F-matrix proved 
to be sign i f i c a n t at P < 0.05, r e f l e c t i n g the o v e r a l l non-significance of 
2 
results noted m the previous chapter. The s i g n i f i c a n t values of D i n -
volved two u n i t s , Bedale and Nidderdale, both of which are represented by 
small samples (Table 10.1). 
An NMMS display f o r DM = 2 i s given i n Figure 10.1. Stress 
values for solutions of two to f i v e dimensions together w i t h s i m i l a r values 
for the females are given d i r e c t l y below: 
NMMS Stress 
Dimensionality Male Females 
2 .0906 .0909 
3 .0385 .0369 
4 .0193 .0166 
5 .0028 .0021 
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Kruskal's stress i s su r p r i s i n g l y low fo r DM = 2 though 
significantly improved f o r three dimensions. These are capable of 
representation but stereograms have problems of aspect and are not 
displayed i n t h i s report. The main features may be b r i e f l y summarized. 
The most disparate populations are those f o r which sample size i s small 
namely Wensleydale, Bedale, Nidderdale, Otley and Sedbergh. There i s 
however some h i n t of geographical order noted i n the r e l a t i v e placement 
of points and distances between them; f o r instance, sequences 1-2-3-4-5-13, 
9-10 and 1,2 w i t h 6,8,10,11,12. Notable discrepancies do occur; the 
implied closer association of Weardale, Teesdale and Ripon than of the 
former two with Richmond/Swaledale, the disrupted sequence of u n i t s from 
Ilkley to Ribblesdale/Ingle ton and the 'mix' of Richmond/Swaledale, 
Harrogate and Ribblesdale/Ingleton. D i s t o r t i o n of the o r i g i n a l distance 
matrix i n 2 dimensions i s p a r t i a l l y resolved i n DM = 3, where f o r axes 1 
and 3, Weardale, Richmond/Swaledale and Ripon/Harrogate cluster closely 
and are bridged by Teesdale. This s o l u t i o n i s very s i m i l a r to that of 
axes 1 and 2 i n DM = 4. 
A display of units i n the f i r s t two canonical variates i s given 
in Figure 10.2. The proximity of the metric and non-metric solutions 
gives some c r e d i b i l i t y to the r e l a t i v e placement of u n i t s . Nevertheless 
there are differences, the most noteworthy of which i l l u s t r a t e s the d i f f -
iculty of distances between units 1,2,3,6 and 8 to be resolved i n a stable 
configuration. 
Females 
Thirteen of the 19 o r i g i n a l variables have produced s i g n i f i c a n t 
changes i n Wilks 1 X. As before, the se include but f o r count ab, a member 
of each homologue p a i r . The p r i o r i t y of variables i s d i f f e r e n t , count cd 
and TPPH propagating the most s i g n i f i c a n t changes. 
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Only 3 of the functions explain more than 10% of the variance 
held by the discriminating variables, the f i r s t two cumulatively 48,1%. 
Again canonical correlations are low. The maximal value i s 0.192 and only 
four functions exceed 0.1. S i g n i f i c a n t values f o r Wilks 1 X are noted f o r 
the f i r s t 6 functions. 
The picture presented by the c l a s s i f i c a t i o n array i s much the 
same as that f o r the males. Entering p r i o r p r o b a b i l i t i e s f o r sample size 
raised correct c l a s s i f i c a t i o n from 10.37% to 14.63%. However, nearly a l l 
individuals have been c l a s s i f i e d i n t o two populations, Teesdale and Harrogate. 
Correct c l a s s i f i c a t i o n f o r these two un i t s i s 52.6% and 43.8% respectively. 
Otherwise, only f o r Skip ton/Upper Wharf edale (7.5%) and Ribblesdale/ 
Ingleton (6.6%) are such values d i f f e r e n t from zero. 
With regard to the m u l t i v a r i a t e F-matrix, the number of s i g n i f i c a n t 
2 
distances (4) i s exactly that expected by chance. Only the s i g n i f i c a n t D 
between Teesdale and I l k l e y does not involve small samples (Table 10.1). 
An NMMS display f o r the generalized distances based on a l l the 
variables i s given i n Figure 10.3. Stress values f o r various dimension-
alities were given above. As for the males the most d i s t i n c t u n its are 
those having small samples, though the placement of Wensleydale i s no 
further from the main cluster than I l k l e y . Spatial organization i s not 
well developed. The only correct sequence evident i s 10-11-12. Some 
separation of units 4,5,13 from the remainder occurs i n much the same way 
as the development of the central col on choropleth maps. Too many 
associations relate to ron-contiguous units and as the F-ratios i n d i c a t e , 
relative placement of points i n these and subsequent axes i s not s i g n i f i c a n t . 
As for the males, stress f o r DM = 3 i s extremely low and provides the best 
ordination of distances. On axes 1 and 3, order i s noted f o r u n i t s 7-8-9 
as well as fo r 10-11-12, other features remaining constant. Relative 
ordering i n the f i r s t two p r i n c i p a l axes i s very much the same as th a t f o r 
NMMS DM = 2. I t i s entered as Figure 10.4 f o r comparison. 
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2 (b) Variable set D ( 6 2 ) 
Males 
A l l of the 62 variables entered produced s i g n i f i c a n t changes 
for Wilks' X, but f o r only 32 were m u l t i v a r i a t e F-ratios greater than 1. 
Three discriminant functions explain more than 10% of the variance (the 
f i r s t two cumulatively 29.7%) i n the discriminators. Canonical correlations 
2 
are higher than f o r variable group D ^ ) * Those f o r the f i r s t seven exceed 
0.2 but the units account f o r l i t t l e more than 0.8 of the variance i n any 
function. Significant changes f o r X were effected only by the f i r s t three 
functions. 
The c l a s s i f i c a t i o n array i l l u s t r a t e s the absence of d i s t i n c t 
populations among the u n i t s . Based on p r i o r p r o b a b i l i t i e s of sample size, 
overall correct c l a s s i f i c a t i o n i s 22.56% and the range i s large. For only 
Richmond/Swaledale and Harrogate does i t exceed 40%. Values f o r Teesdale, 
Ribblesdale/Ingleton and Sedbergh are i n the 20% to 30% bracket; the 
remainder f a l l below 15.2%. There i s a much greater spread of mis-
2 
classification than f o r the more l i m i t e d variable suite D^^. 
Table 10.2 (lower p a r t ) contains the generalized distances between 
the units on a l l the variables. Values are much i n f l a t e d especially f o r 
Sedbergh and Nidderdale. A large proportion of the elements i n the matrix 
are significant (55 out of 78) r e s u l t i n g as noted i n the previous chapter 
from the large number of small non-significant differences between samples. 
Stress values f o r NMMS displays are s u r p r i s i n g l y low even f o r DM = 2. The 
reason for t h i s i s clear from Figure 10.5. Most of the un i t s are contained 
within a t i g h t spherical c l u s t e r minimizing the d i s t o r t i o n of linkages. 
The remaining deviant u n i t s , those again i t w i l l be noted represented by 
the smallest samples, o r b i t the clu s t e r being widely spaced from i t and 
each other. However fun c t i o n a l t h i s structure may be f o r reducing stress, 
L t f a i l s to describe r e l a t i v e placement i n the c l u s t e r . I n DM = 3, stress 
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is reduced to <4%. In t h i s and higher dimensionalities vector 1 
clearly separates units 7 and 13 from the main cl u s t e r . I n axes 1 and 2, 
NMMS Stress. Males 
Dimensionality 13 
2 .0612 
3 .0378 
4 .0131 
5 .0100 
Subsets of Units (g) 
11 8 
.0049 .0729 
.0099 .0010 
.0031 .0000 
.0004 .0000 
the slight geographical ordering of the northern three and south western 
three units and those of Ripon, Otley and Harrogate i s confounded by several 
non-contiguous associations notably Weardale wi t h Skipton/Upper Wharfedale 
and Teesdale wi t h Ribblesdale/Ingleton. I n axes 1 and 3, the sequence 
1-2-6-8 is suggested but Richmond/Swaledale remains apart and t h i s group 
separates Otley and I l k l e y from Skipton and Set t l e . 
In an attempt to improve the re s o l u t i o n of scaling, subsets of 
11 and 8 units were extracted i n tur n . The elim i n a t i o n of Nidderdale and 
Sedbergh reduced stress to near zero f o r DM = 2, but the clu s t e r gravitated 
further and Wensleydale, Bedale and Otley remained apart from i t and each 
other. Further removal involved the l a t t e r three u n i t s . For DM = 2 
stress i s 7% and i s e f f e c t i v e l y zero f o r DM = 3. Weardale, Teesdale and 
Richmond are i n geographical order; Skipton and Settle are adjacent and 
separate from other u n i t s . Harrogate l i e s between these two groups. 
Though Ripon i s far closer to these southern u n i t s i t remains at some distance 
from the o r i g i n of both vectors. I l k l e y , however l i e s equidistant from the 
Durham dales and Richmond/Swaledale i s located on the northern side cf them. 
Generally, t h i s ordination i s much the same f o r those s p e c i f i c regions i n 
the f i r s t two canonical variates (Figure 10.6). 
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Placement of the points i n the p r i n c i p a l axes i s very d i f f e r e n t 
from that discussed above f o r NMMS, DM = 2. Only Nidderdale and Sedbergh 
are f u l l y isolated from other regions, though Richmond/Swaledale and 
Bedale remain somewhat peripheral to them. Northern and mid-regions of 
the survey zone remain r e l a t i v e l y close to the second vector, the former i n 
the second and t h i r d quadrants, the l a t t e r i n the f i r s t and f o u r t h . The 
south western units of Skipton/Upper Wharfedale and S e t t l e occupy the 
higher part of the l a t t e r quadrants. Thus adjacent units are generally 
near to one another. An obvious exception i s I l k l e y . 
Females 
As f o r the males, a l l 62 variables gave s i g n i f i c a n t changes 
for Wilks 1 A. Only 28 variables were retained on the basis of the m u l t i -
variate p a r t i a l F-ratios f o r the computation of c l a s s i f i c a t i o n functions. 
Four discriminant functions explained more than 10% of the 
variance ( f i r s t two cumulatively 32.03%) e x i s t i n g i n the discriminatory 
variables. Five produced at best low canonical correlations of >0.2 
(maximum 0.3). 
Overall correct c l a s s i f i c a t i o n i s 20.83% f o r p r i o r prob-
abilities based on r e l a t i v e sample size. I n d i v i d u a l l y , only Settle has a 
correct c l a s s i f i c a t i o n greater than 40%. Other than Teesdale (33.9%) and 
Harrogate (25.8%), remaining u n i t s have percentages i n the teens and, but 
for Bedale, populations w i t h the smallest samples less than 10%. More 
widespread m i s c l a s s i f i c a t i o n i s noted than f o r the males, t h i s channeled 
into Teesdale, Harrogate and S e t t l e rather than the former two and Richmond/ 
Swaledale. 
2 
Table 10.2 (upper p a r t ) gives Mahalanobis 1 D between the 
groups. The number of s i g n i f i c a n t F-ratios i s s i m i l a r to that f o r the 
males (54 out of 78) and again a large number of D s are gr e a t l y i n f l a t e d , 
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invariably f o r pairs i n v o l v i n g Sedbergh and Nidderdale. Stress values 
for NMMS displays of a l l groups and two subsets are given below. 
NMMS Stress. Females 
Subsets of Units (g) 
Dimensionality 13 11 8 
2 .1130 .1329 .1193 
3 .0735 .0772 .0380 
4 .0423 .0303 .0036 
5 .0201 .0010 .0010 
For DM = 2, the general patterning i s much the same as that f o r 
the males, with a central cluster surrounded by Wensleydale, Bedale, 
Nidderdale, Otley and Sedbergh, though the c l u s t e r i s not so compressed. 
A number of r e g u l a r i t i e s can be i d e n t i f i e d : the sequences 9-10-11-12 
and 1-2-3-6, and the loose organization of 12-4-5-13. Even Nidderdale 
is closer to contiguous u n i t s . However not too much emphasis can be 
placed on these neighbourhood contacts; stress i s 11% and the mix of 
southern and northern regions detracts from any geographical i n t e r p r e t a t i o n . 
Placement i n DM = 3 gives a more i n t u i t i v e ordination (Figure 10.7). 
Bedale, Nidderdale and Sedbergh are widely separated from a more open 
cluster of remaining points and from each other. On axes 1 and 2, sequence 
1-2-3 is separated from another sequence of 9-10-11-12 by Ripon, Harrogate 
and Wensleydale. Wensleydale, Set t l e and Bedale are suggestively the 
closest units to Sedbergh, the foremost u n i t only separated from the 
cluster on vector 3. 
Extraction of subsets of 11 and 8 u n i t s gives s i m i l a r stress 
values for DM - 2. L i t t l e change i s accomplished on the removal of Nidder-
dale and Sedbergh. Further e l i m i n a t i o n of Wensleydale, Bedale and Otley 
reveals actual linkages more closely. Weardale i s associated more w i t h 
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Richmond than Teesdale and the proximity of I l k l e y and Richmond/Swaledale 
prevents an expected hiatus between the northern and southern regions. 
Nevertheless, there i s a clear alignment of I l k l e y , Skipton and S e t t l e 
for a l l dimensionalities. 
Location of the u n i t s i n the f i r s t two canonical variates gives 
a far more open display than f o r NMMS DM - 2. Wensleydale and Nidderdale 
are closer to the main cluster of points than I l k l e y and S e t t l e . As can 
be seen i n Figure 10.8, Nidderdale i s placed midway and near to three con-
tiguous units Wensleydale, Ripon and Harrogate. The sequence 10-11-12-13 
is interrupted only by Bedale and the northern units 1-2-3 i n the f i r s t two 
quadrants by Otley. Even so, several notable v i o l a t i o n s of neightbourhood 
contacts are evident. I n t e r p r e t a t i o n of these i s d i f f i c u l t and i n t h i s 
respect the significance of the m u l t i v a r i a t e F-ratios does not lend greater 
2 
meaning to the D s. 
2 
(c) Variable set e Q 0 ) 
Matrices of Edwards' distance f o r delta categories i n the ten 
digits are given i n Table 10.3. NMMS ordination and single linkage 
clustering of these r e s u l t s are displayed i n Figures 10.9 to 10.12. 
Directly below are l i s t e d the stress values f o r the f i r s t f i v e NMMS 
dimensions. 
NMMS Stress 
Dimensionality Males Females 
2 .0951 .0716 
3 .0357 .0321 
4 .0214 .0126 
5 .0055 .0022 
Males 
The two dimensional scaling p l o t i solates a cent r a l c l u s t e r 
surrounded by the f a m i l i a r smaller populations. I l k l e y remains apart from 
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the cluster i n which relationships are poorly organized. Weardale and 
Teesdale are i n close proximity and the alignment of Skip ton and Settle 
is linear. The placement of points does not have i n t u i t i v e geographical 
appeal and i s not improved f o r DM = 3. For DM = 2 the presentation of 
linkages i s very s i m i l a r to that noted f o r single linkage c l u s t e r i n g . 
Females 
Stress i s s l i g h t l y less f o r NMMS DM = 2 i n the females, though 
geographical ordering i s no be t t e r . Small populations again form o u t l i e r s 
but Wensleydale and Otley are no fu r t h e r from the central c l u s t e r than 
Weardale and Ripon. Some i n c l i n a t i o n i s noted to the separation of northern 
and southern units on axis 1, but the p o s i t i o n of Bedale i s aberrant. 
Proximity i n t h i s ordination i s r e f l e c t e d exactly i n the SL phenogram and 
much the same i s true for DM = 3. 
(d) Variable set E (32) 
The results f o r t h i s enlarged set of palmar variables i s contained 
in Table 10.4 and Figures 10.13 to 10.16. Stress values f o r NMMS 
ordinations are noted below. 
NMMS Stress 
Dimensionality 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Males 
.0327 
.0082 
.0188 
.0055 
Females 
.1277 
.0491 
.0308 
.0180 
Males 
The placement of points i n NMMS DM = 2 i s e f f e c t i v e l y the same as 
that for the same sex on D ^ 2 ) s h o w n * n Figure 1 0«5 w i t h one exception. 
Bedale i s not one of the widely spaced s a t e l l i t e s but part of the c l u s t e r . 
As expected the stress i s low but the display not informative. Reversal 
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of stress values for DM = 4 indicates that i t e r a t i o n s were i n s u f f i c i e n t 
for higher dimensionalities. Yet, the structure of the c l u s t e r only 
becomes clear for DM = 4. The placement of points i n axes 1 and 2 and 
in 1 and 3 i s much the same. The main difference i s i n the location of 
Bedale which resides between subclusters (1,2,3,8,10) and (6,11,12) i n 
axes 1 and 2 and some distance from them in axes 1 and 3. The l a t t e r 
result p a r a l l e l s that for the SL phenogram and i s included herein. The 
main distortion i s i n the r e l a t i v e proximity of Otley and Sedbergh. 
Females 
For NMMS DM = 2 s t r e s s i s r e l a t i v e l y high at 12.8%. On the 
whole, the location of units i n t h i s space i s not greatly d i f f e r e n t from 
that described above for the males. B a s i c a l l y , Richmond/Swaledale has 
moved out of the orbit of (1,2,3,8,10) and Skipton/Upper Wharfedale into 
i t from (6,11,12). Sequences are suggested for 9-10-11-12-13 and for 
4-5-6-7 but their approximate l i n e a r i t y i s l i k e l y to be e n t i r e l y fortuitous 
and grave problems e x i s t for the ordering of more representative units i n 
the cluster. The ov e r a l l picture i s generally that expressed i n the 
phenogram linkages and values; Wroclaw i s o l i n e s could be drawn without 
undue distortion to unit linkages. 
(e) Variable set E ^ / o x 
(42) 
The two preceding variable sets have been amalgamated to allow 
an enlarged group more comparable i n dimension with that covered by D,,.*. 
Some of the variables are the same, but ridge counts are excluded and 
replaced by mainline terminations. The r e s u l t s are given i n Table 10.5 
and Figures 10.17 to 10.20. Stress values are as follows. 
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Dimensionality 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Males 
Ordination i n NMMS DM = 2 repeats the format of a centr a l 
cluster surrounded by deviant small populations. Inside the c l u s t e r , 
the relative placement of units 1, 2 and 3 and of 10,11,12 i s as expected 
from regional location, but i n t e r d i g i t a t i o n of these and other points 
presents a confused structuring of u n i t s . S a t e l l i t e s Wensleydale and 
Bedale have as t h e i r c l o s e s t l i n k s contiguous un i t s . These r e l a t i o n s h i p s 
hold in DM - 3. The SL phenogram gives a si m i l a r display underlining the 
distinction of the smaller populations. This s i m i l a r i t y increased when 
2 
larger values in the ordination (E > 1) were treated as an indeterminate 
order relationship allowing greater l o c a l monotonicity. 
Females 
For the female NMMS DM = 2 r e s u l t s , s t r e s s i s high at 13%. The 
concomitant ordination gives a wider s c a t t e r of u n i t s , with Bedale and 
Otley no more deviant from the main grouping of points than Ripon and 
Settle. Signs of geographical ordering are vague ( c f , , Figure 10.19 
points 10,11,12; 4,5,6; 1,2,3). As would be expected with marked 
reduction in s t r e s s , DM = 3 gives a better resolution of associations. 
Some separation of northern (1,2,3,4) and more southern (5,6,8,9,10,11,12) 
regions i s implied but Teesdale not Wensleydale l i n k s them. The sequence 
o f northern units i s much improved extending from Otley to Sedbergh. 
NMMS Stress 
Males 
.0754 
.0236 
.0080 
.0020 
Females 
.1313 
.0541 
.0292 
.0132 
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The SL phenogram would suggest that the NMMS ordinations s a t i s f a c t o r i l y 
represent the distance matrix. Agreement i s close and only the r e l a t i v e 
positions of Weardale and Richmond to the c l u s t e r of (2,8,10,11) are 
reversed. 
(f) Comparison of the Stage A distance matrices. 
The various ordination and c l u s t e r i n g displays go some way to 
providing a v i s u a l assessment of the s i m i l a r i t i e s and differences between 
results based on the two distance measures and five variable s e t s . There 
is generally good agreement between non-metrical and metrical placements 
of points and between the former and single linkage phenograms. Comparison 
of the results for sex using the same distance measure and v a r i a b l e set, 
and for different v a r i a b l e sets, indicates several features common to the 
illustrations. Most notable i s the divergence from a main c l u s t e r of 
points, those units for which samples (and i n great part populations) are 
small. Secondly, some geographical order i s noted i n the diagrams, but 
more often pattern consistency i s low. 
Description of the r e l a t i v e placement of points i n axes or i n 
phenograms c a r r i e s with i t one great disadvantage. A l l such representations 
distort the pattern of distances i n the o r i g i n a l matrices and the magnitude 
of distortion v a r i e s . However, formal comparison of the matrices i s a v a i l -
able in correlation a n a l y s i s . The c o e f f i c i e n t of determination measures 
the magnitude of covariation, whereas the r e g u l a r i t y of the d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
can be directly ascertained from scattergrams, indicated by 3, the extent 
of linearity and the d i s t r i b u t i o n of r e s i d u a l s . 
Pearson and Spearman c o r r e l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s have been calculated 
between the distance matrices discussed above. These are given i n Table 
10*14, where the lower t r i a n g l e i s occupied by Pearson c o e f f i c i e n t s and 
the upper triangle by Spearman c o e f f i c i e n t s . In addition, scattergrams 
have been computed for each pairwise comparison, but for i l l u s t r a t i v e 
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purposes i t i s only possible to include two within the present report 
(Figures 10,21 and 10.22). 
As i t i s , these scattergrams disclose the same patterning of 
points for a l l pairwise comparisons, the main difference being only i n the 
overall spread of points. Relationships are shown to be l i n e a r , but the 
variance about the regression l i n e increases sharply or systematically with 
the magnitude of distances. Thus, there i s good agreement between the 
different measures and v a r i a b l e sets for the short distances, but not for 
the large distances. This p a r t i c u l a r feature explains discrepancies for 
2 2 
Pearson and Spearman correlations ( i e . , Table 10,14, D ( ^ 2 ) M w*-tn E(io) 
Nevertheless, r e s u l t s for the two c o e f f i c i e n t s are much the same; 80% 
and 89% of the Pearson and Spearman c o e f f i c i e n t s exceed 0.7 r e s p e c t i v e l y 
2 
and nearly a l l those under that value are associated with e ^ Q ) The 
implication i s that ten variables are i n s u f f i c i e n t for a distance measure 
especially when consideration i s given to the correlations between each of 
them. Low correlations for t h i s set seem to be related to the great 
2 
spread of eQQJ f values for large distances on other variable s e t s . 
The magnitude of correlations i s not as high as reported i n the 
literature for distances computed for d i f f e r e n t algorithms on the same 
variable sets ( c f . , Huizinga and Weiner 1972). Nevertheless, corresponding 
2 2 2 2 2 sex correlations between D ( 6 2 ) and D( 1 9)» E ( 3 2 ) a n d E(42)» a n d b e t w e e n E ( 3 2 ) 2 
a n (* E(42) a r e s a t i s f a c t o r i l y large, a l l approximately 0.9. Those between 
2 2 2 °(19) a n d E ( 3 2 ) a n <* E ( 4 2 ) a r e d i s t i n c t l y l° wer, and t h i s may be due to the 
2 
way that Mahalanobis 1 D decorrelates a t t r i b u t e s , thus reducing the o r i g i n a l 
19 variables e f f e c t i v e l y to a much smaller number. Differences between 
the measures increase with the magnitude of distances. Also, as we have 
seen, larger distances are associated with the small samples. Bearing i n 
mind the generally non-significant univariate s p a t i a l d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n over 
the North Pennine Dales, much of the larger distances between the smaller 
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samples probably r e s u l t from sampling error. In view of these circum-
stances, correlations between the different measures are s a t i s f a c t o r y 
and present much the same interpretation of regional differences. 
( i i i ) A comparison of association matrices for separate stages based 
on different regional a f f i l i a t i o n c r i t e r i a . 
Distances and displays of distances between the thirteen regions 
2 
for variable group DQ^J based on i n d i v i d u a l s 1 residences have been discussed 
above. The following r e s u l t s confined to the distance matrices and th e i r 
ordination are for the three remaining stages. 
(a) Patterning of associations i n Stage B. ( I n d i v i d u a l s 1 b i r t h p l a c e s ) . 
Correct c l a s s i f i c a t i o n for both males and females i s approximately 
13% for the 19 v a r i a b l e s . The number of s i g n i f i c a n t multivariate F - r a t i o s 
is about the same (respectively 3 and 4) and not d i f f e r e n t from that ex-
pected by chance ( c f . , Table 10.6). Stress values for NMMS s c a l i n g are 
given directly below. 
NMMS Stress. 
Dimensionality Males Females 
2 .0963 .1253 
3 .0574 .0775 
4 .0243 .0446 
5 .0115 .0164 
Males 
For NMMS DM = 2, the f a m i l i a r pattern of a c e n t r a l c l u s t e r 
surrounded by f i v e deviant populations re-emerges (Figure 10.23); i n 
addition I l k l e y i s some distance from the main grouping of points. 
Geographical organization i s poor or lacking altogether. The arrangement 
°* !>2,3,6,8 only roughly corresponds to regional proximity. Units 5,4,13 
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are in the right order, Wensleydale i s bounded by contiguous regions 
and Bedale has as nearest neighbours Ripon and Wensleydale. S i m i l a r l y 
an open f i e l d e x i s t s between Otley and I l k l e y . Even so, as for previous 
ordinations, distances are grossly disproportionate, 'unrelated 1 units 
interdigitate and order i s occasionally reversed ( c f . , Figure 10.23, 
10-12-11). NMMS solution i n DM = 3 presents a more complex representation 
of central points 1,2,3,6,8. 
Female 
For the females smallest space ordination i n DM = 2 i s associated 
with a high stress value of 12.5% and the r e s u l t i s a wider s c a t t e r of 
points (Figure 10.24). O u t l i e r s are l e s s prominent and embrace mainly 
Nidderdale, Otley and Sedbergh. Some contiguous regions are adjacent to 
one another ( i . e . , 4,5,6,7,8). However, near the origin of the two vectors 
and in quadrants 2 and 3, relationships are confused. Units 1,2,3 and 10, 
11,12 form two interlocking triangles and r e l a t i v e locations are not mean-
ingful. Higher dimensional solutions do not a s s i s t interpretation of the 
point scatter. 
(b) Patterning of associations i n Stage C (In d i v i d u a l s 1 birthplaces and 
the rural/urban dichotomy). 
As noted previously, dividing up the regions into 19 r u r a l and 
urban subunits has greatly reduced the s i z e of many samples. Off-diagonal 
half-matrices of distances for males and females are contained in Table 10.7. 
2 
For these D s the number of s i g n i f i c a n t multivariate F - r a t i o s d i f f e r s for 
the sexes, 15 and 6 for the males and females re s p e c t i v e l y and correct 
classification i s low at 10%. The larger number for the males are almost 
entirely associated with either Bedale or Harrogate/Middle Wharfedale. 
Stress values for NMMS ordinations are l i s t e d overleaf. 
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NMMS Stress 
Dimensionality Males Females 
2 .2064 .2213 
3 .1255 .1356 
4 .0816 .0814 
5 .0612 .0597 
For two dimensional scaling i n both sexes these values are 
extremely high, underlining the d i f f i c u l t y of any kind of display to 
represent the distances accurately. For the code numbers referred to 
below, see Table 10.7 and the key to Figures 10.25 to 10.28. 
linkages can be i d e n t i f i e d in the scatter of points for r u r a l and urban 
units, notably (5,4,11), (7,8), (9,10), (1,2,3), (13,14,15) and (17,18) 
(cf., Figure 10.25). However r u r a l and urban counterparts except those 
of Weardale are not c l o s e l y r e l a t e d . Connections between urban centres 
depend in great part on th e i r potential and function beyond simply forces 
associated with location and aspect. S i m i l a r i t i e s in s o c i a l milieu are 
discussed in a l a t e r section, and these may go some way to explaining the 
relatively closer placements of say Richmond and Harrogate. Again, i t i s 
necessary to point out without going into d e t a i l that many more discrepancies 
than regularities are evident i n the ordination, and that these are obvious. 
Placement of points i n higher dimensionalities produce s i m i l a r observations, 
though links between the above mentioned groups are for the most part im-
proved. Harrogate i s drawn more into the orbit of Otley and I l k l e y . 
For comparative purposes the units have also been plotted i n 
the f i r s t two canonical v a r i a t e s (Figure 10.26). The r e s u l t i n g display 
*s quite similar to NMMS DM = 2. Most differences are those not of order 
Males 
Despite the very high s t r e s s value for NMMS DM = 2 several 
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but of relative distance. However, Swaledale and Richmond are very 
closely associated i n the canonical axes i n contrast with t h e i r positions 
in the two dimensional s c a l i n g plot. 
Females. 
Non-metric scaling again produces a wide s c a t t e r of points for 
the 19 units and s t r e s s (22%) i s the highest recorded i n the present survey 
(Figure 10.27). Many of the linkages noted i n the males no longer hold i n 
the females. The positions of Wensleydale and Bedale are reversed i n the 
sequence 5-4-11 and members of groups (7,8), (9,10) and (17,18) are sep-
arated. Instead, units 1,2,3 are equidistant and 5,6,8 further apart 
from them as expected from geographical location. Also, the sequence 
along vector 1 i n quadrants 1 and 3 of 15,16,17 i n the males i s more 
obvious in the females and confined to quadrant 3. As for the males, 
rural and urban counterparts are not c l o s e l y placed. More obviously, 
distortion of r e l a t i v e geographical organization i s considerable amongst 
both urban and r u r a l units i n both sexes, though perhaps s l i g h t l y l e s s for 
rural units. For NMMS, DM = 5 on axes 1 and 2, the relationships involv-
ing 1,2,3,5,6,8 and 15,16,17 hold and furthermore Crook/Willington, Barnard 
Castle and Richmond are i n a l i n e . 
In the f i r s t two canonical v a r i a t e s (Figure 10.28), the points 
have much the same organization, though the positions of both r u r a l Teesdale 
and urban Ripon have changed. A number of c l o s e r connections have been 
established, for instance between Weardale and Swaledale and Harrogate/ 
Middle Wharfedale and Upper Wharfedale. Sequence 15,16,17 p e r s i s t s and 
another noted for 5,6,8,9,10. 
To summarize, i n no subset, not males or females, urban or r u r a l 
l s there the expected geographical ordering of points. Moreover any close 
relationship between r u r a l and urban counterparts i s absent. 
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( c) Patterning of associations i n Stage D (Selection of individuals on 
the j o i n t birthplaces of two grandparents). 
Off-diagonal half-matrices of distances for the males and females 
are presented i n Table 10.8. The number of s i g n i f i c a n t m u l tivariate F-
ratios i s very different for the two groups, being zero and 12 for the males 
and females respectively. In the l a t t e r , four s i g n i f i c a n t differences are 
associated with Bedale but the remainder are w e l l scattered throughout the 
half-table. However, for t h i s stage case numbers are very small and 
results for the sexes do not correspond. Correct c l a s s i f i c a t i o n for the 
latter i s approximately 17%. Stress values for non-metric ordination 
are given below. 
NMMS Stress 
Dimensionality 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Males 
.1240 
.0371 
.0144 
.0073 
Females 
.1294 
.0671 
.0188 
.0065 
Unit numbers referred to i n the following discussion are given 
in Table 10.8 and Figures 10.29 and 10.30. 
Males 
NMMS DM = 2 has produced a loose c l u s t e r of points, with deviant 
populations Bedale, Nidderdale and Sedbergh. Weardale i s closer tc Teesdale 
than to Richmond/Swaledale as would be expected but (1 3 < 2 3 ) . 
Several other groups are implied l i n k i n g Wensleydale, Bedale and Ripon, 
Skipton/Upper Wharfedale and Ribblesdale/Ingle ton and Harrogate with Middle 
Wharfedale. Otherwise, there i s a somewhat involved web of non-contiguous 
associations. For NMMS DM = 3, s t r e s s i s much reduced and the pattern 
crystallizes out more c l e a r l y . The units i n axes 1 and 2 are shown herein 
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as Figure 10.29. As can be seen Nidderdale can l i n k up with Harrogate, 
a nd Sedbergh with Wensleydale without d i s t o r t i o n of the edges. Neverthele 
Harrogate and Middle Wharf edale are s t i l l separated from Skip ton/Upper 
Wharfedale and Ribblesdale/Ingleton. 
Females 
As for the males s t r e s s for NMMS DM = 2 i s high at 12.9%, but 
the points are more widely scattered (Figure 10.30). Bedale and Sedbergh 
are separated from the main group. Weardale i s close to Richmond/Swaledal 
and these are equidistant from Teesdale. Elements (5,6), (7,8) and (9,10) 
are adjacent. Thus d i f f e r e n t partners have been acquired by Harrogate, 
Middle Wharfedale, Skipton/Upper Wharfedale and Settle/Ribblesdale. The 
latter i s close to contiguous Wensleydale. To summarize, southern units 
(7,8,9,10,11) are separated from middle and east units (5,6) by more 
northern regions (1,2,3,4). The patterning of groups established in 
DM - 2 are maintained i n DM - 3 and return in higher dimensionalities. 
(d) Comparison of Mahalanobis 1 distance matrices for the four stages. 
As for the f i r s t stage based on residence, a true geographical 
picture of the regions does not emerge i n the ordinations, and comparison 
of the relative positioning of the units i n the various axes i s a complex 
matter. More precise estimates of correspondence are again provided by 
correlations in Table 10.14 and i n s c a t t e r diagrams. For comparative 
purposes only r u r a l units are included from Stage C. 
The spread of points in the scattergrams i s much the same as 
Stage A distances. The e f f e c t of s e l e c t i n g out individuals on the corr-
elation of distance measures for d i f f e r e n t Stages i s marked. Though the 
same algorithms and variables are used, only 26% and 33% of the Pearson 
and Spearman c o e f f i c i e n t s r e s p e c t i v e l y exceed 0.7. As would be expected 
correlations between distances for the sex d i v i s i o n of Stages A and B are 
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of this order, but are much l e s s for Stages C and D, and t h i s underlines 
the unsatisfactory nature of samples for those l a t t e r stages. Correspondence 
is best between Stages A and B and between Stages B and C. For the l a t t e r , 
correlations between correspjnding sex p a i r s exceed 0.8, and thus the 
removal of urban components from Stage B has not d r a s t i c a l l y altered the 
relationships between u n i t s . Correlations between the f i r s t three stages 
and Stage D are either low or discrepant for sex. For instance, comparison 
of Stages A and D produced c o e f f i c i e n t s of 0.749 for the males and 0.489 for 
the females. I t i s necessary to point out that though covariation i s 
linear, correlations of over 0.7 are not in themselves good indicators of 
some meaningful underlying d i s t r i b u t i o n . Such correlations between distance 
matrices could well be produced by a small number of d i s t i n c t i v e u n i t s . 
Ordinations have disclosed the existence of f i v e such d i s t i n c t u n i t s , a l l 
based on small samples. Large distances between these could produce not 
10 but of the order of 50 moderate to large distances out of the ava i l a b l e 
78, dominating the d i s t r i b u t i o n of points i n a scattergram. In t h i s 
situation -it would not be possible to gauge the agreement of r e l a t i v e place-
ments of the eight remaining larger samples without f i r s t removing the f i v e 
aberrant units. The e f f e c t of a small number of d i s t i n c t units on corr-
elations i s considered in greater d e t a i l i n subsection 5C of t h i s chapter. 
• Regional Relationships based on Population Movement. 
The physical structure of the North Pennine Dales makes i t 
highly unlikely that population movement and s p a t i a l i n t e r a c t i o n over the 
survey region i s isotropic ( c f . , Figure 1.1). Lines of movement w i l l almost 
certainly be distorted by a l t i t u d e and in t e r a c t i o n guided by aspect and ease 
of communication. Therefore, with regard to regional i d e n t i t y , s i m i l a r i t y 
1 J i terms of the arrays of movement between regions should depend not j u s t 
°n contiguity or distance, but on the arrangement of 'flow paths 1. The 
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obstacle to movement, or more s t r i c t l y from a genetic standpoint gene 
flow, presented by alt i t u d e can be considerable. Indeed, compared to 
selection, the other main force for a geographical development of meaningful 
biological distances, the pattern of gene flow provides a more r e a l i s t i c 
expected distribution of distances based on dermatoglyphic v a r i a b l e s . 
This i s ensured by the scale of the study region and the advanced l e v e l 
of spatial organization and human geography within i t . Secondly, no 
selective forces are known to be associated with dermatoglyphic v a r i a b l e s 
that would effect d e f i n i t e geographical patterns. The f a c t that some units 
in the survey region are small both in physical extent and population 
distinctly implicates the th i r d and most fa m i l i a r of the t r i a d genetic 
drift. I t s influence i s discussed below (section 5 ) . 
Naturally, the development and modification of b i o l o g i c a l 
distances and the forces involved are part of an ongoing temporal process, 
beside which the various distances reported i n t h i s survey represent no more 
than a short s l i c e of time. The shortcomings of plausible t i m e - s l i c e 
'predictor' distances are obvious. Stochastic h i s t o r i c a l events make any 
suggestion of s t a b i l i t y unreasonable, but systematic changes i n a progressive 
technology may a l t e r the magnitude of int e r - u n i t predictors without nec-
essarily affecting t h e i r r e l a t i v e order. Also, ti m e - s l i c e data obtained 
from samples can usually be compared in an objective manner. Such inform-
ation on past generations i s often not e a s i l y acquired nor can i t be 
accurately estimated. Thus the following sections are concerned with a 
limited series of observations which i n a h i s t o r i c a l context must necess-
arily be modified i n keeping with the background outline provided i n the 
Introduction. 
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A. Population Movement Models. 
The raw sample data obtained on i n d i v i d u a l s 1 birthplaces and 
those of their parents and grandparents allow two basic movement models to 
be constructed. The f i r s t , an endemicity model, t r e a t s each in d i v i d u a l 
as a vector of regional inputs established on grandparental and parental 
origins. The second i s concerned with marriage t i e s , an endogamy/exogamy 
model, whereupon regional interaction i s measured by the frequency of such 
linkages, each c e l l or element i n the matrix standardized by the respective 
contributing sample s i z e s . For p r a c t i c a l purposes both are much the same. 
They disclose information about regional genetic interchange and s i m i l a r i t y 
and are a succinct expression of the geographical forces encouraging and 
discouraging interaction between regions. 
( i ) Endemicity modei. 
The endemicity model i s founded on a rectangular matrix where 
the additional column vectors denote geographical p a r t i t i o n i n g outside the 
survey universe. Row vectors, the r e c i p i e n t u n i t s , are limited i n number 
to the survey regions, more obviously when a f f i l i a t i o n i s based on residence. 
However, the same i s true when the l a t t e r i s supplanted by birthplace. The 
number of column vectors i s generally a function of the dimensions of inputs 
and the means to represent d i s t i n c t i o n s i n the f i e l d of inputs adequately. 
These external regions indicate the loss of survey region endemicity and 
reduced to a single value i s a measure of regional i n t e g r i t y or rather i t s 
inverse. The major diagonal represents percentile unit endemicity, the 
remaining c e l l s r e c i p r o c a l inputs and exchange between regions. In the 
present survey, twelve matrices are a v a i l a b l e for each a f f i l i a t i o n c r i t e r i o n , 
six input vectors for each male and female i n d i v i d u a l . 
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( i i ) Endogamy/exogamy Model. 
The basic array of the endogamy/exogamy model i s an enlarged 
square matrix of spouse linkages where the a d d i t i o n a l rows equate w i t h the 
number of columns i n the endemicity model. Marriage connections based 
very simply on the t o t a l sample merely give the frequency of one spouse 
born i n one area having partners born i n the same or some other area. 
As such, t h i s can only give a crude estimate of regional associations as 
row and column marginals w i l l be unequal f o r corresponding regions. 
Necessary standardization w i l l become increasingly unsatisfactory w i t h the 
magnitude of those i n e q u a l i t i e s . Generally however these differences are 
not great and matrices based on the t o t a l sample adequately describe 
regional associations. 
Of course, to ascertain the o r i g i n of linkages per sample subset, 
i t would be necessary to construct a separate matrix f o r each region. From 
a practical standpoint to e f f e c t appropriate standardization i t would be 
necessary to weight each c e l l i n the matrix f o r the t o t a l sample by the 
sizes of samples contributing an entry to any c e l l . Conversion to a r e c t -
angular matrix f o r estimates of s i m i l a r i t y ( c f . , section B ( i i ) below) 
between regions i s accomplished by summing frequencies f o r corresponding 
connections between i n t e r n a l and external regions, and e l i m i n a t i n g altogether 
totally exogamous linkages. The amount of ta b u l a t i o n and computation f o r 
detailed estimates would be p r o l i f i c i n that the three tables each f o r males 
and females necessarily depend on similar matrices f o r each of the survey 
regions. This procedure i s evidently involved, and i s u n l i k e l y to produce 
results that d i f f e r s u b s t a n t i a l l y from those obtained from the non-weighted 
endogamy model. 
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B. S t a t i s t i c a l Analysis, Computer Output and Tabulations, 
For both models, two things are necessary. A f i r s t require-
ment i s a s a t i s f a c t o r y p a r t i t i o n i n g of the vast geographical f i e l d of 
influence outside the survey universe. Secondly, i t i s necessary to 
establish some process or algorithm whereby the detailed inputs or l i n k -
ages in the matrices can be reduced to half matrices summarizing interactions 
between the regions. The l a t t e r are e f f e c t i v e l y distances or s i m i l a r i t i e s 
between regions and describe the expected pattern of b i o l o g i c a l distances 
over the survey region i n terms of gene flow. These patterns can be rep-
resented in the usual way by some ordination technique. 
( i ) Regional structuring beyond the North Pennine Dales. 
Far from being a genetic ' i s l a n d 1 , the North Pennine Dales 
receive inputs in the form of parental and grandparental o r i g i n s from over 
the entire B r i t i s h i s l a n d s , though inmovement from the European continent 
and further a f i e l d i s n e g l i g i b l e . This being the case, i t i s necessary 
that association matrices based on gene flow should consider regional 
genetic heterogeneity beyond the bounds of the survey region. The number 
of genetic systems for which data have been mapped for the e n t i r e B r i t i s h 
islands i s extremely limited. Therefore the present d i v i s i o n s are those 
approximately indicated by Kopec (1970) for the ABO blood group system. 
As coding of individuals outside the survey region had n e c e s s a r i l y to be 
restricted to counties from the information received the boundaries w i l l 
not coincide exactly. Moreover density of input from the most distant 
regions (eg., Scotland, I r e l a n d , south west England) precluded f i n e 
regional d i s t i n c t i o n s over the e n t i r e B r i t i s h I s l e s . The external regions 
utilized and th e i r constituent new counties are l i s t e d overleaf. 
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a) Southern England. 
Cornwall; Devon; Dorset; Somerset; Hampshire; I s l e of 
Wight; Surrey; West and East Sussex; Kent, 
b) London. 
c) Eastern England. 
Essex; Suffolk; Norfolk; Cambridgeshire; L i n c o l n s h i r e . 
d) Wales. 
Excluding Gwent. 
e) Borders and South Midlands. 
Shropshire; Hereford and Worcester; Gwent; Avon; W i l t s h i r e ; 
Berkshire; Gloucestershire; Buckinghamshire; Hertfordshire; 
Bedfordshire; Northamptonshire; Oxfordshire. 
f ) North Midlands. 
Warwickshire; West Midlands; Staffordshire; Derbyshire; 
Nottinghamshire; L e i c e s t e r s h i r e . 
g) I n d u s t r i a l Lancashire and Cheshire. 
Greater Manchester; Merseyside; Cheshire. 
h) Lancashire. 
i ) West and South Yorkshire. 
j ) North Yorkshire and Humberside. 
k) Cumbria and I s l e of Man. 
1 ) Durham and Northumberland. 
Durham; Cleveland; Tyne and Wear; Northumberland* 
m) Scotland. 
n) Ireland. 
o) Extraneous regions. 
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( i i ) Computation of s i m i l a r i t i e s and distances. 
In t e r a c t i o n i n terms of gene flow between any two u n i t s i s 
of a direct and i n d i r e c t nature, involving both reciprocal movement 
between units and that shared from other sources. Thus, i t i s necessary 
in considering the o v e r a l l relationships between pairs of units to include 
sources of inmovement from regions beyond the survey zone. The s i m i l a r i t y 
or d i s s i m i l a r i t y between any p a i r of units measuring t h i s i n t e r a c t i o n can 
be understood i n terms of four fundamental factors. These are the same 
for both models, though coined somewhat d i f f e r e n t l y , and f o r b r e v i t y are 
noted here f o r the endemicity type. 
a) S i m i l a r i t y between survey units i and j 
1) Reciprocal genetic contribution between units 
i and j (M r). 
2) The genetic c o n t r i b u t i o n from other sources (regional 
u n i t s ) held i n common by units i and j (M c). 
b) D i s s i m i l a r i t y between survey units i and j 
1) The genetic contribution held endemically by units 
i and j (M U). 
2) The genetic contribution from other sources not held 
i n common by units i and j (M^). 
Where c e l l frequencies have been standardized by row marginals, 
Similarity S.. = JM* t . + £ [min (M£ ^ M£ ^  . ) ] 
Dissimilarity D Y = + j + I [0% + •) - (M£ ^  ..)] 
where D.. + 2 S.. « 2 
This p a r t i c u l a r measure has i n t u i t i v e appeal and i s simple to 
calculate. There i s however no reason why the various parts of the measure 
should not be independently examined and compared w i t h b i o l o g i c a l distances. 
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( i i i ) Computer output and tabulations. 
Computer output consisted of crosstabulations from SPSS 
subprogram CROSSTABS. For the endemicity model t h i s gave the rectangular 
matrices f o r inputs from grandparental and parental birthplaces to c h i l d 
residence, twelve tables i n a l l . Four add i t i o n a l tables were computed 
for inputs from grandparents to parents. This conveys some i n d i c a t i o n of 
gross movement patterns i n the previous generation and though i t would not 
necessarily give r e s u l t s equivalent to those based on several decades ago, 
there i s no reason to suspect that the differences would be s i g n i f i c a n t . 
These grandparent to parent and grandparent to c h i l d matrices can be 
directly compared. For the endogamy/exogamy model pairwise regional l i n k -
ages were obtained f o r parents and grandparents, s i x tables i n a l l , to d i s -
close the general patterning of int e r a c t i o n s . 
The r e s u l t i n g matrices were compared and found to disclose 
the same patterns. Subsequently, they were collapsed to provide summary 
matrices one each f o r relationships of the same rank. For the endemicity 
model this includes inputs from grandparents to the parents, grandparents 
to the children and parents to the children; f o r the endogamy/exogamy 
model linkages between parents and between grandparents. 
S i m i l a r i t y measures of the type noted above have been computed 
for the endemicity model. Matrices of these values and others f o r 
reciprocal movement have been subject to smallest-space analysis and com-
pared with one another by d i r e c t c o r r e l a t i o n programmes. 
C Results. 
( i ) Endemicity model. 
(a) Grandparent-child migration matrix. 
Table 10.9 contains the regional inputs from grandparents to 
the units i n which the children were resident at the time of the survey. 
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A glance at i t reveals several d i s t i n c t i v e patterns displayed by the 
magnitude of values. 
I n the square part of the matrix highest values are located 
along the major diagonal representing endemic inputs. However, these 
range from almost 10% to 50% underlining the varied status of the survey 
regions. The larger are values along the diagonal, greater cohesiveness 
of the regions can be expected and homogeneity of the gene pools. Endemic 
contributions are greatest f o r the Durham dales, Wens ley dale, Sedbergh and 
Ribblesdale/Ingleton, a l l but the l a t t e r being over 0.3. Lowest values 
are for Harrogate, Otley and I l k l e y a l l about 0.1. 
However low endemic contributions are, they are much higher 
than exchange and reciprocal values contained w i t h i n the remainder of the 
square matrix. Undoubtedly, the largest of these are reciprocal proportions 
for contiguous u n i t s . Maximally, they exceed 0.08 and exceptionally i n the 
case of movement from Harrogate i n t o Nidderdale 0.128. Also, these values 
generally vary i n accordance w i t h the size of endemic contributions, being 
less for units adjacent to Harrogate, Otley and I l k l e y . A comparison of 
the reciprocal exchange values between contiguous u n i t s w i t h the sum of 
their endemic contributions gives some i n d i c a t i o n of the r e a l i t y of the 
regions as d i s t i n c t u n i t s . Overall, the comparison i s favourable and lends 
some credence to the regionalization system adopted. Only i n one case does 
the movement from one region to another suggest f u r t h e r amalgamation, that 
from Harrogate to Nidderdale. This p a r t i c u l a r example i l l u s t r a t e s a prime 
feature of reciprocal exchange between contiguous u n i t s , that of imbalance. 
Such imbalance i s noted between Richmond/Swaledale and Wensleydale, Wensley-
dale and Bedale, Ripon and Nidderdale, Nidderdale and Harrogate, Harrogate 
and Otley, and Wensleydale and Sedbergh, though i s most marked between 
Nidderdale and Harrogate a difference of 0.128 and 0.021. I t i s possible 
that this i s a sampling feature as at least one member of each pair depends 
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on a small sample, but the pattern of imbalance i s that expected from 
demographic trends; such f o r instance i s the implied movement out from 
Upper Wensleydale (Dickinson 1973 p. 139-141). 
As on average less than a quarter (0.235) of the inputs to 
each unit come from endemic contributions and a f r a c t i o n of t h i s again 
received from other survey u n i t s , a substantial i n f l o w of genes i s absorbed 
from outlying regions. The tabulation of values shows t h i s to be the case 
and moreover the magnitude of distances from which these have been derived. 
Nevertheless highly d i s t i n c t i v e patterns i n the magnitude of values are 
noted i n the table. These display the influence of surrounding regions, 
exactly that expected from t h e i r aspect and population p o t e n t i a l . Passing 
clockwise from Weardale to Sedbergh, r e l a t i v e inputs to survey units change 
systematically from Durham to North Yorkshire, West and South Yorkshire, 
Lancashire and Cumbria. Furthermore, these adjacent regions are manifestly 
associated with the highest values. I n several cases contributions are 
over 0.2, - from Durham i n t o the three northernmost dales, and from South 
and West Yorkshire i n t o Otley and I l k l e y . Values over 0.15 l i n k Bedale 
with Durham and North Yorkshire; Ripon, Nidderdale, Harrogate and Skipton/ 
Upper Wharfedale wi t h South and West Yorkshire; Skipton/Upper Wharfedale 
and Ribblesdale/Ingleton w i t h Lancashire; and Sedbergh w i t h Cumbria. 
The e n t i r e pattern of values i n the table i s that expected from 
the geography and h i s t o r y of the regions, including the r e l a t i v e endemic 
contributions, the array of reciprocal exchange ( c f . , Table 10.10 upper 
part) and of inputs from external regions both of major contributions and 
the size and scatter of smaller ones. The importance of the l a t t e r , 
relatively small inflow from d i s t a n t regions, cannot be overlooked. There 
is a tendency to ignore them i n the face of more s t r i k i n g patterns d i s -
closed i n the table. However as shown overleaf, the cumulative con-
tribution from the nine o u t l y i n g regions including inputs from abroad ranges 
from 0.088 for Weardale to 0.355 f o r I l k l e y . Loss of survey region 
endemicity i s indeed high. 
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Frequency of grandparental input from regions not contiguous 
w i t h the survey area 
Weardale • 0879 Nidderdale .1744 
Teesdale .1689 Harrogate .3470 
Richmond/Swaledale .2998 Otley .3118 
Wensleydale .1494 I l k l e y .3551 
Bedale .2048 Skipton/Upper Wharfedale .2342 
Ripon .2387 Ribblesdale/Ingleton .1843 
Sedbergh .1484 
Coming as they do from a l l directions of the compass, these 
varied inputs containing p o t e n t i a l l y divergent sources of dermal v a r i a t i o n 
could well neutralize any d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n established from l o c a l endemicity 
and any systematic v a r i a t i o n that may develop from i n t e r a c t i o n w i t h adjacent 
counties. The probable r e s u l t i s to increase gr e a t l y the variance of 
dermal attributes f o r any u n i t and consequently to e f f e c t wider overlap of 
distributions f o r a l l u n i t s . Heterogeneity i s expected to be especially 
high for I l k l e y , Harrogate, Otley and Richmond/Swaledale. 
S i m i l a r i t y values both those f o r the rectangular matrix (S) 
and for the square matrix (M r) are given i n Table 10.10, occupying the 
lower and upper t r i a n g l e s respectively. For comparative purposes prop-
ortions f o r the major diagonal are repeated from Table 10.9. As can be 
seen, for both measures values are highest f o r contiguous u n i t s and f a l l 
away with increasing neighbourhood distance, but several 'anomalies 1 e x i s t 
distinguishing urban from r u r a l u n i t s ( c f . , Table 10.10 column 3 f o r 
Richmond/Swaledale. 
Ordination of these s i m i l a r i t i e s using MINISSA-1 has i n e f f e c t 
produced maps of the dales, represented by the placement of po i n t s , r e -
flecting the neighbourhood 'contact' of u n i t s (Figures 10.31 and 10.32). 
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However, some discrepancies occur w i t h regard to r e a l geographical 
organization and stress i s not zero f o r DM = 2 (7.9%). Compared to the 
location of population centroids, r e l a t i v e distances and o r i e n t a t i o n are 
disrupted. For s i m i l a r i t y measure S, Nidderdale i s c l e a r l y out of place. 
In the sense that reciprocal exchange i s more l i k e l y to disclose geograph-
• • r • 
ical barriers to movement, ordination of M i s expected to produce a some-
what less d i s t o r t e d picture of geographical organization. However, Figure 
10.32 i s not a superior map. Weardale i s misplaced and I l k l e y drawn too 
far south. Moreover stress i s high at 14%; t h i s i s undoubtedly due to 
• • • r • • the small and d i f f e r e n t l y sized samples on which M i s established coupled 
with the r e l a t i v e l y low frequency of movement over the North Pennine Dales 
and the way that least space analysis works d i r e c t l y from the ranking of 
values regardless of t h e i r magnitude. Overall, i t would seem that these 
maps adequately validate the method whereby the regional units are depicted 
as points. Also, there i s every i n d i c a t i o n from the systematic nature of 
gene inflow to expect dermal v a r i a t i o n to reveal systematic trends. Yet, 
i t should be noted that neither s i m i l a r i t y measure makes any p r e d i c t i o n f o r 
the cumulative e f f e c t of input from d i s t a n t and divergent sources on dermal 
variation, and from the foregoing results i t would appear that t h i s i n 
conjunction w i t h the small size of some samples i s c r i t i c a l . 
(b) Parent-child migration matrix. 
I n essence t h i s matrix conveys the same information as that 
discussed above fo r grandparents. The only change i s i n the r e l a t i v e 
magnitude of values; f o r instance the range of proportions f o r endemic 
inputs along the major diagonal i n the square matrix has increased from 
0.1846 to 0.5839. Even so, both the ranking of values and t h e i r d i s t i n c t 
patterning i n the table i s retained. For t h i s reason the table i s not 
included i n the t e x t nor discussed f u r t h e r . 
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( c) Grandparent-parent migration matrix. 
I t should be noted at the outset that t h i s p a r t i c u l a r movement 
matrix (Table 10.11) i s not d i r e c t l y comparable w i t h the preceding two. 
I t is a tabulation of inputs f o r parents born w i t h i n the survey area and 
not merely for residents at some point of time i n the past. I t s d i r e c t 
corollary would of course be inputs f o r children born w i t h i n the survey 
zone. The difference i s due to the w r i t e r ' s contention that children or 
parents resident but not born w i t h i n the North Pennine Dales are more 
likely to have geographical o r i g i n s d i c t a t e d by population p o t e n t i a l and 
urban development than mere regional proximity; that is, i n d i v i d u a l s born 
within the survey zone are more l i k e l y to have or i g i n s which r e f l e c t l o c a l 
movement patterns. Also, movement matrices based on parental birthplaces 
should establish more closely the modes of inmovement f o r periods when 
incentives f o r doing so were approaching minimum. Note should be taken 
of the dominance of outmovement from the dales during the l a s t century and 
more. With regard to systematic movement rather than the periodic cascades 
of input outlined i n the Introduction ( i . e . , miners) expectation includes 
far higher u n i t or dale endemicity, low rates of exchange decreasing sharply 
with neighbourhood distance, more d i s t i n c t contact w i t h immediately adjacent 
counties and very l i m i t e d input from o u t l y i n g regions. 
Table 10.11 displays a l l these features. Unit endemicity has 
increased substantially and ranges from 0.372 to 0.746. Exchange between 
the survey regions i s n e g l i g i b l e or zero f o r many c e l l s , and has been r e -
duced between contiguous u n i t s . Together these two features imply a sharp-
ening of the boundaries around each u n i t i n preceding generations. Movement 
in from surrounding counties i s more closely dictated by proximity. Thus 
Bedale, Ripon and Nidderdale receive most i n f l o w from North Yorkshire rather 
than from South and West Yorkshire; Ribblesdale/Ingleton r e l a t i v e l y higher 
and lower contributions respectively from Lancashire and South and West 
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Yorkshire compared to Skip to a/Upper Wharfedale. F i n a l l y , long distance 
inmovement from o u t l y i n g regions has been greatly c u r t a i l e d . For the 
nine regions cumulative proportions range from only .021 to .128. Least 
space analysis of the s i m i l a r i t y values (Table 10.12, S) has produced a 
display i n two dimensions (stress = 9%) very s i m i l a r to that shown i n 
Figure 10.31, though I l k l e y i s closer to Harrogate than Otley and Sedbergh 
has moved further south. 
(d) Comparison of grandparent-child and grandparent-parent migration 
matrices. 
Comparison of NMMS ordinations on both s i m i l a r i t y measures f o r 
grandparent-child and grandparent-parent migration matrices reveals t h e i r 
fundamental s i m i l a r i t y . This i s confirmed by the formal c o r r e l a t i o n 
estimates between the s i m i l a r i t y measures, being 0.903 f o r S and 0.834 f o r 
M*. Lower values f o r Mr are no doubt due to the weak exchange between 
survey units and thus sampling i n t e n s i t y . This i s less l i k e l y to have 
influenced S, and as explained variance i s only 0.8, evidently the d i f f -
erences between the migration matrices discussed above are r e a l rather 
than implied. 
( i i ) Endogamy/exogamy model. 
Crude matrices based on the t o t a l sample standardized by the 
row and column marginals are adequate f o r an assessment of fundamental 
patterning. The row and column marginals f o r the three matrices are not 
dissimilar. For grandparental and parental spouse linkages, the matrices 
reveal the same c e l l loadings as f o r the endemicity model and both tab-
ulations and detailed discussion would be superfluous. 
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5 A Comparison of Regional Associations based on De rma to glyph i c 
and Non-Dermatoglyphic C r i t e r i a . 
An i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of interpopulation distances i s often made 
from a visual inspection of the scatter of points or the linkages i n 
ordination or c l u s t e r i n g diagrams respectively. Obviously, t h i s becomes 
increasingly d i f f i c u l t when several distance matrices are computed, and 
yet for comparative purposes, at least to t e s t taxonomic c o r r e l a t i o n s , the 
latter i s necessary. However, i n many surveys especially at t h i s scale, 
i t is often possible to obtain relevant data as predictors of the b i o l o g i c a l 
distances, perhaps oversimplified but adequate preliminary measures of con-
tinuous influences, especially of genetic d r i f t and selective migration. 
Sufficient evidence i s available, more p a r t i c u l a r l y f o r Stage A, that the 
distance matrices contain much the same information about population or 
sample differences, and i n any case t h i s can be d i r e c t l y ascertained by 
effecting independent c o r r e l a t i o n and m u l t i p l e regression analyses f o r 
the separate matrices. 
A. Predictors of B i o l o g i c a l Distances. 
( i ) Population movement and migration. 
This fundamental aspect of demography was discussed f u l l y i n 
the preceding section. Highly d i s t i n c t i v e patterning i n the migration 
matrices demonstrated the prominence of topography i n engineering the 
spatial organization of human populations and i n d i r e c t i n g paths of move-
ment. This has resulted i n increased endemic inputs i n t o each u n i t , 
restricted exchange between them, and large selective inputs from more 
accessible adjacent regions where the dales have opened onto surrounding 
Plains or i n t o wider v a l l e y systems. Whereas increased endemic input and 
restricted reciprocal exchange lead to genetic d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n , large 
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selective inmovement from adjacent regions should induce b i o l o g i c a l 
variation systematically related to the geographical proximity and i n t e r -
action of those immediately o u t l y i n g regions, ceteris paribus. N a t u r a l l y , 
the matrices do not give an adequate assessment of movement between 
immediately o u t l y i n g regions, nor i s any information available on the 
dif f e r e n t i a t i o n of these regions w i t h regard to dermal features. Relevant 
to the l a t t e r point would be migration data f o r each of these o u t l y i n g 
regions. Some of these comprise complex urban structures i n t o which move-
ment from nearby and d i s t a n t parts of the country must have been considerable 
over a long span of time, but p a r t i c u l a r l y throughout the nineteenth century. 
been outlined, and symbolized M and S. The numerical postscripts i n 
Tables 10.15 and 10.16 r e f e r to the grandparent-child and grandparent-
parent migration matrices respectively. Differences between u n i t s may 
also be expected to be d i r e c t l y proportional to the sum of endemic inputs 
(M ). However, as noted immediately above, there i s no reason why 
selective inmovement should produce systematic dermal v a r i a t i o n . This 
would depend on differences between o u t l y i n g regions. Moreover, any 
systematic v a r i a t i o n could w e l l be eliminated by cumulatively substantial 
(though i n d i v i d u a l l y small) i n f l o w from d i s t a n t and o u t l y i n g sources, 
effectively producing random 'noise'. Such input i s l i k e l y to be rel a t e d 
to population p o t e n t i a l , though figures given i n subsection 4 D ( i ) ( a ) 
indicate anomalies i n Weardale and Richmond. A major problem i s the 
d i f f i c u l t y of providing an adequate measure of random 'noise'. Gross 
measurements of inputs from d i s t a n t sources do not necessarily simulate a 
stochastic influence; the system of r e g i o n a l i z a t i o n , the d i f f e r e n t i a l 
vectors of inflow and t h e i r sampling properties r e a l l y need to be considered. 
A s i t i s , the system of r e g i o n a l i z a t i o n assumes p r i o r information, data 
which i n fa c t these surveys are seeking to provide. Generally, the larger 
Measures of the predicted v a r i a t i o n from movement have already 
Md u 
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the j o i n t inflow from these d i s t a n t and varied sources i n t o the survey 
units, the more sim i l a r they should be, but gross input can only be a 
crude measure and can account f o r only part of the e f f e c t s of population 
potential. The measure used i s the sum of 'distant source 1 i n f l o w to 
pairs of regions 
Another type of selective inmovement i s en masse h i s t o r i c a l 
inflow discussed i n the Introduction. However, from information available 
there i s no reason to suspect the emergence of genetic d i s t i n c t i o n s e i t h e r 
from d i f f e r e n t i a l pre-Conquest settlement or from the l a t e r inmovement of 
miners. 
( i i ) D i f f e r e n t i a l selection pressures. 
Within recent years a large number of studies have been carried 
out on dermatoglyphics i n medical disorders. Findings have been summar-
ized by Al t e r (1967), David (1971) and Schaumann and A l t e r (1976). These 
studies have included chromosomal disorders, s t r u c t u r a l aberrations of 
various kinds, single gene disorders and others whose transmission i s un-
certain. As yet, none of the disorders studied are s u f f i c i e n t l y frequent 
or display enough p o t e n t i a l dermal v a r i a t i o n to produce regional d i f f e r e n t -
iation for p a r t i c u l a r dermal a t t r i b u t e s . Also, i t has to be admitted that 
biased selection of control groups may be responsible f o r the alleged 
s t a t i s t i c a l l y s i g n i f i c a n t deviation noted i n several studies. With t h i s 
in mind, and i n consideration of the scale of the regions, selection does 
not provide plausible predictors of dermal v a r i a t i o n over the region. 
( i i i ) Population p o t e n t i a l . 
Differences between i n t e r a c t i n g u n i t s on population size i s 
recognition of the importance of demographic p o t e n t i a l or the forces under-
lying i t of inducing genetic change. Population p o t e n t i a l may be under-
stood here i n the sense of g r a v i t y (Stewart 1958) being d i r e c t l y related 
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to demographic energy and thus inversely related to genetic entropy. 
Inherent i n t h i s i s the p o t e n t i a l of small e f f e c t i v e populations f o r 
propagating genetic d r i f t and inbreeding and thus increased regional 
differentiation. Conversely, the co-existence of nearby larger and 
dense populations w i t h increasingly complex urban structures implicates 
interdependence and widespread s p a t i a l i n t e r a c t i o n between them and commonly 
with outlying metropolitan regions. Simply at t h i s scale, i t i s expected 
that units with larger populations w i l l be more s i m i l a r g e n e t i c a l l y , w h i l s t 
small populations because of random influences w i l l d i f f e r from these and 
especially from each other. Therefore, regional d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n i s l i k e l y 
to be inversely related to the sum of t h e i r populations (PD1). 
One obvious drawback w i t h the measure PD1 i s that two pairs of 
populations w i t h the same t o t a l population may comprise very d i f f e r e n t 
regional contributions. I n t h i s s i t u a t i o n , the members of a p a i r most 
dissimilar i n population size also have the greater l i k e l i h o o d of d i f f e r i n g 
genetically, especially i f numbers fo r one of the u n i t s are very small. 
A weighted distance can be applied based on the binomial standard error 
PD2 = 1 / / (p.q.n..) 
As a measure of variance i t d i r e c t l y accounts f o r the r e l a t i v e 
differences i n population size. Also, i t i s d i r e c t l y related to distance 
coefficients based on angular transformations w i t h the ad d i t i o n a l weighting 
of the proportions by the sum of the two populations, simultaneously assess-
ing the potential f o r i n t e r a c t i o n i n the absolute size of both populations 
and for d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n i n t h e i r r e l a t i v e sizes. The urban population or 
that of a region's largest town can be measured i n much the same way (UD1 
and UD2) and these may be b e t t e r i n d i c a t o r s of regional p o t e n t i a l than 
overall population. 
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( i v ) Geographical distances. 
Geographical distances are obvious h e u r i s t i c measures of 
interaction between regions and there i s i n t e r e s t i n the way t h a t such 
distances are associated w i t h movement and i n d i r e c t l y , population p o t e n t i a l . 
Both road (GDI) and d i r e c t distances (GD2) have been taken between regional 
population centroids. Somewhat d i f f e r e n t i s neighbourhood distance, which 
may be read as the minimal number of population b a r r i e r s ( p o t e n t i a l obstacles) 
through which migrants must pass i n t r a v e l l i n g from one region to another. 
I t is simply the number of boundaries (ND). Undoubtedly the most useful 
form of 'geographical' distance i s S, since movement i s a c t u a l l y a measure 
of a l l kinds of environmental obstacles and influences discouraging or i n -
citing i n t e r a c t i o n . I n t h i s way i t i s a b e t t e r measure of b a r r i e r distance 
and there i s no reason why i t should correlate h i g h l y w i t h more orthodox 
distances. 
(v) Social distances. 
I t i s quite feasible that genetic differences e x i s t between 
social classes or r e l i g i o u s denominational groups, that these r e f l e c t upon 
restricted movement between groups w i t h i n any one region and deter movement 
between regions because of t h e i r regional associations and the human geo-
graphy and economic structure of those regions. Data on the r e l i g i o u s 
denomination and social class of families were r e a d i l y available on the 
questionnaires obtained from i n d i v i d u a l s . 
With regard to r e l i g i o u s denomination three main groups alone 
were considered (Church of England, Methodism, Roman Catholicism), the 
residual number of remaining a f f i l i a t i o n s discounted. Three a d d i t i o n a l 
categories f o r s p l i t a f f i l i a t i o n of the main groups were amalgamated by 
contributing h a l f of the proportions i n those categories to each of the 
respective groups. 
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Proportions f o r social d i v i s i o n s were obtained, including 
the fi v e social classes and two other categories to d i s t i n g u i s h the 
agricultural and mining communities. Distances were d i r e c t l y obtained 
from these proportions using the square root transformation of Edwards, 
To save considerable space only proportions f o r the three denominational 
categories and father's social class are presented f o r reference and then 
in the same table (Table 10.13). For the same reason distance matrices 
have been omitted. This i s reasonable as stress values f o r NMMS ordinations 
are very low, and as a r e s u l t the distances are we l l depicted i n two-space. 
Figure 10.33 gives the d i s t r i b u t i o n of units i n NMMS DM = 2 
for distances based on r e l i g i o u s denominational categories (DD). Stress 
is minimal at 0.08%. Three very d i s t i n c t clusters are apparent, d i s t -
inguishing groups associated w i t h the three categories. High proportion 
of Roman Catholics are found especially i n Harrogate and Richmond/Swaledale; 
somewhat less i n Skipton/Upper Wharfedale (0.099 to 0.173). Also, the 
frequency of Church of England members i n these three units i s intermediate 
between those of the two remaining groups. Weardale, Wensleydale, Nidder-
dale and Sedbergh have a large proportion of Methodist members and con-
comitantly low numbers a f f i l i a t e d to the Church of England; the remaining 
group of regions however, uniformly have high proportions associated w i t h 
the l a t t e r . 
Figure 10.34 represents a least space analysis of un i t s based 
on father's social class (FSCD). Though frequencies f o r the seven cat-
egories are very d i f f e r e n t f o r father's father's and mother's father's 
social class, i t i s u n l i k e l y that distances between regions on them w i l l 
differ substantially. Correlations between FSCD, FFSCD and MFSCD are 
given i n the follo w i n g subsection. Stress f o r NMMS DM = 2 i s again very 
low at 2% and thus the placement of points i n the ord i n a t i o n gives an 
accurate representation of distances. A l i n e a r trend rather than the 
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development of clusters i s evident, and i s d i r e c t l y r e l a t e d to the 
proportion of members i n a g r i c u l t u r e . The gradient extends from 0.413 
(Sedbergh) to 0.012 ( I l k l e y ) and the central units of Weardale, Swaledale/ 
Richmond, Ripon and Skipton/Upper Wharfedale are not gr e a t l y out of place. 
Other r e g u l a r i t i e s are evident. I n conventional sign notation f o r axes, 
the five negative values on dimension I have more than 0.1 of t h e i r members 
in the professional class; the s i x highest p o s i t i v e values along the same 
axis less than 0.05 i n the same category. S i m i l a r l y , values greater than 
0.1 for social class 4 mostly have p o s i t i v e values i n vector 1, the ex-
ception being Richmond/Swaledale. A number of differences i n the r e l a t i v e 
frequencies of categories are indicated f o r FFSC and MFSC. As would be 
expected, f o r the previous generation, r e l a t i v e frequencies f o r s o c i a l 
classes 1 and 2 are lower and those f o r 4 and 5 higher. However, the most 
noticeable difference i s the large proportion of grandparents whose reg-
istered occupation i s mining, especially f o r Weardale and Teesdale, i n a l l 
over 0.06 of a l l i n d i v i d u a l s compared to 0.006 f o r FSC. As the number of 
miners i n FSC i s so small and mostly r e s t r i c t e d to Weardale (0.04) and 
Teesdale (0.011), they have been grouped w i t h social class 3 i n t o which 
they are formally c l a s s i f i e d . Both denominational and social class 
divisions are l i k e l y to have a strong geographical basis and be r e l a t e d to 
both population p o t e n t i a l and thus to facets of population movement. 
(vi ) Sampling erro r . 
Throughout the displays of b i o l o g i c a l distances there i s the 
strong i f not overwhelming suggestion of the influence of sampling char-
acteristics on the r e l a t i v e placement of u n i t s , that i s the p o s s i b i l i t y of 
small unrepresentative samples ac t u a l l y c o n t r i b u t i n g to regional d i f f e r e n t -
iation. The f i v e u n its f o r which samples are p a r t i c u l a r l y small are 
generally widely spaced from each other and separated from a c l u s t e r of 
the remaining u n i t s . Sampling error i s implicated because f o r one of 
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these survey u n i t s , Otley, the background population i s r e l a t i v e l y large. 
The theoretical basis f o r d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n effected by sample size i s 
similar to that f o r population size and can be measured by the sum of the 
samples (SD1) or by the variance method indicated beforehand (SD2). The 
effect of these f i v e small samples on b i o l o g i c a l distances would be expected 
to produce a line a r scatter of points, moderate to large distances between 
these units and the remaining eight and 10 very large distances between the 
five, a sequence proportional to l//(p.q.n..). 
For the remaining populations, numbers f o r each sex being i n 
excess of 150, the influence of sampling error i s u n l i k e l y to be important. 
This draws a t t e n t i o n to an outstanding issue. In the case of samples being 
proportional to population size and a strong r e l a t i o n s h i p e x i s t i n g between 
the two and b i o l o g i c a l distances there i s no sa t i s f a c t o r y way of separating 
out the effects implicated. Yet, as pointed out above, sampling error i s 
unlikely to e f f e c t a l i n e a r trend of b i o l o g i c a l distances between the larger 
populations, and an isolated scattergram of the corresponding 28 b i o l o g i c a l 
and sample distances should approach a random display of points. 
B. S t a t i s t i c a l Analysis and Computer Output. 
S t a t i s t i c a l treatment comprises c o r r e l a t i o n analysis of the 
various predictors outlined above and of these w i t h the b i o l o g i c a l distances. 
Spearman as well as Pearson correlations have been output to account f o r the 
effects of aberrant b i v a r i a t e d i s t r i b u t i o n s detected i n scattergrams* 
Finally, multiple regression analysis has been effected f o r the b i o l o g i c a l 
distances of Stage A, the dependent variables being the mean of male and 
female pairwise regional distances to correspond w i t h predictors based on 
similar averages. 
Computer output consisted of c o r r e l a t i o n matrices, scattergrams 
and multiple regression tabulations from SPSS subprograms and least space 
ordinations from OSIRIS subprogram MINISSA-1 noted d i r e c t l y above. 
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C. Results. 
( i ) I n t e r r e l a t i o n s h i p s among predictor distances. 
Details f o r the present subsection are given i n Table 10.15, 
Pearson and Spearman correlations located i n the lower and upper tri a n g l e s 
respectively. 
(a) Population movement. 
. r Correlations between S and M f o r both grandparent-child and 
grandparent-parent matrices are very d i f f e r e n t from unity (about 0.6) 
underlining the need to measure common movement i n t o the survey units 
from external regions rather than j u s t reciprocal exchange between the 
units. The reasonably high negative c o r r e l a t i o n between S and M u i s to 
be expected because of the s t a t i s t i c a l c o r r e l a t i o n between a t t r i b u t e s ; 
ds 
that between S and M because of cumulatively large common source-type 
movement i n S from o u t l y i n g regions. 
Both s i m i l a r i t y movement measures correspond closely w i t h 
geographical distances, especially S, and correlate b e t t e r w i t h m e t r i c a l 
distances than w i t h neighbourhood proximity. A maximal c o r r e l a t i o n of 
0.859 accounts f o r the good NMMS map of the North Pennine Dales u n i t s , but 
more than 0.25 of the variance remains unexplained i n S. The very d i f f e r e n t 
correlations of S and M^s w i t h geographical distances d i s t i n g u i s h these 
former two measures. Distances constructed from r e l i g i o u s denominations 
are not well related to the movement matrix, but s i m i l a r distances 
established on social class most d e f i n i t e l y are, having moderate values 
and constant sign. Though clear discrimination e x i s t s between FSCD on 
the one hand and FFSCD and MFSCD on the other, the figures provide 
evidence for the d i s t i n c t i v e s o c i a l background of d i f f e r e n t regions and 
the greater s i m i l a r i t y of adjacent regions. 
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Some re l a t i o n s h i p i s also to be expected between the movement 
similarity measures and the various measures of population p o t e n t i a l , 
especially w i t h the dimensions of urban or major town populations. Simply, 
the larger the populations the more movement they are l i k e l y to share i n 
common from external and si m i l a r sources, larger centres being more i n -
dependent of localized geodesies. Consequently, the largest values are 
ds 
associated w i t h M . Of some importance to l a t e r discussion i s the higher 
ds 
correlation of M w i t h urban rather than j o i n t population p o t e n t i a l , and 
the very much larger values w i t h these variables than w i t h the measures of 
potential sampling err o r . 
ds 
In fact the correlations between M and the simple pairwise 
summations of regional and urban population do not adequately summarize 
ds 
their association. The scattergram of M wit h the sum of urban populations 
reveals two p a r a l l e l but separate l i n e a r trends of points, both w i t h steep 
slopes. I n Figure 10.35 f o r convenience, these points have been d i s t -
inguished by d i f f e r e n t symbols and i t can be seen that the rightmost trend 
is in fact made up of two i d e n t i f i a b l e clusters of units i n v o l v i n g e i t h e r 
Weardale or Harrogate. The Harrogate offshoot indicates an exponential 
f a l l o f f i n 'distant source 1 input w i t h increasing population size. This 
implies the existence of a r e a l l i m i t to the proportion of a l i e n i n f l u x 
that can be absorbed by any centre. An obvious part explanation l i e s i n 
central place functions. This suggests that centres of a p a r t i c u l a r rank 
are l i k e l y to o f f e r much the same a t t r a c t i o n i n terms of employment, both 
in type and density. Thus movement by job applicants to such centres w i l l 
generally follow social g r a v i t a t i o n a l laws, the a v a i l a b i l i t y of intervening 
opportunities precluding long distance movement. However, some long distance 
movement w i l l n a t u r a l l y always f i l t e r through as a r e s u l t of business net-
works and expedience and other less predictable forces. This residual 
proportion i s related to some function of a centre's rank. The s i t u a t i o n 
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for Harrogate, Otley and I l k l e y i s greatly complicated by the proximity 
of the West Yorkshire conurbation f o r which they are i n part dormitory 
towns. Weardale w i t h i t s very r e s t r i c t e d input from d i s t a n t sources 
presents a completely d i f f e r e n t p i c t u r e . The large population of the 
closely packed urban d i s t r i c t s i s no r e f l e c t i o n of a well-developed and 
well-balanced i n d u s t r i a l , business and employment structure but, unlike 
other centres w i t h i n the North Pennine Dales, of a settlement agglomeration 
founded on coal mining. Compared to other regions of the North Pennine 
Dales the Weardale population i s r e l a t i v e l y s t a t i c . Thus, as a s t r a i g h t -
forward regression of movement from d i s t a n t sources on population size 
indicates, there i s no simple r e l a t i o n s h i p j o i n i n g the two. For t h i s 
reason and the fundamental t i e between population size and genetic d r i f t , 
these two measures of u n i t association are somewhat d i f f e r e n t predictors 
of biological distance and both are retained f o r f u r t h e r analysis, 
(b) Geographical distances. 
J u s t i f i a b l e c r i t i c i s m has been made of the use of d i r e c t distances 
rather than road or track distances i n many surveys. Here i t can be seen 
that the two amount to v i r t u a l l y the same thing (r = 0.988) and the former 
s 
is abandoned. Neighbourhood proximity i s an altogether d i f f e r e n t i n d i c a t o r 
of geographical association, one of mutual access, depending as i t does on 
the organization, dimensions and shape of regions. Even so, correlations 
with metrical distances are high. 
Geographical distances are not related to regional associations 
on religious denomination, but as implied i n the close l i n k w i t h S share 
the same values as the l a t t e r w i t h social class distances; n a t u r a l l y these 
are of opposite sign. S i m i l a r l y , the weak correlations w i t h regional and 
urban population r e f l e c t upon the spacing of towns and population centres 
as contained i n central place t h e o r e t i c a l models. 
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(c) Social distances. 
The three social class distances are hi g h l y correlated amongst 
themselves but only poorly connected to denominational distance. As 
would be expected, r e l a t i v e placement of u n i t s on father's s o c i a l class 
corresponds f a r more closely to that based on father's father's than on 
mother's father's social class. S i m i l a r l y , the l a t t e r two are more closely 
linked than are either to FSCD. 
Denominational distance i s not w e l l related to other variables. 
The s l i g h t l y larger values w i t h population measures are yet another i n -
dication of the more varied social structures of regions w i t h larger pop-
ulation centres. Increased economic and social complexity of enlarged 
urban structures, as opposed simply to increased population density as 
involved i n a monoeconomy, has a w e l l founded basis i n the theory of c e n t r a l 
places and i t s research f i n d i n g s ; thus i t i s not surprising that s o c i a l 
class distances have a better r e l a t i o n s h i p w i t h pairwise weightings of 
regional populations, smaller dale populations being linked through r u r a l 
economies and the larger regional populations having s i m i l a r more sophist-
icated employment systems i l l u s t r a t e d i n the higher proportion of the work 
force engaged i n professional or semiprofessional occupations. Such corr-
elations are not we l l developed w i t h MFSCD. 
(d) Population p o t e n t i a l and sampling e r r o r . 
A glance at the Pearson and Spearman correlations i n Table 10.15 
reveals the e f f e c t of making adjustments f o r differences between u n i t s i n 
constructing measures of p o t e n t i a l i n t e r a c t i o n on population numbers. 
The same approach f o r sample size has produced less divergent r e s u l t s between 
the simple and adjusted measure (0.928), Agreement i s s i m i l a r l y as large 
between the paired regional populations and those of the population modes f o r 
the corresponding movement type (PD1/UD1, r = 0.910; PD2/UD2, r = 0,877). 
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With regard to population parameters, a number of correlations 
have been discussed i m p l i c a t i n g f u n c t i o n a l relationships between population 
size or density and other aspects of human geography. Notable among these 
is the demographic energy usually associated w i t h urbanized population 
concentrations, the m o b i l i t y and more cosmopolitan nature of those pop-
ulations* Conversely, smaller populations become increasingly less mobile 
and less varied i n t h e i r social and economic structures. Though i n terms 
of human geography pairs of regions having j o i n t l y large or j o i n t l y small 
total populations and population modes tend to be s i m i l a r , from a genetic 
standpoint p r i o r p r o b a b i l i t i e s are d i r e c t l y r e l a t e d to some function of 
joint population size. This i s due to the declining demographic energy 
associated w i t h regions having gradually sparser and smaller r u r a l pop-
ulations. For pairs of regions including such l i m i t e d populations there 
is increased l i k e l i h o o d of declining i n t e r a c t i o n between the un i t s i n 
respect of a l l sources of p o t e n t i a l exchange, and of genetic d r i f t occurring 
in units with small and isolated e f f e c t i v e populations, both of which 
influence d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n . 
Quite apart from these co-relationships i s the association of 
joint population and sample size. This depends e n t i r e l y on the vagaries 
of sampling. As noted i n Chapter 2, great differences occurred i n the 
proportional returns from schools. Nevertheless, actual numbers loosely 
correspond to population size (PD1/SD1, r « 0.717; PD2/SD2, r « 0.877 
s s 
as opposed to sample size w i t h population size, r = 0.680). This i s 
s 
n»st unfortunate from the standpoint of separating out the eff e c t s of 
population size and sample returns i n the r e l a t i v e placement of u n i t s i n 
multidimensional dermal space. Nevertheless, as pointed out e a r l i e r 
numbers for each sex were i n s u f f i c i e n t to equalize samples f o r the various 
units. 
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( i i ) Association of b i o l o g i c a l and predictor distances, 
(a) Comparisons f o r the complete regional f i l e . 
Bivariate correlations of b i o l o g i c a l distances w i t h predictors 
are given i n Table 10.16 f o r stages A to D, though i t i s clear that f o r the 
latter stages of analysis B, C and D, the magnitude of correlations i s lower 
and there i s inconstancy of sign. Therefore, the r e s u l t s discussed below 
are those for Stage A. 
A l l correlations w i t h movement measures are moderate or low, but 
there are d e f i n i t e consistencies i n sign. The magnitude of c o e f f i c i e n t s 
generally follows M^S > S > M^U > Mr, and t h i s suggests that associations 
are primarily inversely related to the shared l e v e l of 'noise 1 input from 
distant sources. I t i s very possible that both S variables are concerned 
with thi s type of movement rather than systematic geographical inputs from 
neighbouring regions. F i r s t , a part of S, a large part i n some cases, i s 
the amount of inmovement shared by units from d i s t a n t sources. Secondly, 
geographical distances are not correlated w i t h b i o l o g i c a l distances, and 
thus the dominant geographical features of S cannot be important, but the 
2 
fraction of r i n S not explained by geographical order. Also, though 
'distant source' input i n S2 i s much less than i n SI, the ranking prop-
ortions are constant. 
Joint consistency i n endemic c o n t r i b u t i o n as measured by M^u 
seems to have some association w i t h b i o l o g i c a l distances but i n magnitude 
is less constant f o r sex. Values of t h i s order are l i k e l y to arise from 
the s t a t i s t i c a l correlations of the several measures, w i t h MU » (2S.. + 
^ ) - 2, the values perhaps being modified by M110. One important point 
is worth consideration f o r l a t e r discussion. As mentioned beforehand, 
n is u n l i k e l y to be a s a t i s f a c t o r y measure of shared 'noise 1. Much of 
the non-endemic input i n t o each u n i t i s received from adjacent regions; 
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these include e i t h e r large metropolitan counties or are of great expanse 
containing high energy urban centres. I n the f i r s t case, they have long 
been melting pots f o r l o c a l v a r i a t i o n from a wide radius especially during 
in d u s t r i a l i z a t i o n . The second case includes both zones of possible l o c a l 
variation together with heterogeneous centres, v a r i a t i o n e f f e c t i v e l y random-
ized in the form of North Pennine Dales inmovement. Therefore, a l l ex-
ternal sources of input may not be distinguishable, differences between 
survey un i t s , especially those w i t h urban centres and a large i t i n e r a n t 
population, not being meaningful f o r b i o l o g i c a l s p a t i a l v a r i a t i o n . 
Correlations of b i o l o g i c a l distances w i t h geographical and 
denominational distance are poor or non-existent. However, social class 
distances are more closely associated w i t h them. There i s some d i s t i n c t i o n 
here of MFSCD from FSCD and FFSCD and i t i s notable that t h i s i s the p a t t -
erning of social class distances w i t h population distance and not t h a t of 
associations w i t h the movement measures. These larger values l i n k i n g 
father's and father's father's social class w i t h b i o l o g i c a l distances may 
well r e f l e c t the o v e r a l l heterogeneity and m o b i l i t y of the u n i t populations 
better than the movement measures. Certainly, the NMMS l i n e a r organization 
of units on father's social class would suggest as much. However i t i s 
disturbing that social class distances should agree b e t t e r w i t h sampling 
error distances than w i t h s i m i l a r measures based on population size. 
Far more di s t u r b i n g are the very high correlations of b i o l o g i c a l 
distances with both t o t a l and mode population distances and w i t h sampling 
error distance, and that these should be larger w i t h the l a t t e r (Figures 
10,37 and 10,38). Such re s u l t s make f o r great d i f f i c u l t i e s i n e x t r i c a t i n g 
the plausible population influences on r e l a t i v e b i o l o g i c a l distances d i s -
cussed e a r l i e r . As the correlations between PD1/SD1 and PD2/SD2 are f a r 
from perfect, a dominant population influence would be expected to produce 
larger correlations than would sampling e f f e c t s . The importance of the 
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latter i s manifest and from the correlations alone i t i s not possible to 
say to what extent sampling error i s over-mimicking or improving upon r e a l 
population influences. I n view of the f a c t that sampling error and pop-
ulation p o t e n t i a l are by no means p e r f e c t l y correlated (max r = 0.877) 
s 
and that correlations between b i o l o g i c a l and population distances are not 
much less than between the former and sampling e r r o r , there are l i k e l y to 
be some population e f f e c t s i n the r e l a t i v e placement of units i n dermal 
multidimensional space. 
Because of the high correlations between members of the 
biological-population-sampling distance t r i a d , m u l t i p l e l i n e a r stepwise 
regression i s not p a r t i c u l a r l y h e l p f u l i n apportioning causation. C r i t e r i o n 
variables f o r these analyses were mean pairwise b i o l o g i c a l distances f o r sex 
2 2 2 2 2 2 o n D ^ j , D ( i 9 ) > E ( 1 0 ) E ( 3 2 ) a n d E ( 4 2 ) * F i n a l r against the range of 
2 
predictors was high, w i t h a minimum of 0.876 f o r £ ( 3 2 ) and a maximum of 
2 2 
0.950 for D ( 6 2 ) * B u t f o r E ( 1 0 ) * S D 2 w a s t h e f i r s t v a r i a b l e t 0 *>e entered 
2 
into the equation, and very l i t t l e change i n r obtained subsequently, -
2 
except for E ^ 1 0 j (0.162) - less than 0.1. Additional predictors r a r e l y 2 2 2 contributed more than 0.01 to r , and then not f o r D ^ . v nor E / / O N . For (62) (42) 
2 
distances based on E ( 1 0 ) > p°2 was entered f i r s t , but simple r f o r PD2 
(0.853) and SD2 (0.843) are not much d i f f e r e n t . Smaller contributions 
after PD2 were provided by SD1 (0.047) and SI (0.035). Similar small 
additions to r were made by FSCD (0.032) and PD2 (0.033) f o r distances 
° n D(19)-
Figures 10.37 and 10.38 display scattergrams of b i o l o g i c a l 
distances against population distance and sampling error distance respect-
ively. Both i l l u s t r a t e the li n e a r trend of points expected from a marked 
divergence of eit h e r small populations or small samples from one another 
and the decreasingly less divergent markers as these are i n tu r n compared 
with larger populations or samples respectively. Either population size 
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or case numbers i n a sample are l i k e l y to produce the same e f f e c t . 
However, the l i n e a r trend continues i n both diagrams for the 28 pairwise 
comparisons between the eight units both f o r which populations and samples 
are r e l a t i v e l y large. Samples are probably adequate f o r these u n i t s and 
this suggests that population influences could be dominant. 
However, the adequacy of the samples i s s t i l l i n question and 
this i s very much an empirical problem. An independent l i n e of i n q u i r y 
is suggested i n the basic d i v i s i o n of sexes f o r analysis and i n sampling 
theory as opposed to the e f f e c t s of genetic d r i f t . Sex d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n 
on the suite of d i g i t a l and palmar variables f o r the e n t i r e f i l e was out-
lined i n Chapter 7. There was noted a large number of s i g n i f i c a n t d i f f -
erences between the groups which lead to t h e i r independent treatment. 
Regardless of population size sex d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n should remain much the 
same and there are no obvious reasons why the sexes should be more s i m i l a r 
with regard to dermal features i n heterogeneous populations than i n more 
isolated homogeneous un i t s subject to inbreeding and d r i f t . Needless to 
say, they form complementary parts of the same population. However, such 
interdependence between male and female components i n a population i s com-
pletely absent during sampling. Random errors effected through the c o l l -
ection of inadequate samples are l i k e l y to d i s t o r t male and female r e s u l t s 
equally but independently. Such random errors can be measured by m u l t i -
variate distances between the sexes. For representative samples these 
distances can be expected to approach a random d i s t r i b u t i o n . However, f o r 
inadequate samples, distances should r i s e sharply thereby i n d i c a t i n g units 
for which representative and a d d i t i o n a l numbers are required• 
2 
For each u n i t 8 ( 4 2 ) distances have been computed between the sexes 
and the results p l o t t e d against the sum of the two samples (Figure 10.39). 
Four out of the f i v e of the small samples are widely separated from the main 
group of u n i t s , a l l sharing large inter-sex distances; thus the high corr-
elation of -0.870. No s i g n i f i c a n t c o r r e l a t i o n i s evident f o r the remaining 
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nine population samples (r = -0,214). Clearly, sampling error i s 
strongly a f f e c t i n g the results of four out of the t h i r t e e n u n i t s , one less 
than the number of very d i s t i n c t u n i t s i d e n t i f i e d i n ordination and c l u s t e r -
ing diagrams. The exception i s Bedale which has a t o t a l sample i d e n t i c a l 
to that for Otley. However, one great difference between these two units 
is in population size, Bedale being l i t t l e over h a l f that of Otley, and 
the implication i s that proportional sampling i s important. Yet i n t e r -
sex distances f o r both Bedale and Ripon are higher than f o r the remaining 
regions and t h i s would suggest that even samples of 150 ind i v i d u a l s are 
not entirely s a t i s f a c t o r y . 
I t should be noted that calculations were carried out on r e -
sorted decks of data organized by u n i t s u b f i l e f o r the population comparisons. 
These data contain mixed s i b l i n g p a i r s , proportions f o r each u n i t (with 
the exception of Nidderdale) being much the same. For t h i s reason and 
because additional calculations on the 1 clean' f i l e would have been un-
necessarily extravagant these data are regarded as providing an adequate 
approximation of u n i t inter-sex distances on the samples. As i t i s , 
increased proportions of mixed s i b l i n g pairs are u n l i k e l y to have effected 
greater s i m i l a r i t y of the sexes f o r the units as witnessed by the largest 
distance for Nidderdale and the placement of remaining u n i t s . Figure 10.40 
2 
provides a scattergram of E ^ 2 ) distances between the sexes against the 
proportions of mixed s i b l i n g pairs. No re l a t i o n s h i p i s evident (r = 0.016). 
s 
Thus i t i s u n l i k e l y that the difference between Otley and Bedale can be 
explained i n t h i s way. 
To summarize, i t would seem that sampling error i s an important 
feature of Wensleydale, Nidderdale, Otley and Sedbergh and to a much lesser 
extent of Bedale and perhaps Ripon. Nevertheless, t h i s by no means discounts 
the p o s s i b i l i t y of genetic d r i f t i n these u n i t s , and i t i s necessary to re t u r n 
to this question i n the concluding subsection. Differences between the 
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eight larger samples are almost c e r t a i n l y not caused by data capture, 
though this i n i t s e l f does not preclude s i g n i f i c a n t correlations between 
the biological distances and sampling error distance. These u n i t s are 
subject to more detailed examination i n the following subsection. 
(b) Comparisons f o r the eight largest samples. 
For t h i s stage of analysis the mean values of the pairwise 
biological distances f o r the f i v e variable suites have been entered i n 
multiple regression stepwise mode against the f u l l set of p r e d i c t o r s . 
I t should be pointed out that i n t e r r e l a t i o n s h i p s between predictors have 
changed somewhat i n the reduced f i l e . Most noteworthy and expected i s 
the much weaker r e l a t i o n s h i p between the population and sampling error 
distances (PD1/SD1, r = 0.492; PD2/SD2, r = 0.230). These correlations 
are higher than the r value of 0.214 f o r population against sample size 
s 
due to the extreme population value f o r Harrogate. 
An o u t l i n e of the r e s u l t s i s as follows: For the f u l l v a r i able 
2 2 2 set t o t a l r varies from 0.782 for D ^ j t o , 0 . 8 7 2 f o r D ( 6 2 ) * Sampling 
error distance i s the f i r s t variable to be entered i n t o the equations on 
three occasions and second on the remaining two, values f o r i t ranging from 
r = 0.345 to 0.797. Population distance i s the f i r s t v a r i able to be 
2 2 
entered for variable suites ^ ^2) a n <* E ( 4 2 ) * However, values f o r i t are 
not consistent i n the f i v e equations ranging from less than r = 0.1 to over 
0.6. Joint population size i s therefore u n l i k e l y to be a r e l i a b l e 
indicator of some systematic influence on the r e l a t i v e placement of u n i t s 
in the dermal hyperspace. Nevertheless, both sampling error and population 
distance unlike the remaining variables have uniform and correct sign. The 
i n i t i a l inclusion of sampling distance i s d i f f i c u l t t o i n t e r p r e t . I t i s 
unlikely to be related to the b i o l o g i c a l distances i n any causal manner, 
but more c e r t a i n l y a marker of random differences between u n i t s . With 
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regard to the l a t t e r (remaining predictors) f o r at least one dermal 
2 variable suite there has been inversion of correct sign, mostly f o r DQ^J* 
ds 
The variables concerned are M , SI, S2 and ND. Similar inversions f o r 
M^ u on two occasions involve small values. These observations and the 
2 
invariably low values f o r simple r (exceptionally r = 0.417 f o r ND i n E ^ ^ ) 
negate any d e f i n i t e influence of geographical location or of the varied 
facets of population movement on the arrays of b i o l o g i c a l distances. 
Restricting calculations to these f i v e predictors alone and then only 
those for which signs are correct, explained variance f o r the larger variable 
2 2 . 
sets E(42) a n c* ^(62) * S a n c l 0*254 and the l a t t e r value almost c e r t a i n l y 
demarcates a c e i l i n g f o r any systematic e f f e c t . 
6. Concluding Observations. 
A b r i e f summary of r e s u l t s on dermal v a r i a t i o n over the North 
Pennine Dales includes the following points. 
a) M u l t i v a r i a t e analyses indicate that sampled numbers of cases 
for at least f i v e out of the t h i r t e e n u n i t s are inadequate, 
and that sampling error i s e f f e c t i n g distances between them 
and the remaining u n i t s . 
b) The small samples fo r Wensleydale, Nidderdale, Sedbergh and 
Bedale do not discount the p o s s i b i l i t y of features of r e l a t i v e 
i s o l a t i o n , d r i f t and inbreeding i n these u n i t s . Indeed, the 
more l i m i t e d and isolated populations of the former three are 
most l i k e l y to d i f f e r from the remaining u n i t s . However, the 
conditions required f o r reliance to be placed on the u n i v a r i a t e 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s are generally absent. These are: 
Undoubted significance of r e s u l t s , not j u s t between 
terminal u n i t s . 
Consistency of s p a t i a l patterning f o r sex. 
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These two requirements are only available f o r a x i a l 
t r i r a d i i t and t 1 . S i g n i f i c a n t v a r i a t i o n mostly involves 
one of the f i v e u n i t s f o r which both samples and (excepting 
Otley) populations are small. Consistency of r e s u l t s f o r any 
one of these f i v e on d i f f e r e n t variables i s occasionally observed. 
Sedbergh and Nidderdale frequently form end members of univariate 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s . Where consistency i n sign and magnitude prevails 
ef 
f o r sex as disclosed i n the case of Sedbergh f o r t and the 
mainline index, then i t i s more probable that the proportions 
r e f l e c t an adequate pic t u r e of actual values f o r the u n i t . 
Some consistency i s evident i n the male and female choropleth 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s f o r d i g i t a l ridge counts and t o t a l palmar ridge 
count, and i t i s possible that sampling error i s concealing 
the presence of a col from Sedbergh to Bedale. However, i t 
would be necessary to obtain a d d i t i o n a l large samples from the 
three units to be convinced of t h i s feature, 
c) M u l t i v a r i a t e analysis discloses some geographical order among 
the eight larger samples i n the ordination and c l u s t e r i n g 
diagrams. Yet such geographical organization appears to be 
outweighed by random disorder as demonstrated i n the m u l t i p l e 
regression r e s u l t s . I n magnitude and kind, inmovement t o each 
un i t has been too great and heterogeneous i n nature t o allow the 
development of systematic s p a t i a l v a r i a t i o n from systematic demo-
graphic t i e s . Inflow from adjacent counties to the North 
Pennine Dales u n i t s i s so large and often unimodal as to 
suggest that comparisons between the u n i t s are e f f e c t i v e l y those 
between the neighbouring county regions, and that by i m p l i c a t i o n 
differences between them are not l i k e l y to be large. Significance 
i s a separate matter and would depend on the size of samples. 
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Chapter 11 Concluding Remarks. 
Throughout the survey several outstanding problems have been 
encountered and i t i s to these that t h i s b r i e f concluding section i s 
devoted rather than to a summary of the detailed f i n d i n g s . The l a t t e r 
are to be found i n the preceding four chapters. The implications f o r 
future regional surveys are important as the same i f not greater d i f f -
iculties w i l l be experienced more generally regardless of the scale of 
study. 
In dermal studies no problem i s more i n t r a c t a b l e and in t a n g i b l e 
than the process of sampling. I n fact one may go as f a r as to say that 
data capture verges on gambling. Basically, t h i s stems from the obligatory 
method of aggregate sampling from centres, i n t h i s case schools, and the 
hierarchy of consent through which researchers must, r i g h t l y , pass. A 
dispersed type strategy i s too expensive i n time and cost. The vagaries 
of sampling p a r t i c u l a r l y i n the dichotomy of consent and the range of 
proportional returns can have serious consequences f o r research design; 
i t can lead to the loss of e n t i r e areas or r e s u l t i n t o t a l l y d e f i c i e n t 
returns. In resource-bound regional studies especially in v o l v i n g the 
prediction of b i o l o g i c a l distances there must necessarily be a compromise 
between the size of samples and the number of p o t e n t i a l u n i t s studied. 
Too few regions make f o r d i f f i c u l t i e s i n the s t a t i s t i c a l analysis of 
prediction; too many, places severe r e s t r a i n t s on sample capture or 
indirectly on data measurement. 
The present r e s u l t s indicate that adequate samples fo r the North 
Pennine Dales regions should comprise some 150 to 200 for each sex and for 
any stage. Yet some of the smallest samples i n the present report, f o r 
instance those of Sedbergh and Nidderdale, represent the higher proport-
ional returns and to obtain anything l i k e s a t i s f a c t o r y numbers from these 
units quite f r a n k l y requires more resources than are availa b l e . A l b e i t , 
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the business of sampling f o r any study i s something of an empirical 
problem. With much smaller numbers per u n i t , some 35 out ot 72 units 
with counts below 30, Roberts and Coope (1972) were able to demonstrate 
significant v a r i a t i o n f o r TFRC over parts of Berkshire and Oxfordshire. 
However, only a l i m i t e d number of variables were studied and as no analytic 
account has been given of 'taxonomic' correlations or pattern consistency 
for a wider array of a t t r i b u t e s , i t i s not known to what extent these very 
small samples have d i s t o r t e d patterns of v a r i a t i o n . Apart from t h i s , 
compared with the North Pennine Dales study, findings f o r the south Midlands 
data offer more promise f o r detecting l o c a l or regional v a r i a t i o n i n future 
studies. 
In the opinion of the w r i t e r there i s too much emphasis on time 
restricted s o l i t a r y projects rather than ongoing u n i f i e d research programmes. 
Moreover, with regard to dermatoglyphic studies i n B r i t a i n l e t alone world-
wide, these are not designed t o e f f e c t an ultimate c o l l a t i o n of data and 
to provide an explanation of s i m i l a r i t i e s , differences, breaks and trends 
that promise much benefit to both anthropological and medical research. 
Sampling i n t e n s i t y i s of d i r e c t consequence to geographical 
variation analysis. Not only are small samples l i k e l y to d i s t o r t r e s u l t s , 
as has been shown i n Chapters 9 and 10, but the whole framework f o r geo-
graphical analysis i s affected. These problems have been discussed i n 
Chapter 3. Inadequate samples make any reference to essential grouping 
areal units impracticable. As such, regional i d e n t i t i e s cannot be drawn 
UP by agglomeration using simultaneous te s t procedures, and reliance 
generally has to be placed on purposive designs and somewhat subjective 
regional boundaries. This has not been such a problem w i t h the North 
Pennine Dales as 'watersheds 1 are c l e a r l y defined. However, some 'objective 
system i s required f o r producing r e p l i c a b l e boundary structures from the 
same data by d i f f e r e n t researchers. One procedure that has occurred t o 
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the writer would be to apply some form of s p a t i a l c l u s t e r i n g to marriage 
linkages. These linkages contain much pertinent information on the 
human geography of any region and r e f l e c t the bewildering array of forces 
inducing and deterring movement between v e r t i c e s and thus constituent 
regions. The c l u s t e r i n g procedure would work i n much the same way as 
orthodox spatial c l u s t e r i n g based on distances between points i n Cartesian 
co-ordinates, but on say mean mu l t i p l e distances between the edge j o i n t 
vertices, a minimal of four distances f o r each p a i r . A c y c l i c a l strategy 
is envisaged involving the r e p e t i t i v e fusion of 'nearest 1 linkages and/or 
clusters a f t e r the c a l c u l a t i o n of new distances between them, the complete 
set of linkages being taken i n t o account. Regional i d e n t i t i e s can be 
established on some p r i n c i p l e of maximizing between to w i t h i n c l u s t e r 
distances. 
In the early stages of the survey one d i f f i c u l t y was presented 
in the various methodologies f o r reading p r i n t s , but more p a r t i c u l a r l y i n 
the numerous subjective features of the nomenclatures. As a r e s u l t 
detailed directions have been drawn up f o r general use based on the p r i n c i p l e 
of minimal amendments (Dennis 1977); these are adequate fo r most analyses 
and the c o l l a t i o n of population data. Nevertheless, i t has to be admitted 
that the conventional notation f o r the mainlines i s f a r from s a t i s f a c t o r y ; 
at very least the measurement scale of the l i n e terminations i s inconvenient 
for quantitative analysis. Some attempt to overcome t h i s was made by 
Alciati (1965) ( c f . , Chapter 4, section 1.3, A ( v i i ) (a)) but the method 
faces several d i f f i c u l t i e s not the least of which i s that angles about £ 
are based on the premature termination of l i n e s on the circumference of a 
circle with radius £ to deltas a, b, d. The fundamental problem i s the 
lack of any f i x e d points on the palm from which to exact a q u a n t i t a t i v e 
scale. Thus A l c i a t i ' s scheme depends i n part on the vagaries of l a t e r a l 
and v e r t i c a l s u b d i g i t a l deviation of deltas a, b, d. Presently i t i s 
unknown whether or not t h i s i s b e t t e r than reliance on palmar creases. 
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For detailed research i n t o the structure of mainlines and t h e i r 
relationship w i t h other dermal variables a solution i s suggested i n the 
use of co-ordinate geometry. This would consist of placing palm p r i n t s i n 
Cartesian co-ordinates located c e n t r a l l y on £ and a l i g n i n g i t along a 
reference d e l t a , perhaps a. Then both the termini of the mainlines and 
other features (the cores of patterns, deltas) can be referenced on X, Y. 
The course of mainlines can be p l o t t e d i n a s i m i l a r way. The p o s i t i o n of 
line termini and f o r that matter other features can be ascertained by an 
extension of A l c i a t i ' s method. A l t e r n a t i v e l y , i t may be possible to use 
the angles between vectors and the r a t i o of edges l i n k i n g t e r m i n i w i t h the 
three most stable i n t e r d i g i t a l deltas. These methods would be independent 
of the Cartesian system as w e l l as of palmar dimensions. Such systems may 
have considerable p o t e n t i a l f o r detailed studies of i n t e r v a r i a b l e r e l a t i o n -
ships, but are u n l i k e l y to be adopted f o r general usage because of the 
greatly increased work load during data measurement. On the other hand, 
a Cartesian system does open up the p o s s i b i l i t y of automated p r i n t reading 
with point co-ordinates fed d i r e c t l y to a computer from a manually controlled 
point locator operating on greatly magnified p r i n t s . 
Much of t h i s discussion on the methods f o r reading p r i n t s arises 
from the need to provide levels of measurement adequate f o r the study of 
intervariable associations and genetic analysis. Regarding the former, 
in this report most of the d i g i t a l and palmar dermal macro-features have 
been studied. The complementary v i s u a l scan of c o r r e l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s 
and structure-seeking m u l t i v a r i a t e techniques of p r i n c i p a l components and 
factor analysis has also been underlined. Moreover, the structures of 
variable suites and clusters of variables i d e n t i f i e d suggest areas of i n q u i r y 
for future genetic research. Nevertheless a great deal remains to be done 
with regard to i n t e r v a r i a b l e associations. Herein, q u a n t i f i c a t i o n has not 
been extended to the a x i a l t r i r a d i i though several methods have been 
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suggested f o r doing t h i s . Also d i f f i c u l t i e s over the nominal scales 
of t r a d i t i o n a l d i g i t a l patterns have been bypassed by using a more 
detailed topological breakdown. Again, as noted above, a more thorough 
analysis based on q u a n t i t a t i v e and continuous scales of measurement i s 
required f o r the mainlines. Of f a r greater importance i s the need to 
determine causal paths i n the development of dermal topology; to ascertain 
the functional relationships between delta l o c a t i o n and ridge o r i e n t a t i o n 
and the significance of and conditions e f f e c t i n g such phenomena as the 
absence of key deltas, especially c, the b l i n d termination of l i n e s and 
the hypothenar r a d i a l arch paradox. 
With reference to geographical v a r i a t i o n analysis there i s a 
need to stress the complementary use of univariate and m u l t i v a r i a t e 
techniques. F i r s t emphasis i s placed on d i f f e r e n t aspects of geographical 
variation, the univariate procedures being more suited to s p a t i a l v a r i a t i o n 
for attributes and m u l t i v a r i a t e analyses f o r an account of u n i t or OTU 
resemblances. Secondly, univariate summaries form the foundation of 
multivariate analyses. Not only are they more communicable but only 
rarely can the r e s u l t s of m u l t i v a r i a t e analyses be absorbed d i r e c t l y i n t o 
wider studies. Though findings f o r the North Pennine Dales have been 
negative, clear i n d i c a t i o n i s given of the usefulness of the various m u l t i -
variate techniques u t i l i z e d . Demonstration has been given of the robust-
ness of both the unlike distance measures of Mahalanobis and Edwards and 
of the various display procedures to represent the distances i n reduced 
space. Moreover there i s substantial evidence f o r the f l e x i b i l i t y and 
rigourness of conventional methods f o r comparing distances and f o r pre-
diction analysis. The simultaneous use of rank and product moment cor r -
elations together w i t h scattergrams and m u l t i p l e regression are s u f f i c i e n t 
to disclose anomalies i n the d i s t r i b u t i o n s and to e s t a b l i s h both the nature 
and magnitude of possible influences i n a c o n s t e l l a t i o n of p o t e n t i a l causal 
and/or related f a c t o r s . 
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Apart from the North Pennine Dales survey, the only s p a t i a l 
study i n the B r i t i s h Isles f o r which r e s u l t s are available i s that f o r 
part of Berkshire and Oxfordshire (Roberts and Coope 1972). Though 
these two regions are of s i m i l a r s p a t i a l extent both the human geography 
and findings are very d i f f e r e n t . Roberts and Coope demonstrated the 
existence of s i g n i f i c a n t l o c a l dermal v a r i a t i o n i n the south Midlands and 
were apparently able to e f f e c t greater selection of i n d i v i d u a l s . Though 
no direct comparison can be made of the d i f f e r e n t forms of i n d i v i d u a t i o n , 
they managed to establish an urban/rural d i v i s i o n at something l i k e the 
level of Stage D (two or more of the four grandparents born w i t h i n the same 
region) i n the present report. I t should be noted that f o r the south 
Midlands1 survey, Roberts and Coope have not made res u l t s available f o r 
the more usual levels of regional a f f i l i a t i o n , those of residence and 
birthplace. I t i s possible that much of l o c a l v a r i a t i o n i n the B r i t i s h 
Isles persists only i n the remnants of the indigenous populations, and 
that i n many parts as i n the North Pennine Dales t h i s has v i r t u a l l y d i s -
appeared. A similar study on the Welsh boundary has so f a r s i m i l a r l y and 
somewhat unexpectedly produced negative r e s u l t s (Williams pers. comm*,). 
In nearly a l l these studies the size of samples i s the underlying problem 
and for such l o c a l and indeed wider regional surveys the a v a i l a b i l i t y of 
more resources i s required to obtain r e l i a b l e r e s u l t s . 
At present there i s every i n d i c a t i o n that the range of v a r i a t i o n 
over the B r i t i s h I s l e s i s no greater f o r i n d i v i d u a l a t t r i b u t e s as TFRC, 
than is found w i t h i n say the expanse of a county ( c f , , Berry and Muir 1975; 
Coope 1971; Roberts and Coope 1972; Holt 1968). Therefore, i t seems 
that more intensive research requires to be carried out at the l o c a l scale 
to discover the reasons underlying the extremes of v a r i a t i o n and whether 
°* not these p e r s i s t w i t h large increases i n sample size f o r the same and 
for different levels of i n d i v i d u a t i o n ; also, to what extent dermal v a r i a t i o n 
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parallels s p a t i a l patterning f o r other genetic a t t r i b u t e s . These 
issues and others i n v o l v i n g causal inference, f o r instance a l l i e d studies 
in h i s t o r i c a l demography, together w i t h the resource l i m i t a t i o n s of the 
aforementioned surveys, determine the need f o r u n i f i e d research programmes 
rather than l i m i t e d projects. 
However, one obvious benefit of these regional studies i s the 
acquisition of large samples f o r l i m i t e d areas, some 4113 in d i v i d u a l s f o r 
the North Pennine Dales and 3223 f o r Berkshire and Oxfordshire, numbers 
which i f obtained f o r d i f f e r e n t parts of the B r i t i s h I s l e s w i l l permit 
a valuable wider c o l l a t i o n of data and f i n a l l y the mapping of d i s t r i b u t i o n s , 
sufficient to reveal any low reso l u t i o n trends f o r several l e v e l s of 
individuation. Nevertheless, as a f i n a l note of warning, i t i s necessary 
to emphasize that such c o l l a t i o n w i l l be possible only i f researchers 
adhere to a single dermal nomenclature. 
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Selected Miscellaneous Symbols Used i n the Text. 
+ to or towards; i n set notation a single arrow refers to the 
mapping of sets 
implies 
p property individuation 
I location individuation 
N Number of cases i n a sample 
n Population size 
S.E. Standard error of a sample 
S.D. Standard deviation of a sample 
a Population standard deviation 
2 
a Population variance 
V Coefficient of variation 
Skewness 
Kurtosis 
a Level of significance. I t has a special meaning i n PCA and FA 
indicated where appropriate 
P Probability associated with the occurrence under HQ of a value 
as extreme as or more extreme than the observed value 
g Number of groups 
q Number of variables 
k Number of attribute states 
Freq, f Frequency of an att r i b u t e state 
P»S»* Used i n unison; frequency of attribute states 
*» y Dependent variable or v e r t i c a l axis 
X> x Independent variable or horizontal axis 
* t x Mean of independent variable 
Y Mean of the dependent variable 
Y Predicted dependent variable 
2 Third dimension (altitude) 
fc Time 
used signs and set notation symbols are not included i n the present l i s t 
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Table 3.1 Regional allocation in the North Pennine Dales in terms 
of school catchment areas 
Ul Weardale CS1 - (CS1 n CS8) u (CS1 " CS8) 
- (CS1 n (CS2 u CS3) u CS4) u (CS1 * (CS2 u CS3) w CS4) 
U2 Teesdale CS9 - (CS10 u CS11) 
U3 Richmond and 
Swaledale (CS12 u CS14)•« CS13 effectively, but really 
{CPrl...CPri...CPrl4} 
U4 Henaleydale CS15 
U5 Bedale CS16 
U6 Rip on (CS17 - CS18) n CS24) u (CS17 - CS18) « CS24) 
U7 Nidderdale (CS19 " CS24) u (CS19 " CS24) 
U8 Harrogate (CS20 v CS21) u CS22) u CS23) -
(CS20 u CS21) u CS22) u CS23) n CS24 
U9 Otley CS26 
UiO Ilkley CS27 - CS28 
UU Skip ton and 
Upper 
Wharfedale (CS30 u CS31) ft (CS29 u CS32) 
u12 Ribblesdale 
and 
Ingleton CS33 v CS34 
D13 Sedbergh CS35 
u u Sedgefield CS36 
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Table 7.1 Pt 1 Skewness, k u r t o s i s and lambda v a l u e s f o r c o n t i n u o u s l y 
d i s t r i b u t e d v a r i a b l e s i n the North Pennine D a l e s f i l e 
Male Female 
g l g 2 X S l g 2 A 
RFR1 -0 .752 0 .887 0 .441 - 0 . 7 1 0 0.414 0 .337 
RFU1 0.797 - 0 . 9 9 4 - 6 . 4 8 2 1.217 - 0 . 0 3 1 -128 .146 
RFR2 0 .489 - 1 . 1 6 6 - 6 1 . 8 4 0 0 .256 - 1 . 2 6 6 -38 .791 
RFU2 0.476 - 1 . 2 5 0 -199 .935 0 .900 - 0 . 5 9 3 -542 .475 
RFR3 -0 .294 - 0 . 6 9 4 - 0 . 8 3 7 - 0 . 2 7 3 - 0 . 7 0 4 - 0 . 8 6 1 
RFU3 2.124 3 .489 - 3 5 . 3 2 2 3 .098 8 .889 - 5 8 . 5 7 6 
RFR4 - 0 . 6 5 3 - 0 . 0 1 4 0 .448 - 0 . 4 0 0 - 0 . 1 8 2 0 .341 
RFU4 0 .710 - 0 . 8 9 6 0 .703 1.164 - 0 . 0 1 3 0 .629 
RFR5 - 0 . 4 1 0 - 0 . 4 2 1 0 .325 - 0 . 1 9 9 - 0 . 5 5 0 0 .256 
RFU5 2.527 5.127 0 .512 3.483 11.219 0 .355 
LFR1 -0 .626 0 .588 0 .645 - 0 . 5 3 7 - 0 . 1 0 4 0 .679 
LFU1 1.475 0 .718 1.092 1.537 0 .924 0 .916 
LFR2 0.227 - 1 . 3 4 9 0 .490 0 .431 - 1 . 0 8 1 0 .486 
LFU2 0.777 - 0 . 7 3 5 0 .465 0.844 - 0 . 6 9 8 0 .440 
LFR3 -0 .394 - 0 . 5 4 8 0 .140 - 0 . 1 7 6 - 0 . 9 5 0 0 .158 
LFU3 2.167 3 .449 - 7 1 . 6 1 5 2 .530 5 .375 - 1 1 . 8 5 8 
LFR4 - 0 . 5 2 2 0 .316 0 .047 - 0 . 3 3 6 - 0 . 2 4 7 0 .009 
LFU4 1.347 0 .391 -33 .451 1.568 1.151 - 7 6 . 0 6 9 
LFR5 - 0 . 578 0 .023 0 .150 - 0 . 3 3 5 - 0 . 5 7 7 0 .173 
LFU5 3 .355 10.514 **** 3.845 14.415 **** 
RF1 - 0 . 7 6 2 0 .922 1.711 - 0 . 7 3 0 0 .493 1.605 
RF2 - 0 . 0 5 6 - 1 . 0 8 8 1.061 0 .068 - 0 . 9 1 2 0 .937 
RF3 - 0 . 1 6 6 - 0 . 3 6 5 1.127 - 0 . 0 9 3 - 0 . 4 1 4 1.069 
RF4 - 0 . 6 0 5 0.074 1.557 - 0 . 3 8 0 - 0 . 1 4 3 1.317 
RF5 - 0 . 4 0 3 - 0 . 4 2 2 1.479 - 0 . 1 9 5 - 0 . 5 4 9 1.197 
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Table 7.1 Pt 2 
Male Female 
h g 2 X 8 1 g 2 X 
LF1 - 0 .640 0 .643 1.500 - 0 , 5 8 7 - 0 . 0 0 5 1.474 
LF2 0*000 - 0 . 8 5 5 1.000 0 .155 - 0 . 9 9 4 0 .849 
LF3 -0 .319 - 0 . 4 9 0 1.268 - 0 . 1 0 8 - 0 . 8 3 5 1.097 
LF4 -0 .491 0 .317 1.371 - 0 . 3 3 1 - 0 . 2 3 0 1.266 
LF5 -0 .577 0 .024 1.598 - 0 . 3 3 6 - 0 . 5 7 4 1.360 
RFA1 0 .283 - 0 . 7 2 6 0.744 0 .394 - 0 . 2 9 9 0 .748 
RFA2 0 .544 - 0 . 6 5 4 0 .568 0 .680 - 0 . 3 7 1 0 .511 
RFA3 1.030 1.269 0 .507 1.378 2.788 0 .469 
RFA4 0.294 - 0 . 5 2 5 0 .768 0 .526 - 0 . 1 2 7 0 .649 
RFA5 0 .525 0 .405 0 .659 0 .573 0 .772 0 .667 
LFA1 0.645 0 .082 0 .628 0.551 0 .003 0 .698 
LFA2 0.661 - 0 . 4 6 6 0 .510 0 .715 - 0 . 4 3 9 0 .458 
LFA3 0 .995 1.076 0 .527 1.090 1.320 0.494 
LFA4 0.564 0 .121 0 .655 0 .650 0.304 0 .633 
LFA5 0.349 0 .900 0 .807 0 .402 0 .586 0 .766 
RFR - 0 . 2 8 7 - 0 . 2 7 5 1.311 - 0 . 2 3 0 - 0 . 2 8 1 1.217 
LFR - 0 . 3 1 5 - 0 . 2 5 7 1.325 - 0 . 1 4 9 - 0 . 4 3 3 1.132 
TFR - 0 . 3 3 4 - 0 . 2 2 3 1.363 - 0 . 2 1 6 - 0 . 3 2 2 1.199 
RFU 0 .978 0 .269 0 .401 1.458 1.745 0 .159 
LFU 1.340 1.357 0 .219 1.509 1.875 0 .125 
TFU 1.168 0 .892 0 .371 1.515 2 .055 0 .261 
RFRC - 0 . 3 7 8 - 0 . 2 3 5 1.431 - 0 . 2 2 5 - 0 . 2 5 6 1.208 
LFRC - 0 . 3 9 4 - 0 . 2 1 0 1.427 - 0 . 2 0 0 - 0 . 4 4 0 1.183 
TFRC - 0 . 4 0 2 - 0 . 2 1 4 1.458 - 0 . 2 2 2 - 0 . 3 2 4 1.204 
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Table 7.1 Pt 3 
Male Female 
8 1 g 2 
X 
8 1 g 2 
X 
RFAC 0.404 - 0 . 2 1 5 0 .675 0 .595 0 .253 0 .611 
LFAC 0.487 0.081 0 .654 0.597 0 .203 0 .629 
TFAC 0.417 - 0 . 0 9 7 0 .677 0 .577 0 .227 0 .629 
RAB 0.351 1.175 0 .470 0 .380 1.036 0 .304 
RBC -0 .091 - 0 . 0 3 5 1.138 - 0 . 2 5 8 - 0 . 0 8 6 1.432 
RCD -0 .357 1.001 1.530 - 0 . 4 7 6 1.386 1.650 
LAB 0.402 0 .863 0 .256 0 .649 1.254 - 0 . 2 4 9 
LBC 0 .050 - 0 . 1 6 3 0 .920 - 0 . 1 8 5 - 0 . 1 0 1 1.303 
LCD - 0 . 5 1 0 1.541 1.603 - 0 . 6 4 7 1.439 1.865 
TAB 0 .368 0.919 0 .363 0 .520 1.036 0 .027 
TBC -0 .001 - 0 . 1 4 8 1.029 - 0 . 2 2 2 - 0 . 1 4 7 1.367 
TCD - 0 . 2 0 0 0 .575 1.566 - 0 . 4 4 9 1.127 1.757 
RPRC - 0 . 0 0 4 0 .777 1.007 - 0 . 1 6 4 0.319 1.381 
LPRC - 0 . 2 0 0 0 .693 1.355 - 0 . 1 9 5 0 .271 1.428 
TPRC - 0 , 0 9 9 0 .617 1.190 - 0 . 1 7 9 0 .258 1.422 
RFPII 0 .220 0 .013 0 .746 0.177 0 .516 0 .831 
LFPII 0 .352 0 .525 0 .665 0 .009 0 .866 0 .993 
TFPII 0 .199 0 .483 0 .819 0 .048 0 .755 0 .961 
RPPII 1.208 2 .223 - 1 . 5 5 1 1.281 3 .407 - 1 . 2 0 3 
LPPII 1.223 2.001 - 1 . 4 5 1 1.160 2.111 - 1 . 1 1 0 
TPPII 1.149 1.801 - 1 . 7 5 6 1.235 3.122 - 1 . 2 4 8 
MAINADR - 0 . 3 7 3 - 0 . 1 7 2 1.587 - 0 . 3 9 2 - 0 . 2 6 7 1.670 
MAINADL - 0 . 1 9 4 - 0 . 4 7 3 1.319 - 0 . 2 4 3 - 0 . 6 3 8 1.438 
MAINADT -0 .266 - 0 . 3 7 8 1.495 - 0 . 2 8 9 - 0 . 5 1 9 1.580 
8 1 S E 0 .056 - 0 ,059 8 1 S E 0 .052 - 0 .055 
8 2 S E 0 .112 - 0 .118 g 2 S E 0 .104 - 0 .111 
* lambda v a l u e s cannot be c a l c u l a t e d . 
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Table 7.7 Cross-correlations between d i g i t a l ridge count types and 
between d i g i t a l deltas and topological patterns* 
LFR1 LFU1 LFR2 LFU2 LFR3 LFU3 LFR4 LFU4 LFR5 LFU5 
LF1 LF1 LF2 LF2 LF3 LF3 LF4 LF4 LF5 LF5 
Male .9808 .4509 .6654 .6040 .9699 .3853 .9973 .3978 .9995 .2179 
Female .9676 .4582 .6488 .6537 .9717 .3556 .9963 .3976 .9995 .2395 
RFR1 RFU1 RFR2 RFU2 RFR3 RFU3 RFR4 RFU4 RFR5 RFU5 
RF1 RF1 RF2 RF2 RF3 RF3 RF4 RF4 RF5 RF5 
Male .9752 .4257 .5142 .7329 .9213 .3991 .9879 .4855 .9984 .2773 
Female .9854 .4181 .6576 .6445 .9738 .3695 .9919 .4352 .9989 .2455 
LFR1 LFU1 LFR2 LFU2 LFR3 LFU3 LFR4 LFU4 LFR5 LFU5 
LFA1 LFA1 LFA2 LFA2 LFA3 LFA3 LFA4 LFA4 LFA5 LFA5 
Male .8665 .7488 .7145 .6681 .9297 .5365 .8669 .7473 .9448 .4735 
Female .8665 .7341 .7120 .6963 .9455 .4745 .9010 .6944 .9671 .4271 
RFR1 RFU1 RFR2 RFU2 RFR3 RFU3 RFR4 RFU4 RFR5 RFU5 
RFA1 RFA1 RFA2 RFA2 RFA3 RFA3 RFA4 RFA4 RFA5 RFA5 
Male .7831 .8369 .6284 .7536 .8670 .5808 .8347 .8321 .9336 .5502 
Female .8402 .7789 .7049 .7118 .9513 .4686 .8690 .7653 .9669 .4351 
LF1 LF2 LF3 LF4 LF5 RF1 RF2 RF3 RF4 RF5 
LFA1 LFA2 LFA3 LFA4 LFA5 RFA1 RFA2 RFA3 RFA4 RFA5 
Male .9016 .9568 .9666 .8736 .9470 .8210 .9462 .9531 .8536 .9373 
Female .9156 .9665 .9792 .9112 .9693 .8668 .9581 .9837 .8832 .9694 
LPR1 LPU1 LPR2 LPU2 LPR3 LPU3 LPR4 LPU4 LPR5 LPU5 
LD1 ID1 LD2 LD2 LD3 ID 3 LD4 LD4 ID 5 LD5 
Male .9596 .3268 .6087 .5124 .8121 .4368 .9710 .2304 .9502 .2627 
Female .9122 .5081 .6277 .5673 .7333 ,5848 .9571 .3128 .8979 .4005 
RPR1 RPU1 RPR2 RPU2 RPR3 RPU3 RPR4 RPU4 RPR5 RPU5 
RD1 RD1 RD2 RD2 RD3 RD3 RD4 RD4 RD5 RD5 
Male .9824 .2135 .5826 .5634 .8504 .3914 .9686 .2409 .9646 .2256 
Female .9619 .3740 .6817 .5416 .7751 .5776 .9695 .2646 .9296 .3485 
Males, N. = 1784 S.E. - 0.024 
Females, N. = 2114 S.E. = 0.022 
* Spearman c o e f f i c i e n t s 
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Table 7.8 C r o s s - c o r r e l a t i o n s for the d i g i t a l ridge counts with 
d i g i t a l de l tas and topological patterns* 
LFR1 LFU1 LFR2 LFU2 LFR3 LFU3 LFR4 LFU4 LFR5 LFU5 
LD1 LD1 LD2 LD2 LD3 LD3 LD4 LD4 LD5 LD5 
Male .4287 .9415 .5273 .6990 .5062 .8268 .3828 .9468 .2478 .9487 
Female .4849 .9003 .5799 .6947 .5567 .7449 .3999 .9359 .3041 .8875 
RFR1 RFU1 RFR2 RFU2 RFR3 RFU3 RFR4 RFU4 RFR5 RFU5 
RD1 RD1 RD2 RD2 RD3 RD3 RD4 RD4 RD5 RD5 
Male .3751 .9401 .5643 .6268 .4014 .8499 .4197 .9015 .2902 .9616 
Female .4177 .9358 .5504 .7144 .5050 .7750 .3961 .9285 .2953 .9248 
LF1 LF2 LF3 LF4 LF5 RF1 RF2 RF3 RF4 RF5 
LD1 LD2 LD3 LD4 LD5 RD1 RD2 RD3 RD4 RD5 
Male .4759 .6314 .5633 .3922 .2522 .4131 .5828 .5053 .4438 .2955 
Female .5439 .6770 .6126 .4140 .3090 .4499 .6570 .5664 .4140 .2995 
LFA1 LFA2 LFA3 LFA4 LFA5 RFA1 RFA2 RFA3 RFA4 RFA5 
LD1 LD2 LD3 LD4 LD5 RD1 RD2 RD3 RD4 RD5 
Male .7595 .7833 .7040 .7290 .4915 .8153 .7627 .6887 .7665 .5564 
Female .7905 .8011 .7090 .6917 .4740 .7897 .8040 .6500 .7336 .4732 
LFR1 LFU1 LFR2 LFU2 LFR3 LFU3 LFR4 LFU4 LFR5 LFU5 
LPU1 LPR1 LPU2 LPR2 LPU3 LPR3 LPU4 LPR4 LPR5 LPU5 
Male .2754 .9748 .8185 .8933 .5039 .9800 .2439 .9682 .1742 .9928 
Female .4344 .9781 .8331 .8982 .5982 .9769 .3084 .9677 .2312 .9874 
RFR1 RFU1 RFR2 RFU2 RFR3 RFU3 RFR4 RFU4 RFR5 RFU5 
RPU1 RPR1 RPU2 RPR2 RPU3 RPR3 RPU4 RPR4 RPU5 RPR5 
Male .2022 .9885 .8447 .8702 .4664 .9826 .2760 .9187 .1696 .9856 
Female .3169 .9753 .7864 .9325 .4760 .9869 .2823 .9532 .2234 .9960 
Males, N. = 1784 S . E . = 0.024 
Females, N. = 2114 S . E . = 0.022 
Spearman c o e f f i c i e n t s 
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Table 8.5 Pt 1 Eigenvalues for palmar ridge counts, patterns, 
t r i r a d i i and mainlines 
Male Female 
Component A % Var % Cum A % Var % Cum 
1 5.908 10.9 10.9 5.817 10.4 10.4 
2 4.714 8.7 19.7 4.692 8.4 18.8 
3 3.835 7.1 26.8 4.102 7.3 26.1 
4 3.511 6.5 33.3 3.615 6.5 32.5 
5 2.823 5.2 38.5 2.795 5.0 37.5 
6 2.511 4.7 43.2 2.652 4.7 42.3 
7 2.301 4.3 47.4 2.341 4.2 46.5 
8 1.895 3.5 50.9 1.942 3.5 49.9 
9 1.696 3.1 54.1 1.729 3.1 53.0 
10 1.533 2.8 56.9 1.674 3.0 56.0 
11 1.514 2.8 59.7 1.488 2.7 58.7 
12 1.452 2.7 62.4 1.454 2.6 61.3 
13 1.365 2.5 64.9 1.370 2.4 63.7 
14 1.300 2.4 67.3 1.255 2.2 65.9 
15 1.201 2.2 69.6 1.244 2.2 68.1 
16 1.117 2.1 71.6 1.145 2.0 70.2 
17 1.083 2.0 73.6 1.052 1.9 72.1 
18 0.994 1.8 75.5 1.031 1.8 73.9 
19 0.953 1.8 77.2 0.939 1.7 75.6 
20 0.891 1.7 78.9 0.927 1.7 77.2 
21 0.821 1.5 80.4 0.872 1.6 78.8 
22 0.798 1.5 81.9 0.818 1.5 80.2 
23 0.754 1.4 83.3 0.769 1.4 81.6 
24 0.735 1.4 84.6 0.763 1.4 83.0 
25 0.728 1.3 86.0 0.736 1.3 84.3 
26 0.699 1.3 87.3 0.722 1.3 85.6 
27 0.659 1.2 88.5 0.694 1.2 86.8 
28 0.631 1.2 89.7 0.648 1.2 88.0 
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Table 8.5 Pt 2 Eigenvalues for palmar ridge counts, patterns, 
t r i r a d i i and mainlines 
Male Female 
uponent A % Var % Cum A % Var % Cus 
29 0.592 1.1 90.8 0.607 1.1 89.1 
30 0.544 1.0 91.8 0.586 1.0 90.1 
31 0.542 1.0 92.8 0.573 1.0 91.1 
32 0.493 0.9 93.7 0.530 0.9 92.1 
33 0.415 0.8 94.5 0.517 0.9 93.0 
34 0.396 0.7 95.2 0.480 0.9 93.9 
35 0.376 0.7 95.9 0.419 0.7 94.6 
36 0.367 0.7 96.6 0.417 0.7 95.4 
37 0.326 0.6 97.2 0.384 0.7 96.0 
38 0,311 0.6 97.7 0.367 0.7 96.7 
39 0.296 0.5 98.3 0.307 0.5 97.2 
40 0.246 0.5 98.8 0.300 0.5 97.8 
41 0.224 0.4 99.2 0.264 0.5 98.3 
42 0.137 0.3 99.4 0.260 0.5 98.7 
43 0.049 0.1 99.5 0.238 0.4 99.1 
44 0.038 0.1 99.6 0.153 0.3 99.4 
45 0.037 0.1 99.7 0.061 0.1 99.5 
46 0.035 0.1 99.7 0.045 0.1 99.6 
47 0.033 0.1 99.8 0.037 0.1 99.7 
48 0.025 0.0 99.8 0.036 0.1 99.7 
49 0.021 0.0 99.9 0.031 0.0 99.8 
50 0.020 0.0 99.9 0.026 0.0 99.8 
51 0.017 0.0 99.9 0.024 0.0 99.9 
52 0.015 0.0 100.0 0.019 0.0 99.9 
53 0.013 0.0 100.0 0.017 0.0 99.9 
54 0.009 0.0 100.0 0.014 0.0 100.0 
55 0.011 0.0 100.0 
56 0.007 0.0 100.0 
Males N. = 1624 Females N. = 1788 
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Table 8.6 The f i r s t five principal components for the palmar variables 
Component 1 
Male 
P3R (0.727), P3L (0.526), P2R (0.386), [P2L(0.305)] 
MAINAR (0.545), MAINAL (0.561), MAINBR (0.647), MAINBL (0.656), 
MAINCR <0.686), MAINCL (0.479), MAINDR (0.427), MAINDL (0.442), 
P4R (0.593), P4L (0.387) 
RAB (0.440), LAB (0.338), RBC (0.528), LBC (0.529) 
Female 
P3R (0.775), P3L (0.585) 
MAINAR (0.498), MAINAL (0.521), MAINBR (0.685), MAINBL (0.683), 
MAINCR (0.754), MAINCL (0.533), MAINDR (0.413), MAINDL (0.479). 
P4R (0.643), P4L (0.458) 
RAB (0.336), LAB (0.321), RBC (0.485), LBC (0.495) 
Component 2 
Male 
CHR (0.663), CHL (0.650), PUR (0.449), PHL (0.434) 
TBR (0.728), TBL (0.730), T2R (0.446), T2L (0.411) 
HYPOR (0.809), HYPOL (0.807) 
[RHR (0.256), RHL (0.308)] 
Female 
CHR (0.587), CHL (0.573), PHR (0.343), PHL (0.358) 
TBR (0.655), TBL (0.628), T2R (0.345), T2L (0.323) 
HYPOR (0.724), HYPOL (0.701) 
PTR (0.379), PTL (0.384), RTR (0.452), RTL (0.454) 
TEFR (0.484), TEFL (0.475) 
Component 3 
Male 
PTR (0.592), PTL (0.681), RTR (0.779), RTL (0.724) 
TEFR (0.806), TEFL (0.781) 
Female 
PTR (0.474), PTL (0.512), RTR (0.501), RTL (0.470) 
TEFR (0.545), TEFL (0.536) 
CHR (0.331), CHL (0.367), 
TBR (0,409), TBL (0.404), HYPOR (0.380), HYPOL (0.466) 
Component 4 
Male 
P2R (0.360), P2L (0.328), P4R (0.439), P4L (0.469) 
INTOR (0.456), INTOL (0.466) 
RAB (0.413), LAB (0.406), RCD (0.508), LCD (0.479) 
MAINDR (0.378), MAINDL (0.459) 
Female 
[P2R (0.294), P2L (0.292), P4R (0.268)], P4L (0.360) 
INTOR (0.358), INTOL (0.354). 
TXR (0.369), TIL (0.446). 
RAB (0.472), LAB (0.483), RCD (0.522), LCD (0.526). 
[RBC (0.304), LBC (0.301)] 
[MAINDR (0.266), MAINDL (0.304)] 
TR (0.460), TL (0.469). 
Component 5 
Male 
T1R (0.624), TIL (0.652), T2R (0.358), [T2L (0.315)] 
PHR (0.384), PHL (0.372) 
TR (0.640), TL (0.653). 
Female 
TlR (0.529), TIL (0.483), T2R (0.500), T2L (0.514) 
PHR (0.487), PHL (0.435) 
RHR (0.406), [RHL (0.284)] 
TR (0.524), TL (0.520) 
CHR (0.260), CHL (0.366). 
Male, q = 54; Female, q = 56. 
Component loadings are given in curved parentheses; 
terms in special parentheses are borderline variables 
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Table 8.7 The varimax rotated factors for the palmar variables 
Thenar Factors 
Factor 1 
Male 
PTL (0.819), RTL (0.881), TEFL (0.944) 
RTR (0.368), TEFR (0.345) 
Female 
PTL (0.846), RTL (0.849), TEFL (0.932) 
[RTR (0.309), TEFR (0.318)] 
Factor 2 
Male 
PTR (0.796), RTR (0.822), TEFR (0.894) 
Female 
PTR (0.803), RTR (0.833), TEFR (0.909) 
Interdigital Factors 
Factor 3 
Male 
P3R (0,560) 
MAINAR (0.383), MAINAL (0.399), MAINBR (0.770), MAINBL (0.716), 
MAINCR (0.523), (MAINCL (0.261)] , MAINDR (0.632), MAINDL (0.604) 
RBC (0.615), LBC (0.597) 
P4R (0.759), P4L (0.340) 
Female 
P3R (0.755) 
[MAINAR (0.306), MAINAL (0.266) ] , MAINBR (0.724), MAINBL (0.402) 
MAINCR (0.763), [MAINCL (0.255) ] , MAINDR (0.670), MAINDL (0.416) 
P4R (0.850) 
Satellite Female Factor 17 
RBC (0.818), LBC (0.843) 
MAINBR (0.343), MAINBL (0.477) 
Factor 4 
Male 
RBC (0.324), [LBC (0.287)] 
P3L (0.470), P3TL (0.406), MAINDL (0.386) 
P4L (0.879), INTOL (0.353) 
Female 
P3L (0.529), P3TL (0.405) 
MAINAL (0.327), MAINBL (0.547), MAINDL (0.496) 
P4L (0.897), [INTOL (0.261)] 
Factor 5 
Male 
RAB (0.719), LAB (0.730), RCD (0.806), LCD (0.808) 
RBC (0.461), LBC (0.503) 
Female 
RAB (0.792), LAB (0.721), RCD (0.721), LCD (0.705) 
Factor 6 
Male 
P3R (0.703), MAINCR (0.806) 
P3TL (0.831) 
Female 
P3R (0.456), MAINCR (0.562) 
P3TL (0.881) 
Factor 7 
Male 
P3L (0.725), MAINCL (0.921) 
P3TL (0.799) 
Female 
P3L (0.680), MAINCL (0.890) 
P3TL (0.828) 
Factor 8 
Male 
P2R (0.799), P2L (0.719), MAINAR (0.423), MAINAL (0.385) 
INTOR (0.773), INTOL (0.618) 
Female 
P2R (0.813), P2L (0.755), MAINAR (0.321), [MAINAL (0.260)] 
INTOR (0.733), INTOL (0.640) 
Factor 9 
Male 
C4R (0.705), C4L (0.748), U4L (0.699) 
Female 
C4R (0.516), C4L (0.624), U4R (0.816), U4L (0.531) 
C3L (0.331) 
Hypothenar Factors 
Factor 10 
Male 
TR (0.850), TL (0.852) 
T1R (0.842), TIL (0.864) 
Female 
TR (0.837), TL (0.861) 
TlR (0.832), TIL (0.856) 
Factor 11 
Male 
PHR (0.787), PHL (0.802), T2R (0.700), T2L (0,727) 
HYPOR (0.422), HYPOL (0.422) 
Female 
PHR (0.795), PHL (0.820), T2R (0.643), T2L (0.670) 
HYPOR (0.408), HYPOL (0.394) 
Factor 12 
Male 
CHR (0.900), TBR (0.863), HYPOR (0.828) 
[MAINAR (0.303)] 
Female 
.CHR (0.873), TBR (0.819), HYPOR (0.845) 
IMAINAR (0.252)] 
Factor 13 
Male 
CHL (0.915), TBL (0.895), HYPOL (0.858) 
Female 
CHL (0.893), TBL (0.890), HYPOL (0.872) 
[MAINAL (0.265)] 
Factor 14 
Male 
RHR (0.801), RHL (0.747), T2R (0.417), T2L (0.333) 
Female 
RHR (0.773), RHL (0.712), T2R (0.449), T2L (0.454) 
Factor 15 
Male 
PAR (0.797), PAL (0.754) 
Female 
PAR (0.714), PAL (0.740) 
Factor 16 
Male 
RHAR (0.794), RHAL (0.719) 
Female 
RHAR (0.753), RHAL (0.765) 
Male, q = 54; Female, q • 56. 
Factor loadings are given in curved parentheses; 
terms in special parentheses are borderline variables 
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Table 9.2 Pt 1. Test statistics for differences between the 
sexes on the dermatoglyphic variables 
Variable Statistic Variable Statistic 
RF1 t(3960) — 13.00, P < 0.001 
RF2 t(3964) — 2.42, P a 0.016 
RF3 t(3961) — 3.06, P = 0.002 
RF4 t(3956) - 3.87, P < 0.001 
RF5 C(3962) — 7,39, P < 0.001 
LF1 t(3960) BS 12.71, P < 0.001 
LF2 t(3905) — 3.77, P < 0.001 
LF3 t(3958) • 6.12, P < 0.001 
LF4 ' (3927) = 4.83, P < 0.001 
LF5 '(3915) — 7.54, P < 0.001 
RFA1 t(3960) - 11.54, P < 0.001 
RFA2 t(3964) = 2.18, P — 0.029 
RFA3 t(3961) 4.18, P < 0.001 
RFA4 t(3956) - 6.29, P < 0.001 
RFA5 fc(3962) s 8.27, P < 0.001 
LFA1 t(3916) = 9.17, P < 0.001 
LFA2 t(3901) = 3.69, P < 0.001 
LFA3 t(3958) 6.02, P < 0.001 
LFA4 C(3912) = 4.95, P < 0.001 
LFA5 *(3923) 7.47, P < 0.001 
RFRC 
C(3936) = 7.22, P < 0.001 
LFRC 
t(3877) = 8.61, P < 0.001 
TFRC 
C(3896) = 8.16, P < 0.001 
RFAC 
t(3936) = 8.12, P < 0.001 
LFAC 
t(3886) 7.59, P < 0.001 
TFAC fc(3896) 8.11, P < 0.001 
RFR 11 (3940) = 4.77, P < 0.001 
LFR t(3927) 9.17, P < 0.001 
TFR t(3903) 7.35, P < 0.001 
RFU t(3939) =10.05, P < 0.001 
LFU fc(3932) = 2.99, P s 0.003 
TFU t(3906) = 7.75, P < 0.001 
RAB t(3852) = 2.55, P rs 0.011 
RBC t(3853) = 1.67, P = 0.095 
RCD t(3856) = 0.93, P 0.354 
LAB t(4084) = 0.12, P = 0.905 
LBC C(3774) 0.13, P 0.895 
LCD C(3769) = 1.47 P = 0.141 
RPRC 1 (3887) = 2.32, P = 0.021 
LPRC t(4068) 0.40, P = 0.691 
TPRC t(3864) = 1.44, P - 0.150 
MAINADR C(4034) = 2.52, P 0.012 
MAINADL fc(3993) = 1.53, P = 0.127 
MAINADT C(3972) = 0.20, P = 0.843 
RFPII C(3955) = 8.46, P < 0.001 
LF P I I t(3920) n 4.73, P < 0.001 
TFPII C(3934) = 6.88, P < 0.001 
RPPII t(4106) = 1.57, P = 0.117 
LPPII t(4107) s 1.36, P B 0.172 
TPPII t(4102) = 1.71, P e 0.087 
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Table 9.2 Pt 2. Test statistics for differences between the 
sexes on the dermatoglyphic variables 
Variable Statistic Variable Statistic 
RD1 2 X(2) 
= 45.16, P < 0.001 RT2 2 X(D = 0.72, P = 0.397 
RD2 2 
X(2) 
= 24.12, P < 0.001 P2R 2 X(D = 20.33, P < 0.001 
RD3 2 
X(2) 
= 45.37, P < 0.001 P2L 2 X(D = 6.08, P = 0.014 
RD4 2 
X(2) 
= 52.31, P < 0.001 P2TR 2 X(D = 0.02, P = 0.894* 
RD5 2 
X(2) 33.70, P 
< 0.001 P2TL Insufficient data 
LD1 2 
X(2) 
= 33.65, P < 0.001 C2R Insufficient data 
LD2 2 
X(2) 
s 26.20, P < 0.001 C2L Insufficient data 
LD3 2 
X(2) 
= 27.91, P < 0.001 P3R 2 X(D - 2.46, P = 0.117 
LD4 2 
X(2) = 7.89, P = 0.019 P3L 
2 
X(D = 0.07, P - 0.793 
LD5 2 
X(2) = 9.30, P 
= 0.009 P3TR 2 X(D » 10.15, P = 0.001 
RP1 2 
x(4) = 54.39, P < 0.001 P3TL 
2 
X(D = 3.30, P = 0.069 
RP2 2 
X(6) = 89.35, P < 0.001 C3R 
2 
X(D = 1.05, P = 0.305* 
RP3 2 
X(6) 
= 53.16, P < 0.001 C3L 2 X(D - 3.16, P = 0.076* 
RP4 2 
X(6) 
- 60.22, P < 0.001 P4R 2 X(D « 6.68, P = 0.010 
RP5 2 
X(4) 
= 32.75, P < 0.001 P4L 2 X(D = 0.00, P = 0.983 
LP1 2 
X(4) = 34.15, P < 0.001 P4TR Insufficient data 
LP2 2 
X(6) = 17.32, P 0.008 P4TL 
2 
X(D - 0.05, P = 0.825* 
LP 3 2 
X(6) 
= 28.52, P < 0.001 C4R 2 X(D = 0.08, P = 0.777 
LP4 2 
X(6) 
- 19.05, P = 0.004 C4L 2 X(D = 0.01, P = 0.915 
LP5 4.) 
= 13.17, P = 0.010 U4R x2 
X ( l ) 
= 0.12, P = 0.728* 
PTR = 5.59, P 0.018 U4L 2 X(D * 0.91, P = 0.339* 
PTL 0.10, P 0.752 PHR 2 X(D - 0.25, P - 0.614 
RTR 0.78, P 0.377 PHL 2 X(D = 0.98, P = 0.322 
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Table 9.2 Pt 3. Test statistics for differences between 
the sexes on the dermatoglyphic variables 
Variable Statistic Variable Statistic 
CHR 2 X(D = 10.85, P = 0.001 TUL 
2 
X(D m 0.01, P a 0.938* 
CHL 2 X(D 
a 19.48, P < 0.001 TEFR 2 X(D = 2.25, P a 0.134 
RHR 2 
X(D 
a 2.45, P = 0.117 TEFL 2 X(D 0.32, P - 0.573 
RHL 2 
X(D 
a 0.07, P 0.796 TZR Insufficient data 
UHTR 2 X(D - 2.75, P = 0.097* TZL Insufficient data 
UHTL 2 
X(D = 0.53, P 0.468* TZ1R 
2 
X(D a 0.05, P a 0.824* 
CHTR 2 
X(D = 0.02, P a 0.894* TZ1L 
2 
X(D a 0.36, P = 0.548* 
CHTL Insufficient data TZ2R 2 X(D = 0.01, P = 0.939* 
RHTR 2 
X(D = 0.03, P = 0.864* TZ2L 
2 
X(D a 2.01, P - 0.156* 
RHTL 2 
X(D a 0.67, P = 0.413* HYPOR 
2 
X(3) 
a 11.86, P a 0.008 
PAR 2 
X(D = 0.31, P 0.580 HYPOL 
2 
X(2) = 18.79, P < 0.001 
PAL 2 
X(D = 0.73, P - 0.392 INTOR 
2 
X(4) = 10.57, P 
a 0.032 
TR 2 
X(D = 8.72, P - 0.003 INTOL 
2 
X(3) 5.26, P 
a 0.153 
TL 2 
X(D - 8.83, P a 0.003 RHAR 
2 
X(D = 9.85, P = 0.002 
T1R 2 
X(D = 7.35, P - 0.007 RHAL 
2 
X(D = 2.78, P = 0.096 
TIL 2 
X(D = 6.27, P a 0.012 MAINAR 
2 
X(4) 
= 8.51, P a 0.075 
T2R 
T2L 
2 
X(D 
2 
X(D 
0.03, 
9.77, 
P 
P 
0.873 
0.002 
MAINAL 
MAINBR 
X2 
(4) 
2 
X(3) 
25.47, 
8.57, 
P 
P 
< 0.001 • 
0.036 
TBR 2 
X(D a 20.91, P < 0.001 MAINBL 
2 
X(2) = 1.20, P 0.550 
TBL 2 
X(D a 21.78, P < 0.001 MAINCR 
2 
X(5) 
a 23.14, P < 0.001 
TRR 2 
X(D = 0.36, P «= 0.548* MAINCL 
2 
X(4) 
= 11.17, P = 0.025 
TRL 2 
X(D 0.01, P 0.938* MAINDR 
2 
X(2) 
a 8.28, P a 0.016 
TUR 2 
X(D = 0.05, P = 0.825 MAINDL 
2 
X(2) = 2.87, P 
a 0.238 
approximate assessments based on very low frequencies 
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Fig I I THE NORTH PENNINE DALES 
LOCATION MAP 
' / / 
V//. 
V/, 
'A 
Land over 
IOOO feet 
Regional 
Boundaries 
1 R South Tyne 
2 R Allen 
3 R Oerwent 
4 Weordale 
5 Teesdale 
6 Swaiedale 
7 Arkengarthdale 
L O C A L I T I E S 
8 Wensleydale 
9 Coverdole 
10 Colsterdale 
11 Nidderdole 
12 R Washburn 
13 Upper Whorfedole 
14 Littondale 
15 Ribblesdale 
16 Chapeldole 
17 Kingsdale 
18 Dentdale 
19 Garsdole 
20 Mallerstang Common 
21 Stainmore Pass 
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5 
Motorway 
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Regional Boundaries 
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1 33 7t 45 
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( 34 
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0 10 Mis. V t 
i • 
0 10 l5Kms 
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Key to Figure 1.2 
1 Shotley Bridge 26 Sedbergh 
2 Consett 27 Havre s 
3 Alston 28 Leyburn 
4 Stanhope 29 Bedale 
5 Wolsingham 30 Northallerton 
6 Crook 31 Thirsk 
7 Willington 32 Ripon 
8 Bowburn 33 Pateley Bridge 
9 Wheatley H i l l 34 Harrogate 
10 Peterlee 35 Knaresborough 
11 Spennymoor and Tudhoe 36 Wetherby 
12 F e r r y h i l l 37 Otley 
13 Sedgefield 38 I l k l e y 
14 Chilton Buildings 39 Guisley 
15 Bishop Auckland 40 Yeadon 
16 Shildon 41 Horsforth 
17 Newton A y c l i f f e 42 Keighley 
18 Staindrop 43 SiIsden 
19 Middleton-in-Teesdale 44 Skipton-in-Craven 
20 Barnard Castle 45 Grassington 
21 Darlington 46 Barnoldswick 
22 Norton 47 Colne 
23 Stockton-on-Tees 48 Set t l e 
24 E g g l e s c l i f f e 49 Ingleton 
25 Richmond 50 Kirkby Lonsdale 
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Fig 2 I SECONDARY SCHOOL REGIONS AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN 
NORTH PENNINE DALEr 
THE 
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ISI5 
U4 
SCHOOLS 
• Comprehensive Schools 
• Grammar School 
O Secondary Modem School 
• Roman Catholic Secondary School 
REGIONS 
School Regions 
Regional Sub - Boundaries 
Romon Cotholic School 
Catchment Zones 
Separate School Catchment 
Boundaries 
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S27| 
5<nls 1528, 
IS26-
Ul Weardale a Bishop Auckland 
U2 Teesdale 
U3 Richmond 8 Swaledale 
Wensleydale 
U5 Bedale 
U6 Ripon 
U7 Nidderdale Ull Skipton & Upper Whorfedale 
U8 Harrogate 6 Knaresborough UI2 Ribblesdale 8 Ingleton 
U9 Otley UI3 Sedbergh 
UIO llkley UI4 Sedgefiekj Legend for schools;see table21 
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Key to administrative units 
Total population given 
1 Hunstanworth (130) 
2 Edmondbyers (135) 
3 Stanhope (4685) 
4 Wolsingham (2520) 
5 Satley (205) 
6 South Bedbum (175 
7 Hamsterley (320) 
8 Tow Law U.D. (2540) 
9 Crook and W i l l i n g t o n U.D. (21365) 
10 Bishop Auckland U.D. (32775) 
11 Sedgefield (3395) 
12 Fishburn (2550) 
13 Trimdon (5325) 
14 Bishop Middleham (1065) 
15 Butterwick and Oldacres (40) 
16 Embleton (75) 
17 Foxton and Shotton (25) 
18 Elstob (30) 
19 S t i l l i n g t o n (155) 
20 Mordon (135) 
21 Bradbury and the I s l e (100) 
22 Preston-le-Skerne (80) 
23 Woodham (220) 
24 Chilton (5690) 
25 Windlestone (175) 
26 Mainsforth (175) 
27 Cornforth (3505) 
28 F e r r y h i l l (10130) 
29 Forest and F r i t h (195) 
30 Newbiggin (170) 
31 Middleton i n Teesdale (1320) 
32 Eggleston (330) 
33 Woodland (220) 
34 Marwood (280) 
35 Langleydale and Shotton (70) 
36 Lynesack and Softley (1355) 
37 Barnard Castle U.D. (4710) 
38 Streatlam and Stainton (465) 
39 Staindrop (1105) 
40 Raby with Keverstone (105) 
41 Cockfield (1855) 
42 Evenwood and Barony (2985) 
43 Etherley (1765) 
44 Westwick (95) 
45 Whorlton (165) 
46 Winston (410) 
47 Cleatlam (80) 
48 Wackerfield (60) 
49 Hilton (60) 
50 Gainford (1230) 
i n Figures 2.2 to 2.5. 
i n parentheses. 
51 Langton (45) 
52 Ingleton (325) 
53 Morton Tinmouth (15) 
54 Bolam (85) 
55 Headlam (60) 
56 Lunedale (110) 
57 Holwick (75) 
58 Mickleton (345) 
59 Roraaldkirk (155) 
60 Hunderthwaite (120) 
61 Cotherstone (495) 
62 Lartington (120) 
63 Bowes (400) 
64 Gilmonby (45) 
65 S c a r g i l l (45) 
66 Hope (20) 
67 Barningham (175) 
68 B r i g n a l l (70) 
69 Boldron (90) 
70 S t a r t f o r t h (580) 
71 Egglestone Abbey (20) 
72 Rokeby (95) 
73 Wycliffe w i t h Thorpe (125) 
74 Hutton Magna (90) 
75 Ovington (135) 
76 Barforth (75) 
77 Sedbergh (2195) 
78 Garsdale (200) 
79 Dent (585) 
80 Muker (315) 
81 Melbecks (290) 
82 Arkengarthdale (220) 
83 Reeth, Fremington and Healaugh (530) 
84 Grinton (150) 
85 E l l e r t o n Abbey (20) 
86 Marrick (85) 
87 New Forest (15) 
88 Stainton (20) 
89 Walburn (20) 
90 Downholme (55) 
91 Marske (115) 
92 Hudswell (310) 
93 Richmond M.B. (6860) 
94 St Martin's (175) 
95 Easby (95) 
96 Brompton-on-Swale (55) 
97 Skeeby (420) 
98 Aske (90) 
99 G i l l i n g w i t h H a r t f o r t h and 
Sedbury (635) 
648b 
100 Whashton (75) 161 
101 Kirby H i l l (45) 162 
102 Ravensworth (175) 163 
103 Gayles (90) 164 
104 Dalton (110) 165 
105 Newsham (205) 166 
106 West Layton (60) 167 
107 East Layton (50) 168 
108 Forcett and Carkin (160) 169 
109 Melsonby (510) 170 
110 Middleton Tyas (425) 171 
111 Moulton (160) 172 
112 Aldbrough (335) 173 
113 Stanwick St John (90) 174 
114 Caldwell (110) 175 
115 Eppleby (235) 176 
116 High Abbotside (155) 177 
117 Hawes (1065) 178 
118 Bainbridge (400) 179 
119 Low Abbotside (95) 180 
120 Askrigg (360) 181 
121 Bishopdale (25) 182 
122 Thoralby (110) 183 
123 Thornton Rust (95) 184 
124 Newbiggin (50) 185 
125 Aysgarth (140) 186 
126 Carperby-cum-Thoresby (185) 187 
127 Burton-cum-Walden (250) 188 
128 Castle Bolton w i t h East and 189 
West Bolton (70) 190 
129 Carlton Highdale (95) 191 
130 Carlton Town (120) 192 
131 West Witton (285) 193 
132 Redmire (180) 194 
133 Preston-imder-Scar (145) 195 
134 West Scrafton (35) 196 
135 Melmerby (40) 197 
136 Caldbergh w i t h East Scrafton (20) 
137 Coverham w i t h Agglethorpe (65) 198 
138 Wensley (145) 199 
139 Leyburn (1435) 200 
140 Bellerby (295) 201 
141 East Witton Out Parish (60) 202 
142 East Witton Town (160) 203 
143 Middleham (720) 204 
144 Harmby (280) 205 
145 Spennithorne (145) 206 
146 Thornton Steward (145) 207 
147 Hutton Hang (10) 208 
148 Constable Burton (135) 209 
149 Garriston (20) 210 
150 Barden (45) 
151 West Hauxwell (10) 211 
152 East Hauxwell (45) 212 
153 Finghall (120) 213 
154 Akebar (25) 214 
155 Hunton (360) 215 
156 Arrathome (50) 216 
157 Newton-le-Willows (275) 217 
158 Patrick Brompton (115) 218 
159 Hornby (75) 219 
160 Appleton East and West (70) 220 
Ilton-cum-Pott (60) 
Healey (130) 
Colsterdale (15) 
Swinton w i t h Warthermarske (90) 
Fearby (105) 
E l l i n g s t r i n g (40) 
El l i n g t o n High and Low (70) 
Masham (820) 
Burton-on-Yore (115) 
Clifton-on-Yore (50) 
Rookwith (20) 
Thirn (70) 
Thornton Wat lass (150) 
Snape with Thorp (400) 
Firby (45) 
B u r r i l l w i t h Cowling (85) 
Bedale (1840) 
Crakehall (415) 
Rand Grange (10) 
Langthorne (40) 
Aiskew (1155) 
Hackforth (125) 
Ainderby Mires w i t h Holtby (25) 
Well (255) 
West Tanfield (470) 
East Tanfield (40) 
Sutton w i t h Howgrave (70) 
Howgrave (5) 
Kirklington-cum-Upsland (230) 
Carthorpe (230) 
Burneston (175) 
Threakston (165) 
Exelby, Leeming and Newton (1340) 
Swainby wit h Allerthorpe (20) 
Gatenby (40) 
Laverton (250) 
Kirkby Malzeard (570) 
Grewelthorpe (365) 
Eavestone (30) 
Skelding (25) 
Sawley (245) 
Grantley (135) 
Winksley (100) 
Azerley (270) 
War s i l l (45) 
Bishop Thornton (420) 
Markington w i t h Wallerthwaite (525) 
Markingfield Hall (10) 
A l d f i e l d (70) 
Lin d r i c k w i t h Studley Royal and 
Foutains (65) 
L i t t l e t h o r p e (505) 
Studley Roger (110) 
Sutton Grange (40) 
North Stainley w i t h Sleningford (305) 
South Stainley w i t h Cayton (145) 
Burton Leonard (475) 
Westwick (10) 
Bishop Monkton (560) 
Clotherholme (1255) 
Ripon M.B. (10500) 
648c 
221 Sharow (265) 
222 Newby with Mulwith (45) 
223 Skelton (250) 
224 Givendale (20) 
225 Bridge Hewick (60) 
226 Copt Hewick (200) 
227 Marton-le-Moor (120) 
228 Hutton Conyers (170) 
229 Nunwicke cum Howgrave (30) 
230 Norton Conyers (40) 
231 Wath (165) 
232 Melmerby (240) 
233 Middleton Quernhow (70) 
234 Stonebeck Up (105) 
235 Fountains Earth (165) 
236 Stonebeck Down (165) 
237 High and Low Bishopside (1685) 
238 Bewerley (415) 
239 Hartwith cum Winsley (870) 
240 Dacre (500) 
241 Thornthwaite wi t h Padside (125) 
242 Thruscross (60) 
243 Brearton (125) 
244 Scotton (395) 
245 Knaresborough U.D. (11385) 
246 Scriven (195) 
247 Farnham (105) 
248 Walkingham H i l l w i t h Occaney (20) 
249 Copgrove (50) 
250 Ferrensby (135) 
251 Knaresborough Outer (65) 
252 Arkendale (150) 
253 Staveley (345) 
254 Roecliffe (180) 
255 Langthorpe (350) 
256 Goldsborough (265) 
257 Flaxby (55) 
258 Coneythorpe and Clareton (35) 
259 Marton cum Grafton (365) 
260 Boroughbridge (1795) 
261 North Deighton (90) 
262 L i t t l e Ribston (160) 
263 Great Ribston wi t h Walshford (110) 
264 A l l e r t o n Mauleverer wi t h 
Hopperton (100) 
265 Hunsingore (105) 
266 Cattal (105) 
267 Whixley (500) 
268 Great Ouseburn (355) 
269 L i t t l e Ouseburn (165) 
270 Dunsforths (95) 
271 Thornville (20) 
272 Kirk Hammerton (435) 
273 Green Hammerton (440) 
274 Nun Monkton (205) 
275 Thorpe Underwoods (70) 
276 Widdington (15) 
277 Kirby Hall (30) 
278 Great Timble (65) 
279 Blubberhouses (25) 
280 L i t t l e Timble (15) 
281 Fewston (130) 
282 Menwith w i t h Darley (1105) 
283 Leathley (205) 
284 Lindley (45) 
285 Norwood (165) 
286 Castley (55) 
287 Weeton (835) 
288 Stainburn (115) 
289 North Rigton (355) 
290 Pannal (275) 
291 Haverah Park (45) 
292 F e l l i s c l i f f e (235) 
293 B i r s t w i t h (370) 
294 C l i n t (605) 
295 Hampsthwaite (750) 
296 Ripley (160) 
297 K i l l i n g h a l l (1615) 
298 Nidd (115) 
299 Harrogate M.B. (59115) 
300 F o l l i f o o t (410) 
301 Plompton (95) 
302 Kirkby Overblow (305) 
303 Kearby w i t h Netherby (135) 
304 Spofforth w i t h Stockeld (1000) 
305 Farnley (105) 
306 Newall w i t h C l i f t o n (205) 
307 Weston (60) 
308 Askwith (205) 
309 Arthington (515) 
310 Bramhope (3080) 
311 Pool (1670) 
312 Carlton (90) 
313 Otley U.D. (12975) 
314 Denton (95) 
315 Middleton (90) 
316 Nesfield w i t h Langbar (150) 
317 I l k l e y U.D. (20655) 
318 Addingham (2030) 
319 Buckden (140) 
320 L i t t o n (40) 
321 Halton G i l l (35) 
322 Ket t l e w e l l w i t h Starbottom (240) 
323 A r n c l i f f e (65) 
324 Hawkswick (50) 
325 Conistone wi t h Kilnsey (110) 
326 Grassington (1035) 
327 Threshfield (435) 
328 Bordley (20) 
329 Hebden (210) 
330 Linton (140) 
331 Cracoe (100) 
332 Rylstone (110) 
333 Hetton (85) 
334 Hartlington (45) 
335 Burnsall (85) 
336 Thorpe (30) 
337 Appletreewick (125) 
338 Barden (105) 
339 Hazlewood w i t h S t o r i t h s (125) 
340 Bolton Abbey (105) 
341 Halton East (75) 
648d 
342 Beamsley (130) 
343 Draughton (190) 
344 Flasby wi t h Winterburn (80) 
345 Calton (35) 
346 Eshton (50) 
347 Embsay w i t h Eastby (1395) 
348 S t i r t o n w i t h Thorlby (210) 
349 Gargrave (1375) 
350 Skipton U.D. (12090) 
351 Broughton (95) 
352 Bradleys Both (930) 
353 Carleton (855) 
354 F a r n h i l l (510) 
355 Cononley (800) 
356 Elslack (105) 
357 Thornton i n Craven (315) 
358 Martons Both (190) 
359 Bank Newton (60) 
360 Coniston Cold (80) 
361 Horton i n Ribblesdale (500) 
362 Malham Moor (50) 
363 Stainforth (150) 
364 Malham (100) 
365 La n g c l i f f e (415) 
366 Hanlith (25) 
367 Kirkby Malham (70) 
368 Settle (2150) 
369 Giggleswick (830) 
370 Scosthrop (55) 
371 A i r t o n (130) 
372 Otterburn (30) 
373 H e l l i f i e l d (925) 
374 Long Preston (600) 
375 Swinden (30) 
376 Nappa (15) 
377 Halton West (90) 
378 Wigglesworth (145) 
379 Rathmell (200) 
380 Lawkland (160) 
381 Austwick (390) 
382 Clapham cum Newby (480) 
383 Ingleton (1700) 
384 Bentham (2585) 
385 Thornton i n Lonsdale (290) 
386 Burton i n Lonsdale (525) 
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Fig 91 UNILATERAL DIGITAL RIDGE COUNT MEAN FACTOR SCORES: 
FACTOR I (MALE) 
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Fig9-2 UNILATERAL DIGITAL RIDGE COUNT MEAN FACTOR SCORES 
FACTOR I (FEMALE) 
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Hg9-3 UNILATERAL DIGITAL RIDGE COUNT MEAN FACTOR SCORES: 
FACTOR 2 (MALE) 
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Fig9-4 UNILATERAL DIGITAL RIDGE COUNT MEAN FACTOR SCORES 
FACTOR 2 (FEMALE) 
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Fig95 UNILATERAL DIGITAL RIDGE COUNT MEAN FACTOR 
FACTOR 3 (MALE) 
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Fig 9-6 UNILATERAL DIGITAL RIDGE COUNT MEAN FACTOR SCORES: 
FACTOR 3 (FEMALE) 
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Fig 97 UNILATERAL DIGITAL RIDGE COUNT MEAN FACTOR SCORES: 
FACTOR 4 (MALE) 
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Rg 9-8 UN I LATERAL DIGITAL RIDGE COUNT MEAN FACTOR SCORES: 
FACTOR 4 (FEMALE) 
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Fig9-9 UNILATERAL DIGITAL RIDGE COUNT MEAN FACTOR SCORES: 
FACTOR 5 (MALE) 
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Fig910 UNILATERAL DIGITAL RIDGE COUNT MEAN FACTOR 
SCORES«FACTOR 5 (FEMALE) 
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IFig 911 REGIONAL VARIATION FOR THE MEAN DIGITAL RADIALITY/ 
ULNARITY INDEX (MALE) 
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Fig 912 REGIONAL VARIATION FOR THE MEAN DIGITAL RADIALITY/ 
ULNARITY INDEX (FEMALE) 
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Fig 913 REGIONAL VARIATION FOR THE FREQUENCY OF THE 
AXIAL TRIRADIUS T (MALE) 
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Fig 914 REGIONAL VARIATION FOR THE FREQUENCY OF THE 
AXIAL TRIRADIUS T (FEMALE) 
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Numerical Key to Figures i n Chapter 10. 
Figures 10.1 to 10.20, 10.23, 10.24, 10.31 to 10.34 y 10.5^ 
Stages A and B 
1 Weardale 7 Nidderdale 
2 Teesdale 8 Harrogate 
3 Richmond & Swale dale 9 Otley 
4 Wensleydale 10 I l k l e y 
5 Bedale 11 Upper Wharfedale & Skipton 
6 Ripon 12 Ribblesdale & Ingleton 
13 Sedbergh 
Figures 10.25 to 10.28 Stage C 
Rural 
1 Weardale 
2 Teesdale 
3 Richmond & Swaledale 
4 Wensleydale 
5 Bedale 
11 Sedbergh 
6 Ripon 
7 Nidderdale 
8 Middle Wharfedale & Harrogate 
9 Upper Wharfedale & Skipton 
10 Ribblesdale & Ingleton 
Urban 
12 Crook, Tow Law & Willington U.D. 16 
13 Barnard Castle U.D. 17 
14 Richmond M.B. 18 
15 Ripon M.B. 19 
Harrogate M.B, 
Otley U.D. 
I l k l e y U.D. 
Skipton U.D. 
Figures 10.29, 10.30 Stage D 
1 Weardale 
2 Teesdale 
3 Richmond & Swaledale 
4 Wensleydale 
5 Bedale 
6 Ripon 
7 Nidderdale 
8 Harrogate 
9 Middle Wharfedale 
10 Upper Wharfedale & Skipton 
11 Ribblesdale & Ingleton 
12 Sedbergh 
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Appendix l a Letter to parents 
UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM Department of Anthropology 
South End House, South Road, 
Durham DH1 3TG 
Dear Parent, 
Bio l o g i c a l Study of the Yorkshire Dales 
and Adjoining Regions 
I am cur r e n t l y carrying out a research project i n t o the 
v a r i a t i o n of i n h e r i t e d features i n the peoples of the Yorkshire Dales 
and nearby regions. The aim of t h i s i s to discover whether the people 
of the separate Dales can be distinguished from each other and from 
other people i n surrounding regions as may be suggested by t h e i r 
unique h i s t o r y and geography. 
The features used i n the study are those of the palms and 
fingers. On d i f f e r e n t areas of the palms and on the fingers are various 
patterns created by the very i n t r i c a t e lines and these are inhe r i t e d i n a 
very complex manner. The palm and finger p r i n t s can be taken very quickly 
and f o r t h i s reason cause the least inconvenience. 
Because of the shorter distances t r a v e l l e d before t h i s century 
and the pattern of local marriages, people i n one dale, one area, a 
p a r t i c u l a r town or v i l l a g e w i l l be more sim i l a r to one another regarding 
these features than they w i l l be to people fu r t h e r away. But the extent 
of these s i m i l a r i t i e s and differences between regions i s not known, and 
the detailed reasons f o r them yet to be explained. 
With such a large region to cover, enough information can only 
be gathered by carrying out observations on large numbers of school 
children, and I very much hope that you w i l l give your permission f o r 
your son or daughter to take p a r t . 
A large number of schools have already been v i s i t e d and the 
results prove to be very i n t e r e s t i n g . Ultimately, i t i s intended to 
provide a detailed report of the findings and conclusions for each school 
taking part i n the survey. Naturally, d e t a i l s f o r individuals are 
treated w i t h complete c o n f i d e n t i a l i t y . 
Yours sincerely, 
Roger Dennis, B.A. 
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Appendix l b Questionnaire 
DEPARTMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY 
UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM 
The questionnaire below i s designed to provide information on the patterns 
of movement w i t h i n the e n t i r e region and to assess differences that may occur 
regarding the i n h e r i t e d characters w i t h i n one region as to occupational and 
rel i g i o u s groups. I would be very g r a t e f u l i f you and your husband would 
complete i t as accurately as possible. I f you do not know the answer to 
a p a r t i c u l a r item please indicate 'Not Known1. 
Name of Son/daughter , Form 
*His/her b i r t h place 
Name of brothers and/or 
sist e r s at the school • 
Name of f i r s t cousins 
at the school 
^Father's birthplace 
*Father's father's birthplace 
*Father's mother's birthplace 
*Mother's birthplace 
*Mother's father's birthplace 
*Mother's mother's birthplace 
Father's occupation • 
Father's father's occupation 
Mother's father's occupation 
Religion of family • 
*Actual residence at time of b i r t h ; not h o s p i t a l . 
Please leave blank any questions you do not wish to answer. 
Names w i l l not be quoted i n any way whatsoever. 
I give/do not give permission f o r my son/daughter to take part 
i n the survey outlined above. 
Signed 
(Parent/Guardian) 
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Appendix 2. Dermal variable terms and symbols 
1. D i g i t a l Ridge Counts 
A Counts RFR1 to LFU5 
Indi v i d u a l r a d i a l and ulnar ridge counts; twenty variables. 
(a) F i r s t l e t t e r , a p r e f i x notation f o r r i g h t and l e f t hands. 
(b) Second l e t t e r , a constant term f o r ' f i n g e r s 1 . 
(c) Third l e t t e r designates r a d i a l (R) or ulnar (U) counts. 
(d) Number, specifying the d i g i t . 
B Counts RF1 to LF5 
Un i l a t e r a l maximal d i g i t a l ridge counts, that chosen being the 
highest of the ulnar and r a d i a l counts; ten variables. 
(a) F i r s t l e t t e r , a p r e f i x notation f o r r i g h t and l e f t hands. 
(b) Second l e t t e r , a constant term f o r 'fingers'. 
(c) Number, specifying the d i g i t . 
C Counts RFA1 to LFA5 
The summed t o t a l count f o r the r a d i a l and ulnar side of each 
d i g i t . 'A' i n the variable terms i n place of 'R' or 'U' above 
(subsection A) indicates an absolute count i n the sense of Holt 1968 p. 42); 
ten variables. 
D Counts RFRC, LFRC, TFRC 
The summed u n i l a t e r a l maximal counts f o r the fingers on the r i g h t 
hand, the l e f t hand and both together respectively; three variables. 
E Counts RFAC, LFAC, TFAC 
The summed t o t a l counts f o r the fingers on the r i g h t hand, the 
l e f t hand and both together respectively; three variables. 
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F Counts RFR, LFR, TFR and RFU, LFU, TFU 
The summed counts f o r one side of each d i g i t f o r the fingers 
on the r i g h t hand, the l e f t hand and both together respectively. 
The f i n a l l e t t e r indicates r a d i a l or ulnar; s i x variables, 
G Unusual Counts 
(a) Counts Rl to U5 (ten variables) denote the summed counts 
for one side of each d i g i t f o r the homologous d i g i t s on both hands. 
(b) Counts F l to F5 ( f i v e variables) specify the summed 
un i l a t e r a l counts f o r the homologous d i g i t s on both hands. 
(c) Counts AF1 to AF5 ( f i v e variables) indicate the summed t o t a l 
count f o r the homologous d i g i t s on both hands. 
2. D i g i t a l Deltas 
A Deltas RD1 to LD5 
Counts of deltas on each d i g i t . Ten variables 
(a) F i r s t l e t t e r i s a p r e f i x notation f o r r i g h t and l e f t hands. 
(b) Second l e t t e r i s a constant term f o r 'deltas'. 
(c) Number, specifying the d i g i t . 
B Variables RFPII, LFPII, TFPII 
These terms specify pattern i n t e n s i t y indices f o r the d i g i t s on 
the r i g h t and l e f t hands separately and together; three variables. 
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3. D i g i t a l Patterns 
A Symbols f o r T r a d i t i o n a l Patterns 
A Arch TL Twinned or Double Loop 
T Tented Arch LP u Ulnar Lateral Pocket Loop 
L u Ulnar Loop 
L Radial Loop 
LP Radial Lateral Pocket Loop 
CP u Ulnar Central Pocket Loop 
W Whorl CP Radial Central Pocket Loop 
Comp Accidentals 
B Variables RPR1 to LPU5 
Indi v i d u a l r a d i a l and ulnar loop scores; twenty variables. 
The variable terms have the same meaning as RFR1 to LFU5, except that 
P f o r 'patterns' replaces the t h i r d l e t t e r term. 
4. Palmar Ridge Counts 
A Counts RAB to LCD 
Ridge counts between the subdi g i t a l deltas ab, be and cd; size 
variables. 
(a) F i r s t l e t t e r , a p r e f i x notation f o r r i g h t and l e f t hands. 
(b) Second and t h i r d l e t t e r s are combinations of A, B, C and D 
specifying the ridge counts between the i n t e r d i g i t a l t r i r a d i i a, b, c 
B Counts RPRC, LPRC, TPRC 
The summed ab, be and cd counts f o r each hand separately and both 
together; three variables. 
C Counts TAB, TBC, TCD 
The summed counts f o r the ab, be and cd t r i r a d i i f o r both hands 
respectively. 
and d. 
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5. Palmar Deltas ( c f . , Chapter 4) 
A Single and Compound Variable Terms and Symbols 
Term Symbol Meaning 
Left Right 
TEFL T'EFR t e f Thenar deltas 
TZL TZR z Zygodactylous formation ab 
TZ1L TZ1R z f Zygodactylous formation be 
TZ2L TZ2R z f f Zygodactylous formation cd 
INTOL INTOR t i n t I n t e r d i g i t a l pattern i n t e n s i t y (deltas-3) 
TL TR t A xial t r i r a d i u s (proximal) 
TIL T1R t 1 Axial t r i r a d i u s (medial) 
T2L T2R t f 1 A x i a l t r i r a d i u s ( d i s t a l ) 
TBL TBR t b Hypothenar border t r i r a d i u s 
TUL TUR t U Hypothenar central t r i r a d i u s 
TRL TRR t r Parathenar r a d i a l t r i r a d i u s 
HYPOL HYPOR thyp Hypothenar pattern i n t e n s i t y (deltas-1) 
AXL AXR AX Locational a x i a l t r i r a d i u s variable 
(proximal delta biased) 
B Variables RPPII, LPPII, TPPII 
These terms specify pattern i n t e n s i t y indices f o r the palms on the 
ri g h t and l e f t hands separately and together i n number of deltas; three 
variables* 
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6. Palmar Patterns ( c f • , Chapter 4) 
Variable Terms and Symbols 
Term Symbol Meaning 
Left Right 
PTL PTR I Peripheral loop on thenar area 
RTL RTR I r Radial loop on thenar area 
P2L P2R I I Peripheral loop on i n t e r d i g i t a l area I I 
P2TL P2TR T I I Peripheral tented loop on i n t e r d i g i t a l area 
C2L C2R 
A 
I I Central loop on i n t e r d i g i t a l area I I 
P3L P3R I I I Peripheral loop on i n t e r d i g i t a l area I I I 
P3TL P3TR T I I I 1 Peripheral tented loop on i n t e r d i g i t a l area 
C3L C3R 
A 
I I I Central loop on area I I I 
P4L P4R IV Peripheral loop on i n t e r d i g i t a l area IV 
P4TL P4TR T IV Peripheral tented loop on i n t e r d i g i t a l area 
C4L C4R 
A 
IV Central loop on area IV 
U4L U4R I V U Ulnar loop on i n t e r d i g i t a l area IV 
PHL PHR H Peripheral loop on hypothenar area 
CHL CHR 
A 
H Central loop on hypothenar area 
RHL RHR H r Radial loop on hypothenar area 
UHTL UHTR T U Tented ulnar loop on hypothenar area 
CHTL CHTR T C Tented carpal loop on hypothenar area 
RHTL RHTR T r Tented r a d i a l loop on hypothenar area 
PAL PAR Pa Parathenar peripheral loop 
RHAL RHAR A r Hypothenar r a d i a l arch 
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7. Mainline Terminations and Mainline Index 
A Mainline Terminations 
Term 
Left Right 
MAINAL MAINAR 
MAINBL MAINBR 
MAINCL MAINCR 
MAINDL MAINDR 
Symbol 
A 
B 
C 
D 
Meaning 
Line A termination 
Line B termination 
Line C termination 
Line D termination 
B Variables MAINADR, MAINADL, MAINADT 
These terms specify the mainline indices f o r the r i g h t and l e f t 
hands and t h e i r sum. 
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Appendix 3. Compute and Recode Statements f o r the A x i a l T r i r a d i i 
and the Mainlines 
1. A x i a l T r i r a d i i . Variables AXR, AXL 
The a x i a l t r i r a d i i involve two ord i n a l scales, one for proximo-
d i s t a l locations and the other accounting f o r pattern i n t e n s i t y and thus 
the r e p l i c a t i o n of deltas. Because of t h i s , they are t r a d i t i o n a l l y 
categorized by three variable terms based on the former scale. Several 
methods are available f o r dissociating pattern i n t e n s i t y from a x i a l delta 
location ( c f . , Chapter 4 section 1.3 ( i v ) (d) ) . The ordinal scale 
equating w i t h the minimal percentage function of the a x i a l t r i r a d i u s and 
the minimal atd angle i s given below under AXR, AXL. The conditional 
statements convert the three o r i g i n a l variables to a single variable term 
i s o l a t i n g a l l the possible combinations of t h e i r scores. By applying 
p r i o r i t y to proximal categories these scores are converted through a 
simple recode to t°, t , t f and t t f . A s i m i l a r recode can be constructed 
on the basis of the most d i s t a l t r i r a d i i . Furthermore, the detailed 
statements can obviously be converted i n t o a continuous scale, though 
t h i s has not been followed up i n the present study. 
1 16 
IF (TR EQ 0 AND T1R EQ 0 AND T2R EQ 0) AXR=0 
IF (TR EQ 1 AND T1R EQ 0 AND T2R EQ 0) AXR=1 
IF (TR EQ 0 AND T1R EQ 1 AND T2R EQ 0) AXR=2 
IF (TR EQ 0 AND T1R EQ 0 AND T2R EQ 1) AXR=3 
IF (TR EQ 2 AND T1R EQ 0 AND T2R EQ 0) AXR=4 
IF (TR EQ 0 AND T1R EQ 2 AND T2R EQ 0) AXR-5 
IF (TR EQ 0 AND T1R EQ 0 AND T2R EQ 2) AXR=6 
IF (TR EQ 1 AND T1R EQ 1 AND T2R EQ 0) AXR=7 
IF (TR EQ 0 AND T1R EQ 1 AND T2R EQ 1) AXR=8 
IF (TR EQ 1 AND T1R EQ 0 AND T2R EQ 1) AXR=9 
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IF (TR EQ 3 AND T1R EQ 0 AND T2R EQ 0) AXR=10 
IF (TR EQ 0 AND T1R EQ 3 AND T2R EQ 0) AXR=11 
IF (TR EQ 0 AND T1R EQ 0 AND T2R EQ 3) AXR=12 
IF (TR EQ 1 AND T1R EQ 1 AND T2R EQ 1) AXR=13 
IF (TR EQ 2 AND T1R EQ 1 AND T2R EQ 0) AXR=14 
IF (TR EQ 2 AND T1R EQ 0 AND T2R EQ 1) AXR=15 
IF (TR EQ 1 AND T1R EQ 2 AND T2R EQ 0) AXR=16 
IF (TR SQ I AND T1R EQ 0 AND T2R EQ 2) AXR=17 
IF (TR EQ 0 AND T1R EQ 2 AND T2R EQ 1) AXR=18 
lIF (TR EQ 0 AND T1R EQ 1 AND T2R EQ 2) AXR=19 
IF (TR EQ 1 AND T1R EQ 2 AND T2R EQ 1) AXR=20 
IF (TR EQ 2 AND T1R EQ 1 AND T2R EQ 1) AXR=21 
IF (TR EQ 1 AND T1R EQ 1 AND T2R EQ 2) AXR=22 
The sequence i s repeated f o r variable AXL. 
1 16 
ASSIGN MISSING AXR,AXL(99) 
RECODE AXR,AXL(1,4,7,9,10,13 THRU 17,20,21,22=1)(2,5,8,11,18,19=2) 
(3,6,12«3) 
2. Palmar Mainlines 
A Coding Scheme 
In the present study and on the general programming sheet 
(Dennis 1977), to avoid t r a n s l a t i o n e r r o r s , a mnemonic-type coding 
(nominal) has been allocated to terminations i n view of the d i f f i c u l t i e s 
inherent i n 5' and 5". 
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Code 
00 Absence of mainline and t r i r a d i u s . 
01 For mainlines B, C and C, manifestations of X, x or doubling 
back to the t r i r a d i a l point. 
14 For mainline A ( i f t h i s should ever occur), manifestations of 
X, x or doubling back to the t r i r a d i a l point. 
01 Termination 1 f o r A mainline 
02 Termination 2 
03 Termination 3 
04 Termination 4 
15 Termination 5 1 
25 Termination 5" 
06 Termination 6 
07 Termination 7 
08 Termination 8 
09 Termination 9 
10 Termination 10 
11 Termination 11 
12 Termination 12 
13 Termination 13 
14 Termination 1 f o r mainlines B, C or D ( i f these should ever occur) 
(code 99 i s the missing value) 
B Recodes to Convert Mnemonic-Type Coding to Ordinal Scales 
For most analyses ( i . e . , estimation and comparison of frequencies 
in and between subfiles respectively) the above coding scheme i s s a t i s f a c t o r y , 
and any system of recodes can be applied to collapse adjacent categories 
for s p e c i f i c t e s t s . However, f o r analyses requ i r i n g at least an o r d i n a l 
scale ( i . e . , c o r r e l a t i o n matrices based on Spearman's r h o ) , true o r d i n a l 
scales must be established. The i n s t r u c t i o n s f o r a l t e r n a t e s t r a t e g i e s , 
both of which have h e u r i s t i c appeal, are given below. 
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( i ) Abortive conditions treated as nascent features 
This sequence of recodes treats blind terminations of 
mainlines as nascent features. Concomitantly, the patterns are tented 
loops. I m p l i c i t i n this i s the assumption of delta p r i o r i t y over pattern 
formation; - though the triradius has developed, i t s embryonic status 
vis-a-vis terminations at the edge of the palm is contained i n the blind 
termination of the proximal radiant. 
1 16 
RECODE MAINAR TO MAINDL(2=3)(3=4)(4=5)(15=6)(25=7) (6=8)(7=9) 
(8=10)(9=11)(10=12)(11=13)(12=14)(13=15) 
RECODE MAINAR,MAINAL(14=1) (1=2) 
RECODE MAINBR TO MAINDL(14=2) 
( i i ) Abortive conditions treated as obligatory terminations 
This sequence of recodes treats the blind termination of 
a mainline effectively as an acute reflection of the proximal radiant to 
i t s source. 
T 
The usual situation of a well developed I I I on the blind 
termination of the c triradius i s i n a l l likelihood due to the d i f f e r e n t i a l 
development of ridge alignment on the individual f e t a l pads and the 
enforced enclosure of ridges around the c triradius in such a manner as 
effectively to n u l l i f y any direction of the proximal radiant from c to 
position 7 or 9, and especially to more ulnarward locations governed by 
line terminations from b and d. As such, varying developmental triggers 
may be responsible for the condition, and clearly neither recode sequence 
provides an optimal solution. The former w i l l always underestimate the 
value of a possible true termination, whilst the following may overestimate 
or underestimate i t . 
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1 16 
RECODE MAINAR TO MAINDL(2=3)(3=4)(4=5)(15=6)(25=7)(6=8)(7=9) 
(8=10)(9=11)(10=12)(11=13)(12=14)(13=15) 
RECODE MAINAR,MAINAL(1=2) 
RECODE MAINBR,MAINBL(1=12) 
RECODE MAINCR,MAINCL(1=10) 
RECODE MAINDR, MAINDL (1=8 ) 
RECODE MAINBR TO MAINDL (14=2) 
( i i i ) Recoding A and B mainline radio-distal terminations to 
missing values 
Occasionally, the A and B mainlines (mostly the former) are 
o A 
deflected through 180 by H to return to the radio-distal side of the 
palm (terminations 11 or 13). The C mainline is rarely subject to this. 
I t may be considered reasonable that as the A mainline terminations w i l l 
in any case be dependent on specific pattern development i n the hypothenar 
area, the values of the actual terminations should be retained. I t i s 
clear that i n particular cases certain terminations are effectively 
negated by pattern construction. In one f i l e for one pattern ( i . e . , 
an H) this does of course depend on i t s precise location and dimension 
in individual cases. 
To retain values of the true terminations then, the recode 
sequences given d i r e c t l y above i n sections 2 B ( i ) and ( i i ) are followed. 
However, missing values can be applied, the sequence of recodes given 
below for section 2 B ( i ) . 
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1 
RECODE 
RECODE 
RECODE 
RECODE 
16 
MAINAR TO MAINDL(2=3)(3=4)(4=5)(15=6)(25=7)(6-8)(7=9) 
(8=10)(9=11)(10=12) 
MAINCR TO MAINDL(11=13)(12=14)(13=15) 
MAINAR,MAINAL(1=2)(11,13=99) 
MAINBR,MAINBL(11,13=99) 
A l l statements are written i n SPSS notation (cf. Nie 
et alia 1975). 
1 5 SEP 1977 
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